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A DESCRIPTION OF THE VISAGE    .  -^ <-^^ _ 

Chiapilla is a ladino village of about £,000 persons. 

It lies in 'tierra calienfc1 {hot country) at approximately 

1,500 feet.  The dry season lasts from October to April 

and the rainy season from May to September.  The rains vary 

greatly from year to year both in the total amount of rain 

and the dates upon which it starts and finishes.  The ralnt. 

generally beginsat about 4 p.m. and stops at about 7 p.m. 

However, at times heavy rain continues turoughout the night, 

leaving a sea of mud where taere were paths and a small, 

swiftly running stream down the middle of the main street. 

Pepple distinguish between »un aguacero', which is a very 

heavy rainfall and »un norte', which is a light drlszle only. 

The first type of rain is good for the maise crop and the 

second type tends to be bad for it.  During February and 

March there are strong winds waich create small dust storms. 

It is more a matter of inconvenience in taat the dust gets 

into ones f/ea and hair and into the house and clothes.  It 

is not a serious menace as in the north and centre of Mexico, 

where the wind swells up in travelling columns of soil, eroding 

the land. 

The hottest months are March, April and May, but it is 

a dry heat, without the unbearable humidity found on the coast. 

During this season, those who can remain indoors during the 

hottest aid-day hours do so and mothers try to keep their small 

children out of the sun.  Nevertheless, the men work In the 

fields until 5 or 4 p.m. and trader women can also be seen 

travelling during these hours* 

The .closest—centres of populatioifr-ijc Chiapilla are 

the vlllagosNof gapotal and Totelapmj both aoajjt erne amd-sr- 

-half hows's walk aiomg a oomfostablo foot- path. 

winter ef 1961 a siAldo^s^camo to widen these paths to a 

-traok suitable for lorries andfrepa. These two villages- 

are roughly the same sise as Chiapill Acala lies a little 

About two hours on further off> in the opposite direction. 

footn Alao   In tha iHwtau  nt Iflfll,   ».hi« hiaidniw  *\m**md 
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The vilxage lies very close tc the rivers Chuchatenco, 

Salado and Frio and about forty minutes away - still in the 

lands owned by villagers - runs the Rio Grijalva.  The 

important tning is toat there is plenty of water, even though 

it is not utilised nearly as well as it could be. This 

used to be an area of cane fields and cotton plantation in 

the time of the large f incasj\ before the Revolution. flow 

the land around Chiapilla is divided among its people, 

theoretically at least, and the main crops are maixe and 

black beans.  In the more fertile lands every kind of fruit 

is grown. 

In these good lands, the maise takes three months to 

ripen as compared to seven months in 'tierra fria', cold 

country.  The wealthier men of Chiapilla rent their lands 

:os» to •caserc A as do the owners of the fincas outside the 

village territory.  These 'caseritos' are Chamulas and 

Zinacantecans.  They pass through the village day and night 

going to and from their fields, which they rent on a share- 

cropping basis.  They always go on foot, driving their 

mules before them.  As a rule they Just pass through the 

village and only stop to buy paletas.or to sell a little 

mail* or frivol. 

The closest centres of population to Chiapilla are the 

villages of Zapotal and Totolapa, both about one-and-a-half 

hoves't yalfcsalong a eoafortablc foot-path.  In the winter 

of 1861 a bulldoser came to widen these paths to a track 

suitable for lorries and jeeps.  These two villages are 

roughly the same else as Chiapilla.  Acala lies a little 

further off in the opposite direction.  About two hours 

on foot.  Also in the winter of 1961, this bulldoser cleared 

a rough track between Aeala and Chiapilla, so that it now 

takes about one-and-a-half hours by but or lorry and an 

hour by jeep.  Aeala has approximately 5,000 inhabitants. 

From Acala to the Btate Capital of Tuxtla Qutierrei there 

is * new all weather road which was also opened in 1961. 

2. 
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A bus takes about one arid a hall'  to two iiours,   and a car 

can make tae journey in forty-five minutes-       It  is important fd 

tc keep in mind how very recen%[the village has had such 

goid coiuuunicatiQns with tae outside. 

Chiapilla is not laid out in tne grid-pattern so common 

in tais area.      This is entirely due to  its/geogra hical 

position anu it tries to get as close to  the grid-patterns 

as it can.      The village is built on a ridge between two 

rivers.       It nas very little flat laud on the top to allow 

for houses and  'sitios'^     There are only two long, parallel 

streets which gives room for four rows of houses.      Tne 

second street disappears for a stretch,   because the ridge 

narrows to permit two rows of houses only.      Taere is a 

third street where the houses and   *sitios*are on the steep 

slope and taere are several houses  scattered singly on the 

slope leading down to the river.       The general impression 

which all visitors to Chiapilla have,  is tnat It consists 

of one long endless street. 

A£i£Tlo. 

The most important division in the village is between 

* el pueblo* (the village) and 'el Batrio' (there is no exact 

translation, it means a section or district of a town or 

Tillage).  The people of the Barrio are quite distinct and 

separate from those of the Pueblo.  They are sc considered 

by the inhabitants of the Pueblo and also consider themselves 

to be different. 

The inhabitants of the Barrio came there about thirty 

years ago. The./ were peons working on the near-by fincas 

of Ban Jose and Ban Cayetano.  When the fincas vere taken 

from the owners and given to the men of Zapotal, these peons 

came to Chiapilla to settle there.  They were given the 

steep slope of a hill on which to build their houses. It is 

not accidental, I think, that the path leading down to the 

Barrio passes right through one of the rubbish heaps of the 

Tillage, 

8. 
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The peons were Indians.  They spoke Tsotzil and many 

still, speak it.  According to the ladinos, they "did. not 

speak", for 'saver HablaryaeetBS to speak Spanish.  They 

were'pure envueltaa1, meaiiing that the women wore the Indian 

wrap-over skirts.  Tnese Indians spoke differently, dressed 

differently, ate different foods and farmed with different 

niv i»Pl»aanta from the^ Calapllltecos.  The Barrio today has 
CV&Y n<>  — 
l£^   its own school, waich they requested and waich they themselves 

built.  It nas no church, but a house waich serves as a 

chapel houses San Anonlo and his nlno, and another has San 
t 

Jose the Patron Saint brought with them from their former 

finta.  The Barrio Indians have tneir own religious customs 

although on Important accasions they go to the village 

church. 

Despite this separation in location and in their own 

consciousness, the Barrio and the Pueblo are economically 

inter-dependant.  The Barrio men work as day-labourers in 

the fiAds of the villagers.  The young firls go as servants 

to work in the Pueblo.  Chiapilltecas come to buy pigs and 

hens frun the Barrio women.  The Barrio men go to the 

caatinas of the Pueblo tc get drunk.  There are no shops in 

the Barrio and the inhabitants tuerefore buy all tneir re- 

quirements in the shops of the Pueblo.  Tnere are numerous 

compadre relationships between the two, wita the Pueblo 

people as the madrinas and padriaos. 

There are women in the Barrio wao speak no word of 

Spanish and iuite a number of women who still wear Indian 

dress.  Others nave become cimpxetely ladinised and have 

even moved Into the village and have married a ladino girl 

or man.  Between the two extremes there is every degree of 

ladinisation. 

The people of the Pueblo look down upon those of the 

Barrio as •Indlos'.  They are either contemptuous of them 

or are charitably pltyf ul of their ignorance and their 

poverty.  It is true that in general the Barrio people are 

I 4. 



much poorer, althougu they are fast catching up and are 

even buying lands from those williiig to sell in the village. 

In any case, the inhabitants of the village consider them- 

selves to be far superior and the Barrio people believe this 

to be true. 

Lv_ 

Vithin the village proper there is a general division 

between all houses lying scuth of the square and those lying 

north of it.  The soutnern half isjpmlled •AbaJo* and the 

inhabitants are the 'AbaJanes'; the northern half is called 

'Arriba' and the inhabitants are the 'Arribenos'.  People 

living in the Arriba section consider Abajo to be a long 

way off (it takes about fifteen minutes walk from one end of 

the village to the other).  One would hardly go that far at 

night, not even to a fiesta1 

The distinction wnicn the people make between Arriba 

and AbaJo is a geographical and not a social one.  There is 

no separate administration nor is there a church for each 

half: members of tnqfsame family live in different halves and 

rich and poor seem to be equally distributed in both parts, 

there are no offices or duties exclusively in the hands of 

one or the other half.  The terms 'Arriba' and 'Abajo' are 

often used in a relative way.  A woman who lives in the 

very left* house of 'Abajo* talks of going to do soae shopping 

'Arriba', even though she does not intend to go as far as the 

snuare. i.e. the division between Arriba and Abaio. 

People wi...l also apetK ui 'Barrios' in the sens of 

neifchbournood; wnei. tne> explain where a certain person 

lives taejf will -ay 'vlve en el barrio de la callecita' (he 

lives in the callecita), or 'vive en el barrio de la Cruz' 

(he lives near the Cross).  Tnis xs different irom most 

Mexican populations, where the 'Barrio' is a recognisable and 

separate entity. 
ttlUckJ   fe J" 
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There are three crosses at the entrances to the 
on 

village.  Cue at either end and tue third/one of the paths 

leading from the village down to the river.  The crosses 

are placed just before tne first house and when some houses 

were built beyond the Cross frefee- years ago, tnus enlarging 

the village, the Cross was moved so that it should stand 

right at the entrance.  There is the day of La Santa Crui 

which is devoted to the Cross.  In Chiapilla tais is not 

a village occasion; the 'barrio' or neighbourhood around each 

cross locks after it.  The women put flowers and candles before 

the Cross as they pass it to fetch water.  It is the neigh- 

bourhood that collects money for the fiesta on the 1st of May, 

which looks for a're^adora' to lead the prayers and which holds 

vigil all night by the Cross. 

In the centre of the village is 'el parque', the 

village square.  On one side of it are the municipal 

buildings.  There is one room which servies as the head- 

quarters for the Comisariado EJidal; next to this is the 

prison, a small square room; and next to that the town hall 

or 'cabildo'. AAjoining this is 'el salon Chiquito' (the 

small classroom) cf trie school, next to which is the 'salon 

feraiide' (wuich is the original scuool building and uas two 

classrooms). 

Cix tue secw,d s-uie of tue s uare staui tue cuurcn and 

churcnyard and adjoiiixi^ ±a  the 'sitio' am tue uouse of 

the schoolmaster.  This uouse fcriuerly belonged to the school- 

master's i'utuer, wuo was one of tne ricuer aen of Chiapilla. 

He does not occupy it by virtue of being schoolmaster, that 

is to say it- is nd\  *-housedestiued for use of the masters. 

The tuird auu fourth sides of the square are occupied by 

private nouses.  Of these houses only those occupied by wealthier 

men used to be white-wasned, however, during the fiesta of 

1961 the two beer companies of S. Mexico put up stands for 

V 
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the sale of their beer for the first time.  Tney offered to 

paint the houses facing into the square free of cherge, pro- 

viding the owners would permit them to advertise their beer 

on the walls.  The owners were only too deignted to permit 

this. 

The centre of the square used to consist of a large 

patch of rubble, with an old water tank in the middle, when 

I first arrived.  At one time a water pipe had carried a 

dribble of water right to the centre of the village.  It 

was a narrow pipe which ran along the main street so that 

everyone w-s bound to stumble over it.  As long as it still 

carried some water this would have been tolerable.  However, 

even after the system was finally abandoned the tubing still 

continued to lie around the street.  Villagers told me that 

the pipe had continually broken down.  Some said the little 

boys who sold water were the guilty ones; others blamed the 

teenage boys for the breakdowns.  It was the custom for a 

young lad to meet his sweetheart by the river as sue was fetching 

her water (and tais still is the custom)- if she ceased going 

to the river and fetched her water from the tank right in the 

middle of the village, his opportunity of taking to her was 

removed. 

Before the fiesta of April 29th 1961, the President* 

built a 'rotonda* for dancing in the middle of the square. lie 

spent on tuis the enormous sum of £5000(Mex) and, although 

it is still occasionally used for public dances, it se^rves 

much mere as a drying ground for the maize.  Around two sides 

of tue s.,uare there are a number of 'gloriettas', that is to 

say cement benches, each one bearing the date of construction 

and the name of the Presidente responsible for the work. Two 

sides of the square have a cement paving built round about 

1957: there was not enough time or money to complete all four 

sides of the square and suDse;uent Presidentes evidently did not 

consider it worth taeir while to complete it.  The church, 

the M unlclpal buildings, the school and all the houses around 

the s .uare are made of adobe bricks. 

7. 
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homes 

There are about 500 houses in the village.  About 

200 of tuese are of adobe and all of these have tile roofs. 

Approximately half of the aaobe houses are white-washed and 

tae remainder are not.  As a general rule one ean say that 

those who live in adobe houses are better off than those who 

do not.  This is not absolutely true, for some poorer 

persons may be renting an adobe house, or they may have 

inherited it from a father or brother who could afford to 

build such a house.  The remainder of the houses are mostly 

built of wattle and daub, although there are still a few 

which are built of 'cana brava' (a type of bamboo).  Some 

of the wattle a±4 daub houses are waite-wasned while many 

of the poorer ones are not.  Again, seme of the wattle and 

daub houses have tiled r^ofs and others nave roofs of palm 

straw. 

An indication of the wealth of thejpwner is the type of 

doors to the nouse.  The most expensive are the four-part 

doors, which cost about #300 (Mex).  The lower half may 

be closed while the upper halves are left open to permit 

light and air to enter.  After this come two-part doors, i.e. 

two halves which close by meeting in the middle.  I have 

not seen the kind/of doors we use, namely made of one piece o] uu-o-ud 

only with a hinge on one side and closing the entrance 

completely.  The very poorest houses have a number of boards 

which they place in front of the opening.  None of the 

houses have windows.  The floor of seme houses is cemented 

but generally there is an earth floor. 

X suppose that there must be about twenty-five houses 

in the Tillage which have more than one room.  The second 

room is generally a small aquare space leading off the 

main room; it has no door to the outside and no window, so 

that it is quite dark.  Alternatively, the second room may 

be of the same siae as the main room; in this oase it has 

it8 own door to let in air and light, the effeet being 

rather like having two houses side by side. 

8. 
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I know of eight houses in the village wuich oave seme kind 

of sanitary arrangement.  There are no septic tanks and 

all tue existit* tailets are of tue simplest kind, with a 

roofed nut on one e^e^and the pig-run ad^oiuiiit. it.  In all 

other nouses the 'sitio' or y*.rd is used. 

A large number of the adobe houses have a 'bancetta', 

a pavement of cement which runs the length of the house. 

The usual thing a man tries to do is to build tue house 

one year, white-wash it the next year and build the bancetta 

in the third year. . He does net always manage to do this 

of course^  HousesvS*JStwhite-washed either outside, or 

both ineitte and outside. 

Two men in the village - the two school masters - use 

a gas stove with calor-gas stored in tanks.  These tanks 

are changed once in three months.  All other villagers cook 

on wood fires.  Occasiona-ly a household will buy wood: such 

is the case in houses vhere there are no men or boys to fetch 

it, or in houses where bread or soap are laade.  Generally 

however tue man or boys of tue household fetch tae wood* 

It is collected from the hilxs around the vii .age or from 

special lands reserved for tuis purpose by the 'Ejxdo*.  Men 

may bring wood on taelr way home from work and for many it is 

their Sunday job to collect wood. 

The 'kitchen1 of tue house can also be used as an indi- 

cator of the veelt-h of itsjbwner.  The poorest households cook 

on the floor in a corner of the house. In all the adobe houses 

cooking is dene in the 'coredor* at the baok - this is a roofed 
end 

passage behind the house.  Tbe fire is built at one/ of this 

coredor, either on the ground or on a cement or adobe table 

so that the cook need not bend down while coaakd<n£. The fire 

it nade between thraejhifh stones on which the pots are plaoed. 

There are a few houaes which have a separate hut vhere the 

cooking la done; usually it is an old Hroje' (sail* store- 

house) or an old house which used to be the living house before 

the new one was built. 

8. 
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All houses are built right on the edge of the road 

without any space for a front yard.  Every house has a 

sitio at trie back and is separated from its neighbour by a 

low fence of wooden poles.  Occasionally tuere is no fence, 

but the boundary is marked in some way or other.  There are 

six houses wnich have the sitio enclosed by an adobe wall. 

A seventh is at present naving a wall built.  Tne six 

owners who have sucn adobe wails are among the well-to-do 

of tne village.  However, not every wealthy man has an 

adobe wall buxlt around his sitio; the two sup, osedly 

ricuest men nave an open sitio.  The reason for the wall 

is not privacy but partly to keep the pigs and cnickens in- 

side and partly to keep burglars out.  I think it also 

has some connection with the "gentility" of the owner. 

Some houses have a 'troje', a maise storage hut, but most 

of the owners of adobe house keep their maise inside the house. 

Inside, the houses consist of a square room: there is 

no ceiling and the room is open to the raiters and the rocf. 

There are some cement or tile floirs, but generally it is 

an earth floor.  Light enters by two uotrs, which are left 

open all day under normal circumstances - one door opens 

onto the street and the other opens outo the sitio or yard. 

A few houses are white-washed inside and this makes then 

lighter.    tK*    IOA.<HJT     W-M'^VJ^ n-e-x<>ULA-C      tt-UiNijr     2-0   j«vi   ^^fnt^ 

Every house has a hammock in the centre of the rooa. 

When the head of the household is at hone, this is hit place 

and when he is not there the next senior person has the right 

to it.  Women often put their little babies to sleep in 

the hammock, giving it a push now and then.  It is the only 

place in the house where the baby is quite safe if left un- 

attended. 

There is Also an altar in every house.  Most houses 

have an altar table with a ekth over it and some flowers on 

it.  The very poor have a home-made wooden shelf attached 

to the wall, which serves as their altar.  Naturally the 

number of saints and the extent to wnioh the altar is cared 

10. 
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for varies witn tiie housewife, out tuere are always 

several s^xnts: tne ^.rxiicipai s^.int and a number of minor 

cues.  I have seen as many as ten minor sainis ana as few 

as two.  Tuese secinuury sa_nts are always represented by 

framed pictures uaging on trie wall or propped on tne table. 

Tiie ;;rincipai faaint, wuo is tiie ricusenold Saint, may bave 
be 

a larger picture or/in tne iVrm of a statuette upon the 
the image t^.-fAa*^ p^Wv''".*> Q 

table and/is usually kept in a glass case.  Pictures, are c*^|"<^ ••> o 

more common tuan statuettes because tney i.re cueaper. 

I found that generally tnejimages are acqurxed by the 

present owners of tue nouse, i.e. by tne ueaus of the 

families.  There were only a few instances of tiie images 

Deing inneriteu frun parents.   I askeu wnether aacu member 

of the family nus his social saiia ana oiily once was I 

told tuat one of tne cnildren nad bougnt a certain s<-int and 

sicky would ta^e it away witu him upon marrigae.   Images 

are bougnt by tne men or women, extner at fxestas or fnm 

travelling vemiors wuo come rcunci from time to time.  Tnese 

latter sell tiie images en hire-purcuase and c<me rouna once 

a fortnight to col ect tne installments!  Host of the women 

1 iue~ticned Knew tiie names of tne saints tuey nad arid also 

knew their saint's day.  Even if tney Ci.uid not manage a 

fiesta, they wcuiu be sure to light a candle and say the 

•rezo' on the fiesta of the saint in tnexr ncuse. 

Common saints were; i»a Virgin del Carmen, San Anonio del 

Monte, i>a Virgin de Guaduiupe, iJ. wino x)ios (tne Curist Guild 

vuose day is tne ^4tn of December), ban Francxsco, K). Senor 

d'Kscxpulas. 

The altar is treated iuite familiarly in everyday life. 

If the child hasjbitten into a fruit and will not finish It, 

the mother pops it on the altar-ta$l¥f"12bney is sometimes 

kept there as well as any other odds and ends one does not 

want to lose.  Only upon special occasions, when there is 

a *rezo', either for a fiesta or for the dead, or for any 

Other reason, is the altar cleaned up and decorated with 

11. 
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paper uaufciugs, at SUCH, t-^f.es everjt^int else is removed. 

Lacti linage must be Dles.eu oy tae i.-rxt^t before it is 

hun& on tue altar.  For t..is a '^aurina', or todaetuer, 

is cuosen cuid  many women - ^articuiary young ^irls - caii 

eaCii otner ' conK.ure' as a cmseueiice oi tue "babtism of 

an image.  If tae image uas ueen cleaned cr required it is 

also taken to the priest to ue blessed uei'ore it is returned 

tc tne altar. 

Above the altar, hanging en trie wail, are pictures of 

tue deadmeiuUers of tue family.   Unfortunately I never went 

Ijnto this iuestion of tue pnotofcrapns of the dead:  now 

that 1 tniiJs. it over, it strikes iue now very important it 

must be tc tne people, for tuey to tc endless trcubie and 

ex^exise t«. ootam a i^r^e photograph of parents, cuiidren or 

siblings wuo uare died.  It is "bad" to nc.ve We likeness 

oi a living perscn hanging over tne altar - tue , erscn is 

li^el,, to die scon.   I know one woman wuo only nad a picture 

suowiiig botn uer parents.  As uer mother was still alive, 

sue nung tneLmotogra,. h ever tue altar for uer dead father 

axid covereu up witn a ^.iece of paper tue side suowiug uer 

mother. 

Every house ussa 'tinaja', a large eartnenware water 

jar and one or twe buckets with wuicu tc fetch the water. 

r-     There must be. one earthenware pot in w^icn to cook 'nixtamal' 

(*fre~T5SlTe) and a pot called 'la oya1 In wuicu the daily 

black beans are cooked.  There is 'la caldera', a cheap tin 

jug in wuicu tne coffee is i^ade and one or two wooden spoons. 

In every ucuseuoi'i tuere is 'la peitiwi', the grinuing stone 

upon wuicu maize and other foods are ground and the 'tortilla' 

is made.  Tne 'comal' is also essential - it is a large 

earthenware plate wnic'h is placed on the fire and upon which 

tne tortilla is cooked.  A knife and one or twi cooking 

spoon*s. are also necessary.  This is the absolute minimvn 

required for cooking in the very poorest house.  Most houses 

have more pots and juts, plates and mugs.  Some households 

even have cups and saucers, knives and forks. 

12. 
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Lv_ 

Every acuse has several 'petates', wnicu urfe sleeping 

rai-ts wcven cf a speeJL<-X Wpe cf pulm xeaf.  Taese are spread 

on the floor at night and roi.ed up during, tae day.  Very 

many nouses aave one or evexi two uea:..  Tae bed is used by 

tne uusound and wile, uead ci tne nousenold.  If tnere is 

aiiotner bed, either a marrieu sen and hxs wife, cr else an 

unmarried youn& man will use it.  Generally giris and all 

cnildren sleep on tae floor on a mat.   In taexr acmes women 

ta^e off tneir drest. and sleep in taexr petticoat.  Tne men 

take off saxrt and trousers and sxe«p in tneir underpants 

and vest.  When people sleep in a stranger's house cr at 

a general gathering, taey keep aix their ciotnes on. 

Most houses also aave a few caairs.  Tuese are small 

wooden cnairs, rataer ii^e tne ones wnica are iaade ior six- 

year-oxus in Europe.  Wooden bencaes are i'i..-unu in a number 

of wealtnier nouses and stand along the waxl.  A dest with 

a IOCK in waxen the mone.y andotaer valuables are Kept can 

ue seen iii ail but the peoresthOuses.  Tne woman usually 

keeps the key to it.  Only veiv few nouses aave a second 

table.  CraCAj> uetween the adebe bricks of the wail are often 

used to store sua.il objects. 

i^uite common a.repicture frames waicu aave afcairror in 

the centre and space for tnree or four photogra. ns on each 

side of the mirror.  Usually taere are photographs of 

various members of tne fainxly waen younb, taken at a fiesta 

where they appear stiff and uncomfortable in taeir uest 

filotnes. 

In many houses tnere is a caust in waxca ciotnes are 

kept.  Alternatively, they are nung on some hooks attached 

to the wall, or else a pole is nung from the rafters with 

string and the clothes are slung across tais pole,       "•' "" 

The amount and quality of furniture varies greatly 

in the different houses.  Nevertheless, ail house Interiors 

give the impression of being empty to a person used to 

European furnishing.  There is always plenty of room to 

walk around and t< swing In the hammock.  One never finds 
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oneself bumping j.nto tue furniture as one may do in 

western-type houses,  Altnout,u tuere are t^'tat differences 

in tue manner in waicu houes are ••U.citeii alter, the general 

impression is that tue/ are u.irty, uutiay and unswept. 

There are ai-cut eignt or nine wirelesses in tiie village, 

all acquired witain tue last turee year a.   Tue i..ost 

popular i^robi'aitirnes oy i'ar are tne 'neve-las', radio plays 

wuich are senalizeu noveis.  Tuey are always romantic 

stories oud tae men listen t<- tuem as eagerly as tne women. 

Every nouse in uw village hc.s a sitio or yaru.  Tuere 

are very lew sitios wnlcn have plaixts in tueia. The usual 

coii.pj.aint is tuat the ants or seme other inject eat the young 

plants and for tnis reason it is impes. iuie to Keep any. 

'i'nis is true enough, but the three or i'cur women who do nave 

suuubs ana flowers in t.ieir sitios demonstrate tn«t with 

suii'icieut care those pests can oe comuateu, it simply ©**£«•*« 

a lot oi" trouble. 

u 

Water »fc Tne Rivers 

T-ert! is no run..ing water of any iiinu in tue village. 

ifcxfi/XM&K  All water must be fetcaed fr*. iii tue nver.   It is 

tue job ci' tne wives anu ua utters tc fetcu it.  Tuey use 

uought tin ouckets, wnicn they carr., en  tneir neads.  Ijittle 

girls of eight or nine are also seiit tc tne river and told 

to carr„ half a bucket full.  Tuere are one or two old 

women who never learnt to carry a bucket on tneir head and 

wno carry water in 'cautaros', a large pottery jar carried 

with a strap across tue forenead.  This is the •Indian* way 

of carrying and can be seen in seme near-by villages and 

occasionally in the 'Barrio*. 

Fetching water is quite a social activity: you go with 

your friends and especially the young girls love to go.  It 

would seem to be an exhausting, tiring business to struggle 

up the awkward patn in tne heat of the day with a heavy 

bucket of water on ones nead, but it is often the only chance 

for an excuse to get away from tne house and they go with 
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their f r j.euds and cuut on tae way. 

Water is also brougut tc tae vii±u.t,e by little beys 

witn donkeys.  Tue denkey nas a wi odexx frame placed on its 

oacK upcxi waxca lour one-gallon petrcx tins are carried, 

buca a load oi' iYur gaiioixs of water costs jf>±  (Mex). 

Occasionally a women who is very sacrt *..f money, wnose 

ausband is ill or dead, will also se. 1 water and I have seen 

a numoer of ycunj, ^irls wxtu taeir *ater-ucni.eys.  But 

generally little ooys uetweea tae u^es of tea and tnirteen 

do taxi; job.  Tae:, eara ccmparativei.> well, for taey make 

as mucu as {81b' (Hex) to JSi;0 a day.  A., auult man wording 

as a xixrea labourer xa tne ffeldsail day earns #5.  I asked 

sev ral people why no man sells water considering tae good 

pay and little effort involved.  Tae reply was axways 'hay 

verfeueaze', taey are asnaiueu to do this because carrying 

water is a little boy's wtrk or women's work.  1 only saw 

one very olu man seilix^ water aad he did it because he was 

too old to do any otaer wcrK aad was in nt-ed of money uaving 

no caildren tc support aim. 

Water is stored in lc-r^e e;. ftaenw re jc;rs.  Tue poor 

nouses nave one and txie rxcuer uave two cr tra'te.  Tue better- 

off families usually buy vaier or xiuve a mam wao fetcaes it, 

nevertheless tue duUgatera are t,eut to tae river at least 

once a uay to fetca uieir bucket of water.  A number of young 

women wao have babies to lock after and no child old enough 

witn whom to leave the baby, buy water for a period of time. 

Very old people are also forced to uuy it. 

Nearly «11 tue Lsunxiry is done in tue river.  Occasion- 

ally a woman will wash in .xer sitio, but always because of 

some exceptional circumstance. 

The women carry the 'batea' (a large shallow wooden 

washtub) pileu high with the dirty laundry on their aeads to 

the river.  They use soap made in the village together with 

manufactured soap powder, as well as a herb from tue fields. 

The young girls usually spread their laundry by the river 

and bathe and chat while waiting for it to dry.  They like 
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tc uaJte a ..lay ci' it and tai\e tneir luncn tfitn tuem. 

Married woaeu witn tnexr cnildrt-ii do tae same, as also do 

tue wasuerwomen who ta*.e in warning.  Many ci' the older 

women nowever, wao have large lamixies, ta&e tne clotaes 

noirte and put tnem out tc ary xn tue sxtio.  iiittle gxris 

cf seven cr exght arc sent down i<   tne river tc wasn tne 

clotues of tneir siblings ii' xney  cannot yet manage tne 

larger eiotnesoi tne auuits. 

The?e are three rivers near CMapiila, any ox wnich 

can be used for wasnxng, batning, car!../lag water and watering 

the animals.  As xs natural, each ..outeaoxu toes tc tne 

sc urce of water closest to tne house.  Tne Hxo ^'rio serves 
i      i 

tne people oi' the Barrio, as it is the river wnich is 

closest tc their houses.  Tne Ghiupilxtccas t,o to tne Rio 

Cfi-ucanienco and the Kio Baiauo.  Xt io Cucn.itfci.iUo Wuieh 

is uturest oecause it runs parallel tc tne Icijg Village street. 

Tnere is a steep climb cf about ten minutes from the river 

up to tne village. 

Tnere are four 'pases' eacn of wnicn aus  its name.  A 

paso is a .^iace wnere the river is accessible, for it flows 

at the bottom of a steep slope and it is nard to reacn except 

by way of the paths.  Here tne wu.ter uu^t,, s come and the 

girls witn their buckets.  Women wasn tneir laundry and 

girls, women and boys bathe.  The men have a special place 

furtner up the rxver wnere they go to bathe.  It is also 

the place wnere the river can be forded by those who want 

to go to tne other side and wnere the animals are taken to 

be watered and batued. 

Baeh pato term 8 to be used bu the neighbofltohood of h 

households nearest to it. 

The Rio Salado it a little further froa the village 

but a number of women prefer to go there to wash their laundry 

and to bath* because the vatar is much warmer and therefore 

pleasanter to stand in all day. 

The river Grljalva, although much further away is also 
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important to tae village.   It is wide and has strong 

currents, bat on its otner side lie seme oi' tae most fertile 

lands of Chiapilla.  There are many men who cross it daily 

in canoes.  It is considered to be a dimerous river: there 

is tae puysical danger of crossing it because cf tae strong 

currents during the rainy season and it is true that canoes 

occasionally capsize; and it is regarded as spiritually 

dangerous for it is easy for a man to suffer from ' espanto' 

- this is a partial soul-loss due to a fright or shock 

received frum tae river.  Many mothers will not permit tneir 

young Sens to cross for this reason. 

Tnere is fishing in all four rivers. It is now tne 

custom to throw a oomb and to collect the dead fish wuich 

float up t<~  the surface. i-°«   tk-> **-*•»»*   tu ->"^K «-J- jJK u 

Domestic Animals 

Hens run aDout freely in the sitios ana go out j.nto 

the street, waere tney are occasionally stolen; they dis- 

appear frequently enough for it to oe a commonly ueard 

complaint.  At night the uens return tc their house and 

sleep in a tree in the sitio or on the rafters of the house. 

I nave seen only two cnicken runs in the village. 

Most wemen keep at least one pig if not more.  These 

pigs roam about the streets, enter the houses and strange 

sitios.  If not bathed regularly by their owner, they will 

go down to the river to bath* there and on the way they do 

much damage to the crops in the fields. There are constant 

warning over the village loud-speaker that such straying pigs 

will be shot.  Very occasionally this does indeed happen. 

Three or four women keep their pigs in enclosures, but they 

seem to break out frequently.  Probably the enclosures are 

not built strongly enough.  Pigs are usually fattened and 

then sold and the women regard them as an investment so that 

they can obtain ready money whenever they should need it. 

The only occasions upon which a pig is killed for the use of 

the owner is in the case of a death in the family or of some 
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fiesta in wuicu the cwxter is participating.   In-***e sue U, a 

rsrtrtreT case -arpig -IB or tun. allocated lor tais j urpcse a 

year beforehand.  Cuicnens aiso are ki-^eu on special 

occasions only - tuey would never be killed aiid eaten by 

the owners for an ordinary meal. 

Another domestic animal waich is seen everywhere in 

Chiapllla is the dog.  Tuere are ci untless dogs in the 

streets, in the houses and at any gathering of people. 

During the night they spend most of their time barKing and 

howling.  Tne majority of dogs are uncared for, neglected 

and starving. 

M_,any villagers own donkseys.  Tuose who are traders 

may own six or seven, while most men are content with one 

donkey to fetch wood and water.  These donkeys are given a 

little malse and for tne rest are expected to find their 

own food.  Their great advantage is that they eat anything 

and can be left to fend for themselves.  Tne disadvantage 

is that they do not easily return home of their own accord 

and it i-s necessary continually to looki^flor tuera.  There are 

a number of stories (true no dcuut) of men who spent the 

whole morning looking for tnelr donkey in oruer to carry fire- 

wood and who finally gave it uo as a bad job and carried the 

wood on their back. 

The better off men have one or two horses which are 

used for riding, ploughing, carrying wood and to turn the 

sugar-canapress.   They are either left in the sitio over- 

night with some out saccate (green maiae stalks) or else taken 

by the little boys to the fields to sleep there.  Horses are 

not left to wander about freely in the way donkeys are. 

There are at present about 18 ox-teams in the village. 

Those who own oxen generally hare a cart also.  Most of the 

transport of maiae, and beans, from the fields is done by 

ox-cart.  Before the new road opened this year (1961), all 

commodities had to be brought to Chiapllla by ox-cart, the 

commonest loads being large tins of paraffin and crates of 

beer.  During this last year the bus and lorries have been 
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bringing all the staple goods.  Oxen are expensive 

animals, tuey cost between #8,000 and g4,0CC (Mex).  They 

also earn good money for they can be hireu out for plcugning. 

These animals are, tuerefore, comparatively well cared for. 

Trie Church; 

Tuere is no resident >riest in Cniapillaj the nearest 

one live in Acala and comes to Chiapilia on a beautiful 

horse about four times a year.  rie then spends a very busy 

and profitable two days babtizing and performing marriage 

ceremonies. 

For thtremainuer of the year tne cuurcu is in the nands 

of an 'encargado', a man who was appointed, by tne priest many 

years ago to IOOK after tne cnurch.  The wife of tnis 

'encargado' is the 'rezadora' - tn s is a womaii who can read 

and who leads the prayers eitner at a wai;e or in the church 

services or in a 'novena'.  In fact, it is sue and not ner 

husband the 'encargado' who sees that the cnurch is opened 

on Sundays and other holy days; it is sue who leads the prayers 

every Sunday for the few rfoung girls and old women who turn 

up. 

In addition, tuere is a voluntary committee of men who 

take it upon themselves to see that the church is kept in 

good repair, or at least in some sort of repair.  These men 

are all poor and come from the same 'barrio1 {tarn  same neigh- 

bourhood).  During the year I lived in Chiapilia their 

energies were directed towards buildint, an outdoor toilet at 

the back of the church yard.  The padre had requested thi# 

so that it might serve him on his rare overnight visits.  By 

the time I left they had got so far as to decide where it vas 

to be built, where they were going to get the money from to 

buy the adobe bricks and who they were going to ask to make 

the bricks.  The padre may look forward to his new super- 

toilet in tvo years' time I guessj 

There are five Saints in the church and I could not 

find out where they came from nor who paid for them.  This 
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is due to trie general lac^ of interest ux.d knowledge about 

cuureh afi'airs.  Tne principal saint and patron Saint of 

Chiapiila is San Pedro Martxr; next to aim on tne altar 

stand La Virgin del Carmen, La Virgin Purissima, San Antonio ' 

and San Pedro Apostoi.  £ach figure nas a fclass case to 

protect it from dtast. 

Each Saint has a committee of women appointed to look 

after nim or her.  Tne women serving tne saint are caxled 

•aijas' (daughters) of tne saint.  Thus tuere are 'Las 

uijas de la Virgin del Carmen', 'Las hijas ue San Antonio' 

and so on.  It is their duty to see tnat the statue of their 

Saint is kept clean, that the candles and flowers ane renewed 

and that the ^e-Dpective 'Dia do Fleota' is properly celebrated. 

The village in general is little ccxicerned witn these saints. 

The Presidenta of the committee usually uas to ineet the 

expenses out of her own pocket, sometimes helped by one of 

the other 'hijas'.  She considers tnis to be her 'uevocion' 

- she is "serving" tne taint. 

The Patron Saint, San Pedro Martir, is iuite a different 

matter. He has no permanent committee to look after him, but 

every year a special 'junta', or committee, is appointed in 

order to celebrate his fiesta in a fitting manner.  iiis 

fiesta lasts a whole week and by tradition the first four after- 

noons are the responsibility of individual villagers.  Four 

men either volunteer or are appointed by the 'Junta* to take 

charge of one afternoon each.  They bring flowers to the 

Saint, pay for the marimba to play for him outside the church 

and let off plenty of fireworks.  The two days Defore the 

fiesta are celebrated by the 'Junta de Solteros' and 'Junta 

de Soteras' - the committees of unmarried boys and unmarried 

girls.  The final day is that of the 'Junta Grande',which is 

In overall charge of all the week's celebrations.  Several 

sub-committees are appointed (usually much against their 

will), one to white-wash the church, another to clean it 

inside, and so on.  San Pedro is known to 'castigar' (to 
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punish) those who rei'use to "serve" him.  W^'-*-;  ^ ' 

I always had the impressioii that no one was particularly 

interested in the church.  I was mistaken in this, for this 

year the village save San Pedro an electric ii&ht plant, a 

treat effort on the part of trie village as it means a promise 

of three years regular contribution oy each housenold.  If 

one were cynical one could interpret it as the priest's 

vanity in wanting his church to look pretty with the electric 

light.  Nevertheless, tne villagers understood it as being 

for San Pedro witn the priest as a kind guide who nelped them 

to make sure the present was a worthy one.  Several families 

gave silver candlesticks and last ye..r one family gave a 

nuge picture of the Virgin ue Guadalupe to the church. 

In a small vestry, wnere the padre sleeps wnen he comes, 

lies an image of Christ before the Cruclfiction with ills 

Crown of Thorns and ;.ome very realistic wounds.  he is carried 

in procession around the village on th evening of Good Friday 

together with images of Joseph and Mary:  As tnere is no 

Joseph in the church, San Antonio is dressed up as San Jose' 

for the occasion, so that Mary may go properly accompanied. 

The thira great Church occasion in Chiapilia is at 

Christmas.  In the Mexican tradition the birth of the Infant 

Jesus is staged.  The Child first wanders around the 

village searching for a 'posada', a resting place, and then 

is carried to another uouse for Its "birth".   Throughout the 

year the Infant Jesus sits upon the arm of La Virgin del 

Carmen in the cnurch, but on the 24th December He is removed 

from there and is "born" in a crib at the end of the village. 

From there He is taken in procession through the pueblo and 

placed in a crib in the church.  A new dress is made for the 

Infant every year of the most gorgeous and expensive material. 

It is a very great honour and priviledge to hold the Holy 

Cuild for a few steps on Its way to the church.  'Quiero 

abrasar el Nino Dios^is the way Chiapilltecos put it. 

Although no one is much concerned with the church through- 

out most of the year, everyone is very concerned about the 
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The ye r I v s there Jtfeus had been asked to he re-anonsible for one 

aftfrnoon of the i'ic:.-ta.  He declined the renut^t because it would not 

HUJ< Uliftrrve him with -.ufficient money for the new house he planned to build. 

Some tine -fter this he went on an outing with all hig family.  On the w 

w. y ho.ae the ox-cart overturned throwing all the passengers down a ^teep 

hill.  Uic little- boy broke his leg. Thi<D w s interpreted by so;ne as 

being 'castigo' of San Pedro for r fusing to servfhim. 

San Pedro could als.o prevent people from leaving the 

village. I was seriously advised by an old lady tlut I explain Tiost 

carefully to 6a.n  Pedro why I was forced to lei.--.ve the village. If I lid 

not do so I should find iriyuelf having to return.  When Alberto waa in 

hiding near the village aft-r killing Arturo, I heard «4e*i«e-«f 

th t the hands and feet of San Pedrc had been tied to orevent his leaving 

the neighbourhood and escaping.  When I locked in the Ohurch I found 

no b:nds tying the Saint's feet, but it may have be<n done to the 

images ir, private h-- see. 

u 
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Church Fiestas and Churcn celeorations. 

The Cabildo 

The tovn-hail opens for business every afternoon when 

the Secretary turns up witn the xtey to unlock the door. He 

comes at abcut 3 p.m. and the Presidente arrives at about 5 

when he is back from work in the milpa.  There should be a 

quorum of the Presidente, the Judge and Secretary and the 

Sindicato, although all of them are not always present.  The 

Policeman is also present and acts as a messenger.  The 

a&sfcuiuieu coiuycUi/ Cuats coaiortctbl^ about village affairs 

until a case comes up waich ti^s to be uealt with.  It is 

generally ti quarrel between uusbund arid wife wuo want to 

leave each other and everyone tries to persuade them to remain 
is 

together for the sake of the children.  The Secretary/in 

charge of Registers and enters the Birtns and Deatns waxen 

are reported to nim.  He also answers all tue letters with 

which the State and Federal Government offices overwhelm the 

Presidente.  Generally they waut statistical information, which 

the Secretary gives them - more or less conscientiously.  The 

Presideiite also sees to any public works tuat nemay nave under- 

taken and, of course, it is his duty together with the Judge 

to investigate cases of killings, or at le^st to write out 

the papers for the superior Court of Justice correctly. 

The prison cell is stuck between the Town Hall and 

the Comsariado.  It was always easy to see when anyone was 

there because there would be a crowd of people round the 

barred door.  One morning there was a huge hole In the adobe 

wall of the prison and the prisoner had escaped.  After that 

it could not be used for a number of weeks as no one could 

be found to patch up the hole.  Besiues, the Secretary once 

explained to us; in the privacy of tne cabildo, that the lock 

wasjnot really secure, only apparently none of the s*&-pxit 

to».n frv^^pyiflnn nad discovered this as yet. 
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The Comisanadio ^jjj^>\ 

This is the oi'fice of the kjido Committee:  it opens 

twice a week or more often when necessary.  The Coraisariado, 

the Secretary and the Tret-sueer come along regularly and 

also chat until there is same business to settle.   It is 

generailyconcerned with disputes auout land and boundaries 

and fences between the E&iuaturios and with the collection 

of tne contributions.  This takes very long because the 

Treasurer is slow at writing and bad at arithmetic and there 

is never any change available.   Despite all his puinstakiing 

notes ue was #500 snort at tne end of the year. 

At one end of the square in frentof these buildings, a 

grou_. of young men played basket ball every evening, trained 

by one of the masters.  On Sunday afternoons they would have 

matcnes with visiting teams and dancing afterwards.  On 

other Suiidays they would visit neighbouring villages to play 

return matcnes there.  I do not know waetuer this fostered 

good relations between the vxllages as it was sup.osed to do. 

It may equaxly well nave nelped tc deteriorate sucn relations 

as uad previously exxsted, for tnere were trie inevitable dis- 

agreements witn the referee - the loosing te^m coming away 

positive that it nad really won the game and that the referee 

had not been fair. 

Wnen I arrived in lfc:61 there were four school teachers 

in tne village. One master taught at the 'Barrio* school; 

one taught tne First Year class; a mistress took the Second 

Year and the other mistress took the Third and Fourth years 

together. At the end of this year Chiapilla had managed to 

get a fifth teacher. They managed to do this partly through 

influence and partly by registering more children. 

I estimate that there must be about 500 children of 

school age in the village, of whom about £50 are registered. 

The teachers have to go round the houses at the beginning of 

the school year to register the children and parents often 
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hide them when tney see the teacaers coming. Being registered 

stiil docs not mean that they go to school: of those who do 

go to school very few come every day all day. Parents need 

their cuildren at home. The men want the boys to help them 

in the fields and the women want tae girls to help them with 

the housework, the errands and to look after siblings. The 

few parents who send their children to school regularly are 

either well-off or are really making a sacrifice. 

I guess about 100 cnildren arrive ^t scnool every day, 

but tney are not the same 100 every day.  Those parents I 

spoke to, were at a loss to know what tneir children did 

learn at scnool - after two years many still could not read 

or write nor do simple sums.  Tne teacners on the other hand 

complained that if they usea any ninci of discipline upon the 

very unruly children their parents withdrew them from the 

school. 

In Chiapilla froth schools are Federal Government 

supported arid the teachers are comparatively well paid.  The 

village is exceptional and fortunate in naving two teachers 

who have made the village their home.  Generally teachers 

come from the larger towns and nate to go to the small villages, 

They spend as much time away as the^ can and try to get a 

Job elsewhere as soon as possible.  They look down on the 

villagers and take no part in village life.  The two young 

mistresses are like this and both are continually trying to 

get an appointment elsewhere.  They take no interest in the 

villagers nor in village affairs. 

There are few literate persons in the village: the 

older men are practically all illiterate but even among the 

younger ones very many cannot read or write.  Many of those 

who say they are literate can do little more than write 

their names.  Even the school teacher makes spelling mistakes. 

Most villagers with whom I spoke about this agreed that 

school would be a good thing if the children were taught 

properly: 'uno se defiende mejor1, lone can look after oneself 

u- 
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better .) They realise that in tae modern world it is a 

treat asset to be able to read and write.  They have learnt 
personal 

tuis from bitter/experience when the Government Bank, which 

buys their maize, aasmade mistaK.es and underpaid them. 

Billiard Rooms 

There are two houses in the village wnich nave a 

billiard table.  A small sum of money is paid for playing: 

generally young boys from thirteen to eighteen go taere and 

also a few married men.  These billiard rooms remain open 

as late as eleven or twelve until the last customer leaves, 

occasionally a few men :<lay tuere during trie daytime and on 

Sundays tnere is a groui' or dder, better off men wno play 

for heavy stakes. 

The Grinding M ills 

There are three maize grinding miil3 in the village. 

For a very small sum of money the iiixtamal (cooked maize) is 

ground to a fine meal ready to make the tortillas.  This 

grinding had to be done by hand in the past and women would 

get up at £ o'clock in the morning in oraer to :u.ve the 

tortillas for tneir menfolk by 6.  Tne grinding stone is 

still used a great deal and is the basis of ail cooking and 

of all recipes, nevertheless, it is no longer used for grinding 

maize for the tortilla.  If a house is too far from the mill 

or the housewife wants maize ground wnen tne mill is not 

open, she has a small hand-grinding macnine wnich is still 

much easier tnan grinding on the stone. 

There is one mill 'A*Eiba' and two are 'abajo'.  The 

first mill serves all the women in that part of the village 

and the other two take turns in grinding because there is 

insufficient work for both.  The usual hours are 4 a.m. to 

7 a.m., so that the women can make the tortillas for their 

husband 8 to take with them to work, and then from 12 neon 

to 3 p.m. for the tortillas at lunch time. 
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Paletbrla-. 

Tii re is a plant wnicn makes loo crotim,   v/uxcu was be .*ght Y^-^J 

by tiie ovtier twe years ago and ue, is  sti^l paying it off.    He 
water Wk-u 

makes 10 and 20 centavo/J»*e*., vnich is the    only thing wtiich 

lie is able to sell.      He also uses tue refrigerator to cool 

beer ai±d  soft drinks. 

Gaseosa Plant: 

Tnere is a very old-fashioned _lant for luaiiing soda water 

drinKs.  Its great advantat,e is tuat it sells at aalf the 

trice of tde iuanuf act urea soda drinns.  A woman with her 

young son bougnt it off the previous owner a year ago and they 

only work it twice or three times a wee.it. 

fc_ 

\ 

lue Cantinas; 

Tnere are at present four 'cantinas in Chiapilla and one 

in the Barrio.  The cantina is the plact where beer and 

'trago' (a spirit distilled from sugar cane vater) are sold. 

Generaliy no one keeps a cantina loxiger than about 10 years 

so that there are a number of peopie who used to have one 

and then bave it up.  The reasons I have been given for this 

are tue late hours, having to cope with drunks, the difficulty 

of col-i.eeting debts from those vho borrowed in order to get 

drunk.  Obviously there must be a good profit attached to 

the business despite tuese disadvantages. 

At any uuae time tnere are always three or" four cantinas, 

Mka«x«x*K«XBXM»xxBi:gtrtlxteBY in the village, whoever the owners 
*     i 

might be.   Every cantina has a small motor to generate 

electric light, so that tUti cantina is lit by one light bulb 

inside and one outside the door.  Customers spend much time 

sitting or lying on the bancetta, or in the street outside 

the' cantina^  Others sit at the three or four tables which 

are in the room.  These days a cantina must have a record 

player, upon which the favourite tuft«s[of the customers are 

played for the price of #1 (Mex).  Plenty of light and music 
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are considered essential for any fiesta, for being gay 

and for having a good time - and of course drinkI 

Of the five cantinas open at present, taere is one 

wnich nas been going for over 20 years.  Tae owner, Don 

Miguel, is proud to be a 'cantinero*.  He sells bottled 

beer, rei'rescos (scda water, co.ca cola) and trago or 

aguardiente.  He will sell for consumption on or outside 

the premises.  He has a pretty young daughter who serves 

at the counter and this is considered a great advantage to 

the business.  Recently this cantinero has added a little 

shop and sells the same type of goods found in other stores: 

tins of food, sugar, coffee, candles, cigarettes, etc. 

The cantina is one large room, naif of which is devoted 

to the cantina and shop; the other half serves the family 

as a living room - there is a hammock, an altar and at 

night the two daughters sleep there on the floor. 

The second cantina is across the road.  The owner has 

had it for about 5 years now.  He too has two daughters 

who serve at the counter and also has a shop togetner with 

the cantina.  It is not quite so popular because people 

say that there they rob the men when they are drunk.  This 

cantina is not open every night as is that of Don Miguel. 

The third cantina, which belongs to Filbertt), is a 

poor man's place.  It serves as a molina' (grinding mill) during 

the day and opens only on days of fiesta and on Saturday 

nights.  However, Filbertt sells aguardiente to anybody who 

coaes in for it during the day.  lie takes his cantina to ranches 

and neighbouring villages, ^u^^w u>cJLuct>c) 

The fourth cantina is really 'la paleteria*, the ice- 

cream shop.  The owner, Octavio Vila, bought a large ice- 

making plant run on a parafiln motor and makes water ices only 

beoause, he says, no one is willing to pay the price for cream 

ices.  He also sells beer and bottled soft drinks with the 

great advantage of selling it ice cold from his refrigerator. 

Cold beer and ice-cold soft drinks are much appreciated. 

The fifth cantina is a full-time one, opened two years 
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ago.  nothing besides Deer is sold tnere as yet„ fcwt the 

owner is a barber as well and cuts hair on Saturdays  and 

Sunaays.  He comes from a rather wealthier family and bought 

himself a super radiogram which does seem to nave attracted 

customers.   In addition, a cantina always gives A- lot of 

credit at the beginning in order to attract customers, which 

means in fact taat customers are drawn away from other cantinas. 

Mo trago is sold here. 

Just when I left a.  sixth cantina was opened.  The 

owner was a man who nad, in fact, been operating illegally 

for the past year.  He sold illegally made trago which is 

both cheaper and better.  He fas finally forced to open 

officially when the soldiers came to be stationed in the village 

at the beginning of January 19t>£.  Although everybody in the 

vilxage knew Juan was selling illegal trago in his house, no 

one had had the authority or the power to make him open legally, 

i.e. pay taxes. 

I will deal with the 'Barrio* cantina when I describe 

the 'Barrio'. 

All tuese cantinas are registered as 'refrescerias', 

that is to say, establishments selling soft drinks, beer being 

included in this category.  The reason is that there is a 

lower tax payable upon a refresceria than upon a cantina. 

Aguardiente, if made and sold legally, is taxed by the Federal 

and the State Government Government.  This is the main reason 

why illegal trago sells well.  However, the reason why 

illegal making and selling of trago is rather risky, is due 

to the fact taat there is a monopoly of trago making in the 

State.  The monopolist sees to it that the'fiscales1, armed 

tax inspectors very similar to a police force, are sent around 

regularly and that they make a very careful and thorough search. 
the 

Because /trago ••Mpmtxa* manufacturer ferns a monopoly, he charges 

high prices and his liquor is not of good quality.  The home- 

made trago is better and, of course, much cheaper - half the 

price.  It is very easy to make trago - this is the area 
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wuere the sugar can is grown ana it is difficult to spot 

tue stiiis among the hills and shrubs.   It is a profitable 

•And  net too rioky business. «•* l^c, °-> "f^ •'•>'*JJ <••>  u^o/ iw-lrW, _ 

According to tne[State laws tnerc is a closing time for 

the cantinas:  no notice whatsoever was taken of this and 

cantinas would remain open until the last customer would 

choose to go.  Tue cantineros would not dare to tnrow out 

their customers for fear of tne drunks aaing their pistols. 

After tne soldiers came the hour for closing time was more 

or less observed. 

gnopf; 

There are eight registered shops in Chiapilia.  This 

means establishments paying taxes to the Federal Government, 

the State Government and theMunicipality.  The two best 

stocked shops carry hardware goods, cloth, men's hat, women's 

rebozos, sandals, agricultural implements, rope, in addition 

to tne more common foodstuffs such as tinned sardines, tinned 

and powdered milk, rice, noodles, coffee, cocoa, powdered 

soap, village made soap, chile, tomatoes, spices.  They 

also sell soft drinks, paraffin, candles, cigarettes, matches, 

medicines, pencil, paper, biros, children's excercise books 

and sweets.The smaller shops stock the same type of goods only 

they have less variety and a smaller stock. 

The shops are generally attended to by the wife or 

daughters of the owner.  They serve as and when the customers 

come in and are open for sales from the moment they awake in 

the morning to the minute the*jlock the door because they are 

all going to sleep.  There are no business hours as we under- 

stand them.  These stores all have a counter wnich is placed 

at one end of the room T«wUailHeTatt»Tyxta»yh«^w«k»tttox«io*M*» 

and a few shelves have been put up to carry the stock.  The 

other side of the room is the family's living room with the 

altar, the hammock, the clothes and the bed.  No Inconvenience 

is felt by the family or by the customer if they are ail 
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sitting around chatting, or if some of the family, have gone 

to bed.   Most customers come in arid chat a while before 

making their purchases.  Children are used a lot for shopping 

and must be attended to as well as a grown up, for if they 

do not like the treatment they receive they will refuse to 

run errands to that shop and their mothers will send them 

elsewhere. 

The shops compete with eacn other by lowering the price 

5 centavos (about id.). 

During the last two years four new shops have opened, 

so that four out of the eight are new. 

Some of the shops use scales, but the quantities bought 

are so small tuat it is usually not worth while weighing. 

The majority of women buy just enough for one meal.  If I 

arrived at a house to visit, the housewife would send out for 

some sugar, just sufficient to sweeten my posol (drink of 

ground maise and water).  Coffee is bought when the water is 

oi^cj^ boiling, sweets are bought singly as are biscuits, chiles, 

aspirin and so on. 

In addition to the official shops, there are a number 

of houses which sell small items such as cigarettes, cheaper 

home-made cigarettes, sugar, petrol.  One unregistered store 

sells cotton, needles, trinkets, dresses for babtism, etc. iftloo r\*i~ 

The men and women dress in the tame way that ladino 

peasants dresa all over Mexico.  The principal difference 

between regions is usually to be seen in the men's straw hats. 

The shape of the hats also indicate a difference in generation* 

In Chiapi-Lla the older men wear the wide-brisuoed, high- 

crowned straw hat, while theyoung men wear lower crowns and 

narrower brims.  The old men wear their shirts and trousers 

a little looser than the young ones, but the difference is 

not great.  The city fashion of tight clothes for men has 

not reached Chiapllla. 
For work men wear their oldest clothes and often special 
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work clothes are bought.  Shirts are made of blue denim and 

these, as well as underpants, are the only men's clothes 

which are^ought ready-made (although made in the village, not 

factory produced).  Shirts and trousers are made to order 

within the village.  In the evenings the young men change 

into newer, clean clothes and for fiestas or special occasions 

all the men put on their best clothes which are kept for this 

purpose. 

Trousers are baggy, narrowing a little at the ankle. 

Shirts are worn over the trousers: there are only two or 

three men,who have lived in towns for a number of years, who 

occasionally wear the shirt inside.  This fashion of shirts 

outside the trousers is also common in country towns and the 

reason may well be as claimed by my informant, that in this 

way the pistol remains hidden.  Men wear long-sleeved shirts, 

no ties are used.  Hats are always worn anu often kept on 

indoors.  The only man who goes around without a hat is one 

of the schoolmasters who comes from the coast.  Most men 

wear no shoes or sandals on ordinary occasions within the village, 

nor do they wear them inside the house.  Those who can afford 

the cheap rough sandals wear them to work, because the soil 

burns the feet at midday and because the way to work is often 

full of stones.  Most of the very poor own no footwear whatever. 

A few of the wealthier men put on shoes, without socks, on. 

their visits to the nearest large town. 

Itlttle boys are dressed in exactly the same way as 

grown men. ' Up to the age of three, four or five they run 

about in a shirt only, occasionally with a hat on their heads 

to protect them against the sun.  As soon as they get trousers 

they have them made in exactly the same fashion as adult men. 

They also wear long-sleeved shirts and a hat. 

gone of the meS&wear dark colours.  Trousers are lihht 

Blue, light green, beige, fawn, in faet any of the pastel shades 

and aremade of cotton drill for work and of a material called 

•caslmir' for best.  This cloth seems to be a wool and cotton 

mixture.  Shirts are often white, or otherwise any pastel 
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colour.  Straw hats are white or natural straw.  Men's 

shirts and trousers are washed and Ironed. 

There Is more variety In the women's dress.  The main 
Is 

distinction/between old and young, rich and poor. 

Three basic styles are worn.  The old women, say 55 

and over, wear a square-necked, short-sleeved blouse with an 

embroidered band around the border of the neck and sleeves. 

A slightly gathered skirt of any colour, but most often dark 

because of their age, which reaches just above the ankle. 

They wear a waist petticoat beneath the skirt. 

Women in the middle-age category, about 40 to 60 wear 

a white blouse, cut a little differently, it is rather fuller 

than the other type and has no embroidery round the edges. 

Their skirts reach just below the knees and are fuller and 

of gayer colours.  Again, a wal& petticoat is worn. 

ill young girls and young married women wear a dress 

with a wide skirt, for narrow skirts are considered improper. 

Each girl uas her own individual style, but all dresses are 

low-meeked and sleeveless. Below the dress the girls wear 

a shoulder-strap petticoat.  Only a few wear brassieres and 

these have been to towns outside Chlapilla.  For fiestas 

they like to have a transparent cloth with a different coloured 
are worn 

shiny satin petticoat beneath*  These party dresses/for every 

day when they are old.  Women rarely have dresses made 

specially for work in the way that the men buy work clothes* 

What was formerly the best dress is relegated to second best 

and so on* 

Mjore women go bare-footed than men.  There are only 

•.bout ten women whom X have observed wearing sandals upon all 

occasions and these women have come from other villages, or 

have spent many years living elsewhere*  Older women never 

put on sandals* the middle aged and young married women wear 

them upon speeial occasions only.  Xoung girls always wear 

sandals when they go dancing, although X have seen several 

boys danoe without footwear.  She majority of women go about 

their daily duties in the village base-foot. 



Women always wear a 'reboso' when they go out.  These 

are black or dark brown shawls of cotton or artificial silk. 

Only when the young girls go to a dance do they go bare- 

headed.  Soae of the more elegant young girls wear a net 

veil to church rather than a rebozo as do trie others.  The 

reboso is worn any number of ways.  Young girls often wear 

it over their arms in the way we carry an evening stole. 

Everyone wears it to protect the uead from strong sun or from 

rain, but there are countless ways of covering the head with 

the reboso.  The young girls manage to look attractive with 

it and the old women manage to make themselves look worse 

than they do in-eny case.  Women carry their babies in the 

reboso, wrapping it aroung themselves and the baby so as to 

ease the weight off their arms.  Vithin the village there 

are only one or two women who carry the baby on their backs 

Indian fashion.  The reboso is also much used to cover small 

things a woman might be carrying, whether it be a food purchase, 

a gift or some borrowed article - no need for all the curious 

neighbours to know what one is about.  Generally women carry 

all heavier object on their heads, leaving their hands free. 

The poorer girls often use part of their reboso to serve as 

a pad to soften the load.  In a way a reboso is rather like 

the hat used to be in Englandt      it used to be unheard of for 

a woman to go out without a hat, in the same way a ChlapillteeeV- 

cannot go out without her reboso. 

All baby girls have their ears pierced at birth* An 

older experienced woman does this for the mother*  From then 

on the child and woman wear earrings most of the time*  They 

adore trinkets of all kinds and even the poorest girl has her 

earrings and bright glittering necklace to go to a fiesta. 

They are cheap, factory-made trinkets.  Xoung girls use powder 

end lipstick for dancing at night only.  Once married, 

Chiapilltecas do nttt use make-up.  The few married women 

who make-up during the day all some from San Cristobal. 
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Older women wear their hair in two pleiits with a centre 

parting.  The plaits are either allowed tc hang down, or 

else tney are plaited with a brightly coloured shiny satin 

ribbon and tied round the head.  Some of the poorer young 

girls still wear their hair in tuls fashion.  Most of the 

young girls have by now had taeir hair cut and permed with 

a cold permanent wave.  The result is a huge black frits of 

which they are very proud and in which the lice breed even 
is 

more easily than in the long hair.  This/so because it is 

so difficult to get a ©omfc through the frisx.  Once a year, 

just before the village fiesta, two or three hairdressers 

from Aeala come to set up shop temporarily.  Most girls have 

their^done at this time, although a few go to Aeala to have 

It permed there.  Very many little girls from the age of 

three upwards are made to undergo this ordeal as well in the 

interests of beauty.  They usually scream throughout the 

process.  Once a girl marries she no longer cuts her hair 

and allows it to grow and wears it in plaits.  This is no 

fixed rule, it is Just custom and the exceptions to this are 

women who come from outside the village* 

Hair is washed whenever a woman goes to bathe.  'Banar* 

means to bathe in the river, to wash all over and to wash 

the hair as veil.  This is pleasant In the hot weather but 

does not seem to get rid of the lice.  The hair is washed 

with ordinary toilet soap and isawnbesl with a little brilllantine 

to make it nice and shiny.  Shop bought, factory-made eoabs 

are used, but at the same time mothers use the old-fashioned 

wooden eoabs vith very narrow little teeth on their children 

for de-lousing.  De-lousing is a sign of affection and 

women spend much time going through their children's hair. 

They also search for lice in each others hair* friends, 

oomadres, sisters, mother or daughters.  I have also seen 

women go through a man1* hair but never a man doing this 

service for a woman. 

Little girls are dressed differently from their mothers, 

up to the age of three or four they wear a short frock only) 
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the majority vear no knickers up to tills age.  As they 

grow older their dresses become longer to reach below the 

knee axxd they vear full-length petticoats.  The main differ- 

ence is that girls dresses are simpler in style than that of 

adult women.  Only children of the better-off families have 

shoes. 

All kinds of materials are used for dresses: they may 

be made of cotton or satin or artificial silk or organdie 

and bright patterns and colours are preferred.  All cloth 

is always sold in 'corns', that is tc say in ready-cut 

lengths. 

The general appearance of women as they go about the 

village is un&eapt and scruffy, especially after they have 

had one or two children.  Dresses are torn and hair is un- 

combed.  The young £irls are hardly recoagnisable when they 

dress gp for a fiesta. 

\ 
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OCCUPAIlCftS 

The only people who practice a full-time trade in the 

village are the two carpenters.  One comes from San Cristobal 

and the other was horn in Chiapilia but spent many years away 

in various towns.  Taere is one man from VenustianPCarransa 

who is an 'albanil' (builder) and who does not sow milpa. 

The school teachers might also be regarded as full-time 

professionals in as much as they receive a monthly wage 

sufficient for them to live on.  Of the four teachers in 

Chiapilia the two young girls have no otner occupation besides 

teaching.  The two masters, who live with their families in 

the village are both 'practic&ntes*.  That is to say, they 

give injections and are consulted by the villagers in case 

of sudden illness; they diagnose as best they can and give 

prescriptionsj they also keep a stock of medicines which they 

sell to their patients at a good profit.  In addition to 

this service and to their teucning, both school masters own 

land on waich they grow maize, beans and fruit.  They do not 

work on the land themselves, as do all the other villagers, 

but know enough about agriculture to supervise their hired 

labour efficiently.  I believe that one of themasters does a 

little trading in mail* as veil. 

The village policeman and the Secretary of the 'Ayuntamicnto' 

(village council) also reoeive regular salaries and work dally. 

However, they receive such low pay that both of them work in 

the mllpa^ln the mornings and attend to village affairs in 

the afternoons.  Other posts on the village council and those 

of the • coalsariado • (Ejido-gcverning committee) are honorary. 

All other men and woman who know a trade excercise it 

part-time.  The men are farmers first and foremost and the 

women do housework.        S P A C b~ 

One of the most commonly praoticed trades is that of 

flrtlMlfciM ftT tavloglna.  Han make man*s and boys* clothes, 

while women make women*s, girls1 and boys' clothes.   Onjy 
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the better off people can leurn tailoring or dressmaking or 

dressmaking*  The poor cannot afford toybuy a machine and 

usually cannot pay the apprenticeship.  Most of the richer 

fathers buy their daughter a swing machine so that she should 

learn: the girl then has the machine placed in the house of 

a dressmaker friend in the village who teaches her for a small 

fee.  There mutt be veil over thirty dressmakers, ycung girls 

and women. The price for cutting and making a dress, is axiyvhere 

between 83 (Mex) and {510, depending upon the type of cloth 

and upon the style required.  A number of women buy cloth 

and make up children's clothes and underwear which they then 

sell in the neighbouring villages of Totolapa and Zapotal and 

on the surrounding ranches.  Trie Singer treadle machine is 

the most common - it is often bought on hire-purchase. 

Young men learn tailoring either from their fathers or 

are apprenticed in the same way as the girls.  A man may 

spend one or two years ©nly la^torlng,^but he knows hov to 

sow mllpa, and sooner or later he will plant his plot of maize. 

He still has plenty of time for tailoring when there is no 

work to be done in the milpa.  The charge for a pair of 

trousers varies between 210 (Mex) and 2*0*.I^"^* 
6PACfc 

Some men are part-time hairdressers: there are about 

five or fix in the village who work in the evenings or on 

Sundays.  They have to buy a hairdresser'& chair, a mirror, 

eoabs and scissors.  For this reason, it is only those who 

have some money and who can afford to buy the equipment who 

can exoerclse the trade.  The learn it either by helping 

and watching an experienced barber or they learn froa their 

fathers.  all men and boys have their hair cut short, they 

do not go in for extravagant styles the way the men in the 

towns do. ^ PAc £ 
There are no hiajkaaitna in the village.  Hosse-shoes 

are bought ready made in two or three sises and most men 

nail then onto their own animals.  Those who do not know 

how to do this *sk a favour of their frienga or relatives. 

Adnha hrick. and «i»v tilea ^are'afsirmade by 
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Chia^iilteccs.  There are Tour adobe makers who make the 

bricxs during the dry season when there is no werk in the 

railps.  This is al&e- the Housebuilding season £•&?—toe—aaae- 

x^*se*.  Little equipment is needed for the adcbes are 

dried ID the sun.  An oven is necessary for tile making and 

as far as I know tnere are only two tile makers, who share 

one oven between then.  They come from the same family. 
-S Pf)C £ 

Tiiere is a telephone in Chiapilla wuich is attended to 

by tVio daughter of the village ' cacique'1N  Through ills 

connections he managed to have the telephone moved from the 

town nail to his house.  The telephone is very temperamental 

as are the operators at the other end of the line, wnich is 

at Totelapa, at Zapotal and at Acala.  At times they all 

speak together and other times no one seems to be there. 

Whan the telephone is in order one has to snout at the top 

of ones voice to make oneself undsrstood, so ths.t half the 

villtge street receives the message as well as the person at 

the ot,he3? end of the line.  This young girl operator 

receives a government salary for attending to the telephone v*.'W."»J, *^ 

in between her dressmaking and household activities. 

During the dry season a bus arrived more or less daily 

in the village.  The owner ana driver are not Chiapilltecos 

but occasionally they employ a man from Chiapillax to uelp 

out as "conductor" for a week or so. 

There are a number of tnxngs which are not generally 

sold in the shops but which are sold by little girls, the 

'vendedoras'. from house to house.  Bread is carried round 

twice a day, once in the morning for breakfast and the 

second time in the evening.  Fruit is taken round as are 

all kinds of vegetables such as tomatoes, cabbage leaves, 

beans, 'calabasa\<wr  'yuea', •«* sesame seeds er melon seeds. 

'Empanadas' are made of a light pastry wnich is filled with 

a sweet milk jelly.  Cheese and milk when available are 

sold by veudedoras.  'Tamales' may be sold from door to door 

in the evening.  The little street sellers are generally 

;U 
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girls between the ages of four and thirteen.  After this 

they are considered tc be too eld for tar; jcb and refuse to 

go out, saying 'tengc vfjrguenza', that is to say they «.»ve 

shy to go cut selling any longer. 

The little girls are: usually the daughters or nieces of 

the owner of the &ocds, only occasionally is u little girl 

"lent" tc sell in tne street.  If she is "1 nt", the/, her 

mother is paid a percentage of aer S:iles.  The givls let.rn 

to bargain veil and give correct change without any trouble. 

•Paletas', the water iciyep n&tfrB, are sold by/little 

boy in the street.  He is er^ageu to vci-it by the owner of 

the •paleterla' and is paid according tc ttie iUantity he sells. 

Sometimes a p; or mother will send >icr little g,irl round the 

houses with one or two eggs which she wants tc sell in order 

tc get some urgently needed money.  A hen aiay occasionally 

be carried frcm house to house and effered for sale, or a 

small quantity of maixe or beans en a  plate. 

Apart from these gr-ods v. .ten the little vendedoras selj., 

there are adult women who come rcund with their vare-s.  A 

very common article is lengths of clcth.  Women traders come 

from Acala and from Chiapa with cloth, petticoats, underwear and 

trinkets, which they cften sell on hirs-purchasa.  There are 

those who come round with salt cr sufear or coffe* a.id who sell 

a few centavos cheaper than the shops, 

Chiapilla also has its women traders who walk tc the 

neighbouring villages of Zapotal and Totolspa and visit the 

ranches within four or five hours walking distance.  They 

take fruits which grow in the village and are not available 

on the ranches. They also tike candles, soap, bread, tomatoes 

in fact whatever they can find and think will soil.  3oxe 

are married woaen who like tc earn a little extra and there 

are a few young girls who accompany an aunt or sister-in-law 

or grandmother and do a little trading on their own account. 

But the majority are old women or widows: women who have no 

one to support them and need to earn seme money.  It is 

hard and tiring work because the goods must be carried on the 

head and the day is alvays hot and paths are dusty.   These 



women are pic Led, as are all trailers, for tneir life is 

considered te be uara ana unpieasaiit. 

Tuere is not, i-s yet, tue luea of tae trader v»uo merely 

buys and sells and^earns, doing nothint himself.  The only 

ones who are poaulbiy thougnt of in tiui way are tue large 
ma lie 

SQale/tiuders, the 'acapuradcres1, »s they are called.  In 

general traders are welcomed ana liked.  it is only a very 

short time ago that trailers* were tue ones who brought news 

and gossip ircu. tue outside vorld and wno also brought goods 

and articles much neeueu o^  tue vj.l_o.gtrs. 

There are also a few men traders, who carry fruit and 

vegetables up to San Cristobal.  Tney set cut early in the 

morning with three, four or more ucu&eys and reach a large 

fine**, called 'La Laguna' in tut late afternoon.  i'nere they 

spend the night and go into San Cristooai early tue next 

morning in time for the market.  They walk on the way up and 

ride one of their animals coming down.  Lometiiues quite 

young boys of ten c>r eluven are auuc if their fathers cannot go. 
S Pft<l£ 

There are a number of Chxayiilte-as wno earn some money 

by makixu. bread.  The same women do uux, make bread every day: 

generally a woman will oake wree or four times a week.   It 

may oe that a particular woman wixi not aa^e for weerf.3 or even 

for years.  Sue may give it up for a while use-use sue xs 

bored with it, or because sue is doing some more profitable 

work or because she uas too much to do in the house.  I suppose 

about thirty or more women know now to bake but only aaout 

twelve will be baking at any particular time.  On a particular 

day there may be six or seven baking. 

A  certain amount of capital is ue&deu. in order to buy 

the ingredients such as eggs, manteca (poii^dripping), sugar 

and flour*  M_ost women who bake also own an oven, which is 

expensive to build.  A few women borrow the oven of a neighbour 

or relative, but this is never a satisfactory arrangement and 

usually gives rise to quarrels*  Like the dressmakers therefore, 

only better off women ba&e. 

I 
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A woman always has help when she bakes.  If she Is 

lucky she has a daughter to help her, otherwise she may 

ask a younger sister or daugnter-ln-law te help but in that 

case she must give some return, either In money or In kind. 

Falling this, she will hire a little girl to help for the 

day of baking.  The asxxws bread Is sold from door to door 

in the village, little girls are the sellers and they are paid 

according to the quantity they sell.  Some women send their 

bread to neighbouring villages or ranches and the trader woman 

who takes it receives lO^to lb%  of the sales price.  Another 

possibility is that a woman bakes on order.  These orders are 

for bread for fiestas, funerals or curing ceremonies. 

According to my calculations the bread maker has a very 

small profit.  This does not matter to her as she does not 

calculate her time in terms of money.  nevertheless, if she 

feels the profit falls too low she will say that it is not 

worth the effort she spends on it.  Usually she does not 

calculate exactly what she earns - she has an idea that she 

must be earning something but is quite capable of continuing 

to make bread when in fact she is earning nothing on it. 

Needless to say, not all women are like this, there are one 

or two exceptions who know very well what they are about.  A 

good informant of mine, with whom I calculated the cost and 

gains in bread-making, told me that formerly one could earn 

more by making bread.  This is because the price of bread had 

not gone up in recent years, whereas the cost of the ingredients 

(eggs, flour, fat) had risen. 

Villagers talk of »pan» (translated as bread), but it 

is not loaves of bread, nor rolls as we know them. They make 

small sweet yeast buns with or without eggs, which sell at 10, 

SO and 50 eentavos each, according to sise and ingredients. 

The slaughtering of pigs and sale of pork is entirely 

in the hands of women.  Usually a man, the husband or son, 

does the actual killing, but tht remainder of the work is left 

to the woman and her assistants.  Again, if she has a daughter 
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or daughter-in-law who will nelp sue will use them.  If not, 

she will employ one or two women.  Meat is not carried from 

house to house for sale: an announcement is made over the 

village loud-speaker that 'la Senora Peres1 nas slaughtered 

a beautiful, fat sow early that very morning and that all 

customers will receive the most courteous attention.  These 

villagers who want meat will then go to the house and pick 

out wnat tuey want. 

A certain capital is needed for slaughtering.   It is 

necessary to possess a table on waich to cut up the animal 

and from which to sell and also large cauldrons in waich to 

reduce the pork fat to dripping.  It is not necessary to 

have sufficient capital to buy uhe pig before slaughtering, 

for the seller of trie live pig is generally willing to wait 

for her payment until tne next day, wnen all the meat has been 

sold.  Nevertheless, all the women who slaughter pigs regularly, 

come from tne better-off Be uses.  Slaughtering 'regularly* 

means about once a week orotii* in ten days: during the year 

I lived in the village, there were about ten women who 

slaughtered, but again there were many more who knew how to 

slaughter, who had done it bei'ore, who might taKe it up again 

in the future, but who were not slaughtering Just at present. 

As the weather is very hot, the meat goes bad if left 

over-night.  It is therefore important tuat it be scld on the 

same day, for no way of preserving pork is known.  For this 

reason a woman who intends to slaugnter tries to make sure 

that no beef is being killed on that day.  If two women happen 

to slaughter on the same day it is not so serious, but if it 

happens that three pigs are killed, then much of the meat is 

lost.  Tnere is no organised system by which those intending 

to slaughter^inform each other. 

Every bit of the animal is sold including the brains, 

the ears, the bones, the trotters, the intestines, etc. 

'Chicharones', wnich is the crackling, are always made and 

generally 'tamales' are made.  These are made of maise deugh 

filled with a little meat, fat and spices wrapped in palm 
leaves and oooked in water.   They are sold for per ??&.**•• 
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supper in the evening. 

The profit to be made from a pig lies mainly in the 

amount of fat which can be reduced and sold as 'manteca*. 

•M anteca', or dripping, is a basic ingredient in all cooking 

and frying.  Ho ctner fat is used.  It is sold by the 'cuarto' 

which is a liquid measure - the contents of one small standard 

beer bottle.  Part of the profit of slaughtering lies in the 

way in which the meat is cut up.  The meat is not weighed but 

is sold per piece.  If the pieces are skilfully cut so that 

they are a little smaller tnan they should be, a profit is 

made.  If, on the other hand, they are cut a little too large, 

then the profit is lost.  There is no difference in price 

for various cuts of the animal. 
S PAC is 

Very many women know how to make candles and a number 

who do not make them commercially make such candles as they 

need for their own use in the home.  All shops sell candles 

and the owner*s wife or daughters make them.  They are 

simple but tedious to make. The wicks and the paraffin or 

wax are bought in bulk: the wicks are cut to the desired 

length and the wax is melted; the wicks are hung from nails 

wnich are fixed at regular intervals on a circular frame - 

it looks rather like a wheel which hangs from the rafters. 

The melted paraffin is poured over the wick* so that a little 

remains am&eteing fceclt, it is then poured over the next wick 

on the wheel and so on until the full circle has been com- 

pleted and the wax is poured over the second time.  This 

continues until the candles are of the desired thickness.  It 

takes longer to make candles in hot weatner because the wax 

will not harden and the candles tend to bend over instead of 

remaining upright. 

Senora Vila's candles are famous for beiding over a 

few moments after they have been lit, while those of Poaciancc 

are excellent for the same price. 

I was probably the only person in the village who used 

candles for light.  The villagers buy them for religious 

purposes only: they are used to put before the house altars 
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and in tne churchj candles are lit at any 'reso' and at 

funerals - every 'doliente' (visitor to the deceased) must 

bring at least one candle.  'Veladoras* (nightlights which 

burn for 4 hors) are not made in the village, but are sold 

in the store arid are much used for the altars. 

The most commonly used light after dark is a home-made 

one.  Any small bottle with a screw-on lid will do. A hole 

is made in the lid and a piece of old string which serves as 

a wick is inserted through it, reaching to the bottom of the 

bottle.  The bottle is then filled with paraffin.  Most 

houses keep this burning all night as a night light.  Many 

houses have old-fashioned paraffin lamps with a high glass 

tube protecting the rheMk Q 'q ^ 

There are about twelve gasoline lamps in tae village. 

The lamps are very dear (about 0200) "and the gasoline is 

expensive too.  Owners hire out these lamps for 05 per night: 

they are hired for occusions such asdances, fiestas and wakes, 

all of which are held at night.  The cantlnas and billiard 

rooms are lit by one gasoline lamp-Swhen they are open at night. 

About four women make and sell 'Javon de bola' (soap). 

It takes a team of four or five women to make it and is rather 

hard work, for it has to be ground on the grinding stone and 

then kneaded into balls.  The 'caTvo' (beef fat) has to be 

oooked the night before to as to be ready for the next day. 

The helpers are paid per day and are given several cakes 

of soap to take with them at the end of the day.  These 

are considered as part payment.  They also reeeive their 

food throughout the day, as is the custom for anyone who works 

in the house of another for whatever purpose. 

The 'cevo' and a tar compound, which are the principal 

ingredients, are bought in San Cristobal and brought down to 

Chiapilla by a returning trader.  He does not bring them as 

trade goods but does it as a favour to the soap maker.  She 
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presumably repays in the form of a gift.  The mixture is 

boiled over a large fire for several hours until it is 

reduced to a semi-Solid consistency.  When it has cooled it 

hardens and must be ground on the stone before it can be 

kneaded into soap cakes, which are made in the form of balls. 

Each helper is engaged for a specific job: thus one is asked 

to come and grind and others to knead the balls of soap, 

another to stir the cauldron, etc. 

The smell of the fat being boiled is terrible and 

naturally the soap smells rather bad as veil.  However, it 

is considered to be the best soap for getting the dirt out 

of the men's heavy work clothes.  The soap is scld to the 

shop-keepers, who then sell single cakes to the villagers. 

For the maKing of soap some capital is necessary as veil. 

The fat has to be bought and the helpers must also be paid. 

A large copper cauldron is required for boiling the mixture; 

therefore the four vomen vho make soapjNare again from veil 

to do houses.  As in the case of the bread-makers and the 

pig-slaughterers, there are more women who know how to make 

soap than are actually practicing the trade at any particular 

time. 

Washing clothes is the work of the poor. It requires 

no capital and no training.  The laundry is given to the 

washer-woman together vith the soap and she takes it down to 

the river.  To say a woman takes in washing is equivalent 

to saying that she is very poor.  Old women who havdno 

means of support do this work, as do young girls who want to 

earn some pocket money or who have to earn to help thei^family. 

The clothes are not ironed, but are returned dry at the end 

of the day.  Older washer-women suffer from rheumatism and 

what I take to be arthritis, because of the long hours they 

spend standing in the cold river. 
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Tortilla making is a poor woman's work for the same 

reason that washing Is.  No capital is required, for she 

receives the maise before making the tortillas and she does 

not have to learn a 3kill she did not already know.  Before 

the grinding-milis came to Chiapilla many more of the better 

off families would havetneir tortillas made for them.  But 

now tortillas are only sold during the annual fiesta when 

many visitors come to the village, or to tue odd bachelor, 

or to a woman who is ill for a time and cannot make them for 

herself and aer family.   'Tostadas' are toasted tortillas 

which are prepared for men who go off to work and are away 

from home for a week or longer.  A woman may have to make 

100 to 200 to supply her menfoll while they are away.  If 

she can afford it she will pay to have ttiem made. 

Drinking chocolate is served at any fiesta which follows 

a babtlsm or a marriage.  It is made by adding hot water tb 

bars of soft chocolate.  These bars are made by grinding 

the chocolate beans with sugar.  The longer the mixture is 

ground on the stone, the smoother is the chocolate and the 

better its taste.  This grinding is hard work and is again 

a job done by poor women.  The chocolate and sugaretB/ provided 

and they must contribute the time and the effort.  Some 

women are well known for the excellence of the chocolate they 

makes igaven tantear' - they get is just right.  Personally, 

I much preferred to eat the chocolate bars rather than drink 

the beverage, but this was a luxury which only I could permit 

myself,  I never saw a child given such a bar to eat as a 

treat; children were given shop-bought sweets, or more 

correctly, were given 5 ceutavos to buy themselves a sweet* 

Quite a number of the better-off houses had a ifJbL. 

The usual age for a girl to serve as a maid is between twelve 
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and eighteen, or up to the time sue gets married.  Occasion- 

ally a widowed or divorced woman with one or more children 

may be employed, but this is rare.  The principal work of 

a maid is to fetch the water every day, tc do the laundry and 

to make the tortillas.  She also sweeps a little in the house. 

She eats all her meals at her employer's house and may or may 

not go home to sleep.  Such a girl earns between #25 (Mex.) 

to $30 a month. A very poor mother may send her daughter of 

seven or eight to 'abraxar piche' - meaning to mind somebody*s 

baby - to carry it about all day and to keep is amused and 

safe from harm.   Only daughters of poor families go as maids. 

Those who are a little better off will go to work for the day, 

either making bread, or soap or go trading. 

Another part-time occupation is curing.  Tuere is no 

rule about who is to become a 'cur&ndera/o, nor is tuere an 

apprenticeship which is obligatory before practice is permitted. 

The only test of a curandero or curandera is whetner he or she 

c an effect cures.  The commonest expressions used about 

them are 'save* (he knows), or 'tiene gracia1 (he has the gift). 

Both tnese expressions are ambiguous, oecause 'save* also means 

to know witchcraft and 'tiene gracia* is connected with a gift 

of God. 

There are tvo women who cure with simple remedies and 

vita prayers and everyone in the village is agreed that they 

are "good women".  Both are midwives as well.  They examine 

their patients tvo or three times before the birth of the child; 

it depends on the mother.  There is another woman who cures, 

but xx is known to be a witch, and she is also a midwife. 

There are various other men and women in the village who are 

able to cure certain ailments and not others, and there is 

disagreement about whetner they are witches or not. 

A distinction is made between pausing an Illness and 

oaring It, althuugh frequently the same person can do both. 

There is *tse- a distinction made between an illness which 
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can be cured by medicine or herbs and illness which a 

doctor can cure on the one hand,and an illness which cannot 

be cured by doctor or herbal specialist because "it is not 

that kind of an i. lness".  It must be cured by a curandero 

or curandera as the cause is spiritual and)Sphyslcal.  Neither 

mldwives nor curanderos/t>.f curanaeras ask for payment: when 

asked they say that the patient snould give 'lc que quiere' 

(the amount he wishes to give), but tnere is a proper price 

which every villager knows and pays.  The curanderos/as 

come te the patient when called.  Frequently Indians are 

summoned as they are thougut to know the art of curing better. 

Marimbas 

There are two marimbas in Chiapilla.  It is an instru- 

ment which can be played by a minimum of three men and a 
Lb 

maximum of five, depending on *he site.  That is to say the 

marimba is made of two parts: if one part is used then three 

men play it; if both parts are used tnere are five men.  In 

addition to the men playing the marimba, a trumpeter and a 

drum er are needed.  Trie whole team is then called the 'marimba1. 

The difficulty is, of course, to get all the seven men 

together at one time.  There is little point in booking them 

too far in advance for something is sure to have happened in 

the time between the booking and the date upon wnich they should 

perform, so as to prevent one or two from coming.  On the 

other hand, if one leaves it to the evening before, they say 

they have no time to practice and therefore refuse to play. 

One of the marimbas belongs to the Flores.  It is 

played by three brothers and one nephev, with three outsiders. 

This marimba has been In thefamily for thirty years at least, 

although It has not/filnJflayed during the whole of this 

time due to the ups and downs and quarrels of the family. 
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They nave an instructor coming from Zapotal every now and 

then who teaches theia new tunes. 

The second Marimba belongs to Mario Estrada and tae 

team who plays it are not related to each other, except for 

the brother-in-law of Mario, who piays the trumpet ana is 

also their instructor.  Tnis i3 tue uetter marimba at present 

because they practice more regularly.  Tueir drawback is tnis 

brother-in-law, who is ratncr temperamental ('delicado') and 

takes offence very easily so that the marimba is put cut of 

action because he refuses to come. 

The Flores charge #1D per hour and Mario charges #16 (Mex). 

Each player receives #1 per hour.  Trie marimba gets #£, the 

instructor gets #£, each instrument gets #1 (the drum and the 

trumpets of which tuere are two in Mario's outriiuba) and &u* S I 

for the "expenses".  An hour does not mean an hour of 60 

minutes: it means two 'tandas', each 'ttnda' consisting of 

two pieces, so that an hour means four pieces with an inter- 

val after t.*e first two.  It takes abcut three quarters of 

&n ho-a* to play. 

A marimba is engaged to play at all dances - dancing 

to gramophone records is not possible in Chiapilla.  At 

babtisms, weddixigs, birtfitiay parties, the marimba also plays, 

even if there is no dancing.  It is frequently called out 

by drunks to play for them in the cantina, or to serenade 

outside the house of a sweetheart.   I have seen the marimbeVuu 

called our,at midnight and have also seen them called from 

their work in the fields at 11 o'clock in the morning. 

There is also a Band in Chiapilla.  It is quite a 

famous band, not so much because it is good, but because It 

is the only one in the area.   The band always accompanies 

processions: It may be accompanying the bride and bridegroom 

from the church to their home; it may accompany the god- 

parents from a babtism to the house of the god-child; it 

always accompanies the Christ Child on its way to Church on 
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the Christmas Lve fiesta.  Much depends en the amount 

of money spent on tae occasion, for the Danti xs much dearer 

than the m&rimba and plays for a shorter time.  There are 

about 10 men in the band, all playing brass Instruments 

except the drummer. 

There are about five Albanlles (masons or bricklayers) 

In the village. They sow their milpa as every one else and 

during the dry season they are engaged by those who want to 

build a house.  They earn f&O (Mex.) a day with meals included, 

while an ordinary labourer earns #5 to #8 daily. uxtW- ,>*J 

Generally the albanlles work in their 'barrio'. Those 

who live 'aWiba' are employed by the 'arribenos', while those 

who live 'ahsajo' work for the 'abagienc^.  There is no rule 

about this; I think it happens like this because an 'abajeno' 

Is likely to know the aloanil who Ixves in his part of the 

village and prefers to ask him rather than an 'arribeno' who 

is a stranger. 

There are several men, and a number of young girls, 

from the better-off families who have learnt how to give 

injections.  They will visit the patient and give an injection 

for £1 (Mex.).  The preferred and most popular way of taking 

medicine is by injection, and there have been on* or two deaths 

because of poisoning presumably due to a dirty syringe.  In 

general however.this is a convenient and successful way of 

giving medication. 

-a  During the year I spent in Chiapilla 

there were three men who regularly slaughtered beef for sale 

to the villagers.  These three men arranged it between them 

so that two should not slaughter on the same day.  To kill 
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beef is a much more B6rious undertaking than killing pork, 

for one animal might cost between #700 and 80C (Mex), while 

a pig is a matter of #200 at the very most.  It takes two 

or three days for all the meat to be sold, so that much of 

it has to be salted.  It keeps fresh for one day only: the 

remainder is treaded with lemon and salt and hung up to dry. 

The man who wishes to slaughter rides out to ranches to 

look for a suitable animal.  After one, tvo or three days 

he returns with one. It happens quite often that these are 

stolen animals which he has bought up cheaply.   Generally 

such stolen animals are from a distant ranch or village for 

it would be too dangerous if it vere from near by, despite 

the fact that they are immediately slaughtered. 

Most of the work of killing and cutting up the beef is 

done by men and generally there is a helper, whether he be 

a brother, cousin,, or hired man.  The wife or daughter does 

the actual selling.  The same applies about cutting the . i /V 

meat into small pieces, ^t^ *>>%*  l£ •* 900J fr^^V !J k- U ^J^ 

The hide is sold in Gan Cristobal, where it is cured. 

There used to be a tanner in Chiapilla, but he had to leave 

because he and his son were accused of killing a man. 

As in the case of the pig, every part of the animal, 

including the blood, is sold. I do not know what profit 

is made out of the slaughtering and selling of cattle. 

This has been a description of the appearance of the 

village and of its people.  It is a small ladino village situated 

in hot country;  it has been comparatively isolated so that there 

has been little outlet for aii-?*>±«- its principal crop which is 

mair*..  The village has a money economy and is by no means self suff- 

icient.  It is dependent upon the outside for many of the goods and 

foods it needs.  Most of its inhabitan/a are farmers who depend upon 

mai^e for their income.  For this reason land is of viatal importance. 

Its cultivation and distribution-among villagers is the key to an 

understanding of what happens in the village.  It will be a main 

theme in tmis account. 
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A CHROHOLOGY 

18?? Capital of St;te of Chiapas transferred ftfom San Cristobal Las Casa3 

to Tuxtla Gutierrez. 

1911 Armed rebellion by the rich of San Cristobal and an attempt to march 

upon Tuxtla Gutierrez. Battle of Chiapilla when rebels were 

defeated. 

19?? Arrival in Chiapas of new Govenor. Introduction of reform laws 3uch 

as abolition of all debts of the peons; liberation of peons} new 

tax system 

19» — 19?? Mapaches in Chiapas^ sudden raid3 upon Chiapilla. 

1921 1st re-distribution of land in Chiapilla} formation of Bjido. 

1930 Arrival of Barrio, Indians      , — , . r   u    Lr 

1932-1936. Persecution of Church in Chiapas. Burning of El Senor del 

t<t1& ftpp^'lNi^ca    IUXIKCU     kUfcn    CLu<f>&  cU  Ccny>    a-^J   Acclo 
1937* Second re-distribution of land in Chiapilla. 

1943 Third re-distribution of land in chiapilla. 

1950 Bough track opened bet-ween Chiapa and Acala on other ido of river to 

Acala . 

1958. Very rough track between Acala and Chiapilla. Suitable for lorries 

in dry seasnn. 

1961. All weather road between Chiapa de Corzo and Acala . 

1961. Track opened bet-ween Acala and Chiapilla, Suitable for bu3. 
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History is not as Impcrcant in the lives of the 

Chiapilitecos us it is in so many other societies.  Or, 

maybe xt would be more accurate to say that tradition is not 

so important for them.  The Chiapilitecos do not incorporate 

historical events into a tradition.  'i'ney do not justify 

their customs, actions or fiestas in terms of past happenings. 

They do not say "We do tais xn such a manner because our 

fatuers taugut us to do it in tnis way", nor do they say 

"We do tnis because it is the custom to do it this way", nor 

do they have any myths 0? tales to explain such customs as 

they have.  The most a Chiapillteco wiix say if as^ed is 

"Thxs is the way we do it". If asked what would happen if 

they did net do it, they say 'dicen es malo1 (it is bad). 

The people are conservative in tne sense that they 

carry on doing things in tne same way they have been used 

to and do not strxve to innovate;  but they are net conser- 

vative in the sense tnat the,, stubbornly cling to their eld 

wajs.  If a new tning or metnou is introduceu and it is 

suown to tuexr batxai'acticn to oe advantageous, they auopt 

xt, . rovxu .u it ..ieans no extra work or expense.  Lix other 

words, they do not reject ixuicv^tions on tne scie groonu 

that it is different from custom. 

Chiaijij.lt.ecos uo not talk of tne past spontaneously, 

nor recount traditional tales, nor do tuey teacn tueir children 

of the indent heroes anu a«eds of valour.  Indeed, I have 

not uearu anyone reminiscing except when I nave specifically 

asked them about the past.  In general tne villagers live 

now, in the present - their thoughts are neither upon the 

future nor in the past.  If the past is mentioned, it is 

usually as a result of some particular incident which has 

shocked the village: a killing, or a run-away couple for 

example.  Then the older people say that these things did 
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not Happen formerly, things were ueuter in the old days 

'habia mas respetto* (.tnere was more respect). What tney 

mean is tuat tnere used to ue more oruer in the village, 

wnich may well nave oeen true.  That Wings were better 

generally aoes net see*u to be true to me: economically the 

villagers are certainly better oil today and from tne genealogies 

I can see taat run-away-marriages also UAj*$r<£**e<i. 

There is one exception to trus generalization: it is a 

spinster lady who continually talks of tne past, of how much 

better it was, rememberixig people, uates and inciuents and 

bringing them up upon every occasion and insisting that every- 

thing nas deteriorateu in the village.  Sne lives in Chiapilla 

through no choice of her own, only remainiiig there to look 

after ner aged mother.  This lady of about seventy, is the 

daugnter of a .uan wno useu to oe wealtny anu tne 'cacique' 

(boss) of the village (approx. 1900-li>£0).  ue, or his brother, 

or cousins, were Presidente for many years and they were in 

cnarge in tne village.   for this reason, I oelieve that it 

may well be true tnat respect for tne authorities in Wese pre- 

revolutionary days was a reality. 

I said tnat history is not important in tne daily lives 

of the Chiapiiitecos anu I explained tnat I meant history 

in the form of a tradition wnicu justifies and sanctions present 

behaviour.  This does net mean tnat historical events nave 

not enormously cnanged tne life of tne village.  They have 

certainly done so, but tney nave not on that account been 

remembered. 

There are only three events in the past which are 

ire.uently remembered spontaneously, or about wnich people 

talked1-very readily when I brought up the subject.  It is 

interesting tnat all three were disasters, one can even say 

"traumas" for the village. They are, therefore, remembered 

not because of their historical importance as deciding events 

In the history of the village, but rather because of the shock 

they produced in the minds of the villagers. 

L 
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Tne first of Uiese reiueinuereu events was tne coming of the 

Mapacnes.  Mupacne was tue name given to oanus of Revolutionaries 
(t(oAu i' -4^ j",•crerr.-   M 

roaming tne countryside lii theAe^rly [twenties, during, 

stealing and looting.  These rebels (in respect to the 

Government then in power), were undisciplined and the situation 

was much worsened by tne fact tuat tueir leader, General 

Tiburcio Fernahdes, expected all men under ais conmiand to find 

tneir own food, clotuiiig and arms.  Taking advantage of the 

general aisoruer in the State, tnere grew up in addition a 

number of robber bands, who dla not even have a political 

ideal with which to justify tneir looting.  Of all this 

background the Chiapiiltecos know and knew little.  What they 

do know is that tne village would suddenly be invadeu by a 

group of horsemen., who would loot, burn, kill and rape at 

will.  Their only recourse was to flee to the 'Monte', i.e. 

to hide in the mountains.  All my xni'ormants agreeu that 

these raias were sudden and unexpected and that the cnurch 

bell was rung, as a warning for everyone to flee upon approach 

of a band.  They also agree tnat ail the adobe houses were 

burnt, or at least that all tne contents would be piled high, 

petrol poured ever and tne wnoie thing set alight.  Many of 

the small wattle ana daub nuts were also burnt and the owners 

nung in the street uefcre tueir homes.  People were so 

uuugry that at times tney were reduced to eating earth.  I 

coulu not find out if tne raxuxug parties were always tne 

same, wuether they were mere roboer uanus or genuine revo- 

lutionaries.  It is uiuikely that they were Government troops 

from Tuxtla, because tnere is no€ mention of troops being 

sent from Tuxtla to this area.  All those vno could, fled 

to San Cristobal las Cas&Sor to Chiapa de Cor«v which war* 

large towns (comparatively) and able to defend tnemselves. 

This state of disorder could not have lasted for mere 

than three or four years and, despite the total destructions 

and the deep Impression upon the minds of the villagers, it 

was not the cause of any important change in the fortunes of 
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the village.  This is to oe explaiaeu in the following 

way:  the peons themselves hah little ..roperty - a few 

chickens and pigs, wnica they would carry wita taem into 

the mountains when tney hid;  the wattle ana daub huts 

were soon rebuilt, it takes five mexi two to tnree aays to 

build such a hut.  There were not more than four or five 
[-v!ck \<\ 

houses of ado be,in wuioir livcm men of property. Those who 

had not removed tneir money and valuables certainly suffered 

and all? inside, their nouses w*fa- burnt.  If their cattle 

and horses were aot stolen by raxdxut uanus, they were 

stolen by otner villagers!  Thejfe men certainly lost much, 

but it must be remembered that they were only four or five 

in number and did not contribute to the prosperity of the 

village in general.   The most important source of wealth 

could not be destroyed - the land.  Tais remained anu once 

sown it takes only three months for the maize to ripen. 

Therefore, despite tne terrible destruction, wantoness and 

uisorder of these years, tne&e' did not nave tne same drastic 

long-term consequences waich the Revolution uad  in other parts 

of Mexico.  The fact taat the villagers took no part at all 

in tne figncing and aad no Revolutionary ideals contributed 

to tne speed,, rebuilding of tne village once i rder uau been 

restored in tue State. 

The second xncident, waich uas remained fixed in the minds 

of the villagers and about waicn I was frequently told, took 

place twenty years ago.  Five men were killed on the same day 

in tue village.  At the wedding feast, after the church 

ceremony, the groom, his brother and fatner were killed by 

another man from tne village and nxs son.  The two killers 

vere themselves killed during the night. 

The third incident was that of the killing of a brother 

and sister and their nephew, all within 15 minutes, in the 

same house*  The killings were due to a quarrel within the 

family and the killers were close relatives of the deceased* 

^ 
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Tuese taree are tne oidy frequently menticneu incidents 

cf tiie past.  I uave rarely lie^ra people reminiscing of their 

own accord, either about tneir own lives or about village 

life generally.  I should point out tuat, during my year 

in Chiapilla, there were few old people, that is to say persons 

over sixty.  Naturally it is tne oluer people who talk more 

of che past ratuer tnan the younger ones.  The few I was able 

to talk to seemed to nave extraordinarily poor memories and 

happened to be persons of low intelligence, or were already 

feeble-minded.  I was told that in tne two or three years before 

my arrival jUite a number of old men and women nad died, who, 

I was assured, used to love telling of the old times and 

remembered perfectly what had happened in the past.  Nevertheless, 

it is correct to say that the Chiapilltecos are not interested 

in, mor concerned about, their past. 

The lack of historical sense which I found in Chiapilla 

may be due to the fact that it lias been in its present site 

for less than a century.  Reference to the village can be 

found x-uafly tttf 17AJ<?)nln a report prepared for the Bishop 

of Chiapas, in San Cristobal las Casas.  The inhabitants are 

described as being orderly and well-behaved people and there 

are reported to be 300 Inhabitants. 

I was unable to find any more records of Chiapilla 

prior to the 20th Century, because wnatever records there 

may have "been were burnt when the Mapaches set fire to the 

Palacio EstaAal (Headquarters of the State Government) in 

Tuxtla Gutierrez.in the 19S0c.  In Chiapilla itself, there 

are no records previous to 1900. 

The original village of Chiapilla used to be on the 

banks of the Rio Frio, where the cemetry is situated today, 

t. 5. 
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about one mile from Its present site.  This is tne story told 

by the villagers and there is much evidence to confirm it. 

The report for tne Bisuop of San Cristobal, mentioned 

above, describes 'el Pueblo de Chiapilla' as being near the 

river, which is precisely where tne cemetery is today.  In 

the cent^B) of this ceme£fy tuere remains standing a high wall 

with an arch in the middle, which looks like tne entrance 

to a church and a little way off there is anotuer piece of 

high wall standing in a field.  Lastly, tnere is the fact that 

the village, until recently, was called 'Pueblo nuevo de 

Chiapilla' - the new town of Chiapilla. 

I do not know who founded the new village, wnether it 

was survivors from the old Chiapilla or new settlers.  It 

is, however, remarkablejthat I found no one who claimed to 

come from a real Chiapilla family.  By this I mean, no one 

who said that his fattier aud father's father and all his 

ancestors nad been born, had lived and had died in the village. 

In all the genealogies that I noted, I did not come across 

one adult (-5 years and over), whose grandfather had been 

born in the village.  Frequently I found that tne father or 

mother had immigrated.  I was often told tnat so and so's 

father was an 'Indio' and had arrived in the village 'tunco', 

which means with short trousers of the kind worn by the 

Zinaeantecan Indians. -1^ indicates that many of the immigrants 

Ncame from Zinaeantan and not from otner Indian groups la 

the neighbourhood.J-w tki Zm^c^ricoj QM. tk< «KL, UcUawa, re we<M .sKo/if-roo^ 

Those who came to settle in Chiapilla came from one of 

three types of background: those who were Indians and spoke 

a different language^and wore different clothes upon arrival; 

<T"k.«>Je    uAa   iv^vo     [acldqj      «^cl   c<i+-t   yufl^   'tY*   Aou^cJ^J WiA.»^—t-fce^ 

peons or workers there; and those who came from near-by towns 

or villages.  These people who came from towns to settle in 

Chiapilla hadigenerally been to Chiapilla as traders before 

deciding to remain there.  They and their children aatstlll 

•mas vitro* (livelier) than other villagers and all the shop- 

L.. 6. _i 



keepers and wealthier men in Chiapiila aave parents who 

came from towns, or na.ve taemselves spent some ttne in a town. 

When asked wnere their parents or grandparents came from, 

those with ancestors from ranches or Indian villages will 

answer grudgingly and depreciatingly, wnile tnose who claim 

descent from a town-dweller will say so proudly. 

I met few people who were proud tc be Chiapilltecos. 

They would either explain that they lived there but were 

really from such and such a town (even tno ugh it was in 

fact their parents wno came from there), or they would say 

tnat tney would like tc leave the village if they would be 
WfiC fir-tick' 

able to do so and marvel,at tne f^ct that I should come and 

lilie there voluntarily. 

The immigration into Chiapiila continues.  During the 

year I was there, one Indian faadLy moved in and also several 

men from the surrounding rancues.  It is important to point 

out that there was never a large gnup coming, to settle in 

Chiapiila at one time: there was never a group that came 

together and already .laving its own customs and traditions, 

Rather It'was that families drifted in separately, or, more 

precisely, one member of the family would arrive and the 

others would gradually follow.  This constant dribble of 

immigrants still continues. 

At the same time people were and are continuously 

leaving Chiapiila.  There is not a person in the village 

who does not a&v  ease relative (first or second degree) 

living elsewhere.  Immigrants are generally young persons . 

&WMf»««rx&e4»c^ One reason, of course, is 

that of a girl marrying an outsider and going to live with 

him.  unmarried young girls may go to work as a servant on 

one of the ranches or in a town.  Young men leave to find 

vork on neighbouring ranches or go to one of the towns in 

the State.  They generally leave because they are bored or 

in search of adventure.  Usually the men go further away than 

the women.  Young men or women who have quarrelled with 

li -J-- 
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thei r apousps often 1 pave the vi 11 age .  It is, of course, 'nuoh fia-jn-r to 

lca.vp the village in these days of e;- ^y transport, hut thfi genealogies show 

that the previous generation "^p^^  in the same way and for similar 

resRona,  A number of ^en have left 'because they killed a villager or be- 

cause they were afr iid of being kSlled. 

It is difficult to say whether those who leave the 

village have left permanently.  In fact nine cannot tel i until they have 

died.  There are a few who have been a ay i'or over 20  years and I 

asume these have left for good.  i'lany hovrever do return after one, 

five, or even ten year's absence .  It is obvious that the maiority of the 

population r< mains living in the vi lage but there is, an'i wa<?, a 

constant flow of nerso^n entering and leaving. 

The population of Chiapilla has grown since the beginning of 

the Century and is still inc. easing.  This has been mainly due to the 

high birth-rete, although immigration must have nla.yed a p--rt. 

There is undoubtedly a high birth r; te in Chiapilla. 

It is true th'«t the genealogies which I took were a chance sample and not 

a statistically random one.  I have instances of couples with one, two and 

three adult children only - but I also have a good number of couples 

who have or had eight or nine adult children. The means that the _ar* 

number of children actually born to the couple was greater, for the 

infant mortality rate was and is high.  Most persosn above t.he are of 

twelve ha.ve at least one dead sibling. 

In order to get sone idea of the number of o'vld-r-en born to a 

couple in the paJf^ I would ask older persons (40 and upwards) how many 

siblings they had.  This method is not v^ry  ac-u^ate because r-eor.1 e tend to 

forget dead siblings, especially if they had died before the birth of the 

informant.  It is only the mother who remembers all the children 

alive and dead.  If one wants to know the total number of children of a 

woman one must of course wait until she can no longer have any children. 

This is especially so in Chiapilla where no kind of birth control is 

practiced. Ifir means that only women oVtir \r)  uau be asked if onn w^-shag to 

^nouire into the incre55S~»Tf—+he-^panula±ion 

Iffift^atejiftal^^ 
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tl Appearance 

At tne beginning of the Century Chiapilia consisted mainly 

of wattle and daub nuts with palm thatch roofs*.  I guess 

there were approximately 150 of tnese.  Tnere were about 

f< ur or five adobe houses with tile roofs*  I a«. not know 

when the ahtfrch was built, but one old lady of about 80 

remembers it being built when she was young, so it must have 

been somewhere sound the turn of the Century.  During the 

time of the Mapaches (a&x£?=£S£Os) many of the huts in the 

village were destroyed and all the adobe houses were burnt. 

The town hall suffered the same fate.  Some time in the 

late thirties the town nail and $*X*la» were built and the 

first small school was also constructed.  I dc not know 

when the first Federal teacuer was sent to Chiapilia, but 

I guess it was at tne beginning of tue 'tuirties during tne 

xtMxwf time of the great National Campaign for Rural Teacher a.  l „ 

An auditional classroom was built in the 'forties and in the 

•fifties the village square, 'el parque1, so essential to 

every Mexican population, was laid out.  The wattle and daub 

houses were, throughout the period, being replaced by 

adobe houses and by now about half of the houses are of 

adobe.  Nearly all the new houses being built.-are of adobe 

bricks iiixl tixe roof s^ aitnoui,u I have seen a few new houses 

being put up of wattle and daub uy the poor people. 

An important cnange in the last fifteen xxxxx to twenty years 

is the appearance of horses and oxen.  It is perfectly true 

that the "gentry" and the ranch ownersKhad plenty of mules, 

horses and cattle.  However, the villagers had none.  Today 

many families have one or two horses and there are about 

fifteen ox-teams in the village.  It is o^JLy about ten years 

ago that oxen began to be used by the villagers for plowing 

and that ox-carts appeared.  This meant, of course, that 

patlis vide enough and flat enough for such carts had to be 

made.  It also meant that the men nad to learn how to handle 

the animals and many are still afraid of them.  I do not 

X. 
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think th-^t the vil!arr->*s have yet learnt  how to take nroner care of these 

animals. 

The Ghu-ch 

Previous to  1Q??  the most imnort-nt town in Ghiapas 

was Ban Gristobal Las Casas.  It was the canit'l of the St-'te and 

therefore the administrative, judicial and T>olitica1. ceni/re)  It wis the 

seat of the Bishon and thus the ecclesiasti oal centre and in addition 

it wa s the oomercia.1 huh of the State. 

The ca.nital was rsra^ve'1 to Turtle Gutierrez much 
•A 

affainsiJthe will of the Colet/os (the inhabitants of San Cristobal"'. 

The city remained the seat of the Bishon and it wan a "lor.fr time before   its 

i'nnort noe a", a oo lercial ani tr-'liv17- centre declined. 

In 1911 an attempt was made to return the capital to 

San Cristobal.  The wealthier men of the city, iany of whom owned land in 

hot country, organized, a t'o^ce which consisted mairvy of unarmed Indians. 

These had been induced to join the rebellion by all kinds of nro:;ises, 

amongst others new land-3 and prater fr-edom.  The Bishon Orosco Jimenez, 

whose lands bor'ered unon Ghiapilla ws . one of the dealers in this attempt. 

The noorly orp'mi^.ed force marched down fr^m San 

Gristobal and met the Government tmo^s and Tuxtle Volunt ers. at the 

entrance to the village of Ghiaiilla.  In a brief encounter the Go!ettos 

were oomn'etcly routed. 

Chi anilIteoos remember littl^ of it and t<-r>d to confuse 

the incident with the r-eri od of the Manaohes sW or sever yea^s later. 

The vil la.'re^s took no n rt in the fi.prhtin~ between the unarmed Indian^ from 

the hills on the one side, and the wefll-arrmd government troops on the 

other. What is remembered, is that, the-e were so many dead Indians, 

mown down by the gellfcenuimpped ^troops,Qf.n-?t they had to be piled up and 

burnt instead of being properly buried. The Chiapilltecos consider this 

Qct to haveteylworse than all the killing tv.  of the battle. 

iL 
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More is remembereu of xne txiue wuen the Churcn was 

severely persecuted in Chiapas, as in the whole of Mexico. 

Older women remember how tue priest came and gave secret., 

services in private houses and how they had their children 

babtized secretly at night.  There was even one hidden 

wedding during this time.  There were, however, two public 

incidents, which ccnceriieu the wnole village rattier than 

individuals alone. 

The first of taese was the order received by the 

Presldente from tne Governor of the State that the Saints of 

the church were t>. be burnt publicly.  The Presidente oi cLc./>.'!'q 

was placed in a very awkward predicament.  If he did not 

pbey the Governor he would, in all likelihood, have been 

called to Tuxtla and there put Into prison for disobedience 

to the Governor's orders.  If he did burn them, the whole 

village weuid turn against him and he wculd surely be in 

danger of his life.  As he was a snrewd man, he found the 

following solution (according to his version of the story)s 

he called a meeting of all the important men of the village 

and put the problem before them.  Bwtvaen them they agreed 

to hide the actual Saints of the church and to take some old 

broken images which were lying behind the alter and burn 

1. 
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these publicly. 

The true Images were smuggled away during icm  night, tvo 

of them being buried in a field and the other three were 

hidden in the house of one of the wealthier villagers.   It 

was in tuis huuse that the priest held secret servioes when 

he came.  Ihe Presidente thus had the best of twc worlds. 

Xue Governor of the State sent him a congratulatory telegram 

when he neard the news that the Saints of Chiapilla had been 

burnt; and the villagers were delighted with their Presidente 

because they knew he had not burnt their Saints. 

At about this time there occurred another incident 

connected with the order for the burning of the Saints.  It 

did not directly affect Chiapilla, but did make a great 

impression upon thepeople there*  About three hours' climb 

on the way to San Cristobal there used to be a large 

estate with a chapel next to the ranch house wherein there 

was a very miraculous image.  It was an image of Christ 

Crucified on the Cross, called 'el Senor del Poso' - he 

was given this name because he was said, to be visible in a 

small pool in a wood near this chapel.  Ihe image became 

an important centre of pilgrimage, with people coming from 

great distances in order to pray for a miracle to help them 

in their distress; and miracles were granted to the faithful. 

Especially at Easter, which was the Saint's day (asAthe 

image of Christ on the Cross), streams of pilgrims would pass 

through Chiapilla and seek 'posada' (a night/s hospitality) 

in the houses of the village.  Round about the year 1934 

the Governor of Chiapas sent a band of armed men with orders 

to burn down the Chapel and the image.  I have been unable 

to discover whether the order was in faet carried out 

completely.  It is certain that the chapel was burnt and 

today only the walls remain standing.  A new altar has been 

put in and the charred images of frg»eiifc-a4*B-HaTy stand 

beside a photograph of the original Image.  What happened 

to *el Senor del Poso' remains a mystery.  Many say it was 

u "hArfflM tak^-V - n c(*(% 
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not burnt but that the raiders took the image with them and 

that it is now in one of the ranches on the coast, in the 

hone of the officer who carried out the orders of the Governor. 

Others maintain -hat it was indeed burnt. 

Pilgrims still arrive to visit the chapel, although now 

it is a centre for local pilgrims only.  On Easter Friday 
and 

crowds of people come from San Cristobal, Chiapilla,/Zapotal 

to bring candles and flowers to 'el Senor'.  There is a 

small group of men and women in Chiapilla and San Cristobal 

who are devoted to 'el Senor del Poso', who collect money 

for the rebuilding of the chapel and who go to visit the 

Saint every Friday, bringing him fresh flowers and providing 

the altar with a clean cloth.  There is one man who has 

dreams in which he receives orders to rebuild the chapel 

and Irho fcotfasftmund the village trying to get support for this 

holy work. 

During this same period, i.e. the time of the persecution 

of the Church, the estate of the Bishop Orosco Jimenez, 

which used to border upon the village, was confiscated. The 

bishop's whole estate, the ranch house and his house in the 

village were given to the village.  The houses were promptly 

ransacked and burnt, sc that no one profited from the electric LJjr 

plant and the beautiful furniture in the nouses. This 

bishop a remarkably intelligent and educated man and his 

estate seems to have been a model of modern agriculturei it 

was mainly planted with sugar cane and he had built brisk 

irrigation ditches, such as I nave seen nowhere else in the 

area.  His cantpressing mill was run by water power and was 

also foolishly destroyed.  The villagers could have profited 

greatly from its use.  The irrigation canals are still in use, 

but because of thirty years' neglect and lack of repairs 

they are beginning to crumble. 

U 



XV Tae important ciianges waich xuive taken place in 

Chiapilla since 1900 are due to two factors;Othe expropriation 

of the large landowners and the subsequent re-distribution 

of tne land among tne vili.at,ersj2aial the improvement in 

communications between Chiapilla and the rest of the State, 

9. 
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that is to say the building of roads.  To my mind all the 

changes can ultimately be traced to these two causes. 

Both the re-distribution of laiid and the building of 

roads are measures that have primarily economic consequences. 

The fact that these^steps were takeri can only be explained in 

political terms. These measures were taken by the Federal 

Government and were in no way due to trie initiative or efforts 

of the Chiapilltecos. The consequences of tnese measures, 

that is the subsequent cuanges, can be mostly attributed to 

the villagers. 

i 

The Re-Distribution of Land. 

Prior to XiJiiO  Chiapilla was entirely surrounded by large 

estates.  .Very little land was owned by Chiapilltecos and 

such land as did belong to villagers was in the uands of a 

few men who might be called "gentry".  These were men who 

came from San Cristobal las Casas, or Venustiano Carranza, 

of comfortable means although not nearly as wealthy as the 

owners^of the surrounding estates.  Tue latter might own as 

much as 1,000 Has of first class land, much of it irrigated, 

while those I call "gentry" would nave owned about 200 Has. 

There were never more tnan three or four- of these "gentry", 

It eyas they who ran the village, serving on the Village 

Council as Presidente, Secretary, Judge, etc.  This "gentry" 

mixed socially with the ranchowners, in that they wiuld 

visit each others houses and drink together.  In the years 

before the re-distribution of the land to the peasants the 

situation was as follows: the large ranches which entirely 

surrounded Chiapilla were owned by men from San Cristobal, 

or Coaltan, or Venustieno Carransa. It was the custom for then 

to own a large house in the State capital of San Cristobal, 

where their wives and families would live provided with all 

the amenities small an important and large town (compared to 

the other tevns of the State) could offer.  During the three 

or four winter months (approx. November to February), when 

10. 
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aas pleasantly warm weather. 
the 

In/hot country they would return to San Cristobal. 

the climate becomes very cold aad disagreeable In San 

Cristobal and when Cue schools have tueir holidays, the 

families would come down to hot country which at that time 

As soon as the real neat began 

The 

ranchowners would s^end much of the year on their ranches, 

supervising the work, and rode up to San Cristobal occasionally 

to visit their families. They were thus alone on their 

ranches for long periods of time and would naturally rime into 

the village of Chlapllla to relieve tneir boredom, finding 

company and diversion there. 

M ost of these ranchowners had a mistress in Chiapilla. 

They might buy a house in the village for a young girl and 

establish her as a mistress, or they might spend the night with 

any young girl tney fancied giving her parents a suitable 

present of money.  There are many villagers today who are the 

children of such a ranchowner and a Chiapillteca.  This 

second family, or alternatively, the illegitimate children 

by several women, were not usually supported by the ranch- 

owner.  However, they were recognised by him and are generally 

proud to earry their father's name.  He may have given them 

presents from time to tine, helped them to find work, etc. 

Especially if these illegitimate children dated from before 

the marriage, they were often taken into the home of the ranch- 

owner to serve the family: the boys as majordoaos or super- 

visors and the girls as housekeepers or servants.  The wife 

would recognise them as her husband's children and the legitimate 

children would recognise them as sisters and brothers. 

The villagers were very poor.  They lived in wattle and 

daub huts with palm thatched rooves and would rent land on 

a share cropping basis from the estates, or they might be 

employed directly upon the estates, particularly at harvest 

time.  Surrounding eaeh ranch house on its estate there would 

be 10 to 50 huts in which lived those peons who were tied to 

the estate and others who chose to live and work there.  Z 
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do not know whether the peons vere much abused in this   ~~~~ 

area.  There was an advantage for a man to live on a ranch 

for he would receive house and land free, but in return he 

would be obliged to work for the landlord.  As land was so 

short in Chiapilla, this would have been an important con- 

sideration. 

She first land to be re-distributed to trie villagers 

of Chiapilla came from parts of three ranches. They took 

possession in l&£l wh*n   fei^WJH1^ yHran^fcw -MM.   Nj> 

plan of individual holdings was made, nor are there any 

records of the amount each man received, nor of the way in 

which different quality lands were distributed. 

I cannot understand how it came about that land was 

distributed at such an earjr date, for even today, forty years 

later, there remain large estates in the State of Chiapas. 

The agrarian reforms were first set out in the Constitution 

of 1917 and the first Govenor with serious intentions to carry 

out these reforms arrived in Chiapas in 1920.  It was not 

and still ianot a simple matter of taking the land from the 

landlords and giving it to the peasants.  The land has to 

be asked for and it is unlikely that the simple peasants of 

that time would know the complicated and lengthy procedures 

necessary for such requests, when even today they have diffi- 

culty In this respect.  Besides, the landlords could and 

still oan find any number of objections and difficulties to 

delay the re-distribution for many years. 

There is one possible explanation*  I have said that 

the ranehowners who owned the lands around Chiapilla had their 

houses, andtifamilies in San Cristobal and their sympathies ware, 

therefore, with this town, , X have also written of the attempt 

to seise Tuxtla Cutierres in 1911 and the setting up of 8an 

Cristobal as the State Capital with a Govenor appointed by 

that aity.  Most of the ranehowners of the area around Chiapilla 

were deeply involved in this attempt, one of then was even a 

leader.  It would, therefore, be understandable that the new 

Govenor in Tuxtla, fearing another attempt of this kind, would 
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try to reduce tne power of the ranchowners who took part 

in the insurrection, by depriving tnem of their land.  How- 

ever, tnis is only a guess of mine, I do not know wuat 

actually happened.  I do know that if the powerful landlords 

lost part of their lands, there must have been some other 

interest at work, besides that of the Chiapilltecos.  They 

alone could never nave won against the landlords. 

There sere two further distributions of land taken from 

neighbouring ranches*  one in 1937 and another in 1942. There 

is an application for a further distribution, although it is 

unlikely that this one will be granted. 

Thus, during the last forty years, all the large estates 

around Chiapilla have been divided up into small parcels of 

land and given to the villagers in the form of EJido land. 

One of the surprising things to me, was the difficulty 

I had in obtaining accounts of the distribution of these lands. 

Ho one ever mentioned it to me of his own accord and upon 

being questioned they aad difficulty remembering all about it. 

Yet I should have thought it would nave been an important 

moment for them.  They were given land of their own to farm 

for the first time in their lives, without having to pay for it. 

I am at a loss to understand why this should have made so little 

impression upon them.  I can only think that in practice the 

change did not make too much difference to their lives, work or 

income.  Rather the change has come about gradually since 

the formation of the Ejido.  It may well have been that the 

peasants received the very land they had been renting and took 

the contribution t^mards the EJido to be as bad as the rent 

they had previously paid. 

The re-distribution of land had two long-term effects 

of a political nature.  The first was that the gap between 

the rich and the poor of the villagefeecreased, or rather a 

peasant middle class grew up; the "gentry" as a socially and 

economically superior group disappeared.  I have already 

said that this "gentry" bad ruled in the village.  As far as 
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I can gather, tueirs nad been a mildly despotic paternalism 

and tneir authority was based on tneir unquestioned and 

unquestionable social and economic superiority.  Vihen the 

marked economical difference disappeared, due to some of 

the peasant villagers acquiring more wealth, the Presidente, 

namely the man who ruled the village, began to be the ruler 

of his equals ratner than a ruler of his inferiors.  There 

remained no basis for the authority of the Presidente - the 

basis of economic superiority,:had disappeared, Jbhe Office 

itself had never alone been a basis for respect and obedience. 

The equals of tne man vno held the office of Presidente in 

the village saw no reason for obeyinjjjtheir equal.   Whether 

a Presidente was obeyed or not became entirely a matter of 

his character.  The disorder in Chiapilla increased and has 

remained to this day. 

This point is vital in understanding KXXttzxxKxxxxiwxxxiu 

ge»««iTxx what happened in Chiapilla, and I believe it is 

vital in the understanding of M,exican politics generally. 

There is no respect or reverence for the "Office".  Respect 

and obedience is accorded to the folder of tne Office, to him 

personally.  This is directly opposite to the many societies 

in which the "Office" is held in respect although the incumbent 

may be despised.   Politics must be understood in terms of 

personal adherence to a leader, and not in terms of political 

institutions. 

I wish to make clearer this process of the growth of 

the Middle class of peasants'1 and the disappearance of the 

"gentry".  Those I have called "gentry" were not a gentry 

in the sense of the former English or French gentry, nor in 

the sense the ranch owners were.  They were not a self- 

perpetuating class in Chiapilla.   Z have already said that 

they were immigrants from the towns who had bought moderate 

amounts of land and who kept a small herd of cattle.  They 

lived with their wives and children in the village and did not 

send their sons to San Cristobal or Mexico to be educated as 

u 14. 
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did tne ranch owners.  Th» children, therefore, grew up 

out he land and knew only of village ways, although tuey were 

conscious of comming from a home wuicn was superior to that 

of other villagers.  This "gentry" had none of its land con- 

fiscated during the re-distribution because tne amounts they 

owned were too small.  It was, tuerefore, a matter of circum- 

stance and of individual character wnetaer the wealth accumulated 

by the father was retained by his cuildren. 

I nave in mind four cas^s: iiarcissc Gordiilo had no 

surviving sens and only three surviving daughters.  These 

he sent tc San Cristobal during tue period of the Mapaches. 

They never returned to live in tue village, nor did any of 

them m arry a man willing to look after her fatuer's property. 

It gradually deteriorated and since the father's death his 

family have aad no more influence in the village.  Manuel 

Flores was Killed while still quite ,/oung.  his five surviving 

sens farm the land he left, but none of Ui*?ni is exceptional 

or ambitious in any way and tne family nave become one of the 

"middle class" of tue village.  Celm Carcia was succeeded 

by an able son, who grabbed the best of the inheritance for 

himself, but understood how to improve it and ae died recently 

a wealthy man.  During his life u# had ueid most of the 

important Offices in the village.  Ekzekiel velasco was 

also killed and upon his deatn his wife sold all his property 

and moved from the village with all the cnildren. 

On the one hand then, tne former "gentry" became part 

of tne new "peasant middle class" and on the other hand 

some of the peasants who had received lanu moved into this 

"miuule class". 

Hot all the men who received land oecame wealthy, it 

was a basis from which a man could start.  It then depended 

upon particular circumstances and individual cnaraotcr as to 

who would remain poor and who would become a "middle class 

peasant".  Many of the Ejidatarios sold their land for one 

reason or another or have remained to this day with their 

b- 
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original holding, farming for tueir own subsistence only. 

Tnofce who uave prospered have,  done so eitaer because of hard 

work,or because of good fortune (in tueir crops or their 

livestock),or because tney uau many sons who remained to work 

with them, or because tney managed tc get more than taexr fair 

suare of good iand during the re-distribution.  A number of 

well-to-do middle class men, wno nave a shop and own an ox- 

ttam, nad futuers who im..:lbrated as poor peons from the 

ranches, or wno cane from an Indian village. 

The distribution of the land to the peasants thus pro- 

vided opportunity or tne pre-requisite for improved economic 

conditions - it did not determine them.  Some of the recipients 

have ira roved their conditions greatly (from the economic 

point of view) while ethers have remained in tne same state 

of poverty.   s^c£ 

The second political consequence of the iand distribution 

arose from the maiiner in wnicn it was allocated, tnat is to 

say, the Ejido System.  Land was not, and is not, distributed 

tc individual peasants.  Under the Ejido System an area of 

land is given to a group of people who form a co-operative. 

It is a cc-operative in that the grout. is collectively responsible 

for all the land it receives in certain respects, and tnat 

there are collective rights in part of the land.  For example, 

certain areas are reserved for grazing and wood.  At the 
each 

same time,/individual holds his own plot of land and is granted 

certain rights of cultivation and usufruct.  These rights 

are dependent upon certain conditions laid down by lav* For 

example, an Ejidatario may not sell or rent his land, he must 

cultivate it himself, etc.  It is tho Ejiao, that is to say 

the co-cperatlve, which is collectively res; onsxbie to the 

State that all its members observe their obligations.  This 

at any rate is the theory and intention and it txas influenced 

the organisation of the EJidos.  There are other provisions, 

among them compulsory contribution of money and a majority 

agreement as to its expenditure, wnich all tend to make a 

W 
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group oi' tiie Ejidatarics, a group which has common     "~ 

interests as against those who are not ejidatarios.  For 

the first t-une the peasants found taemselves united in a 

group, having conscious aims and interests wnich tied them 

together. 

I have been careful to say tuat the Ejido is a group 

of peasants.  It may include all men of a village, but it 

need not do so.  It is quite possible, as in Chiapilla, that 

part of tue Inhabitants are Ejiciatarios while some are not. 

In such a case tnere arises a clash of interests; those of 

tue Ejiciatarios, as against those of the uon-ejidatarios. 

In either of of the cases, i.e.-if-(v the whole of the population 

or only part of it is in the Ejiuo, a second authority is 

created.  It is tuat of the Ejido Governing Committe.  Thus 

in one and the same population tnere will be the Local 

Government Committee (Presidente, Jues Sindicato, etc.) and 

the Ejido Governing Committee (Comisariado, Secretario, 

Tesorero, etc.).  This is precisely what happened in Chiapilla 

when the Ejido was formed at the time of tue first land 

distribution in 19*1. 

It is obvious that the political situation changes 

enormously when a village no longer nas a single body which 

holds sole authority, but when a second is created waich is 

also given much authority.  In fact, part of tue power which 

used to Deiong to the Presiaencia was transferred to the &jldo, 

for the Ejido has the right to settle all internal land disputes, 

that is, land disputes between Ejido members.  It is evident 

tnat in an agricultural village, a large proportion of the 

difficulties and problems will be directly concerned with land. 

If most of the villagers hold their land within the Ejido, 

these problems will come before the Ejido authority and not 

before the Presidencia.  More important still is the fact 

that the Ejido disposes of free labour contributions from the 

Ejidatarios. 

In these small and poor agricultural villages, there is 

little money income for the Presidencia, and the income is 

17. 



in tue i'orsa of services,   evtry vi-i^er  u, V'UH, uu obligation 

tc give fiviuo of uis labour to tue cumaiuuty.      luis  used to 

s>« tue Cu.se uud tue acuooi,   tue euurc<* <*uu t«e tewu aj»ll 

were bui^t lb luxa way.       however,   tue Ljiac  also re  uireg 

voluut«ry laDv uV from it^ aeciuerfc.       If & sun IS both un 

kjiaaturio arid <. conreuj.ity wttc.ber,   ..e o»es     service tc  both. 

.but this he considers exceptive,      ue gives uis labour tc  the 

£jido,  for  tuere fc.l his economic li-iter^ts lie -u-ui ue 

considers u«*t he receives some KIJUJ of return (6ruZj.i^ 
him 

rights,   wood,  etc.).      '*&• i-resiueucia offers/no visible 

returfKiind in audition u«.a not tue power tc  enforce his 

voluntary iuuour.       It can taue come c.ucut  tiu*t tue  bjiuc 

lias more autnority  m tue vix-iige  (m tue  aej.ce of getting 

tuiugs acue)   tu*n u*.& tao constitutional iocd government 

autncritiAtf,   i.e.  tue i-residencia. 

The most la, crwnt cci..&e'iuenceg of tue re-uistrlbuticn 

of laud from tue i-.r^e e^tutes t*   trie peusants u..ve^beeo:- 

1)  tue iucr©iio</d wealth of seme cf tutse peutiuits,  wuo nave 

fcraed a "peasant middle ciats" j»nd a cci.se  uent increase i n 

the economic activity of tue village uua a growth of tue 

village economy$  .-)  us a result of tue u peurai.ee cf tills 

"peasant middle cl*i.ss" tue Pre&iuente had to rule among bis 

equals and oculd no loiter rely on wealth as a basis for his 

authority.      itespect for his own person was the only basis - 

as many Presiueute* were not personally rejected tuere vat 

iuia continued to be mucu disorder in tue villas*;  3) an 

authority which challenged the peer of the Preaidencla was 

set ttp within the village ;|\the EJido Governing Concnittee; 

4)  a group with common interests was created within the village> 

a 6roup wulcn ccuiu ana did act politically. 

18. 
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Improved Communications; 

Chiapilla has by tradition tiad its closest connection 

with San Cristobal Las Casas.  Even today it is still 

referred to as «La Ciudad' (the City) by the villagers and 

traders who n^ve gone tnere are said to uave gone up 'el 

Cerro' (the Mountain). The nearest other large tiovn is 

Chiapa de Corzo on the Rio Grijalva. 

The changes wnich have occurred since the beginning of 

the Century nave all had the effect of turning Chiapilla 

away from San Cristobal and orientating it towards Chiapa de 

Corso. 

In order to reach San Cristobal from Chiapilla one must 

follow a steep, tiring path fe-r- elghtthours, continuously 

uphill.  Tnis patihi can only be used.by^horses, mules or 
If iciJ?o e.*r,\Jh  Kou-o  (.fv^ ^nA^ <f\   <A-> K-OAJ< bo.-<Jl 

donkeys.  It can,—of coursoj bo travelled on foot.   It is 

impossible to use any wheeled vehicle on tnis route.  One 

might say that Chiapilla was orientated towards San Cristobal 

despite tuis obstacle, and taere were very good reasons for 

this. 

At the beginning of the Century San Cristobal was the 

Capital of the State of Chiapas.  Tnis meant tnat the Governor 

,ve¥~"in and all the    people -iavufr the Administration,   both civil 

U 

n* military and judicial, lived there.  It was the seat of 

the Bishop, the city wuere any wealthy man had tc have his house. 

There was much wealth In San Cristobal and it provided an 

inexhaustible market for the hot country products grown in 

Chiapilla.  San Cristobal lies in cold country, where the soil 

and climate only permit low yields of male* and none of the 

great variety of fruits and vegetables which flourish in hot 

country.  San Cristobal was not only the market for the 

products of Chiapilla, but the whole area fftr beyond the village 

sent its harvest up to San Cristobal. 

Chiapilla would sent to San Cristobal such fruits and 

vegetables as melon, water melon, mango, jocote, tomatoes, chile, 

sapote, chico capote, sapote negro, mansanilla (pea nuts), mamay, 
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all varieties of bananas, oranges, eacn in taeir season. 

Maxze would also be carried up, mainly by the Zinacantecans 

who at taat time, as today, hau large mule trains.   It seems 

that only very few Chiapilltecos were traders.  They preferred 

to sell to the traders who passed tpes^ Acala anu-£Mfeu the 

Zinacantecans.   'Panela', made from sugar cane, was a product 

regularly taken up the mountain tc supply the aguardiente 

factory.  Much cotton used tc be planted around Chiapilla 

and this too was carried up 'el Cerro1.  From San Cristobal 

wcujd come women bringing bread, cloth and other manufactured 

articles wuich could be sold in the village.  Any article 

of luxury, such as crockery, cutlery, furniture, etc. required 

by the ranch owners or tne "gentry" would be sent down by 

carrier (on man's back).  It is a curious tning, taat at 

that time and right up to tnls day, the lowland traders take 

goods up to San Cristobal returning empty, wui6& the Colettos 

(name given to tne people from kan Cristobal) come down to 

hot country carrying tueir goo*s with them but return without 
cju-jrort-i 

loads.  Apparently tnis was the <mde in the past and of all 

those who still ta^e fruit to 'la Cuiciad' I know of one man 

only who carries goods both ways. 

Apart from the fact taat San Cristobal was a market for 

Chiapiiia's prouucts, it was axsc a ^xt.ce io uuy goous 

cheaply.  I nave been tcld by serveral informants taat they 

would walk up to San Cristoual once a year for the fiesta of 

one of the jaints and at the same time buy new clothes there. 

Anyone wao had any business with the Government, with 

the State or Federal Tax officer, with the Judiciary, had to 

go to 'la Cuidad'.  Prisoners where taken taero and the 

occasional police or military detacument which reached Chiapilla 

came down the [mountain. 

In addition to this was the fact that the ranchowners 

all came from San Cristobal, had their families there and kept 

in constant communication with them by sending their servants 

to and fro as messengers.  The idea of San Cristobal as the 

place to buy anything one needs is so strongly fixed in the 
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minds of uie people/even touay traders are frequently given 

'encargos', tuat is to say they are asi-.eu tc bring back 

tuiiifet lxne medicines, sausages, meat, clctu, etc., at a 

titie wnen xt is cj*ly i\ ur hours oy bus tc Tuxtiu Gutierrez, 

where the ^ame articles are tc be obtained mere cueaply^J ^ T^** ^ ""^V 

Tne oiiiy ctuer xar^e town was Chiapa ae Corzo.   In 

order to reacu it one nad t» go tc Acala on horseback(a one— 

and a half hour journey) and. from tuere one w- uid nave to 

proceed aewn tne river by canoe, tuic taking -a further four wort/ 

hours.  There was no weii organized river traffic from 

Chiapa de Corzo either up or down river, althcugn I do not 

know the reasons for this lack.  It was a compilerted business 

f Hiding a canoe whose owner w<. uid agree to take one ..own to 

Chiapa de Ccrzo.  Apparently tuere were no -t rof essxonals and 

one nad to ^ersuade a resiuent of Acala vno happened tc own 

a canoe.  Along tuis route would come a few trauers, mainly 

dealing in exctn and clothes, but above ail it w<_s tue route 

to be tuxven b,, anyone travei-ii-t, t: Mexxco City or indeed to 

any other State in tue Republic. 

The change of orientation from San Cristobal to Chiapa 

de Corzo was slew at first.  It uegau with the move of the 

State Capital to Tuxtla Gutierrez.  At tnat time 1'ux.tla lay 

half a day's rx^e beyoi-d Chi^a, but, w.a t^e uGverniuent 

offices wee tuere, anyone who nad business witn the Government 

or regarding taxation must necus go tuere.   An ordinary 

Chiapilla peasant woulu not ncruiaxly come into contact with 

a Government Office, but tne ranchowners and the "gentry" 

laight.  Some time later, I do not afiow wueu, Cnlapiila was 

placed in the Judicial District of Chiapa de Corzo, so that 

the superior Court of Justice for cases from Chiapilla was 

no longer in San Cristobal, but in Chiapa. 

In the early 'thirties there was a great improvement in 

the communications between Acala and Chiapa.  A German 

opened a passenger service with a motor launch, which took 

one hour down river to Chiapa and about three hours up river. 
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The motor laucn carried 1^ pas-eugurs.  By canoe it had 

taken fcur hours down river, and by xand it nad always been 

a very lcri£ and difficult journey because tue land used to 

be swampy.  At about tne same time (19Sii/33) the first good 

road was built between Chiapa and Tuxtla, so tnat the journey 

was reduced from half a day's ride on horsebacK to half-an- 

hour by bus. 

However, the really bit; change came in 1950 when a rough 

road was opened between Chiapa and Acala.  Acala is built 

on tne banks of the river Grijalva and the road reacned it 

on tne opposite bank.  This meant that goods and bus passengers 

had to be ferried across.  Despite tnls inconvenience the 

road proved to be a much cne&per and more comfortable way to 

Chiapa tnan the river.  The motor boat wa-s—a-ale ti carry 12 

passengers only and for this reason one might nave to wait one 

or mere days to obtain a passage.  Another general complaint 

about tuis boat was that it always left on time and wculd never 

wait for anyone, as its owner was German and insisted on    , , 

punctuality, A htit M --W - **>><*"  « '^^ ^[^  *** ^ 

As important, if not more so, than tnis first passenger 

bus service between Acala And Chiapa was tae opportunity 

it offered for the cheap transport of maize.  Traders who 

had never before reached Acala, would now come as far as 

Chiapllia to buy maize.  Tnis maize would be tai.en by oxcart 

as far as Acala, ferried across the river and from there It 

was taken in lorries to Chiapa de Corzo.  Now Chiapa de 

Corzo did not itself need the maize, as^t is situated in a 

maize growing area.  However, from Chiapa there was a road 

to Tuxtla and from tiiere to Arriaga, v/nicii VE.S tne end of the 

railway line.  In Arriaga there were huge store houses and 

maize merchants would buy up the maize and ship it to other 

states which were short of the cereal.  Thus for the first 

time there was a real demand for maize in Chiapllia and 

slowly peasants began to sow larger quantities. 

In 1961 a new road was opened between Chiapa and Acala. 

It was a good all-weather road wnich rescued Acala on its 

own side of the river.  The journey between the tvo 



places was reduced to one and a naif hours coiiii'ort^.ble bus 

ride and even faster by car. 

In tne same year a rough track, suitatue for a bus and 

lorry was built between Chi&piila and Acala, so that the 

maize lorries could enter the village arid a bus service was 

opened, going from Chiapiila tc Acaia to Chiapa de Ccrzo to 

i. //i'ne 
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Tuxtia Gutierrez, //'i'ne tie between Chiapiila and San 

Cristobal is definitely broken.  Those persons who want to 

travel from Cniapilia to 'La Cuidad' now tctKe a bus to 

Tuxtia and from tnere *tnre arcther bus to San Cristobal. 

The path up the mountain is now only taken by men from 

Chiapiila who sell taeir fruit there.  They stilj. take 

zapote, maxx&o, jocote, bananas and mammay loaded on tueir 

donkeys.  It is not their full time job, but >.nen they 

are not busy in tneir milpas, txiey will take taeir own fruit 

to sell in San Cristobal. Twice a week a woman stlil comes 

from San Cristobal with bread which sue sells in Chiapiila. 

The ei'iect of a road wuich Cuii ue negotiated by  lorries 

and a bus nas oeen  tremenuous.  Lorries poured into the 

village during harvest time so that most of the maize was 

taken straight from Chiapiila to Chiapa de Corzo and only 

very small quantities were taKen by oxcart to Acala.  Already 

in this one year it changed the maize trade.  Many 

Chiapilltecos thought it worth while to go to the nearby 

villages of Totoiapa and Zapotal, which aab*net yet been 
tKn 

reached byroad, in order to buy maize, so that they could re- 

sell it in Chiapiila at a higher price to the lorry traders. 

For the first time more peanuts could make use of the 

Government *s offer tc buy maize at a high guaranteed ^rice. 

The problem in previous years had been to get it to the 

Government's reception centre in Chiapa de Corzo. 

Many villagers took the bus and for the first time in 

their lives went to Chiapa and to Tuxtia.  They went there 

to buy clothes and household goods and to go to the doctor. 

Towards the end of the year there were some women who took 
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loadi- :f  fruit Chiapilla to se'i  in the market in Tuxtla and who brought baok 

suoh things as oranges, oab .ajf, sausages, cloth etc. to oell in the 

village. One man even planned to plant tomatoes to take them by  bus to 

Tuxtla and 3ell them there. 

Chiapilla has now turned completely tow rds Tuxtla Gutierrez. T6- 

The Government Offioee ar<  there, the Ejldo Head Office in there and the 

Superior Court of Justice is in Chiapa 4e Corao (half an hour from Tuxtla). 

All consumer goods reaching the vi lage are bought in Tuxtaat and to this 

town Chiapilla sends it>maize, lie main source of income*/" U<xJ". 

There remain some traders who take fruit and vegetables to San 

Cristobal. I think that a soon a- the road to Aoala improves and when the 

bus fares go down a little, these also will be taken to Tuxtal. 

This ohange in orientation haa —ny had two causes. Partly it is 

because all administsative affairs oonoerning the village are now dealt 

with in Tuxtla. All the Offices of the Federal Government are there.P^^  f<*^^ 

Largely this ohange in orientation is due to the building of roads. 

I have said t at the re-distribution of lands w.s one of the two 

fundamental causes for the ohange in Chiapilla over the last forty years. 

Improved oommunications wo the second. I think that the road whioh has now 

reached Chiapilla will alter the village even more rapidly and profoundly. 

This will happen not so much because Chiapillt#oos will get out of the village bu 

but because outsiders will be oomming to Chiapilla more frequently. 

S CACC 
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I have written above taut at no time aid a group 

witu its own customs, traditions, etc. ccme to settle In 

the village and that the imaifcriuits have always come to 

Chiapilia singly or at mcs.t in a fwnily.  Tnis is trjoe In 

one sense only, Tor xxaua some time around the year l&'&Q 

a group of about 60jl'zotzil speaking Indians came to Chiapila. 

These Indians had been peons on two nearby ranches.  The 

land of these two estates had been asked for and then forcibly 

seized by the neighbouring village of Zapotal.  The men of 

Zapotal, impatient, of waiting for tne decision of the 

Agrarian Authorities, entered tne estates and occupied the 

land, killing the manager of one of the estates together with 

ills family. 

The peons of tne estates thus lost taeir employment and 

their land at one blow.  Some of them went to live near 

Zapotal and other trecked to Chiapilia with all their belongings. 

Each of tne two villages gave these newcomers sime land upon 

wnich t<. build their huts, so tii&t twc new settlements arose. 

Those wno came to Chiaplxla were, grunted seme of the land 

which had belonged tc the estate, so tnat tney might j-iant their 

milpa. 

There was one big difference between the twc new settle- 

ments.  The men of Zapotal gave the immigrant ..peons a plot 

of^land some 20 minutes walk from the village, so that a tiny 

new village was in fact created, it was, in tuae, called Zaeatal. 

The Chiapilltecos also gave their immigrants a plot of land 

wuicu was separated from the village, but although separate 

it wasadjoining.  Chiapilia is built on the crest of a narrow 

ridge which fails away steeply on both sides.  The peons 

were given the steep slope on the side of this ridge for their 

settlement.  There is, therefore, a definite physical barrier 

between the new settlement and the village.  nevertheless, 

it is adjoining to the village so that it takes five minutes 

from Chiapilia to the Barrio, whilst it takes 20 minutes froa 

Zapotal to Zacatal.  The very name »el Barrio1, indicates 

that it is considered as part of Chiapilia.  'Barrio' means 

1. 
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borough or district, uiA  is not a proper luuae in itself. 

The new settlement of Zapotal was given a distinct and 

separate name. 

We have, tuerefore, what X think is the "ideal" 

situation for a study of social enan&e.  The peons cf the 

tvo ranches used to live in one settlement because the owners 

were brothers.  Xhls population moved from the estate about 

thirty years ago; part of the people settled in Zacatal and 

part in the Barrio of Chlaplila.  Tnose of Zacatal have had 

very little contact with the Ladino village of Zapotal, because 

of the distance between the two; those of the Barrio nave 

had constant and close contacts with the Ladmo village of 

Chiapilla.  I have not been able to study either of the two 

settlements, but from superficial observation I would say 

that the ccitsequences are much as one would have expected. 

Zacatal is extremely poor and all the huts are of wattle 

and daub.  All the women wear the white blouse and blue 

wrap-over skirt typical of the indigenous population In the 

area. The men I^saw mostly wore Ladino dress.  It seems 

that very few of the women have any knowledge of Spanish and 

there was even difficulty in finding men who were able to 

speak it reasonably well.  The Barrio houses|Nare larger and 

better kept, there are already four or five houes of adobe. 

All the men wear Ladino dress and speak Spanish well.  8ome 

of the older women and most of the young girls wear Ladino 

dress, but * large alaber still wear traditional dress. Tsotsll 

ls spoken In all the homes and thsra a#o a good number of 

women in the Barrio whu hmtHy understand Spanish. 
^"JtM^OM =«**h*«"*tei.-ia 

**i-&&&&M&&^J!££^^ 
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much more ladinized tnan tnose or Zacatal; Zac&t&l nas    >C/C yC z' /, 

remained very much like an Indian settlesient. 

For a Barrio Indian to become a Chiapiliteco lie must 

move physically, from tiae Barrio to the eueblo.  Some 

Indians dave d< ne tuls, but it has always been singly - a 

man das married a village girl ana das v movedtnere, or a man 

das bought a plot of laud In the village, built nis douse and 

moved in with his family,  in this sense, then, it is still 

true to say that only Individuals and families have moved 

into Chiapilia. 

The distinction which exists in the minds of the 

villagers between themselves and the Barrio Indians came 

out very clearly in a remark made by a young man of about 

£0.  lie was the son of a villager ana for the sum of 5 Pesos 

was showing me all the lands of the village.  We reached a 

barbed wire fence where he dismounted and said "Up to uere 

are the lands of the village, on the other side are those of 

the Barrio"• 

a 
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3. £*•   <L*i<r*ic:   T/>e-  /*/>,?.! /,£•* 0-/ (Je fat/,** ;*> e/>>s>/>,//a.   ** 

•jRgjBrr-read to^tho rmBBTRu Oauilum la-Oan-Oviuluba-lt ^ 

-Ladiae*lE&laa Relations in Ohlapilla - 

/ff^ilrngn PQ1i1i ITIIIII j lli^h "^ 

This project is concerned in part with the ladinization of 

the Indian, and qu\te a number of students have lived amongst Indian 

people, and have told us of their attitude towards the ladinos, and 

(_of their view of the ladinos. 

In this paper I shall describe the ladino view of the In- 

dian; what the Chiapillteco thinks of the Indian and what his con- 

tacts with him are. 

The most obvious contact is the one which they have with 

the caseros, those Indians who come down from the 'cerro* (mountain), 

to rent the lands in 'tierra caliente' (hot country). The first 

reaction of a Chiapillteco to a straight question about these caseros 

is that he knows nothing about them, and cannot tell me anything. 

And this is not a lie on his part, it is simply that the Chiapillte- 

co is indifferent to, and uninterested in the caseros. He answers 

my questions indulgently, in order to be polite to his guest.  It is 

a bit like asking an Englishman - and I suppose an American as well 

- about the life and work of a dustman. He hasn't really thought 

about it, and doesn't find It a very exciting subject} but like the 

dustman, the casero is very much a part of the life of the people. 

He Is so much taken for granted, that in the face of my insistent cu- 

riosity I am frequently asked whether we have no Indios in my 

country. 

The caseros are very conspicuous, at least to someone who 

does not take them for granted, and does not accept them as part of 
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the scenery of daily life.  They pass through Chiapllla day and night 

throughout most of the year, travelling from their homes in the hills, 

to their rented lands in the liwland, and back again. They come 

from Zinacantan, from San Felipe, from Chamula, but are referred 

to collectively as 'Tzinacos', or 'los del cerro', (the people 

from the hill). They dress differently from the villagers} they 

speak differently} they have a distinctive walk} each man carries 

his 'moral' (bag) with a head strap, while the men of Chiapllla carry 

theirs on the shoulder. Men and boys only pass through the villa- 

ge, although women do come down occasionally in other areas. 

The first impression I had was that they passed straight 

through, without stopping, except perhaps to buy a 'paleta' (water 

ice), and this was confirmed by all the people I asked.  I found 

out later, that the caseros do in fact stop in Chiapllla, both to 

buy and to sell. They buy fruit, displayed for sale in the houses} 

and they sell onions, cabbages and flowers which they bring with 

them from the hills.  Returning from their fields they may sell 

small quantities of maize sufficient to buy some necessity for 

their Journey.  I have never seBn a casero seek 'posada* (lodgings) 

in a house, but two persons have told me that they do so occasion- 

ally, while the rest have denied that they ever sleep in the villa- 

ge . But It is the sort of stopping which somehow does not count. 

It is rather like the detective story in which the famous detective 

Poirot asks the porter of a block of flats whether anyone entered. 

The porter swears that positively no one entered and that he was 

by the only door of entry, on the alert all the time. Poirot solves 

the mystery by pointing out that the postman came to deliver letters, 

the postman who somehow didn't count as a person to be observed as 
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having entered the block. 

The caseros are not Indios.  They are inditos or caseritos. 

This very name, an affectionate diminutive, indicates that there 

is no ill-will towards them. On the contrary, they are to he pi- 

tied. The Chiapilltecos are quite unanimous in the opinion that 

the caseros are 'los pobres caseritos* (the poor caseritos), ' su- 

fren mucho' (they suffer a great deal). The main reasons why he is 

to he pitied is 'que viene de lejos' (he comes from far off), and 

'que no come' (he does not eat). 

To understand how sad this plight is, one must understand 

the Chiapillteco's idea of happiness.  In order to be 'contento', 

two things are essential.  First of all to he living with ones 

family} 'estar con su familia' (to he with ones family), or 'estar 

en su casa1 (to he in one's home).  It is taken for granted that one 

cannot really he 'contento lejos de su familia* (my from ones 

family). One of the most frequent questions with which I am pla- 

gued, is whether I am not  'muy trlste lejos de mi mama' (very sad 

away f gom my mother)} whether I am not 'pensando de mi familia' 

(thinking of my family). And this is the main reason why I am 'la 

potjrecita' (the unfortunate one), to most of my friends. 

That the family is essential to a person'a happiness is 

more of an ideal than reality, for plenty of people in Chiapilla 

are not at all 'contento* living with their family, which is evid- 

ent from the fact that they quarrel frequently and violently, and 

Just as frequently remove themselves from their family, either by 

moving out of the house into another, or by leaving Chiapilla al- 

together. However, this fact does not prevent them from firmly 

U 



holding the ideal that happiness is to be with the family, i.e. 

ones parents, for one's husband is not at all considered as family. 

One of the first things to be mentioned when some misfortune befalls 

a person is that he is 'huerfano'( orphan).  Especially old people, 

who in the nature of things cannot be expected to have parents, when 

recounting their miseries, stress the fact that they are ' hue'rf anoa' ; 

that is to say that either one, or both of their parents have died. 

So the first reason why the caserito is to be pitied is 

that he has to live far from home. 

The second reason is 'que no come bien' (he does not eat 

well).  'Come puro tostada, y pozol agrio, pero agrio', (he only 
Sou.IL 

eats toasted tortilla, end/ipozol gono sour) . This idea of eating 

well is vital to the Chiaplllteco. It means more than not being 

hungry. Both relationships between persons and the state of a per- 

son's emotions are expressed in terms of food. 

A mother who wants to convey to you how fond her daughter 

is of her, will say, 'si liego en su casa me da mi pozol, me da mi 

comidita, ml tortilla, mis frijoles', (if I visit her she will give 

me some pozol, she will give me a meal, some tortillas and some 

beans). Conversely, if they are on bad terms, the complaint will 

be, *nl slquiera me da un mi pozolito* (she won't even give me a 

little pozol). 

Similarly, to express that someone Is unhappy or angry, 

the evidence offered will be, 'no come su tortilla, ni su frijol' 

(he will not eat his tortilla nor his beans). Or if he Is happy 

the comment will be 'come bien, esta" bien gordo' (he Is eating well, 

he is nice and plump). Again, in order to please a person, 'se le 
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da su frijol, su tortilla, su huevlto, que sera contento su cora- 

z6n' (I give him his beans and his tortilla, and his egg, so that 

he may be content). 

The tortilla and frijol, as veil as the pozol, symbolize 

well-being. Indeed, the standard comment upon hearing that ve do 

not eat tortilla in England, is 'como se llenan? Nosotros vamos 

a morir de hambre si llegamos en su tierra, no hay tortilla' (how 

can they ever be satisfied? We would die of hunger in your country} 

there is no tortilla). 

Thus the poor caseritos come to 'tierra caliente' with one 

or two week's supply of 'tostadas'. I was repeatedly told that they 

ate nothing but 'tostadas' dipped in water, and pozol which they 

carried with them from the hills, and which turned 'agrio' (sour). 

I found out later that in actual fact the caseros eat plenty of other 

things. They eat frijol and cabbages and onions, which they bring 

with them from their home, and cook on an open fire.  In addition 

they go out each day and shoot some wild animal such as the 'igua- 

na* , a hare or some bird. It is an example of the postman ente-rtatg- 

the block of flats unnotiood. The most important thing about a 

meal, that which symbolizes the fact that one has eaten, is the hot 

tortilla. Without It, one has not eaten. 

All my informants thus agree that the caserlto does not eat} 

that he comes from far off enduring hardships of the long Journey 

on foot} that he Is much plagued by the mosquitos as he Is not 

used to them, and that he Is therefore to be pitied. 

They all knov why he comes.  'No se cria la milpa en su 

tierra' (the maize will not grow in his lands). In their lands the 
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milpa takes seven to nine months to grow; in *tierra callente' it 

takes three months to ripen.  Twenty days after sowing 'se mira la 

milpita, ya verde, ya bonita1 (one can see the maize already green 

and beautiful). The caaero thus comes so far and endures such dis- 

comforts because his lands are bad, while those in 'tierra callente' 

are very good.  And this, I am sure, is indeed the reason why he 

comes. 

He rents land from the ladino owner and pays in the form 

of maize} two fanegas for one almud of seed/*. As twelve almudes 

are one fanega, he pays twenty-four almudes for one almud of seeds' 
//em 

sown. A better idea is gained by the knowledge »hatAthe yield of 

one almud is eight to ten fanegas, i.e. 96 to 120 almudes. Thus one 

almud of seed yields approximately 100 almudes of maize; of this 

he pays twenty-four almudes as rent - 2k  percent. This is the ba- 

sic rate charged to whoever rents the land, whether it be a ladino 

or a casero; whether it be a man from Chiapilla or not; whether it 

be a relative or a stranger. 

When I ask about the composition of the groups of caseros 

who pass through the village, the average person professes ignor- 

ance. He does not know whether the caseritos who travel together 

are family or friends, whether they work individually or in groups, 

who owns the mules, and so on. Everyone told me that the caseros 

never bring their women with them, and that when they have eaten 

their supply of tostadas which they carry with them, they return home 

to fetch some more. 

One more thing which every Chiapillteco knows about the 

caseros. It Is that they pray for rain. They weep to God, 'lloran 

\_ 
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para que lleuve'.  Some say the inditos go into the church in Chia- 

pilla for this; othe%, that they pray by the springs and the streams; 

and yet others that they pray on the hills or high parts of the lands, 

the  'barrancos'.  'Los inditos llevan sus flores, sus candelas, 

BUS cohetes, y su trago, y lloran que venga el agua' (The inditos 

bring their flowers and candles, their fireworks and trago, and weep 

that the rains may come).  As they pass through the village one can 

see the candles sticking out of the moral, the uncias and flowers 

strapped to the mules' backs, and the fireworks carried on ther 

shoulders.  The Chiapilltecos say that theyAdo not thus weep for 
Which 

rain to fall, but with a shrug of their shoulders^indicates that - who 

knows, it might help. 'Son sus creencias de ellos', they say* (these 

are their beliefs). 

To sum up, it is general knowledge that the casero comes to 

work land in 'tierra caliente' because his own land is poor. He 

brings his food with him, and eats and sleeps in small shelters in 

the fields, and never in the village. He speaks 'lengua', which 

is quite impossible for a civilized human being to understand, 

or indeed even to learn.  I am repeatedly told of the strange phe- 

nomenon of a 'gringo' (American), who lives with the Zinacantecans, 

dresses like them, and wonder of wonders, has learnd to speak their 

impossible language. 

It never, never occurs to them that I do precisely the same: 

that is, that I have come to live among them and have learnt to apeak 

their language. Even when I point this out to them, they cannot 
4h«. (ML**/fe-/   /=•"*  rt'f *£* &t*'/'zcc/, //,£>* /#A/fa*jt  /&  easy, 

understandAwhat I am getting at. 

They do not think it odd that I have come to speak*ttee-ir 
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language•  They all say that they could never learn my language, 

but take it for granted that I should have learnsa. theirs.  Somehow 

It is easy for an English person to learn Spanish, and very diffi- 

cult for a Spanish person to learn English. 

The casero is thus held to lead a hard life.  It is taken 

for granted that he is inferior to the ladino, and of a different 

species altogether.  I was marvelling at their endurance one day, 

as we watched them go through the village in the burning mid-day sun. 

'But don't you see', said my friend, 'they are caseros, they don't 

£el the heat as we do, they can walk in any weather* . Their dress 

and speech, their beliefs and their way of life are not civilized 

as are those of the ladino. But there is little animosity nor even 

contempt for them on that account.  It is simply a fact which is ac- 

cepted. So sure are the Chiapilltecos of themselves, that they can 

afford to laugh good-naturedly at the fact that many Zinacantecans 

can read and write, while it is a notorious fact that only very few 

amongst the villagers can manage to sign their names.  Similarly 

they marvel at the fact that the Zinacantecans have their own lorry 

in which they come to carry off their harvest, while Chiapilla has 
the A*oA/*y 

not been able to uniteAto buy one. They talk with wonder of a Zina- 

cantecan who had become a doctor. All this without envy or malice; 

rather with the condescending admiration with which we talk of the 

feats of & precocious child, not old enough to be serious competition. 

They will indulgently admit that there are some very wealthy Zinacan- 

tecans, who own as many as eighteeen mules, at about I 1.000 each. 

It is a continual source of wonder and amusement that the caseros 

never mount their mules, evetfwhen they carry no load. This habit, 

L. 
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as all the others of the indltos, er*e  shrugged off as due to their 

ignorance and uncivilized state. 

I have occasionally seen a casero, a Zinacantecan, in the 

Barrio, which is the small Indian section of Chiapilla. Upon ques- 

tioning my ladino friend who he was, she muttered something about 

his being an indito and hastily change the subject. I told her 

that I was quite able to see this for myself (due to the distincti- 

ve dress we*k), but that I wanted to know what he was doing there. 

'El curandero' she said* (he is a curer).  'Where does he come from?' 

'Le buscan' she replied evasively. And this lady is one of the 

greatest chatter-boxes I have come across) ^« ^T-^" ^^^ "^ 'e'r*,'",/ 

The Chiapillteco, who said he knew nothing about the case- 

ritoa, thus knows more than he was aware of. 

There is another class of ladinos, who were able to tell 

me more about the caseros. These were the rancheros, the owners 

of private property. 

The very fertile lands which lie around Chiapilla, Acala 

and Chiapa, are divided between EJldo holdings, 'pequefia proprie- 

dad' (small holdings), and ranchos, which are 'propriedad inafecta- 
(t****T 6r c/*/*ic</ roe.     £j'*o *»*><*)• 

ble 'Ax An uneasy truce reigns between property holders and Ejida- 

tarios. The latter are for^ever trying to get po%esslon of more 

lands for the Bjido, while the former are forwever devising new means 

of preventing this. The result is much money spent on lawyers and 

on journeys to Tuxtla and to Mexico, and of course on bribes. This 

apart from the continuous disputes amongst the property owners them- 

selves. In true ladino fashion there is not open hostility between 

the Ejidatarios and the rancheros. On the face of it they are on 
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the friendliest terms. 

The EJidatarios live in Chiapilla, as do the owners of the 

'pequeftfe propriedades' , which lie around the village.  Often a man 

owns both Ejido land and 'pequefia propriedad'. The law forbids this, 

but rather like our tax evasions, the properties are registered in 

the name of some other member of the family, such as wife or son. 

The owners of the larger ranchos live either on their ranches or in 

the larger towns of Acala, Chiapa or Tuxtla. 

Those who own property invariably rent their land, or part 

of their land for making milpa. They usually rent it to Inditos, 

and when I ask why not to ladinos, the invariable answer is 'son 

honrado, son servicial, son mas humilde*(they are honourable, willing 

to help and they are humbler). They mean by this, that the Inditos 

do not steal from the ranches, neither the barbed wire of the fences 

nor the fruit from the orchard, nor the chickens or other animals, 

nor anything from the 'casa grande' (the ranch house). They mean 

that the Inditos pay punctually and the amount agreed upon. They 

mean that the Inditos will, on occasions work for the owner.  For 

example If he wants a tree hewn down, or a field fenced, the ran- 

chero can go to his caseros and ask them to do the work in return 

for some payment, usually payment in kind, such as grazing for 

their mules, or fruit from the trees. Most ladinos will not per- 

form such services, and if they do, the work is often unsatisfactory. 
/iu ***** 

Waege ie eemylete unanimity^that it is preferable to rent 

lands to the Indito rathar than to the ladino.  I know of two women, 

widows who live on their ranches, and who refuse to have anyone 

apart from the caseros. The rancheros are also unanimous in saying 

\_ 
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that the Inditos are hard workers indeed, all Chiapilltecos admit 

this, and add with a laugh that they themselves do not like work. 

'No nos gusta trabajar'. Another characteristic which impresses 

all ladinos, is that the Inditos are 'muy unidos' (united). They 

arrive together in 'tierra caliente'} they eat all together; they 

work all together} and they never quarrel, so I am told. 

Again this admiration of the indios as being*unidos', can 

only be understood in contrast to the extreme individualism of the 

Chiapillteco. He works his fields alone, or at most with his young 

sons. A boy of eighteen is already given his plot of land 'aparte'. 

Even eating Is 'aparte'. At a pic -nic , or amongst a group of work- 

ers, each one will sit a little apart from the others and eat his 

meal alone, half secretively. There Is no sharing of food.  It seems 

to me that all the serious things of life, such^ts work, and illness, 

and crises, are coped with individually} all the more pleasurable, 

frivolous things, such as drinking, or fiestas or 'paseos' (outings), 

are done in company. 

It is one of the endearing characteristics of the Chiapill- 

teco that he will readily admit that the Indios achieve more, being 

'unidos'. But it is one of their exasperating characteristics - at 

least to me - that knoving this, and admitting this, they shrug their 

shoulders and do nothing about It. 

The owners of land who rent it to caseros, say they know 

little of the composition of the group of Inditos who rent their 

land. They also say they know little of the division of labour and 

the aportionment of land amongst the men. 

They tell me that one caserito, who Is able to speak Spanish, 

\_ 
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cones 'para hablar' (to speak).  He comes at the end of the year, 

after the harvest, with 'un bocadito' (literally> a morsel).  This 

is a small gift, which is a formal one at the beginning and end 

of the year; 'la pedida y el agradecimiento' (the petition and the 

thanks).  It consists of bread and of cigarettes and trago, if the 

casero knows that the owner will drink trago. Many will, in addi- 

tion, bring little gifts', such as a cabbage or some onions on their 

frequent arrivals on the ranch.  It rather depends on the size of 

the ranch, and on the relations between casero and owner. 

But it is always one man only, with whom the owner has his 

dealings.  One casero will ask for a certain amount of land, and 

agree upon the rent.  He will then arrive with a group of men who 

work this land.  The ranchero is ignorant of who they are, and un- 

interested in who they are.  It is not his concern.  When I question 

further, I am told that the leader either says the men are ' mispa- 

gados', or 'mfe compafleroa', (my paid workers or my companions). 

Some rancheros have told me that the group of men are always family; 

either brothers or cousins. Others say that they are merely friends; 

and yet others say that they are hired workers who are brought down 

to work In 'tierra caliente'; I suppose all these variations exist. 

Some rancheros have told me that each man of a group is 

allocated his piece of land, and others say that the land la work- 

ed Jointly by the group of men who arrive together from the hills. 

It certainly seems to be true that there are 'pagados'.  It explains 

the fact that one often sees Zinacantecans passing through the villa- 

ge together with Chamulas.  (They come from different pueblos with 

different dress and customs). I am told that the Chamulas are always 

V. 
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the hired labourers.  They come from Chamula, from San Felipe, or 

as a general term from 'el cerro' (the mountain).  There is some 

disagreement about the amount this hired labour is paid.  Some say 

tk  daily} others $5} some say that they receive their bottle of 

trago every Saturday, others insist that there is no drinking in 

'tierra caliente1, except when they pray and weep for rain.  All 

agree that the food of the 'pagados* is brought by the employers. 

The pagados come without provisions; also that employers and 'paga- 

dos' eat together, sleep together and work together. 

The caseros use different tools for working the land.  I 

was never told this by any of the rancheros, but have noted it through 

observation.  For clearing the land, 'roaar', they use the 'luk', 

while the ladinos use the 'machete'.  For weeding, 'limpiar', the 

caseros use the 'azadon', (hoe), while the ladinos use the 'c6a'. 

I believe both use the same for sowing.  Some caseros pay for a la- 

dino to come and plough their land with his plow and oxen.  I have 

been assured that the Inditos will never plough themselves, and this 

in face of the fact that some of the mules passing through carry 

horse plows. 

The rancheros have little idea of how such time the case- 

ros spend in 'tierra caliente', or how frequently they come down to 

work the land. They say that they come down to clear the land} 

then they come again to sow, after which the inditos return to their 

homes. They arrive again for the 'llmpia', (weeding), and finally 

they come to harvest. While they are in 'tierra caliente' they work 

extremely hard, and right through the hot day. One more thing the 

rancheros have been able to tell me. The caseros will come to the 
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ranch whose land they rent/\on the 'd*a del Santo* (saint's day). 

Each ranch has a patron saint who has a big fiesta once a year. 

The custom is for the ranchero to provide the food,/\while the case- '* a*j 

ritos will see to the candles and the decoration of the altar* **^ ^%ertUl/tks. 

This is all the information I was able to get from the ran,, 

cheros.  If one considers that these rancheros live on their ranchos 

and that the caseros spend much of the year living and working in 

their fields, they have managed to remain very ignorant of the li- 

ves led by the caseritos. 

There is thus a minimum of contact between the ladinos and 

the Indltos.  The ladinos know that the caseros come down to work in 

'tierra Caliente' because of necessity. While in 'tierra caliente', 

which is much of the time, they live apart from the ladinos; they eat 

and sleep and work apart. There is only that contact which is neces- 

sary to rent the land and to pay the rent; to buy and sell a few 

things in the village. When ladinos buy or sell, some sociable go- 

ssip is always a part of the proceeding. With the caseros only the 

minimum necessary to effect the sale. I would not put all the 

blame for this onto the ladinos. The casero also makes it plain 

that he does not wish for much contact. I do not knov who was ori- 

ginally at fault, but today, both parties are equally to blame. 

I have talked about the Indito, for he Is easy to recog- 

nise. He dresses differently, he speaks differently, he keeps him- 

self to himself. The Indito is not the Indio, and it is much more 

difficult to identify the Indio. 

The most striking thing about him - from the ladino point 

of view - is that he is bad. 'El indio roba, el indio mata, no saye 

t_ ^£i^hfc%;*M-^^.^.ua£^ 
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hablar, no sabe vestirse; el indio no entiende; es malo el indio1 

(the indio robs, the indio kills, he does not know how to speak, he 

does not know how to dress; he doesn't understand things; the indio 

is bad). 

Discussing the sad state of affairs in Chiapilla, an old 

lady said 'de vicio somos ladinos; somos meros indios: (we aren't 

really- ladinos, we are no better than mere indios). A man who had 

been insulted by his son-in-law, told his daughter that the offen- 

der should come and apologize.  'No es que soy burro o indio, que no 

entiendo como son las cosas' (It isn't as though I were a donkey or 

an indio, that I do not understand these things). Of a young man 

who had run off with a girl, the first comment was that it really 

was not surprising, 'sus padres eran indios* (his parents were in- 

dios). Quite regardless of the fact that many young men whose pa- 

rents were not indios did precisely the same things.  Indio is thus 

a word of abuse a little like the word 'nigger'. 

I have said that the indio is despised and identified with 

all that is bad. I have even compared the use of the word with that 

of 'nigger'. But there is a difference; and this difference lies in 

the importance, or rather the unimportance that is attached to mo- 

ral bahavlour. 

If a man is bad, in the sense that he is known to steal, 

or to drink heavily, or to beat his wife, it is regarded as an unfor- 

tunate fact to be noted about him; rather like a man who has a limp 

or Is disfigured.  'Que feo' (how ugly), is the comment. Similarly 

a man kills another, whether it be in drunkeness or when sober; the 

expression used is 'matar el hombre1. I have never heard the word 

'i gfesinar un hombre', that the man killed has been murdered^ ' *• * 

V 
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The fact of stealing, or "beating his wife, or even killing, 

does not incapacitate a man in his other activities.  He is not ex- 

cluded from village life on this account.  If he is a marimbero, he 

will continue to play the marimba, and if he is a trader everyone 

will continue to trade with him as though nothing had occurred. 

There is no such thing as sending a man to Coventry - that is, of 

his being boycotted by the entire village on account of some moral 

misdemeanor. 

The best illustration of this is the case of Carlos Vaz- 

quez, a man from the Indian Baric  Carlos is a habitual drunkard, 

and is known to steal hens and chickens, and anything he can lay 

his hands on. When he comes to sell a thing, one can be pretty sure 

it is stolen. Nevertheless people buy from him, and what is more, 

no blame is attached to the buyer.  Carlos is considered to be the 

malcreant, not the person who buys the stolen goods.  The buyer would 

probably argue that he had not asked from where the goods came, 

and that it was not his business to ask. 

The latest escapade of this Carlos, was that he broke open 

his mother's safe box and stole earrings and necklace worth $250. 

His mother discovered this, and following him, found him selling the 

trinkets to one of the villagers. She rushed to the Presidente 

(Lord Mayor), and asked for her son to be put into the 'carcel' 

(the Jail). They locked him up, and the next morning there was a 

huge hole in the wall of the 'carcel', and Carlos had disappeared. 

He is at present roaming about in the neighbourhood of the village 

and buys food off the house-wives.  I asked one of these house-wives 

whether it was not improper to sell food to a man with his record, 
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and she replied, 'es comprado pues, tenemoa que darle su comida' 

(he paid for it, so we have to give him the food).  No one has the 

idea of turning him over to the authorities, even though Carlos 

steals from them all. No one will refuse to sell to him or to 

In the oomo way^I have not observed that the indlos are 

treated differently from the fellow ladinos in all that concerns 

trading. A nigger is inferior in all things, and is given less 

advantageous terms because of his general inferiority. The indio is 

not.  A villager will cheat a fellow villager as soon as he will 

cheat an indio. There is not separate criterion. 

The people of the pueblos will also tell you that those of 

the Barrio are indlos.  They will say this in the same lowered tone 

of voice in which they will tell you some Juicy bit of gossip. Host 

of the adults remember that they arrived 'envueltos' (wearing wrap- 

ped over skirts which are typical of the Indian women)} and of course 

they still speak 'idioma' or 'lengua' amongst themselves,*and have 

their own 'peculiar*' customs. 

But it turns out that these indlos of the Barrio, although 

very poor are honourable. All ladinos who buy 'coeechas' (harvests), 

will tell you that they prefer to buy 'cosechas' from the Barrio 

indlos. They can be relied upon to pay. Those of the pueblos are 

much more unreliable, and the buyer has to keep a sharp eye open, 

and watch the seller. He must be sure to arrive at his house on 

the day the maize harvest is carried to the house, so that he should 

not sell his maize elsewhere, instead of paying his debt. 
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The people of Totolapa are also Indios for the same rea- 

son that those of the Barrio are.  Everyone remembers that they used 

to be 'envueltos', and they still speak their 'impossible' language, 

or to be more accurate they 'do not speak', and are gradually learn- 

ing to do so.  But all those who trade regularly with the people of 

Totolapa, and there are a great many men and women who do so, say 

that they are good people, although in a different context you can 

hear them speak contemptuously of the 'indios'. 

To sum up: as I see it, the Chiapillteco distinguishes 

between three kinds of Indios. 

The Casero, who is almost a different kind of being; a per- 

petual stranger among them, and in his very nature inferior to them. 

The Indios who live near by and are known to them.  These 

are indios because of their dress and speech; if not their present 

dress and speech, then because of their past way of dressing and speak- 

ing. They are considered to be good people and honourable. 

Lastly the Indios in general, who are identified with all 

that is undesirable with being uncivilized, not knowing how to be- 

have; with lying and stealing, and so on. 

In order to explain the ladino view of the Indio I have had 

to describe quite a lot about the ladino himself. His ideas about 

'estar contento' (being happy); some of his ideas about food and 

what it symbolizes} and some of his attitudes towards moral (femoral) 

behaviour. 

u 
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4. THiS RELATIONSHIPS    BETWEEN WflMMtf 

It is proper that a man and a woman who live tog- 

ether should be married;  everybody is agreed on this.  It is proper 

that they should remain living together throughout their life, 

faithful to each other. When people assure me that this is how it 

should be, they are not merely paying lip-service to an id^al. 

They really belietre it should be so* This isiupported by the fact 

that any deviation from this conduct which is considered to be 

proper, is the subject of much gossip on the part of the community, 

and of a certain amount of shame on the part o*=*a.«=p**i= of the 

persons concerned. 

There is always a special tone of voice in which 

you are told that such a person ran off with a girl, or that a 

certain couple is living together unmarried, or that a man has sever- 

al mistresses. It is not the tone of voice in which you are told 

that a couple is married, which is said in a natural way. If a 

stranger tells you about X, who has a mistress, it will be with a 

note of disaprobation in hfcs voice.  If a relation of X tells you 

about him there will be some embarrassment and an attempt at ex- 

planation, justifying his conduct;  if X himself tellB you about it 

he will tell it witn a laugh of embarrassment and quickly pass to 

another subject. 

Yet there are very many persons in Chiapilla who 

have some irregularity in their life. I use "irregularity"to mean 

deviate! on from what is consicered the Zproper" or "correct" behaviour. 

A person may have one or more illegitimate children; he or she may 

have run away from home to marry; he or she may have had several 

marriage partners, or several lovers; there are endless variations, 

all deviations from the ideal of marriage and faithfulness to the 

spouse. 

The Chiapilltecos are a realistic people and there- 

fore those who have comitted some such irregularity are accepted 

within the community. I know of no behaviour, of no act whiah is 

condemmed by everyone is, such a way that the community makes life 

impossible for the person who committed it. There live in Chiapilla 

men who have murdered, who have robbed, who have betrayed fellow 
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villagers, who have cneated the community of large suras of money, 

who are thought to be witches, who have deceived their apouaes, 

abandoned their children, persona who have been guilty of every kind 

of "irregularity" according to their own standards of correct be- 

haviour.  They live in the village, and lead a normal life. They 

have their friends, they carry on their work in the fields and what- 

ever trade they may have;  they buy and sell, they ask for and re- 

ceive credit.  There is no concerted action on the part of the commu- 

nity to expel a member.  A person unaware of the individual's history 

would observe no indication that anything had been amiss. 

Those who have suffered through the misdeed of a 

person certainly do show their displeasure or disaproval or anger; 

the onus is upon them to do something about it and upon no one else. 

Thus the murdered persons's kin may make life impossible for the 

murderer and force him to leave the village.  No one else will 

change his behaviour towards the culprit.  If the kin take no action 

then the murderer can remain in the village.  He will simply have 

no dealings with the dead man's kin.  If a woman has left her hus- 

band the two families will not be on speaking terms.  They ignore 

each other. Two families who live opposite eacn other have not 

spoken to each other for two years for this reason. 

Those who have failed to observe the "proper" be- 

haviour with respect to the opposite sex suffer no more than a short 

period of violent critical gossip and the ostracism of the offended 

person's relatives. Apart from that, they continue their normal 

life in the comunity. 
How can we understand this huge gap between people's 

ideals - what they truly and sincerely think ought to be - and the 

reality whicn they so readily accept and cope with ? The answer is 

that for the Chiapilltedo there is no problem here;  it is I with my 

English upbringing who find an incongruity, I have already explained 

that for the Chiapillteco wort and deed are two separate things which 

need not correspond, whereas Europeans feel the necessity of making 

them correspond, otf of explaining their lack of correspondence. 

(Bssay on Compadres).  Similarly the Chiapillteco feels no need for 

an ideal to correspond to reality.  He loves a beautiful ideal for 

its own sake.  The expression of a truly noble sentiment, of a grand 
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ideal, are valuable in themselves;  they uplift his spirit. 

Quite apart and not confused with this expression 

of ideals, is practical life.  As I nave said, the Chiapillteco is 

a realist;  he accepts life and its unpleasantness, and does not 

deceive himself about it,  He talks openly and frankly about deceits 

and betrayals and acts according to the harsn facts of his exper- 

ience. For us, words and deeds should correspond, whereas we do not 

expect words and sentiments to correspond,  J-hat is to say, we per- 

mit a person to express certain sentiments without taking them too 

seriously or too literally. We do not permit a person to express 

intended action without taking it perfectly seriously.  The Chiapill- 

teco on the contrary expects the sentiments expressed to be quite 

true and sincere at that moment - and you will always find him pre- 

pared to act upon tnera at that moment - but intended actions are not 

taken too seriously. 

He is ofcourse, not opposed to anyone acting out the 

ideals and sentiments expressed. On the contrary, it is undoubtedly 

a "good thing"to do.  Are not all his national Heroes whom he wor- 

ships and admires such people ? But somehow there is something not 

quite normal about such people;  they are heroes, they are to be 

admired, they are exceptional;  but it is not fora him to act like that. 

My landlady'8 com-ient expresses it well.  She was 

talking about those terrible scoundrels who were Presidentes of the 

Ejido at its formation, andjwho took for tnemselves the best lands 

available and for this reason are rich men now, "They're all the 

same, all scoundrels* all thieves, not a decent fellow among them" • 

"Well, what about Pepe ?" I ask.  "Yes, just imagine, this Pepe was 

Presidente of the the Ejido twice, and out of pure stupidity did not 

take a single piece of land for himself. He is as poor now as he 

was before he took office;  the silly man" • 

The belief is tU«refore that * pwi-aon suould lead 

an honourable lif« following the moral precepts of the catholic 

church.  The practice is very different, 

I think that the thing which is really strange for 

me about this society is the frequent change of sexual partneurs, 

together with the ideology which demands constancy to one sexual 

partner. I have explained that the contradiction between expressed 

ideal and practice is our own problem. The Chiapilltecos would not 
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deny that this contradiction exists, but it does not matter,  for 

thein the frequent change of sexual partners also needs no explanation. 

It is coming from another society which makes it seem strange that 

such changes should be tolerated so openly and easily. One may also 

wonder, as an anthropologist (or sociologist), knowing of the rules 

concerning sexual relations which are to be found in so many societies, 

that there should be such freedom in this respect, that there should 

be so -very few effective rules. 

If one wants a general explanation then it lies, 

I think, in the freedom of action which is accorded to each individ- 

ual on the one hand, and the lack of any effective sanctions, on the 

other. I have already written of the importance of a person's "gusto", 

of his "voluntad", of his "cardcter" (First Report on Chiapilla). 

The complement of this, which is lack of effective sanctions, I will 

discuss separately. Let it be taken for granted at present. 

This frequency of free unions and of illegitimate 

children is not particular tibo Chiapilla. It is very general through- 

out Chiapas and I believe throughout the whole of Mexico. Perhaps 

the new middle class is beginning to change in this respect; I do 

not know. Withing the Upper and Lower Classes it is certainly very 

common; nor is it a new phenomenon. The histories and genealogies 

of the older people of Chiapilla abouAd with stories of men who had 

two families* who had many mistresses, who had any number of illegi- 

timate children, each child by a different woman.  This study of one 

cominity may therefore be of more general interest. 

Xi. 
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PART I 

In order to understand what happens  to  the adults, 
it may help to know a little about their childhood.    How do these 
very individualistic persona grow up ? 

Babyhood      All babies are breast-fed on demand. 

L 

This means continuous feeding throughout the day, a custom which is 

looked down upon contemptuously and bitterly by the more "educated" 

city people, who have learnt to breast-feed in private and at certain 

times only. I have heard of two cases only where a baby fed with a 

foster mother. 
One was a case where the mother had "leche asustada" 

because her husband had been murdered, and her milk was thus con- 

sidered to be bad for the child.  This was twenty years ago, and the 

child was fed by a neighbour,  'i'hls same woman's younger sister 

suffered a similar shock when her brother was murdered during my stay 

in Chiapilla.  She had and eight day old baby and everyone warned her 

not to feed the child as her milk was "asustada" (frightened) • How- 

ever, she did not want her child to suckle with another woman and 

so took no heed of the warnings; I guess another woman would not 

have fed her child under these circumstances. This incident shows 

that the old belief still persists, and is also a good example of the 

independence of thought and action so common here* 

I heard of another case of two sisters-in-law, one 

of whom would suckle the others baby while she went to waah in the 

river* I do not think that suckling anothers baby is comon. Now-a- 

days those women who have no milk feed the babies with -ueche Nido, 

a powdered milk preparation* They complain that it is an expensive 

and troublesome way to rear a child, seeing that breastfeeding costs 

nothing and does not involve preparing the milk* Such babies are not 

held in the arms while given the bottle* xhey are left in the hammock 

and the bottle is tilted in such a way that the baby can feed on its 

own* 

Toilet training is completely unknown* The babies 

urinate and defacate wherever they happen to be* No precautions of 

any kind are taken* The most they use is a cloth wrapped around 

the child 's waist which reaches its feet? it serves to keep the 

child warm but is no protection against urination* When a mother 
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comes to visit with her bab^ and the baby urinates on her lap she 

is always embarrsssed.  This never fails to puzzle me, for after all 

one expects a small baby to urinate, and if one is going to be em- 

barrassed about it, why not take some precaution ? If I have come to 

visit the house and a child defecates or urinates they are equally 

embarrassed, but under normal ciraumstances no especial notice is 

taken, and any sibling who is around is ordered to clear away the mess. 

This is done with a cloth for unine and some leaves for faeces;  if 

the child has dirtied itself, it is wiped with a cloth but not washed. 

I have seen'Hhree year old urinate standing in the middle of a room 

with no comment on the part of the adults except "look, Pedro is uri- 

nating, take off his pants" (if the child is wearing theseO • 8b* 

Babies and toddlers are permitted to urinate on mother's best clothes 

without her being in the slightest upset, and a rebozo is used to 

wipe dripping noses, or else the corner of mother's dress. 

Every baby has someone to attend to it all the time. 

It may be the mother, it is more likely to be a sibling or some other 

child;  it may also be a grandparent or the father, A baby's move- 

ments are never restricted; it is permitted to crawl or toddle 

wherever it wants to, right up to the critical moment when it is 

going to fall, or put its finger in the fire, or upset a dish etc. 

It is then snatched away from the danger and amused some other way. 

If it screams much, the mother breast-feeds it. Babies are thought 

to get bored, and children are often sent out to take them for a 

little walk, for a change of scenery;  they usually return content. 

The only time little children are left unwatched is when they are 

asleep, either in a hammock, or on a bed, but preferably on a mat on 

the floor. Very few mothers in the pueplo carry their infants in the 

rebozo on their back as do those of the Indian Barrio; consequently 

they have much more trouble with their babies, because when they 

carry them on their arms they are unable to do any work. For this 

reason, if a mother goes out to do any kind of work, »*•=»«•••*••= 

and has to take her baby because it still breast feeds, she takes an 

older child along to look after it. 

I have only come across one case of accident 

to a baby. A little girl got severely burnt through falling into the 
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fire.  This is an excellent record considering that in so many houses 

the fire is on the ground, that burning candles or lamps are on the 

floor, knives, hot dishes, in fact everything dangerous to toddlers 

is within their reach on the ground.  A child guardian who allows 

some harm to come to its charge is severly beaten;  but it is not 

because of fear of beating that the babies come to no harm;  every- 

body is genuinely fond of babies, including all the children. 

As in all societies I know of, grandparents are 

extremely indulgent towards their grandchildren. This is particularly 

noticable in the many cases in which mother and daughter have infants 

of the same age.  The mother will scold her own child and hit it, 

while indulging every whim of the visiting grandchild.  The little 

aunts and uncles are expected to take extra care of their baby niece. 

Three things, then,are comon to the experience o* 

fill Chiapilla's babies: breastfeeding upon demand all day;  a total 

absence_of toilet training;  and continuous attention by an older 

/   person for the first three years of its life. The main difference 

>i,at this age is between the clothes worn and the cleanliness of the 

'. ^Nchild. * ^° no'*' know h°w much these things affect the child but the 
tf 

are.certainly a reflection upon its parents' views. The majority of 

A- babies and toddlera are dirty all the time, in varying degrees. This 

>-)i is partly due to lack of washing and mainly due to the fact that 

tv they play all day on the earth floor or in the dusty street. 

I know of six children under threeyears of age who 

are always clean - roughly by our standards of cleanliness. One is 

the daughter of the former Secretary. Born and raised in Chiapilla 

he lived for many years in San Andres Tuxtla, a large city, and i am 

sure it is he who insisted that his wife keep the child clean. She 

is a young Chiapillteca who comes from a very slovenly home. Now that 

the Secretary is dead, and his wife returned to her parents, I expect 

the child will be neglected more. 

The second is the baby son of one of the school 

teachers. Although ne was born and brought up in Chiapilla he has been 

away a long time and tries har«d to follow city ways in all things. 

He too, has married a Chiapillteca from a slovenly home, and I am sure 

it is at his insistence that the child is kept clean. Besides the 

wife has a little nurse-maid for this only child, as well as a maid 

for the housework. 
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The third ia the baby of the other school teacher 

who was brought up in a city on the coast.  He too has married a 

Chiapillteca, and as her mother is dead I do not know how clean 

she waso  My guess is that her husband requires the children to be 

kept spotless*  The three men had all been married before to city 

wives, and ill three married very much younger women in Chiapilla. 

The fourth remarkably clean baby is that of a woman 

whose mother is from San Cristobal Las Casas, whose inhabitants have 

the reputation (in Chiapilla at least) of being very clean.  The young 

woman went to a convent boarding school in San Cristobal, and then 

married a ChiapilltecOo  She keeps all her four children spotlessly 

clean. 

These four persons have all spent much time in towns, 

and are all contemptuous of the ways of the Chiapilltecos. "No son 

civiliJBados", is their usual complaint.  However, they are all well 

settled in the village and intend to continue living there; neverthe- 

less they do not think of themselves as Chiapilltecos;  they think 

of themselves as outsiders and of the people as "them" or "they". 

Two more babies are remarkably clean. One is the 

child of a young girl who ran off to be married in San Cristobal. 

She lived ther^ for three yeats and then left her husband and lives 

with her father no*. Another is a young girl who comes from a finca. 

She is the illegitimate daughter of the firftero and a peasant girl. 

I do not know anything about her upbringing, but suppose she learnt 

from the ranch house.  Besides, it is her first baby and as such 

receives more than usual care. 

These six persosns dress their babies as would any 

middle class city parent. The clothes are clean, without tears or 

holes and of the style sold in Tuxtla or San Cristobal,  '1'he appearance 

of these children is in striking contrast to the others of the 

village. The parents have all been in contact with city life (except 

the last), but I must point out that there are others who have also 

lived in cities but who do not keep their children so clean. These 

persons may have been living in cities for a long time, but they 

hne have not become city people; they have remained villagers living 

in the city. On the other hand the five ± have written of have adop- 

ted city clothes and city -uanners and gestures, even their walk is 

different. 
For most Chiapillteco toidlers the clothing for boys 

is a shirt and for girls a frock. Neither wear pants, but the little 
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girls are already taught to ait down properly with their skirts cov- 

ering their aknees.  This is the earliest and strictest bit of disci- 

pline I have seen;  at three and a half to four, a little girl will 

never kneel or sit on the floor without making sure that her skirt is 

properly arrangedo Quite a number of little girls do wear panties, 

and I find this an easy and convenient way of placing the parents, 

or at least of judging their aspirations.  It is difficult to judge 

class distinctions or income differences exept at either extremes. 

Neither the type of house, nor the clothes worn, nor the food eaten 

is a reliable guide.  May be the little girls' panties will turn out 

to be unreliable as well. In any case the general Chiapilltecan 

custom is no pants at that early age, so if a child does wear them it 

means that the parents have different ideas about propriety, which 

is the first eep*step towards lower middle class. 

Babies are sick a great deal;  they suffer mainly 

from digestive disorders and deseases of the respiratory system, and 

from an eye couplaint called "chilonera".  I want to deal separately 

with ideas and custom^s concerning health and sickness and mention it 

here only to say that every child has been more or less severely ill 

during babyhood. Parents do not rush to cure their child at the 

slightest sign of indisposition;  on the contrary, the pAicy is to wait 

as long as possible, and to seek help only when the child shows serious 

signs of illness.  When the remedies suggested by friends and relatives 

have been tried the mother may take the baby to a curandera or a 

practicanted or even to a doctor. It is a matter of money and "partly 

a matter of confidence in the individual persons.  If possible she 

will take her child to all three. 

The curandera cures with herbs and gives protection 

against illnesses caused by non-physical means* (I do not use super 

natural for the agencies causing illness may be human). The curandera 

or curandero is the cheapest to go to. J-'he practicante has no 

medical training, but much general experiences.. He uses ordinary 

manufactured medicines and gives injections;  in Chiapilla the two 

practicantes are the school masters.  It is dearer to go to them, and 

above all their prescriptions cost a great deal. The nearest doctor 

lives in Chiuofc, a three hours bus ride from Chiapilla, and to visit 

him means a real expense. 

Instructions about the care of the sick child are 
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followed sporadically according to the ability to pay for the medi- 

cines and the meticulousneas of the mother.  Illness is thought of as 

something which happens and which passes in time, if fate so decrees. 

It is not thought of as something which can be prevented and combated. 

So the main care of the child is much cuddling, it is given the breast 

constantly for comfort, and its state is much discussed.  An effort 

is made to keep it at home, but more often this is impossible and the 

mother carries it around with her in her normal daily activities. 

There are few children who have not had one sibling at least that has 

died; and the greatest expense in raising children is always said to 

be the money spent in their frequent illnesses. 

Position in the family The youngest child is always 

spoilt and its every whim is granted; older siblings must cede their 

toys to it, must take it for walks, must play with it and amuse it. 

If the youngest cries, then the older one is punished. Much depends 

upon how long a child is the youngesf how soon the next one comes 

along. The first baby receives much attention. The mother spends 

all day nursing it and playing with it, and carrying it about. She 

never separated from it. She has little work to do at that time; 

if she lives with her mother-in-law and the two families cook jointly 

she is not exoected to help much. If they cook apart then there is 

only her husband and herself to care for. Usually she finds someone 

else to do the wasning as it is considered bad to take a small baby 

to the river,  and the child cannot be left without suckling for the 

three or four hours the mother would be away. 

So the first child is attended to constantly; it ia 

petted and adored by the father and the grand-parents, it is not 

left unattended for an instant. The child is breast-fed until the 

arrival of the second child, -^nis applies to every child, if no 

sibling arrives then the child may suckle up to the age of three, 

very slowly transferring to solid foods. In most cases the child is 

suddenly transferred to food at the age of one-and-a-half or two, 

when the next sibling is normally born. 

Prom then on the life of a first born becomes the 

hardest of all the children. It receives very little attention be- 

cause the mother must see to the new baby and also has more work now. 

As soon as this child can walk it has to run errands, fetch and carry 

things in the houa^ and help mother in every way. Money becomes 

short and the young woman is less likely to be able to afford to pay 

for he ^  .„ . _, 
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for her wat-?r or her laundry.  Neither the wife nor the child are a 

novelty any longer to the husband, and he -aya leas attention to either. 

For the first child the change ia a very sudden one 

frvn being the centre of everyone's cnre and attention to becoming 

the most neglected and hardest worked member of the family,  Prom 

then on this child is the first to be ordered to do any job.  Whether 

girl or boy it has to look after the younger sibling, it is sent out 

to sell any produce there may be from house to house;  it does all 

the shopping.  By the time a girl is six she goes down to the river 

with her mother to fill her own little bucket of water* she sweeps 

the house;  she helps to make the tortillas; she washes the younger 

children's clothes in the river;  she feeds the hens; she carries 

atound her younger siblings when she goes out to play. 

Usually mothers are a littfee more lenient with boys. 

But if ne is a first child then of necessity he must do many of the 

girls 'jobs.  An eldest boy accompanies his father to 'fields by the 

af',e of seven;  he takes the animals if there are any, to the river to 

drink, and to the pasture to graze at night, and fetches them early 

in the morning 

Childhood  At about the age of three or four children 

are hit for the first 4i?a time for disobedience.  They are hit hard 

with stick or belt, and the reason is always for refusing to obey an 

order of the parent to run an errand or to go and pick up something or 

to fetch something.  There are no orders nor is there any education 

concerning anything else. No form of manners taught except that 

children are not supposed to pass between two adults who are talking; 

but they are never given more than a reprimand for disobeying this 

rule. Children are also told to greet by crossing their arms upon the 

breast and bowing their head, and little babies are always presented 

to an adult to be blessed.  Again it is not a strict rule. 

By the time children are four they are toilet trained, 

which only means going out into the sitio.  There ia no shame about 

toilet activities. Women squat in their aitios which are sometimes 

open* to the street and always visible to the neighbours sitio. Indeed, 

urinating is quistea communal activity.  At night women are afraid to 

go outside alone and always go in company.  At fiestas or gatherings 

they also go together;  it is almost impolite to permit a person to cfo 

alone.  If I ask to be shown outside at any fiesta, the hostess either 

comes along with me or makes sure someone accompanies me.  This com- 
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panion does not wait at a distance but courteously squats down with me. 

Upon one occasion there being no wornan around, a gallant gentleman 

offered to accompany me.  This was not impudence:  he was genuinely 

concerned about allowing me to go outside alone, and tnis consideration 

far outwe ighed any shame there could be. ^o circumlocution is aus- 

tomary;  the word "urinar" is used.  Men merely step aside from the 

group or turn their backs.  Wo one either looks, nor looks away;  it 

is just a normal uninteresting activity. Little Doys play at urinating 

in the streets as all little boys do.  I remark upon this because 

there is no reprimand or suggestion they should not do this.  This 

neutral attitude is in harmony with the absence of any toile* training, 

I have noted.  Children ar expected to become "clean" in time, and this 

they do. 

By the age of four babyhood is definitely over, and 

the child is a personality;  it already has its "cara'cter" and the 

mother treats it as an individual in its own right.  She no longer 

says "he is only a child, and does not know";  if the child does not 

want to eat, why he is not made to;  he ought to know if ne is hungry 

or not.  If the child is ill and does not explain what is hurting 

the mother will complain, as of an adult, "What can I do if he won't 

tell me what is hurting him ?"  if the child returns with short change 

from an errand he is held fully responsible;  if the sibling he is 

looking after gets hurt, he is scolded and hit for being careless. 

Between the ages of four and eignt the life of any 

child is more or leas like that of the first child. They are given 

the same kind of work to do, particularly the job of looking after 

younger siblings falls to them, as the oldest doeskore of the house- 

work. Although children of three and four are typically jealous of 

their younger sibling, by the time they are eight and from then on- 

wards they love the baby of the house and carry it about tirelessly. 

Both boys and girls carry round younger siblings and ask for their 

baby cousins or neighbours' WCies to hug and play with for a while. 

The infants are never taken too far from their mothers as they may 

cry and then have to be given the breast. 

The continuous physical contact which a baby exper- 

iences eo«*i»«ea is carried on into childhood and adult life. Boys 

and youths especially wlaik about arm in arm or with their arms about 

each others shoulders, and men do so when drunk. Young girls also 

link arms or put their arms around eatah others waist, although married 
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women do not;  they already have their children clinging to them. 
Together with this goes the idea of "comaanfa" .  Women will rarely go 

anywhere or do anything without at least one other woman for company,. 

Men accustom to go alone a little more, but it is always thought "triate" 

(sad) to have to do a thing on ones own.  To "acompahar" a person 

is an excellent explanation for going anywhere, or for having been 

away for a time.  Children and young girls trying to evade unpleasant 

tasks do not fail to make use of this excuse.  Apart from this nega- 

tive aspect of not being alone, "compania" also ensures respectability . 

A. girl or woman has not been out alone, there has been a companion, a 

witness to her good behaviour.  That there is frequent collusion between 

such "corapanfa" is another matter, 

The child between four and eight is considered to be 

capable of running errands pnd of helping around the house and of doing 

all work they are physically capable of.  But each child's experience 

does vary enourmously according to the composition of the family 

into which it happens to be born,  I have described the hard life 

of the first child.  If there are already two OE tnree older sisters 

the child will spend most of its time playing, with very few duties. 

If on the other hand it is a girl who has three or four older brothers 

and no sisters, she will have to work ->s hard as ani^ first born.  Should 

he be a boy, and his mother a widow without older sons, then he will 

be sent to fetch wood at an early age, and to the miloa to sow a 

little maize for her.  if the parents are very poor the child will 

be sent to work by the age of seven;  if the parents art: well off it 

may even be sent to school. 

At this age (between four and eight), children begin 

to play in the streets with neighbours' children. Up to that time 

they have remained at home and have played with siblings or with 

cousins, aunts and nieces (of tneir own age), who come to visit with 

their mothers.  If they are needed for an errand their mother will shout 

for them and they will come slowly or quickly in order to do the 

errand. A child is only given orders, and is only beaten by its 

parents and older siblings, whom it must obey.  These and no one else 

order it about.  jSven grand-parents and adult aunts and uncles only 

request a child to do a thing;  if the child refused, which it often 

does, then the adult does not insist. 

Children of about six or eight are often lent out. 
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Thus if a woman wants to go out at night and there is no child available 

she may borrow a sister's or neighbour's child to accoupany her. For 

longer journeys too, such a cnild companion may be borrowed or hired. 

The child may accompany a trader woman on foot to a near by village, 

which means two hours there and two hours back often carrying her own 

little load on the head. She may be hired out to "abrazar" a baby. 

Better off women often take on a little girl to look after their 

youngest baby if they are busy of if they have work.  The child earns 

$1 (Mex.) per day, which is paid to its mother.  She may even be sent 

out to work as a little maid.  Children of this a^e are also frequently 

borrowed as a sleeping companion for a young girl or older woman, so 

that she should not have to sleep on a mat alone. 

By the time a boy is four he wears long trousers and 

a shirt, and he has his hat.  This remains his clothing until he 

becomes a youth at about fourteen, and begins to worry about his 

appearance.  -the girl acquires a petticoat some time between five and 

seven, and is also sometimes given an apron.  Some mothers have their 

daughter's hair frizzed (cold permanent wave) at the age of two, and 

from that age onwaris a girl may have her hair cut and permed.  -i-'he 

majority of children have no shoes at this age. 

Between eight and twelve girls are at their most use- 

ful in every way.  They are at an age wnen they have a certain amounfc 

of "juicio", that is to say of judgement, 0/f understanding;  they 

can deliver messages well because they are able to understand the cont- 

ent perfectly, but are too young to have to feel shame at awkward 

subjects, such as messages saying their mother cannot pay a debt, or 

that she wishes to borrow a Thing.  They know where everyon*. in the 

village lives and can be sent out to deliver food gifts. (See essay on 

Fiestas).  They sell from house to house, and are tall enough and 

strong enough to do all the housework and laundry as well as carrying 

the water.  ^'wey cook and make tortillas for the whole family.  They 

are still young enough to obey - generally speaking;  for as I have 

repeatedly emphasized each person has his or her "cardcter", and some 

girls have the "cara'cter" of not obeying. Girls at/this age do not 

go about in groups as yet;  they have their friends but have no joint 

activities exeept that of fetching an water, when three or four girls 

will go togefti1*er. 

Most boys accompany their father to the field all day 
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soon after they have reacned eight or nine.  By the time they are 

twelve tney do a full days work.  At that age a boy may take his 

fathers place whether it be in the rnilpa or in trading.  At eight the 

boys accompany their fathers on the six hours climb to San Cristobal 

where they take the loaded donkeys to sell produce from hot country. 

At twelve they make the journey alone.  Boys may be hirSd out to work 

for oth.r f^umers, especially to mount horses druing ploughing, or to 

doblar la milpa" (bend over the maize 3talks). Some are sent out as 

wat^r carryers with their donkeys.  They may be sent out on errands 

further away, such as Acala which is one and a hi*'*" u^urs ride away. 

Boys are less willing to run messages within the village^;  partly they 

are shyer than the girls, but mainly it is at that age that they 

refuse to obey commands more and more;  if they do obey, tney do so 

more and more truculently.  Their mother will still ask them to do 

things for her, but if they do not obey there is little she can do. 

If either she or father want to beat the boy for disobedience he runs 

away and returns much later, when the anger has passed. The boys 

begin to play in gangs, and especially at nights ufchen it is dark get 

quite out of control.  They meciles&ly tease any of the odd characters 

of the village, such as the dumb men, or the disabled one;  they should 

insults and run away.  If there is a stranger in the village then he 

will be the one to suffer.  Nevertheless, by seven p.m, - roughly one 

hour aft«r darkness - these eight to twelve year olds will be at home. 

School  I should say a word about the school, for 

some children are sent to it, and Chiapilla has had its Government 

school for thirty years. Before that there were several small private 

schools, so that the wealthiest families always sent their children. 

I estimate an attendance of appx. sixty children daily - not always 

the same sixty, out of the 140 who are registered in the school book. 

The children belong mainly, though not exclusively 

to the better off families. No child is forced to go if it does not 

wish, and very many of course do not wish to go.  Also many parents do 

not send the children because they are needed at«a home to work or to 

care for younger siblings. In addition there is the complaint that 

they learn nothing and spend all day playing about,  i'hia is true, but 

the teachers complain that they are quite unable to keep any discipline 

without beating, and if they do beat the parents complain and withdraw 

their children.  This is also true. 
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Many children go to school for one year between the 

agea of six and twelve and some of these manage to learn to sign their 

names.  Those wno go for three or four years learn to read well enough 

to be able to take some position in the local authority, although 

there is no insistence upon a man being able to read and write if he 

takes a "cargo" . (Office) Children who are sent to school are not 

exceppted from household task3 such as carrying water and running 

errands and selling from house to house.  Prom the child's point of 

view the main prestige attached to going to school is the ability to 

take part in the annual procession on the National Pay, as well in 

three public performances which the school gives each year. 

Adolescence  Between twelve and fourteen years 

a girl changes from a child into a young girl;  from a "muchachita" 

into "una muchacha formal".  There is no change in her daily activi- 

ties, in the work she does and in her place within the family.  *'he 

change is a social one.  She begins to use make-up on special occasions, 

she goes to dances.  Although she dances with girl friends only, she 

is old enough for a bo^i to come up and invite her to dance;  she will 

refuse saying that she is not yet permitted to dance with boys. 

The real change is that she begins to have boy friends, 

or rather, that having boy friends begins to be a serious matter, 

fifteen is considered to be the proper age at Which a girl^ begins to 

dance with boys;  a few give a fiesta to mark thia date. To dance 

with boys implies that a girl may now be courted, and have a "novio" 

(sweetheart), for dancing in itself means courting. (See iJssay on the 

-'Fiesta). Very many girls already dance with boys when they reach the 

age of fourteen. At this time also the girl may join group activities, 

i^N/vhich are all connected with the church. She may be appointed as a 

^i member of the "Junta de Solteras", a comittee whioh organizes part of 

the celebrations of the Patron Saint of the village. She may be named 

a member of the comittee responsible for the care of one of the Saints 

of the Church. 

r^ _^- A girl is now told to "cuidarse" (to look afterjherself, 

A^ to take care). She should not go out alone, unless it be for an 

errand during the day;  she should be "juiciosa" which means roughly 

to attend to her work and not to be flighty. 
A girl remains "una muchacha" (socially speaking) 

until she marries. Fourteen is considered young for marriage, and 
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nineteen is old.  Most Chiapilltecas marry some time between these 

ages.  Soaiegirls move straight from being a child to being a married 

woman;  this happens if ibeymarriys early.  They thus never dance, 

nor go to fiestas nor do any of the things proper for a "muchacha" to 

do.  Others, if they do not marry, remain "una muchacha" to the age 

of thirty.  There are two or three such girls in Chiapilla, and des- 

pite their age they are treated as young girls;  they are asked to the 

fiestas and they have to ask their father's permission to attend. They 

are "en el poder de sus papas". 

A person is "en el poder de sus padres" ns long as 

he or she lives in the same house,  xhus a young man, although married 

is still "en el poder de su papa" if he continues to live in the house 

of his father. If he has a separate house, even though it be in the 

same sitio, he is "fuera de su poder".  If a young boy runs from 

home at the age of thirteen, then he is "fuera del poder de su padre". 

How much authority is in fact excercised by the 

father over the children who live in his house depends upon their age3, 

upon the character of the father and that of his children, and as they 

grow up it depends increasingly upon the wealth of the father. * 

man with property wields more effective=pewe= authority over his sons 

and daughters than one who has nothing. 

A girl also, remains "en el poder de su padre" if 

she has married and liveiwith her husband in her parent's house. If 

she runs away, or lives in her husband's home upon marriage, she is 

"fuera de su poder". 

At about the age of twelve a boy becomes a youth. 

He is old enough to sleep on his own, either on a mat, or if there is 

a bed he will be given this. ue begins to change his clothes upon 

returning from the fields in the evening; he plays billiards; he 

enters the cantina and is giv«n tra^o by the older men, or even buys 

voae on his own. He leaves the boys' gangs and begins to attach him- 

self to that of the older youths; he begins to take an active interest 

in girls. All these activities arejtypical of a youth between twelve 

and seventeen. At seventeen or eighteen he is a young man, and it is 

about that ahe that he bgins to dance and to have novias 

Similar to the young girl there is no change in the 

work he does;  the change lies in his behaviour;  it lies less in the 

attitude of older persons towards him. At most he is warned not to do 
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anything "iraprudente". 

Courting In a village of 2000 souls with a child 

population of 450, all the boys and girls of the same age group of- 

course "know" each other, both b^ sight and to speak to.  However 

courting a girl is different from knowing her. LiKe the girl, the boy 

begins courting openly when he begins to dance, which rnay be at any 

time from sixteen onwards, depending upon how shy he is.  The proper 

place to court a girl is at a dance ("ee jSssay on Fiesta). 

This is not sufficient for a couple and another cus- 

tomary although secret place i$ by the river (See further on).  Much 

use is made of "papeles", little letters which the boy writes, or has 

written for him, and which he sends by some child messenger to the 

girl of his choice.  In addition he will try to approach her whenever 

he finds an opportunity, "e may discover he has some business in 

her house, or he may snatch an opportunity when she is in the street 

on some errand. &e  will look at her, and try to speTc to her depen- 

ding upon how shy he is. 

Whichever way he takes.the fact is that the initial 

steps in courting are secret, and above all hidden from the parents 

of the girl;  once they begin dancing together the matter is already 

more public, and she becomes his "novia de Baile", if not his "inera 

novia". (See Essay on Fiesta). By the time the young man's father 

comes to the house of the girls parents to ask for official permission 

for him to visAft-eAke couple have already decided they will marry, 

although it is. the first thing her parents know about the affair. 
il 

Growing up is a gradual, imperceptible process in 

Uhiapilla.  i'he children do an adults'work as soon as they are 

physically strong enough, i'he first big change for children of both 

sepces is when the next sibling arrives, and then at the age of three 

or four when they have to dress 'properly' and are expected to help 

mothers as much as they are able to, and are obliged to be obedient* 
xhis change for the child is one that is imposed upon it by its parents; 

it is the adults who teach it that it is no longer a baby. 

A girl is considered to be a child from four to 

twelve years old. During this time she changes of course, but the 

changes are due to her growing up - it is she who is charging and 

not the adults who expect her to cha'gen.  At about twelve the attitude 

of adults towards her does change;  she must now "cuidarse"; she must 
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be careful;  she must take thought about what she does and with whom 

she speaks. 

The boy experiences no such change in the attitude 

of adults towards him.  It is he who charges his tastes and turns 

himself into a youth and then into a young man. **e struggles to 

free himself from his parents' authority, but this is his own fight, 

and individual matter. 

I have given a short description of childhood, so 

as to give an idea of the way the men and women of "hiapillagrow up. 

Some further remarks are necessary. 

When I first came to ^hiapilla my impression wss of 

children everywhere.  It turned out that this impression was correct, 

but in time, like any other adult, i ceased to notice them.  Children 

seem to be everywhere, because in fact there are so many.  _he birth 

rate in Chiapilla, as in all Mexico, is extremely high, and despite 

the enormous infant mortality rate, enough live for there to be a large 

child population. Anproximately 450 under fourteens, in a total 

population of 1500 (Pueblo only)*  that is dto say about one third 

of the inhabitants are under fourteen.  The second reason for the 

impression I had, is that children are allowed everywhere, at any time, 

always, and they take full advantage of this. There is nothing 

children may not witness;  they are never shooed away. When I tell 

the kids who crowd into my room to "get out", they simply do not under- 

stand me; a look of complete incomprehension comes to their faces. 

They do not know how to react to such a request as they have never 

heard it.  So they do what they are accustomed to do in cases of 

doubt, they stand and silently stare. 

Children have plenty of free time, and are as curious 

as their elders, and are permitted entry everywhere. •Lhey are present 

at funerals, at accidents, at quarrels, at fiestas, at drunken brawls, 

at gun-fights, carrying their younger siblings who are in their 

charge, with them. The only place from which they seem to be effec- 

tively banned is the Cabildo (town hall).  x also believe an effort 

is made to keep them out during the birlfcn of a child. My point is 

that there is nothing which goes on which is hidden to them, nor is 

there any conversation/to which they do not listen 

As they grow up therefore, their aprehenaion of the 
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world changes in as far aa their understanding grows, in as much as 

tney attach new meaning to the saae events they have been witnessing 

since babyhood,  i'or an -anglish midile class child the world changes 

in another way as well.  It begins to witness events which had been 

unfamiliar to it before;  it may see things and listen to conversations 

which used to be Jdept hidden from it.  Such a child has to cope with 

the knowledge of new events as well as with greater understanding of 

known events. For the ^hiapillteco there are no unknown events to dis- 

cover - in the sense that they had been kept from/Before. 

By the time he or she has reached adolescence, the 

Chiapillteco has therefore heard of, seen, and listened to discussion 

on, all events which occur in a small village. He knows what has 

happaned, he knows the persons concerned, and he knows what have been 

the comments.  xhis includes all the irregular unions that huve taken 

place, the illegitimate births, the run-away marriages etc. 

I am led to believe that sexual play occurs between 

young children by a remark made to me by an elderly man in the course 

of a converstaion.  "Ofcourse we all know what goes on between little 

boys and little girls, but this is not the same". He was referring 

to what goes nn by the river, 'ihe river, where the girls fetch water 

and where they go to wash all the clothing, and to bathe; and where 

the boys go to meet the girls.  It is the place for lovers' meetings 

and for learning about sem - by peeping for the children, and by ex- 

periment for the adolescents.  Girls go in groups to wash laungry 

and to fetch water;  it is thought to be safer for them to go in com- 

pany* Ofcourse no girl will give away her companion if her'novio' 

meets her by the river, or if they disappear together into the 'monte' 

for half an hour. There used to be a water pipe which carried water 

to a tank in the centre of the village, thus saving the women the 

tiring journey to and from the river. The frequent break-down of this 

water supply was attributed to the young men who were being deprived 

of their secret meetings with their sweethearts. Even though the 

story may by untrue it illustrayes perfectly one of the uses of the 

river. Indeed, most of the 'robos' take place at the river. 

I think, therefore that all children have at least 

observed intercourse whether by the river or in their homes, if 

indeed they are not introduced to it by an older play-mate. I was 

told that intercourse between siblings had not been heard of in 
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Chiapilla.  This was told me by an informant who spoke freely to me 

and said that it was known to occur in isolated ranhes.  She meant that 

she had not heardfit happening in Chiapilla. My guess ia that it does 

occur;  it ia too easy and too tempting at night when all are alseep, 

for there is only one room in most houses. 

One story was told rae of a man who lay down on the mat 

besides his siter-in-law (wi£#«"=s (wife's sister) who was sleeping 

with her child in the house. When she began to scream and awaken the 

others, he said in excuse that he had been outside to the sitio, and 

had, in the darkness, mistaken the mat of his sister-in-law for that of 

his wife, and so had accidently lain down on the wrong mat. "ad she 

not objected no one would have been any the wiser,  I suppose that 

the same takes place between brother and sister. Nevertheless it is 

only my guess; for brother and sister are never suspected openly in 

general conversation. I have nev^r heard suspicion expressed when 

brother accompanies his sister;  he is considered to be the objly safe 

male companion for a young woman;  the proper protector to accompany 

her to fiestas, when going on journeys or at night. 

On the other hand there is supicion if a father is 

seen too often alone with his adolescent daughter.  There are several 

known cases of at father/daughter intercourse. It is thought to 

carry 'castigo', usually in the form of malformed offspring. 

In talking of children growing up, I have said a 

great deal about the young girls working very hard,  ^'his is true; 

but one must be clear about the Chiapillteco's concept of work. I 

can convey it most easily by saying that the speed of working, orctf^ 

doing anything whatever, ia normally about one third of the speed 

people in Europe are accustomed to work. I must emphasize 'normally' 

and 'usually', for there are occasions when the people can and do work 

rapidly* But these occasions are exceptionally* Things get done 

more slowly, both because the actual pace of work is slower and because 

the intervals for chatting and staring around are more frequent. 

It may seem from my account that the poor little girls 

of Chiapilla are slaving away all day. i'his is not so. *he work they 

do leaves thera plenty of time to play, and further more much playing 

and chatting goes on during the work. An errand to a house five minutes 

away will take at least twenty minutes. (There are ofcourse exceptions). 

'•^he errand girl will make her way to the house and stand by the door-c 

way for a while watching what is goincjon inside. She will then go 
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V. 

up to the appropriate adult and deliver the message.  The recipient 

will listen and will give his reply and the little girl will remain 

standing in the room.  If something interesting is happening she will 

stay for a long time before finally undertaking her return journey* 

^ery rarely does one pop in to leave a message and rush off in the 

way we might do. On her way back the child may pasr= a house where 

there is a peddlar selling some goods. Naturally she will stop to 

watch.  If the little girl exaggerates these stops then she is thought 

to be dawdling and scftolded by her mother;  but a very reasonable 

time is allowed. 

'i'he only discipline which is required of a child is 

obedience to its parents, and most of the parent's orders are con- 

cerned with fetching and carrying things, running e. rands and messages, 

and doing household jobs. Barents shout at their children "te estoy 

mandando, andate oyiste" (I am ordering you to go, did you hear me?) 

making it perfectly plain this is a command they are giving. If the 

children do not obey there is no hesitation in using a stick or a 

belt, •*• have never seen any other form of punishment used. Threats 

such as not being taken to a fiesta, or being refuaed an ice-cream 

are only used for aery small children and are never carried out. 

As soon as a child is old enough and strong and agile 

enough it fights to free itself fron such parental authority, ±t 

does this by refusing to obey the order and then running away when the 

parent reaches for the stick.  This struggle to be free from 

parental authority may end, at adolescence by the son or daughter 

running away from home altogether, rather than for a few hours as it 

did in childhood. Indeed, running away is a common way of dealing 

with difficult situations.  It is not considered as cowardly;  it is 

considered to be prudent. 

Boys are more Rebellious than girls. This is not 

because girls do not object equally to authority*  *t is, that the 

values of the community emphasize independence for a man, but res- 

trict the activities of a woman, especially of a young woman.  She 

is more easily subject to gossip and scandal.  Her reputation is 

quickly damaged if she does not behave with 'juicio*. She shows her 

independence in other ways once she is married. 

The dislike of receiving orders is very great in 

Chiapilla; particularly to the men it means a great deal, although 

women too object to it. Again and again in quarrels and when drunk 
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and in ordinary conversation the men will shout "Ndie me raanda; soy 

hombre libre;  no hay quien me manda aqui".  (I am a free man;  no 

one can order me about).  The daughter of a former cacique, used to 

giving orders, explained to me "son muy delicados ahorita, no ae lea 

manda". (The;/ are very touchy now-a-days, one cannot order them about). 

The cond\ictor of the daily bus to Chkapilla left off 

working for the owner-driver because he did not like being ordered 

nbout.  "e did not mind working "rt° acuerdo", (in harmony), "como 

compafleros" (as friends) as he explained.  *t is true he was an Acal- 

teco and not fr.m Chiaoilla, but his audience was sympathetic and he 

well expressed the attitu«de and feelings of the villagers. 

There is not any tradition of service.  The words 

"somoe para servirle" (we are her-: to be of service to you), are in- 

deed much used, but they mean something a little different.  They 

express a willingness to oblige, to be of use.  iJlot to serve in the 

sense of "mozo" - a servant - but to help as a friend or an equal. 

Ask a Chiapillteco for something in the name of friendship and he will 

go to no end of trouble;  give hi:n an order and he becomes as stubborn 

as a mule* 
The dislike of authority which is to be found in 

practice, also has its opposite in the expression of what ought to 

be. People are fond of saying "tiene uno que obedecer";  "si raanda el 

jefe, of si mandan los padres, no hay mas que obedecer".  (One must 

be obedient;  if the boss or ones parents order one to do a thing, 

one just had to obey).  This expression of the correct behaviour, 

and the total lack of it in practice, must be understood in the sense 

I have explained at the beginning of the essay, it is another example 

of the divergence between the ideal and practice.  Again there is the 

genuine regret that this beautiful ideal is not followed, and the 

realisitic acceptance of the fact that it is not, ?nd the practical 

action necessary in view of its absence. That is to say, if you 

cannot get obedience you try to enforce it by whatever means at your 

disposal, and if you* cannot enforce it you do without it. 

Thfe dislike of obeying orders and the facility for 

indulging this dilike are fundaraantal to understanding this society. 

Given the importance which is conceded to a persona individual tastes, 

his 'gusto* or'cardcter', and the lack of effective sanctions applied 

by the communtiy, which I mentioned in the introduction, some form of 

internal personal discipline would be needed to ensure order. The 
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contrary is the case. To be 4 free individual ia the aim; and a free 

individual means a man who does what he likes, not a man who seeks 

$o mould himself according to some ideal, for ideals are not in the 

realm of real life.  To do what one likes means first of all to be 

under no one's authority; and therefore growing up for a boy is to 

free himself from parental authority. This ofcourse is common to all 

societies - the trouble here is that there is no positive goal in 

addition.  To free oaeale= eaelo= oneself from one authority in order 

to submit oneself to another, or to submit to a self-discipline, is the 

general rule.  Here however, the positive goal is lacking, the reult 

is that you literally have free individuals who do what they like in 

as far as they are not prevented by another individual also doing what 

he likes. 

Summary x'he characteristic experience of a young 

Chiapillteco about to flhoose his or her first partner are therfoee the 

following:  Complete freedom and indulgence up to/the age of four. 

The infant has been constantly attended to and its every whim granted. 

This was followed by a sudden change in which obedience was enforced 

through the physical strength of its parents;  from this authority 

it began to free itself as soon as its stregnth and agility permitted 

it to do so.  At the same time the child was expected to help lu  all 

the adult tasks, as far aa it was able to.  ~her« has been no attempt 

to hide any of the facts of living from the child.  At has always 

been permitted to see and hear everything, and has witnessed all 

events in village life,  -the young person has long been doing all 

the work of an adult by the time he or she sets out to choose a partner, 

the girl in the house and the boy in the fields. 

The individual differences will have been due to the 

composition of the family (in the sense of both parents alive, number 

of siblings etc.), and to the order of oirth. Important also is the 

economic situation of the family. There is a big gap in Chiapilla 

between richest and the poorest, and the people are conscious of it. 

In a sense, therefore the Chiapilltedo is better 

equipped to set up on his own than many a young English person, who 

at marriage, is unable to support himself, and is frequently unfamiliar 

with such fundamental events as the acts of birth and death and of 

sexual intercourse. To the Chiapillteco nothing will be new except 

the actual experience of living together with a partner. 
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PART II 

\_ 

Ther^ is a proper way of getting married, and the 

various accounts of it I have been given, are more or less the same 

with only minor variations.  Sever 1 couples have been married in this 

manner during the last five years. 

There should be three 'pedidas' (requests). On the 

first occasion the young man comes to the house of the parents of the 

girl to ask permission to visit her, to become her recognized 'novio'. 

(suitor). He co>aes accompanied by his father, or someone representing 

his father, and usually his padrino, as well as another respected man, 

who may be a relative of the young man or a coapadre of his father. 

Three men usually make up the party, but there is no rule. They come 

on a Saturday evening bringing with them several boxes of beer. The 

party is admitted into the house, for the young man has previously 

consulted the girl who has obtained permission for the 'pedida'from 

her parents, he would not go without being sure he waa welcome/ as it 

would put him to shame, "se ponta en verguenza". 

The young girl may remain outside in the co*redor of 

the house and appear at all, or she may attend to the guests. In any 

case she does not speak nor is she spoken to .  The mother of the girl 

also does not speak and whether sha has any say in the matter depends 

upon her character and that of her husband and the relationship be- 

tween them. The men begin to drink, and at some time during the 

evening one of the novio's party asks for permission on tb behalf of 

the young man that he may visit the girl.  From then onwards he is 

'novio de permis^b', and has 'entrada'(entry) into the house. The 

father will have said on which days he may cone to visit, usually it 

would be Sunday afternoons. At fiestas and dances the young girl will 

dance with him only. 

The time which passes between the "pedida" para 

entrar", (permission to visit), and the first request for the young 

girl's hand in marriage, varies very much. It may be three months, 

six months or a year;  it depends upon the 'volundad'(the wishes) of 

the girl, the young man, and the parents. 

It is most likely, but not a rule, that the same 

men will come to the parents of the girl for the second 'pedidap*, 

the request for marriage. The young man may not come this time if he 

is too shy. xt is sufficiaent for the party of older men to come with 

boxes of beer and bottles of liqueur. The petitioners are told to 
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return in one week for the answer.  There is no formal pricedure 

at any of these visits;  it is always an evening spent by the men in 

drinking, and in the course of it, when all are well in their cups, 

the question is put by one of the older men.  Neither the young girl 

nor the young man 'speak'. 

The t lird 'pedida' takes the same form, except that 

often only the cyoung man's father comes.  On this occasion the girl 

is called in and asked before the father of the young man what she 

has to say "Que piensas f"  or "Que dices ?" her father asks her. 

Sometimes her father will formally explain to her the duties of a wife 

and that she should "Piensa le bien" (think it over well) before giving 

the answer.  The young girl says "Yes", as this is pre-arranged.  If 

she did not wish to marry the man she would have said so before he 

sent his fath r to ask for her hand. 

A week later comes the "agradecimiento" (agradecer 

to be thankful, grateful). This is a women's occasion! three or four 

women of the young man's family come to the girl's house carrying 

baskets with sweet bread and chocolate, which is cocoa all ready to 

mix with hot water to drink.  They also bring bottles of liquor with 

them. On this occasion the date of the wedding is settled. Again the 

time which is to pass depends upon the wishes of the couple and their 

pa/tents;  it may be six months or one month. On this occasion the 

grooms party may bring the money for the brides outfit* ^his also is 

a matter for arrangement. Some brides prefer to buy their own clothes 

and other; prefer the mother of the groom to supply them. 

It is the groom who pays all the wedding expenses;  this 

includes the bridal gown, her shoes and slip and veil and earrings* 

He also provides a change of clothes which she dons during the wadding 
fiesta. The bride's parents spend nothing on their daughter's wadding, 

except that occasionally the mother will gives her a new dress upon 

the occasion* 
This then, is what should happen when a young couple 

wishes to marry. The procedure of 'pedidaa'is sometimes compressed 

into one or two, and all might be arranged within a fortnight. This 

is the "new way" it was explained to me. During the year I have been 

in Chiapilla there have been two such weddings. One was a couple 

from the Indian Barrio (with which 1 have not dealt in this essay). 

The other was between the son of man who has recently moved from the 

Indian Barrio to the pueblo, and a very poor girl from the pueblo. 
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On the other hand there have been eight run-away 

marringes, and three more couples who ran away together but did not 

marry.  This proportion between marriages with the consent of both 

parents, and run-away marriages is not a matter of chance, in that this 

is an exceptional year for run-away marriages (as might happen).  The 

number of couples who run away to get married exceeds the number who 

marry from their home. 

The run-away marriage is an institution in Ohiapilla, 

but the individual circumstances of each case vary enormously and for 

this reason I give an account of several cases. 

I. GLORIA MENDEZ Gloria lived with her father and 

step-mother.  She had come to Chiapilla two years ago from Vicente 

Guezjero, where she had been brought up with her mother's relatives. 

Her father had found her to be unhappy there and so took her to live 

with him and his second wife (ajuntados)*  he is a poor man.  Gloria's 

first novio was Valente, but after a while she left hi.a to accept Miguel 

a nephew of her step-mother.  Miguel had already asked for her in 

marriage, and had been accepted by the parents;  the'pan y chocolate ' 

had already be=n sent to Gloria's house for the 'agrr,deciiaiHento' 

whidh was to tnke place xhe nexx day, a Saturday. 

On Friday evening Gloria went down to the river to 

fetch water with two othei women.  There 3he was carried off by her 

former novio Valente togetner with nelp of three of his friends, all 

young bo,; s of senenteen.  The wo«-en reported that Gloria struggled 

and screamed and that her clothes were torn in her effort to get free. 

The couple spent the night in a ek rancho (shelter) in the monte, 

which belonged to Valente'a father, and the next day they went to 

Totolapa (near by village) and were married in the cabildo (town hall) 

in the presence of Valente's father. He is a well to do man but cornea 

from the Indian Barrio. 

Gloria's father complained to the Preaidente, and 

Valente as well as two of his accomplices were put into jail.  The 

third bpy had gone into hiding when he heard the othe^ s had been 

arrested. When the two boys were questioned in the cabildo they admitted 

that they had been near-by at the time, and that they had been bnthing. 

One claimed not to have noticed anything unusual going on, and the 

other said he had indeed seen the two go off, but that this was not 

any of hia business. Valente stated that Gloria had come with him 
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voluntarily, and Gloria, when questioned by the -"-'residente said she 

had gone with Valente of her own free wi .1, without being forced. 

Her clothes were torn because she had got them caught in some barbed 

wire.  She stuck to tnis sts-o^y despite all the .fresidente's threats 

of what would happen if she told lies.  Gloria's step-mother insisted 

the girl had been intimidated by her parents-in-law. 

The father of Gloria kept insisting she had been 

carried off by force, and that if he could be persuaded it was her will 

he would only be too delighted to have her married to Valente;  but 

how could he permit his poor girl to be forced into a marriage she 

did not want ? 

The Presidente kept insisting he wo-Id have be<n only 
v 

too pleased to 'areglar'Carrange) the whole matter by marrying the 

couple in this very cabildo.  But Valente's father had been very 

foolish in permitting a completely illegal marriage in Totolapa.  The 

girl was thirteen and the boy seventeen, as the Secretary triumphantly 

unearthed from uhe birth records.  The girl co-ild not marry at that 

age withoufthe consent of her parents.  In the marriage certificate 

they appeared as being sixteen and twenty.  (Totolapa is the tradi- 

tional pl'ce for • run-away Chiapilltecos to get married)  The feud 

between the two villages is of long standing, and the Presidente of 

Totolapa is only too delighted to marry anyone if they give him suffi- 

cient money, and especially if they come from Uhiapilla.  Hence the 

Presidente's refusal to accept the marriage certificate. 

The Presidente regretted very much that he could do 

nothing to help, but they could see for themselves that his hands 

were tied due to their own stupid action.  """here was nothing for him 

to do but to send the matter -T"o Chiapa, the Lower Court of Justice. 

This is the usual threat when two parties cannot 

agree to settle a matter in the cabildo.  Sending a matter to Chiapa 

means so much expense both in the continual journey there (at $16 Mex) 

and in the amount needed for bribery there, that it is usually pre- 

ferable to spend a smaller amount to settle the csse in Chiapilla. 

The father of Valente was most anxious that the 

affair should be settled here. He admitted his foolishness and said 

he was prepared to take any steps the Presidente suggested. 

The session lasted approximately three hours with 

everyone stating and re-stating his position, insisting upon how much 

he would like to act otherwise and have the matter settled araicablp, 
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but demonstrating thai the circumstances did not pa~imit him to do so, 

so thr.t his hands were tied.  Finally the boya were sent back to the 

jail and the girl w;;s detained in the house of two responsible and 

respectable old maids* 

The parents of Gloria left the cabildo, and it was 

then th&t the Presiaenxe finally suggested to Valente's father that 

the only possible way he could imagine that Gloria's father might be 

apeased and persuaded from taking the matter to Chiapa would be a 

church wedding. 

I do not know how much money was given to Gloria's 

father, nor how much the Presidente received. In any case the church 

wedding took place on a Saturday, one week after the agradecimiento 

from her first novio Miguel was to have been received.  The padare 

priest was paid for to coae from Acala especially for the marriage; 

the bride was permitted to wear a wnite dresa (which was sold to 

Valente's mother second-hand at an ourageous price because there 

was no time to have one made for the girl) The groom supplied the- 

wedding outfit as well as the change of clothes proper at a wedding, 

and the fiesta wr.s  held in the house of the groom, in the morning, 

which is the proper time for 'un casamiento alegre'- this literally 

means a gay successful wedding - but implies one which has been 

arranged in the 'proper' manner. 

In this way the honour of Gloria's father was saved. 

He did not come to the wedding and completely ignored the event which 

must have been rath«r a strain as his house is next dosrrs to that of 

hie son-in-law. 

There was disagreement among village gossips whether 

the 'robo' had been staged or whether Gloria really had been carried 

off againafher will. However there was unanimous agreement, that 

once having been carried off, they had to marry; "ni moios" (there 

is nothing that can be done about it). 

V. 

PETRONA HERNANDEff II Petrona is the dnugher of a 

very poor widow.  Her novio Pedro had requested and received per- 

mission to visit her.  That is to say, he was novio with the consent 

both of his and of her parents.  It was arranged that on Sunday he 

was to "entrar para pedir la", he would formally ask to marry Petrona, 

and it was understood that he would be accepted;  ^n Saturday the 

couple danced together at a wedding fiesta, and that night they ran 

off together.  They spent the night in a rancho (shelter) belonging 

to Pedro's family;  the next day they went to Totolapa with Pedro's 
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older brother and nis god-father to get married at the c.bildo.  ->-hey 

remained living in the monte for a few days and then the couple settled 

in Pedro's mothers's house.  Petroana 's mother was furious and in- 

sisted she wanted another mar^ia.e in Chiapilla.  however after a 

couple of weeks Pedro sent a party to 'convencer', and the mother made 

herself 'corapadre'with the mother of Pearo, so that they now all live 
in harmony. 

The general comment was that the boy did not want to 

spend money on the wedding, or alternatively that the couple could not 

wait any longer. 

Ill SARA VILA Sara is the daughxer of the wealthiest 

man in Chiapilla, the daughter of the cacique.  She herself worked 

hard at dress making, giving injections and attending the telephone. 

She therefore had quite some money saved up.  The novio of ^ara was 

Ciro who lived in Acala. He had been the driver of a small pick- 

up wtueith had belonged to Saras father, feeea»s= before he bought his 

own deerepfti car in which he carried goods and passengers between 

Chiapilla and Tuxtla. He spent much time in Sarafa house, drinking 

and gambling with her father who was fond of him. Ciro slept fre- 

quently in the house and was 'muy de confianza' as the people said. 

It was known that Ciro wanted to marry Sara as soon as possible but 

that she was delaying in the fixing of the date, "er father and the 

whole family were agreable to the match. 

One day Sara's father went on an outing to Venustiana 

Carranza far with the whole family.  Sara made some excuse for not 

going and remained at home. That night she took all her clothes 

and money and ran off with Ciro.  They drove off in his car and went to 

Chiapa where they got married in the cabildo.  ^earing that her father 

might persue them, they drove futther in his car and reached the coast 

where they remained for a few days* Then they settled down in a house 

which Ciro owned in Chiapa. 

Sara's father was furious. He refused to have her 

name mentioned in the house;  he took down all photographs of Sara 

and had them burnt. She is no longer his daughter. About three months 

after the marriage Ciro sent a party to Chiapilla to 'convancer', but 

his father-in-law happened to be away th^t Sunday. His wife who is 

terrified of her husband locked all the doors , unwilling to receive 

them in his absence, so th it the party was left standing outside* 

As they were not to know that Sarafs father was really away, they 
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thought he was refusing them enxry on purpose, unwilling to forgive 

his daughter. 

Sara's siblings visit her in Chiapa and stay with 

her over-night, but her father still will have nothing to do with her. 

The general comment was that Ciro prob bly had no money as he spent 

so much on drink but that they had been very foolish.  Wad he spoken 

to Sarafa father and told him frankly of his financial position, 

he would have lent them money to get married.  xn any case the comment 

was that they would have done better to have a modest quiet wed i.ing 

than to run off; and that the whole thing was worse because Sara's 

fath r had trusted Ciro to enter his house freely. 

IV MARGARITA LOPEZ Margarita has already run off 

twice with two different men of good financial standing.  She has 

lived with them for a while, and then got fed up and returned to her 

home. Her mother is a widow who has been left in comfortable circum- 

stances (by Chiapilla standards). 

Adrian had tried to carry her off several years ago, 

but as he made the attempt early in the morning near the maize grinding 

mill, and as she struggled and screamed, several people came up to 

free her.  This time Adrian went to the river, knocked the bucket off 

her head, grabbed her by the hand and ran off with her. 

They did not spend the night in the monte, I suppose 

because Adrian has neither father nor mother and only very distant 

relatives, and had no one who would bring him fo«»rt.  So he and 

Margarita went to the house of his employer where he had been living, 

and she hid there for a couple of days before they rented a house at 

the end of the village. 

After a fortnight A4v4«« Margarita left Adrian* The 

general comment was that she had gone and done it again! Would she 

never settle down ? No one speaks ill of Margarita; they say she is 

a good housewife who cooks and cleans perfectly, and the men she has 

been with speak well of her. 

Poor Adrian went around very sad for a few days, 

and finally a party went to 'convanoer'. Margarita agreed to return 

to Adrian if he would marry her. So that very night the civil wedding 

took place in Margarita's house; few friends only were invited, but 

it was Adrian who paid for what celebration there was. The couple 

now live in the house of Margarita's mother. 
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V JOS'iPA VILA Josefa was married and lived with her 

husband, Librndo, injher own home, the house of her grandmother with 

whom she hau been brought up.  When their son was a fortnight old 

Librado left to return to his parents.  It is said he was chased out 

by Josefa's grandmother who disliked hiru. -uibrado came to 'convencer' 

to ask Josefa to come and live with him, but her grandmother did 

not want her to return to him.  She wanted the girl to leave the child 

with her and to go to work as a maid in Tuxtla or in Mexico. When the 

child was one year old, Josefa ran off one night to go and live with 

her husband, this time in his parents house. Librado*" has a very 

poor home and Josefa's grand-parents are reasonably well off. 

I do not know what were the comments in this case. 

VI LOLA GOMiiZ Lola comes from a well-to-do family. 

She herself also has money because she works hard at dress-making. 

During the fiesta of Acala, ( ajhear-by *i town) Xavier persttiaded 

her to ran off with nim.  She arrived at the appointed place with 

her clothes and money;  Xavier awaited her with several £e of his 

friends, and after they had finished with her, left her to find her 

way back home.  Her father, it was said gave her a good hiding and 

took her back into nis house. 

The general comment was that it was a very wrong 

thing of the young men to have done, and what were they coming to 

these days? However Lola had already once arranged to run off with 

another young man who had refused to carry her off, and who had left 

her in the lurch after spending the night with her. So some people 

said she should have been more careful. Nevertheless the main blame 

was put onto the men. 

VII MARTA VARGAS Xavier, of a good family, had been 

the novio of Odilia, also of a good family, for a long time. Both 

were fond of each other and it was an accepted thing that they would 

be married. One night Xavier had serenaded Odilia by paying for the 

marimba to play outside her house. Later that night he ran off with 

Marta, the thirteen year old girl who lived opposite his house. They 

spent the night in the monte, and the next morning Marta's parents 

well-to-do shop keepers, threatened to take the matter to the cabildo. 

Xavierfs mother insisted he marry the girl, although 

he did not want to do so at all.  They lived together for some months 

until Marta returned to her parents, where her son was born.  _arta 
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complained that Xavier beat her, and he co lplained that she did not 

look after hia properly. 

It ia possible that the two will live together again, 

for Odilia has now married another man, and as Marta lives opposite 

Xavier's house the little son frequently comes across to see his 

father,  ^e is very fond of the child and for this reason may take 

Marta back. 

I do not know what were the comments at the time, for 

it happened two years ago. No one could understand how it couldfhave 

happened, but some say that Aavier had asked Odilia to run away with 

him and she had refused. Others said that Marta had dared him to run 

off with her, challenging his manhood if he did not. 

j '• '( ' ' 

I have weaiLed. the reader with all these instances 

to show how much the indivial cases vary;  each one is an exception 

to one of the generalizations I am about to make. 

There is genuine upset and commotion at each "robo". 

First of all it immediately becomes the topic of village gossip; 

much moralizing goes on about the imprudence of the couple and "que 

no piensan las cosas" (they do not think before they do a thing). 

There is a great deal of speculating as to what the characters con- 

cerned will do, and what the parents will do;  about how, when and 

where it^ happened etc. This is justified, for although the act of 

running away together is so frequent that it can be called an insti- 

tution in this society,/ neither the antecedents nor the consequences 

.have much regularity^- 
N Thus the circumstances which precede and lead up 

to running away, and the manner events move afterwards, vary enorm- 

ously* The central act of a man and a woman running off together 

remains the same. They call it "huyendose" or "robo" ; this is to 

say that in speaking of such an occurrence people will say "ae huyeron" 

or "el hombre se llev<5 la muchacha, se la rob<5". The difference is 

plain enough, "huir" is to flee, to escape, to run off, "Se huyeron" 

means they ran off together, implying u»* complicity or willingness 

on the part of the girl, "Robar" is to steal, to abduct, to kidnap, 

implying neutrality if not unwillingness on the part of the girl. 

The first makes both partners equally responsible;  the second places 

the responsibility upon the man only. The two ways of speaking of 

the event are used interchangeably as though they signified exactly 

the same. 
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The essential act is that the man and the woman 

spend one night togethv r in "el monte"o  Both leave the house in which 

they have been sleeping (usually it is their home, but not necessarily) 

and together leave the village to pass one night in "el monte". 

"Monxe" means the countryside, the fields;  but its 

significance is neare.'ithat of \'M;he shrub" J as used in Africa.  "Monte" 

carries the association of being the wilds, unsafe, dangerous;  it is 

the opposite to everything implied by the work "el pueblo", which is 

safety, company, people, comfort. In actual fact a night in the 

"monte" is no hardship, for the nights are warm and there are plenty 

of "ranchos", shelters used by the peasants against rain and sun. 

(Note that neither Sara Vi&a III, nor Margarita Lopez IV) spent their 

first night in the monte). 

The significant thing is that it has been a public 

action,  I am sure that quite a number of couples meet secretly at 

night in the "monte",  "para pasar un rato juntos" (to be together for 

a while). But the .oatter is kept secret and each quietly returns to 

his or her home, unobserved if possible. In the case of running 

off together there is no attempt at secrecy. 

It is agreed by all that it is the girl's parents 

who "se ponen en verguenza" - who suffer shame at their daughter's 

action, and I think it very unlikely that her parents know of her 

intention beforehand. However, once their daughter has been carried 

otff by force, they have to fac* facts and accept the necessity of her 

marrying the young man* Their dignity may not permit them to come 

around immediately, but the fact that the young man has done the 

honourable thing and married the girl, and the fant that she has been 

carried off against her will, opens the door towards a reconciliation* 

For this reason there has to be a "robo"* xt is 

difficult for the parents to allow themselves to be persuaded if their 

daughter has been so shameless as to run away of her own free will* 

if it can be shown that she was carried off, and that it was all the 

man's fault, and if it can be shown thatAdid his best to remedy his 

rashness by marrying her, they can cede more easily* The couple there- 

fore make an effort to stage a "robo". 

The parents of the girl are in a difficult position, 

for it is impossible for them to accept a "quiet but honourable wedding" 
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That is to say, if t*ie young man wishes to marry their daughter but has 

not sufficient money for a proper wedding fiesta, they cannot agree 

to a simple wedding.  If she is to leave their house in marriage, 

with their consent, it must be with a fiesta,• The young man's pride 

however, will not permit him to ask the financial aid of the girl's 

parents.  So the parents of the girl tell the young man to wait until 

the harvest is in, or until he has acquired sufficient money in some 

other way. 
Once the girl has been carried otff, her parents are 

forced to acc$t marriage, however quiet the fiesta may be. Most 

often they do not appear at the wedding and so have little say.  But 
under the circumstances a wedding, however quiet, is preferable to none. 

The young man on the other hand can also plead force 

of cirmumstances to account for the quiet wedding. Once they have 

run off, it is essential they should marry quickly;  and it is imposs- 

ible to make all the arrangements for a fiesta on the spur of the 

moment.  *t needs time to buy the clothes for the bride, to book the 

marimba, to kill the animals for the aeal and to procure the money 

needed for the fiesta.  ^>o he does the best he can under the circum 

stances. 
Thus the girl's parents cann.t permit a quiet wedding, 

the boy cannot afford a big wedding,  if the coupfce run dfff then the 

girl's parents are forced by the circumstances to consent to a quiet 

wedding, and the boy is also forced by the circuantances to make it 

a quiet wedding. 

I wish to emphasize that this attempt at an explanation 

is entirely my own. It does not even cover all the cases. It only 

accounts for th&se where there has been a "robo", where the couple 

have married afterwards, and where there is reason to beliive that 

the man could not or would not pay for a fiesta. There are many cases 

(such as that of Sara Vila III, or Lola Gomez VI) where the girl 

openly runs off with the boy; and there are many cases when the 

couple do not marry (such as Margarita Sev««= Lopez IV) and there 

are cases where there is a big wedding fiesta (auch as Gloria Mendez I) 

Certainly no Chiapillteco would reason in the way I have done; but 

most Chiapilltecos would agrse that the majority of "robos" are 

staged, and that in the majority of cases "el muchacho no quis<5 gas tar" 

tthe boy did not want to spend money). 

A wedding of the kind I have described at the be- 

ginning of this section is costly. $1000 (Mex.) is the least that 
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can be spent (appx 31 pounds).  If the couple has run away no such 

expenditure is expected. Very poor grooms marry in ghe cabildo 

(town hall), where they spend no more than the amount charged by the 

authorities, and a round of beer for all present.  The minimum number 

of persons is:- the man entrusted with the register of births, deaths 

and marriages; (in the small villages it is usually but not necessarily 

the presidente);  then there is the Secretary who makes out the *Acta 

de Matrimonio' because he is able to write;  then there are the two 

witnesses which the law requires;  in addition two god-mothers and two 

god-fathers are usually invited although they are not essential.  The 

parents of the girl are unlikely to be present, while those of the 

boy would be there. 

In the case I witnessed the young man haa no parents, 

so there were eight persons present in addition to myself.  After the 

ceremony three rounds of beer were hpnded round and then the couple 

went off to spend the night with one of the god-mothers, before going 

off to the ranch where the groom worked. 

More usual, as in the case of Petrona Hernandez II 

and Marta Vargas VII, is a small fiesta arranged in trie house of the 

grooms parents. (Margarita's Adrian IV is an orphan so the ceremony 

was held in her house). The Presidente and the Secretario come to 

the house, and the ceremony is performed with the couple, the witnesses, 

and the god-parents sitting around a table. Afterwards "pan y 

chocolate" is served and beer and liqueur is handed round.  This is 

called a "quiet wedding", with "las puertas cerradas", which literally 

translated means with cloifid a»?*e doors but implies that no 

friends were invited and that no marimba played* 

However, as I have already said , the reason for a 

young man's running off is not always that he did not wish to spend. 

Amado Morales is a good example* he ran away with Rosita at the 

fiesta of Acala.  His mother was very upset and tried to make the 

wedding as "alegre" (gay, successful) as possible under the gloomy 

circumstances.  She supplied plenty of "pan y chocolate" and a good 

amount of beer. Also she bought two changes of clothes for the bride* 

She told me she could not very well buy a white gown as they had been 

together for a week already* Amado'a mother wanted to have the marimba 

at the fiesta, but the poor lady seemed to be out o'f luck* One of the 

two marimbas was playing elsewhere that night, and the second belongs 

to Rosita's father, so naturally could not be asked* 
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One obvious reason for a couple running off, is that 

either of the parents object to the marriage, or the couple fears they 

would object if they were told.  The girl's parents are thus forced 

to accept the marriage (See below for qualification of this), and 

the matter is not so serious for the boy's parents as they suffer no 

shame (See Below).  Again this is not always so. Yucundo ran off 

and married Odilia Perez and his father refused to have him or his 

wife in the house; nor did he give nis son any money to help him set 

up houee; he would have nothing to do with him. Yucundo went off to 

a ranch where he hired land, borrowed seeA. and worked hard for two 

years,  'i'he couple now has two children and are about to build their 

own house in the paeblo.  A few days ago the father sent for Yucundo 

and they are now on speaking terms. 

The third reason is simply that the couple decided 

to run off together on the spur of the moment.  Indeed, this can 

hardly be called a reason for I think it is true of most of the cases. 

I do not believe that there is ever careful planning in advance, 'i'he 

couple decide that they can wait no longer "no aguanban mas", say the 

°hiapilltecos. It may seem to be a convenient residual category to 

invent - to say they just ran off because they felt like doing so; 

but I believe it is the simple truth. 

Self control and discipline is not taught in this 

society, nor is it very much admired. wn the other hand to act 

according to "gusto" is well understood.  If you feel very strongly 

about the person you love, and experience a strong overpowering urge 

to run off together, why then you run off at once. 

Thus the couple runs off because there is some im- 

pediment to their marrying at once. xt may be that the parents are 

against the marriage, it may be that the boy cannot or is unable to 

afford the marriage fiesta, it may be that they feel they cannot wait 

any longer. 

What happens once the couple returns from the monte? 

What are the consequences of running away? 

The young man's family -blave frequently -beeir his 

accomplices, or at least they knew of his intentions beforehand. 

This is to be expected ,for as a rule he brings the girl to their house, 

and for this he needs their consent. In any case the young couple 

always needs someone to help them, someone who will provide them with 
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with meals  during their stay  in  the  "monte".     If it is not  the mother 
of the boy who  sends the food it will  be some other member of his 
family. 

Valente's  (Case I)  sister-tn-law told me that his 
father knew of and approved of his intention to  carry off Glori*. 
It is ofcourse possible she was boasting to me and not telling the 
truth.    Pedro's mother was certainly told before-hand,   and sent them 
food with his  older brother.     On the other hand I  am sure that Xavier's 
mother (CaseVII)  had no  idea that he would run off with *"arta -(if 
indeed,   he himself knew beforehand).     Another case A know of is   that 
of Ad$Lfo,  who  ran off with a girl his father strongly disaproved of# 
because he considered her to be a "loose girl" unsuitable to live in 
the same house with his wife and daughters who were honourable women. 
Shefe had already run off with two  men.    ais parents refused to  have her 
in the house.     However,   they woke up one morning to  find the couple 
sleeping in the corredor of their house and perforce had to   take them 
in.     "Que mas % " his  mother said to  me when she told the story.    What 
else could we do ?    This  is the general attitude of the parents of 
the man.    He has chosen the girl and even if they do not like her they 
accept her "Que hacejlmos ?    Ji la quisd,  que lo vea el"  •    What else 
can we do ?    He has chosen  her,   let hi«\ take the  consequences*  (How- 
ever see Yucundo's case further  back).  As a rule  they will  take in the 
couple*     if the boy is very frightened of his parents he may stay 
for a few days in the house of relative or friend with his bride. 

The boy's parents may therefore like the young girl 
and be willing to marry the couple;    or they  may be furious at their 
son's escapade because they do not like the girl or because they do 
not have the money to marry them at that moment and have to borrow. 
If neither their son,   nor the girl he has chosen  have had a partner 
before,the parents will marry them as soon as possible. 

As neither the young man,  nor his parents suffer 
shame in consequence of the robo,   and as they have accepted the girl, 
the onus is upon them to persuade the girl's parents to accept the 
situation. 

The man asks his father or some other spd-keiman to 
go  to the girl's parents.     A party  of men usually go,  for several men 
carry more weight than one alone.    They go to "convencer";    the party 
will include the god-father or father of the young man to represent 
him,  but it will also include a compadre or good friend of the girl's 
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father,   or sorae man of  influence who  is  respected;     a man whom the 
girl's  father cannot refuse.     For it  is  to  this  man's  argument  that 
the offended father ced^s,   not the Joung rnan nor to  his  daughter. 

The party will  arrive in the evening with plenty of 
beer and  they  will  start drinking.     Once  they have gained admittance 
they are likely1' to  "convBncer"     when  they  are all drunk.     xf the 
girl's  father does not intend  to make it up,   he will pretend to  be 
out,   or refuse entry to  the  party for some other  reason  (See Sara 
Vila III).     Whether the parjy is  successful or not depends upon  the 
circumstances;     in part upon who  is  sent;   in part upon the attitude of 
the girl's  parents;   in  part upon the  time which h^s  elapsed between 
the escape of the couple and  the "entrada para convencer".     To  choose 
the right moment is very  important. 

In  the  case of Petrona's mother there was no  diffi- 
culty;   (Case II)  it was known that  she hau been  in  favour of the match, 
she was poor and a widow with no  adult sons;     she  haa only  been sorry 
that therw was  to  be no proper wedding. * 

In  the case of Sara's  father  (Case III)  it will be 
much more  difficult;     but  he was very  fond of this daughter so  every- 
one thinks  that in time he will  accept her back into hfes house.     A 
few nights  ago  his friends were  celebrating his birthday having brought 
beer and the marimba to  his  house.     I was sitting on the door-step 
of a friend's  house,   when he  and his  friends passed by very  tipiy. 
'•They really are foolish",   she  said referring to   the run-away couple, 
"they  should have  come to  "convjancer" now when he is in a good mood; 
they ought  to  have known there would be a celebration and should have 
taken advantage of the propitious moment". 

Recently a youflg woman who had been married,   but had 
left her husband with her baby,   returned to him after two years.  I 
asked how it had happened and was told that after one year's separation 
the husband had come to  ask his wife to return to him.    She had insisted 
that her parents-in-law come to  her mother as they had never been to 
"convencer" after the couple had run off and got married.    Another 
year passed,   and the husband's father came with some friends of his 
to the house of the mother to "convencer".   'Why all  the friends ?' 
I asked.     "Oh they had all been drinking together and while in their 
cups decided to accompany the husband's father"   .    Being tipsy the^ 
probably thought it a huge joke to have a go at persuading the girl's 
mother.     They were successful as the girl returned to her husband. 
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In one recent case the a n-in-law sent a party to 

"convencer" aft^r twu years of marriage. ±he  couple had run off with- 
out the father of the girl even knowing that she had a nowLo.  They 

had lived in the young man's village, about two hour's walk from 

Ghiapilla, and by now had a child one year old.  1'he father was most 

unwilling tcjreceive the couple;  he said he could not well refuse 

the pleadings of his compadre who haa come to "convencerQ , and there- 

fore allowed the party to enter the house.  Afterwards he insisted, 

that despite this he would not tolerate his daughter to come and visit 

him. 

Silverio Gomez on the other hand, who ran off with 

Flor, never came to "convencer" his parenta-in-law.  He married three 

years ago and haa two children. ue  does not enter, his wife's parents 
house although he greets them in the street,  i'lor however has long 

since been home and visits her parents frequently. 

These examples illustrate the nature of "convencer". 

It is a formal procedure which is much used for making up quarrels. 

The person who wishes to make up the quarrel (usually but not alw^Bs 

the offender) sends a party of men to speak for him.  Tuis party 

always includes one man who is definitely on the offender's side, 

such as his relative or god-father, or compadre;  and one who is a 

friend of, and has influence over the offended person. 

Proceedings always start with drinking and the business 

of the visitors is not mentioned until everyone *m  *ay and tipsy. 
The right time and the right mood are vital for settling the affair. 

This can be seen from the case of the father-in-law who came to 

"convencer" when tipsy and persuaded the daughter-in-law to return to 

his son. Also the remark my friend made with respect to Sara's father 

when" he was drunk. The case of the man whose daughter had run off 

two years ago and would not have her baok illustrates what happens if 

a wrong moment is chosen.  It is clear that the parents of the 

girl do not necessarily acqept the 'fait acompli' with which they are 

presented when their daughter has run off and married a man. 

The examples show that the party which has come to 

"convencer" is not always successful, and after a time the same or 

another party is sent.  This is,if ther; is eagerness to make up the 

quarrel,  if not, the matter remains as it is, w _th the two pari-ttes 
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not speaking to each otner. 

The procedure is so frequently used because quarrel- 

ing in Chiapilla usually means physical separation as well.  I have 

already said , that to run off in the face of a difficult situation 

is a coranon way of dealing with it.  If there has been a quarrel, 

if a man has stolen somajthing, if a child has been naughtfty, if a 

person has killed, if he has cheated another,-the thing to do is to 

disappear from the signt of the offended person until time has 

elapsed for his anger to cool off.  Then one may go to "convencer" 

or alternatively cohUnuei to remain at a safe distance from the offended 

person. 

Wotice that the wordk "convencer" does not mean to 

apologize.  It carries the significance of making it up, convincing 

the other person he ought to change his attitude. We have the idea 

that a person who has done a wrong* apologizes, and that it is the 

duty of the offended person to forgive. 

The Chiapilltecos "piden perdon" (beg forgiveness) 

of God and of the Santa Tierra (holy earth), but not of other people. 

Convencer' means convincing the offended person that ther is no reason 

to be cros any longer.  It is done by arguments explaining the cir- 

cumstances of the case, and snowing why there is no longer cause for 

anger.  In this way neither party loosed face. xt is simply that 

the circumstances have altered and therefore the attitude to be taken 

is a different one.  (See 3ssay on Maize for settling of disputes) 

The kind of arguments used are not "They have done 

wrong and beg to be forgiven".  The arguments used are "After all it 

is your daughter;  look they are living well together;  the young man 

is working hard,, he does not drink, he does not beat her, etc." 

In fact, the Chiapilltecos speak of the offended person who is apeased 

as "tuve que rebajar" - he had to lower himself -.  It almost looke 

as if the offence lies in being angry, and not in behaving badly! 

I have written this section on young persons about 

to choose their fir& partner.  They may propose and marry and in the 

"proper" manner, and more frequently they may run off together, or 

may stage a "robo".  The most likely reason for this is that the 

parents are opposed to the match, th*t the boy does not want to, or is 

unable to spend the money for a wedding fiesta, or that the couple 

simply run off on the spur of the moment. However, in many cases it is 
not the first partner, and I now want to consider these* 
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In order to  understand what happens  to  the adults, 
it  may  help  to  know a little aoout  their childhood.     How do  these p^opH1 

tuks   avujvcry  individualistic 'persona- grow up ? 
ehildheed= 
Babyhood  All babies are breast-fed on demand. 

This means continuous feeding throughout the day, a custom which is 

looked down upon contemptuously and bitterly by the more "educated" 

city people, who have learnt to breast-feed in private and at certain 
times only.  I have heard of two ca3e\a only where a baby fed with a 

foster mother. 
One was a case where the mother had "leche aaustada" 

because her husband had be«n murdered, and ner milk was tnus con- 

sidered to be bad for tne cnild.  This was twenty years ago, and tne 

child was fed by a neighbour,  'i'nia same woman's younger sister 

suffered a similar shock when her brother was murdered during my stay 

in Chia ilia.  She had and eight day old baby and everyone warned her 

not to feed the child as her milk was "asustada" (frightened) . How- 

ever, she did not want her child to suckle with another woman and 

so took no heed of the warnings;  I guess another woman would not 

have fed her cnild under these circumstances.  This incident shows 

that the old belief still persists, and is also a good example of the 

independence of thought and action so common here. 

I heard of another ca.se of two sisters-in-law, one 

of whom would suckle the others baby while she went to wash in the 

river. 1 do not think that suckling anothers baby ia comon. Now-a- 

days those women who have no milk feed the babies with -"eche Nido, 

a powdered milk preparation. They complain that it is an expensive 

and troublesome way to rear a child, seeing that breastfeeding costs 

nothing and does not involve preparing the milk.  Such babies are not 

held in the arras while given the bottle. Ahey are left in the haamock 

and the bottle is tilted in such a way that the baby can feed on its 

own. 

Toilet training is completely unknown.  The babies 

urinate and defacate wherever they happen to be. No precautions of 

any kind are taken.  The most they use is a cloth wraoped around 

the child *s waist which reaches its feet;  it serves to keep the 

child wa.rra but is no protection against urination. When a mother 

csmes to visit with her" baby and the baby ur^nat-eH on hex- lap D"a 
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/ho is around is ordered to clear away the mess. 

;h £&T'urine and aoae leaves £e-r. raexses;  if 
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cornea  to  visit with  her baoij   and  the baby urinates  on  her lap  she 
is always  erabarrr.ssed.     This never fails  to  puzzle me,   for aft-r  all 
one expects a  small   baby   to urinnte,   and if one  is  going to  be em- 
barrassed about it,   why not  take some precaution ?     If^ I  have come to 
visit  the house and a  child defecates or urinates  they are  equally 
embarrassed,   but und«r normal  ciraumatances no  especial notice is 
taken,   and any sibling who, 
This is  done with a cloth ^v^^^i- ~^~ s^u,^ .u^.^.., wv,JLk 
the  child has  dirtied itself,   it is wiped with a  cloth but not washed. 
I have seen^three year old urinate standing in  the middle of a room 
with no  comment on  the part of the adults  except "look,   Po.tro  is uri- 
nating,   take off his   pants"   (if the   child is wearing these1)   •     Sbi 
Babies and toddlers are peraitted  to  urin^te on mother's  best clothes 
without  her being in  the slignteat  upset,   and a  rebozo   is  U3ed  to 
wipe dripping noses,   or else  the  corner of  mother's  dress, 

Every  baby  ha3  someone  to  attend   to it all  the  time. 
It may  be the mother,   it  is more likely   to   be a sibling or some other 
child;     it may  also   be a grandparent or  the father.     A. baby's    move- 
ments  are never restricted;     it is    ;ermitted to   crawl  or toddle 
wherever it wants  to,   right up  to  the critical  moment when  it is 
going to  fall,   or put its  finger in  the fire,   or upset a dish etc. 
It is  then  snatched away  from the danger and amused some other way. 
If it screams  much,   the mother  breast-feeds  it.     Babies are thought 
to get bored,   and  children are often  sent out  to  take  them for a 
little walk,   for a  change of scenery;     WHJ-y^Isually returns con tent. 
The only  time little children are left unwabched is when they are 
asleep,   either in a hammock,   or on a bed,   but preferably on a mat on 
the floor.    Very few mothers in the pueblo  carry  their infanta in the 
rebozo on their back as do   those of the Indian Barrio;     consequently 
they  have much more trouble with their babies,   because tfhen they 
carry them on their arras they  are unable to de any work.    For this 
reason,   if a mother goes out to do any kind of work,  »tae=h»d=*e== 
and has  to   take  her baby  because it still breast feeds,   she  takes an 
older child along to  look aft«*r it. 

I have only  come across one oase of accident 
to a baj»y.    A little girl got severely burnt thro.ugn falling into  the 
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fire.  This is an excellent record considering tna t in so many houses 

the fire is on the ground, that burning candles or lamps are on the 

floor, knaves, hot dishes, in fact everything dangerous to toddlers 

is within their reach on the ground,  A child guardian who allows 

some harm to come to its charge is sev-rly beaten;  but it is not 

because of fear of beating that the babies come to no harm;  every- 

body is genuinely fond of babies, including all the children. 

As in all societies I know of, grandparents are 

extremely indulgent towards their grandchildren.  Tnis is particularly 

noticable in the many cases in which mother and daughter have infants 
of the an me  age.  The mother will scold her ojrn child and hit it, 
while indulging every whim of the visiting grandchild.  The little   . 

aunts and uncles are expected to take extra care of their baby nieces 

Three things, then,-are comon to the experience •»••' 

all Cniapilla's babies: breastfeeding upon demand all day;  a total 

absence of toilet training;  and continuous attention by an older 

person for tne first three years of its life.  The main difference 

at this age is between the clothes worn and the cleanliness of the 

child.  I do not know how much these things affect the child but theu 

are certainly a reflection upon its parents* views.  The majority of 

babies and toddlers are dirt;/ all the ti/ae, in varying degrees. This 

is partly due to lack of washing and mainly due to the fact that 

they play all day on the erjrth floor or in the dusty street. 

I know of six children under thre^years of age who 

are always clean - rouguly by our standards of cleanliness. One is 

the daughter of the former Secretary* Born and raised in Chiarsilla 

he lived for many years in San Andres Tuxtla, a large city, and i am 

sure it is he who insisted that his wife keep the child clean.  She 

is a young Chiapillteca who comes from a very slovenly home. Now that 

the Secretary is dead, and his wife returned to her parents, i expect 

the cnild will be neglected more. 

The second i3 the baby son of one of the school 

teachers. Although fre^was born and bro.tght up in Chiapilla he has been 

away a long time and tries hared to folLow city ways in all things. 

He too, has married a Chiapillteca from a slovenly home, and I am sure 

it is at his insistence that the child is kept clean. Besides the 

wife has a little nurse-maid for this only child, as well as a maid 

for the housework. 
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The third is the baby of the other school teacher 

who was brougnt up in a city on the coast.  He too has married a 

Chiapiiiteca, and as her mother ia dead I do not know how clean 

3he was.  i.1y guesa is that her husband requires the children to be 

kept spotless.  The three men had all been married beforej to city 

wives, and ill throe married very much younger women in Chiapilla. 

The fourth remarkably clean baby is that of a woman 

whof=e moxh r ia from San Cristobal Las Casas, whose inhabitants have 

the reputation (in Ghiapilla at least) of being very cleran.  The young 

woman went to a convent boarding school in San Cristobal, and then 

married a Chiapillteco.  She keeps all her four children spotlessly 

clean. 

These four persons have all spent mucn time in towns, 

and are all contemptuous of the ways of the Chiapilltecos. "No son 

civilisados", is their usual complaint,  riowever, they are all well 

settled in the village and intend to continue living there; neverthe- 

less they do not think of themselves as Chiapilltecos;  they think 
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of themselves as outsiders and of the -p\e£p±« as "them" or "tney". 

Two more babies are remarkably clean. One is the 

child of a young girl who ran off to be married in iian Cristobal. 

She liveu theri. for three yeal?s and then left her husband and lives 

with her father no*.  Another is a young girl who comes from a finca. 

She is tne illegitimate daughter of the fincero und a peasant girl. 

I do not know anything about her upbringing, but suppose she learnt 

from the ranch house.  Beoidoo-,—irt—ara rmr firnt -ba-by—and aa-ewsh 

receives more" than usual care.-> 

These six persoans dress their babies as would any 

middle class city parent.  The clothes are clean, witnout tears or 

holes and of the style sold in Tuxtla or San Cristobal. '1'he appearanoe 

of these children ia in striking contrast to the others of the 

village. The parents have all been in contact with city life (except 

the last), but I must point out that there are others who have also 

lived in cities but who do not keep their children so clean. These 

persoans may have been living in cities for a long time, but they 

hne have not become alty people;  they have remained villagers living 

in the city. On the other hand the five ± have written of have adop- 

ted city clotnes and city 'tanners and gestures, even their walk is 

different. 

For most Chiapillteco toddlers the clothing for boys 

is a shirt and for girls a frock. Neither wear pants, but the little 
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girls are already taught to 3it down properly with their akirta cov- 

ering their »knees.  'L'his ia the earlieat and strictest bit of disci- 

pline I have seen;  at three and a naif to four, a little girl will 

never kneel or sit on the floor without making sure that her skirt is 

properly arranged. Quite a number of little girls do wear nanttes, 

and I find this an easy and convenient way of placing the parents, 

or at least of judging their aspirations.  It is difficult to judge 

claas distinctions or income differences exept at either extremes* 

Neitner the type of house, nor the clothes worn, nor the food eaten 
is a reliable guide.  May be the little girls" panties will turn out 

to be unreliable as well.  In any case the general Chiapilltecan 

custom ia no pants at that early age, so if a child does wear them it 

mean3 that tne parents have different ideas about propriety, which 

is th« first eep^step towards lower middle class. 

Babies are sick a great deal;  they suffer mainly 

from digestive disorders and dese^aes of the respiratory system, and 

from an eye coaplaint called "chilonera",  I waiH—fee deal separately 

with ideas and custora'^s concerning health and sickness and mention it 

here only to say that every child has been more or less severely ill 

during babyhood. Parents do not rush to cure their child at the 

slightest sign of indisposition;  on the contrary, the pjLicy is to wait 

as long as possible, and to se ;k help only when tne child shows serious 

signs of illness.  When tne remedies suggested by friends and relatives 

have been tried the mother may take the baby to a curandera or a 

praeticanted or even to a doctor.  It ia a matter of money and partly 

a matter of confidence in the individual persona.  If possible she 

will t;ake her child to all three. 

The curandera cures with heros and givea protection 

against illnesses cauaed^^y non-physical caemra. (I do not use super 

natural for the agencies causing illness may be human). The curandera 

or curandero ia the cheapest to go to.  ihe practicante haa no 

medical training, but much general experience*. He uaes ordinary 

manufactured raedecinea and givea injection;  in Chiapilla the two 

practicantea are the school masters. It ia dearer to go to them, and 

above all their preacriptiona coat a great deal. The nearest doctor 

livea in Chiiipi*, a three hours bus ride from Chiapilla, and to visit 

him rauana a rum i expense. 
Inatructiona about the care of the aick child are 
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followed sporadically according to the ability to pay for the mede- 

cinea and tne meticulousneas of the mother.  Illness ia thought of as 

something which happens and wnich passes in time, if fate so decrees. 

It is not thought of an something whicn can be prevented and combated. 

So the main cure of the child i3 ;iuch cuddling, it is given the breast 

constantly for comfort, and its state is much discussed.  An effort 

is made to keup it at h'>me, but more often this is impossible and the 

mother carries it around with her in ner normal daily activities. 

There are few children who have not had one sibling at least that ha3 

diea; and the greatest expense in raising children is always said to 
be the money spent in their frequent illnesses. 

Position in the family The youngest child is always 

spoilt and its every whim is granted; older siblings must cede their 

toys to it, must take it for walks, must play with it and amu:-e it. 

If the youngest cries, then the older one is punished.  Much depends 

upon how long a child ia the youngest" how soon tne next one comes 

along.  The first baby receives nuch attention.  The mother spends 

all day nursing it and playing with it, and carrying it about.  She 

never separated from it.  She has little work to do at xhat time* 

\.f  she lives with her mother-in-law and the two families cook jointly 
she is not exoected to nelp much.  If j&ey cooktapart then there is 

only her husband and herself to care for. Usually she finds someone 

else to do tne washing as it is considered bad to take a small baby 

to the river,  and the child cannot be left without suckling for the 

three or four hours The mother would be away. 

So the first child is attended to constantly; it io 

petted and adored, by the fath-r and the grand-parents, it is not 

left unattended for an instant. The child is breast-fed until the 

arrival of the second child.  A'hie applies to every child, if no 

sibling arrives then the child may suckle up to the age of three, 

very slowly transferring to solid foods. In most cases the child ia 

suddenly transferred to food at the age of one-and-a-half or two, 

when the next sibling is nfi-rraaiXy born. 
From then on the life of a first born becomes the 

hardest of all the children.  It receives very little attention be- 

cause the mother'munt see to the new baby and also has more work now. 

As soon as this child can walk it has to run errands, fetch and carry 

things in the houf£ and help mother in every way. Money becomes 

short and the young woman is less likely to be able to afford to pay 
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for her vvat-r or her laundry.  Neither the wife nor the child ai:-.  a 
novelty any longer to the husband, and he  ays lena attention to either. 

For the first child the change is a very sudden one 

fr na being the centre of everyone's core  and attention to becoming 
the most neglected and hardest worked member of the family* JProm 

then on tnia child is the first to be ordered to do any job.  Wnether 

girl or boy it has to look after the younger sibling, it is sent out 

to sell any produce there may be from ho-iae to house;  it does all 

the shopping.  By the time a girl is six she goes down to the river 

with her mother to fill her own little bucket of water* she sweeps 

the house;  3he helps to make the tortillas; she washes the younger 
children's clothes in the river;  she feeds the hens; she carries 

a±ound her younger siblings when ahe goes out to play. 

Usually mothers are a littie more lenient with boys. 

But if ne is a first child then of necessity he must do many of the 

girls 'jobs.  An eldest boy accompanies his father to fields by the 

a^e of seven;  he takes the animals if ther^ are any, to the river to 

drink, and to the pasture to graze at night, and fetches them esrly 

in the morning 

Childhood  At about the age of three or four children 

are hit for the first -ti^m time for disobedience.  They are hit hard 

with stick or belt, and the reason is always for refusing to obey an 

order of the parent to run an errand or to go and pick up something or 

to fetch something. There arc no orders nor is there any education 

concerning anything else. No form of manners tought except that 

children are not supposed to pass between two adults who are talking; 

but they are never given more than a reprimand for disobeying this 

rule. Children are also told to greet by crosaing their arms upon the 

breast and bowing their head, and little babiea are aiwaye presented 

to an adult to be blessed. Again it is not a strict rule. 

By the time children are four they are toilet trained§ 

which only means going out into the sitio.  There is no shame about 

toilet activities. Women squat in their sitios which are sometinea 

open* to the street and always visible to the neighboura aitio. Indeed, 

urinating is quifctea communal activity. At night women are afraid to 

go outaide alone and always go in company.  At fieataa or gatheringa 

they also go together; it is almost impolite to permit a person to $o 

alone.  If I ask to be shown outaide at any fiesta, the hostess either 

comes along with me or makes sure someone accompanies me.  Thia com- 
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panion does not wait at a distance but courteously squats down with me. 

Upon one occasion there being no wo'nan around, a gallant gentLeman 

offered to accompany me.  This was nox impudence;  he was genuinely 

concerned about allowing me to go outside alone, and tnia consideration 

far outwe„ighed any shame there could be. ^o  circumlocution is ous- 
toraary;  the word "urinar" ia used.  Men merely step a3ide from the 

group or turn their bucks.  Wo one either looks, nor looks away;  it 

is jurit a normal uninteresting activity. Little boys play at urinating 
in the streets as all little bo;.'a do.  I remark upon this because 

there is no reprimand or suggestion they should not do this.  This 

neutral attitude is in harmony with the absence of any toil***. tinining» 

1 have noted.  Children ar expected to become "clean" in time, and this 

they do. 
By the age of four babyhood is definitely over, and 

the child is a personality;  it already has its "car&cter" and the 

mother treats it as an individual in its own right.  She no longer 

says "he is only a child, and does not know";  if the child does not 

want to eat, why he is not made to;  he ought to know if ne is hungry 

or not.  If the cnild is ill and does not explain what is hurting 

the :Qothur will complain, as of an adult, "What can I do if he won't 

tell me what is hurting him ?"  if the child returns with short change 

from an errand he ia held fully responsible;  if the sibling he is 

looking aftur geu- hurt, he ia scolded and hit for being careless. 

Between the ages of four and eignt the life of any 

child is more or leas like that of the first child.  They are given 

the same kind of work to do, particularly the job of looking after 

younger siblings falls to them, as the oldest does'raore of the house- 

work. Although children of three and four are typically jealous of 

their younger sibling, by the time they are eight and from then on- 

wards they love the baby of the house and carry it about tirelessly. 

Both boys and girla carry round younger siblings and ask for their 

baby cousins or neighbours' BaSies to hug and play with for a while. 

The infants are never taken too far from their mothers as they may 

cry and then have to be given the breast. 

The continuous physical contact which a baby exper- 

iences eo»*i»Hea ia carried on into childhood and adult life. Boys 

and youths especially wlalk about arm in arm, or with their arms about 

each others shoulders, and men do so when drunk. Young girls also 

link arras or put their arma around eabh others waist» although married 
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women do  not;     they  already   have tneir children clinging to   them. 
Together with thia goes  the ides of "corapanfa"   .     Women will  rarely  go 
anywhere or do   anything without at least one other woman for company. 
Men accustom to go alone a little more,   but it is always thought "triate" 
(sad)  to  have  to  do  a thing on onea own.     To  "acompariar"  a person 
is  an  excellent  explanation for going anywhere,   or for having been 
away  for a   time.     Children and young girls   trying  to   evade unpleasant 
tasks  do not fail  to make use of this  excuse.     Apart from this nega- 
tive aspect of not being alone,   "compahia"   also  ensures  respectability. 
A girl or woaan has not been out alone,   there has  been a companion,   a 
witness   to   her good behaviour.     That  there is  frequent  collusion  between 
such "comparifa"   is  another matter, 

The child  between  four and  eight  is  considered  to   be 
capable of running errands  ?>nd of helping around  the house and of doing 
all work tewy  are  physically   capable of.     But  each cnild's  experience 
does vary   enourmously according  to   the  composition  of the family 
into which it happens  to   be bo:n.     I  have described the hard life 
of  the first child.     If  there are already   two  or  tnree older 3isters 
the child will  spend, most of it3  time playing,   with vex-y few  duties. 
If on the other hand*it  is a girl who  has  three or fur older brothers 
and no  sisters,   she will  have  to  work ^s hard as  ani) first born.       Should 
he be a  boy,   and  his  mother a widow without older sons,   then  he will 
be  sent  to  fetch wood at an  early  age,   and  to   the   niloa to  sow a 
little maize  for her.     If the  parents  are very  poor  the  child will 
be  sent  to work by  the age of seven;     if  the parents ar- well off    it 
may  even be sent  to   school. 

At  this age  (between four and eight),   children begin 
to play in the streets with neighbours'  children.    Up to  that time 
they  have remained at home and have played with siblings or with 
cousins,   aunts and nieces  (of their own age),  who come to visit with 
their mothers.     If they are needed  for  an  e rand  their mother will  shout 
for them and the,/  will come slowly or quickly^in order to do   the 
errand.     A child is only  given orders,   and is only  beaten by  its 
parents and older siblings,  whom it must obey.     These and no one else 
order it about,     .riven grand-parents and adult aunts and uncles only 
request a child to do a thing;     if the child refused,  which it often 
does,   then  the adult does not  insist. 

Children of about six or eight are often lent out. 
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Thus  if a woman wants   to  go  out at night and  there   ia no   child  av:>il-ble 
phe   raay   borrow  a  sister's or neighbour's  chila  to  aecompany   her.   For 
longer  journeys   too,   such a  onild  companion raay   be borrowed or hired. 
The  child  may  accompany a trader woman on foot  to a near by village, 
which raenns   two  hours   there  ana   two   hours   back often carrying her own 
little load on the head.   She raay  be hired out  to  "abrazar"   a baby. 
Better off women often  take on a little girl  to  look after  their 
youngest  bsby  if  they   are  busy  or" if they  have work.     The  cnild  earns 
31  (Mex.)  per day,   which is paid to  its mother*     She raay  even be sent 
out  to  work as a little  maid.     Children of this a;.e are also   frequently 

v borrowed'as a  sleeping companion for  a young f,\rl or older woman,   so 
that ahe  should not have to  sleep on a mat alone. 

By   the   time a  boy   is  four he wenrs  long  trousers  and 
a  shirt,   and  ire  has  his  hat.     Thi3  remains  his  clothing until  he 
becomes  a youth at  about  fourteen,   and begins   to  worry   about  hia 
appearance,     J-he girl  acquires  a petticoat  some   time  between  five  and 
seven,   ana is also   sometimes given an apron.     Some mothers  have their 
daughter's  hair frizzed  (cold permanent wave)  at  the age of two,   and 
from  that  age onwarus  a  girl  raay  have her hair cut and permed.     i'he 
majority  of children have no   shoes  at  this  age. 

5 tACfT 
Between  eight  and twelve girls  are at  their most use- 

ful  in every way.     They  are at an  age wuen  they  have a certain amounfc 
of "juicio",   that is  to  say of judgement,   o;f understanding;     they 
can deliver messages well  because they  are able to  understand the cont- 
ent perfectly,   but are  too young to  have to  feel  shame at awkward 
subjects,   such as messages  saying their mother cannot pay a debt,   or 
that she wishes to borrow a thing.     They know where everyone.in the 
village lives and can  be  sent out  to  deliver food gifts.   (See  essay  on 
Fiestas).     They  sell  from house  to  house,   and are  tall  enough and 
strong enough to  do  all  the housework and laundry as well as carrying 
the water.     A'uey  cook and make tortillas for the whole family.    They 
are 3till young enough  to obey  -  generally  speaking;     for as I  have 
repeatedly  emphasized  each person has his or her "cardcter",   and some 
girls have the "car3ct\er"  of not obeying.    Girls awiis age do not 
go  about in groups  as,yet;     the;-   have their friends but have no  joint 
activities exoept thajt of fetching an water,  when three or four girls 
will go  togdhXer. 

Mo.«t /ooys accompany  thei,r. father to  the  field all  day 
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soon  after  they   Have  reaoned  eight or nine.     By   the  time  they   are 
twelve   tney   do  a ill 11  day a work.     At  tnat age a     boy  may   take his 
fathers place whether it be in   the  railpa or in trading.     At  eight  the 
boys accompany  their fathers on the »£S*Tiours  climb to  San Criatooal 
where  they  take  the loaded donkeys  to   sell  produce from hot  country. 
At   twelve  theyTraake   the  journey   alone.     Boys  oS$  be  hir£d out  to   work 
for oth.r  farmers,   especially  to   nount horses druing ploughing,   or to 

vVdoblar la  milpa"   (bend over the maize strike).   Some are  Bent out as 
water carryers  with  their donkeys.     They   :aay  be  sent out on  errr.nds 
further away,   such as   Acala  which is  one and  a nl--*-  ..••urs  ride away. 
Boys  are less  willing   to  run  roenoQges within  the village^;     partly   they 
are  shyer than   the girls,   but  mainly  it  is  at  that  age  tnat   they 
refuse to  obey   commands  more and more;     if they  do   obey,   They   do  so 
more  and more   truculently.     Their mother  will  still  ask  them  to   lo 
things  for her,   but if they   do not obey  there is little she  can do. 
If either   she or father want to  ber.-t   the  boy  for disobedience he  runa 
away  and  returns  much later,   when   tne anger has  passed*     The  boys 
begin to play  in gangs,   and  especially  at nights owhen it  is  dark get 
quite out of control.     They   mecile;;- ly  tease any  of the odd characters 
of the village,   such as  the   dumb man,   or  the disabled one;     they  shoutd 
insults and  run away.     If there is  a stranger in  the village then he 
will  be  the one  to  suffer.     Nevertheless,   by seven p.m,   -  roughly one 
hour aft-.r darkness -  these  eight  to   twelve year olds will  be at home. 

School      I  should  say  a word about  the  school,   for 
some children are  sent  to  it,   and Chiapilla has  had its ^Government 
school  for  thirty years.     Before  that  there were  several  small  private 
schools,   so   that  the wealthiest families always  sent  their children. 

loO 
I estimate an attendance of appx. sixty children daily - not always 

.00 
tne  same si**y,   out of  the    140 who  are registered in  the school  book. 

The children belong mainly,   though not exclusively 
to  the better off families.     No  child is  forced  to go if it does not 
wish,   and very   many  of coarse  do not wish to   go.     Also  many  parents do 
not send the children because  they  are needed at$ home to   work or to 
care for younger siblings.     In addition there  is  the complaint  that 
they   learn nothing and spend all  day  playing about,     i'his  is  true,   but 
the  teachers complain that they are quite unable to keep any discipline 
without beating,   and if they  do  bent the parents  complain and withdraw 
their children,     Ttaia, ia  n"I.Bo  truer 
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Many children g0 to school for one year between the 

ages of six and twelve and some of triese manage to le^rn to ?ign their 

names.  Those wno go for three or four years learn to read well enough 

to be able to take some position in the local authority, although 

there i3 no insistence upon a man being able to read and write if he 

takes a "cargo" . (Office) Children wno are sent to school are not 

excempted from housenold tasks such aa carrying water and running 

errands and selling from house to house.  Prom the chiLd's point of 

view the main prestige attached to going to school is the ability to 

take part in the annual procession on the National ^fey, as well in 

three public per?'ormances which the school gives each year. 

Adolescence  "Between twelve and fourteen years 

a girl changes from a child into a young girl;  from a "muchachita" 

into "una muchacna formal".  There is no change in her daily activi- 

ties, in the work she does and in her place within the family,  ^he 

change is a social one.  She begins to use make-up on special occasions, 

she goe3 to dances.  Although she dances with girl friends only, 3he 

is old enougn for a bo,, to come up and invite her to dance;  she will 

refuse saying that she is not yet permitted to dance with boys. 

The real cnange is that she begins to have boy friends, 

or rattier, that having boy friends begins to be a serious matter, 

fifteen is considered to be the proper age at which a girl^ begins to 

dance with boys;  a few give a fiesta' TO mark thiti date.  To dance 

with boys implies that a girl may now be courted, and have a "novio" 

(sweetheart), for dancing in itself means courting. (See iissay on the 

Fiesta).  Very many girls already dance with boys when they reach the 

age of fourteen.  At this time also the girl may join group activities, 

which are all connected with the church.  She may be appointed as a 

member of the "Junta de Solteras", a comittee which organizes part of 

the celebrations of the Patron Saint of the village.  She may be named 

a member of the comittee responsible for the care of one of the Saints 

of the Church. 
A girl is now told to "cuidarse" (to look afteriherself, 

to take care).  She should not go out alone, unless it be for an 

errand during the day;  she should be "juiciosa" which means roughly 

to attend to her work and not to be flighty, 
A girl remains "una muchacha" (socially speaking) 

until she marries. Fourteen is considered young for marriage, and 
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nineteen is old.     Most Chiapiiltecaa  marry  sorae  time  between   these 
ages.     Somegirls move straight from  being a  child to   being a married 
woman;     this happens  if ijjeymarrijes  early.     They   thus never dance, 
nor go   to  fiestas nor do  any  of  the   things  proper for a "muchacha"   to 
do.     Others,   if   they  do not marry,   remain  "una  muchacha"   to   the  age 
of thirty,     'i'here  are  t.vo  or   three  such  girls in Chiaoilla,   and  des- 
pite their age  they   are  treated as young girls;     they   are asked  to   the 
fiestas  and they   have  to  ask  their father's  permission  to   attend.   They 
are "en  el poder de  sus  papas" • /"U^tK d&ti-J«.cU,V   a*.fcUoM&, J 

A person  is  "en   el  poder de  s\is  padres"   as long as 
he or she lives  in  the  sa:ae  house.     xhus  a y ,ung :aan,   although married 
is  still  "en  el  poder de  su  papa"   if he continues  to live in the house 
of  his   father.     If he  has a  separate  nouse,   even  though  it   ue  in   the 
same sitio,   he  is  "fuera de  su poder".     If a young boy   r^ns  from 
home at  the age of thirteen,   then  he is "fuera  del  poder de su padre". 

How much authority  is  in fact  excerciaed by  the 
f':th;rr over the  children who  live  in his houee   denends  upon their ages, 
upon   the  character of the  father and that of his  children,   and as  they 
grow UD  it depends  increasingly  upon  the wealth of the  father,     ft 
man with property  wields more effeecive=p©we=  authority  over his  sona 
and daughters  than one wno  has nothing. 

A  girl also,   remains  "en  el  poder de  su  padre"   if 
she has married end liver with  her husband in her parent's house.   If 
she runs away,   or liveB in h«r  husband's home upon marriage,   she is 
"fuera de su poder". 

At about the  age of twelve a boy  becomes  a youth. 
He is old enough  to   sleen on  his  own,   either on a mat,   or if  there  ia 
a  bed  he will  be given  this,     "e begins  to  cha^e his  clothes upon 
returning from the fields in the evening;     he plays billiards;     he 
enters the cantina and is giv^n  tra^o  b.v  the older men,   or even buya 
srome on his own.    He leaves the boya* gangs and begins to attach him- 
self to   that of the older youths;     he begins  tc   take an active interest 
in girls.     All  these activities  are/typical of a youth    between twelve 
and seventeen.     At  seventeen or eighteen he is a young man,   and  it ia 
about  that abe that he  bgina   to  dance and to have noviaa 

Similar to   the yomg girl  there is no  change in  the 
work he does;     the change lies  in his behaviour;     it lies leas in the 
attitude of older persons  towards him.     At moat he is warned not to,   do 
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anything "iraprudente". 

Courting In a village of 2000 3«uTa)(wIttrn child- 

poEuJUteSfcoff1^*-:*^©-, all the boys and girls of the 3ame age group or#- 

cofcgsns "know" each other, both bi| sight and to apeak to.  However 

courting a girl is differ .nt from knowing her. Line the girl, the boy 

begins courting openly when he begins to dance, which may be at any 

time from sixteen onwn ds, depending upon how shy ne is.  The proper 

place to co .rt a girl is at a dance ("us lissay on Fiosta). 

This i3 net sufficient for a couple and another cus- 

tomary although secret place i_$ by the river (See i\irther on).  IJIuch 

use is made of "papeles", little letters which the boy writes, or has 

written for him, and wnioh he sends by some child messenger to the 

girl of his choice.  In addition he will try to approach her whenever 

he finds an opportunity,  "e may discover he has some business in 

her house, or he may snatch an opportunity when .she is in the street 

on some errand.  ne will look at her, and try to apek to her dt^pen- 

din£ upon how shy he is. 

Whichever way he takes^. the fact is that the initial 

steps in courting are secret, and above all hidden from the parents 

of the girl;  once they begin dancing together tne matter is al: eady 

more public, and she becoles his "novia de Baile", if not his "mera 

novia". (See dssay on .Fiesta). By the time the young man's father 

comes to the house of the girls parents to ask for official permission 

for him to viajJ*aA
he couple have already decided they will marry, 

although it is.the first thing her parents know about the affair. 
A 

Growing up ia a gradual, imperceptible process in 

^hiapilla. 1'he children do an adults'work as soon as they are 

physically strong enough,  'i'he first big change for children of both 

sexes ia when xhe next sibling arrives, and then at the age of three 

or four when they have to dress 'properly' and are expected to help 

mo there as much as they are able to, and are obliged to be obedient. 

•L'hie change for the child is one that is imposed upon it by its parents; 

it is the adults who teach it that it ia no longer a baby. 

A girl is considered to be a child from four to 

twelve years old. During this time she changes of course, but the 

changes are due to her growing up - it is she who is chanjeing and 

not the adults who expect her to cho'ge».  A^about 'twelve the attitude 

of adults towards her does change;  she mu«t now "cuidarse"; she must 
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be careful;     ahe  muHt   t-.ke  thought  about what  she  does   and with whom 
she  speaks. 

The   boy   experiences no   such  change in   the  attitude 
of adults   towards  him.     It  is  he who   cha'jges  his   tastes  and   turns 
himself into a youth and ttien  into  a young man.     "e struggles to 
free  himself from his  parents'  authority,   but  this  is  his own   fight, 
»nd individual  matter. 

I   have given   a  short  description of childhood,   so 
as  to  give  an idea of the way   the men and women of whiapillajgrow up. 
Some further remarks are necessary. 

When I  first came   to  uniapilla  my  impression wca of 
children  everywhere.     It  turned  out  thi.t  this  impression was  correct, 
but in   time,   like  any other adult,   i\  ceased   bo  notice  them.     Children 
seem to   be  everywhere,   because  in fact  ther.   are  so  many.     *he  birth 
rate in Chiapilla,   as  in all Mexico,   is extremely  high,   and despite 
the enormous  infant mortality  rate,   enough live for the  e  to   be a  large 
child population.     Approximately ,450_ under fourteens,   in a  total 
popul'-tion of 1500  (Pueblo  only);/^ tn"at  isrco  say  about one  third 
of  the  inhabitants  are under fourteen.     The  second reason for the 
impress-ion I  had,   is  that children are  allowed  everywhere,   at  any  time, 
always,   and  tney   take J ull  advantage of this,     '-'here  is nothing 
children  may  not witness;     they   are never shooed  away.     When I   t©ii 

the kids who  crowd&Jinto  my reora to  "get out",   they  simply  d(dnot under- 
stand me;     a look of complete incomprehension ctfmea. to   their faces. 
They  doonot know how to  react  to   such a request as  they  haCt^nev.r 
heard it.     So  they  do what  they Uf$W accustomed to   do  in cases of 
doubt,   they •s^rfe^NancT silently  stare. 

Children have plenty of free  time,   and are as  curious 
as  their elders,   and ar-  permitted entry  everywhere.     Ahey  are present 
at funerals,   at accidents,   at quarrels,   at fiestas,   at  drunken brawls, 
at gun-fights,   carrying their younger siblings who are in their 
charge,   with  them.     The only   place from which  they  seem to  be effec- 
tively  banned is  the Cabildo   (town  hall).     x  also  believe  an effort 
is made to  keep  them out during  the birHih of a  child.     My pointjYs, 
that  there is nothing which goes on which is hidden to   them,   nor is 
there any  conversetion\to which  they  do not listen 

As  they  grow up  therefore,   their aprehenaion of the 
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world changes in aa far as their undorst:-riding grows, in as much as 

tney attach new meaning to the tvrae events they have been witnessing 

since babyhood,  i'br an English aid le class child the world changes 

in another way a3 well.  It begins to witness events which had br,en 

unfamiMar to it before;  it may see things and listen to conversations 

which used to be Kept hidden frora it.  ouch a child has to cope with 

the knowledge of new events as well aa with greater understanding of 

known events.  For the ^hiapillteco there are no unknown events to dis- 

cover - in the sense that they h..d been kept from, before. 

By the time he or she has reached adolescence, the 

Chiapillteco has therefore heard of, seen, and listened to discussion 

on, all events whicn occur in a small village.  He knows what hns 

happsned, he knows the oersons concerned, and he knows what hr.ve  been 
the comments.  xhis includes all the irreguli-r unions that h.ve taken 

place, the illegitimate births, the ran-away marriages etc. 

I am led to believe that sexual play occurs between 

young childr.n by a remark made to me by an elderly man in the course 

of a converstaion.  "Ofcourse we all know what goes on between little 

boys and little girls, but this is not the same".  He was referring 

to what goes nn by the river.  £he river, where the girls fetch water 

and where they go to wash all the clothing, and to bathe;  and where 

the boys go to meet the girls.  It is' the place for lovers' meetings 

and for 1 warning about sea - by peeping for the children, and by ex- 

periment for the adolescents.  Girls go in groups to wash laundry 

and to fetch water;  it is thougnt to be safer for them to go in com- 

pany. Ofcourse no girl will give away her companion if her'novio* 

meets her by the river, or if they disappear together into the 'monte* 

for half an hour.  There used to be a water pipe which carried water 

to a tank in the cetre of the village, thus saving the women the 

tiring journey to and from the river.  The frequent break-down of this 

water supply was attributed to the yuun^; men who were being deprived 

of their secret meetings with their sweethearts,  jiven though the 

story may by untrue it illuBtrayes perfectly one of the uses of the 

river.  Indeed, most of the 'robos* take place at the river. 

I think, therefore that «il fchildren have at least 

observed intercourse whether by the river or in their homes, if 

indeed they are not introduced to it by an older pkay-mate.  1 was 

told that intercourse between siblings had not been heard of in 
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Chiaoilla.  This was told me by an informant who spoke freely to me 

and said th« t it wc?.s known to occur in isolated ranhes.  She meant that 

she had not hcnrd^Iit happening in onianilla.  My guess is thrt it does 

occur;  it is too easy and too tempting at night when all are alseep, 

for ther^- is only one room in most houses. 

One story was told rae of a man who lay down on the mat 

besides his sifter-in-law (wi£e<S=s (wife's sister) who was sleeping 

with her child in the house. v*hen  she began to scream and awaken the 
others, he said in excuse that he had be^.n outside to the 3itio, and 

had, in the darkness, mistaken the mat of his sister-in-law for that of 
his wife, and so had accidently lain down on the wrong mat.  "ad she 

not objected no one would have been any the wiser.  •*• suppose that 

the same takes place between brothe. and sister.  Nevertheless it is 

only my guess; for brother and sister are never suspected openly in 

general conversation.  I have nev r heard suspicion expressed when 

brothe;. accompanies his si3ier;  he is considered to be the ofoly safe 

male companion for a young woman;  the proper protector to accompany 

her to fiestas, when going on journeys or at night. 

On the other hand there is supicion if a father is 

seen too often alo: e with his adolescent daughter.  There are se/eral 

known cases of &=fe father/daughter intercourse.  It is thought to 

cany 'castigo , usually in the form of malformed offspring. 

In talking of children growing up, I have said a 

great deal aboux the young girls working very hard,  ^-'his is true; 

but one rausi be clear about the Chiapillteco*s concept of work.  I 

oan convey it most easily by saying that the speed of working, orofQ 

doing anything whatever, is normally about one third of the speed 

people in iiurope are accustomed to work.  I must emphfaaize 'normally* 

and 'usually*, for there are occasions when the people can and do work 

rapidly. But these occasions are exceptionally* Things get done 

more slowly, both because the actual pace of work is slower and because 

the intervals for chatting and st ring around are more frequent. 

It may seem from my account that the poor little girls 

of Chiapilla are slaving away all day.  This is not so.  xhe work they 

do leaves the<a plenty of time to play, and further more much playing 

and chatting goes on during the work.  An errand to a house five minutes 

away will toke at lenst twenty minutes. (There are ofcourse exceptions). 

The errand girl will make her way to the house and st..nd by the door- 

way for a while watching wnat is goinaon inside.  She will then go 
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up to the appropriate aciult and deliver the message.  The recipient 

will listen and will give nis reply and the little girl will remain 

standing in the room.  If something interesting ia happening she will 

stay for a long time before finally undertaking her return journey, 

tfery rsroly does one pop in to lenve a message and rush off in the 

way we might do.  On her way back the child may pas-.- a house where 

there is a peddlar selling some goods. Naturally she will stop to 

watch, if the little girl exaggerates these stops then she is thought 

to be dawdling and acloided by her mother;  but a very reasonable 

time is allowed. 
The only discipline which is required of a child is 

obedience to its par-nts, and most of the par nt's orders are con- 

cerned witli fetching and carrying things, running e. rands and rner-sa^es. 

and doing household jobs. Barents shout at their children "te estoy 

mandando, andate oyiste" (I am ordering you to go, did you hear me?) 

making it perfectly plain this is a command they are giving.  If the 

children do not obey there is no hesitation in using a stick or <i 
belt.  I have nevnr  seen any other form of punishment used.  Threats 
such as not being taken to a fiesta, or being refused an ice-cream 

are only used for very small children and are never carried out* 

As suon as a child is old enough and strong and agile 

enough it fights to free itself fro i such parental authority*  xt 

does this by refusing to obey the order and then running away when the 

parent reaches for the stick.  This struggle to be free from 

parental authority may end, at adolescence by the son or daughter 

running away from home altogether, rather than for a few hours as it 

did in childhood.  Indeed, running away i8 a common way of dealing 

with difficult situations.  It is not considered as cowardly;  it is 

considered -to^&w prudent. 

Boy>are more Rebellious than girls. This iB not 

because girls do not object equally to authority. xt  is, that the 

values of the community emphasize independence for a man, but res- 

trict the activities of a wo nan, espetfinlly of a young woman.  She 

ia more easily subject to gossip and scandal. Her reputation is 

quickly damaged if she does not behave with 'juicio'.  ^>he shows her 

independence in other ways once she is married. 

The dislike of receiving orders is very great in 

Chiapilla; particularly to the men it means a great deal, although 

women J5OTT°object to it.  Again and again in quarrels and when drunk 
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and in ordinary conversation the men will shout "Ifdie me man da; soy 

hombre libre;  no hay quien me manda aqui".  (I am a fr^e man;  no 

one can order me about).  The daughter of a former cacique, used to 

giving orders, explained to me "son rauy delicados ahorita, no ae lea 

manda". (The... are very touchy now-a-day a, one cannot order them about). 

The conductor of the daily bus to Chiapilla left off 

working for the owner-driver because he did not like being ordered 

qbout. "e did not mind working "de acuerdo", (in harmony), "como 

corapaileros" (as friends) as he explained,  """t is true he wnt* an Acal- 

teco and not fr m Chiaoilla, but his audience waa sympathetic and he 

well expressed the attituede and feelings of the villagers. 
There is not any tr- .ition of service.  The words 

"somes para servirle" (we arc her- to be of aerviee to you), are in- 

deed much used, but the;, mean something a little different.  They 

exore33 a willingness to oblige, to be of use.  Wot to serve in tne 

sense of "mozo" - a oervant - but to help as a friend or an equal. 

Ask a Chxapillteco for something in the name of friendship and he will 

go to no Kiid of trouble;  give hin an order and he becomes as stubborn 

as a mule.   ~ 
I  The dislike of authority which is to be found in 

practice, also has its opposite in the expression of what ought to 

be.  People arc fond of saying "tiene uno que obedecer";  "si manda el 

jefe, o^ si raandan los padres, no hay mas que obedecer".  (One must 

be obedient;  if the boss or ones parents order one to do a thing, 

one just had to obey).  T;iis expression of the correct behaviour, 

and the total lack of it in practice, must be understood in the sense 

I have explained at the beginning of the essay, it is another example 

of the divergence between the ideal and practice.  Again there is the 

genuine regret that this beautiful ideal is not followed, and the 

realia tic acceptance of the fact that it is not, "nd the practical 

action necessary in view of ita absence.  That ia to say, if you 

cannot get obedience you try to enforce it by whatever means at your 

disposal, and if you* cannot enforce it you-do without it. 

Th€a dislike of obeying orders and the facility for 

indulging this diiLike are fundamental to understanding this 30ciety. 

Given the importance which ia conceded to a persona individual taatea, 

hia 'gusto' or'cardcter', and the lack of effective sanctions applied 

by the communtiy, which i mentioned in the introduction, aome form of 

internal personal diacipline would be needed to ensure order.  The 
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contr-ry ia the oae.     To be & free individual is the aim;  and a free 

individual means s man who does what he lik.es. not a nan who seeks 

$o mould himself according to 3orie ideal, for ideals are not in the 

realm of real life.  To do wnat one likes means first of all to be 

under no one's authority;  and therefore growing up for a boy ia to 

fr.e himself from parental authority.  This ofoourse is common to all 

societies - the trouble here is that there is no positive ,;.oal in 

addition.  To free oueal«s= ©nelB= oneself from one authority in order 

to submit oneself to another, or to submit to a self-discipline, is the 

general rule.  Here however, the positive goal is lacking, the result 

is that you literally have free individuals who do what they like in 

as far as they are not prevents 

he likes.    ' 

by another individual aluo doing what 

V 

Summary     xhe   characteristic  experience  of   a young 
Chiapillteco  about  to tfhoose  his   or  her  first  paritmer ja#e  therfoEe/tne 
following:     Complete  freedom and indulgence up   tojthe age of four. 
The  infant  ITS  been  constantly   attended  to   and  its   every  whim granted. 
This waajafolloweu  by a  sudden  cnange in which obedience Wr^enforced 
through   trie  physical   atreggth of its  parents;     from  this  authority 
it  begfw(>to   fret  itself an   t-oon  as   its   stregnth hnei  agility   permit*^- 
it   to  do   so.     At  the   S'-.uie  ti:ie   th'.-   child wmrexoectud   to   nelp  i:.   all 
the  adult   tasks,   as   far ao  it^ff&~able  to.     ~hei\-  h.<-t-   been no   attempt 
to   hide  any   of  the   facts  of living  fr^i   the  child.     J-t  has  always 
been permitted  to  see  :-.nd hear everything,   and has witne3:- ed all 
events in village  life.     -i-he young person has long been doing    all 
the work of an adult by. the  time he or she  sets out to  choose a partner, 
the girl  in  the house and the boy  in  the fields. 

The individual  differences will have  been due  to  the 
composition of the  family   (in  tne sense of both parents  alive,  number 
of siblings  etc.),   and to   the order of  oirth.     Important also  is  the 
economic situation of the  family.     There is a big gap in Chiapilla 
betwe n richest and the poorest,   and the people are conscious of it. 

In a sense,   therefore  the Chiapilltedo is  better 
equipped to  set up on his own than many  a young English person,   who 
at marriage,   is unable to  support himself,   and is  frequently unfamiliar 
with such fundamental  events as  the acts of birth and death  and of 
sexual intercourse.    To  the Chiapillteco nothing will  be new except 
the actual  experience of living together with a partner. 
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Ther^ is a proper way of getting married, and the 

various accounts of i >, I have been given, arc more or less the same 

with only minor Kariations.  Sever 1 couples have been married in this 

manner during the last five years. 

There should be tnrec 'pedidaa* (requests).  On the 

first occasion the young man cornea to ttie house of the parents of the 

girl to ask permission to visit her, to become her recognized 'novio*. 

(suitor).  He co ies accompanied by his father, or someone representing 

his father, and usually his padrino, as well as another respected man, 

who may be a relative of the young man or a co lpadre of h s father. 

Three men usually make up the party, but there is no .?ule.  They come 

on a Saturday evening bringing with thera several boxes of beer.  The 

party is admitted into the house, for the young man has previously 

consulted the girl who has obtained permission for the "pedida'from 

her parents.  He would not go without being sure he wa; welcome as it 

would put him to shame, "se p#ttfflB^ en verguenza". 

The young girl may remain outside in the co»redor of 

the house and^ap^enr at all, or she may attend to the guests.  In any 

case she does not speak nor is she snoken to .  The mother of the t;irl 

also aoes not speak and wnether sh« has any say in the matter depends 

upon her character and that of h>.r husb..nd and the relationship be- 

tween them.  The men begin to drink, and at some time during the 

evening one of the novio's party asks for permission on 4ia behalf of 

the young man that he may visit the girl.  From then onwards he is 

'novio de perraisso*, and has *entraaa*(entry) into the house. The 

father will have said on which days he may come to visit, usually it 

would be Sunday afternoons.  At fiestas and dances the young girl will 

dance with re&a^only. 
The time which passes between the "pedida" para 

entrar", (permission to visit), and the first request for the young 

girl's hand in marriage, vartPR very much.  It may be three months, 

six months or a yesr;  it depends upon the "volundad*(the wishes) of 

the girl, the young man, and the parents. 
It is most likely, but not a rule, that the same 

men will come to the parents of the girl for the second 'pedidap*, 

the request for marriage.  The young man may not come this time if he 

is too shy.  xt is sufficient for the party of older men to come with 

boxes of beer and bottles* of liqueur.  The petitioners are told to 
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return in one week for the answer.  There is no formal procedure 

at any of these visits;  it ia always an evening spent by tne men in 

drinking, and in tne course of it, when all are well in fcneir cups, 

the question ia put by one of tne older men.  Neither the young girl 

nor the young man 'apeak*. 

The t ird "pedida* takes the aarae form, except tnat 

often only the eyoung man's father cornea,  un tnia occasion the girl 

ia called in and aaked before the father of the young man what she 

has to aay "Que piensaa f"  or "Que dicea ?" her father asks her. 

Sometimes her father will formally explain to tier the duties of a wife 

and that ahe should "Pienaa le bien" (think it over well) before giving 

the answer.  The young girl aaya "Yea", as this ia pre-arranged.  If 

ahe did not wiah to marry the man ahe would have said ao before he 

sent his fath r to aak for her hand. 

A week later cornea the "agradeeiiaiento" (agradecer 

to be thankful, grateful).  Tliia is a women's occasion;  tnree or four 

women of the young man's family come to the girl's house carrying 

baskets with sweet bread and chocolate, which is cocoa all ready to 

mix with hot water to drink.  They also bring bottles of liqu^Jfc^with 

them. On this occasion the dste of the wedding ia settled.  Again the 

time which is to pas: deoends upon the wiahea of the couple and tneir 

paa^nts;  it may be six months or one month. On this occasion the 

grooms party may bring the money for the brides outfit,  ihia also is 

a matter for arrangement.  Some brides prefer to buy their own clothes 

and others prefer the mo tht-.r of the groom to att$friy them«}r> lre-x . 

It ia the groom who pays all the wedding expenses;  this 

includes the bridal gown, her shoes and slip and veil and earrings* 

He also provides a change of clothes which she dons during the wddding 

fiesta.  The bride's parents spend nothing on their daughter's wddding, 

except that occasionally the mother will give^r her a new dreaa upon 

the occasion* 

This then, is what should happen when a y ung couple 

wishes to marry.  The procedure of 'pedidas'is aometi les compressed 

into one or two, and all might be arranged within a fortnight.  This 

is the "new way" it was explained to me.,tyuring the year I hnve been 

in Chiapilla there have been two sach. weddiHgs. One was a couple 

from the Indian Barrio (with which I have not dealt in this essay). 

The other wa^ between the son of^raan who has recently moved from the 

Indian Barrio to the pueblo, and a very poor girl from the pueblo. 

V_ 
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On   the other hand  then;  have been     eight  run-away 
raarrir.gea,   and three more  cooples who  rnn away   togeth.;-  but did not 
marry.     This proportion  between  marriages with   tiie  content of  both 
parents,   tin a run-away   marriages  is  not a matter of chance,   in  that  tnia 
is  an  exceptional year for run-away   carriages   (as might happen).     The 
number of couples who  run avmy   to  ,;i;t married  exce.ds  the number who 
marry   from their home. 

The run-away marriage is an institution in Chiapilla, 
but the individual circumstances of each case vary enormously and for 
this  reason I  give an account of several  cases. 

I.   GLOHIA I.ltHDaZ    Gloria lived with     her father and 
step-mother.     She had come to  Uhiapilla  two years ago  from Vicente 

fa i. looi'o <n   ir-Jy -«WUi~J- ) 
Guerero,.. where  she  had been bro ight up with her mother a  rel- tlves. 
Her father had found  her  to  be unhanpy  there  and  so   took her  to  live 
with  him and his  second wife  (ajuntados)*     he ia  a poor man,     Gloria's 
first novio was Valente,   but  after  a while  she left  hi .i   to  accept Miguel 
a nephew of her step-mother.     Miguel  had already  asked  for her in 
marriage,   and had b-.en accepted by   the  narenta;     the'oan y   cnocolate   ' 
had    aLready  be n  sent  to  Gloria's  house for  the   "agr-'-deci rL«en to * 
whidh was   to   t kc  pLace  tne next day,   a  Saturday. 

On  Friday   eveniog Gloria went  down   to   tne  riv^r  to 
fetch water   with   two  otne.   women.     There  she was  carried off by   her 
former novio  Valente  together with  help  of   three of ais  friends,   all 
young bo, s of seuenteen.     The wow-ven reported that Gloria  struggled 
and screamed and  thai  her  clothes were  torn in her  effort  to  get free. 
The couple spent the night in a eh rancho   (shelter)  in the monte, 
which belonged to Valente's  father,   and the next day   they  went  to 
Totolapa  (near b,y  village)  and were married in  the cabildo   (town hall) 
in  the presence of Valente's  father.     He is a well  to  do  man but comes 
from  the Indian xJarrio, 

Gloria's father complained  to  the Presidents and 
Valente as well as  two  of his accomplices were put into  jail.     The 
third bpy had gone into  hiding wnen he heard the othe. s had been 
arrested,    \7hen  the two  boys were questioned in the cabildo  they  admitte 
that  they had been nesr-by at  the  time,   and that they  had been bV thing. 
One claimed not  to  hnve noticed anything unusual going on,   and the 
other said he had indeed seen the two  go off,   but  that this was not 
any of nis business.     Valente  stated that Gloria had come with him 
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voluntarily, and Gloria, when questioned by the -"-'residen te aaid she 

had gone with Valente of her own free wi .1, without being forced. 

Her clothes were torn because she had 6ox then caught i>'. some barbed 

wire.  ;ihe stuck to xnia at vet/ despite all trie r'residonte's threats 

of what would happen if she told lies,  Gloria's step-nother insisted 

the girl had be^n intimidated by her parents-in-law. 

The fathei. of Gloria lt-opt inaistjftit ahe had been 

carried oil' by force, and thai if he could be pei auaded it w&a her will 

he would only be too delighted to havi: her married to Valente;  but 

now co .Id he pe.mit hia poor girl to be forced into a marriage ane 

did not want ? 

The Preaidente kept insisting he wo Id have been only 

too pleaaed to *ar^glar"(arrange) xhe whole matter by marrying .he 

couple in tnia v«ry cabildo.  But Valente's father had bo.:n very 

foolish in pe^ tail tiny a completely illegal marriage in 'i'otolapa.  The 

girl was thirteen ana the boy seventeen, as the Secretary triumphantly 

unearthed from he birth r. cords.  The girl co Id not marry at that 

age witho<>V die consent of her oarents,  in the aarriage certificate 

xney appeared aa trnxrrg sixteen and twenty.  (Totolapa is the tradi- 

tional pi ce for a run-a.-.ay  Chiaoilliecoa to get married)  The feud 

between the two village:-; is of lon,5 standing, and the Preaiden te of 

Totolapa is only too delighted to marry anyone if they give him suffi- 

cient money, and especially if they come from Chiapilla.  Hence the 

Presidents'a refusal to accept the mania^o certificate. 

The Preoidente regretted very much th-it he co;,-ld do 

nothing to help, but tney could see for themselves that his hands 

were tied due to their own stupiu action,  xhere was nothing for him 

to do out to send the master -ro C'h.Lapa, the Jjownr Court of Justice. 

Thia is the usual threat when two parties cannot 

agree to settle a matter in the cabildo,  ^ending a matter to Chiapa 

means so much expense both in the continual journey-^there (at $16 Mex) 

and in the amount needed for bribery tkesrs, that it is usually pre- 

ferable to spend a smaller amount to settle the c-se in Chiapilla, 

The fath .r of Valente was most anxious that the 

affair should be settled here.  He admitted his foolishness and said 

he was prepared to take any steps the Preaiiente suggested. 

The session lasted approximately three hours with 

everyone stating and re-st ting his position, insisting upon how much 

he would like to act otherwise and have the matter settled amicably. 

V 
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but  demonstrating  that   the  eireama tonces  did n   t  pe/iait  hio.  to   do   ao, 
so   thf X   his   nands  were   tied,      Finally   the   bo, n  v/cre   sent  br.ok  to   Ine 
jail  and  the  girl w  :?   detained in   cue  hou^;  of two   responsible  ana 
respectable old  maids. 

Thy  par'.-ntn of Gloria   left   tho  cooildo,   and  it was 
then   th  t  tiie  .-.'resiuenxe   finally   suggested  to  Valente's  fath.-.r  tnat 
the only  pos: iole way   ne  could imagine   that  'Jloria's  fath  r might  be 
apeased  and persuaded  from  takir.,5,  tne   natter to   Chiapa would  be  a 
church wedding, 

I   ao  not know  how  raucn  money  was  given   to   uluria'a 
fct:iwrf   nor  how raucn  the Preaidente  received.  . In  any  case   the  church 
wed.ing  took  placo  on a   Saturday,   one week aft:r   the  agradeeimiento 
from her first novio   Miguel  w;v.   to   have  be jr.  received.     -I'he  tjadife 
priest  waa  paid  for  to   o... ;e  from Ac;la   eppocir.lly   for  tne   raarriao.e; 
the  bride WB     pe  fitted   to   /.ear a w.iite  dr«as-i   (which w>m  soLd  to 
Valente's  mother second-hnnd  at an oulrageo .a  pi'ice  becruno  the.:, c 
was  n:   time   to   have one  made   for   tat:  girl)     The  groo-i  aupplieo.   tne 
wedoing  outfit  as  well   as   tne  change  of  elot.iea  proper at  n  weeing, 
and  the  fi-oita w :-:   held  in   trie   nooae  of   the  groom,   in   the  Morning, 
which i_-   the pnypur  time  for    un  casamiento   alegre -   tniu  literally 
means  a  gyy   successful  wedding -  but  implies one whicn  has  been 
arranged in   the   "proper*  manner. 

In tnis  way   tne  Honour of ULorin's  fatho;   was  aevod. 
He  did not  come   to   the weluing and  completely   ignored  tne  event which 
must   have  befn  ratnfe1  a   strain  aa  his   h..iu-;e  in  r.uxt  dosrra   to   that of 
his  aon-in-law. 

'i'her-• was  disagreement among village  gossips  whetner 
the   'rooo'   had  been   ntacjed or whether Gloria  really   had  been  carried 
off against her will,     riow^v  1   there was unanimous  agreement,   that 
once having been  carried off,   they   had  to  marry;   "ni  moaos"   (there 
is nothing  that  can   be  done  about it). 

V 

PiixROUA HrlHHANDaZ     II     Petrona   is   the  d ugher of a 
ve.<y   poor widow.     Her novio   Pedro   had  requested and  received  per- 
mission  to  visit  her.     That   is   to   any,   he was novio  with  the  consent 
both  of his  and of her parents,     it waa  arranged  that en  Sunday  he 
was  to  "entrar para pedir-la",   he would formally ask  to  marry Petrona, 
and  it was understood that  ne would be ac-.epted,     ^n  Saturday  the 
couple danced  together at a weddi g fiesta,   and  that night  they  ran 
off together.     Tney  spent  the night in a rancho   (shelter)  belonging 
to Pedro's family;     the next day  they went to Totolapa with Pedro's 
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older  brother  and  nis  god-fatner  to   ^et  raarr-ii.d at   the   c   biLdo.      •'hey 

I'cmaineu   'Living  in   cue   mon te   for  a   few   days   and   tie.n  the  eou,.>le  settled 

in  Pedro's  motners's  house.     petroana   's  mother was  furious  and  in- 

sisted   she  wanted  another  mar  ir.   e  in  Chiapilla.     however  ai\er  a 

couple;  of weeks  Pedro   sent  a  pr.rty   to   'convencer*,   and   the  mother  made 

herself   "comeadre'witn   tne mother of Pe^ro,   ao   that  they now  all   live 

in  harmony. 

The general  comment was  that  the boy  did not want  to 

spena  money on   the wea iing,   or  alternatively   that  the   eotiple^co .Id not 

wait any  longer. 

Ill   3A; VILA Sara  in   tne  dftugnt^. 
I 

of   LUG  wealthiest 

\_ 

man in Chiapilla, the daughter of tne cacique.  She herself worked 

hard at drear Tanking, giving injections and attending the telephone. 

She therefore had quite .some money aa\'.;d up.  The novio of Jara wa3 

Giro who lived in Ac--;la.  he nad be.-n the driver of a small pick- 

up whejfh had belonged to Sar??s father, seeaaa= before he bo- ght his 

own decrtrp&i car in which he carried goods and passengers between 

Chiapilla and Tuxtla.  ne spent much ti ie in Sarafs house, drinking 

and gambling with her fath-r who wrs fon ; of him.  Giro slept fre- 

quently in tne house and wae *muy de confianza* as the people said. 

It was known th"t Giro wanted to marry Sara as soon as possible but 

that, she was delaying in the fixing of the dr-te.  "er fathex and the 

whole f amity wars agreaule to tne match. . 

One day Sara's father .vent on an outing to Venustiana 

Carranza £'©3? v.ith tne wnole family.  ^ara made some excut-e for not 

going and remained at home.  Th-'t night she took all her clo „hes 

and money mid rr-n off witn Giro.  They drove off in his car and went to 

Chiapa where they got married in tne caoildo.  -fearing tnat her father 

might persue thera, they drove further in hi3 c^r and reached the coast 

where they remained for a few uays#  Then they aetiled down in a house 

which Ciro owned in Chiapa. 

Sara's father was furious.  He refused to hzve  her 

name mentioned in the noese;  he took down all photographs of Sara 

and had them burnt.  She is no longer his daughter.  About three months 

after the marringe Ciro sent a party to Chiapilla to 'convancer*, but 

his father-in-law happened to be away th t Sunday,  his wife who is 

terrified of her husband locked all the doors , unwilling to receive 

them in his absence, so that the par:y was left standing outside* 

As they were not to know that Snrafs father was really away, they 
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thought he  v.'a..  refusing   cne.m  ,.-n;,ry   an  purpose,   unwilling  to   forgive 

h . ?•  daugnter. 

."jam's   siblings  viui i  \\^:   ii,   ^hiapa  ana   at-y   wita 

her over-nignt,   bat  hem   fat..  /•  a tilt  will  have  notning   to  do   with  her. 

The  gen  rul   uoxa^nt w-a   tusi   ~iro   prjb  bly   nau  no   money   as   he   spent 

so   much on  tiring but  tnat   tney   had   be-..n   very   foaliaa.     nad he  spoken 

to   Sarafa  father ana   tola  aim frankly  oi'  nia  financial p-is+ition, 

he woulu h ve lent   uiem  money    to   «_,   t carried.     •'n  any   eaae  tne  e lament 

WHS  tn: t   they   would  tr-ve  done  better   to   have a modest 4ui.ee vved  ing 

than   to  run off;   and  tnat   the  whole   tning vvaa  worse  because  Jara*a 

fath  r  had  trusted  Giro   to   enter  his  houae  freely, 

IV  fiAl-l'.'. '.''IT A  LCT'aZ     Margarita   has   already   run   off 

twice with   two   a .ffr;r'.:nt  man of g.;od   financial   standing;     She  has 

livec  v.ita   them  for a  whl" e,   an'i  tne:;   got  fed up  and  returned  to   her 

home.     Her   lotn.r is  a widow who   has  bc-n left in  comfortable circum- 

stances   (b^  Cainpilia  standards). 

Adrian had  tried  to   crry  her off  sev  ral years  ago, 

but  an   he  made   tne  attempt   early   in   the  morning tie'-r the  maise  grinding 

mill,   and  as   ahe   struggled   and  screamed,   several   people  came  ur>   to 

f re -   her.     Tina  time Adrian went   to   the  ri"-er,   knocked  the bucket off 

her  head,   grabbed   her   o.y   the   hand  and  ran  off with   her. 

They   did net  s-^end   tne night  in  the  ma.ate,   I   r-uoioae 

because  Aurinn  has neith- r fatn.:r nor moth.r and on\y  very  dial.a it 

relatives,   and  had no   one who  wo ;ld  bring him -fev>rt.     So   he and 

Margarita went  xo   the  nouat-  of  his  employer where  he  had  bean living, 

and  sne  hid  there  for a  coaple  of days  befor.    they  rented a  house  at 

the  end of   the  village. 

After a fortnight 4d*"««« Margarita left Adrian,     The 

general  comment was  that  she  had gone  and done it again!     Would  she 

never settle down ?    No one  speaks  ill  of Margarita;     they  say  she is 

a goud nouae«.ii'e who  cooks  and  cleans perfectly,   and  the men she has 

been witn  apeak well  of her. 

Poor Adrian went around  very   sad for a  few  days, 

and finally  a party  vent   to   'oonvencer*.     Margarita  agreed  to  return 

to   Adrian  if he  would marry   hei.     So   that very  night  the  civil wedding 

took  place  in Xprgarita's  ho.ise;     few  frienda on ty were  invited,   but 

it was  Adrian who  paid  for what  celebratien   there was.     The  couple 

now live in  the home of Margarita's mother. 
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V J..'o._y';<   VliiA     Jo sofa  was  married  and liveu  with  her 

huab.-nd,   Li or1 do,   inVur own  no.ie,   the  hou.se of  her grandraoth -r with 

wSuif-she  hav    been   brought up.     .inen   their non was  a  fortnight  old 

Libr do  left   to   return  to   his   parents.     It ia   said  he w-.a  chased out 

by Joaefa's  grandmother wuo   dialiked  hi i,     -Jibrado  came   to   'convencer' 

to   aak Josefa  to   come  ana   Live with  nil,   but  her grMidmother did 

not  want her  to  return   to  him.     She  wanted   the  girl  to  leave  the child 

witn  her and  to  go   to  work aa  a  -fluid  in  Tu.-tla  or in  Mexico,     '.men   the 

child w."S  one yo-r old,   .ioS"fa ran  of    one night to  go   »nj  live witn 

her husband,-  this   t Lie  in  his  parents  house.     Librado'n. hoa  a very 

poor  ncae  and Joaefa'a  grand-parents  are  reasonably well off. 

I   do  not  know  what  were   the   comiencs   in   this   cnae. 

VI   LOLA Lola  co ica   fro'a  a   well-to-do aily. 

V 

L 1  > 

ohu heroul; aiso .iaa money oecause silt .vorks uaru at ureaa-making. 

During tue fiesta of \ca;_a, ( ajnear-oy vx   town)   Xavier persuaded 

her to ran off "ivit.ii i.im.  one arrived at the appointed place 

iu:r clo t,nea and money;  wavier a.vai U:d h^r wi Li 1 several £s of his 

.irienda, nnd after they had finished with hor, left ner tu find ner 

way b-iuk home.  Hex1 iY.tii-x-, it '.vs.; said g've h .-r a goon hiding and 

took nor b ick ijitiy ..is nou..e. 

I'uo general oo.Hunt «: ^ t,lr. i  it was a ve y wrong 

thing oi tne young men to nave done, and whf.-t we.-e they coming to 

these days?  However Lola had already once arranged to run of..' with 

another young man who hao refused to carry her oJ.f, and .dio had left 

her in the lurch after spending the nigat witn ner. ',Jo some people 

said she snould hav = been more careful, -"evortheleas the main blame 

waa put onto the men. 

VII UMVEA  VARGAS Xavier, of a good family, had been 

the novio of Odilia, also of a gt>od family, for a long time.  3oth 

were fond of each other and it was an ae.eptea thing that they would 

ire marri^tT*" On*e night Xavier had serenaded Odilia by paying for the 

marimba to play outside her house.  Later that.night he rsn off with 

Maria, the thirteen year old girl who livedAopposite-*H^---htra«e.  They 

spent the night in the monte, and'the next morning Marta's parenta/ 

well-to-do shop keepers, threatened to take the matter to the caoildo. 

Xavier fa mother insisted he mari-y the girl,although 

he aid not want to do so at all.  They lived together for some months 

until Marta returned to her parents, where ^sfc* son was born. ~*arta 
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complained   that Aavier  beat  tier,   end  ne  eo tplained  that  sue did not 
look  aft:;i'  him properly* 

It  ia   poaaiole  xa'-u   iht;  t.'-o  will   live   togetuor again, 
for Oailia  has now  mar: ieu another man.   &tPT~mi Marta livea opposite 
Xavier'a  house   the  little  son frequently  co.ucs  across   to   see  hi.a 
father.     ue ia very   fond of  tne  cniid ana for  tnia  reason raay  take 
i\1arca  oaok. 

I  uo not  /..nov.   wnat were   the  eomients  at  the  time,   for 
it  hapyenea  two yean;  ago.     Ho   one could understand how  it  eouLcihave 
happened,   but  aoae  a ay   thst wavier nad  asked Uailia  to   run  -way  with 
hia and  ahe had refused.     Other's  aaiu  th-it uiarta haa  di^red him to   run 
off with her,   challenging his  manho   d if he  aid  not* 

V. 

1 have wearied the reader witn ail these instances 

to show how much tne inaivaal cases vary; each one ia an exception 

to one of the generalizations I am about to make. 

There is genuine upset and commotion at each "rubo". 

First of all it immediately beco -ies the topic of village gossip; 

much moralizing goes on ab^ut the imprudence of tne couple and "que 

no pienaan las cosaa" (they uo not think before they do a thing). 

There is a great deal of speculating as to want the characters con- 

cerned will do, and what tne parents will do;  aoout how, when and 

where it happened etc.  This is justified, for although the act of 

running away togctuer is ao frequent chat it can be called an insti- 

tution in this society, neither the antecedents nor the consequences 

have much regularity 

Thus the circumstances wnich precede ,and lead up 

to running away, and the manner events move afterwards, vary enorm- 

ously.  The oentral act of a man and a woman running off together 

remains the same.  They call it "huyendoae" or "robo" ;  this is to 

say that in speaking of such an occurrence people will say "se huyeron" 

or "el hn-ifore se llev(5 la muchacha, se la rob<5"* The difference is 

plain enough,  "huir" is to flee, to escape, to run off,  "Se huyeron" 

means they ran off together, implying un= complicity or willingness 

on the part of tne girl.  "Robar" is to steal, to abduct, to kidnap, 

implying neutrality if not unwillingness on the part of the girl* 

The first makes both partners equally responsible;  the second places 

the responsibility upon the man only. The two ways of speaking of 

the event are used interchangeably as though they signified exactly 

the same* 
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The  essential   act   in   that   trie  man and   the woman 

spend one night   togetn r in  "el  monte".     ijoth   leave   the  house  in wnich 

they   have been   Bleeping  (usually  it     is  their   home,   but  not necessarily) 

and  together leave   trie village  to  pass  one night  in "el  monte". 

"Monte"     means   the countryside,   tne  fields;     hut  its 

significance is nearer that of "the s;irub"     aa used in Africa.     "Monte" 

carries  the association of being  the wilds,   unsafe,   dangerous;     it  ia 

the op ioslt4e to   everything implied by  tne wortk"el  pu^olo",   wnich ia 

safety,   company,   people,   comfort,     in actual  fact  a night  in   the 

"monte"     is no  hardship,   for the nights  are warm and there are plenty 

of "ranchos",   shelters uoed  by   the peasants  against rain and  sun. 

(Note that neith r   oara Vi&a  III,   nor Margarita  Lopez  IV)   spent  their 

first night in  the rmrte). 

• The  significant   tning  is  tl'iat it  has  been a public 

action^    -5—as»—stme  that quite a number of  coupleB  meet  secretly   at 

night  in the  "monte",     "para  pasar un  rato   juntos"   (to   be together for 

a  while).     Dut the   aatter is  kept  secret   and   each quietly  returns  to 

his  or her horae,   unobserveu  if  possible.     In  the  case of running 

off  together there;  ia no  attempt  at  secrecy. 

It  is  agreed  by  all   that  it  is   the   girl's  parents 

who  "se ponen  en verguenza"   -  wno  suffer shame at  tneir daughter's 

action,   and x  think it very  unlikely  that  her parents  know of her 

intention  beforehand.     However,   once  their daughter has   been carried 

odff by  force,   they   have  to  face facts  and accept  the nece.-;sity of her 

marrying  the young man.     Their  dignity  may not permit  them to  come 

around immediately,   but   the faet that  the young man has done the 

honourable thing and married  the girl,   and the faat  that she has been 

carried off against her will,   opens  tne door towards a reconciliation. 

For  this reason there  h s  to  be a "robo".     xt ia 

difficult for the parents  to  allow  themselves to be persuaded if their 

daughter hfs been  so   shameless as to run away   of tier own free will* 

If it  can be shown that  she wa carried off,   and that it was  all the 

man's  fault,   and  if it can   be shown   th8lr*did his best to  remedy  his 

raahnesa by marrying her,   they can  cede more easily*    The couple there- 

fore make an  effort  to  stage a "robo"* 

The poreAta of the girl are in a difficult position, 

for ic is impossible for them to accept a "quiet but honourable wedding" 

\i. 
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That is  to   say,   if  t*e  young nan wishes   to   marjy   their daughter  out hrs 
not  sufficient money   ror a proper wedding fiesta,   they   cannot  agree 
to   a  simple wedding.     If aho  is  to   lenve  their house  in  marriage, 
with   their consent,   it must  be with a  f fees La, »     The yourg man's   pride 
however,   will  not peirait  him  to   ask   the  financial  aid of  the girl's 
parents.     3o   the  parents of   the girl  tell   the young   nan  to  wait until 
the  harvest  ia   in,   or until  he  haa  acquired  sufficient  money  in   aome 

other way. Vij_    ,j ^   _M_ ^_   ^ LW, "&   ^-.L^'^ ..^^ ••I <tt. ott'hft    ifVw-»«N 

v_ 

/^OJMH*  the girl   ha:?   oeen   carried od?f,   nor  parents  are 
forced  to  aco$>t marriage,   however  quiet   the  fiesta  may   be.     Host 
often  they  do  not appear at   the wedding and  so   have little  say.     But 
under  the circumstances  a weuiing,   however quiet,   is  preferable   to  none* 

The  young  rann on   the oth.-r  hand  can  also   plead  force 
of oiraumstanees  to  account  for  the quiet weeing.     Unce   xhey   have 
run  off,   it  is   essential   they   should  marry  quickly;     and   it is  imposs- 
ible  to   make all   the ;u rangements  for  a  fiesta  on   the   spur of   cue 
moment.     *t needs   time   to   buy  the clothes  for the  bride,   to  book  the 
marimba,   to  kill   the  animals   for  the    ical  and  to   procure   the  money 
needed  for the   fiesta.     -o   lie  does   the  best  he  can under the  eircum 
a tances. 

Thus  the   girl's  parents   ennn   t   permit  a quiet wedding, 
the boy   CHII^.. t  afford a  big wedding,     if   the   coupte  run rfrff   then   the 
girl's  pax c:nta   are  forced by   the  circumstances   to   consent  to   a  quiet 
wedding,   and the  boy  is  also   forced by   the  circumstances   to  make  it 
a quiet wedding. 

I wish to   emphasize that  this attempt at an  explanation 
ia   entirely ray own.     It does not  even  cover all   the cases.  It only 
accounts  for  thdise where  there has  been a "robo",  where the couple 
have married afterwards,   and where  there is reason to  belfeive that 
the man could not or would not  pay  for a fiesta.     There are many cases 
(such as  that of Sara Vila III,   or Lola Gomez VI) where  the girl 
openly runs off with the boy;     and  there are raasy  cases when  the 
couple do not marry  (such as Margarita 4evaar= Lopez  IV)  and there 
are cases where   there  is a big wedding fiesta (such as Gloria Mendez I) 
Certainly no  Chiaoillteco  would reason in  the way  1  have done;     but 
moat Chiapilltecos would agrBe that the majority of "robos"  are 
staged,   and that in the majority of cases "el muchacho no quis(5  gastar" 
tthe boy did not want to  spend money). 

A wedding of tne kind I  have described at the be- 
ginning of this  section is costly.     $1000  (Mex.) is the least that 
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can be  spent  (appx 31 pounds).     If   the  couple haa  run away no   3uch 

expenditure  is   expected.     Very   poor grooms  marry  in  jtjhe    cabildo 

(town ha LI),   where   they   spend no  more  than   the  amount  charged   by  the 

authorities,   and a round of beer for all  present.     The  minimum number 

of persons  is:-     the  man  entrusted with  the reyi3ter of births,   deaths 

and marriages;   (in  the  small  villages  it ia  usually  but not necessarily 

the  presidente);     then  there  in   the  Secretary  who  makes out  the   'A.cta 

de Matrinonio"  because  he  is  able  to  write;     then there  are the   two 

witnesses which  the law  requires;     in  addition  two  god-mothers  and  two 

god-father3  are usuolLy  invited  although  they are not   essential.     The 

parents of the girl  are unlikely  to   be present,   while  those of the 

boy would be there. 

In  the  casj  I  witnessed  the young man  lin.i  no   p.---remits, 

so   there woru  eight  persons present in  addition  to  my3elf.      <^ft- r  the 

ceremony   ch.ru e  rounds  of be^r were  handed   round  and  then   the cou>le 

went of3'  to  spend  the night with one of the  god-mothers,   before  going 

off to   the ranch where  the groom worked. 

More usual,   as   in the  case of Petrona  Hernandez  II 

and Marta Vargas VII,   is   a  small   fiesta  arranged  in  tiie  ho ;se of  the 

grooms  parents.   ('/largarita's   Adrian IV  is   an  orphan  so  the ceremony 

was  held in her house).     The Presidente and- the yeoretario  come to 

the house,   and  the  ceremony  is performed with  the couple,   the witnesses, 

and the god-parents  sitting around  a  table.     Afterwards  "wan y 

chocolate"   is  served and bo..r and liqueur is  handed  round.     This is 

called a "quiet wedding",   with "las  puertas  cerradas",   which literally 

translated means with closed «l©a?ara  doors but  implies  that no 

friends were invited  and ttot no  marimba played. 

However,   as I  have already  said  ,   the  reason for a 

young man's  running off is not  always that he did not wi3h to  spend. 

Araado Morales is a good example,     he ran  away with Roaita at the 

fiesta of Acala.     His mother was very upset and tried to  make the 

welding as "alegre"   (gay,   successful)  as possible under the gloomy 

circumstances.     She  supplied plenty of "pan y  chocolate"  and a good 

amount of beer.     Also  she bought two  changes of clothes for the bride. 

She told me she could not very well buy a white gown as they had been 

together for a week already,     Amado's mother wanted to have the marimba 

at the fiesta,   but the poor lady  seemed to  be out of luok.    ^ne of the 

two  marimbas was playing elsewhere that nighty  and the second belongs 

to  Rosita's father,   so naturally could not' be \a,sked. 

\_ i 
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One obvious  reason  for a  couple running off,   is   that 

•-ither of   the  parents object  to  the  marriage,   or the  couple fears  they 

would object  if  they were  told.     The girl's   parents  are   thus  forced 

"GO   accept  the  marriage  (3e«  below for qualification of  this),   and 

the  matter is  ; ot  so   aerioua   for  the boy's   parents  as  they   suffer no 

shame  (See   Below).     Again   this  is  not always so.     Yucundo  ran off 

and married Odilia Pe. ez  and  his  father refused   to  h-rive him or his 

wife in   the  house;   nor did  he give  nis   son   any   money  to   help  him set 

up  no a Be;   he would  hnve nothing  to   do with  hira.     Yucundo went off   to 

a  ranch where  he  hirea  land,   borrowed  se-jfi and worked hard  for  two 

years,     '•'•'he couple now has  two   children and are  about  to  b*ild their 

own house  in  the paeolo.     •"•  few  days  ago   the  father  sent  for Yucundo 

and  they   are now on speaking  terms. 

Tlhel-third reason  is  sinply   that  the couple  decided 

to   run  of    togeth-.r on the spur of  the  moment.     "Indeed,   tnis  can 

hardly   be  called a  reason  for I  think it is  true of most of  the cases. 

I   do  not  believe  that  theio is   ever careful   olaiming  in advance,     'i'he 

couple decide  that   they  can wait no longer "no   aguantan  mas",   say  the 
uniapilltecos.     It  may  se-.;rn to  be  a  convenient   residual   category  to 

invent -   to   say   they   junt  ran  off because they  felt  like doing so ; 

but  I  believe it is   tne 3i:nole  truth. 

Self control  and  discipline  is not taugnt in this 

society,   nor is   it very  much admired,     ^n   the other hand  to  act 

a.cording  to   "gusto"   is well understood.     If you feel  very   strongly 

about   the   person you love,   and  experience a  strong overpowering urge 

to  run off together,  why  then you run off at once. 

Thus  the couple runs off because' there  is  some im- 

pediment  to  their marrying at once,     ^t may  be  that  the parents  are 

against the marriage,   it may be  that the boy cannot or is \mable to 

afford  the marriage  fiesta,   it  may  oe th;:t  they  feel  they cannot wait 

any longer. 

What happens once the couple returns from the raonte? 

Vvhat are the consequences of running away? 

The young man's family h«v-e frequently ke-ert-his 

accomplices,   or at least they knew of his  intentions beforehand. 

This  is  to  be expected for as  a rule he brings  tne girl  to  their  house^ 

and for this he needs  their consent.     In any ca»e  the young couple 

always needs  someone  to  help  them,   someone who  twill provide them with 
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with ineala during   tneir stay  in   the  "monte".     -Lf it is not  the rant her 
of   the  boy who   sends  the  food  it will   be  some other  member of  his 
family. 

Valente's   (Case I)   ^iater-tn-law  told  me  tha t  hia 
father knew of and approved of  nis   intention to   carry off Glors»"» 
It is ofcoiirse po-siole  she w;ja boasting to me and not  telling  the 
truth,     Pedro's  mother wa3  certainly  told   before-hand,   and  sent   them 
food with hia older brother.    On the other hand I  am sure that Xavier'a 
mother  (CaaeVII)   had no   idea  that  he wo:Ld run off with ""art a - ^.f 
indeed,   he himself knew beforehand).     Another case -1-  know of ia   that 
of Adulfo,   who   ran off witn a girl   his father  strongly  disaproved of# 
fceoauae he considered her  to  be a "loose girl"  unsuitable  to  live in 
the s.-me house with nis wife and daughters who were honourable woien, 
Sha-e had already  run off with   two   men.     iAis  paronts  refused   to   have her 
in   the house,     however,   they woke up one morning to  find the couple 
sleeping in the  corredor of tneir nouse and  perforce nad  to   take  them 
in.     "Qua mas 1 "   hia   mother said to   me wnen sne told  the story,"  What 
elae could we  do ?''   This  is   the general  attitude of  the  parents  of 
the man.     he has  chosen the girl and even if they  do  not like her they 
accept her "Que  haceotnos ?     AL  la quisd",   que lo  vea  el"   •     what  else 
can we do  ?     ue  has  chosen   hex-,   let  hirrv take  the   consequences.   (How- 
ever see  lucundo'a case further-  uack).  As a rule  they will  tnke  in the 
couple;     if the  boy  is very  frightened of nis   par nts  he may  stay 
for a  few  days  in  the  ho :se of relative or friend with his  bride. 

The boy's parents  may  therefore like  the young girl 
and be willing,   to marry  the  couplej     or  they   may be furious  at  tneir 
son's escapade because they  do not like the girl or because they  do 

not have  tne money  to marry them at  that moment  and  have to borrow. 
If neither  their son,   nor the  girl  he hay  chosen, have had a partner 
before the parents will marry  them as soon as  possible. 

As neither the young man,  nor his parents  suffer 
shame in consequence of the^robo,' and as they have accepted the  girl, 
the onus  is upon them to  persuade  the girl's parents  to  accept  the 
situation. 

The man asks his father or some other spokesman to 
go   to  the girl's parents.     A party  of men usually go,   for several men 
carry more weight  than one alone.     They  go to  "convencer";     the party 
will include the god-father or father of the young man to  represent 
him,   but it will also include a compadre or good friend of the girl's 
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father,   or some man of  influence who  ia  respected;     a man whom the 
girl's  father  cannot refuse.     For it   ia   to   this  man's  argument   that 
the offended  frether  ced.a,   not  the $oung ;aan nor  to   his   daughter. 

The  party will   arrive  in  the  evening wi.tn plenty of 
bfc.-r and   they  will  st??rt  drinking,     unce  they  have gained admittance 
they are l'ikely  to   "eonvancer"     when   they   are a LI  drunk.     -"-f  the 
girl's   father does not  intend  to  make it up,   he will  pretend  to   oe 
out,   or refuse  entry  to   the   party  for some other  refiaon  (See  o.nra 
Vila III).     Whether  the  party  is   aucee.-?ful  or not  depends upon   the 
circumstances;     in part upon who   ia   aent;   in  part upon the attitude of 
the girl's  parents;   in   part upon  the  time which  h-a   elapsed  between 
the  eacape of  the  couple  and   the  "entr? da  para  convencer".     To   choose 
the  right moment  ia very  important. 

In   the  c.'-se of Petrona's  no the r there wnn no  diffi- 
culty;   (Case II)   it waa  known  that  she  hau  been   in   favour of  the  match, 
she was  poor and a widow with no   adult  sons;     ahe   had only -o»en  sorry 
that  ther    was   to   be no  proper welding. 

In   the case of Sara's  father  (Case  III)   it will  be 
much more  difficult;     but  he was very   fond of this  daughter so   every- 
one  thinks   that  in   time  he will   accept her back  into   his  house.     A 
few nights  ago   his  friends were   celebrating his   birthday  having brought 
beer  and  the   larimba  to   hia   house.     I waa  sitting on  the door-atep 
of a friend's  house,   when he  and  his  friends  passed by very  tinsy. 
"They  really  are foolian",   she  s^id referring  to   the  run-away  couple, 
"they   should  have  come  to   "eonvancer"  now when he ia in a good mood; 
they ought  to  have known there would be a celebration ,.and should  have 
taken advantage of the propitious  moment". 

Recently a youjjg woman who  had been married,   but had 
left, her husband with her baby,   returned  to  him after two years.   I 
asked how it had happened and W.TS told  that after one years separation 
the husband had come to ask his wife to return to him.     She had insisted 
that her parents-in-law come to   her mother as  they  had never been to 
"convencer"  after  the  couple had run off and got married*    Another 
year passed,   and  the husband's  father came with some friends of his 
to  the  house of the mother  to "convencer".   'Why all  the friends ?' 
I  asked.     "Oh they had all  been  drinking together and while in their 
cups decided to  accompany the husband's  father"   .     Being tipsy thet- 
probably  thought it a huge  joke  to  have a go at persuading the girl's 
mother.     They were  successful  aa the girl  returned to her husband. 
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In one recent case the a n-in-law sent a party to 

"convencer" aft^" ?«";> years of marriage.  J-he couple had run of...' with- 

out the father of the .^irl even knowing that 3he had a ni]io.  They 

had lived in the young man's village, about two hours walk from 

Ghiapilla, and by now had a child one yc?r old.  l'ne fatnur was most 

unwilling totreceive the couple;  he s-.-.id he could not well refuse 

the pleadings of his co'apadre who had come to "convencerQ , and there- 

fore allowed the party to enter the house.  Afterwards ne insisted, 

that despite this he would not tolerate hi3 daughter to come and visit 

him. 

Silverio Gomez on the other hand, who ran off with 

Flor, never came to "convencer" his parents-in-law.  ;ie married three 

years ago and has two children.  ue does n .>t enter his wife's parents 

house although he gre .ts them in the street,  i'lor howev.-r he.a  long 

since been home and visit3 her parents frequently. 

These examples illustrate the nature of "convencer". 

It is a formal procedure which is much used for making up quarrels. 

The person who wishes to make up tne quarrel (usually but not alw^Se 

the offender) sends a party of men to 3peak for him,  T i.is party 

always includes one man who is definitely on the offender's side, 

such as his relative or god-father, or corapadre;  and one who is a 

friend of, and has influence over The offended person. 

Proceedings always start with drinking and the business 

of the visitors is not mentioned until everyone i* <?ay and tipsy. 

The right time and the right mood are vital for settling the affair 

This can be seen from the case of the father-in-law who came to 

"convencer" when tipsy and persuaded the daughter-in-law to return to 

his son. Also the remark my friend made with respect to Sara's father 

when he was drunk. The case of the man whose daughter had run off 

two years ago and would not have her back illustrates what happens if 

a wrong moment is chosen.  It is clear that the parents of the 

girl do not necessarily accept the 'fait acorapli' with which they are 

presented when their daughter has run off and married a man. 

The examples show that the party which has come to 

"convencer" is not always successful, and after a time the same or 

another party is sent.  This is if ther -. is eagerness to make up the 

quarrel, xf not, the matter remains as it is, w th the two parrbee 
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not speaking to each other.  J L^^u.,' 

Thfi* procedure ;vls so frequently used^, because quarrel- 

ing in Chiapilla usually meana physical separation an well.  I have 

already said , that to run off in the face of a difficult situation 

is a comaon way of dealing witu it.  if Dne. e has been a quarrel, 

if a man has stolen something, if a child hf-.s been naughtty, if a 

person har, killed, if he has cheated another, the tning to do is to 

disappear from the signt of the offend d person until time has 

elapsed for his anger to cool off.  Then one may go to "cu/ivencer" 

or alternatively conlinueti to remain at a safe distance from the offended 

person. 

Motice thnt the wo.nk "convencer" does not mean to 

apologize.  It carries the significance of making it up, convincing 

the other pex'son he ought to change his attitude. . We* have xhe idea 

that a person who na3 done a wrong, apologizes, and that it is the 

duty of the offended person to forgive. 

Tne Chiajiilltecos "piden perdon" (beg forgiveness) 

of God and of the Santa Tierra (h^ly earth), but nox of other people. 

Convencer means convincing the offended person trv-.t there is no reason 

to be cros  any longer.  It is done by arguments explaining the cir- 

cumstances of the c;-iae, and snowing why xnere is no longer cause for 

anger.  In this way neither party loosea face,  xt is simply that 

the circumstances have alte.- ed ana tnerefore the attitude to be taken 

ia a different one.  (See ^si-ay on Maize for settling of disputes) 

The kind of arguments used are not "Thay have done 

wrong and beg to be forgiven".  The arguments used are "After all it 

ia your daughter;  look.tney are living well together;  the young man 

ia working hard, he does not drink, he does not be^-.t her, etc." 

In fact, the Chiapilltecos speak of the offended person who is apeaaed 

as "tuve que rebajar" - he had to lower himself -.  It almost looks 

as if the offence lies in being angry, and not in behaving badly! 

\k 

I have written this section on young persons about 

to choose their fir£ partner.  They may propose and marry and in the 

"proper" manner, and more frequently they may run oft together, or 

may 3tege a "robo".  The moat likely reason for this is that the 

parents arc- opposed to the match, th&t the boy does not want to or ia 

unable to spend the money for a wedding fiesta, or that the couple 

simply run off on the spur of the moment. However, i-i 
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POMPADRES IN CHIAPILLA 5. VTM^ 1V\&\*£AVN d\ C»v*Jp^H^ 

Page 1 : Paragragh 6 OMIT from "Indeed, this be confused". 

the whole paragragh should be omitted. 

Page 3 : Line 1 - The custom in Qhinpilla is to have home altare 
and the altars..... (omit here ) 

Page 6 : Line 7 - ..ness, for a present is alwnys required  
(omit as) 

Page 7 : Line 1 - Natie, for example, is not compadres with her 
daughter's parents-in-law* 

not son-in-law's parents. 

Page 7 : LinelO - Venecia is also not compadres with her daughter's 
parentB-in-law  (not son-in-law's parents) 

Page 9 : Line 26 - felt that it should be. People will say "they 
drew pistold on each other despite...... 

Page 10 : Line 2ft*- already compadres once, you can become compadres 
again, to make the tie  

Page 11 : Line 6 - had been teasing me for a long time about 
marrying an elderly gentleman  

Page 11 : Line 13 - this friend would be padrino of my  
(omit my_) 

page 14 : Line 15 - are absolute rules which govern the choosing  

At the end ADD this paragraph; 

In conclusion I wish to say that this whole oxpfcaaatlon 

I have given of compadreship: the conditions under which it is 

formed; who is chosen; what actions confirm it etc. is an explanation 

deduced by me through observation and questioning. The people them- 

selves do not see» nor conceive it in this way; they do not think 

about it particularly. This relationship as it is acted out and lived 

by the people appears less tidy and clear than in my presentation. This 

does not «*. „ amount w «. »»  ascu^e «* *T« «' «~« 
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5. VW l^vWw a\ tm^ate^o 

OOMPALRES IH CHIAPILLA 

There is a clear notion of how a oompadre relationship ought 

to be formed and what kind of a relationship it ought to be. Even 

though everyone may not be able to verbalise this, it is perfectly 

clear from the comments upon the behaviour of compadres to each 

other. 

I will give an account of this ideal type, this mental image 
of what compadres should be to each other. 

Two persons become compadres through baptism of a child. The 

parents of the child become compadres with the god-parents. 
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From now on they must greet each other when they meet; they 

must address each other as comadre/compadre; they must respect 

each other. Only one formality is essential to establish the 

relationship, and that is "dar el abrazo", you pat each other on 

the back in a half-embrace after the religious ceremony. There 

is no way of terminating the relationship, nor can it be super- 

seded by another one, although compadreahip can supersede other 

relationships. Once compadres, always compadres. 

This is the essence of oompadreship, of how it is oonceived; 

I shall now show how it works in praotice. In doing this I am 

not unearthing anything hidden or subconscious, nor revealing 

different "levels" of thought or action. I am simply putting 

into words what any more intelligent GhiapiUteoo could tell you 

if he cared to. Everyone (I have come across) has the same notion 

of what compadres ought to be to each other, and every one knows 

perfectly well that people don't always keep to it (although 

many do). 

) Indeed, this difference between "ought" and "is" is not ouch 

a problem for the people here as it seems to be for us. There is 

no deeply felt incongruity in expressing one sentiment, in express- 

ing it strongly and sincerely; and acting in a completely different 

way. To tell a person that you art at his service, that you are 

a 
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his friend, that you esteem him and will help him in every 
thing, and to rob him of his money next morning is not as repul- 
sive here, as it would surely seem to us* The first is a true 
expression of the man*a feeling towards you at the moment. She 
second is the necessity of life, of circumstances. In explana- 
tion it is felt sufficient to go at length into the manner of 
how and why he was led to do this thing. A man's words do not 
have to be as good as his deeds. A man's word need not imply 
his deed*. .The word is quite^different thing from the deed. She 
two should not be confused. 

.te » 

By far the most striking thing about the relationship is 
the tremendous -variations it permits, both in its formation and 
in its quality. The closest comparison I can think of is that 
of our relationship of a "friend"• A friend can be a person one 
chats to occasionally across the g&?d*n fence, or a person with 
whom one shares ones most intimate thoughts; he can be a person 
one meets once a year or a person one sees daily. The range of 
friendship seems to be infinite. Compadreship has rather nar- 
rower limits. 

First of all, how is compadreship formed? I have already 
said that the "ideal type" is formed between the parents and the 
god-parents of a child. It is complementary to the god-parent/ 
god-child tie. (In the same way that the father-in-law/son-in- 
law relationship follows from the husband/wife tie upon marriage). 

There are other ways which are considered to be more or 
less legitimate} opinions vary. Tou may, for instance, become 
compadre of a person because you have taken his holy picture to 
be blessed by the priest. 

\_ a- 
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The custom-hese, is to have home altars, and the altars 

have one or more images of saints, either in statue or framed 

pictures. These have to be blessed by the priest in church. 

She owner has to find a god-parent for the saint's image, mho 

will take it to the church and have it blessed. If you ask the 

god-parent later why she is oomadre with the owner of the saint, 

she will not say "I am god-parent of her saint". She will say 

"I carried the saint in my arms, I held the candle"; the same 
phrase used for the baptism of a child. This form of eompadre- 

ship/oomadreship through the blessing of an image is not thought 

to be valid by everyone. But those who believe it does not 

really count, shrug their shoulders and add "I would not do it, 

but if other wish to, it does not matter"• As in all things 

here there is no absolute rule. 

I have two teen-age friends who address each other as 

"comadre". Curious about this, I asked them how it was they 

were comadres. After lots of giggling and bashfulness they 

told me that they hooked their little finger and repeated a 

rhyme (which I have forgotten) and that this made them comadres* 

An adult who was present said, "not real comadres, of course", 

and the giggles confirmed this. The two girls were friends and 

wanted to express this, to formalize it, and the way to do it 

was to become comadres. 

But even within the church institution of baptism, there 

are various ways of becoming a god-parent and thus a compadre. 

The most important and only essential god-parent at a baptism 

is that of "bautiso" or nde pila". The one who holds the child 

when the holy water is sprinkled over it. This god-parent, 

as indeed any god-parent may be a man, a woman, a couple, or 

even an older child. In addition, at every baptism there are 

usually one or more god-parents "de evangelio"; they become 

god-parents (and hence oompadres) because they"abraaar,,--they 

hold—the child while the priest says a blessing. If the parents 

U- 
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of the child wish for still more compadres, they name god-parents 

"de vela"; those who merely hold a lighted candle during the 

ceremony. So you appoint the number of god-parents and thus 

acquire the number of compadres you fancy. 

Compadreship is also formed at weddings, for the "bride and 

groom have their god-parents "de boda"—of the marriage—• It 

is usual in Chiapllla to name more god-parents for a wedding 

than for a baptism. They are named whether it be a civil or a 

church wedding and if there is both a civil and a church ceremony, 

then the god-parents are named separaboly for each. The god- 

parents of a marriage become the compadres/comadres of the 

parents of the bride and of the parents of the groom. In addi- 

tion the parents of the bride and the parents of the groom 

become compadres/comadres to each other. 

/. 
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At a baptism the parents of the child name the god-parents* 

At a wedding the god-parents are jointly named by the parents of 

the couple* This follows from the fact that both sets of 

parents will become oompadres/oomadres to the god-parents of 

the couple* 

There is yet another way of becoming compadres* A person 

beoomes the compadre/oomadre of his children's compadres/ 

oomadres* Thus if your son or daughter is god-parent to a child* 

you. too, become god-parent to the same ohildf and as a conse- 

quence oompadre/comadre with the child's parents* Similarly, 
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the god-parents of your son's or daughter's children are 

compadre/comadre with your son or daughter and are thus your 

compudre/comadre as well.       it_i& I ^T-~--_ 

^     ""•^•^ ft ft 

Oompadre relationship can thus be formed through the baptism 

of a child; through the blessing of a saint's image; through a 

wedding either civil or religious; through your children's 

compadres. 

"Why is Roberto your compadre?" I ask.  "I really can't 

remember; Mother, why is Roberto my compadre?" A family dis- 

cuBsion follows to settle this point. The fact is that it is 

not very important. What matters is the fact of being comadres/ 

compadres, and once you are, no matter how you became so, the 

correct behaviour towards each other remains the same. The 

quality of the compadreship is in no way changed by the manner 

in which you became compadre/comadre. 

A man may become compadre with another for three reasons; 

1) Because he was asked to me a god-parent, 2) because he asked 

the other to be a god-parent, 3) because he is parent of one of 

the new-made comadres/compadres. 

Compadreship is not an imposed relationship. It is one of 

choice and of "volundad." And this faot, that it is based on 

"volundad", may be what makes the compadre relationship such an 

important one, such a respected one. For the highest compliment 

which can be paid to a person is to be invited or to be given 

something out of "gusto", out of "volundad" of the giver or the 

host* You cannot refuse a person who asks you to join him in a 

drink, in a party, or in some other activity, because it is his 

(the inviter's) "gusto." It would be offending him deeply for 

he has asked you to accompany him for the sheer pleasure and 

delight of your company* 

v_ 
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A nan cannot very well refuse to be a god-parent if asked. 

He could conceivably get out of being god-parent of a wedding 

with some sort of an excuse about being absent on business, 

or being ill. But to avoid being god-parent of a baptism is 

considered to be bad. Bad in the ordinary sense of unobliging; 

bad in that the reason for the refusal is thought to be mean- 

ness, fes a present is always required of the god-parent; and 

bad in a moral sense, although to say in a supernatural sense 

would be putting it too strongly. Those who have children 

generally explain inability to refuse by saying "I have also 

asked the favour of other person and may have to ask it again, 

so I could not refuse". Those who have no children say they 

cannot reject the honour and esteem shown to them when they are 

invited to become god-parents. 

Being god-parent to a child is thus thought of as a favour 

to the parents and the parents consider themselves as asking a 

favour. At the same tins it is considered as a compliment to the 

god-parents, a mark of esteem offered by the parents, whioh it 

would be "desprecio" (contempt) to refuse. 

It therefore looks as though the relationship is not entered 

into voluntarily.  At least, by those who have been asked to be 

god-parents, by those who have been chosen. The parents of the 

new compadres also seem to have no choice, for after all what 

can one do if one has been chosen and if, as I have said, on* 

cannot very well refuse. Nevertheless demonstration of voluntary 

consent to becoming coapadre with another is required. 

This is symbolized in the custom of "dar el abraso", without 

which two persons cannot become compadres/comadres. And here I 

use "symbol" quite straight forwardly as meaning a formal pre- 

scribed action which indicates something more than the mere 

action; it indicates an attitude, a state of feeling* This 

embrace is an action both parties have to carry out. It is not 

sufficient if the one embraces the other* Both have to embrace 

each other at the same time. Without it there is ao eompadreship* 

v_ 
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Katie, for example, ta not compadres with her aon»in-law's 

parents. Her daughter ran off with her sweet-heart and married 

him in the absence of the parents. (Compadreship is usually- 

joined between the parents at the wedding feast.) They have 

been married for a year now but her husband and his parents 

have not yet come to "convencer", to ask pardon, to make it up. 

They have not "dar el abrazo," and are not compadres. In fact, 

they are not on speaking terms, a state they keep up quite well, 

despite living two doors from each other. 

Venecia is also not compadres with her sen-in-law'a parents. 

Her daughter ran away and now has a child a year old. However 

her son-in-law did come several times to "convencer," but Venecias' 

husband refused to accept his gifts of reconciliation. He has 

sworn never to see his daughter again nor to forgive her for 

running away. So they are not compadres. This is a case in 

which the father of the girl did not want the reconciliation. 

tflflhe^ 

Carmen did not wish to "dar el abraso", and thus to beoome 

oompadre with Ootaviano. She has bean god-mother to Octaviano's 

grandchild and by becoming ooaadre with his daughter should 

also become ooaadre with him. Shs said she would fesl awkward 

to treat him as an equal sawing ht was so anoh older, and that 

hs had basn her god-father. "I'm used to owing soolded by him 

and could not trs-at hla as an equal"• Octaviano said shs oould 

do as aha pleased about it. 

v_ _J- 
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Dominga to^d me that a couple from Tuxtla had been named as 

god-parents tc her daughter. They were unable to come to the 

baptism but sent a person to represent them; a friend to take 

their place at the ceremony. The friend became the padrino of 

the child and a compadre of Dominga, as he had held the child in 

his arms during the baptism. The couple who had been named 

"dieron el abrazo" when they came to Chiapilla, and only then 

did they become compadres. 

On the other hand, Alberto never became compadre with the 

friend he had named, and who had accepted to be the god-parent 

of his son. He lives in Mexico and sent a gift but was unable 

to make the journey to Chiapilla. He supposes if ever the friend 

comes from Mexico, they will "dar el abrazo." 

All these examples show the importance of the "abrazo"; 

in becoming compadres. Although it would seem that a person is 

chosen to be a god-parent (and thus compadre), his active consent 

is necessary. The symbol of this consent is the abrazo, for 

there is no compadrenhip where it has not taken place; and 

furthermore the abrazo can be refused. 

To sum up then: To become a compadre is complementary to 

becoming a god-parent; it is the compadre relationship which is 

the more important in the long run* Normally a man becomes 

conpadre as a result of being god-father to a child at baptism; 

to a couple at their wedding; or to a saint's image; or t>y 

virtue of his children becoming compadres in one of these ways. 

The number of compadre relationships established at a wedding 

is greater than the number established at a baptism. The compadre 

relationship is confirmed and established by the explicit consent 

of both ooapadres. The important point from the sociologist's 

point of view is that this is a voluntary relationship; persons 

choose one another and are chosen. 

U if- 
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what about the proper behavior between compadres? It is 

essential to greet your coapadre every tiae you meet; and even 

if you pass each other three tiaes in half an hour, which tends 

to ha pen in a village with one single street, you say "good-day 

coaadre".  A. nod such as we accept in sign of recognition will 

not do. You have to greet out loud so that you can be heard, 

and the coapadre has to greet back out loud. Indeed, it is the 

one rare occasion upon which others can interfere with your 

behaviour.  "She said 'buenos dies'", they will shout at you 

gleefully if you did not hear, and you quickly say the formula. 

It aay be abbreviated to a simple "coaadre"j: but you have to say 

soae greeting out loud even if you are the bitterest enemies. 

The relationship is public in another way, in that others 

speaking to you will refer to "your coaadre Juana", and not 

siaply to Juana. 

You should respect your coapadres and should be on good 

teras with thea. The coapadre relationship is considered as 

"aas serio" (aore serious) than that between relatives—all 

except that between aother and children. There is aore "respect", 

"aas respeto entre coapadres". If your sibling becoaes your 

coapadre, you stop being siblings. You are now compadres and 

address each other in the Usted (you) form rather than the 

foraer "tu (thou); you call eaoh other "coaadre" and not by 

your first naae any aore.This respectful behaviour proper to 

coapadres is not, of course, always adhered to. But it is strongly 

felt that it should be* i,"They drew pistols on each other despite 

the fact they are coapadres". 

Pope's brother had been killed by a nan, and Pope case upon 

the aurderer in a church in Tuxtla. Re took hia by the arm and 

gently ltd hia out of the churoh and handed hia over to the 

soldiers for arrest. This is superhuman and unheard of self- 

control for a Mexican. The soldiers contented upon this wonder- 

ingly, and Paps answered "He is ay oompadre you know". This, 

la fact, was not ths only reason for his consideration but the 
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point is, that the explanation was acceptable. 

"I lent him the money because he was my compadre". Not 

that he would have lent it, if the compadre had not been credit- 

worthy"; but again this would be to miss my point; rather that 

this reason for lending him the money is satisfactory, it is 

a sufficient reason. If you refused to lend to a compadre, you 

might well say "I know he is my compadre but ...". It shows 

that there are obligations and values which are very real and 

present in the people's lives, even though they may not al?/ays 

nor even mostly observe them. 

"They are not on speaking torms, although they are compadres". 

And the opposite, "I am very fond of her", adding in explanation 

"she is my comadre". The speaker may be very fond of other 

persons as well, who are not her comadres, but usually it will 

not be long before two such persons decide to become comadres. 

This brings me to the question of what persons become compadres 

to each other. 

First of all, persons who are friends.  If you are on good 

terms with a person, you make him your compadre. .'aid if you are 

already compadres, you become compadres again, to make the tie 

"stronger" as they say. The two teen-agers are one example of 

compadreshlp as formalized friendship. 

When I asked why Pedro was padrino of Chonita, he replied, 

"his father and I wanted to becoae compadres". My neighbour was 

greeted as "eoaadre" by a passer-by. She laughed and said to ae 

"after all, she isn't really ay ooaadre"• "But that is impossibleI" 

I exclaimed. "Well", was the reply, "she would like to be ay 

ooaadre, and as she isn't, she insists on oalling ae "ooaadre"• 

I chanced upon the same sort of thing when Ohonita told ae that 

Don Carlos was treated as "ooapadre" by her father, although he 

was not a real one. The two had been good friends and had 

wanted to'beooae ooapadres for many years, but it had somehow 

\_ 
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never come off as Don Carlos lived in Chiapa and had never "been 

able to come to a baptism. So they just left it at that, calling 

each othor compadres. 

And as a last instance4 I shouldn't leave myself out. 1 

have a joking-compadre relationship with a Chlapillteco. He 

had been teasing me for a long time about^aiPelderly gentleman 

who was notorious in the village for being in search of a lady 

companion—a bed companion as everyone knew. I returned his 

sallies by pointing out all the advantages an elderly but well- 

off man would have to offer me, in contrast to a young flighty 

unfaithful man like himself. We finally settled the matter 

amicably by deciding that I should marry the old gentleman and 

b^aiy^friend would be padrino of my first child, so that we might 

be compadres. Kow, whenever he sees me approaching at a distance, 

he shouts at the top of his voice, "Good-day Comadrita", and I, 

of course, return t is greeting, and we have a little exchange 

about when my wedding is to be and I tease him about his being 

too mean to pay for the marimba. 

All these have been instances of misuse of the compadre 

relationship—an adaptation of it to individual circumstances. 

But the very direction in which it has been pulled, the very way 

in which it has been altered shows what is considered as the 

essential meaning of compadreship, and what reasons lead one 

to make a compadre. 

So friends are chosen as compadres. Relatives are also 

frequently chosen. The only relative who cannot be chosen is 

parent or child. I heard of one case of a grandmother being 

god-parent; it is most unusual. Very common as coapadres are 

siblings, and as 1 have already said, they cease to be siblings 

in order to become compadres. Cousins and aunts are also fre- 

quently named. Such compadreship with relatives is felt to 

strengthen the already existing tie of kinship. 
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It is possible for a madrina to become the coaadre of her 

god-child. This occurs when the god-child asks her own god- 

mother to be god-aother of her child. The relationship between 

the two then changes from one of inequality, of command and 

obedience, to one of respect and equality. 
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But again "d&r el abraao" is essential. Isabel has not made 

herself coaadre witn any of her daughter's six coaadres/compadres. 

I could get no explanation for this from her, she is in any 

case rather a stupid person and does not verbalize easily. I 

guess that the youth of her daughter's coaadres/compadres is the 

reason. Isabel is sixty and the daughter's coapadres (who, 

therefore, become hers) are about twenty-five. 

&c>o i^rtrticA, 

o 
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I have heard many young people say that it makes thea 

ashamed to treat as equals, persons so auch older than theaselves 

and they, therefore, prefer not to make themselves coapadres— 

like Carmen with her god-father Octaviano. 

Rank can override tliis awkwardness, in the sense that a 

young person of higher social rank can well beooae "coaadre/ 

ooapadre" of an old person of lower social rank. Here, as so 

often, age and rank have equal value in differentiating and in 
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equalizing social positions. They are interchangeable. I have 

said that one criterion by which compadres are chosen is that 

of friendship. The second is that of rank. A person may choose, 

or be chosen as a god-parent (and thus compadre) by a social 

equal. But there is another kind of compadreship: this occurs 

when parents choose a social superior to be god-parent to their 

child. 

It may bo done rather in the same way that an English father 

will invite his boss or his business superior or his customers 

to the wedding or baptism of his son. Thus Jenaro who i3 one of 

the richest men in Ohiapilla, has as compadre (padrino of his 

son), a man who is one of the important maize dealers in Chiapa. 

Aparisio, the school master, who is forever struggling to rise in 

the social scale, managed to get hold of a "doctor" and a 

"Licienciado", to be the god-parents of his son (and thus his 

compadres). He was in a fever of excitement when they were due 

to come. 

At the other end of the social scale the poor father will 

ask a wealthier villager to be his compadre (god-father of his 

child). These compadres were not, nor will they be friends, nor 

equals. The richer man is honouring the poorer man by being 

god-father—apart from contributing materially to the fiesta— 

and the poor man is testifying to the rich man's success by asking 

him to be god-father. As a result of this type of compadre 

relationship the poor man may occasionally come and work for the 

wealthier one, his compadre, to help him out; on the other hand 

he may not. Occasionally the god-child will come and serve as * 

maid with her god-parents. 

There is thus a small core of better off persons, usually 

the shop keepers and cantineros, who are repeatedly asked to be 

god-parents of weddings and baptisms. They, of course, complain 

and say that they are chosen only beoause they have money and are 

expected to spend it, so that the fiesta should he a success. 
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There seems to be no definite obligation entered into by 

either of the compadres. It is more as though the relationship 

were there to be developed and U3ed if desired and to fall into 

abeyance if not. The richer compadre may call on the poor one 

to come and work for hint in preference to another; he ha3 some 

kind of right to claim preference. The poorer may come to the 

richer and ask for a loan; as he asks from a compadre he need 

not have so much shame. On the other hand he may never utilize 

the relationship in any way. 

Considering the importance w^ich is attached to Compadre- 

ship, the casualness v/ioh which it is actually formed is sur- 

prising. The £0d-parent3 are often not invited until the very 

day of the baptism, or at most the day before. 

Just in case I have been giving the impression that there 

are^Twles which govern the choosing of the god-parents and thus of 

compadres, here are three instances which are not entirely 

unusual: 

"And why is Robert ycur compadre?" "He happened to be stand- 

ing outside the church when we wore about to enter to baptize 

our son, 30 we asked him to come along in with us." "Why in the 

world is Enrique the god-parent of your son?" "Why he was drunk 

one day and took a fancy to the child because he was a very 

pretty baby* So he asked for him as his god son and we gave him." 

"How did it happen that Mario became his god-father?" "Well, 

Pedro, the god-child, adores Mario when he was a little boy and 

he insisted that he wanted him as padriso. He would give us no 

peace until we took him to the ohuroh and made Mario his god- 

father (this would padrino de evagelio). 

Lilo Stem 
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In conclusion I wish to say that this whole description 

I have given of compadreship : the conditions under which it is formed; 

who is chosen; what actions confirm it etc. is an expatriation deduced 

by me through observation and questioning. The people themselves do 

not see nor conceive it in this way;  they do not think about it 

particualrly. This relationship, as it is acted out and lived by the 

people appears less tidy and clear thani in my presentation. This doeB 

not make my account any the less accurate for in order to grasp the 

essential of a living relationship one must abstract to a certain 

extent. 
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When the worft "fiesta" is mentioned, there comes to mind a distribution 

of food (comida), plenty of drink (intoxicating), musica, and much general 

jollility (alegr£a), witfo many people around (bulla). This is the general 

idea of what should happen at a fiesta, the model in mind when the word 

"fiesta" is used.  Every fiesta does not include all these things; indeed 

a small party of six men getting drunk is called a fiesta asVight be a footg 

ball match between two villages that ended in a dance. But these smaller 

fiestas are modelled on and derive from the full scale celebrations. 

It is sad but true that circumstances force everyone to compromise, but 

it is from examining the very compromises that one discovers the essential 

things about the fiesta. 

A fiesta is, ofcourse a happy occasion, but I include in this description 

all occasions which are called "fiesta" by the people, as well as funerals 

because the manner in which a funeral is celebrated differs in no way 

from a larger fiesta, except that it is a sad and not a gay occasion. 

The distibution of food is at the heart of the fiesta.  "Did my comadre 

receive the food?" is the host*"question to the little girl sent out with 

the dishes.   "Your comadre was nd£ in", the childinight "reply, "but her 

daughter received it in her name and thanks you". 

It is not important that every one should come to the house of the dueho 

(the owner) of the fiesta and should eat there.  It is important that 

everyone should have received his share, and the practice is to send it 

to the houses of the recipients. The real catastrophe is when a person 

to whom food is due, has been omitted. Thus X may not have eaten because 

he was too drunk, Y may have had to leave early and so couldjhot eat 

with the others, Z may not have been able to turn up; therefore food is 

sent to their houses.  In fact at many fiestas more food is sent out than 

is served in the house. 

The food which is provided at a fiesta is important in another wsy. It 

indicates the amount which has been spent (gastar); the scale of the 

fiesta, or the class of fiesta it has been. Thus two questions have to 

be asked about the food in order to understand the social significance of 

it. 1. What food is served? 2. Who* is the food distributed to? 

(T)There are three standard fiesta meals* a. Pan y chocolate; b. Tamales y 
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caf6;  c. a complete meal of meat and sopa.  Each of these is proper to 

a certain kind of fiesta.  Thus'pan y chocolate' for weddings and babtisms.. 

'Tamales y cafS'for fezos' and 'veladas' and'rompimientos' .  'Comidas' 

(full meqls) are essential for funerals and possible for all other fiestas 

and are always proper in addition to either of the other two types. 

Thus at a really grand wedding 'pan y chocolate' is served first; later 

the 'comida' and in the evening 'tamales y caf6'. 

There are plenty* of variations for each of these meals according to the 

amount of money available.  The 'tamales' can be made with plenty of meat 

and lofcte of dripping, or may contain little of both. The 'comida' 

may be of pork and rice, or if the hosts are willing and able to spend 

more, they will cook chicken and 'sopa de pan'. 

To prepare such a comida de fiesta takes quite some organization and 

much plain physical labour. The basic work is grinding on the 'metate' 

and carrying water from the river. A number of teen-age girls are usually 

'invited' for this work, and in addition some women are asked to 'lend' 

their little daughters to run errands. Two womtfn are responsible for 

cutting up and cooking the meat ( apart from the men who slaughter), one 

sees to the cooking of the 'sopa', and another has the important job of 

preparing jjhe sauce for the meat. Each helper has been invited to do a 

particular job, and that job only. All these helpers must be fed, and 

must be given their 'pozol' (a drink of ground maize in water) at mid- 

morning. To cook for these helpers and to make the 'pozol' more helpers 

have to be 'invited'. 

The art, then, is to get all these independently working cooks to co- 

ordinate in such.a way that the pozol gets distributed on time; that the 

'tortillas' are ready but not cold and hard,at the same time that the 

meat and sauce are cooked; to see that there are sufficient plates for 

the distribution, and that the messengers who carry the food are quick and 

reliable.  I have seen exasperated cooks sit there waiting for an hour 

with the food getting cold and sticky, while one of the little messengers 

has been happily playing in the streets instead of bringing back the 

urgently needed plates. This general su ervising is left to the hostess 

(dun* or owner).  She has notling to do with the actual cooking; this is 

seen to by the 'comidera', an elderly woman withjmuch experience in fiesta 

cooking, who sees to the actual work, while the hostess is left free to 

cope with the numerous crises which inevitably arise. At times the 
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'comidera' even supervises the whole distribution herself, so well 

does she know the priority of the obligations of the hostess. 

The type of food served, the amount of food served, the manner in which 

it is presented, the time at which it is served, is carefully noted and 

commented upon;  for it is a reflection upon the hostess ( is she being 

generousj has she used goo<^ingredients?), and it is a sign of the esteem 

in which the recipient (the comentator) is held. The food may be served 

in the hostess' house if the recipient is there. The most honoured 

guests are served fist seated at a table, or more often standing;as 

there are few chairs. They are given separate plates for meat and 
'sopa'; men are served before women. The most humble recipient on the 

other hand, is geven some 'sopa' (no meat), wrapped in a 'tortilla'. 

Usually fche most of the important recipients have the food sent out to 

their homes.  The V.I.P. treatment would be two covered plates, one with 

the 'sopa', which is either noodles, rice or bread, in ascending order 

of luxury, and one plate with meat - pork, or lgetter chicken - swioning 

in sauce. This means four plates (keeping in mind the chronic shortage 

of plates). They should be clean, filled to the brim, and should arrive 

at the hour of the mid-day meal. At the other end of the scale would be 

a single uncovered plate, with meat and 'sopa'together, arriving rather 

late in the afternoon. These indices of esteem are not arbitary; they 

make perfect sense in view of the pure mechanics of the cooking arrange- 

ments which I have described for this reason. 

I have never been to a fiesta where there has been enough food to go 

round for everyone the hostess has wanted to serve* So somewhere, some- 

one has to suffer. For this reason the criteria of Quantity of food, 

- there is always a shortage -, the Manner of sending it and the time 

of sending it - there is always a shortage of plates and a delay in 

returning them as well as a shortage of messengers -, the Quality of 

the food - often two classes of food are cooked to save expenses - are 

very real ones for Showing esteem to the recipient. The criteria arise 

out of the physical limitations inherent in preparing and despatching 

the meal, and of the inevitable hitches and crises which arise* 

(jp Whoe is the food given to?   First of all to everyone present, from the 

comidera to the tiniest tot, who is given a little food wrapped in a 
'tortilla'.  It is impossible to ask for food, and I have never seen 
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anyone do so at a fiesta, not even the smallest child;  it is therefore 

essential that the hostess and 'comidera' ihnke  sure that everyone present 

has been served. She suffers agonies of shame if by chance anyone has 

been overlooked.  I mention the helpers first because they are a 'must', 

and even have priority over the recipients for whom the food is actually 

being cooked. This is because they are not paid but have been invited 

to help. Helpers are given their meal on the premises and in addition 

food is sent to their home, or to which ever person they indicate. They 

have a portion due to them, and can dispose of it in whichever manner 

they please. The comidera is ofccuree sent a much larger portion than 

for example the mother of a child which has been -lent' to help. That 

is, each person is given according to a •de£im±te scale of priority. 

The second category of persons to have good sent to them I shall call the 

recipients. These are the persons for whom the food is ostensibly being 

cooked. At a wddding they would be the god-parents of the couple; at 

a funeral the coffin-makers and the len who help to dig the grave, (al- 

though more frequently they eat on the premises).  In this category I 

would include such persons as the school-teacher and the Presidente (lo,rd 

mayor), who receive food in virtue of their position in the village 

rather than becauseAany direct connection with the fiesta. 

Another set of persons whom must be well attended to, are the relatives 

of the hosts.  It is quite unlike our system (at least that practiced 

in my own family), where members of the family are served last;after all 

other obligations have been met, and are expected to be understanding if 
there was not enough left for them. One of the first persons to whom 

food is sent is the daughter, or parents or sisters of the hosts. Such 

food gifts are important in maintaining good relations with the reset of 

the family. A relative, even a close one, will feel slighted if she has 

not received her *bocadito'( literally mouthful, her portion). 

Next are all those persons to whom the hosts have some obligation. All 

those who have lent sauce/pans or dishes for the cooking must receive 

some food. Those from whom the hosts received food when they last had a 

fiesta.  If the hosts owe money to someone, they will send the criditor s 

some food. Anyonv who has done the host 8 particular service or kindness 
etc. 
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Lastly there is the category of friends, neighbours, godparents, compadres; 

those one likes and is fond of; "Porque yo la quiero, porque es mi gusto", 

is the explanation. 

This has been an account of the kind of fiesta every r.ost would like to 

give.  In practice a person can often not afford to, or may be unwilling to 

spend the money.  "Es mucho el gasto, y de vicio", is rather reminiscent 

of the comment heard in England "I'd rather buy a house than spend the 

money on a huge wedding party". 

There are various ways of cutting down costs. The most obvious is that of 

reducing the quality of the food, the quantity giv,en, and the number of 

persoBtS food is sent to. Or else the 'comida' may simply be omitted. At a 

babtism one always has to provide 'pan y chocolate' to be sent to the god- 

parents,v but one may leave out the mid-day meal. A  wedding may take place 
in the evening, when again only 'pan y choclate' is required. The next 

day plated of bread and pats of choclate are sent out to friends and 

relatives; the same criteria of distribution as for the 'comida'described, 

are applied.  If a young man really wants to hVe his wedding cheap, he 

persuades his bride to run off with him, and he may get away with a few 

bottles of beer at a quiet civil ceremony. Ofcourse he may be unfortunate 

and the irate father-in-law can make him pay up for a full sc-le church 

and civil marriage, which can involve him in fQ.500. The fiesta for a 

new house o*n-well be made v without sending out food; An invitation to 

a dance in the new house in the evening is sufficient. 

I have been speaking of those persobul who want to spend the least amount 

possible, as this is usually the problem. There are ofcourse those who 

want to have an opportunity to send out food. Those who have many obliga- 

tions and wish to meet them in the proper way. A  little like a person in 
England inviting lots of people to a cocktail party to get it over and 

done with.  In Chiapilla there is only this.nway of food distribution to 

discharge obligations, as inviting guests to a meal is unknown. Such a 

person might make an elabourate meal and send it out upon the occasion of 

a new house, or a birthday, or a 'dia de santo'. Thus I have received 

meals unexpectedly and/upon enquiry have been told it was the birthday of a 

child, or a 'dia de santo', or merely that the housewife had cooked some 
delicacy or other and wished me to try it. 

Food gifts can thus express all the range from a formal social obligation 
which one cannot avoid, to a gesture of friendship and good will. They 
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express social relations and cememt and strgnthen existing ones. 

It is ofcourse a deadly insult to the hostess for the recipient to refuse 

8 food gift. However, by no means all the recipients will eat the food 

received. This arises from the belief that one can put some magic potion 

into the food which causes illness, madness, falling in love, to the 

consumer. Everybody in Chi alia believes that there are persoBS who know 

how to do harm in this way; and this includes my land-lady who has lived in 

Mexico City for 32 years. If'eople may not belietfe in witches, and may not 

even believe in 'espanto', but it is a fact  that there are magic potions 
which are put into the food sent to ones house. So one is careful whose 

food one eats, and those who have many enemies throw away all food gifts. 

\i. 
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The second essential of a fiesta is Drink - alcoholic drink.  It really 

has not been a fiesta if all concerned have not got drunk. This refers 

to the men only.  In Chiapilla the women drink little and I have never 

seen one drunk.  In nearby Acala the women drink as much as the men, 

which shows how much custom can vary within short distances, for Acala 

is only two hours walk frcm Chiapilla. 

Drink is not sent out in the way food is.  It is not used to express 

social relations in the way food is.  In fact it seems to work exactly 

the oppositee way from food, for drinking removes all social barriers. 

It is the great equalizer, whereas food is the social differentiator. 

Anyone and everyone can and does drink together; indeed, must drink to- 

gether.  If an alcoholic drink is being passed round in a room, everybody 

present must take a sip, and no one is permitted to default. Those who 

do not like to drink usually take a sip and tnen pass it to some child. 

In the cantina (pub), it is customary for a group of friands to go 

drinking together, but after a few rounds they invite whoever else happen 

to be present. 

In a sense drinking is a more important part of the fiesta than is food, 

for this is what most of the time is spent on, whereas the eating and 

distribution of food happens in the background and only occupies a part 

of the time. Drinking can continue the whole day and whole night. 

Driniing always follows upon the ostensible purpose of the fiesta. Thus 

it begins after the babtism, or the marriage ceremony; after the prayers 

for the dead or the prayers for the saint; or after the cross has been 

placed on the roof of the new house.  If many women are present some 

small glasses of sweet sticky liqueur are handed round and then bottles 

of beer. Beer is the drink of 'alegrla', of joyful occasions. However 

it is expensive and only the well-to-do can afford to drink beer exclus- 

ively. Others serve 'trago' after a while. ^Fe-r trago' the bottle is 

handed round with everyone in turn taking a gulp (or a sip). Beer is 

served by handing each person one bottle and then at the next round a- 

nother bottle, even though the first has not been emptied. 

The men will remain at a fiesta as long as there is drink. When the host 

provides no more the men go off together to continue at some cantina or 

occasionally order more at their own expense. The only ocasion upon 

which beer is never served is at funerals when 'trago' only is drunk. 

A fiesta, of whatever nature it may be, thus very soon divides^ip into 
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two parts. That of the women who congregate together, usually inside 

the house or near the cooking;  that of the men who are usually outside 

in the sitio or the street and who rapidly get drunk. 

So a fiesta may be looked at in the following way. On the one hand are 
(Vryi 

the women busy keeping up^the establishing social relations and differ- 

ences through food distribution; while on the other hand the men are 

busy breaking down all social barriers getting roaring drunk on terms of 

complete equality, irrespective of class or wealth. 

The last essential of the image of a fiesta is music.  It may be a guitar 

to accompany singing - only men seem to sing in Chiapilla -. It may be 

the marimba playing for a dance or just for 'gusto'.  Or it may be the 

'musica' which is the brass band. Music is more than just an indication 

of gaiety, for I have seen the marimba at a funeral (admittedly when the 

bereaved distracted father was roaring drunk), because the dead son loved 

it; and I have seen the 'banda de muscia' in the cemetry at 'todos santo!> 

(All saints Day).  It is theMaccompaniement of any festivity, of any 

social gathering. 

There is also the gramaphone which is considered to be a bad substitute 

for the real thing. True enough there is a consols in all the cantinas, 

but there is a reluctance to use if for dancing or at social gatherings; 

it has to be live music. 
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V. 

What about dancing? It is certainly considered to be » very important 

and an activity porper only at fiestas, and as such I will deal with it 

here.  It is not essential to a successful fiesta, although without 

doubt a most desi«rable part of it. Dancing occupies a very important 

place in the minds of the Chiapilltecos, and I think also of all the 

ladinos in the area. This is because it is associated with, and I would 

s#vi symbolizes two very i»p«»fcn important aspects of life.  "Alegria" 

and "Enamorar".  Roughly and badly translated - enjoying onesiefc and 

conquering a sweetheart. 

To enjoy oneself is considered to be a legitimate and sensible persuit, 
and everyone who is in a position to en.joy himself and go for an outing 

should do so, and is approved of for availing himself of the opportunity. 

No one feels he has to make so.ie excuse or to give sor;.e explanation for 

going on a 'paseo'(outing), or to a fiesta on a week-day, as we tend to 

do.  On the contrary you have to explain at great legnth why you have to 

go to work and will not join the pleasure party. The onus of explanation 

is on the one who works; the one who goes to enjoy himself does not have 

to justify himself, he is doing the normal, natural, sensible thing. 

Dancing is an entirely enhoyable.affair, and this is so because it is 

dedicated to winning the favours of a young lady. This is what one does 

at a d!3ncefand this is what danding is for. The Chiapilltecos do not 

have a 'partner' at a dance, they have a 'novia'. A  'novia' is also the 

word for "sweetheart", and the worn for "bride" . The connection is 

obvious.  Dancing is practically synonymous with 'enamorarJ and it is 

taken for granted that if you have danced with a girl several times she 

is your 'enamorada'. The conversation during dancing, when there is any, 

is also devoted to this; the young man expresses his overpowering, 

uncontrollable^feelings towards the lady. 

It thus comes about that much thought and much talk is devoted to dancing. 

One of the first things I am always asked is whether I like dancing, how 

the people in England dance; whether I danced at the last fiesta, and 

whether I enjoyed it etc. The clothes to be worn at a dance are the 

subject of serious discussion for both men and women, and ofcourse who 

danced with whom is of inexhaustible interest. However, this last point 

would apply to any small village; there is always endless gossip about 

dancing partners. 

What is of great interest though, is to note which persons are permitted 
to dance. Given the amount of time which is spent by villagers on talking H 
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about dancing and discussing dances, it comes as a surprize to discover 

that only a very small proportion of the people take part in a dance. 

The remainder are condemmed to be spectators. No married wo; an dances in 

Chiapilla, not even with her own husband.  (As a contrast in near by Ac8la 

married women freely dance with their husbands, whereas in Totolapa no 

woman dances and partners have to be imported). This rules out nearly 

all the women, for below the age of 14 girls only dance with other girls, 

and above the age of 18 there is hardly an unmarried woman.  So it is, 

that women dance between the ages of 14 and 18, which is the age at 

which they generally get married. ( Some very modern young mar led women 

will dance with girl friends, as will several older matrons•) 

So dancing is a direct preliminary to marriage. 

All men may d8nce, whether married or single, whether old or young. 

Married men frequently do dance, and this becomes a cause for quarrels 

with their wives, and quite often a cause for quarrel between the wife 

and the dancing partaer of a man. The wife sets out to teach the impudent 

young chit who has danced with her husband a lesson.  It takes the form 

of a fight with nails, fists, sticks and whatever comes to hand. This 

does not take place at the dance, but some time afterwards when a suitable 

opportunity presents itXeaf, and usually only if the husband has been 

dancing reguajrly with a girl. The jealousy of the wife can be better 

understood .and makes sense, when one remembers that she cannot dance but 

has to sit and watch with her children, if indeed she has been permitted 

to come to the fiesta; that dancing is associated with 'enamorar'- 

conquering a sweetheart; that the women go to pieces as soon as they have 

had their first child; they really turn into sluts. So often enough ther< 

is c use for the wifeSs action,  ^N^UJ 2 *«j . 

More frequently the quarrels are between men. Fights break out on the <W*- 

dance-floor about partners, and mostly when both or one of the men are dani J; 

drunk.  It may happen that a girl* refused a partner who wished to dance 

with her, and he, insulted at this, may slap her face. Immediately her 

brother or other male relative will come to her defence. Still more 

frequently is the situation where a man breaks up a dancing couple 

'palomear'. The girle- may not wish to dance with the intruder or the 

maqmay not wish to give her up. Result:- a fight on the dance floor 

which may end up in a knifing or in shots being fired. 41 

As far as I can make out these fights at dances arise in an entirely 
arbitrary fashion, for it is a matter of chance whether there are friends 
around to prevent the two men from fighting, or whether there are relatives 
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around who come to assist their kin and thus enlarge the fight.  It 

is chance whether the man has a ppstol and thus kills, or whether he 

has none and the incident ends in a handshake.  It is chance whether 

the drunken intruder insists upon dancing with the girlfi or is content 

to try another gi*± in case of refusal. What then becomes of the social 

theory which maintains that quarrels within a society must be seen in 

the context of the wealth and status of the contending parties? Both 

the initiation of these quarrels and their outcome are chance; they may 

pass over quietly or may end in death and revenge. 

To sum up then;  dancing only takes place at fiestas and because of this, 

all the characteristics of dances can become characteristics of the 

fiesta. The most striking thing about dances in Chiapilla is the 

contrast between the small number of persons who take part in them and 

the importance which is a ;tached to them.  Dancing is considered to be 

so important because it is the occasion par excelence at which one 

enjoys onesielf, and at which one acquires a sweetheart and these two 

activities are really the only worth while ones in life. Dances are 

very frequently occasions upon which fights occur. 

Let me now return to the central subject of the essay which is fiestas. 

I have devoted much space to presenting the menial picture which people 

have of a fiesta, what they think of when the worifd fiesta is mentioned. 

It means food distribution;  it means alcoholic drink and getting drunk; 

it means music; it means dancing ; and fiat and last and most important 

it means enjoyment, (apart from the funerals which I have included)* 

A  distinction should be made between pribate fiestas and public fiestas 
"A- 

in the following sense. The Lavada de la Ropa del Seaor,^which takes 

place before Easter, and at which all the clothes of the saints' images 

of the church are washed and ironed, is public.  It is a village fiesta, 

and is concerned with the Church, and any woman in the village can claim 

a garment to wash, and any man can come to the dance by the river 

afterwards. 

On the other hand the'nacido del nino dios' of Maria X is private. It 
is here" fiiino, she is the dueua; the fiesta takes place in her house and 
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only invited guests come to the 'rezo' in her'ftcfuse" and to the dance. 

The use of the words 'public' and 'private' is allright if we do not 

attack to thew,wo*teds the,, range of meanings which is associated with them. 

So, for example, the Lavade de la Rope del Sehor is a church fiesta and 

in this sense public.  But responsibility for it is in the hands of a 

self-perpetuating corporation of It men, each)* of whom takes it in turn 

to organize the fiesta one year.  Now when the man organizes the food 

distribution, he not only feeds the laundresses and the marimberos and 

the rezadoras etc., who are the public servants of the fiesta; he also 

sends food to his own kin, to compadres and friends, thus fulfilling per- 

sonal obligations.  On the other hand, when Maria X celebrates the 

'nacido del nno dios', she walks in procession through the whole village 

carrying her 4iino,with the guests and the b; nd behind her, and she will 

give tamales and caf6 to any one who cares to turn up early enough at 

her house in thejmorning. 

In this sense then, public fiestas have a private importance, and private 

fiestas are celebrated publicly." 

I began by saying that a fiesta co^ld be anything from a gathering of 

six feiends who got drunk together, to the fiesta of the Patron Saint of 

the pillage. The fundamental idea of the occasion remains the same in 

both cases, but the quality of the fiesta is certainly altered by its 

size, by the number of persons participating in it. A fiesta alters 

its character in direct proportion to two factory : %fee-»»gbe*-e£-£ea?eesn 

the number of persoens who participate in it and the amount of money 

spent on it. This holds true for both private and public fiestas. 

One common w%y of assuring a plentiful supply of both (people and money) 

is the custom of nameing god-parents of a fiesta. 

At a housewarming for example (subida de la cruz) god-mothegrs and god- 

fathers are named. The god-fathers pay for the mai«e» marimbas to play 

while the god-mothers the 'madrinas de teja* (t&e godmothers of the 

tiles) arrive after a procession through the village street with the 

band following them, each carrying a decorated tile. These madrinas 

then serve as dancing partners, as they are always unmarried girls, free 

to dance. 

A  poor person's babtism is often remarkable for the number of god-parents 
named, and for the fact that they tend to be the wealthy ones of the 
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village. Even a football match with the neighbouring village has its 

god-mothers.  Each young girl named has to supply some small gift which 

she gives to one of the players of the winning team (or tactflully given 

to the guest team). The godmothers will then be the partner^ at the danc<? 

which fol ows the game. 
The same custom is followed at public fiestas. The Nacida del nino Dios 

of the Church, is organized by a number of godparents who are named on' 

year in advance.  It is the duty and priveledge of these god-parents to 

provide the new clothes for the Nino; to provide the fireworks; to pay 

for the 'rezo '; to supply the 'ojuelas'Ca special pastry which is 

distributed to all who attend the rezo at the church); and to pay for 

the band which accompanies the Nino on its procession through the village. 

A padrino may easily spend 9500 at such an occasion and he regards this 

as being spent in honour of the Nino, as 'serving' the Nino, in fact as 

a religious duty. 
Similarly the Fiesta of San Pedro, the Patron Saint of Chiapilla, has its 

god-parents.  One person, or several jointly undertake tfee- responsibility 

for the celebration of each of the eight afternoons of 'rezo' which 

precede the actual day. Again the outlay for the festivities is made by 

the god-parents for this ]ublic celebration, and at the same time they 

distribute food to their personal friends. 

There is another way of subsidi ,ing a public fiesta and that is e£  by sub- 
scription; ' co-operaci6n! as it is called. A committee is appointed 

which is- goes round collecting from house to house. For example the 

actual Day of San Pedro, at which there are bull fights and fire-works 

and dances, is financed in this way. Every villager is made to give some 

money 'for San Pedrito1. The fiesta de la Cruz on the 3rd of May, which 

is the fiesta of the crosses as the entrance and exit of the village is 

paid for in this way as well.  I do not at present understand the reason 

why some of the public fiestas should be paid for by god-parents, and -ethe 

others by subscription.  In Chiapilla private fiestas are not paid for 

in bite is way, although in the city of Tuxtla I have come across birthday 

parties in which all the guests paid for food and marimba by a 'co-opera- 

ci6n'. 

We t us know who gives the money for Fiestas. In the case of public 

fiestas the god-parents, or a general subscription; in the case of private 

fiestas it is the 'dueno'. But where do they get the moeney from?  and 

what are the economics of both the small and the large fiestas? 

-^ C   C. ' V UN-. 0 t^» *•• "^ <•>-   q-'tU      PxTTTO '& V*-M-1-UJ*«, J 
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Why does one have a fiesta at all? For the Chiapillteco a reason,or an 

excuse for having a fiesta is not really necessary. As I have already 

said, no explanation is needed in order to spend a day enjoying oneslelf 

'a divertirse'j tfeafc-ie to say "Let's have a fiesta, let's go for an 

outing", is quite sufficient.  Nevertheless, most fiestas in Chiapilla 

do have at their centre a religious purpose. 

In their attitutte to religion the Chiapilltecos are more like the simpler 

people; religious obligation is not fulfilled by moral behaviour as we 

tend to insist. Religious obligation consists in the act of devotion. In 

the saying of the prayer.  Nor is reverence or meditation upon God requiraV 

during prayer. The duty is fulfilled in the mere saying fif prayers. 

You therefore get the 'rezo' (prayer) being said with the pigs and 

chickens and dogs wandering around and being shooed out; with children 

being fed; the candles being re-arranged; people nodding to each other 

and watching events in the street. The prayers are said by a 'rezadora' 

(a prayer leader), with the remainder of women present giving the res- 

ponses. The prayers may be said in the church, if it is a public fiesta, 

and in the home if it is a private one. 

I have talked of re.sadoras and of women giving the responses.  It is 

striking th-at nearly all religious activities are in the hands of women. 

I have never seen a man say a prayer in Chiapilla.  If the prayers are 

in the home, the men of the household go to the sitio or stand around 

in the street outside the house.  During prayers for a deceased the women 

sit or^neel inside the house, around the corpse,while the men who will be 

relatives, coffin carriers, grave diggers or friends, hang around outside. 

If the prayers are in the church, then at most a few men will sit quietly 

right at the back, not uttering a sound. The people are all agreed that 

the Acaltecos are more devout and that the men there take an active part 

in prayers. But in Chiapilla the men 'tienen verguenza', in the sense of 

being ashamed rather than shy.  I have been unable to discover anything 

in comon %o the few men who do sit at the back of the church. There are 

some youths and some old and middle aged men. As far as I fan judge there 

are poor and better off men; persons fromvarriba1and from abajo. 

The nearest priest lives in Acala and he coves about five times a year, 

spending two hectic and profitable days babtizing and marrying. His parisk 

is very large and wide-spread, and he leaves the church keys in the hands 
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of an elderly woman, the chidf rezadora, who also has the 'ague bendito* 

in her charge.  She is responsible for o\ ening the Church on Sundays and 
Fiestas ans\ err saying the Rezos, but as she is also a good Curandera 

(healer) she h»s is only  able to fulfil her church obligations rather 

erratically, and at times askes other rezadoras to take her place. 

Devotion means praying, as I have said, but it also means the up-keep 

and decoration of the altar. A person is being equally devout if she 

keeps a candle burning before her altar and fresh flowers on it than if 

she says prayers.  Devotion is shown in actit.n, whether it be the act of 

praying or the act of cleaning and decorating the altar, that of the house 

ef of the church. 

To return to the fiesta:  If the fies.a has a religious purpose then all 

the activities of the fiesta are regarded as increasing the religious 

efficacy. Thus if the fiesta is in honour of a Saint (either of the 

hoHse or of the Church), then the amo.nt of food distributed, the marimba, 

the dancing, the prayers are all to do honour to the Saint. The duena of 

the fiesta spends the money to the greater glory of the saint, as a 

religious duty, as a vow to the Santo. This idea is ofcoarse very 

familiar and is found in many countries, and I only repeat it here.as it 

may help to explain the lack of guilt with which enjoying onesle/f is 

reg.rded. Evidently, if the dancing and music and gaiety of a fiesta are 

in honour of the Saint, are a religious duty, a virtue, then pleasurable 

acitivities *b even though divorced from the original religious festival 

context, remains a good thing. The God of the Protestants from whom we 
derive our attitudes in these things, liked sober serious meditation, 

and condemned enjoyment. 
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I have talked about fiesta in a very wide sense, and have included all 

occasions which I think contain some elements of the 'ideal image' of 

a fiesta.  I have thus not only included the wide range which the 

Chiapilltecos call fiesta from the Dea de San Pedro, the 8nnueal 

fiesta of the village, to a small drinking part,y, but have included 

occasions such as funerals and novenas which the Chiapilltecos would 

not consider as the s me kind of events aa fiestas. This comes about 

because the criterion of the Chiapillteco is different;  all the 

occasions he classes together as fiestas are so classed because they 

are happy, they are to be enjoyed. He criterion is therefore that of 

the emotion proper on the occasion. My criterion has been that of the 

elements of which an occasion has been composed, and a wider range of 

events has emerged as being of one class.    If looked at in this way 

a funeral and the celebration of a Sasint's Fiesta are more alike, than 

the celebration of the Saint's Fiesta and the football match with a 

dance after it - both are fiestas for the Chiapillteco. 

The question I now have to ask is why- What determines which of the 

elements will be included on a particular occasion? One reason is 

economic, the amount available to be spent. Another is the Chiapilltecos 

view of the occasion. Dancing is not proper at a funeral, so however 

rich the dueho of the funeral is, there will be no dancing. A prayer 

is not proper at a football match, it just is not a religious occasion. 

I do not know the answer to the question, and this may be because the 

criterion for classing all these events together is wrong, and that I 

have to look for another one. 

At the end of the essay, as an appendix, I will give a detailed des- 

cription of each of the occasions I have mentioned. A funeral, the 

celebration of the nacido del niho dios, the Lavada de la Ropa del 

Sehor, the fiesta of a Santo of a private household, and the Subida 

de la Cruz. Those who wish can then read the description and others are 
not obliged to.        .  .   _. . ._     
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ILL*SgS*AMD CUR IMG Lllo Stem 
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The concept of what is illness is very different for 

a Chiapillteco than it is for us.  For them illness is a 

state of the body, which can be due to various reasons.  Ve 

on the other nand insist tnat there can only be physical 

reasons, although nowadays psychological reasons are also 

admitted. 

To make this concept a little clearer I will give a 

simile:  if a person is wet through, he may have got into 

this state in several different ways - he may have fallen 

into the river; he may have been caught in a shower; he may 

have been washing himself; theneighbour's children might 

have thrown water over him at 'carnival'.  All these causes 

have the consequence that the man is wet. 

Similarly with illness: there may be any number of 

reasons why a person is ill, and the first step in curing 

an illness is to find how it came about, wnat was its cause. 

This is diagnosis, after that one can set about curing. 

Thus an illness may be caused by human agency; some 

person is responsible for the fact that an individual is ill. 

For example: »mal de ojo1, 'daB6'.  Secondly, the illness 

may be due to emotional reasons.  For Sxample: 'disipela', 

•espanto'.  Thirdly, an illness say be due to natural 

reasons.  For example: •saranplo'n', 'catarro'. 

There Is a second fundamental difference In the concept 

of what is illness.  An illness is regarded as an extraneous 

thing which has introduced itself into the body.  The 

expression used is *me agarro el mal' (the ill took hold of 

me); 'el mal no me dejava dormir' (the ill would not let me 

sleep); 'el mal esta matandome' (the ill is killing me) - 

notice, not "the pain would not let me sleep", nor ' the 

pain is killing me", as we would say in English. 

This same concept is evident in the belief that 'un 

brujo deja el mal en el canine' (a witch leaves the ill in 
the road).   Similarly in the curing ceremonies in 
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wftich 'el mal1 is removed from the body by transferring it 

to some leaves which are passed over the body of the sufferer, 

these are then thrown away or trampled on.  In another type 

of cure 'el mal' is passed into an egg which is thrown away. 

A complaint from which people frequently suffer is 

'el aigre'.  The Chiapilltecos think of 'afgre' as being 

an illness, but they use the word to mean any pain in the 

body.  If one has knovked ones elbow agaii.st trie chair one 

talks of 'dolor'; but if one has a pain in the elbow without 

having knocked it, then it is 'aigre1.  'Me cayo el aigre' 

(the pain fell on me) is the expression used.  As it is an 

extraneous thing which enters the body, it can move around 

as well.  '£1 aigre' often travels around the body; it is 

in the back and then moves to the arm and then to the head, 

etc. 

It follows from this concept of ill, that it is quite 

possible and natural that 'el mal' can disappear immediately 

upon curing.   In the same way it can be accepted that 

'agarro'el mal'; 'quitaron el mal' (the ill was removed), from 

one moment to another. 

In short, illness is not something which develops from 

within the body, it comes suddenly from outside. 

When a person is ill, he goes 'para curarse'.  This 

word cannot be translated by the English word "to cure". 

'Curar' means to take some action to make the person well. 

A doctor 'cura'; a curandero 'cura'; a yerbero 'cura; my 

mother 'me cura'; a spiritualist 'cura'. 

A patient can continue to be ill despite many 'curaciones' 

'Me cure' con muchos medicos, pero de vicio' (I have cured 

myself with many doctors but in vain) is a complaint often 

heard. 

•Curar' corresponds more closely to our words *to 

give treatment", •** 
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•raal de ojo', more commorxly called 'ojo1. 

are high temperature, dyuentry and llstlessness. 

11 

Illness due to human agency 

1. Ojo: 

The most common children's illness in Chlapilia is 

The symptons 

Only 

small children ( approx. under four) can suffer from it. 

It is caused by »un odo caliente' (literally: a hot 

eye).  If a person sees a little child and takes a great 

liking to it, if he or she thinks it is "cute" or lovable, 

but admires it at a distance without picking it up and 

kissing and hugging it, then the child can fall ill of 'ojo'. 

Lubia told me that when her daughter was two years old 

and Just beginning to toddle, she made a very pretty dress 

for her, and intending to take her out for a walk, dressed 

her in it and combed her hair so that the child really 

3,oofced lovely.  The little girl wandered into the street 

while Lubia was getting herself ready.  The next day the 

little girl fell ill.  Lubia said that someone in the 

street must haveglven her 'ojo'. 

Dominga told me that she had two darling little puppies. 

The representative of the Banco EJidal came to Chiapilla 

and stayed at her house, and seeing the puppies, fell in 

love with them and begged Dominga to sell his one.  Dominga 

refused, despite his continuous pleadings.  Finally the man 

said jokingly "you* 11 see what will happen to them, I have 

an 'ojo caliente* ".  That night both the puppies died ot 

convulsions. 

Ma§on»  can give a child '*£&*; the person deed have no 

bad intentions, nor is he or she blamed for making the child 

ill.  The remedy is to embrace the child, but if one does 

not know who was responsible, the child can be cured by 

passing a fresh egg over its body.  It should bo the egg of 

a black hen.  Generally an old woman who is known to have 

"a good hand" in these things is called in to cure of 'ojo'. 

The'parteras' (mldwlves) also cure children in this way. 

An egg, laid by a black hen, is passed over the child's 
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limbs and head, back and front, and finally placed on its 

stomach, where it is allowed to remain for a while.  The 

egg is then broken into a saucer and one can see the 'ojo' 
of 

(the eye) in it.  Many women say/the egg 'sale cocido' that 

it is cooked, when it is broken open; others say 'se ve el 

ojo', one can see the eye.  The egg is then thrown away - 

it does not matter wnere - and if it was 'ojo' from which the chi! 

suffered, it will be cured.  As I never witnessed such a 

'curacion', I do not know if any prayers are said at the same 

time. 

Both men andwomen can give 'ojo1, although it is thought 

of a man fehtrt *el ojo mas caliente' (ttee^eye is hotter) 'y 

por eso es ma's grave1 (for tais reason the child is more sick). 

Frequently little babies are given wristlets with an 

amber pendant, which are thought to protect them from falling 

ill of »ojo«. 

k 

2. M anipulation of photographs, clothes, hair: 

An illness can be caused also by obtaining a photograph 

of a person and treating it in a certain way.  Thus if a 

pin is stuck into the head of the image on the photograph, 

and it is then buried, tae person on the photo will suffer 

from severe headaches.  In the same way a pain can be caused 

in other parts of the body, according to where the pin pricks 

are made.  If a photo of a man is placed into a bottle, the 

bottle filled with trago and then buried, it is certain that 

the man will become a drunkard. 

I cculd not find out mhether some form of incantation 

is necessary: as all my informants assured ae that they did 

not know how it was done, they had only "heard of it being 

done1' ('dicen la gente').  Generally this method does not 

seem to be used so much to make people ill as to gain power 

over them. 

I, myself was suspected of treating photos in this 

way, as I realised when the Presidente came to me with the 
following request: 
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I nad taken a pnoto of trie Presidente on nis way uome 

from work one day.   I knew the Presidente adored naving 

nis photo taken.  However, he was coming from wcrit with one 

of his 'pagados', a worker of nis, and tnis man, wtlking 

just behind trie Presxdente came out on tae photo as well. 

Trie Presidente said tnat this man had come to him and said 

ique tal que hace algo con el photo, ;ue me salen dolores 

en la cabeza' (wnat if she does something to the photo and 

I get headaches) and he nad begged tne Presidente to as* me 

for trie photo of him.   I duly nad a copy made and gave it 

to him.  The Presidente nad his co; y of the photo stuck on 

the wall of his house.  A few days later it had disappeared! 

I cannot prove that it was this worker of his who had it 

removed, nevertheless, I heard several complaints that the 

photos I nad made,.and wnich the owner had stuck on tne wall 

of nis house had disappeared. 

A woman from the Barrio bought several photos I made 

of ner, even thougn she did not like them, because she was 

smiling and one should appear serious on a photo.   She told 

me she did not want anyone else to nave then, ^^j- w^l-u*/ atke^k s 

Young girls particularly were anxious that I should not 

sell their photos to anyone else, and a number of young boys 

came to me to ask to buy photos of girls.  It may be they 

simply wanted to nave a photo of a girl, and it may be they 

wanted it for other reasons.  It is certainly true that many 

believe that a person can do harm to another by obtaining 

his photograph, or some of his hair or a piece of his clothing. 

Carmen Garcia, an intelligent and generally sceptical 

friend of mine, told me the following:  she had gone to 

stay in Mexico for several months when she was a young girl. 

There, at her uncle's house, she had met a young student 

doctor, who became her 'novio' (sweetheart).  She wrote this 

to ner father, and soon after she began to think of Manuel 

Flores (her present husband).  For no particular reason she 
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began to think of him, and could not get him out of hep 

mind until she finally came back to Chiapilla and married 

him.  Some time after the wedding she found a photo of hers 

upside down in a book of his, and the photo had pin-pricks 

through the legs.  Carmen asked her husband whether he had 

not called her back in this way.  He only laughed mysteriously, 

said Carmen. 

She told me the story of a young man who was desperately 

in love with a girl, 'ella no le hiso caso* (she took no 

notice of nim at all), and evidently did not care for him. The 

girl, M_ary, had herself photographed at a fiesta, and the 

young man asked for a copy of it from the photographer.  No 

one knows what he did to the photo, but after some time Mary 

began to arrive frequently at his house, always on some pretext 

or other.  Finally they married and they now live happfily 

together. 

Virginio Vila believes that Sara must have used some art 

to get him to like her.  This Virginio had a child by Sara, 

but left the village so that he would not have to marry her, 

long before the birth of the baby.  Vhen the child was one 

year old he again began to visit Sara and now they iive to- 

gether (unmarried it is true) and have a second child, 

•It is certain that brujoa, andmagicos, know how to attain 

such effects with personal belongings or photos, or hair, and 

that they accept payment to do so; but it is believed that 

ordinary persons can also attain the same results if they are 

taught. 

i 

2. Brujeria and M^agia: 

The word witchcraft is the only one which corresponds 

to the Spanish word •Brujeria*. The translation is inadequate. 

Brujerla does not have the sane associations as witchcraft 

and I shall, therefore, continue to use the Spanish word. 

Even so, the words *bruJo* and *brujeria' arerarely used when 

speaking of the subject.  'Save echar*, or simply 'save' 
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(he knows)is the expression used.  Anotner way of saying 

the same tning is 'es mal puesto1 (it has been placed - it 

has been put there), or 'es puesto1.  Other expressions are 

• es mal malo' (it is a bad illness); 'es echado' (it has been 

thrown)* 'es **•'   (it is harmful). ^^ °? rd ^ "* ^ JfiM1/ 

A statement that an illness is 'echado', merely means 

that it is caused by human agency with the intention of 

causing illtyD unlike 'ojo' wiu.cn isjunintentional. It does 

not necessarily mean that it is 'brujerfa'. I discovered 

this when I began to ask who was a brujo, or rather when I 

took the initiative and asked "is so-and-so a brujo?". I then 

found out that there was 'magfa' and 'brujer^a'. 'Magla' 

is evil and a 'maglco' is in league with the devil. 

'Brujerla' is not exactly evil.  The gift to 'echar* 

by brujeria comes from God: 'le trae uno de naciraiento1 (a 

person is born with it); 'es una gracia' - now tne word 'gracia' 

carries the significance of a natural gift in the sense of 

"he has the knack of doing a thing", "he has the skill or 

the ability to do it".  It is not something learned.  This 

concept is expressed as 'tiene su gracia para curar1, 

or of a badly prepared meal 'ni gracia tiene', or in the 

decoration of an altar 'tiene gracia para hacerio* (she has 

a flair for it). 

I asked whether a person could 'tenir la gracia para 

•char* (have the power to do ill) and yet not use it.  In 

answer my informant told me that she had a friend who had 

the ability to 'echar mal', and that from time to time he 

had an irresistible urge to make use of it.  At such times 

he would rush off to the cantlna to get drunk or visit friends 

until the desire to do evil had passed. 

The more simple informants did not really know if a 

person could carry the power to do ill but not use it.  That 

is to say they did not know if there could be a potential 

'brujo*•  They were not Interested as it did not matter to 

them as long as he was doing no harm. 
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I was tola of one case wnere a child nad the 'gracia' 

and was cured of It.  Tue boy was 111 a great deal and an 

Indian 'curandero1 was called.  He told the father that the 

boy 'tiene la gracia para echar y para curar; BO es como los 

otros, por eso esta enfermo' (he has the grace, or ability, 

to cause illness and to cure; he ispot like others, that is 

why ne is ill).  However, if the father wished, he (the 

curandero) could cure the boy of it so that he would be a normal 

child and adult.  The father paid for this to be done. 

Uaeu I asked how a 'orujo' went about 'echando' (causing 

illness) I received a variety of replies.  Opinions differed 

as to how brujos worked.  The first reaction was always 

'nosotros no sabemos1 (we do not know), but wuen I changed 

the question to the form 'qua uj.ce la gente' (what do people 

say), taey would begin to talk more freely.  This attitude 

shows what a very real menace and dauger brujerla is,n  The 

implication was that if they admitted they knew how brujeria 

was done, they would be suspect of being a brujo. 

Some people maintained that a brujo need merely wish 

for ill to befall someone and that was sufficient.  Others 

insisted that only the brujos themselves knew how it was 

done and that it was their secret.  All that ordinary persons 

knew was that they did cause illness. 

M any more told me that the brujo had his 'nagual': at 

night he would take on the form of some animal, it might be 

a ppig, a donkey, a night bird or a dog.  Cats and poultry 

were not used as •naguales'.  What happens is that the brujo 
O.JJU/W-4.J tk*  ^WVN 

enters the body of the animal, his nagual, at night and will 

go about doing he evil work.  The animal, which is really 

the 'brujo*, will prowl about the house at dusk or at night 

and in this way he would •poner el mal* (place the ill). 

Mow in Chiapilla neither pigs nor donkeys nor dogs are tied 

up at night, so that these animals are wandering around the 

village all the time.  The chances that one of them should 

happen to stop by a house or in front of a door are quite 
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good.  Of course, not every lingering animal is thought 

to be a 'nagual'.  If no illness ensues the animal is 

forgotten; only if illness follows is the incident remembered. 

A common way for a brujo to cause an illness is to 

'de^ar el mal en la peerta'(to leave the ill in the doorway). 
or 

The ill can be left at the door, at the gate,/at cross-roads 

and it falls upon the first one to pass that way .7hk the 
ill.falls upon a person for whom it was not intended, <-the» 

consequences-may not be fatal.  One lady who was explaining 

this to me, told me that someone was trying to do her harm. 

Her dog had gone out of the front door of the house, very 

early in the morning and had re-entered by the gate to the 

sitio.  He had immediately fallen into convulsions and died. 

"My Godn, I explained in horror, "supposing you had been the 

first to enter at the gate", "That would have been my death", 

she said solemnly. 

Another lady told me that her little boy had had a very 

long drawn-out illness.  They had taken him to many doctors 

and he had not improved until he had finally died.  She 

explained to me that the reason for this was that 'le toci 

el mal que estavex puesto por su papa, cayo sobre el1, the 

111, intended for his father, had fallen upon him at the gate 

to the pasture when he had gone to fetch the donkeys early 

one morning.  This was usually his father*a job, but on that 

day the boy was sent to fetch the animals.  At the gate he 

felt a drop of water fall on his head so that he thought it 

was raining.  Looking up he saw there was no rain and carried 

on with tt.s work.  When he came home he did not want any break- 

fast.  The family thought no more of the incident until the 

boy fell ill some days later; then they realised that it must 

have been »pueato». EP[*^  * <*«**"«% o^^*  ts-^pkul   ^ a bu^e J 

When a brujo leaves 'el mal* at the cross roads, or at 

the gate, the person upon whom it falls always notices something 

at the time.  Miguel Domlngues explained that his son 

Dionisio stumbled over some twigs on his way from Chiapilla 
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and Zapotal.  He felt a salver pass through his body and a 

pain in his toe which would not leave him.  He came home 

with a temperature and after several weeks cf illness, died. 

It was 'un mal que le cayo en el camino1 (an ill which fell 

on him on tne road) 

One mother told me that her little boy returned home 

from work with a temperature.  I asked what ailed him, and 

she said 'quien sabe que mal le cayo en el camino' (who knows 

what ill fell upon him on the way). 

Another way in which a brujo can cause an illness is 

py putting something into the food or drink of the victim. For 

this reason many people do not eat the food which is sent to 

them by their friends and compadres when they cook a fiesta 

meal.  My landlady warned me very earnestly several times not 

to eat too readily at other people's houses.  "les" added 

her mother, "now that she has been here for a while she may 

well have some enemies'1.  For this same reason it is important 

to accept food when it is offered to cue in a house, the 

implication of not accepting is that one suspects the hostess 

of having put something into the food. 

The lady whose little boy finally died (see above), told 

me that ever since she had knovi.someone was trying to kill 

her husband she had never allowed anyone of her family to eat 

the food sent to her house. "I give it to the animals or to 

a passing casero", she said.   I an afraid I forgot to ask 

what happens if the wrong person eats such food. 

It was in this way that Bruja Petra, caused the madness 

of Maria Zuniga.  Petra wanted Adolfo Lopes to marry her 

daughter.  The boy was related to her husband and had a good 

inheritance coming to him.  Adolfo preferred Maria, as she 

was 'de mas categoria' (she came of a better family).  Adolfo 

and Maria were married.  Some time later Petra's daughter 

also married and Petra Invited Maria and Adolfo to be her 

compadres, that is to say, to be padrinos of the wedding. After 

the ceremony when everyone sat down to take 'pan y chocolate' 

t 
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(bread and chocolate),  Petra put something Into the cops 

of tne two.  Since that time bad luck has persued the un- 

fortun&te couple.  First of sll Adolfo was very ill and vhen 

they had spent most of their money curing him, Mar£a began 

to have attacks of madness. ^-She suffers from a 'split 

personality".  They were reduced to the utmost poverty and 

on top of all were unable to have children. 

When I asked whether Benjamin Moliuas was a bru,jo, the 

unanimous reply was 'no, es magico'•  This man has a huge 

machete cut ucross his cheek, where the son of one of hia victims 

cut him in an attempt to kill him.  He is a curandero and 

a magico, but not a brujo. 

The main attribute of a magico is that he 'trabajCLcon 

libros' (he works with books).  He reads books to learn all 

about 'la magJfa negra' (black ua&lc).  Such a person is in 

league with the devil.  'Da la mano al demonio* (he shakes 

hands with the devil) I was told.  I as^ed my informants h_ov 

they knew that magicos read books, and it always turned out 

that someone else and not the informant himself had seen the 

books in the magico's house, or that the man himself had admitted 

to reading them.  In fact it is time that there are books on 

magic: although I never saw any in Chiapillu, there were plenty 

In the book shops of Tuxtle Gutierez. 

The Chiapilltecos do not believe that everyone who reads 

a book is a magico.  Hector Panigue always sits in his 

sitlo In full view of the main street reading books and magazines, 

but no one dreams of saying he is a magico. 

Our maid, imabile, told me that their neighbour Pedro was 

going to be a magico.  I asked how she knew, and she replied 

that people had seen aim reading books and besides that he 

himself had said "you wait and see what I can do".  According 

to this same Amabile (not the most reliable of informants), 

Pedro had said that he could enter anywhere he wanted to without 

being seen, and that at night he went to visit girls in their 

houses} he added that he had not yet been to visit anyone in 
Chiapllla. 
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A friend of mine told me that it was essential to 

'trancar la puerta' (bar the door with a stick) at night, 

because the magicos could enter if it were merely bolted. 

This ability of the magicos is, therefore, believed in the 

village. 

I am not at all clear as to the difference between a 

brujo and a magico; nor. do I think that the villagers are 

clear' about it.  Both seem to be able to achieve the same 

things.  Both can cause illness and do so, either because 

they are paid for it or because they have a personal grudge. 

The principal difference between a brujo and a magico seems 

to be that the brujos 'le tree de nacido' (are born with it), 

and the magico learns from books. 

One must be careful not to offend a person wno knows 

how to 'echar*.  When I ashed how one would avoid offending 

such a person, the first example I was always given was that 

of money lending.  If they as*, to borrow money one must lend 

it.   Another common reason for bewitching is 'envidia', 

which is being—Jealu us of the good fortune of another.  One 

should, of course, never quallel with a person who knows how 

to 'echar'; 

Some, like Pedro mentioned above, admit that they have 

special powers; I was told by a reliable informant that Petra 

also admits to this.  Veil, what does Petra say?" I asked. 

'Dice, yo se lo que yo se; esperqnse Udsj va a pasar lo que 

va a pasar' (She says, I know what I know; you wilt, what will 

happen will happen).  Others, like Claudio, deny that they 

know anything^ p. The unfortunate man was visiting in the 

house of my neighbours one night when I came in.  He told 
Wit    QCCUX4A.J 

us how te*yA had been watching him for an opportunity to kill 

him (velar).  He had been accused of 'brujerla' for over a 

year.  He said he had gone to Acala to live, but he and his 

family were not happy there, so his brothers-in-law had 

taught him how to shoot and he had bought a gun and now vent 

about with tuis in order to protect himself. 
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There was no agreement as to whether a person who Knew 

how to 'curar* also knew how to 'echar'.  Some said 'de 

hecho' (of course) and others maintained that tnere were 

people who knew how tc 'curar' and not to 'echar' wulle. others 

knew how to 'ecaar' but not to 'curar'. 

In order to cure illness caused intentionally, it seems 

to make no difference whether it was caused by a 'brujo' or 

by a 'rnagico'.  But it is. important to know waether it is 

'echado' or whetner the illness has another cause. 

This is important because the 'curacion' depends upon the way 

the illness was caused; thus 'espanto' (fri^h ) requires a 

different cure from 'mal puesto' (intentionally caused by 

soneone), arid 'mal ojo' (unintentionally caused by someone) 

requires yet a different cure, althougu tne patient's symptons 

wzjbe  similar. 

The only curers who are qualified to diagnose and cure 

an illness due to 'brujeria' are those 'que saben pulsear' 

and 'sabe leer el pulso' - suca a curer can read the pulse 

and it will tell him if the illness uas been 'puesto' because 

the brujo leaves his signature in the blooii of the patient. 

Hot all curanderos know how to read the pulse in this way and 

at times a curandero wno lacks this ability sends his patient 

to one 'que sabe' (who knows, to Make sure it is not 'danoO 

In order to 'pulsear' the curandero feels the pulse 

of his patient from the wrifct to the inside of the elbov. 

•Habla el pulso1 (the pulse speaks) and 'el brujo deja su 

firma' (the brujo leaves his signature), I was told by my 

Informants.  Thus the curandero always knows who is causing 

the sickness but he will frequently refuse to say the name, 

for fear that the accused person will kill him, a very real 

danger.  However, a number do name the brujo, especially If 

he comes from a different village.  It is curious that revenge 

is never taken outside the village. 

Thus, Claudlo was perfectly safe vhen he vent to Acala, 

which is only one hour on horseback from Chlapilla, and plenty 
of Chiapilltecos go tnere.  Another man who left Chlapilla 
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because ne was suspected of a murder, is now a trader and 

passes near the village frequently.  There is no danger for 

his life as long as ne does not come to live in the village. 

I have been repeatedly assured that curaaderos do name 

the brujo.  Naturally 1 have tried nard to find out how tnis 

is done, the more so, as the curanderos are frequently •caseros', 

who do not live in the village and are unlikely to know the 

names of the inhabitants, much less tneir quarrels.  Two 

persons said to me s ontaneously that the curandero asked 

•acuerdate con quien peleasteis1 (remember with whom you quarreled), 

and 'acuerdate a quien no quisisteis dar dinero1 (remember whom 

you refused to lend money).  All the others insisted that the 

curandero named the brujo without asking any questions. 

The most common reason given for brujeria is 'envidia', 

the brujo was jealous of someone wno was getting on well and 

causing the illness, tries to make the victim poor through 

having to spend his money on curiiig himself.  Alternatively, it 

is the person who paid the brujo who had 'envidia'.  This 

explanation is offered when the patient does not know why any- 

one should wish him harm.   Frequently though, he knows very 

well what incident provoked the brujeria. 

An illness is generally thought tc be due tc brujeria 

if no other treatment has helped.  The patient may have been 

to doctors, to yerberos (herbalists), to miraculcus saints to 

pray, but none of these have helped.  It is then clearly a 

case of brujeria. Lingering illnesses, such as T.B. or cancer 

in which patients taste away are a sure sign of 'mal puesto'. 

Worms coming out of the nose or skin are also recognised as 

due to brujeria. 

I have said that the only euranderos who diagnose and—eure 

eases of brujeria are these who know how to read the pulso 

(pulsear). This ie eorreet - however, there is another 

specialist in curing whoa I have not yat mentioned. This 1s 

the 'reelato'i—a spiritualist wnof like the quganderos, may 

be a man or woman. Whereas the curaaderoa only cure, the 

reclnto also gives other kinds of information. 
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Once trie curandero nas pronounced it tc be 'mal puest©' 

and the 'curacion' has ta.M.en place, tuere are a number of 

reasons why the patient may not get well.  These reasons do 

not always discredit the curandero.  One possibility is 

that the man was a bad curandero; just as there are bad doctors, 

so there are bad curanderos, and one noes ones best to find 

a good curandero, someone who is known for his successful 

cures.  There are other reasons for failure.  It may be 

the curandero has been to cure his patient in the evening, 

and the patient has indeed got~tretTer.  But during the night 

the brujo comes again and naturally the patient nas a relapse. 

Tuis happens 'cuando esta por morir' (when the intention of 

the brujo is to kill him).  '£1 brujo va duro y duro* (the 

brujo goes hard at it).  So tue curandero has indeed cured, 

but the brujo aad come along afterwards to undo his good wq^rk, 

Another possibility is that •robo i&Lfirma'.  The 

brujo leaves his name in the victim's blooi, 'deja su firms.', 

but he may have left the signature of someone else who is 

perfectly innocent.  Thus if tne curandero tells his patient 

*es tal persona -\ue  te tiene asi' (so-and-so holds you in 

this state) and the sick person replies "that's impossible, 

so-and-so is a very good person", then it is evidently & case 

of 'firma robado' (stolen signature). 

It may also be that someone was present at the curing 

ceremony who did not believe.   This, claim the curanderos, 

invalidates the curacion.  One lady told me that she was 

at a curing ceremony and burst into uncontrollable giggling 

in the middle of it.  Naturally, the curandero was very 

annoyed.  On the other hand, there are stories of people 

who did not "believe" but went to a curandero as a last hope 
then 

and who were/cured. 

Another possibility for failure to cure may be that 

the patient waited too long before calling in the curandero. 

He says it will be difficult now and he does not know if he 

will succeed.  Much in the same way a doctor in England will 

say "If only you had come to me earlier I could have done 
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something for you". 

At times curanderos cure the patient after the doctors 

have failed.  However, this is only a manner of speaking; 

the patients may indeed have been to see a doctor, but 

whether they followed his instructions, or took the medicine 

as directed, or went to see him again wnen ordered, is 

doubtful.  The proficiency of the doctor should also be 

questioned.  One sceptical Chiapillteco told me that 

doubtless the cure was due to the medicines which only took 

effect in the long run, and that the credit for the cure 

was given to the curandero who had been visited afterwards. 

Some of the villagers believe absolutely that there 

is such a thing as brujeria.  Wot only do they talk about 

it as a thing which exists and which occurs, but even more 

convincing than their statements, are the number of 

killings for brujeria. 

Some villagers doubt; they do not Know for certain 

whether there is such a thing, but on the other hand they 

would not state definitely that brujeria does not exist. 

One never knows! 

A few Chiapilltecos definitely say there is no such 

thing as brujeria and, what is more, they act upon their 
a 

convictions.  They refuse to see/curaudero. 

Celia Garcia was ill for a while with a pain in her 

back which would not leave her.  Anything persistent is suspect. 

Her mother and friends assured her it was caused by her former 

maid with whom she had quarreled and then dismissed and 

begged her to see the curandero so that he might •pulsear*. 

She consistently refused and finaxly a worm came out of the 

sore spot and the wound dried up and she got well.  Pedro 

Pascasslo who lives in Chiapa, but married a woman from Chlapllla, 

was practically accused of murder by his wife's mother and 

sisters for not permitting her to be cured by a curandero. 

He said he did not believe in that rubbish.  As far as I can 

gather the woman died of cancer after having received 



extensive radio therapy treatment. 

I have said taat the only curanderos who diagnose 

and cure cases oi" brujeria are taose who know how to read 

the pulse ('Pulsear')*  This is correct, however, there is 

another kind of specialist in curing, whom I have not yet 

mentioned.  This is the 'recinto': a spiritualist who, like 

the curanderos, may oe a man or a woman.  Whereas the curanderos 

only cure, the recinto also gives other kinds of information. 

A person may.ask who.stole his-plou§h^ whether an intended 

undertaking wj.ll be successful, where she can find a lost son 

or erring daughter and so on.  The spiritualist falls into 

a trance and the people present ask questions of the spirits 

speaking through the medium. 

The recintc will give advice on how to cure all kinds 

of illness.  However, the important point here is that he 

(or she) will say when it is 'mal enfermedad' i.e. whether 

the patient is ill because of brujeria.  Persons who have 

visited the recinto, as well as those who have not, tell me 

that the name of the brujo is revealed during the session. 

When I asked my informants who had first accused Claudio of 

being a brujo, several of them said to me that it was the recinto. 

There is a recinto in Chiapilla who nas sessions once a week. 

I am able to understand that the latter might give the name of 

a brujo, but it is much uarder for me to understand how a 

recinto in Chiapa is able to name a brujo in Chiapilla.  I 

nave been told by two persons that this happens.  However, I 

vas not able to check on this at all, —xxAaxixMwulwxmMM 

t>iTrMttat«xyMiatt«MrtxlMTinrtt«Mi»x I do not know whether the 

recinto had any connections with persons at  CJfciapilla, nor 

do I know howjatiak the recinto had questioned the patients. 

All I aa able to say is that many people went to the 

recinta either in Chiapa or in Chiapilla to be cured and that 

brujos were named there as being responsible for certain ill- 

nesses.  For this reason Dona Tomasa Chacon, the recinta/^ OuofJkt 

was accused by several Informants of being responsible for 

the murder of a man whor she had said was a brujo.  Indeed 
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it seems to me that the recintos are taking the place of 

the curanderoSj cot only in the curing of illness but also 

in the naming of brujos.  However, this is a paper on illness, 

and I am aere concerned vith the recinto and with brujos anly 

in as far as they diagnose and cure illness. 

To sum up this section:  illness which is caused by 

human beings may be due to 'mal ojo1, in which case the 

agent is innocent of evil intentions; they .may be due to 

•mal puesto' which requires the evil intention of another 

person.  Illness'.attributed to the latter may be caused by 

a magico or a brujo, and the means mey be some potion lnto- 

duced into the food, it may be manipulation of a photograph, 

hair or clothes belonging to the victim; it may also be caused 

by the nagual of a brujo, or by the simple wish of the brujo. 

Illnesses may also be caused by magicos who have learnt to 

ezcercise their art by reading books. 

L 

4. Illnesses due to emotional reasons 

I said at the beginning that another class of causes may 

be emotional.  Of this class 'espanto' is by far the most 

frequent. 

'Espanto* literally means a fright.  What happens is 

that the person receives a shock or a fright and at that 

moment 'caye el espiritu', his soul or spirit fails, he looses 

his spirit in that place.  Most often the cause of 'espanto' 
especially 

is a fall in or near water.  Children/are prone to 'espanto', 

which is not surprising as they are constantly falling.  If 

then they become ill it is traced back to a fall.  'Espanto' 

need not necessarily occur in connection vith water, although 

generally it is so. 

The mother of Arturo Garcia suffered from 'espanto' which 

was attributed to the shock she received upon the murder of 

her son Just in front of her door.  It was there that her 

'espiritu' was thought to lie.  The illness due to 'espanto' 

need np£,^oJ^v;riftgttfdieJ;ely...-. vTh» mother of Arturo fell ill 
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six months after her son's death. 

Indeed, a person may be cured of aa 'espanto' he had 

many years ago.  Katie Vila nearly drowneri -when she was a 

young girl.  As she grew up she began to suffer from the 

most terrible headacnes - which I ^uess were migraines.  She 

has them to this day despite all the treatment from doctors 

and home-remedies which she applied.  Her friends tell her 

she ought to cure herself of 'espanto', that this fright as 

a young girl was the cause of her headaches. 

A little boy fell ill with a high temperature two days 

after he had slipped and fallen into tae river.  Obviously 

a case of 'espanto': he was soon cured.  Many women will not 

take their small children to the river for fear of a fall and 

an 'esp&nto'.  They prefer to buy the water and wasn at 

home, or to pay to htve their washing done, rather than run 

the risk. 

There are various degrees of seriousness of 'espanto'. 

In minor cases 'una llamdita' will be sufficient to cure. 

Any curandero or even an old woman is able to do this.  If \ 

the illness is more serious, then 'una llamada',|is made.  The 

patient remains in bed for three days and the curandera: (or 

curandero) comes three times a day for three days.  la all. 

this curacion consists of nine 'llamadas'.  If- the case of 

'espanto1 is really serious, then there is a curacion which 

is called 'una pepenada'.  'Pepenar* means to pick up - and 

this is literally what is done.  The spirit of the ill person 

which has fallen at the place where the fright occurred, must 

be picked up and restored to its owner.  The curandera goes 

to the spot where the 'espanto* occurred, to pick up the 

fallen spirit and lure it back to the patient. 

The essential parts of all three of these curaciones 

of 'espanto' , which are called llamadas, are: 'resar' (to 

pray)} 'spplar' (to blow) and 'ramar' (to sweep). 

Heaar (during a llamada^) is an appeal to the Holy Trinity, 

to the Saints, in particular to the Patron Saint of the 
currandera, and to the Santa Tierra (the holy earth) 
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asking for the patient to be cureu.  SoplarIs is done by 

the cvraiadsra when she takes a nouthfuxl cf tr^gc and blows 

it out in a spray over the patient.  Ramar. or 'barrer con 

raraas' is to pass a bundle of branches with green leaves over 

the body of the patient.  The branches are 'cana Cristl' 

or 'mata-raton', both trees found in the monte; they are first 

'soplado' with tragc and then pasted over the face, neck, arms, 

legs, back and front of the patient.  The two actions of 

'soplar' and 'ramar' togetner with repeated invocations to 

the spirit of the patient to return to him are the essentials 

of all curaciones for 'espanto'. Beyond that they vary, both 

according to the gravity of the patient's condition and to 

the curandera.  There are not two curanderos/as who cure 

alike; each has his special method and peculiarities, but i 

these three essentials always remain: the llamada.: the soplada; 

and the ramada. 

Llamadita; If the patient is suffering from a slight 

illness and if it is thought to be 'espanto', he will be given 

a 'llamadita'.  All that is necessary is a bottle of trago, 

the branches and seme candles.  After lighting the candles 

upon the altar, and appealing for the help of the Holy 

Trinity and the Patron Saint of the curandero, the latter pro- 

ceeds to *soplar' and then to 'ramear', the patient, calling 

all the time to the spirit of the patients 'Vien a la casa 

espirltu, no quedas rodeando, vien espiritu, no saigas en la 

noche, vien en esta casa, etc'  The curacion should be nade 

in the house of the patient, for the 'espiritu' seems to be 

called to return to the house rather than to the person. This 

was made very clear to me when a little boy was given 'una 

llamadita' in the house of Toaasa.  Toaasa never leaves her 

house and for that reason could not go to the home of the 

boy.  But she told the mother to return hone vith the child 

immediately, and that she should keep him In the house for a 

few days. 
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Llamada.  I nave never seen a llamada, but It seems 

to De similar to 'una llamadxta1.  The patient xs usually 

more seriously ill and lies in oed.  The curandero comes on 

three consecutive days: in t&e morning, at mid-day, and in 

the evening at sundown.  The doors of the nouse remain closed 

during these three days and the patient should not get out of 

bed.  No one may enter the house who was not present at the 

first curacion.  Those who were j-i-esent may leave the house 

and re-enter wnen they wish. 

Pepenadaf  This is the most serious curacicn.  It can 

only be done by curanderos who 'saben pulsear' and thus know 

how to cure of witchcraft as well.  When I ask villagers 

about 'una pepenada' they always refer to it as an occasion 

upon which 'comen gallinas a media noche, toman pan y cafe, y 

el infermo se quedCL en la flor* (chicken is eaten at midnight, 

bread and coffee are taken, and the patient remains lying 

in the flowers).  These three parts of the 'pepenada1 strikes 

them most; it is by these that the 'pepenada'is identified. 

I will give an account of the *pepenada', vnich is a 

reconstruction I make from many accounts.  Very few persons 

are able to give a complete end accurate account.  Each one 

will tell of some part of the curacion, so I have pieced them 

together with the help of «p- experience gained at one llaaada 

which I witnessed. 

A 'pepenada* is always done at night, preferably when 

all are asleep.  The curandera (curandero) arrives at about 

9 p.m. and all those who will attend are already present. 

Generally members of the family come; the more persons there 

are present, the better it is.  Those who attend are called 

the 'compania1; they ccme to 'acompanar' the patient, rather 

reminiscent of 'accompaaar el defunto'..  *Compania', that is 

to say many people present upon any occasion, is always con- 

sidered to be a good thing and is welcomed.  The only proviso 

shout those who may attend is that they should "believe11 In 

the efficacy of such a curacion, or at least they should not 
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ridicule It.  One laUy told ne that she burst out into 

giggles during a 'curacion' and this was very badly thought 

of by the cura'idero, '»e naturally got cross. 

Two 'testigos' (witnesses) are necessary .for s curing 

ceremony.  Some told me taey might not bo relatives of the 

patient, but others said this did r.ot matter.  The 't^tigos' 

go into the 'ccnte' during tue day in order to gather the 

•flor1 in w;J.ch the patient is to lie.  The 'flor' may be 

actual flowers, or they may be leaves only; often both leaves 

&nd flowers are used, but it is alvays called »1<>. flor'. 

These leaves are really branches cut from trees which grov: 

on the monte (I have forgotten the name of these). 

When the curandero arrives, the family should have 

ready the incense, the trago and the requisite number of 

candles.  Each curandero has his own requirements, seme even 

ask for coloured candles from San Cristobal, which is not 

surprising should tue curandero be a 'caserito1. 

The first thing the curandero does is tc build a small 

altar.  Some placo it at thehead and ethers at the foot of 

the bed .  The curaulera whom I watched tcld ire the altar 

should tie built 'en el runbo' in the direction where the 

•susto' (fright) took place.  Tne altar is on the floor; 

a cross is placed first, then the candles and finally the 

leaves and flowers.  As eacn Item is placed upon this "altar" 

it is sprayed (soplado) with trago mixed with Sal de Ixtapa, 

and a short prayer is said.  Here the ceremony begins, the 

curandero praying to the Holy Trinity, to his special saint 

and to the Santa Tierra to give their help.  When I was present 

many of the prayers were from the ordinary collection of 

Catholic prayers from the Prayer Book, such as "Our Father" 

etc. 

When I was present the curandero first passed the 

candles over the body of the patient and then lit them and 

placed them on the temporary altar.  X do not know if this 

is the rule.   The patient is then 'swept" - 'le dan una 
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barrida' - which is to pass the branches with the leaves 

over thebody, back and front, calling the spirit all the 

while.  At the curacion I saw, these same branches were 

used to pray at the altar and were finally placed beneath the 

patient's pillow.  I do not know whether this is usual, but 

I imagine that it is. 

The curandero then leaves the house with the two (or 

more) 'testigos' who went to gather the 'flor*.  They go 

to the spot wherethe 'susto* occurred, the place where *cayo 

el espiritu' (the spirit fell).  These, a cross of sticks 

is made and stuck into the ground, and candles are lit and 

the curandero begins to pray, or rather to entreat and Implore 

and comand the 'duetto del lugarV to give up the spirit of the 

patient.   The prayers and entreaties are mainly addressed 

to the Santa Tierra. 

The curandero, in talking to the people afterwards will 

say that the 'duetto del lugar* was unwilling to give up the 

'espiritu' and that it had been a terrible struggle to liberate 

the spirit. 

The concept is, that upon falling, or receiving a fright, 

the spirit of a person remains in that place; that this 

place has an owner who is unwilling to give up the 'espiritu', 

and the aim of the curandero is to recover it and to bring 

it back to the patient. 

Yhen the curandero is ready to leave, he walks towards 

the village, leaving the candles burning.  All they way 

back ha continues to call the spirit, often asking the 

'testigos* to help him.  Arturo, for example, told me that 

when he was 'testigo', the curandero told him to call the 

spirit quietly in his mind, but not to stop doing so for one 

moment.  Others call out aloud; some curanderas have the rep- 

utation of screaming and shouting in their efforts to get 

back the spirit.  Some use the same leaves to •sweep* 

(barrer)the way for the spirit all the way to the house. The 

curaciones are at night so that the people of the village 

(la gente) should not see the curandero going through the 

street calling aUr- the time for the spirit to follow him. 



The spirit might take fright; it has to be lured back gently.   , 

The same words are used by the curanderoi (when it is 0-e 'ik^^' 

a ladino speaker) "come back spirit, what are you doing in 

the cold and the wind, why do you linger in the dark night; 

come back to the house; do not be afraid; do not be a coward; 

come back spirit of Maria Hernandez, etc."  None of the 

party should look back as they return to the village. 

When the party reaches the house and they are let in, 

the assembled company also has to help.  One informant told 

me that she witnessed a curacion, the curandero told them to 

sit in silence during his absence and on no account tc turn 

their heads when they heard him enter.  Another informant 

said that the curandero instructed the 'compania* to begin 

to call the name of the patient as soon as he entered the 

house. 

Upon his return the curandero goes straight up to the 

patient to 'barrer* and *soplar', and after that he kneels 

before the altar on the floor and prays once more, calling 

the spirit.  It is at this moment, when the curandero 

enters the house upon return from the place of the *susto*, 

that the outcome of the curacion is often known.  It is a 

critical moment.  I have been told that if the patient has 

been unconscious he awakes at this time and may even speak, 

whereupon he falls into a deep refreshing sleep from which 

he awakes well on the way to recovery.  Some say the fever 

drops when the curandero *barrer* upon his return, and again 

the patient falls asleep. 

It is important that the assembled company should keep 

awake 'velar* all night, or that at least one member of the 

•compania* should remain awake.  If they all go to sleep the 

patient say get worse.  For this reason trago Is passed 

around continuously during the night.  When the curacion is 

over, coffee and bread are served to all present, and at 

about midnight chicken and tortilla and chicken soup are 

eaten.  Everyone receives equal portions and it is always 

stressed in accounts that it is impotent for everyone 
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present to partake equally of any food or drink which is 

passed around,, 

Early in tne morning tue curandero and the 'compania' 

leave the nouse.  The patient remains in the 'flor' (the 

leaves and flowers), which were left beneath his pillow and 

around his body by the curandero upon the letter's return 

from the place where the spirit xiadfallen.  He remains lying 

in bed, with the 'flor', for three days and snould not leave 

his bed for that time.  The diors leading to the street and 

to the sitio must remain closed and only those may enter the 

house who were present at tne curacion.  On the fourth day 

the curaiidero comes again to 'levantar la flor'.(& ~w^,-*Hr^-tK*. i-W^J 

Upon the occasion I witnessed, the curandera said a 

short prayers at the altar she had made, and then removed the 

candle stumps, the flowers and tne incense.  Similarly she 

removed the 'flor* from the patient's bed and(|»soplar' the 

sick person once more.  She took the 'flor' into the garden, 

taking great care to collect all the leaves and flowers which 

had been used.  She placed them in the branches of a tree, 

the important thing being that tney should lie in the snade 

and not in the sun, and that the animals of the patio should 

not get at them. 

Each curaiidero has his own particular way of curing and 

his own method and preferences..  It is generally thought,by 

the Chiapilltecos that the caseros are better curanderos than re Better curauaeros uwa > \ 

the ladinos because 'resan en idioma'»  Most Chiapilltecos 

have had a 'curacion de espanto* at some time during their 

lives, though it may not have been a 'pepenada*. 

Collcot  An illness may be attributed to •collco1 or 

•bills'.  This is a disorder of the stomach which occurs 

because the person has been very angry.  Such a disorder of 

the stomach may then turn into a more serious illness.  Certain 

foods should be avoided when one has been angry, the principal 

one being milk.  My landlady was very upset when I told her 

one day I had just had a rov with someone and was very angry. 
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She said "Vhy did you not tell me, I would not have given 

you milk". 

People very frequently think they suffer from 'bills' 

if they do not know what is wrong with them.  Considering 

the amount of quarreling and the prevalence of intestinal 

disorders, this diagnosis makes senses oK<UuKw*JcJaU 

I do not tftlnk tnere is a special cure for 'colico', 

except the common re»dy of a 'lavado' (irrigation). 

Traspasso;  This is an upset stomach due to not having 

eaten a meal at the usual time.  It is ccxiS^dered vital to 

eat regularly, although as far as I have observed, meals are 

not at all taken regularly.  Of course 'traspasso' and 

'colico' often gc tcgetner, for xjt  one has beex. very cross 

one naturally has not eaten at the time tne meal was served. 

Dlsicela: Tais is due to 'verguenza (shame).  A person 

has been in an embarrassing situation and the next day he or 

she will have all the symptoms of disipela.  It may be swollen 

eyes, it may be spot* all over the neck and arms, or even, 

in bad cases, all over the body. 

For example, ilatie Vila suffered badly from swollen 

eyes as a result of tne following incident.  She had bought 

£ 35 (Mex) worth of meat to send to uer brother in Mexico. 

The meat was sent to her house and tnere she discovered that 

she was short of $ 6 worth of meat  She was very angry and 

said so in no uncertain terms to the meat seller.  This lady 

did not bother to re-count the pieces of meat, but simply 

gave Katie the missing amount, apologising profusely for her 

mistake.  When Katie returned home and re-counted the pieces, 

she now found she had f> 6 worth too much, so that the amount 

which had been sent to her originally had been correct.  She 

was too embarrassed to return this meat so she sent $ 6 to 

the meat seller. 

Carmen told me that when she was pregnant with her 

eldest boy, her humband took her for a walk by the river. 

As It was a day of fiesta all the men were by the river chatting 

% 
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and bathing.  Carmen stumbled and fell, and she told me 

that she was most embarrassed to have fallen down In front 

of all those people.  When her son was born he had a re- 

current complaint of swollen eyes.  He would go to bed per- 

fectly well and wake up with his eyes swollen and stuck 

together.  She took him to several doctors but they only 

cured him temporarily. Finally she cured herself of disipela 

and the boy never had this complaint again.  In this way 

children can suffer disipelctas a result of the mother*s 

'verguensa.  However, this is the only occasion upon which 

children can suffer from this illness.  In general a child 

cannot be ill of disipela; it is only as they grow older, 

as they become •formal" that they are able to feel embarrass- 

ment, they learn to know shame.(This is the theory, in fact 

girls of ten can be very embarrassed and shy). 

Maria Coello told me that she had 'disipela' a day after 

her husband 'la regano' (scolded her) 'delante la gente' (in 

front of all thepeople).  This seems to be the most frequent 

reason; one has had an embarrassing experience in the presence 

of many stangers. 

The cure for 'disipela' is the following:  one must go 

up to a person who is •hot" from work, and ask him to 'soplar'. 

The fact that the person should be 'sudando' is particularly 

stressed, as is the point that it must be a person of whoa one 

is very stay; of whom 'se tiene verguensat^  This person takes a 

nouthfull of trago and sal de Ixtapa to 'soplar' and spray the 

patient.  It has to be done in the centre of the street or 

at a cross roads, that is to say in a public place, where there 

will be a lot of people watching.  In addition the nan who 

has been asked 'el favor', the favour of curing the patient, 

must say all sorts of embarrassing things to hla (or her) One 

person told me that a man must cure a woman, and a woman must 

cure a nan, but ethers said that sex made no difference.  this 

treatment has to be repeated on three consecutive day si* the 

person who 'cure' neednot be the same on the three days. 

The essentials of the cure are that it has to be done 
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In public, that tne patient must be made to feel ' verguensa', 

thot the person who cures snould be "hot" and perspiring, 

and the action cf 'soplar'. 

It is interesting that the idea of hot and ccld enters 

this curacion as it does in so many other ideas about illness 

and about foods (e.g. ^ojo caiieritej certaii. foods are Vuy 

caliente) .  Here tuere is a contrast of hot and cold in the 

cure; the man has to be hot from work, and the action of 

•soplar1 is very coldj that is to say it feels as though one 

is being sprayed with a Jet of ice-cold water, so that it 

sends a shiver down one's back. 

Castiao:  An illness may be due to castigo.  In 

general people say it is castigo when an accident occurs, or 

when some misfortune befalls a person; an illness resulting 

from such a misfortune is then also castigo.  Thus Jesus 

Gomez overturned his ox-cart on a slope of a hill, so that 

the passengers rolled down the hill and his little soue broke 

a leg.  He was taking all his family on a picnic at the 

time*  A number of people considered this to be castigo, because   i 

Jesus had refused to accept • una tarde de San Pedro'^ when he 

had been asked to take it by the Junta de la Fiesta de San 

Pedro.  Ue had wanted to use the money to build his new house. 

When the 13-year old son of Rafael Velasco died, after 

having fallen from a tree where he had been stealing fruit, 

many people said it was castigo because none of the children 

of Rafael had been babtised.  The family took this to heart, 

and when the priest came they had the children babtised. 

Serafim Gomes had his hand blown off while letting off 

some fireworks.  Mo one doubts that this was castigo for 

turning Protestant and foresaking the saints.  Ue is now a 

good Catholic again. 

These then are the illnesses I hare placed in the class 

of "Illnesses due to emotional causes", or psychological causes 

as we would now sayt Espanto, Disipela, Colico, Traspaaso 

(this night come under the heading "natural") and castigo. 
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fri Upases <*"« to wWa,t*yj4 Cauaes". 

I ./ant to make it quite clear that the people have no 

objection to doctors or to medicines.  They are quite ready 

to believe in their efficacy and prove this by spending much 

money on them.  Many illnesses are thought to be illnesses 

in exactly the same way as we think of them.  They are 

neither due to 'espanto' nor to »ojo' not to 'brujeria' etc. 

Saramfon (chicken pox), gripa (flu) catarro (colds) are such 

ailments.  Broken bones are cured by a bone setter; 'empacho' 

is constipation and is cured by a very strong massage of the 

body and limbs.  A great number of villagers make the journey 

to Chiapa or to Tuxtle to see a doctor.  However, it happens 

frequently that neither the doctors, not tue medicines taken, 

help. 

The villagers themselves explain the failure of the 

doctors to cure by saying that certain illnesses are not of 

the Kind that a doctor can cure with medicine.  Thus, if it 

is 'ojo', then no medicine will cure the child except the 

furacion for 'ojo*.  The same holds true for 'espanto* and 

even more so for 'brujeria*.  Indeed one of the sure signs 

that an illness is caused by •brujeria' is that the patient 

has been to many doctors and has not been cured.  It is for 

this reason that it is so important to know the cause of the 

ill, by wheel or how it was brought about. 

The)*people are in no* way opposed to medicines is best 

shown by the fact that the curanderos themselves prescribe 

patent medicines or send their patients to a doctor.  The 

*recinto* always includes a prescription of some common remedy 

in the cure.  One eurandera, who is also a bruja, advised her 

patient to go to the schoolmaster and get an 'injection bien 

fresca* (a cool injection). 

I explain this failure of medicines in so many cases In 

the following way:  In the first place medicines arc extremely 
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expensive.  That is to say, the same medicines cost very 

much more in Chiapilla than they vould in England.  If then, 

one considers the low income of the people it becomes even 

more expensive for them.  It is uivderstandable that they 

simply cannot afford the aiedicii.es prescribed.  Often my 

friends have told me tuey have not been to the doctor because 

vhat was the point of going if one did not jiave the money to 

buy the medicines.  A curandero is always much cheaper. 

In the second place, medicines taken are not always prescribed 

by  a doctor.  Iu Chiapilla there are two 'practicai.tes', 

schoolmaster who nave quite a lot of personal experience but 

who are not quallfieu.  These men prescribe according to 

the directions the aedical fi^cs give on their products. 

Haturally they frequently have nc idea of the illness of the 

patient.  It is tney who sell the medicines, give the injections 

and make a handsome profit out of it.  Despite the fact that 

they overcharge grossly, these •practicantes' are a god-send: 

they have introduced the use of anti-biotics, tjiven in the 

form of injections, and in this way have saved a great many 

lives.  Besides, they have gained much experience over the 

years, and there are a few ever-recurriug illnesses in Chiapil-a. 

The most common ones are bronchial and intestinal disorders, 

which if diagnosed early can be cured.  There is a great 

likelyhood of patients dying from these complaints if they are 

not given antl-biotics. 

It is a great fortune that the country folk in this 

area have no objection to injections; Indeed they ask to be 

given injections.  In the same way that the English worker 

wants a pill or a bottle of coloured medicine which tastes 

dreadful, so these people ask for injections.  The most pop- 

ularare vitamin injections.  Whatever illness the patient may 

have, the 'practicantes1 always prescribe a series of vitamin 

injections.  As the villagers live on a vitamin defficient 

diet, these injections do wonders.  M any people recover 

extremely quickly from their complaints after taking vitamins. 

This is not surprising -as one of the schoolmasters quite 
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rightly explains to tne-a, tne injection is the sanac as 

eating a good large meal; tne symptoms were clue to the lack 

of a properly balanced diet. 

The nearest doctor is in Acala ana some people go to 

see him.  However, if a doctor sets up a prictj.ee in j.cala 

it is because he is too yad Lc IU-AE a living ^.lsev.aere, or 

because he is eontinua ..1/ drunk, or has some other serious 

defect - he may not ever* be a doctor at ail and only passes 

for one in the country vnere no one anows him. 

I have already said that a large number of people go 

to Chiejpti to see the doctor tnert:.  The difficulty is 

that-.-they cannot easily go a second time when the doctor asks 

them to do so,for it is a strain on a sicK person to endure 

the three hour bus ride on a bumpy road.  In adaption, there 

is the expense to be tnought of and, as I said above, the high 

cost of medicine. 

All this does not mean tc say tiiat there are not those 

vho are just too mean to spend the money en a doctor even 

though they may have it; nor tnat t.^ere arc net seme people who 

no net believe in doctors. 

The main point I wish tc make nere is tuat the majority 

of villagers, have no objection tc aoctcra or medicines as 

such.  It is rather a case of tne difficulty of getting tc 

a doctor and of obtaining medicine.  1 do not think the 

villagers would refuse to visit a doctor if there would be one 

who practised in Chiapiila and if he shovedhimself to be 

minima My honest and successful in his treatments.  They have 

no belief vnich would make them hostile to modern medicine 

par so. 

6. The Curanderos 

unfortunately I never made friends with any of the 

curanderos (curanderas), nor with any brujo, so that -<• could 

not question them directly.  All the information I have 

comes from laymen and laywomen.  From them I co uld never 



find out why an Illness was cured one way rather than 

another; waether a curandero had to combat the brujo; what 

power a curandero had to undo tae work of a brujo, and so 

on.  The most I was able to obtain was a description of 

what happens during a curing ceremony.   Again and again my 

informants would say 'no savemos, atllos saven porque lo 

hacen, por eso son curauderos' (we do not know, tuey know 

wny they do tnese things; tnat's wny they are curers).  On 

the one hand I think that people did net like to admit to 

knowing too much about tnese things, and on th other hand 

they really dia not know.  There was no unanimity either 

about brujos and how they did their work, nor about curanderoe 

and what gave them the power of curing ax*d how they learnt 

to cure. 

Curanderos tend to specialise.  Thus, Dona Micaela, 

the mid-wife, cures of 'ojo' and she claims that most of the 

hjldren brought to aer suffer from it. Dona Petra says 

that most of the patients she sees tuffer from 'espanto1.  It 

is therefore true to say that the patient decides what he or 

she is suffering from and goes to see the appropriate person. 

Rather in the way that we would go to see a. <iermito$jogist 

or a gynaecologist.  If the mother thinks aer child is 

suffering from 'ojo' sne will take it straight to Doma 

Micaela; if the patient is not cured then the diagnosis was 

wrong, the child did not have 'ojo1.  One woman told me 

that she had her baby cured of •ojo' first of all to make sure 

it was not that; then she took it to the doctor.  The point 

is that it would have been no good taking it to the doctor 

had it been 'ojo1.  Medicines cannot cure if it i (ojo1 - 

it is not that kind of an illness. The same is true of 
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•espanto* and of all kinds of •aechiceria'.  Often, when I 

asked how the people knew a certain illness was 'puesto* 

they would say that they had been to thedoctors and had bought 

very expensive medicines and the patient had not been helped. 

It was plainly 'otra enfermedad' (a different kind of illness} 

a euphemism for brujerla). 



There seems to be no regular prescrxbeu way of 

DeccKirf a car:a.dere.  .All taor.fi v/hon I asi. ca tc Id r.<e  that 

they had nor, boon tought, but had if-.: rat through . ract.vsing. 

However,, trie hur,bar.d of Dora; Mic;.elt> vho Js a siid-wife raid 

cures cr.iidrcn'r. illnesses,, was a well KTICW curardero »ho 

could rr.-jd tae pulse (: ulsear) .  ae v«-.s '.aid tc aave diod 

of 'mal puei'tc' - it v^s thought that a rival curanderc had 

"done him in". 
at 

I talked to Micceln'c daughter, who asd 

just atteaded/ae? second coiifinenent.   ane said that her 

mother aad 'talked to r.er", but taat she aad never been present 

whil<? her rnotaer at tended ?.t a birth; she aad not -used practical 

teaching.  It was a 'graclaf, watch she had been given,/ 

Deris foster.:-. Is a very respect?! curaadera who knows 

of nany aerbs aud pri-ctical c^res and vhe tier prescribes 

patent -.nedicinos.  She too is. a nid-'.'lfo with trn&t experience. 

She tel . me  that none of '.or family >.:.d been carers but that 

she bed had a drears in wuich a woman in vhi.tt.had ; resented t.er 

with many babies.  Later sae vur called by Juan F.obJes, an 

old nu n ane r good curer, T< he tele. !.cr r.he T.vst :r.arn for he 

would die soon and then t.^ere would be no one.  left to help 

people in their need.  I asd no way of checking this story. 

Done. Petra, vhe is i rr.uch fei red curar.dera, is si.id tc 

have had P.  gecd friend and ccru-dre vac vac caraixlera but whe 

is no-' dead t 

I began by spying that illnesses are diagnosed end 

cured not sc much according to the symptoms but by finding 

out vhet caused the symptona.  If one asivs vnat is the 

matter with a child, the answer night Ve " a high temperature 

and diarrhoea",  I suppose that a doctor would say that 

these synptorcs r.re typical of a number of dise&nes and wauld 

then proceed tc look for further symptoms which vc.uld identify 

it as one particular illness and no other.  The carandero 

looks to see how his patient get the symptom? ami the cxires 

accordingly. 

M y difficulty with this statement is that this is 

untrue of illnesses due to 'espanto' and to 'Aechiceria1* 
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Although caused in different wayL>, the sair.e curandero 

diagnoses and cures them and as fur as I can gather the cures 

are very similar.  I have lifted 'espanto' under "Illnesses 

due to emotional (psychological) reasons", while 'fte'chiceria' 

1 listed under'Illnesses caused intentionally by other persons". 

I aave no explanation for tnis and think the trouble is that 

I have not sufficient information on this whole subject of 

brujeria. 

There is an enormous amount of illness in Chiapil.a. 

If one asks a per&cn what is the matter, what are they suffering 

from, the most common replies will be 'Tango calentura' ( I 

have a haLgfi" temperature); 'Teago par aba Jo1 (I have diarrhoea 

- which may well be dysentry, I do not know); 'Tengo catarro1 

(I have a cold).  Children in particular are frequently down 

with a temperature, and many babies have perpetual colds. 

The colds and bronchial complaints are due, I believe, to the 

change in temperature between day and night, and tne fact that 

one blanket or no covering at all is the rule among these 

people who generally sleep on the floor.  Intestinal troubles 

are also very common,but again I do not know what tnese disorders 

are due to.  It may be the drinking water.  Anti-biotics 

cure them temporarily, 

Before a person goes to see a doctor or a curandero he 

for she) tries a home cure. 

A very common cure for all disorders, whether it be 

temperature, stomach trouble, headaches, etc. is a 'lavado' 

(irrigation), either with water or with some herb.  'Un 

vomitivo' is equally common and these remedies areadaiiniste red 

as home remedies, mothers prescribing it for their children, 

rather as the Victorians (and my own father still does) prescribed 

a good dose of castor oil as a cure-all.  All the curanderos 

prescribe them as well, and before a buracion de Espanto' 

the patient ic frequsjatly given a 'lavado*.  Whenever a person 

U 
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Is unwell he Is put on a diet; If a person Is taking any 

medicines or is going to have injections, no matter for what 

complaint, he at once goes on a diet.  Just as a doctor 

might sajc to us that the patient should be Jtept on a "light" 

diet for a few days, sc thevillsgers nave a similar idea, 

except the foods which are considered to be aard to digest 

are different from the ones we believe to be so. 

In Chiapilla all food is divided into two classes.  Hot 

foods and cold f>ods.  Among hot foods are incLded hens (but 

not chickens), beef, eggs, cflsa, chile, ice cream, milk. 

Cold foods are pork, chicken soup, chocolate, odcksy young 

chickens, fruits, cheelse.  Cold foods are/scree tines called 

•fresco1 (cotol) arid ill persons are permitted to eat some of 

the 'fresco' foods, but no •hot" JCoods at ail.  I do not yet 

understand the significance of ttiis division, nor can I 

plain the dif ferericeXof opinion as to whether a certain food 

is Thot" or "cold",  I\can only say at presenr tnat they 

use the concept of hot and, cold food rather'in tne way that 

we say such and such a fcod\s difficult tc digest, that it 

shoul«Knot be eaten when one is ill or at night before going 

to bed. 
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<$ .  DEATH IN QHIAPILLA 

Lilo Stern 

Death is a very familiar thing to the Chiapiil^ltecos.  It 

is in fact very much part of life and of living, and is treated 

as such. 

Everybody, including the children have seen dead and dying 

people, as death is not a time to isolate people, as we do, but 

rather a time for much company. 
People talk a great deal about death.  They use the word in 

every day conversation rather as we do, in the sense "I would 

die of hunger if I had no tortillas", or "I would die if I had 

to do this". Frequently when a person has been sick, he or she 

will say 'me iba a morir' but this expression in Chiapilla is 

not quite as figurative as it would be if used in England. Peo- 

ple do die with remarkable suddenness.  It may be that they have 

little physical resistance because of the poor nourishment they 

receive, or it may be that the suddenness is apparent; that in 

fact thay die from some illness from which they have been suf- 

fering for a long time; for doctors or curanderos are only sought 

at the very last moment. 

Old men and women frequently talk of their expected death 

and make arrangements for their burial expenses, and for who is 

to bury them. Thus one old lady sold two-thirds of her house si- 

tio to her son-in-law.  She explained that she had retained the 

last third, so that her son-in-law might bury her upon her death. 

That is to say, the last third of the sitio would pass to him 

upon the old lady's death, and instead of paying her for it as 

he had done the other two-thirds, he would pay for her funeral. 

Mothers teach their daughters to do all the work around the house, 

telling them to learn well, as they (the mothers ) might die and 

then the girls would have to manage on their own. The mother who 

tells her daughter this, does not, of course expeot to die; nev- 

ertheless, it is not uncommon to fina a 12 or 13 year-old looking 

after her father and her siblings. 

Whichever way a person dies, the funeral ceremony is the same. 

It is the same for men and for women, but different for a young 

child. More money is spent on the funeral by a well-off family 

than by a poor one, but in essence the funeral remains the same. 

V 
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The real difference to the family of the deceased, is whether 

the death was sudden and unexpected, or if they were prepared for 

it. The biggest thing about a funeraCl - apart from the fact that 

a person has died - is the expense.  It is quite impossible to bury 

a person without providing a meal, without at least killing a small 

pig. I have asked again and again what happens when the mourners 

are very poor and the invariable answer is "why they have to bor- 

row".  'But if they cannot repay', I insist. "Que lo vea", is the 

answer, which roughly means 'well that's just too bad'. 

If a person has been seriously ill for a long time, then the 

money for his or her funeral is put aside, or saved up. Cosme Her- 

nandez had been ill for a very long time, and was on the point of 

dying several times. Wishing to convey the seriousness of his state 

a neighbour told me that they had already ordered the bread which 

was to be civen at the wake, and that she had heard that two tur- 

keys had been bought as well; the pig for the funeral meal had al- 

ready been set apart for weeks. 
A little boy of thirteen died suddenly the night after he had 

fallen off a tree and broken his arm. As his family was large and 

seem forirver in financial difficulties, I asked how they would pay 

for the funeral.  Several persons told me "They will have to use 

the money they had put aside for Isaias, the aged father of the 

mother (grandfather to the boy), who had been wasting away for 

months. 

Similarly the Presidente's mother-in-law had been seriously 

ill for months. As he was a good son-in-law, he had spent much 

money on doctors and medicines, and his wife still retained hopes 

of the old lady living. While we were chatting in the Presiden- 

cia one day, the Presidente remarked that soon he would he need- 

ing 'mi paguita para enterrar la viejita'; and he said he intended 

to sell one of his cows next week^ in order to have the money ready. 

The old lady did finally die, but %i it was several months later and 

not several weeks later as the Presidente had expected. 

If the death is unexpected things are much more difficult 

and disorganized. If the family of thddeceased is comparatively 

well-off, if they are shop keepers, or cantineros or cattle tra- 

ders, they usually have sufficient ready cash to pay for the ex- 

penses. When Arturo Garcia was shot, his three brothers between 

them supplied the cash and I did not hear that any of them had to 
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sell anything in order to obtain it. One of the brothers deals 

in maize and the other is a shopkeeper so they are likely to have 

ready money. 

rfhen Isabel Perez, a young woman of 32 died suddenly there 

was no money, and I heard that her husband had borrowed money at 

the time, and had sold some of his donkeys later on^fco pay off the 

debt. ^ 

7/hen Erasto G-onzales was killed, I discorered that his widow 

got the pig for the funeral meal on credit, the seller being wil- 

ling to wait until the widow could raise the money. My informants 

told me that she had borrowed the rest of the money.  I found out 

by chance some months later that she happened to have some ready 

money at the time of her husband's death, because he had intended 

to go to Tuxtla the next week to have his teeth seen to.  For this 

purpose he had laid aside some ready cash. 

It is extraordinarily hard to find out exactly how a par- 

ticular funeral is paid for, and where the money comes from. 

The example of Erasto G-onzales is a typical one; everyone told me 

that his wife had borrowed the money, and it was only because I 

remembered to ask her neighbour about this, some months later when 

I had an opportunity to talk to her, that I found out the truth. 

This neighbour knew, because Erasto had intended to go to Tuxtla 

with her husband on the next day (the day after he died). 

However, in this case, a statement from an informant about 

how she thinks the money was obtained is quite sufficient.  It 

will be a statement about how money is generally obtained in these 

circumstances, and we,are, after all, interested in this, rather 

than in knowing how this particular person obtained his money. It 

is sufficient in this case, because the informant misinforms simply 

because she does not know the actual facts, and it is not the cus- 

tom to say 'I do not know' in answer to a question. People will 

always answer in some way or +e other, saying what they think most 

probably occurred, and this is all the anthropologist wants to 

know in this case. 

There is a different kind of misinformation which tells the 

enquirer something else. It is in cases when there is reason to 

hide the truth. In the example I fcave above, the informant was 

not anxious to hide information. There is no secrecy about how the 
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money for a funeral is obtained.  If my question had for example, 

"been about sibling incest, I might .veil have been told that such a 

thing never occurs.  This answer would not have been a statement 

as to .vhat the informant thought was the general rule; it would be 

a statement of .vhat the informant considered 'ought' to be the rule. 

Thus I have given an examxjle of two types of inaccurate in- 

formation.  The first is a good guide to what actually happens, and 

the second is not a guide to what happens, but it is a guide to what 
it is felt ou«ht to happen. 

Funeral of an Adult 

I have already pointed out (Paper on Fiestas) that essentially 

a funeral ceremony is no different from any occasion upon which 

food is distributed. That is to say, the principles upon which 

food and drink are distributed are the same.  T will describe "a 

correct funeral", a funeral as it ought to be, in the minds of the 

Ohiapilltecos, and I shall mention any deviations there are from 

this.  It is curious that of all the ceremonies which occur dur- 

ing the life cycle - birth, marriage, birthdays, etc. - there is 

least variation in the funeral ceremony. In Ghiapilla, where there 

appears to be so little conformity, there seems to be most confor- 

mity at death. 
If an adult dies two things are absolutely essential. The 

"velada", or all-night >/ake, and the preparation and distribution 

of a festive meal; that is to say a pig is killed and 'sopa de 

arroz' is served as well as 'pozol con chocolate' (see Fiesta Pap- 

er). If the deceased died early in the morning, he is not buried 

until the afternoon of the next day, in order to permit the "vel- 

ada"; and this despite the heat and the rapid decomposition of the 

body. 

When an adult dies, he should first of all be washed and 

dressed in clean clothes. This should not be done by "relatives"; 

they are not permitted to touch the corpse. When I tried to dis- 

cover who were these " relatives" (parientes), I found there was 

general agreement that neither children, nor parents, nor siblings 

nor aunts and uncles nor cousins nor the spouse of the deceased 

should touch him. There was a difference of opinion about whether 

relatives-in-law might do so, i.e. relatives of the spouse, or re- 

latives of the siblings' spouse. Such rules are never very sttict 
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in Chiapilla and my informants always qualified their statements 

that in an emersench, or if there vvere no one else, even such 

close relatives might wash and carry the body; and I myself have 

seen this Jiappen. However it is preferable that they do not do 

so.  In any case there was complete agreement taat a "stranger" 

meaning one who is not of the family, is the ideal person to wash 

and clothe the body, itieighbour or friend should come in, 3aid 

all the informants. Usually a woman will ,/ash the deceased, wheth- 

er it he male or female. No importance is attached to the sex of 

the washer and the sex of the deceased. 

The body should "be dressed in new clothes, and if the ' duefio 

del difunto' (literally the owner of the deceased), the one who is 

paying, can afford it, the new clothes are ordered to be made im- 

mediately. ?or a man, a ahirt and a pair of trousers; for a wom- 

an a long white gown,  ./hen the body has been washed and dressed, 

which is done as soon as possible before rigor mortis sets in, 

the chin is tied with a kerchief or a cloth, and cotton wool is 

usually put in the nose and mouth. The big toes are tied together 

so that the feet should lie together. The hands are tied together 

so that they fest folded on the breast and a cross of blessed palm 

is placed between the fingers;  at times a candle is placed in the 

crock of the arm. 

The body is placed on a table in the centre of the room. As 

the majority of houses consist of one room only, this means that 

the body is placed in the centre of the house, and all the belong- 

ings of the inhabitants are hastily removed and dumj>ed outside in 

the 'coredor'. 

When the new clothes have been made, the body is clothes in 

these, often over the ones in which it is already clothes, for 

the body is by then too stiff for it to be undressed and re-dressed. 

Among the poorer people the body (aale or female) is simply dressed 

in a clean change of clothes. On one occasion I witnessed, the 

gamily was so poor that the child who died did not have a change 

of clothes. A sister of the dead boy was sent to the river to 

wash his clothes so that he could be buried in clean clothes. 

Pour candles are kept continuously burning besides the body 

two at the head and two at the feet.  The image of a salt (pic- 

ture image) which is taken from the house-altar, is placed at the 
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head of the tody.  The table upon which the body lies is covered 

with tissue paper. This tissue paper is "bought in the shops and 

then folded and cut into patterns with scissors; it is then un- 

folded and the effect is a little like lace.  This same kind of 

paper is used to decorate the house altars and to decorate the 

houses and streets on fiestas.  Some v/omen are expert at cutting 

the patterns, and are 'invited' to prepare the decoration for the 

deceased. They do not charge money in these circumstances, al- 

though they do oSlrge when it is for altar decoration for fiestas. 

Seae-we««»-areAny flowers that are brought are placed on the table 

around the body. Both the paper and the flowers should be white 

which is the funeral colour. 

This dessription of what happens in the first three or four 

hours upon the death of a person is written as though it were an 

orderly sequence of events. Nothing could be further from the 

truth. The confusion and muddle is indescribable, and the only 

wonder is that it always ends up with the corpse all clean and 

dressed, laid out upon a table in the middle of a room. The main 

impression I always had was that all the arrangements from begin- 

ning to end were bungled and amateur. After all, it is never the 

first time the participants have seen a death and have helped in 

the arrangements. Unlike the US (and maybe England), where stat- 

istical studies have shown a very low percentage of families that 

have experience with death, funeral directors, etc. - -^veryone 

knows perfectly well what has to be done. Yet the impression given 

is that it is the very first time they are arranging for a funeral. 

As soon as a person dies, the house is invaded by neighbours, 

passers-by and anyone else who is curious or interested,  ./omen 

and children especially crowd into the house to gaze and chatter. 

The ee*p main subject of conversation at this time, and throughout 

the time the corpse is laid out, is the manner of death. The events 

preceding death are gone over repeatedly and in great detail, .'/hat 

the deceased said, what he ate, where he felt pain, what medicines 

he took, whom he talked to, etc. etc. The neighbours who undertake 

to wash and dress the body have to fight their way through the crowd 

to do their work. 
There is the inevitable orisis about the table. Most houses 

have no table except the altar table. If this is large enough it 

is used for the body, if not, a table has to be borrowed. Upon one 
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such occasion when I was present, it had "been thought that the 

altar table would do.  .Vhen the corpse had been lifted onto the 

tattle it was discovered that it was too small, so one man was 

left to hold the feet of the body which were dangling over the 

edge of the table, while another rushed off to borrow a larger 

table.  V/hen he finally returned with a table large enough for the 

body, they got into a terrific muddle trying to get the new table 

into the house, and the other table out of the house, everyone 

shouting instructions, while the two men were hanging onto the 

body during this time. 

I have describedthis scene in detail, because this kind 

of situation is not unusual, and happens repeatedly.  No one 

seemed to be particularly shocked or upset at it. I guess I 

was the only one present who thought it was improper and un- 

dignified. The Ohiapilltecos definitely do not have the same 

sense of dignity, nor of ridicule that we have; and this I be- 

lieve is true of all Mexicans. 

Women's part 

Simultaneously with the death, begins the wailing of the women. 

Anthropologists have frequently pointed out that Miis wailing 

is an obligation and that the tears are turned on and off at 

will.  The mourner may or may not be truly unhappy and upset at 

the death. However, it is perfectly easy to see whether the 

woman is genuinely affected or not.  In the former case she 

really cries and sobs, in the latter case she merely produces 

a few perfunctory wails. 

Men take no part in the wailing; indeed they hardly enter 

the house where the deceased is laid out* Occasionally a drunk 

will be sprawled on the ground but normally not even the clos- 

est male relatives sit inside the house. I have, on occasions, 

seen a man standing quietly in a corner in deep affliction, cry- 

ing to himself. This is respected by everyone, and is not com- 

mented upon either favorably or unfavorably. The men normally 

sit on benches, or on the ground outside the house, whether it 

be in the sitio or in the street. Apart from just sitting around, 

there is work for the men to do as will appear later. 
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The only exception to this rule, I observed in the case 

of the funeral of Arturo Garcia! This family is the leader 

of custom, and comes from Chiapa de Corzo. At this funeral 

some of the male members of the family would spend some time 

sitting inside the house in the presence of the body, and would 

take part in the rezo. However even on that occasion the maj- 

ority of the men remained outside. 

Prom the time of death to the moment that the body is 

carried from the hovse there should be one woman present con- 

stantly as a kind of representative of the mourners, or as a 

chief mourner. This woman is the widow of the deceased, the 

mother, sister or daughter. I do not know of a case where not 

one of these relatives was available, but I guess that the near- 

est female relative - the one who was paying for the funeral, or 

whose huBband was paying, would occupy this place. One infor- 

mant explained to me that the person who was most affected by 

the death, would be the one to receive the condolences if 

none of the close family were available. A young girl is not 

sufficient; it has to be an adult woman. 

This chief mourner, as I call her, wails over the body and 

cries; she also receives the gifts of all those who have come 

to ,acompafiar, the body. At times the whole burden falls upon 

one woman.  .Vhen Fernando, a boy of 13 who fell from a tree, 

died, there was only his mother to wail for him. He was the 

eldest child so taat there was no elder sister.  He had no 

grandmother, neither did he have any aunts, as neither of his 

parents had siblings in Ohiapilla. The poor mother was com- 

pletely exhausted by the end of the day, and although her grief 

was genuine, she simply did not have the physical energy to cry 

any more. Apart from the dead son, hhe had to cope with two 

children under six and a baby at the breast. In the case of 

Pedro, a little boy of six who died, there were three women who 

took turns to wail and to receive condolences; his mother, a 

mother's sister, and his grandmother (mother's mother). 

As each visitor enters, this chief mourner breaks out into 

tears and wails. If the visitor is a close relative or one very 

fond of the deceased, she too will sob and cry. 

V 
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Every visitor brings one candle at least, worth 50 cen- 

tavos. There are three sizes of candles, those for 20 cen- 

tavos, those for 50 centavos and those of til.    Sach person 
"brings as many candles and whatever size she thinks suitable. 

"Lo que tiene volundad". I guess it is determined "by the 

closeness to and affection for the deceased. Those who can 

obtain some flowers bring them as well. Frequently the visit- 

ors bring food to help with the meal. Particularly if the de- 

ceased was very poor the neighbours will bring a small amount 

of maize, oe panela, of rice, of cocao or coffee, or whatever 

they can spare- money can also be contributed: between $1 and 

$5 is normal; it is called a 'limosna* . -^ver^ne knows that 

"el gasto es duro". 

As each visitor arrives and offers her condolences the 

chief mourner breaks out in wails.  She will say the following 

kind of thing:  "mi hijito, mi hijito de mi eorszon ... now you 

will speak to me no more, now I will not hear your voice; only 

yesterday you spoke to me; you asked for your pozol, you asked 

for a refresco ahd I sent you out to get it; only a week ago you 

were hell and running about; you would visit your grandmother, 

you would want to go and see her; I called for the doctor but 

he could not eure you; only yesterday you spoke to me, you 

asked for your food; my son whom i reared with so much trouble, 

etc." If it is a parent who died the principal refrain will be 

"Ora soy huerfano, no "tengo ni madre ni padre, soy sola horita . 

..she used to come to visit me, to talk to me; I would give her 

pozol, or her tortilla when she came; I would send her fruits 

when I had some; she complained of a pain in the night and I 

told her to take a remedy; but she would not listen; and why 

did you die and leave me huerfano; yesterday you were alive and 

you had only a lit le pain, etc." 

The content of the wailing is usually a description of the 

feelings of the mourner, and an account of the last few days 

of the deceased, what she said and ate, and what pains she had, 

e)o. I have given examples of cases where the mourners were 

genuinely grief-stricken. There are other instances where this 

is not the case. The mother-in-law of Garlotta died in her house. 

This lady had been ill for many months, and Carlotta had had to 
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look after her, as well as after her own children.  In addition 

Garlotta had to earn money by selling water, because her hus- 

band //as ill with T.B.  Thus the death of her mother-in-law was 

a relief, the more so as she .vas an old lady and thereViad been 

no hope of curing her. As the visitors came in, Carlotta would 

give a jjerfunctary sob and receive the candle or the gift offer- 

ed.  She ./as not considered hard-hearted on this account, as 

everyone understood the circumstances. The widow of Arturo Gar- 

cia, on the contrary, was badly thought of.  She hardly cried or 

wailed during the time her husband v/as laid out.  It was the 

general opinion that this was proof of the fact that she had not 

loved him. 

I have said that each visitor brings some gift or at least 

a candle. Upon entering the house where the deceased lies, the 

visitor goes straight up to the chief mourner, embraces her and 

says some words of condolence. Usually to the effect that 

"tiene que conformarse", the must resign herself. In the case 

of a sudden death, a frequent comment is "era su destino", "era 

su suerte". The visitor then sits down upon one of the benches 

which have been placed around the walls of the room. These 

benches are borrowed either from the school, or from such houses 

as have benches. The women all come with their rebozos with 

which they keep their heads covered in the presence of the dead. 

They sit down and remain there anything between half an hour, 

which is the minimum, to two hours or longer. The visitors sit 

and chat; if the death v/as exciting or interesting, this will be 

the subject of conversation.  There is not the idea we have of 

"sparing the feelings of the mourners by not talking about the 

incidents preceding the death". On the contrary, interest is 

interpreted as sympathy and the mourner herself will endlessly 

repeat all the details and circumstances. If the death was un- 

interesting and long expected, such as the death of Garlotta's 

mother-in-law, then the conversation will be general gossip. As 

always v/hen there is a gathering of women, there are countless 

children, babies and toddlers around, playing and quarreling and 

screaming; dogs and chickens wander in and out at will, and the 

flies buzz around the corpse. 

V 
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Those who wish to come to "acompailar" the deceased, but 

are unable to do so, send their little daughters with flowers 

and candles, or/and some &Iffi.  It is usually persons who are 

unable to leave their house because they are old or ill or 

have little children. Occasionally a well-off person who does 

not want to come along personally, sends a gift. If a woman un- 

able to come herself, has a teen-age daughter, she will be sent 

to represent her mother. 

Rezo 

At some time during the period that the body is laid out, 

the rezadora will come to "rezar" the dead. Again this ^is 

a women's affair. Men never enter ihe house during a "rezo" but 

remain outside.  The only exception I have seen to this was at 

the funeral of Arturo Garcia (which was not typical). At least 

one rezo is said, but if the chief mourner is devout, two or 

three are said before the body is buried. The rezadora is "in- 

vited" and not paid for this. 

good 

The chief mourner has nothing ..hatever to do with the pre- 

paring and serving of the food.  If she is the widow then she 

will give the money as and when those who are in charge ask for 

it.  If a man is responsible for the outlay then he is asked for 

the money. The person who pays will decide upon the number and 

size of the pigs to be killed, and the number of hens of tur- 

keys.  The meat is the centre of the meal, and from the amount 

of meat provided follows the size of the meal and the number of 

people who can be fed. 

The food is always prepared in a neighbour's house; one who 

lives next door, or opposite, or in the adjoining patio (back 

yard neighbour). It is never prepared further than two houses 

off. I tried hard to find a rule as to who will prepare the 

meal, but it seems that it is a matter of friendship, and that 

usually the neighbour offers to undertake the job, or if she 

does not offer, the mourner will ask her the favour. Usually my 

friends were able to guess who would prepare the meal, or they 

would state two or three alternatives. Although close relatives 
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may not handle the body directly, they can and do help with 

the ^reparation of the food. 

The women I noted as helping at funerals were usually 

all related in one way or another to the deceased or to his 

v/ife, the only non-relative being the neighbour in whose house 

the food ,;as being cooked; occasionally this neighbour's family 

./ill hejip and occasionally not.  It depends upon them.  The 

fact that most of the .vomen helping were relatives is not sur- 

prising;  as relationship is counted very far, and as at least 

a third of the population is related to each individual in one 

way or another, (through father, mother, spouse, or sibling's 

spouse) it is not surprising that the helpers are usually re- 

lated.  iVhich of the many relatives turn up to help depends 

upon the degree of friendship there exists between them rather 

than u^on genealogical closeness. 

-L'he Chiapilltecos do not have the idea that in an emergen- 

cy, or upon death, quarrels and feuds are forgotten.  Quarrels 

and feuds do indeed pass, and people make up, and resume re- 

lationships after an estrangement; but I do not know of a case 

in which an emergency or illness or death was the occasion for 

making up a quQjfrr&L.  On the contrary, I have seen cases of 

siblings or children not appearing at the funeral because of a 

quarrel. 

Maria Coello, the daughter of antonia, did not come to 

"mirar", to took at her mother upon her death, because of a 

recent quarrel they had, and because of a quarrel with her half- 

brother in whose house the old lady died. The quarrel was about 

inheritance.  Similarly, neither iliguel nor Clemente Dominguez 

attended the funeral of their brother Isaias, nor would they 

contribute to the expenses.  The reason was that they both dis- 

approved of the way Isaias had given all his property to his 

daughter and son-in-law, some time before his death.  This dau- 

ghter and son-in-law wasted away all the money, so that there 

was no even sufficient to pay for the docfttr or medicines when 

the old man fell ill. The dauguters of T.iiguel Jominguez did at- 

tend their uncle's (f. fir.) funeral. I dhould add that both 

Miguel and Glemente are well-to-do, but have the reputation of 

being very miserly. 

\_ 
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The cook-helpers attend either by invitation or "because of 

"volundad".  That is to say, as in any other fiesta (See Fiesta 

Paper) the duefla - in this case the neighbour in whose house 

the meal is prepared, sends round to several womerbsking them to 

come and help. Each woman is told in advance what*she will be 

expected to do, i.e., the pozol, or the meat or the 'sopa', etc. 

The chief cook is often not a relative of the deceased; she is 

a 'comidera', that is to say, an older woman who is known to 

cook well, and to have experience in preparing this kind of 

large meal.  It needs quite some character to organize all the 

helpers so that the meal is ready to be served at the proper 

time; it also needs experience to jud&e the expected number of 

guests, and to make the food go round.  If there is too little 

one cannot pop round the corner to buy some more in the store; 

the food has to be cooked on the open fire for several hours, and 

if there is too little nothing can be done about tt, expect that 

some have to go short, and this is the cause for much "verguenza". 

In addition to those helpers who have been 'invited', are 

those who come of their own accord, or who send their teen-age 

daughters to help.  These are generally relatives. 

As in the fiesta, the almuerzo has to be served first.  If 

the mourners can afford it, one or two chickens or turkeys are 

killed for this, so that the meat of the pig/pigs can be kept for 

the 'comida'. All the men who are helping (see below) are given 

almuerzo; all the helpers themselves and their childrenf the mour- 

ning family if they can be persuaded to eat, and the rezadora. 

Pozol with chocolate is served at about 11 or 12 a.m. A 

large jug is sent to the pante"on for the men who are digging 

the grave, "abrir la sepultura". It is sent out to relatives 

and friends of the deceased, on the same principles used for 

fiesta meals (See Paper); all present in the house and sitio, 

as well as the helpers are served with pozol. Those who come 

to "acompaflar" the deceased during the morning are given pozol 

if there is sufficient.  Sometimes a sweet liquor is served to 

the visitors. 
The comida, which is the same as a fiesta comida, is served 

to the men making the coffin, to those who have returned from 

digging the grave, to the cook-helpers, and it is sent out to 

v_ 
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friends, relatives and compadres. All those who should receive 

the meal in the house, hut for some reason are not present, 

have it sent to their homes. 

With the comida ends the responsibility of the "comideras" 

although usually they nj,ake some coffee to serve to those few 

who return to the house after the funeral. The only differ- 

ence between the food at a funeral and that at a fiesta is 

that no "tamales" are made. 

The Men 

The principal obligations of men at a funeral are the 

"velada" (the wake) and "abrir la sepulturo" (digging the grave). 

I stated at the beginning of the paper that the wake was essen- 

tial at the death of any adult.  It takes place the night fol- 

lowing upon the death. Benches are borrowed usually the same 

ones which are inside the house during the day, are taken 

outside, and a gasoline lamp is hired and is hung in the door- 

way of the house. The essential thing is that there should be 

plenty of trago. "Reer is not drunk at funerals* 

The men who intend to take part in the "velada" arrive 

about 10 p.m. or 11 p.m., and spend all night sitting or 

lying on the benches, and in the road, with the trago bottle 

being passed round continuously. I do not know for certain (in 

the sense of having witnessed one myself), who attends the 

"velada". However I think that the friends, compadres tnd 

relatives of the deceased come, as well :.s any men who fancy 

some free trago.  'Relatives' is used here in the same wide 

sense as when I referred to the women cook-helpers being rela- 

tives. Those relatives "que se llevaron con el defunto", who 

were on good terms with the deceased. 

No women come to the wake, and the only women about would 

be the female members of the nuclear family of the deceased, who 

remain inside the house. In the early morning, "la madrugada", 

coffee and bread is served to those who remained throughout the 

night. As far as I gather the night is passed in drinking and 

gossiping. In the morning the men can be seen to stagger through 

the streets, quite drunk. Frequently they continue to drink in 

the cantinas. It is well known that once a man has started 
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drinking, he will continue, "agarrar fuerza", is the express- 

ion used.  It is only the very few men who are able to take a 

drink or two whether it be beer or trago - and then stop. For 

this reason, some men who know they cannot 'take too much drink' 

i.e. "que se discomponen", who ^-et out of control easily and 

start quarrelling and fighting, avoid fiestas or 'veladas' so 

that they should not get into trouble. It is considered a 

'good thing' to spend the night at a velada. It is really ac- 

companying the body during the night; for the women (except 

those of the nuclear family) do not remain with the body during 

the night. 

The second duty, exclusively in the hands of men, is the 

digging of the grave. This has to be done by friends and may 

not be done by any of the close relatives. Again, 'relatives' 

means father, son, brother, or first cousin or uncles. These 

may accompany the men to the cemetary in order to attend to them 

serving trago and pozol - but they should not take part in dig- 

ging. When I asked why they could not dig the grave, I received 

the same reply as to the question why may no relative wash the 

dead. "Es malo", it is bad. Few know why it is bad nor what 

would happen if someone did do it.  Some think the offender 

would die or become ill.  I believe that those who go to dig 

the grave do so "por volundad" and are not 'invited1.  They 

leave for the cemetary about 10 a.m. and return about 1 p.m., 

very tipsy. They are given their comida, or if they do not 

come to the hovse of the deceased, the meal is sent to them in 

their home; this always involves quarreling and disputes be- 

tween the comidera and the member of the deceased family who 

wfee- sent to the cemetary, for it is he who must remember who 

went to dig the grave and did not turn up for his meal. 

The coffin is usually made by a villager who has exper- 

ience in making coffins. I only witnessed two funerals in which 

the coffin was brought from Acala. That of Arturo Garcia, and 

tnat of Gosme Hernandez, bothof well-to-do families. Those who 

can afford it, willask one of the carpenters of the village to 

make the coffin. Mo3t often, a man who 'knows' how to make 

coffins, but who is not a carpenter, is 'invited' to come and 
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make it. This man is not paid, hut receives his food through- 
out the day, and of course plenty to drink. 

Two of the men who are usually so 'invited' live Arriba, 

and are invited by the Arribenos; and there are two AbajeRos 

who are invited by those of their own barrio. There is no 

strict rule about Abajefios asking those who live abaflo, and 

Arribeflos asking those who live Arriba.  It is merely that 

the men of one's own barrio are more familiar to one they are 

jftcnown 'son conocidos, hay mas confianza'.  Should neither of 

the men of one's neighborhood be able to come, a man from the 

other barrio may well be asked.  The coffin maker is helped 

by two other men, who are either friends or relatives of the 

deceased. 

Trago is passed round at regular intervals to everyone 

who is in the house or in the sitio.  The number of times de- 

pends upon the amount the mourner^ is willing or able to spend. 

Often a 'compuesto' a sweet concoction made of wines and trago, 

is passed around for the women.  The men always are given trago. 

The burial in Chiapilla is always in the afternoon about 

4 p.m.  It is announced over the village loud-speaker for 3 

p.m. and the procession usually sets off about four.  In the 

rainy season an effort will be made to leave earlier so that 

the people accompanying the body will not get caught in the rains. 

The body is placed in the coffin as soon as it has been 

made.  It is customary to plage some clothes in the coffin. 

There is no a^greement as to how many of the clothess nor which 

clothes. The hat is never buried with the deceased. There is 

a difference of opinion about whether shoes and sandals should 

be included. One change of clothes is the minimum; this is placed 

beneath the head as a pillow. Often there is a little dis- 

cussion as to which clothes should go, and at times someone 

remembers at the last moment before the ooffin is closed that 

the clot.ies have not been put in. There is a frantic search 

to find some among the family bundle of laundry. 

I did not find an informant who could tell me why clotaes 

•hould be buried with the deceased.  "Para acompaflar el defunto", 

was the answer sometimes given. One woman told me the clothes 
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were buried because "es mal" that others wear the clothes of 

the deceased person. However, she said, when her mother died 

she cut down some of her clothes for her little daughter to 

wear, and nothing ever happened to her.  So, she concluded, it 

could not be true that it is bad to wear a dead person's clothes. 

I have frequently found this empirical attitude towards cus- 

toms and traditions amongst Chiapilltecos. A munber of in- 

formants pointed out to me that the caseros would bury food and 

drink with their dead, and how very ridiculour and childish this 

was. 

Upon two occasions I witnessed, there was a "rezo" just 

before the burial. At other times the rezo had already been 

said and no additional rezo was said at this time.  The coffin 

is closed inside trie house, and just before tiis is done all 

the women wail and cry as a last good-bye to the deceased. 

There is usually quite a deal of argument before the coffin 

is finally nailed down, as to who is to do it, and how it is 

best to be done, and the nails cannot be found, and so on. 

Usually the chief mourners, tooth male and f«male go to 

the cemetary and leave a friend to look after the house in 

their absence. However I have seen cases where the woman was 

too old, or too exhausted to go, and was persuaded to remain 

behind. The mother of Arturo Garcia was such a case, as was 

the mother of Fernando, the 13-year old boy. 

The coffin is taken into the street and lashed onto two 

poles, so that four men carry the coffin on their shoulders. 

The close male relatives may not carry the coffin; again they 

have to rely on friends; these may be, but are not necessarily 

the same who came to dig the grave, i'he coffin bearers head 

the procession; there follow the men who will take turns in 

carrying the coffin; they walk either besides the coffin or 

immediately behind or in front. Then follows the rezadora 

who chants and recites prayers all the way to the cemetary, 

with the responses given by the women who accompany the coffin. 

The rezadora is again 'invited' but nol^paid for this. Then fol- 

low all the women, with rebozos on their heads, and lastly come 

the men. Generally there are fewer men in the procession than 
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women. The men keep their hats on, and only those who carry 

the coffin go hare-headed.  Indeed, this is the only occas- 

ion I have seen men without their hats. It is frequent, al- 

though not general that men )ceep their hats on when entering 

a house. 

The procession goes through the main street of the vil- 

lage.  The villagers all come to the doors of their houses 

to watch it pass by, and many who wish to accompany the hody 

join the procession as it passes their house; so that the pro- 

cession increases as it moves through the village. 

The order of the procession is not strictly kept. The 

path is full of holes and stones andpuddles, so that in it- 

self prevents a strict order. But apart from that, the order 

of the procession is not taken too sariously. I do not think 

much importance is attached to it. It is simply that the women 

in general do not like to go together with the men,and vice- 

versa. It takes a good half hour to reach the cemetery; what 

is more, the road to the cemetary is so situated that the sun 

shines straight into the eyes of those going towards it from 

the village. In other words it Is a hot, uncomfortable, and 

tiring trail to the cemetary. A number of people therefore 

accompany the body to the end of the village and return home 

from there. 

When the procession has reached the grave, another muddle 

ensues. The main trouble is that everyone crowds round, eager 

to see the coffin being lowered into the grave.  Sometimes 

the relatives of the deceased ask for the coffin to be opened 

at this moment, and if this is done the wailing and screaming 

of the women which ha» persisted off and on throughout the jour- 

ney to the aemetary, reaches new limits. Others do not open the 

lid and the coffin is lowered into the grave. 

Before the grave is filled in, any young ohildren of the 

deceased are passed over the grave in the form of a cross. 

Those informants who knew why this was done, said it was to 

prevent the spirit of the departed from fetching the child. 

After a frantic search for the children, and when they have 

finally been located and passed over the grave, and when the 

relatives have thrown a little earth on the tfoffin, the men 
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begin to fill in the grave. At this point the women leave 

the cemetary. Only the men remain, to finish the grave and 

to sit around and drink. They return about one or two hours 

later. A few intimate friends return to the house to 'ac- 

ompafiar' the mourner, but the majority of people return to their 

homes. Some of the men pass "by the ho^se on their return from 

the cemetary and receive some coffee and bread; most of them 

return to their homes. 

After the coffin has been carried from the hoi<se, a can- 

dle is placed on the floor so that no one should step over the 

place where the coffin was; a glass of water is placed next 

to the candle.  Some people place four candles in a rectangle 

which mark out the exact area where the coffin stood.  The 

house is not swept until the end of the 'novena'; the rubbish 

and the old faded flowers are left to lie around.  It is said 

it would "be bad" to sweep, and that there would be many deaths 

in the family if it were done.  In fact all the funeral cus- 

toms are s::id to be kept, to prevent other members of the fam- 

ily from following.  There is a hazy idea that the departed 

spirit will drag other members of the family with him, especial- 

ly children. This is never expressed, but such customs a* there 

are, and such reasons for the eustoms as I could extract, point 

in that direction. 

I have known a number of families who refused to sleep in 

the house the first three nights after the body had been re- 

moved. This is so especially if the deceased was killed. If 

it was a child there is no fear. 

'•^he Novena 

On the fourth day after the deceased has been buried, be- 

gins the •novena'. A rezadora is asked, and this time she is 

paid - about $5 for the 'novena'. A 'novena' is nine consecu- 

tive days of prayers for the dead person. There is no varia- 

tion in this custom. The novena is said after every death, 

whether it be an adult or a child.  It is again a matter for 

women. The «oroan who gives the rezo sendslput children to invite 

friends and relatives to Attend.  It is considered courteous and 
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a duty to come to r;t least one of the rezos in the novena. 

Those attending "bring no candles or gifts.  At the end of 

each rezo they are offered sweet bread and sweet liquor or 

bisquits. 

If the mourners can afford it, the altar is decked in 

whitebaper and decorated with rfhite flov/ers, white being the 

colour for the dead.  In most cases the altar is merely cleaned 

up a little; for eight days the rezo is held in the afternoon. 

On the ninth day there is a 'velada1 iH-*he—©v that is to say 

there is another wake.  The rezadora comes to pray late in the 

evening of the ninth day, and the family of the deceased, to- 

gether with the 'invitados' who are generally relatives, re- 

main up all night. Again, such men as come, sit outside the 

house and receive plenty of trago. Early in the morning, about 

5 a.m., the rezadora comes once more, and when the prayers are 

over, the assembled company goes to the cemetary to place 

flowers on the grave and to bum candles and 'veladores'. 

The novena begins on the fourth day after burial, be- 

cause the spirit does not leave the house until three days af- 

ter burial.  The novena is said to help it on its way.  At the 

death of Arturo Garc£a the novena was 40 days.  I later found 

that this is the castom in Chiapa and in many other nearby 

country districts. 

Spirits 
It is believed by many Chiapilltecoa, both men and wom- 

en, that the spirit of a dead person walks abroad immediately 

after death. Usually it frightens people "espantar". The 

spirit appears at night after dark and generally near its 

house. If an adult has died in a house, then the people of 

that house and of those iiearby will be afraid to go out into 

the sitio at night (that is to urinate in the sitio). Some 

homes have the kitchen in a separate house standing in the 

sitio, about ten year*-y«ai»ae yards from the house. None of 

the women will go out to this kitchen during the nights fol- 

lowing the death of a household member. It is for fear of this 

* espiritu' that some families refuse to sleep in the house 

where the death has occurred. 
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If the death has been a violent one, then the whole 

neighbourhood or even the whole village fears the spirit. 

After the death Erasmoa Bonzales who was killed with the 

machete, the molinos - maize grinding mills - of the vil- 

lage did not open until da.vn.  There was no point in the 

owners opening at the usual hour, which is well before 

dawn, as none of the women would turn up while it was still 

dark. 

Two men claimed to have met Arturo Garcia after his mur- 

der, although his spirit did not frighten them. One man en- 

countered him behing the Cabildo (Arturo was the Secretary 

of the town council), and another man met him in the street, 

not far from Arturo's house.  To this man he talked, saying 

'mi hija' (my daughter).  This was interpreted by Arturo's 

mother as an injunction of the dead spirit, for them to take 

care of his little daughter whom he dearly loved.  A man who 

worked for the malarial campaign came round a few days after 

the murder. These men always sleep in thecabildo, as there 

is nowhere else for them to stay.  Several villagers warned 

him not to sleep there so soon after the death of the Secre- 

tary, and some even offered him their house for the night. 

Ap_arently the young man was not at all put off by this, and 

remarked that he would welcome the company of a ghost during 

the long hours of the night; he would not feel so lonely then. 

The unbelievers of Chiapilla of whom there are a number, took, 

this to be proof that their point of view was the correct one. 

I think those who believe in spirits, just thought he had been 

lucky that nothing had happened to him. 

Upon death, the .spirit also appears in dreams to give last 

instructions and advice to the living. The reason why spirits 

of those who died sudden deaths are more likely to roam around, 

is that they were unable to "despedirse", to "hablAr" before 

they died. One of the most recurrent comments upon the mur- 

der of Arturo was that it had been so terrible, because he had 

died instantaneously and had not had time to speak before he 

died. 
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Church 

Confession is not usual before death. There is no 

priest in Chiapilla and I have not heard of anyone calling 

for the priest when he thought he was about to die.  I do 

know of two cases, a brother and a sister, who took advantage 

of the priest being in Chiapilla. Both were very ill, and 

hearing that the priest was in the village called for him so 

that they might confess. The brother was the same Cosme Her- 

nandez who had his coffin ordered from Acala, therefore of a 

well-to-do family. His sister is now poor, but was well-off 

in her youth. 

The priest is generally not called for burials either. 

In the case of Arturo Garcia he was asked to come to Chiapilla 

to say a mass and on his way back to Acala he stopped by the 

cemetary and prayed at the grave.  It is certainly an exception 

to have the priest come upon the death of a person; the family 

of this Arturo Garcia come from Chiapa and are the leaders and 

initiators of custom in Chiapilla, being one of the most re- 

spectable families. 

Cemetary. 
It is usual for the closest women relatives of the deceased 

to go tb the cemetary every Sunday morning for at least several 

months after death, in order to leave flowers and candles upon 

the grave. A number of women continue to do so indefinitely; 

thus Natie and Manuela Vila go to the cemetary every Sunday 

morning, and there are other women, usually about 40 years and 

upwards, who go regularly to leave flower upon the grave of a 

dead child or parent. Those who are unable to go weekly may 

try to go once a fortnight. However, the large majority cease 

going to the cemetary after a certain lapse of time. I have 

only seen two men go to the cemetary on an ordinary Sunday to 

leave flowers. As a rule men do not go. One is Aparicio Vila, 

a school *eeh« teaoher who goes to the cemetary every Sunday with 

his wife. He has spend much time in cities outside Chiapilla 

besides the fact that he belongs to the same family of Arturo 

Garcfa which came from Chiapa. The other is Pancho Coello, the 
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son of a former finquero and of an intelligent educated mother. 

He has "been to Mexico where his siblings live, and thinks lit- 

tle of Chiapilla and Chiapilltecos. 

Those who can afford it, put a gravestone or monument upon 

the grave of their dead; and there are quite a number of these 

to he seen in the cemetary. They are upon the graves of members 

of the richer families only. The poor place a simple wooden 

cross with the name and date of death. The cross or the grave- 

stone is placed oneyear after death. 

When the deceased "cumplio un afio de muerto", when he has 

been dead for one year, a novena is said, and as at the end of 

the first novena a wake is held on the »igh ninth day of the 

novena; this wake falls on the anniversary of the death. Tamal- 

es are made and are served with coffee in the morning after the 

wake; tamales are also sent out to compadres, relatives and 

friends. This time there are no men who sit outside the house; 

all those who come, remain inside and there is no drunkeness. 

Very many women continue to say a novena every year upon 

the anniversajy of the death of their parents,their husband's 

parents, their spouse, or their child.  In the case of a child 

it depends how fond the mother was of it, at what age it died, 

and how many dead children she has.  It is obvious *ith five 

dead children and seven living (Maria Estrada) a novena will 

not be held for each. 

Altar 
Once a parent or a child has died, the surviving close 

relatives want to have a photograph of the deceased to hang 

above the altar, together with the photos of all thetother de- 

ceased of the family.  Generally, the parents of the head of 

the household or those of his wife are portrayed, and very oc- 

casionally those of grand-parents. Likenesses of dead sib- 

lings and children of the head of the household and of his wife 

may also be found, but no pictures of anyone genealogically 

further removed. 
A great deal of money is spent in obtaining a phfcto suit- 

able to hang above the altar and some unscrupulous people make 
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a great deal of money out of this. A photograph, however old 

and faded, of the deceasedus obtained and taken to the photo- 

grapher. He undertakes to produce a large likeness, in what- 

ever attitude is desired.  The photo of the face has to toe 

heavily retouched to achieve t.ais, and it is often mounted 

on another body. The charge for such work together with the 

frame is about &200, an amount which is readily paid by peas- 

ants who say they have not 20 centavos to buy some bread. 

About a year ago a man came round Chiapilla promising to 

enlarge photos of dead relatives. He asked for the photo and 

an advance of i;50 to $100, promising to bring the enlarged pic- 

ture when it was ready.  About three months later he came round 

again asking for an additional $50 of those who had given their 

photos to be reproduced.  It seems everyone paid up. The man 

has never been seen or heard of again, so that the people lost 

both the money and the only photo they had of their deceased 

kin. -"uring my stay in Chiapilla I was several times asked to 

photograph dead persons. They were usually young people who 

had left no photo of themselves. 

Clothes 

The majority of Chiapilltecos do not wear mourning. When 

they go to the cemetary they wear their best clothes which are 

naturally their fiesta clothes and are gay and bright. However 

several families do wear black upon the death of a relative. 

These are the better-class people, who are in general the bet- 

ter-off as well. The time-during which the women wear mourning 

and half-mourning depends' upon the closeness of the kin and the 

"volundad" of the individual. Young girls usually wear black 

and white so as not to have to appear in deep black, they may 

not dance for a time after the death of a close relative, which 

is usually a heavy blow to h*» them, as this is the only diver- 

sion they have. Men do net wea.r mourning, not even for the fun- 

eral. 
If a person is ill or unwell it is considered inadvisable 

for him or her to visit the deceased. It is thought that the 

indisposition will get very much worse, and I have heard ill- 

nesses attributed to the fact that the person went to visit a 
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dead man while he was suffering from a cold. Similarly, if 

a close relative of the deceased is suckling a child, the 

shock given to the mother may affect her milk and the child 

will suffer and become ill. Indeed there are a number of ill- 

nesses and states of mind which can be passed on by the mother 

to her baby if it is still feeding with her (see illnesses). 

The main difference between a poor and a rich man's fun- 

eral is the food and drink. If the family is well-to-do then 

two or three pigs may be killed for the comida, and the food 

will be 'repartido' sent out to a larger number of people. 

In addition a number of chickens will be killed separately for 

the almuerzo of the morning. At a poor family's funeral a 

small pig will be killed,and it will have to do for almuerzo 

and comida.  A rich family will make 'mole* - a special sauce 

with the meat - whereas the poor family will simple serve 

boiled pork in a tomate sauce.  In addition the richer family 

will buy a finer coffin than the poor family. 

Nevertheless, the essential part of the funeral, the vel- 

ada, the rezo, the visiting of the women during the day, the 

almuerzo, pozol and comida, the digging of the grave, are the 

same. This is not so in the case of other ceremonies, such as 

weddings for example where the constituent parts of poor and 

rich weddings are different. 

I have heard that in other villages and country districts 

in the neighbourhood the burial customs vary greatly, being 

different even within a single town, '^his account can there- 

fore only apply to Chiapilla. 

Child's funeral 

The most notable difference between the funeral of a child 

and that of an adult is that the former is simpler. Is de- 

pends of courss upon the age of the child and the 'volundad' of 

the parents. I haveknown of a case where the distracted young 

parents of a baby provided the same aaount of food and drink 

upon the funeral of the infant as would have been proper for an 

adult. However, as a rule, the younger the child, the quieter 

and simpler is the funeral. Prom about ten or twelve years up- 

ward, the child reoeives an adult funeral. 
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If a small child is a"bout to die, its madrina de bautiso, 

ia called to give it a last blessing. In fact the madrina of 

any person, whether it be an adult or a child, should be so 

blessed by his god-mother before death. However very often in 

the case of an adult the god-mother is no longer alive, or is 

too old to leave the house. The 'cuidadora' of the church has 

a supply of blessed water with which the madrina blesses the 

dying god-c$ild. 

An infant is thought to go to heaven * con los angelitos'. 

In fact, having died it is an 'angelito'. It is the god-parent's 

duty to provide the 'faldon* - the white robe,- in which the god- 

child is to be buried. In addition she must provide the ,tumba, 

which is an arc of paper decorations which is placed over the 

coffin of the child.  <Vhen asked what are the duties of a god- 

mother, the immediate reply of most of my informants were tuese 

duties in the case of death. They are fixed obligations and 

different from the vaguer ones she has towards the child during 

life. 

If the god-mothenwishes to contribute more, she can do so. 

However she is not responsible for any other expenses. The 

god-mother of Fernando, who died after having fallen from a 

tree (See Above) sent sufficient cash for a new shirt and trous- 

ers, in which he could be buried.  In addition to tMs she sent 

one Almud of maize and some money and candles. 

The child is washed and laid out upon a table in the same 

manner as an adult. The coffin is also made by 'inviting' the 

dAffin-maker, but it is painted a light blue, with silver or 

golden paint if it can be afforded. Adult coffins are fainted 

a dark colour. 

If the child is young, less than six years old (»ppx) there 

is no velada; again unless the parents insist upon it. A meal 

is made in the middle of the day, but not enough people are 

served for a pig to be killed. Several hens are sufficient. 

Only those making the coffin, and the few men of the family who 

go to dig the grave, are given comida. The whole affair is re- 

stricted to the immediate family. It is as though it were an 

adult #%»*« funeral, but in miniature - all except that the vel- 

ada is omitted. 
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The departure of the coffin is also announced over the 

loud-speaker, hut it is more a public announcement of the 

death and grief of the parents, than an invitation to the 

public to accompany the body.  I have seen only Sihe close 

family accompany a small child to the ceraetary. 

The body of a child should be carried by children of 

the same sex as the deceased. These children are 'invitado', 

and it is hard for a mother to refuse to send her child if 

it hae been asked. Usually there is no reason for refusal ex- 

cept that one needs the child oneself for some work. As the way 

to the cemetary is very long, the children carry the coffin to 

the end of the village, where the men take over. The tumba is 

so arranged that there are three floating ribbons of paper on 

each side. One child holds each one, so that there are three 

children walking on each side of the little coffin. i did not 

ask for the significance of these ribbons. As in the case of 

the adult, the procession is not strictly kept to; the child- 

ren soon tirejbf holding the ribbons and skip on ahead or lag 

behind.  1'he adults do not insist they should keep their places. 

I have never witnessed the burial of a child in the ceme- 

tary, but I was told it is similar to fthat of an adult. No 

children are passed over the grave. The tumba, or paper st- 

ructure is placedover the grave when it has been filled in, 

and remains there until lodos Santos if it has not disinte- 

grated before that time.  Interestingly enough this tumba is 

made of coloured papers and not white as is customary for ad- 

ults. 

JBien the child has been buried, the family return to the 

house and coffee and bread is served if the family is not too 

poorl 
As for an adult, the novena is said for an inflant and is 

repeated one year after its death. There is no velada for the 

novena. 

Todos Santoa 
There is one day upon whioh the whole village goes to the 

oemetary, and this is Todos Santos - all Sant's Day, the day 

upon which the dead spirits return to their homes. It falls 

on the day of November the 2nd, although the spirits arrive 
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during the night of the 1st to 2nd and leave at 12 p.m. on the 

2nd. 

If you ask a Chiapillteco to tell you about Todos Santos, 

then he *ill mention three things: "Hay arto atol agrio y tam- 

ales"; "Todo el pueblo se va a la pantlnn"# "dejan comida en 

el altar para que coman los espfritus". And of course they al- 

ways add that it is 'muy alegre'.  '^his, in a nutshell, is ex- 

actly what happens at Todos Santos. 

The Sunday before the 2nd of November the Presidente^Lssues 

an 'invitation1, "al publico en general", over the loud-speaker 

to go to the cemetary to tidy it up.  The men spend the morning 

there, and cut the high grass and clear the paths. 

November the 1st is the day of the Aggelitos, that is to 

say of the Children who have died. The house altars are clean- 

ed and redecorated, which means that new paper hangings are 

made, and flowers and a clean cloth placed on the altar. For 

the Angelitos, fruits, sweets, atole are placed on the altar, 

Pe* -tfe- in addition to a glass of water and one or more light- 

ed candles; anything a child is though to like can be added. 

On that day, those who have young children buried, go to the 

cemetary to tidy up the grave and place flowers on it. Gen- 

erally women only go on that dpgr. 

November 2nd is the big day. The spirits of the dead are 

thought to return to their homes, and to rejoice in the sight 

of the food and drink provided for them.  Some people consider 

that the spirits actually partake of the food and drink, others 

more sophisticated, believe they only come to "mirar" (to look 

at) all that has been provided for them. In any case some of- 

fering is place on the altar of every house. 

The offering always consists of some delicacy; that is to 

say, frijol and tortilla, the everyday food is not provided. 

Such things as sweet bread, cocoa, fruits, sweets, atole, tam- 

ales, biscuits, or any other thing the deceased was fond of are 

to be found on the altars. For some men there may be cigare- 

ttes or cigars or a bottle of trago or wine; for a deceased 

woman a bottle of perfume may be bought. 

\_ 
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Some housewives have a "beautifully decorated house altar, 

with the choicest fruits and freshest flowers, and other will 

put the hare minimum, a plate of tamales and a cup of atole 

agrfo. My impression, walking througbAfche village, was that 

the humbler people took it more seriously. 

The decoration of the altars at Todos Santos is an excel- 

lent concrete example of the whole problem or 'believing' or 

not believing in Chiapilla. Some say witchcraft is not poss- 

ible, there is no such thing. Others doubt whether spirits 

can really walk abroad after death. I have been asked whether 

there is any after-life. Some men assure me that they do not 

believe in curanderos and that doctors are the only ones who 

know. 

One could draw up a scale which would run from those few 

who believe in none of these things, those who have been com- 

pletely converted to modern western thought; and at the other 

end of the scale those who believe firmly in all of them. At 

the centre of the scale are various opinions. There are those 

who believe in 'espanto' and in 'ojo' but do not believe in 

witchcraft; those who believe that curanderos can cure certain 

things and not others; those who believetehat the spirits walk 

abroad but do not do any harm, and so on. Finally are those 

why say they do not believe in spirits, yet provide food for 

them at Todos Santos. Very reminiscent of those in England 

who say they do not believe in superstitions, but who throw 

salt over their shoulder when they have spilled some. 

In England we tend to laugh at these people, implying that 

by their action they show that they really do believe in the 

superstition. I think that the similar case in Chiapilla should 

be taken seriously. Thereis a world of difference between a 

yillager who-eay believes in the spirits, talks about them as 

though they came and visited the house during Todos Santos, and 

the villager who says he does not believe in these things and 

yet provides food for the spirits. The second has taken the 

big step of doubting, even though he has not carried this doubt 

into action yet. It is the first important step towards a change 

in the beliefs of the individual and in the long run, in the be- 

liefs of all the villagers. 

\_ 
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That such a scale of beliefs should exist withint a single 

small community is nothing new in itself.  It was, and still is, 

found inmany European villages, the more 'enlightened1 inhab- 

itants looking down with contempt upon their 'ignorant' fellow 

villagers.  1'he solution of picking out some items among the 

total set of beliefs, as being true, and rejecting others as 

being mere fairy tales, which seems to be an iiconsistene one, 

is essentially the same way out of a difficulty found in many 

parts of the world.  A very similar example is that of the 

Jews, each of whom has his own private opinion as to which it- 

ems of the traditional religious practices ought to be retained 

and which discarded. 

Chiapilla is an excellent example of the fact that change 

comes about in a piecemeal manner;  it is not logical; it hap- 

pens bit by bit.  The Sociologist tries hard to explain why one 

bit first rather than another. 

This variation in beliefs is only one of the indications 

that the community is in the midst of change. (See Paper Change) 

The amazing thing for me is that these differences in beliefs 

are never in themselves the cause for quarrels nor do they have 

any serious consequence?. The villagers live side by side, 

perfectly content for one to believe one thing and another to 

believe something else, Quarrels and fights are about things 

like inheritance, infidelity, insults. "Pgen the few protestants 

of the village are all'owed to live peaceably and are not moles- 

ted on account of their convictions. 

Todos Santos, then, fcegins on the night of the 1st of No- 

vember. Some people leave their door open and the light bur- 

ning all night so that the spirits may find their way to the 

house. Others go to sleep in the normal manner. 

There are a number of stories which are told about the 

spirits of the departed who returned on lodos Santos and found 

nothing waiting for them upon the altar. The spirits do not 

punish the living, but merely turn away sad and disappointed. 

There is also a story of a spirit who returned to its house and 

found nothing on the altar because the owner did not believe 

that the spirits could return. During the night the spirit 

spoke to the owner to tell him that it was indeed there. 
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Another story is of a bet "between two spirits, as to whether 

there would be food waiting for them.(As I do not have my in- 

dexed notes here I have not reproduced the stories accurate- 

ly, biit will do so as soon as I get them.) 

On the 2nd of November most women make Atole Agrfo.  This 

is a drink maize of maize in the following manner. The maize 

is first toasted over the fire and then left to stand in water 

for two or three days until it has 'turned1. It is then put 

to boil in water until the outer cask begins to peel off. It 

is ground on a grinding stone and passed through a sieve. The 

outer cask and other roughage which remains in the sieve are 

given to the pigs. The soft centre of the maize which has pas- 

sed through the sieve is cooked over a fire with water and pan- 

ela. 

Ever./ kind of tamale is made (See maize as a food for tam- 

ales*). Sweet tamales, tamales de bola, tamales de oja; some 

ma* sow corn so that they should have fresh corn to make tamales 

de elote for Todos Santos. Plates of tamales and jugs of atole 

agrfo are sent out to friends and relatives, and offered to all 

visitors who arrive at the house. 

On the morning of the 2nd of November there is a general 

exodus of the village to the cemetary. There is hardly a fam- 

ily which does not have a grave to care for, and which does not 

go to attent to it. 

'•^he most striking thing about Todos Santos is a-ge»ea?al- 

that it is a family holiday,  -^t is the first and only time that 

I saw all the people go out in family groups, "^ach man sets out 

with his wife and children, and not, aa is usual on other oc- 

casions, the wife and children together, and the husband apart 

with the other men. Even the teen-age sons, who can never be 

seen in the street with any member of their nuclear family, ac- 

company their parents and siblings. Women who will normally 

never leave their house alone and unattended, lock it up and 

set out for the cemetary. They carry with them plenty of flow- 

ers and candles, and a huge basket of food, to be eaten in 

the cemetary. 
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In the cemetary each family will clean up the graves of 

its deceased; decorate it with flowers and light candles. 

Some will s^y a short prayer together. The children will 

play about, and after awhile, the family settles down to a 

picnic. Usually they bring their almuerzo, as well as tam- 

ales and atole agrio and fruit.  It reminded me rather of a 

Sunday morning in Windsor lark, except for the fact that one 

young man, who had evidently brought along too much trago, 

got out his pistol and started firing it off. 

I was told that in other years the marimba was paid to 

come and play to those dead who liked the marimba, and at 

times the band was paid to come to the cemetary as well. It 

rather depends upon the state of drunkeness of the men. By 

mid-day everyone had returned to the village, and Todos Santos 

was over for everyone except the cantineros. 

The feel of Todos Santos is rather like Christmas Day or 

Boxing Day.  It is a family holiday, and the main thing about 

it ia spending the day with the family and eating plenty of 

food. It is common for ten or twenty families to get together 

to buy a cow or an ox, and after slaughtering it to divide it 

up equally so that each family should eat meat for dinner. 

Those who cannot aaffor* this will at least try to kill a chicken. 

NOTE 

In describing a funeral, and those who help and take part 

in the work involved, I have used the word "relative" a great 

deal. Anthropologists usually criticize the use of this v/ord 

as being too vague, and quite rightly so. The anthropologist's 

argument is, that if an enquiry had been made as to the exact re- 

lationship between these ^relatives", a rule would emerge - for 

example only patrilineal kin do certain things. I have checked 

to make sure that this is not so in Chiapilla. I use 'relatives' 

in the correct sense, meaning kin related to ego through father 

or mother, through male or female sibling, through the spouse and 

through siblings' spouses, as well as through children and child- 

ren's spouses. All these are the 'relatives' of a Chiapillteco. 

Among these will be some persons with whom ego has closer links. 

Which of his relatives he chooses for closer cooperation depends 

upon circumstances; upon whether they live nearby, whether there 

has been a quarrel, and upon personal inclination, whether the 
individuals are fond of each other. 

v_ 
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Apart from the emotional consequences of a death, the most 

important are the economic ones. I have made it clear that the 

burial of an adult is an expensive affair, even at its cheap- 

est.  Who has to bear this burden? What heppens to the prop- 

erty of the deceased? Who inherits? I will deal with these 

questions together for they are at times closely connected. 

Very foolishly, I never asked the question 'who ought to 

pay for the funeral?' However, I know of enough instances to 

state the rules. I. If the deceased had any wealth, in the 

form of money, cattle, horses, houses, etc., then his funeral 

is paid out of thi3.  In such a case it is the heir who pays, 

for it is he or she who receives the property and who can dis- 

pose of it. II.  If the deceased had no wealth of his own what- 

soever, if he or she was a dependent, then the person who fed 

the deceased, who gave him food, clothing and lodgings, is the 

one who pays for the burial. 

I. A person with Property. 

I have said that his funeral is paid by the heir, out of 

the deceased's property.  For example, Arturo Garcia was shot 

outside his parent's house, and for this reason he was laid 

out there, and all the funeral arrangements were made in that 

house. At the time, his brothers provided the cash, but it 

was his widow, who inherited all his property, who was expected 

to pay. As the arrangements were made in his parents1 house, 

it was Arturo's mother who set the style of the funeral, which 

was a very expensive one, costing about $1500; the widow had 

little say in the amount to be spent. She was furious with her 

mother-in-law. The two had never got on during Arturo's life 

and some people thought that the mother was spending so much on 

purpose, so that the widow should not get the inheritance. Ar- 

turo had been doing well during the last two years and she re- 

sented the fact that txis 'woman' should get all the benefit. 

She bought a coffin in Acala for $800; she had a 40- day novena 

with plenty of candles and flowers; finally she sent for the 

priest to oome to say a mass; at this point the widow put down 
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her foot and refused to pay for this, so that the mother paid 

for the mass. I do not know who will pay for the grave-stone 

when it is finally put up. 

The young widow in revenge, sent to her mother-in-law's 

house where the couple had been living, and asked for Arturo's 

pistol, for an old oil stove they had never used, for the bed 

they had sjept in, in fact for every single thing that had be- 

longed to Arturo. 

The widow returned to her brothers-in-law the money they 

had advanced for the funeral, obtaining it from the sale of the 

harvest of Arturo's fields. They agreed to this arrangement 

because the brothers-in-law were on good terms with the widow. 

Had they also disliked the girl they would have insisted on im- 

mediate re-payment, and she would have had to sell some of the 

land. 

Isaias Dominguez had given all his property to his only 

daughter, as her inheritance, on the understanding that she 

would pay for the burial of his wife and himself. The daughter 

and her husband spent all the money before his death, so that 

she buried him very miserably when the time came. It was this, 

that his brothers Miguel and Clemente objected to. (See above) 

Miguel Dominguez 'agarro' the house of his mother; that is 

to say he just took possession of her house. His siblings com- 

plained of this, claiming a share in the inheritance; however 

Miguel based his right to the house on the fa_ct that he had 

buried their mother; when people told me of the case (which hap- 

pened many years ago) they would say 'Miguel agarr6 la casa por- 

que interr6 a su mam6'. 
I have already written of the case of Carlotta, who kept 

back a third of her sitio with which her son-in-law was to pay 

for her burial. 
All these examples clearly show that it is the heir who is 

expected to pay for the.funeral out of the property of the de- 

ceased. In the case of Isaias Dominguez, he gave his inheri- 

tance before his death on the understanding that his heir would 

bury him.  Carlotta was more prudent and kept back some property 
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which would pass to her heir upon her death, so that he would 

"bury her. Miguel Dominguez justified his seizure of his moth- 

er1* house on the grounds that he had paid for her funeral. 

The widow of Arturo was prepared to pay for his funeral but 

was not prepared to pay in excess. 

Thus the same rule can be stated in two ways: 

i) The deceased is buried with the proceeds of his own prop- 

erty, 

ii) The heirs of the deceased bury him.  The two ways of 

putting it come to the same tiling - as long as there is no dis- 

pute among the heirs. 

The heirs. 

a) If a man dies without making any provisions with res- 

pect to his property, and if his widow survives him, it is she 

who inherits all his property. 

b) If a man dies without making any .rovision with res- 

pect to his property, and if no widow survives him, his property 

lahould be equally divided amongst all his legitimate children, 

male or female, young or old. 

c) If a widow dies without making any provisions for her 

property all this property (whether it be inherited from her 

husband, or whether it was property acquired by her), should be 

equally divided between her children, whether old or young, 

male or female. 

d) If a man or woman dies having made provisions with res- 

pect to his/her property, these provisions should be respected. 

e) If a woman dies who has property of her own I do not 

know what happens.  I do not believe her husband is the heir; 

either her own children or failing these her nuclear family in- 

herits. 

a) A man dies without making provisions and his widow sur- 

vives him: Primitivo Gomez died of tetanus within a week of 

injuring his toe. Kis lands and cattle and house passed into 

the hands of his widow Rita.  She sold two head of cattle to 

pay for the funeral, and has been looking after the land as 

best she could until such time as her sons are old enough to 
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take over.  Rita is an honest good-natured woman and has tried 

to keep all the inheritance for her children. 

Consuelo liosaa did not act in this way.  Her husband was 

killed, and she inherited the house.  For six years no one would 

live in it because of the shocking way in which he had died. 

She rented it out for maize storage during this time. She then 

managed to rent it to a family for a year, and ffinally sold the 

sitio .vhile her 3on was still too young to take over.  However 

Consuelo is a capable woman, it may be that she invested the 

money more profitably in buying maize fen cosecha' which is what 

she now does. 

Jose* Hernandez died after a long illness. He had sold all 

his land and his animals in order to i^ay for doctors and medi- 

cines. ,/hen he died, only his house remained. His widow did 

not want to sell this to pay for the funeral as she would then 

have had nowhere to live; so she sold all her pigs and chick- 

ens - i.e. whe'used her own property for the funeral, and kept 

the inheritance. 

Elena, the widow of Arturo Garcia is another example.  All 

of Arturo'sproperty passed to her. Naturally it also depends 

upon the character and disposition of the siblxngs and parents 

of the deceased as Arturo1s mother pointed out, his brothers 

need not have given all the land to their sister-in-law.  There 

is little she could have done if they had simply gathered in the 

harve.it, or if they had sold his horse and pistol instead of 

handing it over to her. 

However, I have not heard of any instances of widows being 

cheated of their husband's property in this manner. The wid- 

ows forfeit their husband's inheritance in qtiite different ways; 

generally by putting all the administration in the hands of an 

uncle of the children or a compadre who then deceives the woman. 

b) and c). If the sole surviving parent dies and has made 

no provision for the property, then the funeral expenses should 

be paid out of this property, and the remainder should be divi- 

ded equally between the legitimate children: If agreement cannot 

be reached upon what each one is to get, then the house sitio, 

cattle, whatever there is, should be sold and the money should 

be equally divided between the children. 
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it is in this t,/pe of situation that the majority of quar- 

rels over inheritance arise.  That is when the children of a 

married couple are to receive the inheritance of their parents. 

It is quite clear that in these cases, as in most cases in 

Chiapilla, possession is nine-tenths of the law; the one who is 

on the sjjot, who is the most powerful, who hf*s grabbed the in- 

heritance is the one who keeps it. 

iuiguel Dominguez, is a good example.  It is true that he 

paid for the funeral of his '..other.  However this was not eq- 

uivalent to the price of the house, which he should have sold 

dividing the money amongst his siblings- or he should have com- 

pensated them in some other way.  he did neither and remained 

in the house; there was nothing his siblings could do to get 

him out of it. 

The case of Adolfa Jerez is similar, except that here the 

siblings got their own back.  Adolfa and her husband lived in 

the house of the latter's mother (who had died awhile ago).  '.Then 

Adolfa1s husband died, his siblings told her that she must move 

out. The house did not belong to Adolfa's husband, they said, 

it belonged to all of them. She should move out so that they 

could sell it, and she would receive her husband's share. Ad- 

olfa did move out, but her husband's siblings did not sell the 

house; they all moved in, without compensating Adolfa, that is 

to say, without paying her her husband's share of the property - 

to which she was entitled as his widow. It is an example of one 

brother trying to cheat his siblings (Adolfa's husband occupied 

the house which belonged to all of them),-and then the siblings 

cheating their brother by not giving his part to his widow and 

his children. 
Another instance is that of Arturo Garcia (father of the mur- 

dered secretary). Arturo's father died when he was three years 

old, his two siblings being adults. The property passed to his 

widow, but she handed over the management to the eldest son. 

When the widos, (Arturo's mother) died, he went to live with 

this elder brother, in whose house, in whose 'poder' (his tute- 

lage; he finished growing up; this brother paid for his wedding, 

and when he finally divided up the inheritance, Arturo, as the 

youngest, received the smallest sitio and the poorest land. 
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The case of Vicente Chacon illustrates the same point. He 

was one of five brothers, each of whom had received his inheri- 

tance, in the form of a house in their father's sitio. Aga- 

pito sold his house, and bought another elsewhere in the village. 

Some time after the father died, Vicente fell ill in his own 

house. As his wife had deserted him, Vicente was alone, and his 

brother Agapito with his wife and children, moved in to look af- 

ter him. Vicente died, and Agapfcto paid for the burial and re- 

mained in the house. He is renting out his own hotise. Agapito 

claims that Vicente had promised to give him his house if he 

would bury him; bjit the informants I questioned did not believe 

this.  They said "agarrd la casa" and add ironically "ful el ma's 

vivo". 

Lastly I will cite the case of Jose" Hernandez. This man 

had married and had one daughter with his wife, after which they 

separated. He then lived with another woman for a number of 

years, and had two daughters by her. V/hen this woman died, one 

of the two daughters lived with HosS and looked after him. He 

seems to have been a very difficult man to get on which, and the 

other daughter could not stand him. Upon the death of Jose", 

this daughter of his second wife, and her husband, took possess- 

ion of the house and of the several sitios he left. Neither her 

siblings, nor the legitimate daughter, nor her mother (JosS's 

widow) received anything. Indeed, this daughter sold one of the 

sitios of Jos£ to this legitimate daughter for her to build a 

house. 
All these cases illustrate the point that the sibling who is 

on the spot grabs as much of the property as he can; he takes 

more than his share. I have not heard of violence between sib- 

lings on this account.  I have heard of several caaes in which 

"se disgustaron", they quarreled and were not on speaking terms 

with each oxher; but I have not come across fights. It may be 

that they escaped me. There is one case where it is veryfprob- 

able that fighting will break out as soon as the widow - mother 

of the siblings to inherit - dies. / 

Yucunda Aguilar and Manuel Flores had six sons. Manuel 

Plores had a herd of cattle and a certain amount of property in 

land.  .Then his eldeslJteon Jose was about 18, Manuel was in trouble 
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about a debt, and in order to avoid i^aying it, he sold all his 

land to this eldest son, so that when the debtors came with Of- 

ficers of the Law, he could show that he had no propert, .  ./hen 

the crisis had passed, he did not buy back the land from his 

son.  Six years later, both Manuel Flores and his son were 

killed at the same time. His widow, Yucunda, inherited the house 

and the cattle. The land however, passed to the widow of Jose1. 

Yucunda was furious and did everything to get back this land. 

She went to Chiapa to the Law Courts and engaged several lawyers, 

and tried to make the widow of Jos4 sign a paper in which she 

would return the land which was now her property.  This widow, 

Celia, is an exceptionally intelligent woman, and it is without 

doubt because of her character and unusual intelligence tiat she 

understood the situation and managed to retain the land for the 

three children she had by Jos6. Another woman would not have been 

able to do it. 

This Celia married a brother of her deceased husband, so 

that allduring the years that her children grew up, the six 

Plores brothers used the land. About six months ago they were 

in need of money and sold one of the lands which were the prop- 

erty of Jose, but which they considered to be their rightful in- 

heritance,  ^elia was very angry and went to the buyer of the 

land, with the title deeds in the name of Jose1, telling him that 

the Flores had no right to sell the land. One of the brothers- 

in-law of Celia, threatened her with violence.  I guess that 

when their mother, Yucunda dies, i.e., when the inheritance of 

their father Manuel should pass to them, there will be serious 

trouble. 

This case is another good example of possession being nine- 

tenths of the law. It is only because of Celia's extraordinary 

character and her readiness to fight the case, that her brothers- 

in-law did not get away with having sold the land. 

The importance of being on the spot to take possession of any 

property is v/ell illustrated by another case.  Consuelo Rosas' 

dead husband had received a house as his inheritance, v/hich (as 

I wrote above) she sold. She had been living, with her son and 

present husband (free union), in the house next door but ont. 
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This house had been left to her dead husband's half-sister. 

The half-sister left Chiapilla about 14 years ago and never 

returned.  Consuelo has been trying to sell this house and may 

well succeedVn doing so, if Josefa, the lialf-sister, does not 

turn up to claim her rights.  Josefa is unlikely to do this be- 

cause she lives in the United States. 

The widow of Carlos Hernandez is another example.  Oarlos, 

the son of Cosine Hernandez, died very young. He had a wife and 

two baby girls. At his death Carlos was still living in his 

father's house, so I do not know how much property his father 

had given him. He must surely have had some, because Carlos 

was the only son of a rich man. However, after the death of her 

husband the young wife ran off with another man leaving Chiap- 

illa. The two children remained with their grandparents. In 

this case the young widow received no inheritance, not being 

there to receive it. 

Angelina Perez also has property in Chiapilla which she has 

inherited from her husband.  She left Chiapilla six years ago, 

but she returns several times a year to see to the sitio she has 

left; and to try to obtain the rent for the house which she has 

rented out. 

Roberto Vila owns part of the land which his mother left to 

hwe five children. Roberto left Chiapilla over ten years ago 

and has never been back, nor does he seem to have claimed his 

inheritance in the form of money. The land is farmed, or rather 

rented out, by his brother Aparicio, who\is the brightest of the 

family. Aparicio is only "aprovechando" of his brother's ab- 

sence, although he is not sharing the profit of the land with 

any of his brothers. His sister Guadalupe was in need of money 

awhile ago, so Aparicio bought her share of the inheritance from 

her, which was land he had been using along. Thus it is quite 

propable that if his brother Roberto were to return he would 

give back the land, or if his brother Roberto wished to sell 

it, Aparicio would buy it off him. At ^resent Aparicio had tak- 

en temporary possession of the land rather than appropriated it. 

After all, the owner is not there to make use of it. 

To sum up: when no provisions have been made concerning the 

property, and when no spouse survives, the property should be 

\_ 
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divided equally amongst the surviving legitimate children.  In 

fact it frequently happens that the strongest, the one on the 

spot at the time of death, takes more than his share. 

To he on the sxot, in oorder to take possession of any prop- 

erty, whether it is bought or inherited is very important. It 

is easy for a man to forfeit his property if he is not there to 

protect his rights in it. 

d). Provisions have "been made by the deceased for the dis- 

posal of his property: - I have not heard of a case where a man 

left a will. It seems that it is a cumbersome complicated bus- 

iness to draw up a legal will, and there is more trouble yet in 

the execution of it. The Government imposes heavy duty on such 

wills, and much money has to be paid to the Judge and the bar- 

risters of the court. 

I have been told, that if a person is dying, he can call 

three members of the Ayuntamiento to his bedside and tell them 

what are his wishes. This should be equivalent to a will. 

A very common way of leaving inheritance is to give it to 

the heir before death. The danger of' tuis is that the man leaves 

himself without property - as was the case of Isaias Dominguez. 

However a man does not have to part with aljl!' his wealth. The ad- 

vantage is that the heir for whom the property is intended, does 

indeed receive it. 

If a man, or a woman "reparte", divides his (her) property 

before death, he (she) does it in one of two ways. He may give 

it away, or may sell it to his heir for a nominal amount. 

A man is said to give his son his inheritance if, for ex- 

ample he gives him a part of his sitio to build his house on. 

Thus Pedro Estrada had a large sitio, and for each of his sons 

he built a house as they got married. This was the "herencia" 

from their father, and it was considered that they had no right 

to any more; any other property would go to the sisters and the 

mother. 
Chico Vazquez has bought a sitio for two of his married sons. 

The boys have built their own house on it. This sitio is their 

inheritance, so they should expect no more upon his death. 

V 
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A man might give a plot of land to his young married son, 

so that he can "apartarse", t:?at he can work and feed himself 

and his family on his own, without being dependent upon his 

father. 

The grandmother of Odilia had given her a sitio on which 

to build her house, but she and her husband had not taken pos- 

session of this sitio, so that it continued to remain empty for 

over a year. One day Odilia hit her little brother so hard 

that his mouth began to bleed.  At thi3 her grandmother was so 

angry taat she said she would not give Odilia the sitio after 

all.  A few days later the grandmother sold it.  Had Odilia 

taken possession of it, and had she built her house on it, 

this could not have happened. Also this piece of land has "pap- 

eles" which her grandmother had noliianded over, so that the le- 

gal right to it had remained with the grandmother. 

The disadvantage of gifts is that they can be taken away. 

Nevertheless I think the case of Odilia is unusual. The major- 

ity of houses and lands in Chiapilla do not have title deeds and 

therefore cannot be bought and sold legally. If a father gives 

inheritance to his son or daughter he usually does not withdraw 

it.  If it is an animal or a house it would be difficult to do 

so. 

Those who have property of some value, which they want to 

bequieth, sell to their heirs.  In this way a man makes sure 

that his heir has the legal title deed to the property, and 

that is cannot be taken from him. The grandmother of Victor- 

ina Torrez left her house to her favorite grand-daughter in 

this way.  i'he old lady wanted the house to be Victorina's to 

dispose of. Unfortunately she had not remembered that the 

sitio belonged to her son (father of Victorina). When Victor- 

ina wanted to sell the house her father told the buyer that he 

was unwilling to give the sitio! 

Lauro Robles left all his property to three of his eight 

children, having quarreled or disapproved in some way of each 

of the eha* others. His widow received nothing, not even the 

house to live in.  It was fortunate for her that her one son 

and the daughter who received inheritance, provide liberally for 

the old lady. 

\_ 
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Julia Hernandez, in the same position, is not so fortun- 

ate.  Ker husband Elfego Chacon left all his property to his 

five sons and nothing to his widow. Upon his death she re- 

mained living in bhe house with her youngest and only unmar- 

ried son, whose property it had "become.  This boy of 17 drank 

away all the inheritance, he had received. By the end of the 

year, he had sold land worth 35000 at least.  I just do not know 

what the two live on now.  I suspect that the other son who lives 

in the same sitio helps with food. 

The last two examples have been of cases where the man left 

no property to his widow.  As a rule this happens among the 

poorer people only; the wealthier men have more confidence in 

their wives than in their sons. 

In this they are fequenly right, for the women of the better- 

off men are used to handling money, and are often shrewd busi- 

ness women.  They often engage in some home industry such as 

killing pigs, making soap or candles orbread; they may be in 

charge of the shop while the man attends to trade or to the 

milpa.  The sons of the better off, on the other hand, may turn 

out unreliable and drunkard, although of course there is no 

rule about it. 
Cosme Hernandez sold his property to his wife before he 

died. 
All the cases I have cited are naturally cases of what has 

happened, even if it be in the recent past only. A simple way 

of finding out what is the intention of men still living, and 

who have not sold their property or have none to sell, is to 

look at the list of heirs whifih Ejidatarios have named. Each 

Ejidatario has to name the person who is to succeed him in far- 

ming his Ejido land. Although many name their wives, the major- 

ity name their sons. When I asked about this I was given the 

following reasons : that the widow would marry again and her new 

husband would profit from the land; that she would be incapable 

of looking after it anyhow.  The main concern of the men was that 

taeir children 3hould beprovided for; they were not worried about 

the fate of their wives. This is to be expected in Ohiapilla 

where the marital bond is very loose and the tie between parent 

and child is strong. 

V 
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There is good sense in >/hat these men say. Youn^, widows 

do remarry and it is natural that theix* husbands should work 

the lands that the widow owns in trust, for her sons.  It is 

also natural that after having farmed this land for many years 

the step-father is unwilling to hand over the land to the heir. 

I have heard of several cases in the Ljido Headquarters in 

Tuxtla of step-sons claiming their father's land.  I have not 
come across a case in Ghiapilla. 

If Elena, the widow of ^rturo marries again, it will he 

her new husband and the latter1s children who will farm Ar- 

turo's land.  Celia Garcia is a remarkable exception in that she 

has hung on to her husband's land, nevertheless it is true that 

her second husband is working ps'&fi'b the land which belongedVbo 

her first husband and the former and his sons profit from it. 

(That her second husband is brother of the first, is incidental 

to this argument; it would have been the same had he not been 

brother to the deceased.) 

I do know of one exception, again a remarkable woman. Her 

husband died when she was a young woman With two sons.  She mar- 

ried again five years later, but has kept the lands left by her 

first husband separate, rented them out and kept the money ap- 

art,' despite the fact she has other children by her second hus- 

band . 
It is also true, that generally the widows do not look af- 

ter the land very well. If it is private property they are en- 

tirely in the hands of male relatives or com^adres, as they un- 

derstand even less of the legal requirements than do the men. 

Generally it is a father orVbrother who administers such land (if 

it is 'not the husband) and even "these cannot always be trusted 

to ensure the rights of the widow, and act in her best interest. 

Another argument I heard «vas that the wife might leave the 

husband and then it would be difficult to change the heir. 

As I said above, there is some reason in these arguments, 

and besides, it is the sons who the men are concerned with. The 

danger of course is if the sons are very young as heirs and a 

guardian is appointed. He can be trusted even less than the 

wife. 

V.. 
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V_ 

If a man has an illegitimate child of which he is fond, 

then he may bequieth it somax.roperty before his death.  He sim- 

ply gives or sells to the child in the same way as he may do for 

his legitimate children. Narcisso Gordillo provided for his 

illegitimate son in Venustiana Carranza, although he was a 

wealthy man and not a typical Chiapillteco.  (I can't think of 

anyone off-hand, but will check in my notes). 

II. Deceased had no '..'ealth 

./ho is responsible for the funeral of a dependent who owns 

nothing? The rule is that whoever was closest to the deceased, 

and the person who provided money to feed and clothe himor her, 

pays for the "burial. It is invariably a person living in the 

same house as the deceased at the time of death.  This proviso 

that it is someone living in the same house, follows-from the 

fact that persons who have quarreled will not remain living in 

the same house, they tend to move out; that it is not the cus- 

tom to pay for the maintenance of a dependant living in another 

house, that quarrels are not forgotton and forgiven because of 

death. 

Normally there is no problem as to who will pay for the 

funeral of a dependent person.  A child is paid for by its par- 

en's if it has been living with them.  If the child has been 

inthe case of its grandparents they will bear the cost. If 

the parents have separated, then whichever parent the child was 

living with at the time of its death pays for the funeral. 

A wife living .vith her husband upon her death will be bur- 

ied by him.  If they are separated and the wife has gone to 

live with her parents, they will pay. If she has gone to live 

with another man - permanently - then he will pay. Should she 

be a widow she is likely to live with one of her children who 

will bear the expense. Very few widows or separated women live 

without siblings; but if she does, then the sibling pays. 

The same rules apply to a man who dies without any property 

of his own, although naturally such a ca,ss is very rare. I have 

not come across one in Ghiapilla. Most men have some kind of 

property. 
A death is followed by a movement of people and of peoperty. 
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V. 

There is frequently a re-arrangement of persons living in 

the house of the deceased. A son and his wife may move in to 

keep his mother company; the house may have to he sold, and so 

new inhabitants enter; the heirs may let the house to strangers. 

It is of course equally possible that the death provokes no 

change in residence at the time; this is especially so in the 

case of a child. 

The one inevitable consequence of death is the economic one. 

Even if the deceased was very poor, or a child, the #ery fact of 

having to bury the body means that an outlay has to be made. An 

outlay means, that someone else, usually a villager earns. ¥ery 

frequently some item of property is sold so that the funeral can 

be paid for, an item whichVvould not have been sold in the normal 

course of events. 

If the deceased had property, then the economic activity due 

to the burial expenses remain and will be increased.  In addition 

there follows the transfer of property in the form of inheritance. 

Prom the point of view of the community as a whole, as well 

as from that of individuals, the most far-reaching effect of death 

is that it provokes a series of economic transactions, the trans- 

fer of goods between villagers.  The balance of wealth is changed, 

whether it be a little, as in the case of the death of a baby, or 

a great deal as in the case of the death of a wealthy man. 

In Chiapilla the man reasons for large outlays, which can com- 

pletely change a person's economic position are illness, death 

and fights (resulting in court cases or compensation). Fiestas 

and drinking would take second place. 

The main reason for movement of people (from one house to 

another, or from the village) are illness, quarrels, marriage and 

death* 

\X 
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Lilo Stern 

I cannot repeat often enough: that maiae is the main 

orop, the main food and the main source of income. In or- 

der to grow it, land is necessary. The question of land 

has always been, and still is, one of the thorniest prob- 

lems of Mexico. Chiapilla is no exception to this. There 

have always been, and there still are, constant complaints 

about the shortage of land. 

In a sense these complaints are justified. That is 

to say, given the present situation as it is in Chiapilla, 

there are many men with families, who own no land. 

In another sense there is plenty of land for every- 

body. By this I mean to say that there is sufficient land 
at the disposal of (Xhiapalla, for all men to work and pro- 

duce adequate yields to support themselves. The shortage 

of land is due to the slash and burn agriculture practiced, 

to the primitive farming implements, to the inefficient seed 

selection (the better grains are selected for sowing, but the 

type of maize is not improved), and to the absense of fer- 

tilizers* Thus although there would be sufficient land were 

it well farmed, there is a shortage due to the poor agricult- 

ural techniques used. But the shortage is also due to the 

distribution of land among the Chiapillteoos. There would 

be sufficient land for everybody if it could be made avail- 

able for cultivation. In fact, much land is permitted to 

lie fallow for no other reason than the owner's whin, or the 

owner*a financial oircumstanoes. ThiB land may be Ejido 

land or privately-owned land. 

With all these disadvantages there is still land for 

every Chlapillteco to work on, even though it may be rented 

land. In addition land within the municipio is rented out 

to Indians. The cry for land is for ownership of land, not 

for land to farm. 

\i. 
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The problem of land re-distribution, in the sense en- 

visaged by the Mexican Revolution, does not exist in Chiap- 

illa. It is a matter of the past; and the land has already 

been re-distributed. 

She rallying cry of the Revolution (1910), was Land 

Re-distribution. It was to be taken from the large linca 

owners and given to the landless peasants, so that he should 

be able to cultivate his plot of land to feed himself and 

his family. It is the first article in the Credo of the Rev- 

olution; and Mexioo still considers itself to be in the pro- 

cess of achieving its Revolutionary aims. All the propaganda, 

all statements of political leaders, all idealogy, insist 

that Mexico is still fighting its Revolution - only the fight 

is peaceful now-a-days, it is organized and orderly. 

It is perfectly true, that in many areas of Mexico, 

including the State of Chiapas, this revolutionary aim of 

distributing land to the peasants has not been achieved. 

There are still many enormous privately-owned estates. In 

Chiapilla, however, the Revolution has succeeded completely. 

The land has been re-distributed; there are no large estates. 

The question now is, forty years after the first distribution, 

and twenty years after the second: What have been the social 

and economic consequences of dividing the large estates into 

small plots of land? 

Most Chiapilltecos would not agree with me that all the 

land has been re-distributed, and that in this sense the aims 

of the Revolution have been achieved. The cry for land has 

become a tradition. It has become a tradition to fight for 

the Revolution; the Chiapilltecos would not know what to oom- 

plain about or what to struggle for, if they were to aooept 

the fact that they are struggling for something already ach- 

ieved. They will be unable to aooept the fact without the 

guidanoe of the Governmentf and the Government, in its ideo- 

logy at least, is still "en pleine revolution"• 

What the Chiapilltecos should be doing, and what they 

will have to do, is to have another look at themselves and be- 

come aware of their new problems. As far as the growing of 

maize is concerned, these are poor agricultural techniques, and 

\_ 
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the non-utilization of available land. The first is a tech- 

nical problem, the second is a social problem. The technical 

problem can be solved; at least the knowledge for solving it 

is available in Mexico, and can be given to the peasant if 

he wants it. The social problem is the one which concerns 

ms. It is the consequence of land re-distribution; there is 

a new distribution of this land, a distribution which has 

taken place during the last twenty years after the last large 

finca had been divided up. 

The Government's measure for land is the Hectaria and 

all legal documents of land sales, land property, and boundary 

agreements must state the area of the land in Hectarias* 

The Chiapilltecos still speak of caballerfas, of tab- 

lones and of brazadas. Officially 1 caballerfa = 45 Hectarias, 

and one Tablon • 25 Brazadas x 100 brazadas. 

For the Chiapillteco, however, a tablon is a plot of 

land that has no specific size. It may be half an Hectaria 

or three Has; It is a plot worked by one man, and may or may 

not be fenced. If a man wishes to indicate the precise area 

of the land he vows, he will give the number of ouartillas of 

maize which can be sown on it. "Entran tree cuartillas", he 

will say. (It will take three cuartillas of seed). (See sec- 

tion on Buyers of Maize for the maize measures) 

What are the ways in which Chiapilltecos obtain land 

on which to grow maize? I put the matter in this way, as it 

enables me to deal with all the variations that are to be found, 

1. Private Ownership 

The law permits a limited private property in land. 

The limitations are the nationality and occupation of the 

owner, but most important, the amount of land which nay be 

held by one person. Most of the struggles for, and oontra- 

versies about, any given area of land have been on this point. 

The precise area of land one person may hold depends upon the 

quality of the land, and the various amounts permitted are set 

out in detail by the law. If a person owns more than the 

maximum amount permitted by the law, the onus is upon those 

who want the land to ask for it. (This is the case now. 

There have been periods in which the Government claimed the 

V. 
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land). It is they who have to initiate proceedings which must 

follow certain rules prescribed by the law. The owner usually 

tries to defend himself in one of two ways. Either by down- 

grading the quality of his land (which permits him to hold a 

larger area), or be re-registering the land in the name of var- 

ious members of his family, so that each of them holds the 

amount permitted by the law, and the apparent size is reduced. 

Apart from this the owner will use any "influence" he has with 

the authorities in Mexico, where the final decision is made. 

At the time of the Revolution, and up to the time the 

^evolution reached Chiapas, Chiapilla was entirely surrounded 

by large estates; the inhabitants of the village would either 

work for the owners, or would rent land from them. Today there 

is only one large estate in the surroundings, and this is nom- 

inally divided among the family members of the owner. The re- 

mainder of the privately-owned land in the Municipio is gen- 

uine small property! 

a. There are two ranchos in the Municipio of Chiapilla. 

One is appx 201 Has and the other is also of 201 Has, but the 

owner's wife has 144 Has registered in her name so the ranoho 

is really 345 Has (appx). Both owners live on their ranchos 

and keep cattle. The amount of cattle they are able to keep 

is limited by the pasture available in the dry season, and by 

the water supply. Both sow a oertain amount of maize whioh 

varies from year to year (one harvested appx 65 toneladas this 

year) and the remainder of the land they rent out to "oaseros", 

as the Indians from the highlands are oalled. They prefer to 

let the land to these men, because they are more reliable in 

paying the rent and more willing to work for the owner when he 

needs labour, than are ladinos who rent land. (See Essay on 

Caseros). Both ranch owners have relatives in Chiapilla and 

oome in oooasionally on a Sunday, and for the important fiestas. 

b. One other man has a property large enough for him to 

call it a rancho. It is appx 161 Has. He lives in the villge, 

and his son together with paid workers sow maize on part of it. 

He used to keep oattle only, but had to reduce his herd of 300 

(his statement which I could not check), to 30, beoauae of water 

and pasture shortage. In faot this area of land oould never 

v_ 
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have been sufficient to support a herd of 300. The point was, 

that formerly the neighbouring Ejido and private land was not 

fenced, and his cattle used to feed on these neighbour*s lands 

as well. The land which he does not farm himself, and which 

he does not need for his. cattle, is rented out to caseros and 

to a few friends and relatives from the village. 

o. Three men own "ranchitos" of appx. 100 Has eaoh up- 

on which they keep a few head of cattle; the area they do not 

sow they rent out to Caseros. 

d. There are two groups of six men each, who between 

them bought a small rancho. That is to say each group of six 

men bought a property of appx. 201 Has. Thus each man owns 

appx 17 Has. 

e. There are three properties of 9 Has. 

f. In addition there is other privately-owned land in 

Chiapilla. The largest is appx. 4 Has. and the smallest half 

an Hectaria. There are not more than 40 persons who own such 

small plots of private land, out of a total population of appx 

2,000, with appx 450 adult males, ie.e heads of households. 

These small pieces of land change hands frequently aocording 

to the fortunes of the owners. Either they themselves sell 

the land because of illness, death, or some other emergency; 

or the sons or widows sell it upon the owner*s death in order 

to pay the funeral, or because of quarrels about the inheritance, 

Indeed this is the case with all the land, whether it 

be Ejjido or private property- whether it be large scale private 

property or small plot* of land of 4- Ha. It changes hands rap- 

idly and I know of few instances in which the owner had been 

the same for more than 20 years. 

Aooording to a very rough estimate there are in the 

Munioipio 1,500 - 1,600 Has of privately owned land. Most of 

it is owned by 21 men; about 200 Has is divided up between 40 

small property owners. 

The total Ejido land of Chiapilla is appx 2,330 Has (I 

must re-oheck on this). It is registered in the name of 322 

Ejidatarios. 

v. 
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There is another Ejido within the Municipio; it is 

called the Ejido of the Colonia Lazaro Cardenas and has an 

extension of appx 682 Has. This Colonia has a population drawn 

from other towns, villages and fincas in the area, and settles 

most of its affiars internally. Economically it is much more 

dependent upon Acala than upon Chiapilla. It is therefore pos- 

sible to omit it from this account, despite the fact that ad- 

ministratively it is a part of the Municipio of Chiapilla. 

2. Ejido Land. 

An Ejido is a land Co-operative.  xt is a group of men 

who have been loaned a certain amount of land by the Govern- 

ment (which had at some earlier date confiscated or bought it 

from the previous owners).  x>he word Ejido is applied to the 

land as well as th the group of men who work the land.  Each 

man receives his plot of land on condition that he work the 

land himself, for the sustenance of his family. ae is not al- 

lowed to sell or rent the land, nor pass it as inheritance to 

any other person without the consent of the Ejido authorities. 

The only exception to the prohibition of renting out Ejido land, 

is in the case of a widow who has no son old enough to farm the 

land. This is the law of Mexico and should apply to all Ejidos. 

The law also provides for the Government of the Ejido land. A 

committee should be elected by all the Ejido members, that is 

to say be all those who have been given a plot of Ejido land. 

This committee has certain duties and powers, invested in it by 

law. It deals with all matters affecting the Ejido land, and 

with disputes arising between members. The Ejido and the oom- 

mittee is supervised and guided by a Federal Government Offic- 

ial, who visits it periodically and who can be called upon in 

emergencies. 

In praotioe the peasants have found this concept of land 

held in trust, of land loaned for the purpose of cultivation, an 

impossible one to grasp. The Ejidatarios look upon the land as 

their own, as though it were their property, eaobkan having sole 

rights to his land, to do with as he pleases. In the past Ejido 

land was freely and openly bought, sold and rented, and only in 

the last few years has there been more rigour in applying the 

law. This has oome about through pressure from above, from the 

higher authorities in Mexico, applied by the looal officials. 
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As a consequence the Chiapilltecos now-a-days lend, 

•emprestar' Ejido land, instead of leasing it. the amount 

charged for ' lending * such land is lower than that charged 

for renting out private land.  It may he half a Fanega or one 

Fanega per Almud sown. In Chiapilla Ejido land is no longer 

sold; the plants on it are sold - very reminiscent of Furni- 

ture and fittings in rent-con rolled houses in England. The 

price paid for the plants on an Ejido plot is lower than the 

price paid for an equal amount of private land. The peasants 

now understand that they do not get title deeds to the land. 

'No hay papeles', as they put it.  (You do not get papers.) 

Therefore it is different from Privately owned land. The reg- 

istered Ejido member who sold his plot, retains his membership 

card although he is no longer the owner. The new owner will 

pay the contribution due, in the name of the registered Ejido 

member. 

There has as yet, been no pressure from the higher auth- 

orities to stop the praotice of a man holding both private land 

and Ejido land. There are a number of Chiapilltecos who do own 

both kind8, in fact all those forty who hold small plots of pri- 

vate land, as well as (b) who has the rancho of 161 Has (which 

he has registered in his wife's name). I have never heard a com- 

plaint against these men on this soore. Certainly there are com- 

plaints about men who have a lot of land, but no one different- 

iates whether this be private land or Ejido land. There are a 

number of Chiapilltecos who own a larger amount of land - al- 

though in Ejido holdings - than some who own private land. 

To be an Ejiiatario and to own private land at the same 

time is of course, against the law; it is opposed to the basio 

prinoiple upon which the Ejido system was founded, whioh was to 

provide land for the landless peasant. However this failure *a 

on the part of the peasants to distinguish between the two (I do 

not know whether it is unwillingness or inability) helps under- 

stand the present land distribution. 
The faot is that some Ejidatarioa hold a great deal more 

land than others; and that some men who were ejidatarioa now have 

no ejido land left. This, despite the faot that twenty years ago 

the land was supposedly divided equally between Ejido members, 
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and the fact that no Ejido transfers should be permitted with- 

out the consent of the authorities. 

The allegations that the comisariados (the head of the 

Ejido administrative committee) appropriated more than their 

share for themselves, are no doubt true. But this fact alone 

does not explain the inequality of holdings. During the years, 

Ejido lands have been bought and sold like the private lands and 

for the same reasons; illness, death, debt, drinking. 

My statement about land ownership has to be very approx- 

imate. It is difficult to discover the amount owned by a man. 

Should he own private land it may or may not be registered in 

the Registro Publico. A large amount of privately owned land is 

never registered, although it ought to be according to the law. 

Some private land is bought and sold without any title deeds nor 

any written records. Most private lands which change hands do 

have a deed of sale, but are not registered in the Fublio Regis- 

try Offioe. These are called "private sales". They are valid 

in the eyes of the law, that is to say,the man who paid is rec- 

ognized as being the owner of the land in virtue of the title 

deeds; but it is an offence to omit registration. The punish' 

ment is a fine to be paid by the owner, which increases with the 

number of years the property has remained unregistered. The rea- 

sons for failure to register may be the endless complications 

"las vueltas" involved. It is a complicated and wearisome bus- 

iness at the best of times; for a simple peasant from Chiapilla 

it is twice as complicated. In addition a tax has to be paid on 

the land once it has been registered, and for this payment the 

owner ha* to come to Chiapa every month. 

In the normal run of events the existence of such unreg- 

istered land will not be discovered. Difficulties arise when 

there is a court case concerning such land, whether it be a dis- 

pute about inheritance about its sale or about a debt. The mom- 

ent such land is disputed in oourt it has to be registered and 

the fine paid. For this reasonX the larger private lands are to 

be found in the public register, (to which I had aooess) and only 

some of the smaller ones. 
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It is equally hard to know how much Ejido land a man 

owns. I have not been able to estimate the vatying sizes of 

Ejido plots, much less the total amount of Ejido land owned 

by the various Ejidatarios. There is no doubt that it would 

be possible to find this out, if sufficient time were avail- 

able. A man himself will not tell me truthfully the amount he 

farms. His neighbours will do so. But each man has his hold- 

ing scattered in different places, he does not have his com- 

plete holding in one piece of land. Each man's total holding 

of Ejido land would therefore have to be pieoed together from 

the reports of neighbours who hold adjacent land. 

This practice of a man having several small plots dis- 

tributed throughout the Ejido has its disadvantages. It pre- 

vents any profitable use of machinery, and it wastes a great 

deal of the peasant's time in journeying between his various 

plots. The advantages are a certain insurance he gains. If 

the crop in one plot is flattened by a storm, that in another 

pis part of the Ejido may not be affected. Similarly rain may 

fall in one part and not in another. In addition there is the 

important fact that some of the Ejido lands are immeasurabely 

better than others. It is preferable for the peasant to have 

at least a small amount of good land, even though he may be 

unable to have all his land of the best kind. 

Although I am unable to give accurate information about 

land holding in Chiapilla the following general statements can 

be made: That the large majority of peasants cultivate plots 

of land from # Ha to 2 Has in size; these plots may be Ejido 

land or privately owned land. 4 particular man may own several 

Ejido plots, more than his rightful share (according to the or- 

iginal distribution), but I do not think the total of any one 

would exceed 10 Has; a particular man may own both Ejido land 

and private land; or finally, a particular man may own private 

land only. 
As I have said above, the redistribution in land holding 

during the last twenty years is explained by the fact that Ej- 

ido land has been freely bought and sold. I have even said that 

the peasant makes no difference between Ejido and Private land. 

In a sense this is true. Once a man has acquired rights to a 
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particular plot of land he makes no difference between the two 

forms of holdings, nor do others make the distinction with res- 

pect to him. However he does know that there is a difference 

because Ejido lands are given free to the peasants. The Govern- 

ment does not charge the peasants; it grants him the usufruct 

of the land without charging him for this privilege. This is 

the real reason for the anomaly between the fact that thesmeis 

plenty of land in the Municipio for everyone to cultivate; and 

the fact that there are constant complaints about the lack of 

land and appeals for further ejido grants. At the time of the 

Ejido grant a man received land for nothing; he does not have 

to buy it. A friend of mine told me that he has twice bought 

Ejido land off the same men. Each time the Ejidatario asked for 

and received Ejido land from the comisariado. (This at a time 

when all the land of the Ejido had not as yet been claimed). 

The story may or may not be true, but the advantage of receiv- 

ing an Ejido grant and not having to buy land is apparent. 

I have up to now discussed Ejido land from the point of 

view of the individual farmer who cultivates his land. Prom 

his point of view there is not all that difference between a 

plot of Ejido land and a plot of private land, except for the 

fact that the original Ejidatarios had the good fortune of ac- 

quiring their land free; but this is a thing of the past; now- 

a-days all land has to be bought* 

The Ejido, however, has another significance, whioh ap- 

pears when one looks at it from the point of view of the vil- 

lage as a whole. The vital thing to grasp about the Ejido is 

that the superior authority whioh oontrols and guides it, ie 

dominated by Federal Government appoSntees. In theory an Ej- 

ido has looal self-government, and this is achieved to a cer- 

tain degree. It is achieved in the same degree in whioh the 

village has looal self-government; that is to say only the 

simplest affairs are settled in the village, and all more ser- 

ious problems are dealt with by the superior authorities. 

These superior authorities, both for the Ayuntamiento (the 

village political authority, rather like our Town Council) 

and for the Comiseriado (the Ejido governing committee) are 

outsiders; they are oity people with a different background 
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and upbringing and with different ideas from those held by the 

Chiapilltecos; if they do not come from Mexico, they were almost 

certainly educated there. 

Thus the superiors of the Ayuntamiento, the village auth- 

ority, is the State Government while the superior authority of 

the Comisariado, the igido authority, is the federal Government. 

In practice this means that the superior authority for the same 

village is vested in two different offices in Tuxtla and in two 

sets of Government employees. Privately owned land comes under 

the Municipio and thus the State Government and State Courts. 

Ejido land comes under "Comision de Agraria Mixta" in which the 

Federal Govt has the majority. So there are two authorities 

dealing with land cases and land problems. That is to say, two 

separate authorities within the village and two separate auth- 

orities outside the village, dealing with one of the most com- 

plicated and delicate areas that can be found in an agricultur- 

al village. Naturally contending factions within Chiapilla do 

not fail to make use of division in authority. 

This fact, and the consequences which follow from it are 

fcital to an understanding of the political situation and the po- 

litical maneuvres in Chiapilla, I shall deal with there in 

another paper; I mention it here to explain why the Ejido, which 

looks as if it were only a landholding group, has become an im- 

portant political faction. This separation in\the administration 

of, and superior authority for, the Ejido, explains why the Ej- 

idatarios are a group who are conscious of being a group, and 

of having common interests. This would not have made sense in 

the light of my statement that there was no great difference be- 

tween EJido and the paivate land in Chiapilla; for if this had 

been ao then the ejidatarios shov^\not differentiate between 

themselves and those not belonging to the Ifido. As it is, the 

Ejidatarios are "agraristas", and apart from entering politios 

of the village as a group, they are forever trying toteet land 

from those who own ranches. In fact they cannot do so, for as 

I have explained all the privately-owned land there is, is well 

within the maximum permitted. But the Ejidatarios oontinue with 

petitions and deputations, and generally speaking frighten those 

who own ranchos, at the same time oreating unity among themselves. 
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2. Renting Land. 

Many men have no private land, and have no Ejido land, 

or have so little Ejido land that it is insufficient* for the 

maize needed to feed their families. Among them are many young 

men who were children at the time the Ejido land was distribu- 

ted, and now are adults with their own families; men whose fat- 

hers have not left them anyland to farm.  Some of such landless 

men may also have mortgaged their land, or have forfeited it he- 

cause of debts, drink or gambling. Such men may rent land to 

sow their maize. They may rent from those who have private lands 

either within the Municipio or without it. There are some large 

ranchos within a day's journey of Chiapilla, and a number of 

Chiapilltecos go there. They go so far it may even be two or 

three days* journey because the land there is much better, at 

times it is virgin land which gives excellent yields.  I know of 

some men who leased their own lands in Chiapilla and themselves 

planted in one of these distant fincas. However the disadvantag- 

es are also great. It means long periods away from home when the 

land has to be cleared, sowed, weeded and finally harvested. In 

addition the carting of the maize to the village is more costly. 

Some sell their maize oh the spot, but as these fincas are iso- 

lated, the j.rioe paid is lower than that to be had in Chiapilla. 

The Chiapilltecos know that one should not rent Ejido 

Landsv in the same way that one should not sell them. However, 

there are plenty of "arrangements", which amount to the renting 

of Ejido land. These are always justified by the "necessity" of 

either the leasor or the lessee. One of them is in need, so the 

other is doing him a favour. 

The standard rent paid for land is two Fanegas of maize 

for each Almud of maize sown. That is to sap;, twenty-four Almu- 

des of maize is given for every one Almud sown. This sharecrop- 

ping arrangement is the same in the whole area. Oddly enough, 

it does not vary much with the yields; it remains more or less 

the same, irrespective of the average yield which can vary 

greatly according to the quality of the land and the weather con- 

ditions. (See below yields). 
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$ 4. Land loaned 
At times land for sowing maize is simply lent. Fathers 

will give their married sons a piece of land to sow, so that they 
may "apartarse", establish their own household, even though they 
may continue to live in the same building with their father. A 
widowed mother may lend her son some of the land she inherited 
from her husband, without charging any rent. A man may loan land 
for sowing to a relative, to a son-in-law or to a friend, without 
charging any rent. All these cases are optional. There is noth- 
ing to oblige a man to loan his land to anyone, whoever he may be. 

5. Sand rented for Fri.1ol 
A man may leaser his land for the planting of frijol. The 

procedure is the following. There is one type of frijol which is 
planted between the rows of standing maize. This frigol is also 
sown when the maize has ripened, but is still standing in the 
fields to dry. A man who has a mulpa, but does not want to sow 
frijol in it, leases it to another who does wish to sow frijol. 
The rent paid will be the work of bending over the maize stalks, 
"doblar la milpa"; no money is paid. This the owner of the milpa 
has his maize "doblado" for him, and the man whoplants the frijol 
has the advantage of sowing his frijol on land which gives better 
yields than his own. For this reason, only good land can be ren- 
ted out for frijol in this way. 

A man who plants maize on a piece of land, may thus do so 
in virtue of owning the land with full rights conferred by private 
property; he may do so in virtue of holding Ejido rights; he may 
do so a*u in virtue of renting the land; and finally he may do so 
because the land has been loaned to him for that year. 

Types of land : In Chiapilla five words are used to <if- 
ferentiate between types of land. 

1. Begadio. This is irrigated land. The irrigation can- 
als werain most oases installed by the finqueros who owned the 
land formerly and who used it for sugar cane plantations. Much 
of this land is still used for sugar cane, and some of it is used 
for early maize sinoe the price for panela (produot of sugar cane) 
fell very low for some time. The advantage of sowing regadio 
maize is that there is no risk of loss through lack of rain; it 
is a seoure crop; another advantage i>5 that it is harvested very 
early, during the dry season, at a time when maize is at its 
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scarcest; it therefore fetches a good price. The disadvantage 

is that much of it is destroyed by the birds. At that time of 

the dry season there is little for the birds to eat in the 

monte, all the trees and plants are dried and withered* they 

welcome young, green corn. 

There is some land which used to be irrigated, but whdre 

the ditches have been allowed to fall into disrepair. The rea- 

son is that it is considered to be too much work to keep the ir- 

rigation canals in working ordejj. There is also land which could 

be irrigated if anyone wished to put in the work digging the 

ditches. One area of land has been so irrigated, through the co- 

operative work of some Ejidatarios, about fifteen years ago. 

2. Bajio . This is low-ljring land on the banks of a 

river, from which it obtains plenty of ground moisture. It is 

very good land because the rivers flood almost every year dur- 

ing the rainy season and leave a rich deposit. Again, this land 

is not dependent upon the rains, so that if these are late, the 

crop is not lost as may happen on other land. There is also 

land called Alto Bajio, which is the land lying beyond the Bajio, 

land which is still near the river but already lies higher.  It 

is fertile, but not as fertile as the low-lying strip, and it 

needs rain inorder for the milpa to grow. Bajio land is espec- 

ially valued for the fruits which can be grown upon it. 

3. Temporal. All land which relies upon the rains for 

the growth of the crops is called temporal. That is to say all 

land whioh has insufficient ground moisture for the milpa to ri- 

pen and which has no artificial irrigation. 

4. Monte.  This is the name given to land whioh has 

been lying fallow for several years. The wild natural growth 

whioh has been allowed to flourish is out down and burnt and 

maize is then planted. Such monte, if it has been lying fallow 

for a large number of years is preferred above all other types, 

despite the extra labour in outting down trees. It gives excel- 

lent yields and needs less weeding than other land. In faot it 

require* the minimum amount of work and produces the maximum 

yield. 
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5. Pedregal. This is stony land of very poor quality. 

No effort is made to remove the stones or to improve this land 

in any way.  Some say that removing the stones would cause er- 

osion of the soil, and other say that it is a lot of work to 

remove the stones* 

YIELDS 

The very best land in Chiapilla, with good seed, careful 

weeding and adequate rainfall can give as much as 20 Fanegas per 

Almud sown. As twelve Almudes are one Fanega, this means that 

the best yield attainable is 24-9 Almudes for one Almud sown. 

The very poorest land yields seven Fanegas per Almud sown; that 

is to say 84 Almudes per Almud sown,  -tf then, the rent per Almud 

sown is usually at two Fanegas (that is 24 almudes), the amount 

charged in proportion to the yield varies between 10$ and 28£j6. 

In practice there are variations in the rent, but these never 

exceed half a Fanega either way. Thus, in the most fertile lands 

the rent charged is 2^ Fanegas per Almud sown; in the poor lands 

the leasee will "speak" to the owner and tell him of the miserably 

low yield due to the bad soil or lack of rain, and the owner will 

be "reasonable" and reduce the amount to 1-& Fanegas per Almud. 

The average yield which is eta* attained on most lands - 

the majority being temporal - is considered to be between twelve 

and fifteen Fanegas. That is to say, between 144 and 170 Almud- 

es; so that the average rent paid is between 16# and 20# of the 

yield. 

The Chiapilltecos themselves have made no effort on their 

own initiative to improve the yield of the maize crop; at least 

not as far as I know. The gove nment has been trying to intro- 

duce a new seed, and the use of fertilizer, but it is too early 

to judge their suocess, both because the peasants must be given 

time to familiarize themselves with the idea of more work and 

outlay for a greater yield, and because the advantages of the 

new seed and use of fertilizer has not been proven yet. (See Qovt 

Policy on Maize) 

The ox-drawn plough began to come into use about 15 years 

ago, and its use on flat lands has been increasing during re- 

cent years, as farmers have had the money to buy plough and team. 
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Many of those who have flat land, hut own no plow<gji hire a team 

to prepare the land.  The use of the plow is cheaper than hand 

labour, and the yields are better.  I only have estimates of the 

Chiapilltecos to support this statement, but there is unanimous 

agreement among the farmers that this is so 

The ox-drawn cart has come into use during the last few 

years and although it does not directly contribute towards great- 

er yields, it does cheapen the transport of the harvested maize 

enormously. Before 1952 mules and donkeys and horse were the 

only means of transportation of the crop to the village and to 

the larger market. 

METHODS 

The first job in the annual maize cultivation is desmontar 

or rastro.iear. This means clearing the land ready for planting- 

all weeds and brush and trees are felled and gathered into large 

heaps, or at times into rows. Desmontar refers to the clearing 

of the land which has lain fallow for several years and which 

therefore has more wild growth upon it. Rastrojear refers to the 

clearing of land which has been cultivated the previous year, and 

is much less work. 

After clearing comes the quemada.  The monte which has 

been cut down is allowed to dry and is then burned. 

If the land is flat a plow will be used to'quebrar'. to 

break the soil. A number of better-off farmers own oxen and 

ox-$lows; other use smaller horse-plows, and yet others will hire 

a team to plough their land. $60 Hex. is the daily cost of oxen, 

plow and plow-man. It takes roughly two days to plough 4fe« and 

'oruzar* (to cross, &««4a*4*-#f-a*» which means tracing a plow- 

line at right angles to the first furrows) on* Heotaria of land. 

There are several men who do not own oxen, but who undertake to 

break them in for the plow and for the oart. The owner of the 

oxen givesthem to the trainer without charge, nor does the 

trainer charge for taming them. The owner requires that the team 

be tame and ready for service at the end of the year, and the 

trainer can use them to plough his own land or to earn by plough- 

ing for others. The same arrangement is sometimes found with a 

horse to be trained for the saddle. However all the oases I know 
of, were those of a ranch-owner who lent the horse to one of his 
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workers to vise and to train. In the case of the oxen, the arran- 

gements I heard of were between any man able to train oxen and 

a breeder of cattle. 

Not all the flat land suitable for the plow is in fact 

ploughed. This land, and all other land upon which maize is to 

be grown is planted after the burning. This, is called "la aieuibra" 

The lapse of time between burning and planting depends upon the 

phaze of the moon and upon the farmer* s guess as to the next 

"aguacero" (very heavy rainfall), and upon the e±re«t commitments 

and inclinations of the farmer. There is no rule, except that 

rain immediately after planting is more vital in land which has 

not been ploughed than in ploughed land. The reason is the fol- 

lowing. 

The most important thing for the maize seeds to develop is 

moisture.  If the land has been ploughed it will contain more 

moisture as the soil beneath the surface has been exposed, and 

this soil always contains a little moisture. Furthermore if it 

does rain, the water is held in the furrows supplying moisture 

for the seed. If the land is not ploughed the water tends to 

run off the land. For this reason ploughed land may be sown af- 

ter an aguacero, as the moisture will be retained. Unploughed 

land needs rain after sowing; that is to say the seed must be 

sown before the aguacero - * very difficult thing to estimate. 

All sowing, the siembra is done by hand with a simple 

digging stick. A hole is made in the ground and re«S four to 

seven grains of maize are dropped in each, and covered up again. 

The distance between rows,and the distance between one hole and 

the next varies between 1 meter and 60 oms., aocording to the 

type of maize used, and quality of the land and the opinion of 

the farmer. Where the land is Pedregai, that is to say very 

stony, no effort is made to remove the stones, nor any tree 

trunks or stumps of trees which did not burn, and which remain 

in the field. The seed is simply sown around any obstacles there 

may be. 
Several kinds of seeds are sown within the Munioipio. The 

general type of seed is called "oriollo" and is subdivided into 

<e*» other types. Farmers try to select the largest, best grain 

from the previous harvest to use as seeds. In Ghiapilla two kinds 
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are commonly found, a small yellow grain and a larger white 

one. Occasionally black maize is sown, although it is not 

very popular for tortillas. Many farmers sow two types of 

maize mixed. It may happen "because a man has not sufficient 

seed left to sow his fields and has to buy some; or it may 

happen during re-sowing, when the farmer may have nontof the 

original seed left and has to obtain whatever type he can. 

Farmers try to select their best maize at harvest time to 

keep for seed; but many have eaten this seed maize by sowing 

time, and are forced to buy their seed. 

Resiembra should be done as soon as the seedlings ap- 

pear. The farmer replants in those places where the maize has 

not taken.  If he waits too long the shadow cast by the grow- 

ing plants will deprive the newly sown seedlings of sun, and 

they will never grow well. 

The limpia is the weeding of the land . The first weed- 

ing should be done approximately three weeks after planting- 

it depends upon the first rains. In this very fruitful ^land, 

the maize shoots up and ripens in three months, but for the 

same reason the weeds also flourish. It is vital that the 

fields be weeded when the plants are small for otherwise they 

will be smothered. It is at this point that the maize is some- 

times lost; the monte has grown too muoh for it Be coped with. 

Generally two weedings are satisfactory, if it is to be done 

by hand, that is to say with the cod. If the weeding is done 

with a plow three or four may be needed, in addition to one 

weeding by hand when the weeds around the maize stalks are re- 

moved and the earth is heaped carffully around each plant so 

that the moisture may be retained. As the maize plants grow 

higher, the ground receives no sun and weeds are unable to grow. 

About two months after sowing the young corn appears and after 

two and a hilf months the elote or young oorn is ready for eat- 

ing. The oob is mature at the end of three months, and from 

then on it merely dries in the fields. At this time, when the 

maize is fresh and juioy it is delicious to eat both on the oob 

and in the form of tortilla and pozol. Some farmers plant a 

little maize in regadfo so that they may have fresh corn most of 

the year. 
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Although the maize is ripe after three months it is not 

harvested at that time. In the first place the rainy season 

has not ended and as long as the ground is moist harvesting can- 

not begin; for it is the custom to throw the sobs onto the 

ground during harvesting, and to pile the threshed maize on the 

ground as well. If the ground is not quite dry the maize quiok- 

ly spoilt s. Another reason for letting it dry in the fields is 

that it dries better on the cob that if picked threshed the 

grains dried in the sun.  It looses less weight and substance 

if dried in the fields.  In addition fresh maize has to be de- 

grained by hand and is very hard work, particularly hard on the 

hands. Such fresh maize fetches low prices because of its high 

moisture content. Host households have exhausted their stock 

of maize by the time the first maize is ripe pick such amount as 

the heed for their own consumption as and when they require it. 

If they are in great need of money, they may harvest a little 

and sell it. The greater part of the crop is left to dry in the 

fields. 

The usual practice is to doblar, that is to bend over the 

stalks half way down so that the eobs hang head down. In this 

way the water from the rains cannot enter; only in the case of 

very heavy and continuous rains will the moisture gradually seep 

through the protecting cover of leaves and rot the grains. There 

is no set time to "doblar". It may be done any time after the 

maize is ripe, the sooner the better. Some men never bend over 

their maize, without any damage to the orop. 

If frijol has been sown between the rows of maize then 

the maize must be bent over, so that the sun^ahould reach the small 

bean plants. 

All harvesting, the tapisoa is done by hand; it is done 

about six months after planting. These is no fixed date, the 

longer a man can wait to permit hismaize to dry, the better. If 

the fields are far from the village the whole family move there, 

to live in a small shelter until the maize is gathered. Young 

girls sometimes help, depending upon the composition of the fam- 

ily. If there are plenty of boys, the women and girls will only 

cook; but if there are few men, then the women also help in the 

fields. It depends also upon the charaoter of the particular woman, 

Some will refuse to help with the harvest and other will do so 
willingly. 
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Threshing, majar is done in the fields before the maize 

is oarted to the village.  Cow-hides with holes punched at reg- 

ular intervals (arnerOd are stretched on four posts. The thres- 

hing is done by the men with wooden flaila (majadores). 

Lastly the maize is sieved, sernir through a wire net- 

ting tA remove dust and other umpurities. It is then carted to 

the village, either by ox cart or *ith mules depending upon the 

paths. When the last load of maize is carted a small fiesta is 

held in the fields to which the wives and children of the owners 

and the paid workers are often invited. A fiesta meal of chic- 

ken and rice is provided. 

I have purposely given this account of the maize cycle 

without dates. The approximate dates I give for Chiapilla can- 

not be taken to ppply elsewhere in the region. The variations 

in climate and the soil are enormous, so that the maize harvest 

in the State extends from November to April. 411 the land farmed 

by Chiapilltecos lie within the same altitudeland the reason for 

different planting times are therefore due to>differences in the 

quality of the lands and to personal inclination. Maize can be 

planted, and is planted any time during May, June or July. The 

weeding times follow suit, and harvesting begins in Novembef 

lasting right through to March. Most peasants try to sow as 

early as they can, for the sooner the maize is sown, the sooner 

it can be harvested and sold, and the ever-needed money can be 

obtained. Most of all, the time of sowing depends upon the in- 

dividual circumstances, and inclinations and other commitments 

and occupation of the fanner. Again and again when questioned 

why a man has sown so late in the year I received the reply "se 

atras6M(he just got behinf-hand with the work). 

The main perils for the maize are too much rain or too 

little, or rain at the wrong time. Any of these can affect the 

crop. The maize is in fact a hardy plant and it is seldom that 

the entire crop is lost. What happens is that the yields are 

poorer than they should be as a result of these cases. Another 

common danger to the orops are the storms with very strong winds 

which flatten the maize. Once the cob is formed, this is not so 

serious as the maize can ripen even though it be flattened on the 

ground. The danger period is the first six to eight weeks. In- 

deed the first eight weeks are the critical ones for the maize crop. 
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It is remarkable how unevenly the effects of the weather 

are distributed. I have seen it happen that one field has been 

flattened by heavy winds, while the neighbouring field has been 

left untouched. There may be adequate rain in one part of the 

Municipio and drought in another part about half a mile away. 

Maize may be attacked by locusts and by other pests; but 

in Chiapilla this is not common; it is not an annual peril which 

haa to be combatted. 

I have heard of few beliefs concerning the care of maize. 

Indeed, considering the importance of maize in the lives of the 

people, and the hazards to which it is exposed through drought, 

excessive rains and winds, I am surprised at the lack of beliefs 

and practices concerning its protection . Ihe phase of the moon 

is considered to be vital in all agricultural operations. This 

does not only include the sowing and harvesting of maize, but 

the felling of trees, the castrating of animals, etc. The last 

quarter •£-* before full moon, and the first quarjrermfter full 

moon is considered the proper time. I have heard of several in- 

stances in which a bad crop was thought to be the consequence of 

sowing during the wrong phase of the moon. 

Some men place a small cross of blessed palm in their mil- 

pa; this is thought to protect against lightening, and is also 

placed in most of the houses. A very few in Chiapilla, and all 

in the barrio, place a cross made of corn cobs upon any store or 

pile of grain. I have also seen this cross in other areas. She 

explanations for its presence vary. Some say it keeps the "gor- 

ftojoe" from attacking the maize. This "gorgojo" attacks the 

maize in storehouses only; it eats the heart out of the grain and 

completely destroys it. Fumigation with chemicals is the only 

known prevention. Other say the cross prevents the maize from 

"flying awayH. That is to say it ensures that the store will re- 

main large. Others say it attracts money. 

The storing of maize.  There are comparatively few "tro- 

jes" small maize storehouses, in the village of Chiapilla, al- 

though every house in the Barrio has one. Those who have /rftro;Je 

store their maize in it. Others store it in boxes or sacks in 

their house. Many have none to store, beoause they have either 

sold all their maize by harvest time, or soon" sell it. 
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The two clangers to the stored maize are "gorgojos" and 

rats.  I have already written about the gorgojos.  The rats 

are a terrible plague, which it is said, started about six 

years ago with the anti-malaria campaign.  Small detachments 

of men came around spraying the house with insect poison de- 

signed to kill the malarial mosquito. However, the rats are 

also poisoned by this insecticide, and the cats, upon eating 

these poisoned rats, die. It has become impossible to keep 

cats, and the result is that the rats really turn into a men- 

ace. They not only eat the maize, the clothes hanging in the 

houses, and the food stored upon shelves, but they actually 

bite people asleep during the night, and run about among the 

rafters and on the floor during the day. There is no way for 

the people to proteot themselves against these animals. They 

do seriour damage to any maize stored in trojes or in houses. 

The most effective protection against them is to whitewash the 

walls of the house or the troje from the inside. The rats which 

descend from the rafters to steal food cannot get up again, be- 

cause the whitewashed wallsare slippery. Any rat thus caught in 

ti.e house is killed. 

Maize from a certain part of the Municipio is known to 

store better rhan maize from other parts. It is therefore com- 

mon to find people selling their own maize, grown elsewhere in 

the Municipio,, and buying the storeable maize for their own con- 

sumption. 

The work group. There is no standard work-group in Chia- 

pilla. Farming, like all else is highly individualistic. Each 

man owns or rents his land, and each man works hie milpa in the 

manner he is best able to, and in the manner which be^t suits 

him. 

The only general rule that I know of, is that the young 

sons we.*k with their father-roughly from the age of eight to 

eighteen.  After that age they may continue to work for him, 

or he may give them a plot of their own to work on, especially 

if they are married. Any one else who works for a man in the 

fields is paid, even if it a relative such as a cousin or neph- 

ew, or even a brother. This excludes the case where two brothers 

work together in the fields on the land of their father. 
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A great deal of the work in the fields is paid work, 

especially for the weeding. This is partly due to the fact 

that it is extremely "boring to work along in the fields all 

day, and mainly due to the fact that the weeding must he done 

quickly, otherwise the crop will be lost. Many men will at- 

tend to their own milpa, and then go and work for money else- 

where. This is possible because sowing is spread over six 

to eight weeks. Other men, in need of money, will spend one 

day attending to their own field, and the next day working 

for another, so that the family should be able to buy food. 

In such cases the wife literally does not go out to buy the 

meal until the husband arrives with the money. He asks for 

the pay the evening before he goes^i out to work. This advance 

payment for work is common in Chiapilla (see Sellers of Maize). 

The owner of the milpa, or his son, will work with the 

paid laborers, the "pagados" whenever possible. Without this, 

the work will be abdly done, and the workers will go home early. 

It is usual to pay the workers a daily wage. Some em- 

ployees pay in maize rather than money. The amount is calcu- 

lated at the price current on that day. Sbme employers provide 

food and in that case the pay is less. 

4     There exists the concept of "una tarea", a task. I have 

heard it used in one sense meaning the amount a man is expected 

to do in a day. e.g. a man earns $5 Mex. per day, and a man is 

expected do *•-«* weed a certain number of rows a day. But I 

have also heard the word used in a different sense, meaning 

the amount to be done for a certain sum of money. This is just 

like piece work, e.g. to weed one row of sugar cane is $1, and 

a man earns the number of $1 according to the amount of rows he 

has weeded. Similarly, in the height of the weeding season, 

when it was hard to obtain men, a oertain farmer offered to pay 

a set price for each row weeded, rather than pay the customary 

daily wage. Men who worked for him could earn up to $10 per 

day rather than the $7 or $8 paid per day at that time. For 

most of the year the daily wage is $5, and during the height of 

the weeding season is goes up to $8. It is interesting to note 

that to hire a horse for riding costs $5 Mex per day, and to 

hire it for the sugar can mill, which is hard on the animal, 

oosts $8 Mex.! 
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There is a system of exchange labour which I have heard 

of. I only know an instance between two "brothers, hut was told 

it could also he arranged between friends. This is working 

"yacamo"; both men work in one man's field one day, and in an- 

other man's field the next day without any exchange of money. 

Those men who have rented lands in distant fincas, worked by 

ladino peones, have reported that a different system of har- 

vesting and weeding is customary there. One man invites all 

his neighbours to come and weed his fields, or to harvest his 

milpa. They come and work without receiving pay, but the owner 

provides a good meal, pozol and sweet bread and coffee to feed 

the fcfclpers. The next day all will go and work in another's 

fields. I have found no instance of this paactice in Chiapilla. 

The only occasions upon which I have seen communal work 

groups upon the land - that is to say not working for the vil- 

lage or the comisariado - are fencing and ditching. Several 

Ejido plots lying adjacent to each other are fenced in together, 

and there is a joint responsibility for keeping this fence in 

repair.  It is in everybody's interest to make sure the fence 

is in good order, for otherwise cattle, horses and donkeys, 

grazing on adjacent Ejido pastures will come and eat the new 

maize. Such a group of men will decide upon a day, usually a 

Sunday, upon which to work all together on the fence. If the 

owner himself does not come, he can send a son or even a paid 

worker on his behalf. If a great many men are concerned the 

day is announced over the loud-speaker. The same arrangement 

is customary for the men through whose land passes an irriga- 

tion canal. They shoul all turn out to repair this canal once 

a year. 

On* of the reasons for the continual trouble and quar- 

rels over cattle staaying and doing damage to crops is due to 

the fact that all the ejidatarios do not keep their fence in re- 

pair, and all have to suffer the consequences. 

There is no doubt that the village of Chiapilla is more 

prosperour today, than it was at the time of the land distribu- 

tion. To my mind there is also no doubt that this prosperity 

is due to the fact that land was made available to the peasants 

and to the improved communications. The importance of the commun- 

ications is shown by the faot that more maize is being produced 
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since the road reached Chiapilla than before. Formerly there 

simply was no outlet for produce and there was thus no point 

in planting more than was needed for the household. 

If the land was indeed distributed equally between the 

villagers twenty years ago, it is certain that the holdings 

are unequal today. The very thing the planners of the Ejido 

tried so hard to avoid has happened. These creators of the 

Ejido evidently wanted to insure the peasant against such in- 

evitable calamities as illness and death, and against his own 

improvidence. They wanted him to have his land which would 

insure his daily tortilla, always, under all circumstances. 
As the peasants were unwilling to abide by the Ejido rules, 

and the Government unable to enfore them, the land is once 

more unevenly distributed. However it is distributed amongst 

different people, and not as unevenly as it was before.  In 

this municipio of Chiapilla the large fincas were definitely 

abolished. A peasant middle class is arising, and it is this 

middle class which is acquiring the land. A landless peasant 

olass is re-appearing, and these are probably as poor and mis- 

erable as were the finca peons before them. Like the peons, 

they are permanently in debt, and undernourished. 

The class distinction based on wealth, that is to say 

on ownership of land, cattle and money, which is becoming ap- 

parent in Chiapilla, oan be attributed to two reasons. The 

one I would call "suerte", the circumstances of life, such as 

a child falling ill, a loss of crops, etc. The other is the dif- 

ference in individual characters. Many personsjare extsemely 

impulsive "no saben pensar" is the apt expression used here, (they 

do not think). Many persons are improvident, and do not plan 

ahead nor work for the future. Many drink and gamble in excess. 

It is certain that the lands in Chiapilla do not produce 

nearly as much as they could. It is extgnpely fertile land upon 

which all hot hountry products will grow. Nevertheless such pro- 

ducts as cabbage, onions, radishes are imported although they 

could be grown and even exported from Chiapilla. toffee, cocoa, 

every kind of fruit will flourish, but are not widely planted. 

When I used to challenge the people on this point I frequently 

got the reply that it hadbeen tried but that the young fruit 

would be stolen at night, and what was the point of so much lab- 
our if it was only for other people's benefit. The Chiapilltecos 
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definitely do not work hard, and thus produce less than they 

might. But more important still, they are not an ambitious 

people.  "Se conforman", they are easily contented. If some- 

thing goes wrong they will not struggle to put it right, they 

soon give up, saying they had tried hut it was evidently not 

meant to he. 

The general dislike of work and lack of ambition should 

not be confused with conservatism. The people are not conser- 

vative for the sake of being so. They are al ways willing to 

adopt new ways of doing things, and are delighted at improve- 

ments, as long as they are reasonably sure that the new ways 

are indeed better. In criticising their backwardness I have 

not stressed sufficiently that the people have no traditions 

to fall back on. They themselves, this very generation learned 

to use the he-ttree horse plow and then the ox plow. They had to 

learn how to look after and control these animals. They them- 

selves learned to build adobe houses (there used to be only 

wattle and daub huts with thatched rooves) and to cover them 

with tile rooves. They have learned to look after themselves, 

to give mordidas to get their way. In the last forty years they 

have learned to "defenderse". 

The Ejido system may not ha^ve worked out quite as its 

originators intended (in Chiapilla), but it has been beneficial, 

a large numberfef former peones are now a peasant middle class. 
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MAIZE  AS A FOOD, 

MAIZE 16 THE PRINCIPAL rOOO OP ALL CM I AP ILK*TECOS AND MOST OP IT IS 
) r , 

EATEN IN TMC PORM Of ^TOWTILLAS^*  THE TOUT ILLA IS THE SAME POR A CHIAPIL^TECO 

AS BREAO ANO POTATOES TOGETHER ARE FOR US*  IT IS EATEN AT EVERY MEAN- AND 

CONSTITUTES THE MAINSTAY OP EVERY HEAL*  BY CUSTOM IT IS ALWAYS PERPECTLY 

CIRCULAR IN SHAPE ALTHOUGH I KNOW Of NO SPECIAL REASON WHY THIS 8MOULO BE SO* 

I HAVE SEEN A TORTILLA IN MEXICO ClTV WHICH 18 SMALL ANO DAINTY* PAPER THIN 

ANO ABOUT 2-s" IN DIAMCTER.   IN SOME COUNTRY DISTRICTS I HAVE SrEN IT MADE 

fy' THICK AND ABOUT 10" IN DIAMETER.  IN CHIAPILLA TORTILLAS WERE GENERALLY 

APPK. 5" IN DIAMETER.  IN MANY OP THE LAROE CITIES THE TORTILLA IS NOW-A-OAYS 

MADE QV MACHINE BUT IN CHIAPILLA EVERY WOMAN MAKES HIR OWN BY HAND* 

THE TORTILLA IS ABOUT TMC ONLY ROOD EATEN IN THE VILLAGE WHICH REQUIRES 

A OOOO DEAL OP PREPARATION ANO CONSEQUENTLY SOME PLANNINO IS NECESSARY TO 

MAKE SURE THAT THERE ARE SUPPICIENT TORTILLAS, AT THE TIME REQUIREO. IP TOO 

TEW TORTILLAS HAVE BEEN MADE POR A MEAL ONE CAN*^ JUST HURRY OPP AND MAKE A 

PEW MORE; ON THE OTHER HAND IP THERE ARE TOO MANY THEY OET HARD AND ARE WASTED* 

THEY CAN OP COURSE BE PEO TO THE ANIMALS, BUT THESE ARE BETTER OPP WITH THE 

MAIZE IN OTHER PORMB* 

THE ORAINEO MAIZE IS PLACED INTO A POT OP COLD WATER TOGETHER WITH 

THE CORRECT AMOUNT OP POWDERED LIME* NEITHER TOO MUCH NOR TOO LITTLE LIMC 

SHOULD BE USED* IN THE PIR8T CASK THE TORTILLA HARDENS QUICKLY ANO IN THE 

SECONO THE HARO OUTER CASK It NOT REM0VE0 DURING COOK INO.  THE MAIIE IS COOKED 

IN THE BOILING WATER PON TWO TO THREE HOURS UNTIL THE HARD OUTER CAM BEGINS 

TO PEEL OPP Of ITS OWN ACCOM*  THIS IS THE LAST NOUSEHOLO JOB THE WOMAN MUST 

00 AT NIGHT BEPORE GOING TO BED.  IN THIS WAY THE MAIZE IS READY EARLY NEXT 

MORNING POR GRINDING.  SNE CANNOT COOK IT EARLIER IN TNE DAT BECAUSE IT WILL 

NAVE GONE SOUR BY TNE NEST MORNINS}  NEITHER CAN SHE GRIND IT AT NIGHT APTER 

COOKING POR THE MAIIE DOUGH WILL TURN SOUR IN THIS NOT CLIMATE*  THE OOOREO 

MAIZE WILL KEEP UNTIL NEST MORNINS.  ON THE RTHER HAND SHE CANNOT WAIT UNTIL 

TNE MORNINO IN ORDER TO COOK IT, BECAUSE TNE ORINOIN* ANO MARINO OP TNE TORTILLA 

TARES HER A LONG TIME, ANO ERE WOULD HAVE TO OET UP AT 1 A.M. OR 2 A.M. IN 

ORDER TO HAVE THE TORTILLAS READY RV 6 A.M. 

WHEN THE MAIZE IS MPT ANO THE OUTER CASK PEELS OPP EASILY IT IS 

CALLEO tOMlMTAMAL**.  IT MAY BE LEPT IN THIS STATE OVERNIGHT, ON IT MAY RE 

WAMED AT ONCE*  THE MAIZE HAS TO BE THOROUGHLY WASHED TO REMOVE ALL TNE 
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IMPUNITIES WHICH REMAIN 0E8PITE CAREFUL 8IEVINO BEFORE SOILING .  THE MAIIE 

ORAINS BECOME COVERED WITH A THIN SLIMY LAYER BECAUSE OF THE LIME AND THIS 

MUST ALSO BE REMOVED. \R  THE GRAINS ARE VICOUROUSLV WASHED THEN MOST OF 

T*G OUTER CASKS WILL BE REMOVEO AND THE TORTILLA IS SOFTER* IF ONE WISHES 

TO MAKE A SPECIALLY OOOO TORTILLA THEN THE TIP OF EACH GRAIN IS REMOVEO. 

THIS IS MUCH WORK AND IS ONLY CUSTOMARY FOR /SPECIAL OISHES.  IF THE FAMILY 

IS LARGE A YOUNO OIRL WILL BE SENT TO THE RIVER TO WASH THE "JJLKTAMAL" FOR 

IT WILL SAVE HER MUCH CARRYING OF WATER* AT FIESTAS WHEN MANY PERSONS HAVE 
Vv 

TO BE CATERED FOR THE NIKTAMAL IS ALWAYS TAKEN TO THE RIVER TO BE WAS^EO* 

IN FORMER TIMES THIS COOKEO MAIIE OR NIKTAMAL HAD TO BE GROUNO 

ON THE GRINDING STONE^' BY HANO* WOMEN HAO TO RISC AT TWO OR THREE IN THE 

MORNING IN ORDER TO OR INO AND COOK THE TORTILLAS FOR THEIR HUSBANDS TO TAKE 

TO WORK* NOW-A-OAVS THE MAJORITY OF WOMEN HAVE THEIR NIKTAMAL GROUND IN A 

SIMPLE* MOTOR ORIVCN MILL* IT IS GENERALLY THE JOB OF THE YOUNGEST CHILDREN 

BETWEEN FOUR ANO TEN* TO TAKE THE NIKTAMAL TO THE MILL* WHEN AN ADULT WOMAN 

OOCB IT IS EITHER A YOUNG NEWLY MARRIED WOMAN WHO HAS NO CHILO TO TAKE HEN 

NIKTAMAL. ON THE MOTHER OF AN ADULT FAMILY WITH NO GRANDCHILDREN AS VET* 

SOME WOMEN MAY GRIND THEIR MAIIE BY HAND* THIS DOES NOT MEAN 

THEY HAVE TO GRIND IT ON THE STONE FOR ALL WOMEN HAVE A SMALL HANO QRIN0ING 

MACHINE IN THEIN HOMES* IT LOOKS VERY MUCH LIKE ONE OF OUR OLD FASHIONED 

MEAT MINCERS. SHE MAY ORINO NCR NIKTAMAL AT HOME FOR ONE OF SEVERAL REASONS* 

IT MAY BE THAT HER HOUSE LIES AT TNI OUTSKIRTS OF THE VILLAGE WHEREAS THE 

MILLS ARE IN THE CENTS**  SHE MAY TNEN PREFER TO DO HER OWN GRINDING RATHER 

THAN SEND THE CHI LOREN 80 FAR «• APPtf 15 MINUTES WALK.  IT MAY BE THAT TNE 

WOMAN MUST HAVE MEN TORTILLAS READY AT AN EARLY HOUR FOR HEN HUSSANO TO SO 

TO WORK ANO THE MILL OSES NOT OPEN EARLY ENOUGH TO ALLOW NER TNE TIME TO 

HAVE THEM NCAOV WHEN NB WISHES TO LEAVE*  FINALLY TNE REASON MAY SE THAT THE 

WOMAN IS AFRAID TO 00 OUT EARLY WHILE IT IS STILL DARK*  DAWN IS ABOUT 5*30 A.M. 

ANO MOST WOMEN MUST HAVE THEIR MAIZE GROUND WELL BEFORE THAT HOUR*  THE MILL 

BEGINS SRINOING AT ABOUT 3*30 OR V'°A.M. DEPENDING UPON TNE OWNER.  A WOMAN MAY 

BE AFRAIO BECAUSE SHE FEARS *QUC\HCNEN A SSPANTAR". THAT SOME SPIRIT (OF THE DEAo) 

WILL FRIGHTEN HER.  THIS IS ESPECIALLY SO AFTER THERE HAS BEEN A DEATH OF AN 

AOULT OR A MUROER*  IN TNE LATTER CASE TNE MILL-OWNER DOES NOT BOTNCR TO 

OPEN BEFORE DAVLIOHT AS HE KNOWS HAROLV ANY CUSTOMERS WILL COME. 
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OMCC THE MA IIC HAS OHO UNO IT IS CALLED ^MABA*'.  IT IB CONSIDERED 

TO BC BEST WHEN VERY FINELY GROUND, WHICH IS ONLY P88SIBLE WITH THE MACHINE 

OHIVEH MILL.  NEXT IN PREFERENCE IS THAT OROUNC BY HAND MACHINE, AND 

OOARSEST OP ALL IS THE MAIZE OROUND ON THE OTONC*  THE TORTILLA TURNS OUT 

BEST WITH FINELY OROUNO MAIZE ALTHOUGH IT MAY BE RCCUIRED COARSER FOR OTHER 

^•4l«««i EVERY SUNDAY MORNING THE HILL CHINOS FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO HAVE 

SOME MAIZE COARSELY OROUNO, OR FOR THOSE WHO WANT THEIR COFFEE OROUNO* 

THE OROUND COOKED MAIZE OR ^MADAI IS KNEADED WITH A LITTLE WATER 

INTO DOUOH. IT IS KNEAOEO ON THE ORINOINQ STONE WHICH STANDS ON A LOW TABLE, 

ABOUT 16" HIOH. THUS THE IMMAN STANDS AND CAN UTILISE HER FULL WSIONT TO 

HELP IN KNEADING ON ORINOINO. IN SOME OF THE BARRIO HOUSES I SAW THE ORINDINO 

STONE ON THE FLOOR AS IS CUSTOMARY AM0N8 /HI* I NO I AN^NO^TEOCAT^OI**- THERE THE 

WOMAN QRINDS AND KNEADS IN KNEELING POSITION* WHEN THE DOUOH IS CONSIDERED 

TO HAVE A SUITABLE CONSISTENCY IT IS PATTED INTO A LAROE OSLONO CAKE AND A 

CR0S3 IS MAOE ON THE TOP SV PRESSINO THE EDQC OF THE HANO INTO THE SOFT DOUOH* 

THIS IS AN AUTOMATIC ACTION WHICH TERMINATES THE PREPARATION OF THE OOUOH* IT 

IS NOW READY TO BE MADE INTO TORTILLAS* 

THE TORTILLA IS MADE BY TAKINQ A SMALL LUMP OF MASA FROM THE 

CAKE   OF   MAIZE   DOUOH   AND   PATTINQ    IT   INTO   THE   SHAPE   OF   A   PANCAKE*      THIS   PATTINO 

IS   OENERALLY   OONE   ON  THE   EDGE   OF   THE  ORINOINQ   STONE   AS   THERE   ARE   NO   OTHER 

TABLES   OR   FLAT   SURFACES  HANOV*      OCCASIONALLY   THERE  WILL  OE   A   SECOND   LOW 

TABLE   ANO  THE  TORTILLA   IB   PATTED  OUT  ON THIS.     A PALM  LEAF  WAS  FORMERLY   USED 

TO  PROVIDE   A  SLIPPERY  BURSTS* ON WHICH  THE  TORTILLA COULD  DC HADE,   BUT  NOW-A-OAVS 

A THIN BOUARE  OF  PLASTIC  MATERIAL*   LIKE  OUR  POLYfflDJMfj DAM,   IB   DOCO*     TNE 

/ -^ if ^ 
CHIAPILLTECOS CALL   IT (,NVLON%     TWt TMC MEANTIME  A  DIO  FIRS  NAB  DCEN  DUILT 

^ r  dv^S ) 
^••JP ANO A  LAROE   ROUND  PLAT  EARTHENWARE   PLAT^ SPRINKLED  WITH   A  LITTLE  LIME TO 

PREVENT  THE TORTILLA FROM  STICK INS NAD  BEEN  PLACED  OVER   IT*      IT   ID   IMPORTANT 

THAT  THE  FIRE DE  REALLY HOT.FOR TNE TORTILLA TO TURN OUT WELL*     TWC  RAW 

TORTILLA   IB  PLACED  ON THC   »COMAL* -A^Tp   ID BRWDD'ANO   AFTER  A MINUTE  OR TWO 

IT   IS TURNED  OVER  SO THAT THE   OTHER SIDE  SHOULD OOON*      IT OUOHT TO RIDE WHEN 

IT NAS  SEEN DOMED  ON TNE   BCOONO  SIDE  ANO TNID   ID THE  POINT  AT WHICH   IT   IS 

REMOVED  FROM THC  COMAL*     THIS  RIDINO   IS  TNE  DION THAT   IT   ID   A OOOO TORTILLA 

AND  THERE   ARC   A  NUMBER   OF  TRICKS  TO  MAKE   IT   RIDE  WHEN   IT  WILL  NOT   DO   80  Of   ITS 

OWN  AOCORO* 
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WHEN IT IS TAKEN OPP THC FIRE IT IS AT ONCE PUT INTO *yjt pjJBHa** 

THIS IS A OOURO SHAPED LIKE A PUMPKIN* WHICH IO JCSPECIALLV KEPT POR TORTILLAS* 

THE PJUMPO IS THEN COVERED WITH A SHALL COTTON CLOTH SO THAT THCV SHOULD 

KEEP WARM* FOR THE TORTILLA ONLY TASTES REALLY OOOD ir IT IB EATEN 

IMMEDIATELY IT HAS BEEN MAOEt PRESAH PROM THE PIRE*  FAILING THIS IT SHOULD 

DC AT LEAST OK WARM.  GENERALLY THIS II THE BEST A HOUSEWirE CAN 00* COR 

SHE COULO NOT KECP UP WITH HER PAHILV IP SMC WERE TO MAKE THE TORTILLAS 

AS THCV ATE THCIR MEAL*  AN ADULT MAN WILL EAT POUR TO 81* TORTILLAS AT 

EACH HEAL ANO A WOMAN EATS ABOUT THREE OR POUR*  CHILDREN SETWCCN EIGHT AND 

TWELVE EAT PROM THREE TO PIVE OEPENOINO UPON THE CHILD*  THE PACT THAT TORTILLA* 

ARE ONLY 0000 WHEN PRESH MEANS THAT THEY HAVE TO BE MAOE SEPORE EACH MEAL* 

TWICE IP NOT THREE TIMES A BAY*  IT DETERIORATES RAPIDLY PROM ONE WEAL TO 

ANOTHER AND SOON TASTES TOUCH ANO LEATHERY*  IT IS ONLY THE LAZY OR VERY 

BUSY HOUSEWIPE WHO SERVE* TORTILLAS WARMED UP PROM THE PREVIOUS MEAL* 

TORTILLAS CAN ALSO st TOASTED AND IN THIS PORN THEY ARE TAKEN BY 

MEN WHO 00 OPP TO WORK AT A DISTANCE FROM NOME AND WHO ARE AWAY POR SEVERAL 

DAYS*  THEY ARE CALLED *TOSTAjpDAB* ANO ARE MADE A LITTLE OIPPERENTLV*  THE 

TORTILLA IS PLACED UPON THE COMAL* BUT COOKED ON ONE SIDE ONLY*  IT IS THEN 

PROPPEO UP BY THE SIDE OP THE PIRE AND ALLOWED TO TOAST SLOWLY. PIRST ON 

ONE SIDE ANO THEN THE OTHER*  |T TASTES CRISPY ALTHOUGH VERY BUY*  TOBTAglOAS 

CAN BE KEPT rOR A VERY LONS TIME*  MANY WOMEN NIK A PEW MASHED COOKED BEANS 

INTO THE MASA*  TNEV BAY THIS SIVES A BETTER TASTE AND IS NONE NOURISHINS 

AS THE MEN MAY NOT BOTHER TO COOK THEIR BEANS WHEN AWAY ALONE*  HOWEVER* IT 

IS OONSIBENEB A HARBSHIP TO EAT SUCH COLO BT*STAOAS* ANO NO ONE LIKES DO INS IT* 

I WOULD NOT NAVE BORED THE REABER WITN THIS BETAILEO DESCRIPTION 

If IT WERE NOT PON THE SOCIAL OONSBOWENOES OP THIS TEDIOUS AND CUMBERSOME 

TECHNIQUE POR PREPANINO THE BAILV POOO* ANO POR THE NECEBBITV POR MAKINO 

THEN PRESN POR EVERY MEAL* OR AT LEAST EVERT BAT* 

MAKINS TORTILLAS TAKES MP> A SREAT BEAU OP THE TIME AND LABOUR Of 

THE WOMEN*  I BO NOT KNOW WHETHER THEY WOULB SPENB THIS TIME IN BTNER 

PROOUSTIVE SABOMR IP TNEV SOULS BE RELEASES PROM TORTILLA MAKINO* POR AB IT 

IS* TNEV BPENB MBBN OP THE BAY BOSSIPIN*|  BUT AT LEAST POTENTIALLY TNEV 

WOULD NAVE THE TIME TO DO OTHER WBRK* 
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Tut TORTILLA IS WOMAN'S WORK!  IT IS THE FIRST THING A LITTLE 

OIRL LEARNS TO 00*  WHEN SNE 18 THREE OR FOUR SHE HAKES HER OWN LITTLE 

SAMPLES WHILE HER MOTHER IB PREPARING THE MEAL, MUCH IN THE SAME WAV AS OUR 

CHILDREN ARE ALLOWEO TO MAKE A SMALL SAKE OP THEIR OWN WHEN MOTHER 18 

BAKINO.  IT FIVE OR QIX SHE KNOWS WELL HOW TO MAKE THEM AND AT EIGHT SHE 

18 MAKINO THEM POR THE WHOLE FAMILY.  INDEED* TORT ILLA-MAKINO IS ONE OP 

THE ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES OP A WOMAN*  WHEN THE LITTLE DAUGHTER PROUDLT 

PRE8ENT8 HER FIRST TORTILLA TO HER FATHER HE WILL JOKE WITH HER AND SAY 

'WHY NOW YOU ARE A LITTLE WOMAN, NOW YOU CAN MARRY*• A GOOD WIPE "AMARRA 

LA TORTILA POR SU MARIOO"| THAT IS TO SAY, SHE MAKES THE TORTILLA ANO WRAPS 

IT IN A CLOTH READY FOR HER HUSBAND TO TAKE TO THE FIELDS WITH HIM. IP 

SHE IS A BAD WIPE HE HAS TO WAIT FOR HIS TORTILLAS BECAUSE SHE GETS UP 

LATE OR SHE MAY NOT MAKE THEM AT ALL* 

ONE MOTHER-IN-LAW COMPLAINEO BITTERLY ABOUT HEN DAUGHTER-IN-LAW 

THAT SHE DID NOT MAKE HER HUSBANO'S TORTILLAS IN THE MORNINGS AND THAT HE 

HAO TO GOME TO HER (HIS MOTHER) ON HIS WAV TO WORK TO ASK POR THEM* "OE 

VIOIO ESTA CASAOA" - HE MARRIED IN VAIN* 

SOME HEAD-STRONG WOMEN, WHEN THEY QUARREL WITH THEIR HUSBANDS 

00 NOT GIVE THEM THEIR FOOD, THAT IS TO SAY THEIR TORTILLAS IN THE MORNING* 

THERE IS NO SHOP TO BUY TORTILLAS SO THE NUSBAND NAB TO BEG THEM OFF A 

RELATIVE OR A COMAORE. OFTEN HE IB ASHAMED TO DO THIS AND SO OOCS WITHOUT 

NIB MEAL, ON ASKBR.ONE OP NIB COMPANIONS IN THE FIKLBS TO GIVE NIM SOME* 

TRIG IS ONE or THE REASONS WHY A QUARREL BETWEEN HUSBAND ANO wire GANNOT BE 

KEPT SECRET*  SOON EVERYONE IB TALKING ABOUT THE PACT THAT JOSE WAS SENT TO 

THE MILPA WITHOUT NIB TORTILLAS* 

I HAVE SAID THAT MAKINO THE TORTILLAS IS WOMAN'S WOMt| BUT THERE 

ARE NO ABSOLUTE RULES IN CHIAPILLA AND IP THERE ARE NO GIRLS IN THE FAMILY 

THE BOYS ARE PUT TO MAKING THEM*  TNEV ARE NOT RIDICULED POR TRIG, RATHER 

THEV ARE PITIED*  "WHEN WE WERE SMALL WE HAO TO SWEEP ANO CARRY WATER ANO 

HELP WITH THE TORTILLAS" ONE MAN TOLB ME*  MWE WERE BIX BOYS AND THERE WAS 

NO GIRL.  MY POOR MOTHER NAD TO MARE TORTILLAS PON SEVEN MEN EVERT MORNING*" 

IT PROBABLY MEANT THAT SHE HAD TO SET UP AT 2 A*MS SO THAT THE TSRTILLAG WOULD 

BE REABV TO TARE TO THE FIELBS WHEN THE MEN LETT POR WORK AT 6 A*M* 
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THERE ARC ALOO A FEW MEN WHO MAKE THEIR OWN TORTILLAS WHEN 

THEY ARC AWAV FROM HOME roR A LONO TIMC|  ONE MAN WHO IS A BACHELOR 

MAKES HIS OWN AS DOES A MAN WHOSE WIFE HAS OCEN ILL FOR MANY YEARS 80 

THAT HE HAD TO LOOK AFTER HER*  THESE MEN ARE C0N8I0ERE0 A LITTLE 

ECCENTRIC, OUT "ES SU CARACTER
1
', IS THE COMMENT, ANO EVERYONE IS ENTITLED 

TO HIS *CARACTER^. 

BECAUSE COLO TORTILLAS ARE SO DISTASTEFUL AND BECAUSE IT TAKES 

SO LONO TO HAKE THEM A WOMAN OFTEN ACCOMPANIES A MAN WHO MAS TO WORK FAR 

AWAV FROM THE VILLAGE ANO IS UNABLE TO RETURN EACH NIGHT* SUCH A WOMAN 
-7 

OOES  TO  "MANTENEN^ THE  MAttf^  (TO  FEED  HIM)*     THE WIFE WILL  00   IF   SHE  HAS 

NOT   A  VERY  VOUNO CHILD*     A DAUGHTER WILL  00   IF  THESE   IS  ONE  OLD   ENOUGH. 

A SISTER WILL 00  ANO MAKE TORTILLAS FOR  NCR  BROTHER)     OH  A MOTHER MIOHT 

00 WITH  HER   SON*   IF  TMEV   ARE  SIHOLE   ANO   IF  THE  FATHER   IS  DEAD*      I   HAVE  NOT 

HEARD  OF   A MONK  01START  RELATIVE   ACOOMPANVINS   A MAN   IN  ORDER  TO  MAKE  TORTILLAS 

FOR HIM* THUS IF A CROUP or MEN WERE TO OO AND WORK AWAY FROM THE VILLAGE* 

ONE WOMAN FROM EACH MAN*8 NUCLEAR FAMILY WOULD ACCOMPANY HIM*  IP TWO OR 

MORE MEN OF A NUCLEAR FAMILY WENT, FOR EXAMPLE FATHER ANO BON, OR TWO 

BROTHERS, THEN ONE WOMAN OF THE FAMILY W0UL0 LOOK AFTER THEM) BUT IF THE 

MEN WERE NOT THUS CLOSELY RELATEO, EVEN IF THEY WERE FIRST COUSINS, THEY 

WOULD SRINO ALONO THEIR OWN CLOSE FEMALE RELATIVE TO MAKE TORTILLAS FOR THEM* 

1 HAVE NEVER HEARD OF AM ASRANOEMCNT WHERE TWO FRIENDS OR DISTANT RELATIVES 

HAVE ARRANSC* TO TAKE ONE WOMAN OH OIRL TO LOOK AFTER BOTH OT THEM* 

lr A MAN HAS NOT CLOSE RELATIVE WHO SAN COME ALSNO TS LSSR AFTER 

HIM, HIS TORTILLAS WOULD BE SENT DAILY OR TWICE A WEEK PUCN THE VILLACC* 

His WIFE on MOTHER WOULD SEND THEM WITH SONS LITTLE SOT* ONLY RARELY NAVC 

I HEARD OF SUCH A MAN DUVINS HIS TORTILLAS*  THE OASES I HAVE HEARD OT, ARK 

ALWAYS OT A MAN WHO HAS NO WOMAN ANYWHERE TO MARK Hit TORTILLA*  THE MAN MAY 

BE AN ORPHAN, OR HE MAY HAVE QUARRELLED WITHg, OR RPSRATCB PROM NIS WIPE* 

THE WOMEH WHO SELL HIM HIS TORTILLA DO SO OUT or PITY POR HIM* "EL 

THRFRCCITO", THCV SAY, 
H
N0 TIERS QUIEN LE NASA SU TORTILLA) NAY OWE HACERLS"* 

( LIT POOR MAN HAS NO ONE TO MAKE NIS TORTILLAS FOR HIM, SO WE NAVC TO MARC 

THEM)* A 

rU 
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THE OTHT-R EXCEPTION 18 IN THE CASE OF A "PAPACO^ (AN EMPLOYEE)* 

ROR HIB PAY INCLUDES HIS MEALS* IN SUCH CASES THE WOMAN WHO LOONS AFTER 

HIS EMPLOYER ALSO COOKS FOR HIM| OR IP HE HAS HB FOOD SENT TO HIM, THE 

FOOD OF THE "PAOAOO" WILL COME TOGETHER WITH THE EMPLOYER'S FOOD* 

AS A RULE, THEN, ONLY A MAMSER OF THE NUCLEAR FAMILY WILL 

ACCOMPANY A MAN TO HAKE HIS TORTILLA WHEN HE IS OBLIOEO TO WORK FAR FROM 

HOME* THI8 IS AN EXCELLENT ILLUSTRATION OF THE FACT THAT ONLY OSLIOATIONS 

WHICH ARE REOOONIZEO AS IMPORTANT AND SINOINO, ARE THOSE BETWEEN MEMBERS 

OF THE NUCLEAR FAMILY* SERVICES WNI0N INVOLVE SOME KIND OF SACRIFICE ARE 

ONLY 8IVEN TO MEMBERS OF THE NUCLEAR FAMILY* IF THEN* (FOR IT IB CONSIDERED 

A HARDSHIP FOR A WOMAN TO ACCOMPANY A HAN IN THIS WAV)* 

THERE ARE CERTAINLY SOCIAL OBLISATIONS BETWEEN CDMPADREB AND 

BETWEEN FRIENDS* BUT NONE OF THESE MEAN DISCOMFORT* OR LOBS ON THE PART 

OF THE PERSONS CONCERNED* THIS IS BY MEANS SAVINS THAT SUCH SERVICES ARE 

ALWAYS OR EVEN OFTEN PERFORMED WITHIN TNI NUCLEAR PAHILVF BUT IT IS 

THOUSHT PROPER THAT THEY SHOULD BE* THE POINT I WISH TO MAKE IS, THAT 

THIS SHOWS CLEARLY NOW SHALL IS THE SOCIAL UNIT WITHIN WHICH CO-OPERATION 

IS EXPECTED. 

CHIAPILKTI POISL   IS THE   OTHER   DAILY  FOOD WITHOUT  WHICH   A CHIAPILJftECO CANNOT   LIVE* 

POEBL   IB A BRINK WHICH  CONSISTS  OF COOKED SROUND HAIIE SUSPENSES   IN WATER* 

THE MA HE  IS PREPARES AS FOR THE TORTILLA EXCEPT THAT THE MASA  IS SROUND 

RATHER HOSE  COAHSLV*     A LUMP OF  THIS MASA   IS MIXES   INTO  A LARSE JUS «T 

WATER ANO^HMyMOKPT THE  POOREST  ABB  SUSAN  PR PANKLA**   PjIOL   IS TAKEN 

AT MIS-HORN I NO,   AT ABOUT 12 P.M.  EITHER  AT NOME,   SR   IF THEWN ARK   IN THE 

FICLSS THEY  ARE SIVEN * LUMP OF MASA WRAPPtS   III A SLOTH UNICH  THEY THEMSELVES 

MIR WITH WATER  FROM  A  STREAM* 

FOR /SPECIAL OSOASIONS SUCH AS FIESTAS, SR ir I WOULS SSME AND 

VISIT   IN THE HORN INS, fSJfjL   IS PREPARES WITH CNSSOLATC*     A FEW SSSSA WANS 

ARE  SROUNS WITH   SUSAN ON THE  SOINOINS  STONE  AND  THEN NNCAOCO   INTO TNE HAJft* 

PtttL^IS *WWAYS STINRKO   INTO TNE WATER WITN TNE FINSERS AND   IT   IS PENMISSIBLt 

TO EAT THE MASA WHIOH  SIN4S TO THE BOTTOM OF THE HUB*  WITN ONES FINSERS* 
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\T  ONE DOCS NOT DO 80, ONE 18 ASKED IF THE ON INK WAS NOT TO ONES LIKINO* 

POIOL HAS TIE SAME SYMBOLIC VALUE ANO IMPORTANCE AS HAS THE 

TORTILLA* BOTH ARE USED TO EXPRESS LOVE* QARE ANO ATTENTION* (SEE ESBAV- 

-ottyLADiNO VIEW or THE INDIAN). 

MA I IE IS ALSO EATEN IN 0ELOTJ* - CORN ON THE 60S*  THIS IS ONLT 

POSSIBLE WHEN V«UNO>CORN IS AVAILABLE*  AT SUCH TINES OP THE YEAR IT 18 

USED IN SOUPS AND IS COOKEO IN THE EMBERS OT THE PINE, RATHER A8 WE 00 

WITH BAKEO POTATOES*  IN THIS PORM IT IS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE PART OP A 

MEAL* BUT THOUOHT OP AS A TREAT TO BE GIVEN TO VOUNQ CHILOREN, TO BE EATEN 

% 

es 

AT A^RLCK-NICK^ OR AS AN AOOITAHAL SNACK POR THE PEASANTS TO PREPARE POR 

THEMSLEVE8 IN THE FIELDS* 

ALL OTHER POOOS MADE OP MAIZE ARE CONSIDERED TO BE GREATER ON 

LESSER LUXURIES*    IT 18 VERY SIMILAR TO OUR I0SA OP FLOUR BEINO USED PON 

BREAD ANO CAKES*   BREAD IS AN EVERV-OAV NECESSITY*   HOWEVER, WITH THE SAME 

PLOUR WOMEN WILL OPTEN MARCS SCONES POR TEA, BUT THESE SCONES ARE ALREADY 

A TREAT, EVEN THOUSN THEY MAY BE FREQUENTLY MADE.   TEA CAKES ARE MORE OP 

A LUXURY, AND ORCAM CAKE IS MADE ON RARE OCCASIONS* 

USINO THE TORTILLA AS A BASE MANY DIFFERENT DISHES ARE MADE* 

ITACOSJ ARE VERY POPULAR*    THESE ARE TORTILLAS WRAPPEO AROUND SOME BAY0,1/15* 
rC . 

SUCH AS PIECES or HEAT, SPICEO VEGETABLE^ ORIEO risN«n|nV\ THEY ARE THEN 

^ T IK    ^    ^oX      < FRIED IN # OEEP PAT*    THE RESULT  IS A DELICIOUS GRIM ROLLED^ TORTILLA* 

PILUS WITH   R  BWPSUBU*     AT  TIMES  THE  TORTILLA   IS  NOT PNIED BUT   SIMPLY 

WRAPPED  AROUNO  THE-SAVO^DRJ^AND EATEN SOLO*   'UNA DSSLAOA*   IS ALSO POPULAR* 

f{ PRESS*  TORTILLA   IS  SPREAD WITH  CHEESE,   DOUBLED OVCR  ANO  THEN  PLACED  UPON 

THE  COMAL  POR   A  PEW  MOMENTS,   SO  THAT  THE  OHEESC MELTS   INSIOC,      A  LITTLE 

LIKE  WELSH   RARE*SIT  AND  THE   OUTSIDE   IS  SLIGHTLY  TOASTED. 

J    ? iZS&El '• * ONINK PREPARED PUSH SMIII*  IN THIS OASE THE MAHE 

IB SROUND BEFORE IT IS COOKEO ANO IS THEN SLOWLY COOKED OVCR A LOW PINE ADDING 

WATER ALL THE WHILE*  IT TASTES A LITTLE LIKE GRUEL, ON PORRIDGE BEPEKDINS 

UPON NOW THICK IT IS*  ASAIN THERE ARf^MANV WAYS OP VARY INS IT*  SOME AOO 

MILK INSTCAO OP WATER WHILE COOKING IT*  IT CAN BE MADE WITH SALT ON WITH 

SUGAR ANO SIMMON*  VERY POPULAR IS>TOL ASSIS* THE PSOO PON ALL SAINTS DAV| 

THE ATOLC IS PERMITTEO TO STANO A PEW SAYS SO THAT IV TURNS SOUR*  THIS 
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GIVES IT A PECULIAR BUT ATTRACTIVE TASTE* ATOLE IS NOT AN EVERYDAY FOOD 

BUT IS A ROOO FOR FIESTAS AND FOR ILL PERSONS AS IT IS THOUOHT TO BE 

EASILY DI0CSTI8LE* 

PINOLE IS ANOTHER DRINK MADE OF TOASTED UNCOOKED MAIZE* IT 

IS FINELV OROUNO AND THEN STIRRED INTO WATER TOOETHI R< WITH BUQAR. A 

POPULAR  VARIATION  OF   TNIS   IS   TASCALATItl*   TNIS   IS  TOASTEO  OROUNO  MAIZE 

TO  WHICH    IS   AODEO   SOME  OROUNO   CHOCOLATE.   SOME   8UOAR   AND   SOME   ACHIOTE. 

fed   7 
THIS   LATTER   IS  NOTHINO  MORE   THAN  A.COLOkJRINO   U8E0  FOR MANY  0ISHE8*    «4j 

^S-OLuURB--R£P_*v 

ANOTHER   FAfOURITE   OISN  MADE  OF   MASA,   OF  MAIZE   OOUSN   ARE  PTAMALEB** 

h\     *M  TAMALE^ IS ESSENTIALLY THE MASA WRAPPED IN A MAIZC OR A PALM LEAF 

AND SOILED IN WATER.  THRVARIETIES ARE COUNTLESS.  THEV MAY BE MAOE OF 

FRESH VOUNS CORN ANO SWEETCMD WITH SUOAR.  VERY FREQUENTLY THE OOUOH IS 

FILLEO WITH CHOPPED PORK ANO SRAVV, OR WITH BEEF OF SOME KINO.  THEV 

MAY SE FILLED WITH VARIOUS HERDS* FOR IMPORTANT OCCASIONS -MOT* PORK 

ORIPPINS IS AOOCO TO THE MARA SO THAT IT SHOULD BE RICHER* TAMALES 

MAY BE SWEET OR SALT, THEV MAY BE FILLED OR UNFILLED; THE VARIETY IS VERY 

OREAT OEPENDINS UPON THE OCCASION AND UPON THE MONEY AVAHASLE. 

MOST OF THESE LUXURY DISHES MADE FROM MAIZE ARC PROPER TO A 

SPECIFIC OCCASION.  THAT IS TO SAY* A CERTAIN DISH IS EATEN ON A 

PARTICULAR DAY| MUCH AS PLUM PUODINS IS EATEN ON CHRISTMAS BAY. AND 

BIRTHDAY CAKE IS EATEN ON A PERSON*B BIRTHDAY.  IN ADDITION, THEY MAY 

DE MAOE FOR A TREAT OR FOR ANY FIESTA* (SEE FICSTA FTWPFF)• 

MAIZE, ALTMOUOH THE MAIN FOOD, IS NOT THE ONLY FOOD THAT IS EATEN* 

BUT THIS IS AN ESSAY ON MAIII ANB I WILL ONLY MENTION THAT *FRIJOL", THE 

BLACK BROAD BEAN, IB AN INEVITABLE AOCOMPANIMENT TO EVERY MEAL*  THE BROAD 

BEAN IB ONLY COOKEB IN TWO WAYS! EITHER SOILEO IN WATER OR ELBE FRIES 

IN PORK, ORIPPINS AFTER IT HAS BEEN BOILED ANO MABHEB.  I 8ANN0T THINK WHY 

BO MUCH INSENUITV SHOULD HAVE DEEN EXCERCISEO WITH REBARB TO THE PREPARATION 

OF MAIIE, ANB SO LITTLE WITH REBARB TO TNE BEAN*  OTHER FOOBS, SUSN AB 

SOUPS OR SMALL PIECES OF MEAT, OR CNECSE OH AN EBB ARE EATEN NONE AS A 

RELISH, BUT NEVrn TO FILL ONES BELLY - TiVIi!*""*!? 

FILLS ONE UP, REALLY SATISFIES* 

ONLY THE TORTILLA REALLY 

y. 
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THE BETTER OFF THE PCRSON IS, TNC MORE or OTHER FOODS WILL HC 

EAT. THE WIFE or THE SCHOOL TCACHER, WHO HAS COME OF IN THE WORLD SINCE 

SHE MARRIED HIM, TOLD ME FROUOLV "COMEMOS PURA COMIDA, 1CASO COMEM0 3 

TORTILLA"* ( WE EAT MAINLY OTHER FOODS, WE HARDLY CAT ANY TORTILLAS)* 

yfasl>M/Tun^ MAIZE IS THE MAIN-STAY OF LIFE AND IS CONSIDERED 

SV THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES TOWE SO* TO HAVE MA IIE IN THE HOUSE MEANS 

SECURITY; "TENOO Ml MAICITO PARA QUE COMEMOB", THE TONE OF VOICE IMPLYING 

"SO WC HAVE NO SERIOUS WORRY, WE HAVE ENOUGH TO SEE US THROUGH TO THE 

NEKT HARVEST". (S^ THE TORTILLA IS THE MAIN FORM IN WHICH MAItC IS EATEN* 

TO MAKE IT INVOLVES MUCH TIME AND LABOUR ON THE PART OF THE WOMEN.  I 

SHOULD OUESS THAT A THIRD OF THE WORK INS TIME OF A WOMAN IS SPENT ON MARINO 
"7        t)o  Awl 

THEM. IT IS WOMENS* WORK PAR BACELLENCE. (F^WOMEN WILL^LIVE IN THE 

DISCOMFORT OF THE MONTE« THE FIELDS, SO THAT THEIR MEN FOLK SHOULD HAVE 

NOT TORTILLAS, THAT TNEV SHOULD NOT NAVE TO EAT TNE DISTASTEFUL COLO 

TORTILLAS OR STALE TOSTAOAS. ONLY WOMEN OF THE NUCLEAR FAMILY THVIS 

ACCOMPANY THEIR MEN-FOLK. (F*) F©00 IN OENCRAL AND THE TORTILLA ANO POZOL 

IN PARTICULAR ARE USED AS SYMBOLS OF PEOPLE'S ATTITUOES AND EMOTIONS* 

MAIZE NOT ONLY IS THE FOOO OF MEN, BUT OF ALL DOMESTIC ANIMALS* 

IN OCNERAL ANIMALS ARE NOT WELL CARED FOR; THEY ARE LEFT TO FEND FOR 

THEMSELVES* ALMOST EVERY WOMAN KEEPS POULTRY AND SHE FEEDS THEM SOMEWHAT 

ERRATICALLY OV THROWINO THEM A HANDFUL OF MAIZE ONTO THE OROUNO OCCASIONALLY* 

THEY ARE LEFT TO WANDER AT WILL, IN THE MONTC^V IN THE NEISHBOPRS' 

SITIOS, on IN THE STREET. TNE LITTLE CHICKS ARE no ON ^ASA** I NAVE 

HAD SEVERAL WOMEN COMPLAIN TO MC THAT TNEV NAVE DIFFICULTY IN REARINO 

SNICKS* THEY ALL OIK VOUNO* BUT WHY? I AM IN SURPRISE* BECAUSE PEOPLE 

KIE» STEPPINS ON TNSM.  I ASK WHY \%,  III..•7TT\• 00 TNEV NOT PUT THEM INTO 

A LITTLE Ml, ON A WIRE NETTINS ENCLOSURE?  YES, TNE WOMEN ASREE, THAT 

CERTAINLY WOULD OK A 0000 IDEA, AN* CONTINUE AS BEFORE. 

BV FAR TNE SREATEST LOSS OF CHICKENS OCCURS THROUSH TNC "HAL BE 

BALL I HAS** (TNE CHICKEN DISEASE).  THIS IS A OSjBEASC THEY BATON ANO OF WHICH 

TNEV RAPIDLY DIE.  IT PASSES THROUBN TNE VILLASE ABOUT EVERY SIR MONTHS 

ANB SEEMS T6 KILL MOST OF TNE FOWLS*  So SNEAT IS TNE FEAR OF IT, THAT 

WOMEN WILL SELL SN KILL THEIR FOWLS IF THEY NEAR IT IS IN TNE NEISHBO^MUIOOD* 
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M 
SOME SAY ^U MAJ, HAS ONLY COME TO CHIAPILLA RECENTLY AND OTHERS THAT 

IT HAS SEEN ATTACHING THE FOWLS FOR AT LEAST THRBTV YEARS* ALL 

CHIAPILLTECOS SAT THERE IS NO REMCOV AOAINST IT*  EOUCATCO PtRSONS IN 

NEARSV TOXTLA TOLO ME THAT IT IS A FORM Or CHICKEN CHOLERA AND THAT 

INJECTIONS TO PREVENT AND CURE THE DISEASE ARI AVAILABLE.  TMEV ACCUSE 

THE PEASANTS OP NOT WANT INS TO SPEND MONEY ON THE INJECTIONS WHICH MAY 

BE THE TRUTH* QUITE A NUMBER OP PAMILIES MOVE TO THE ^MONTE" WITH THEIR 

ANIMALSI THAT IS TO SAY THEY MOVE TO A LITTLE HUT IN THE MELOS IN ORDER 

THAT THE WOMEN MAY 'J'M"" BALL I WAS
1
* •/ SREEO CHICKENS^* AWAV PROM THE 

VILLAGE, PROM OTHER POWLS, THEY 00 NOT CATCH THE DISEASE* 

MANY POWLS ARE LOST SHROOOH SEINB STOLEN* THEY WANDER INTO A 

NEIBHOOJM'B SITIO AND DO NOT RETURN|  THEY HAVE SEEN KILLED P0R SOMEONE'S 

SUPPER*  I HAVE NEVER BEEN ABLE TO BET AN INDICATION AS TO WHO POR EXAMPLE 

IS KNOWN TO HAVE KILLED A POWL IN THIS WAV*  IT IB ALWAYS "LA SENTE QUE 

ROBAN" ("THEV).  IT IB EVEN ALLEBED THAT PEOPLE ENTER THE SITIOS AT NIGHT 

TO STEAL HENS IN OROER TD SELL THEM.  OPTEN IT IB THOUSMT THEY ARE MfN 

WHO WANT TO BELL THEM IN ORDER TO OBTAIN MONEY TD DRINK* 

PlBS ARE ALSO PEO ON MAIIE*  LIKE THE POWLS THEY ARE ALLOWED 

TO WANOER PREELV ABOUT THE VILLAGE TO PORABE PON POOD*  THERE ARE PERIODIC 

ANNOUNCEMENTS OVER THE LOUDSPEAKER THAT OWNERS SMOULO KEEP THEIR PlBS 

PROM WANDERINS ABOUT IN I^HE VILLASE SQUARE^ "EL PARQUE*. AND MORE BERI 

?. THAT  PISS POUND DO INS DAMABE   IN THE MAIIE PIELDS AROUND THE VILLABEj, WILL Bl 

DMOT*      IN ORDER  TO  BE  ABLE TO  SNOOT  BUSR-A PIB .WITHOUT, A PINE*   THE  OWNER 

OP THE MAIIE PIELD MUST ANNOUNCE NIB   INTENTION OVER THE VILLASE  LOUDSPEAKER, 

WHICH   COSTS HjjTpft*     M9»fC4K|AlT   IB RARE  THAT  THE  THREAT   IB  BARRIER  OUT^f. 

(  ALTHOUBN   PIS*  DO MUCH  DAMABE.     THE  REASON POR  THIS   IS THAT  THE  OWNER  DP 

THE  PIC WILL NOT PORBET NIB LOSS,   AND THE OWNER OP THE MAIIE PIELS  PREPERS 

TO  LOOSE  SOME MAIIE  RATHER  THAN   INCUR  THE  EMNITV  OP  THE  PIO'B  OWNER* 

PlCS  ARE  PID RAW MA I IE  TWIBE  DAILY,   EITHER   IN  A  TROUBH  OR  BCATTEREB 

ON  THE  BROUNO,   AND  ARE  OIVEN  ALL  THE HOUBSNBLD  SWILL?.      IP  THEY  ARE  SEINB 

PATTENEB  THEY   ARE  BIVEN^NBM*  POISL»  IROWNJ PJBUR   IN   HAfBR*      IN  THE  EARLY 

MORN I NOD7 AND  THE   AP TERNOON/ ONE  BAN  SEE  THE  WOMEN  DT AND INS  OWARO  OVER   THEIR 

TROUBHS WITH  DIB   STICKS  TO  DRIVE  AWAV  STRANSER  PIBB WHO  NATURALLY  TRY  TO BET 

AT THE MAIBE  BET  OUT PON THE  OWNER'S  ANIMALS*    MALE  PIBB ARE  6ASTRATE0  SO 

THAT   THEY   SHOULD  PATTEN  WELL* 
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STERN 

PlOS ARC OETTCR CARED rOR THAN CHICKENS, AS THCV REPRESENT 

QUITE A LARSE CAPITAL INVESTMENT.  PlOS ARE ALWAYS WOMKNS' ANIMALS) 

I HAVE NOT COME ACROSS A MAN WHO OWNCO PISS*  No ONE HAS AN ENACT IDEA 

Or HOW MUCH THEY FEEO THEIR PlOS, BUT THE ROUOH ESTIMATES I HAVE PROM 

SEVERAL WOMEN, CONVINCE ME THAT MOST CHIAPILZTECOS LOOSE ON THEIR PlOS. 

THAT IS TO SAYS ir THEY SOLO THE MAIIE WHICH THEY rcco TO THEIR PIOS 

(SOLO IT AT A TIME WHEN THE MAIIE PRICE IS HIOM), THEY WOULO REALIZE 

MORE MONEY THAN BY FEEOINC THE MAIIE TO THE PICS AND THEN 8ELLIN0 THE 

PIOS* THE WOMEN DO NOT LIKE TO BELIEVE THAT TNEV ARE ACTUALLY LOSING, 

OUT THEY 00 ADMIT THAT OFTEN ONE DOCS NOT EARN ON PISS* HOWEVER, THEY 

ARE A SAWING, A CAPITAL INVESTMENT* A PIO CAN BE SOLO AT SNV TIME TO 

OBTAIN READY MONEY SHOULD IT BE NEEDED* ASAIN AND ASA IN I HAVE BEEN TOLD 

"IF I KEEP MY MAIZE I WILL SO OUT ANO BELL SOME, TO BUY A THINS WHICH 

NAB CAUQHT MY PANCV) BUT ONE THINKS WELL AND LONO BEFORE ONE SELLS A 

PIS",  "So SHOULD I NEEO MONEY SUOOEN/LV, 41 ALWAYS HAVE THE PIDS TO PALL 

BACK ON*'*  A PEW WOMEN DO MAKE A NANDSOME PROFIT ON THE PlOSf THE8E ARE 

THE WOMEN WHO BUY THEIR MAIZE "EN ^ ' EN_ COSECJIAIl. 
tlTu 

FUTURES-. lrT\MA/l**_^ 

IT MEANS THEY OBTAIN THE MAIZE THEY FEES TO THE PIOS AT A VERY LOW PRICE* 

IN SUCH A CASE IT PAYS WELL TO REAR THEM* 

HORSES ARE OIVEN MAIZE AS WELL* THE AMOUNT VARIES ACCORDINS TO 

THE OWNER AND TNG PRIDE HE TAKES IN HIS ANIMALS AND ACCOROINO TCXTHE WORK OJTHI 

THE ANIMAL IB OOINO*  THERE ARE NO H0N8CS WHICH ARE USED EXCLUSIVELY 

FOR RIDINSI  THEY ARC ALL USED POM WORK AS WELL, SUCH AS DRIVINO THE SUSAN 

CAM MILL, PLOUSHINS, BARRY INS WOOD OR WATER*  TNE HORSES ARE PUT OUT TO 

•RAIC AT NISHT ANO IN TNE MORNINS BEFORE WORK ARE OIVEN SOME MAIIE*  IP 

IRK THAT DAY IT NORMALLY RECEIVES NO MAIIE* 

DONKEYS WHICH ARC MUCH USED, ARE ALSO FED MAIIE, BUT MAY HAVE TO 

MAKE DO ON WHAT THEY CAN OBTAIN BY TNE R0A0 WAYS* DONKEYS, AS WELL AS MANY 

NORSES ARE SIMPLY LET LOOSE TO WANOER FREELY IN SEARCH OF THEIR OWN FOOD* 

THEY SRAIE ALONO THE EDSES OF THE PATHS AND OSO PLOTS OF LAND* TNE RESULT 

IS THAT WHEN THE OWNER NEESS NIS ANIMALS AFTER SEVERAL SAYS, HE HAS TO SET 

OUT ANO LOOK FOR THE 
tadd 

ON FOOT* OFTEN HE SPENOO SEVERAL HOURS OR HALF 

A DAY TRYINO TO FIND NIS ANIMAL AND AT TIMES NE RETURNS NOME OISPIRITEO, 

ANO CARTS THE WOOD ON NIS BACK RATHER THAN LOOK ANY FURTHER*  ONLY A FEW 

t 
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STERN 

TETHER THEIR ANIMALS}  THOSE WHO WILL NEED THEM THE NEXT MORNING}  FOR 

KEEPING AN AMINAL TETHERED MEANS ONE HAG TO 00 ANO MOVE IT TO TRESH 

PASTURE CONTINUALLY. 

TMCRE ARE FEW HULKS IN CHIAPILLA. FOR SOME REASON I oo NOT 

UNDERSTAND ANO CANNOT 0I8C0VER, THEY ARE LITTLE USED, ALTHOUGH TO HV 

MIND THEY WOULD BE VERY SUITABLE IN THIS AREA*  MULES ARE BRED ON THE 

RANCHES ANO ARE USEO EXCLUSIVELY BY THE INOIANS WHO COME TO WORK 

rv 
IN HOT COUNTRY*  THE USUAL REPLY I RECEIVE UPON QUESTIONING CH IAPILXTC 

IS "NO TENEMOS COSTUMBRE" (iT IS NOT OUR CUSTOM TO USE MULES)•  COWS 

ARE rEO MAIZE ONLY WHEN THEY ARE VERY ILL* 

TO SUN UPI  MA I IE IS THE PRINCIPAL POOO WHICH SUSTAINS MEN ANO 

ANIMALS*  A LAR8E VARIETY OF FOOOB AND ORINKS ARE MADE FROM IT*  THE 

CHIAPIL/TECOS ARE WELL AWARE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MAIZE ANO CONSIDER IT 

TO SE THE BASIS OF LIFE*  THEV USE THE WORDS. MAIZE, TORTILLA AND POZOL 

SYMBOLICALLY TO SIGNIFY PLENTY AND SECURITY* LOVE AND ATTENTION*  THE 

TORTILLAS ARE THE MAIN FORM IN WHICH MAIZE IS EATEN*  To MAKE IT REQUIRES 

MUCH TIHE ANO EFFORT. IN ADDITION IT SPOILS EASILY*  THESE TWO FACTS 

HAVE IMPORTANT CONSEQUENCES IN PRACTICAL LIFE*  IT MEANS THAT THE WOMEN 

SPEND MUCH TIME IN PREPARING THIS DAILY FOOO ANO THAT A MAN MUST ALWAYS 

OEPKND UPON BOHE WOMAN OR OTHER FOR HIS MEALS* 

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT THE CUSTOM OF EATING THE TORTILLA, ANO THE CUSTOMARY 

WAV Of PREPARING IT DETERMINES MANY ASPECTS OF THE WAV OF LIVING*  TNK 

ADVENT OF THE MACHINE DRIVEN SRINOINQ MILL CHANGED LIFE A GREAT DEAL* 

ANO I AM SURE THAT THE HACHINE-MADE TORTILLA WHEN IT COMES TO THE 

VILLAGE WILL INOUBE FURTHER.^**- CHANGES*  iT^SIVEf WOMEN NORE FREE TIME, 

ANO MAKli HEN LESS DIRECTLY DEPENDENT UPON WOMEN* 

V- 
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SELLING MAIZE. 
•' .J 

MAIZE IS THE PRINCIPAL SOURCE or INCOME or THE CHIAPILLTCCOS 

AND THERE IS HARDLY ANY ADULT WHO DOCS NOT OEAL IN IT IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER* 

THERE ARE THOSE WHO SELL IT, ANO THOSE WHO RE-SELL IT; THAT IS TO SAY 

PERSONS WHY BUY MAIZE ORR THE PROOUCCRS IN OROER TO RE-SELL* I WILL NOT 

CONSIOER THESE SELLERS HERE*  THEY DO NOT SELL THE MAIZE IN CHIAPILLA, 

THEY SELL IT ELSEWHERE* HERE I SHALL CONSIDER THOSE WHO SELL WITHIN 

THE VILLAGE* 

THE MOST NOTICEABLE SELLERS ARE THE WOMEN. THIS IS NOT BECAUSE 

THEY SELL THE LAROEST QUANTITIES, BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE SEEN TO BE SELLINS 

MOST OFTEN. MAIZC IS CONSIDERED TO BE EQUIVALENT TO MONEY AND WOMEN SELL 

A SMALL AMOUNT OF IT AS ANO WHEN THEY NEEO MONEY.  THEV MAY WANT IT rOR 

MEDICINES, rOR A NEW DRESS, IN ORDER. TO BUY SOME TRINKET WHICH A PEDDLAR HAS 

BROUGHT TO THE VILLAOE OR EVEN TO GET roOD FOR DINNER*  THEV WILL TAKEl.'AN 

ALMUO OR TWO FROM THEIR STORE AND LOOK rOR A BUYER*  THERE IS NO MARKET PLACE 

IN CHIAPILLA AND THEREFORE SUCH A WOMAN WILL 00 PROM HOUSE TO HOUSE TRYINO 

TO SELL* FREQUENTLY A WOMAN SELLS SECRETLY WITHOUT HER HUSBANO KNOWING; 

HE IS UNLIKELY TO NOTICE IP SHE TAKES A LITTLE PROM THE STORE WHILE HE IS 

AT WORK* 

FREQUENTLY MAIZE IS NOT SOLD IN KIND, BUT IS SOLO "EN COSECHA". 

WHEN A PERSON IS IN NEED OF MONEY ANO HAS NONE ANO WHEN HE HAS NO MAIZE TO 

SELL EITHER, HE WILL SELL THE MAIZE WHICH WILL BE HARVESTED IN DECEMBER* 

HE SELLS PUTURES. 

IN CHIAPILLA THE FIRST MAIZE "EN COSECHA" it SOLO IN APRIL ANO AT 

THAT  TIME  TNE   PRICE   IS  J0O  PER  FANESA.     THIS   IS  RATHER   EARLIER  THAN   IN MOST 

OTHER VILLAGES AND CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR BV THE FLESTA OF TNE PATRON SAINT 

WHICH FALLS ON THE 29TH OF APRIL. EVERYBODY BUYS AT LEAST ONE SET OF NEW 

CLOTNESRPOR THE FIESTA* IN ADDITION IT IS THE TIME FOR BAPTISMS, WESOINSS, 

MOUSE BUILOING ANO HOUSE PAINTING, IN FACT FOR ALU THINGS WHICH REQUIRE MONET* 

IF A PERSON SELLS MAIZE "EN COSECHA" IT MEANS THAT HE HAS NO MAIZE NOR MONEY 

LEFT ANO IS MORTGAGING NIS NUT HARVEST! SO THAT BY THE TIME THE HARVEST COMES, 

HE HAS ALREADY SOLO IT ANO IS STILL WITHOUT MONEY. 

VERY MANY WOMEN SELL MAIZE "EN COSECHA" WITHOUT TELLINS THEIR 

HUSBAND. IT HAS THC SRBAT ADVANTAGE OF REMAININS HIDDEN UNTIL HARVEST TIME. 

MAIZE TAKEN FROM THE STORE SOON BECOMES APPARENT RUT ONE OAN SELL ANY AMOUNT 

L 



"KN COBCCHA" WITHOUT BEING rOUNO OUT.  IF ONE 18 LUCKY THC HUSBAND WILL 

NEVER riNO OUT.  DURING HARVEST TIME THE WOMEN OFTEN HELP IN THE FIELDS AND 

SO ARC ABLE TO HIDE AWAV THE AMOUNTS THEY HAVE ALREADY SOLO TO DELIVER THEM 

SECRETLY.  EVEN IF THE SOMEN 00 NOT WORK IN THE FIELDS, THE HUSBAND CARTS 

HOME THE MAIZE AND RETURNS TO THU FIELO TO HARVEST SOME MORE.  OURINS THIS 

WIME THE WOMAN TAKES THE MAIZE SHE OWES AND DELIVERS IT*  TME HUSBAND DOES 

NOT MEASURE THE AMOUNT HE HAS BROUOHT HOME AND THE WOMAN IS ONLY DISCOVERED 

IF SHE HAS SOLD EXCESSIVELY. 

THERE IS MUCH QUARRELLING BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE DUE TO THIS 

SECRET SELLING OF MAIZE, BOTH IN KIND AND "EN COSECHA". THE WOMAN COMPLAINS 

SHE IS FORCED TO DO IT AS HER HUSBAND DOES NOT GIVE HER ENOUOH MONEY AND THE 

MAN ACCUSES HIS WIFE OF SQUANDERING. MONEY ON FRIVOLITIES WHILE HE IS SLAVINO 

AWAV IN THE FIELDS. 

THE VILLAOERS KNOW VERY WELL WHICH WOMEN ao IN FOR THIS SECRET 

SELLING; THEY DO NOT GIVE SUCH A WOMAN AWAY, EVEN THOUGH SHE MAY BE SLOW 

IN PAVING. THIS ATTITUDE IS PERFECTLY EXPRESSED IN THE FOLLOWING INCIDENT 

WHICH WAS TOLD TO ME TO SHOW HOW STUPI0 MARIA MAO BEEN. 

MY FRIEND CELIA HAD BOUGHT SOME MAIZE "EN COSECHA" FROM MARIA AND 

WHEN HARVEST TIME CAME AND SHE 010 NOT PAY, CELIA WENT TO HSR MOUSE TO REMIND 

HER OF THE OEBT. HER HUSBANO HAPPENED TO BE IN AT TME TIME* HALF AN NOUN 

LATER MARIA CAME TO CELIA WITM BRUIZES ON HER FACE AND ARMS FROM MEN HUSBAND'S 

BEATINS. SHE MAD SOLD THE MAIZE SECRETLY. CELIA*S COMMENT TO ME WAS "WHY IN 

THE WORLB 01B SHE NOT TILL ME IT WAS SOLD SECRETLY. I WOULD NEVER HAVE COME 

TO ASK FOR IT LIKE THAT MAO I KNOWN". 

THIS COMMENT SHOWS BEAUTIFULLY THAT CILIA TAKES THIS SECRET SELLING 

FOR GRANTED AND THAT SMI TAKES IT EQUALLY FDR GRANTED THAT SMI WOULD NDT 

GIVI MARIA AWAY* IT ALSO SHOWS THAT WOMEN ARE NOT THE DNLY ONES WHO DILL "IN 

COSICHA", AS CELIA WAS UNDER THI IMPRESSION THAT THI HUSBAND HAD DIIN IN AGREEMENT* 

MEN SELL MAIZE IN KINO, "EN ODSECNV', AND STANDING IN THI FIELD. THUS 

TO HARVEST IT*  HE THEN DELLS THI MSLPA, AD IT ID IN THI FIELDD. 
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He WILL NOT ENTER THE FIELD AGAIN.  THE BUYCR WILL WEED AND HARVEST THE 

MAIZE*  THE LAND Or COURSE HAS NOT BEEN SOLD}  IT STILL BELONGS TO THE 

SELLER Or THE MAIZE* 

ONE VOUNS MAN QUARRELLEO WITH HIS WIFE AND INTENDED TO LEAVE 

HER AND LEAVE CHIAPILLA.  HE THEREFORE SOLO HIS MILPA TO ANOTHER WHO DID 

THE SECOND WEEDING AND WHO WILL HARVEST IT ANO SELL IT* 

ANOTHER VOUNS MAN EXCHANOED HIS MILPA FOR A HORSE* BOTH HORSE 

ANO MILFA WERE WORTH #300 I WAS TOLD. HE SAID HE COULD NOT MANAGE TO WEED 

IT HIMSELF ANO HAD NO MONEY TO FAY WORKERS TO DO SO* LATER HE SAID THERE 

WAS NO POINT TO HIS HARVESTINO MAIZE WHEN HIS WIFE SOULO ONLY WASTE IT ON 

LUXURIES* OTHERS TOLD ME HE WAS JUST LAIV AND 010 NOT LIKE TO WORKI 

IT IS THE MEN WHO SELL THE BULK OF THE HARVEST WHEN THE MAIZE 

TRADERS COME TO CHIAPILLA. AS A GENERAL RULE* THEN, THE WOMEN SELL IN 

SMALL QUANTITIES* AS AND WHEN MONEY IS NEEDED, AND THE MEN SELL LARGER 

AM UNT8, FROM ONE FANESA UPWARDS. BOTH SELL MAIZE "EN COSECHA
N
* 

IT IS NOT A TMSRAL CUSTOM THAT THE SAME SELLER ALWAYS DEALS WITH 

THE SAME BUYER. EITHER FROM YEAR TO YEAR. OR FROM TRANSACTION TO TRANSACTION. 

THIS OOES NOT MEAN THAT SUCH CASES CANNOT BE FOUND; BUT AS A RULE A SELLER 

WILL SELL TO WHOEVER WILL BUY AND IF A MAN WANTS TO BUY HE WILL LOOK FOR 

SOMEONE WHO WISHES TO SELL* IT IS A MATTER OF CHANCE RATHER THAN DESION* 

SINCE MAIZE IS EQUIVALENT TO MONEY AND SINCE BOTH MEN AND WOMEN 

SELL IT, THE QUESTION ARISES AS TO WHO KEEPS THE MONEY IN A HOUSE-HOLD AND 

WHO OECIDES UPON TNE MANNER IT IB TO BE SPENT* IN THE HOME SETTLES HOUSEHOLDS, 

THAT IS TO BAY WHERE HUSBAND ANO WIFE HAVE SKIN LIVING TOSETHER FOR; A NUMBER 

OF YEARS AND ARE NOT QUARRELLING, TNE WOMAN KEEPS TNE KEY TO THE CHEST IN 

WHICH THE MONEY IS STORED* THIS IB A MATTER OP CONVENIENCE, BECAUSE SHE IS 

AT HOME MOST OF THE TIME AND BECAUSE ANVTHINB MAY HAPPEN TO TNE HUSBAND IN 

THE MONTE* I HAVE NEVER HEARD OF A WOMAN DENYI NO THE KEY TO HER HUSSANO 

WHEN HE ASKED FOR IT* EVEN IF THE HUSBAND SENBB FOR MONEY WHEN HE IS BEAO DRUNK 

THE WIFE SIVCS IT* IF SHE DOES NOT "EL BE PONE EN VERGUENZA" HE SUFFERS MUCH 

SHAME BECAUSE HIS WIFE OSES NOT OBEY HIM. BCING BRUNK HE WILL BE ALL THE MORE 

SENSITIVE TO THE ACCUSATION THAT NIS WIPE BOSS NOT OBEY HIM; IT MEANS 
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"QUt NO LLEVA SUS PANTALONE8" - IT 18 THE WOMAN WHO WEARS THE TROUSERS* 

lr THERE IS MUCH QUARRELLING BETWEEN THE COUPLE, THE HUSBAND 

WILL TAKE CARE TO KEEP THE MONEY. 80 THE Wire SHOULD NOT GET HOLD Of    IT, 

EITHER TO SPEND IT OR TO RUN AWAY*  ANTONIO LEFT HIS WIFE BECAUSE SHE HAO 

SPENT THE #900 HE HAD PUT IN THE CHEST.  THIS MONEY WAS INTENDED TO Bl 

USEO TO HIRE WORKERS TO WEED THE MILPA AND HAD BEEN OBTAINED A FEW MONTHS 

BEFORE BY THE BALE OP ANTONIO'S TWO OXEN *  WHEN HE CAME TO OET THE MONEY 

THERE WAS HARDLY ANY LEFT.  ANOTHER CASE IS THAT OF CONSUELO|  SHE COMPLAINED 

THAT HER HUSBAND HAD ALWAYS LEFT ALL THE MONEY HE EARNED WITH HER ANO THAT 

SHE NAD LOOKED AFTER IT WELL FOR HIM AND THAT THEY HAD PROGRESSED.  HOWEVER, 

RECENTLY HE HAD TAKEN TO KEEPING IT IN HIS POCKET AND 8PCNDIN0 IT ON ONINN 

AND GAMBLING.  SHE SAID THAT SHE HAO NOT SEEN ONE PESO OF ALL THE MONEY 

FROM THE SALE OF LAST YEAR'S HARVEST*  HcR HUSBANO HAO SPENT IT ALL.(SHE 

MAY NOT HAVE BEEN TELLING ME THE WHOLE TRUTH* BUT I 00 KNOW THAT HE DRINKS 

A LOT)* CONSUELO HERSELF HAS MONEY BESAU8E SHE WORKS TO EARN IT* 

IT IS THEREFORE A MATTER OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER ANO OF CIRCUMSTANCES 

WHICH OF THE TWO KEEPS THE MONEY. THERE ARE CASES WHERE THE WOMAN EARNS 

ALL THE MONEY TO NUN THE HOUSEHOLD ANO THE MAN DOES NOTHING* THE EXAMPLE 

I CAVE FURTHER BACK, OF THE MAN WHO EXCHANOEO HIS MILPA FOR A HORSE IS 

SUCN A ONE* 

WHATEVER THE ARRANGEMENT ABOUT CASH, THE MAN HAS TO TRUST NIS WIFE 

WITH RECAHO TO MAI1E. HE HAS NOWHERE TO STORE IT EXCEPT IN THE HOUSE ANO HC 

IB AWAY HOST OF THE DAY* I NAVE BESCRIBEB THE WAV IN WHICH MANY WOMEN SELL 

THIS MAIIE SECRETLY| AT TIMES THEY ARE JUSTIFIED AN* AT TIMES THEY ARE JUST 

ROSSINC THEIR HUSBANDS. IN ANY CASE THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS MAKES IT EXTREMELY 

DIFFICULT FOR THE ANTNRSPSLOCIST TO MAKE AN ESTIMATE ST WHS 8PENSS THE 

MONEY ANB WHAT IT IS SPENT ON. 

SELLINS "EN COSECHA", THAT IS SELLINS THE MAHE BEFORE IT IS 

HARVESTED (WHICH IS CUSTOMARV IN THE WHOLE STATE) SHOULO SE SEEN AS PART OF 

THE SENERAL CUSTOM OF LIVINS IN REST* THE MAJORITY OF PEOPLE ARE PERMANENTLY 

IN REST, ANS NOT VERV WORRIES ABOUT IT* 

MANY WHO HAVE SOLO THEIR MAHE "EN COSECHA", SO NOT SOME TO SELIVER 

THE MA HE OF THEIR OWN ACCORD* THEY DELIVER IT WHEN THE BUYER COMES TO ASK 

FOR IT* BY THE TIME HE COMES THERE MAY SE NO MAIJFE LEFT, ANO HOW CAN A MAN PAY 

Jr 
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A OUT OF HAIZC IF HE HAS NONE? THE MAIZE MAV HAVE BEEN TAKEN SECRETLY 

FROM THE FIELD TO ANOTHER VILLAOE TO BE SOLO THERE} OR IT MAV HAVE EVEN 

SEEN SOLO TO ANOTHER HAN IN THE V ILLATE. OR THE BUYER WILL BE TOLO THAT 

THE HARVEST WAS BAD, OR THAT THE COWS SOT INTO THE FIELD ANO DAMAGED THE CROP* 

THE USUAL PRACTICE IS FOR THE BUYER "EN COSECHA" TO COME TO THE 

MOUSE OF THE SELLER WHEN HE HEARS THE HARVEST IS IN. HOWEVER. IF THE BUYER 

KNOWS THE SELLER TO BE UNRELIABLE. OR IF HE ALREAOV OWES FROM LAST YEAR, 

THE BUYER WILL SO TO THE FIELDS ON THE DAY HE KNOWS THE SELLER IS HARVESTING, 

IN OROER TO CLAIM HIS MA IIE ON THE SPOT* IF HE CANNOT SET THE SELLER TO 

PAY THE TRANSPORT HE WILL EVEN BE WILLINS TO PAY IT HIMSELF ALTHOUGH THE 

SELLER OUSHT TO DELIVER IT TO THE HOUSE OF THE BUYER. 

THE FOLLOWING TWO INCIDENTS HAPPENED DURINS MY STAY IN CHIAPILLA. 

THEY ILLUSTRATE THE KINO OF RISKS THE BUYER "EN COSECHA" RUNS, OR CONVERSELY - 

AS THIS SECTION IS ON THE SELLER or MAIZE - THlYWAV THE SELLER OCCASIONALLY 

MAV BEHAVE* 

MARIO SOLO 8 FANESAS or MAIZE "IN COSECHA** TO NATIE. A WEEK LATER 

NATIE HEARS THAT MARIO HAO LEFT CHIAPILLA BECAUSE HE HAD QUARRELLED WITH HIS 

win* (A DIFFERENT MAN FROM THE ONE WHO SOLO HIS MILPA AS RECOUNTEO ABOVE). 

HE LEFT MIS MILPA TO HIS BROTHER ANO THIS BROTHER IS MOST UNLIKELY TO RECOGNIZE 

MIS DEBT SO THAT THE EISMT FANESAS ARE LOST. 

JULIO MAB SOLD 2 FANESAS "EN COSECHA" ANO MAD BEEN UNABLE TO PAY 

AT HARVEST TIMEI SO THE DEBT WAB LEFT OVER TO THE ROLLOWINS YEAR* VRTCN 

HARVEST-TIME SAME ROUND ANO THE CREDITOR DEMANDED HIS MAIZE JULIO SAID THAT 

ML OWED MOTH INS. "BUT I NAVE NOTED IT DOWN IN MY DOOR*. PROTESTED TME CREDITORT 

"ON, THAT DOESN'T MEAN ANYTHINS", WAS THE REPLY, "ANYONE SAN NOTE DOWN THINSS 

IN A BOOK.  I DO NOT REMEMBER THAT I SOLD YOU ANV MAIZE "EN COSECHA".  I MUST 

ADMIT THIS STORY WAS TOLO ME BV THE CREDITOR AND I NAVE NOT HEARD JULIO'S 

ACCOUNT OP IT. 

AS THE CREDITOR IN CHIAPILLA MAS NOT REDNESS FOR UNPAID DEBTS, THE 

DEBTOR SAN CONTINUE IN DEBT FDR A LONS TIME*  (SEE DENT).  FOR NOW LONS 

PRECISELY DEPENDS A SREAT DEAL UPON THE CHARACTER OF TME CREDITOR*  I KNOW 

MANUELA ON TME OTHER MAND IS LUCKY IF SME SITS 
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THE MONEY SMC ORIGINALLY PAID FOR THC SIZE.  (SMC MAS THUS LENT THE MONEY 

FOR NO INTEREST FOR ONE YEAR)*  I REPEATEOLV A8KE0 HOW SELINA MANAGES 

TO GET HER OESTS REPAID WITH ALL THE INTEREST DUE*  THE ANSWER I ALWAYS 

SOT WAS "WHY SHE JUST KEEPS CALLINO AT THE HOUSE ANO PRESSING FOR PAYMENT* 

UNTIL THEY PAY"*  'E8 MUV DURO, MUV MALA ELLA' (SHE IS VERY HARD, VERY BAB) 

NOW IT IS OBVIOUS IF ALL THE 0EBT0R8 FAILED TO BAY OR EVEN 

IF THE MAJORITY FAILED TO PAY, THERE WOULD BE NO ONE WHO WOULO GIVE CREDIT ANO 

NO ONE WHO WOULO BUY 'EN COSECHA*.  IT IS TRUE THAT SEVERAL PEOPLE HAVE 

TOLD MC THAT THEY NO LONGER BUY "EN COSECHA" AS THEY LOST SO MUCH IN DEBTS 

UNPAID; ANO TWO CANTINEROS CLAIMED TO HAVE CLOSEO DOWN FOR THIS SAME REASON* 

THEY MAY HAVE TOLD ME THE TRUTH, OR IT MAY NAVE SIMPLY BEEN A PLAUSIBLE REASON 

TO GIVE. 

IN ANY CASE THE MAJORITY WHO GIVE CREDIT, OR WHY SUV "EN COSECHA" 

MUST BE MAKING APROFIT OTHERWISE THEY WOULD NOT BE ENGAGING IN THIS ACTIVITY. 

To SUM UP THE POINTS I HAVE MADE! MAIZE, WHICH IS THE MAIN SOURCE 

OF INCOME TO MOST OF THE CHIAPILLTECOS, IS SOLO IN A BEWILOERINC NUMBER OF 

WAYS, AND AT A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PRICES*  IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO 

ESTIMATE THE INCOME OF ANY INDIVIDUAL FOR THIS REASON* 

IN THE FIRST PLACE IT IQ HARD TO ESTIMATE THE AMOUNT OF MAIZE A MAN 

HAS HARVESTED*  THE REASON IS THE PRACTICE OF SELLING MAIZE SECRETLY BEFORE 

THE AMOUNT HAS BEEN MEASUREO, ANO THE PRACTICE OF HARVESTING MAIZE AS SOON 

AS IT IB RIPE FOR THE CONSUMPTION OF THE HOUSEHOLD* 

IN THC SECOND PLACE IT IS 0 IFF ICULT TO KNOW AT WHAT PRICE SUCH 

MAIZE AS WAS HARVESTED WAS SOLO.  MAIzC IB SOLO "EN COSECHA" ANO IT IS SOLS 

IN ORIBS AND DRABS, THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, ANO PRICES VARY A GREAT DEAL ACCORDINI 

TO THE QUALITY OF THE MAIZE ANO THE TIME OF YEAR AT WNION IT IS SOLB*  PANT 

OF A MAN*8 MAIZE MAY NAVE BEEN SOLO AT jftO TNI FANESA, ANB PART AT Jf60 FOR 

E»AMPLE. 

IN THE THIRD PLACE MOST MEN AND SOME WOMEN EARN VARYINS AMOUNTS IN 

OTHER WATS, BY WORKINS OR TRADING* 

LASTLY A CERTAIN AMOUNT or THE ACTUAL INCOME IB SPENT UPON BORROWING 

IN ABVANCE.  MOST CHIAPILLTECOS LIVE ON BORROWING ANB LIVE IN DEBT*  THUS 
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THC EFFECTIVE PURCHASING POWER Or A MAN, THE AMOUNT HE SPCNOS ON 00008 

ANO SERVICES IS LESS THAN THE MONEY INCOME HE HAS*  PART OF THIS MONEY 

INCOME IS SPENT ON THC INTEREST HE PAYS IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER TO SECURE 

HIS INCOME IN ADVANCE* 

I THEN DESCRISEO THE RISKS TAKEN BY CRCOITORS ANO THE LACK OP 

SANCTION IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REPAY ON THE PART OF THE OCBTOR* (SEE DEBT.) 

AS MAIZE AND LABOUR ARE THE MAIN ASSETS THE PEOPLE POSSESS IT IS ONE OF 

THESE WHICH  IS INVOLVEO IN MOST OF THE BORROWINO/LCNOI NO TRANSACTIONS* 
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WATCH OUT 

LinelO:OMIT "(See Market in Maize)" 

Line 19 

Line 22 : 

Line 29 

Line 8  : 

Line $ : 

Line 26 

Line 33 

Line 34 

OMIT " Circumstances" 
It should read "  ....but in a great part due to 
improved communications." 

Substitute "the eight hours climb"  for 
the seven hours climb. 

It was in 1950 Omit "about". 

...one measures a cuartilla. The larger. 
Omit "and is     in size". 

measures one Almud and is appx 36^ x 36^ x 12cm 
in size. 
Add  "12cms" 

:  the Almud of Chiapilla. 

the Cuarto is common. Three of these. 
Omit "It measures   ." 

:  (See A Ohiapillteco Sells Maize to the 
Government) 
Omit  "see Govt Paper on Maize" 

Leave LARGE SPACE between paragraph three and four. 
Between ".... than the old maize." and rtThe 
people who buy..." 

Line : 

Line 27 

Line 5 

15 : Y maize is much. 
Omit "(Y)..." 

 The first I call "petty traders" 
Add the inverted commas 
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^ ^- BUYING MAIZE IN CHIAPILLA 

The whole economy of Chiapilla and the surrounding area depends 

upon maize; it depends upon the crop itself, and the price at which 

it can he sold. 

It is true that price is determined by Demand and Supply, that 

is to say by the sellers and the buyers; hut in this oase the buy- 

ers have more say in determining the price than the sellers. This 

is so, because the people have to sell their maize whatever the 

psioe. All their needs are satisfied with money acquired through 

the sale of their maize. Only a few have sufficient resources, to 

hold the maize until suoh time as the price is high. (See Market 

in Maize) 

The maize trade is therefore equally important to the economy 

of the area as is the maize orop. The Government has realized this, 

and has made, and is still making, big efforts to control and regu- 

late trading in maize. (See Govt. policy on Maize) 

During the last six or seven years the maize trade of Chiapilla 

has undergone a complete transformation; it has been partly due to 

Government intervention, but in a great part due to improved cir- 

cumstances, of communications. 
All the maize of Chiapilla used to be taken to San Cristo- 

bal (See History). Whatever maize was available for export was 

taken on muleback, the seven hours* climb to San Crist6bal - La 

tilmdad (the oity) - as it is signifioantly referred to. In faot 

the deciding factor was not so muoh the amount of maize available, 

as the number of paok animals available, the number of traders 

willing to buy or to transport the grain. Today the position is 

reversed; despite an increased production the demand to buy is 

greater than the amount available for sale. 

It was about 1950, when the first dry weather track was 

opened between Ohiapa and Aoala that the maize began to find an 

outlet in that direotion. By 1958 no maize was sent from Chiapilla 

to San Cristobal. In 1961 (when I arrived in Chiapilla) the first 

useable dry weather track was opened between Aoala and Chiapilla, 

and it was the first year that lorries transported the bulk of 

the maize produoed in the village, and in the two villages lying 
beyond Chiapilla (Zapotal and Totolapa). 
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The fact that lorries arrived in this very first year 

was not due to the enterprize of the Chiapillteoos; it was the 

traders from Chiapa and from Acala, already used to sending 

their lorries along temporary roads,  who sent them to Chiap- 

illa to buy the maize there. 

The Chiapilla maize, as in all this area, is measured 

in volume. A square wooden box is used for this. The smaller 

one measures a ouartilla and is in size. The larger 

measures one Almud and is appx. 36£ x 36& cms. in size. Four 

cuartillas make one Almud; 12 Almudes make one Fanega. There 

is no box to measure the Fanega; it is measured with 12 Almudes. 

The size of the Almud may vary. The standard, set "by the Gov- 

ernment I believe, is 4-0 x 40 x 100 cm. There is a "large al- 

mud" and a "small almud", hut in addition many almudes are 

neither one nor the other. In many cases the difference is un- 

known, and for this reason, in any contract for sale of maize, 

the Almud to he used is always agreed upon. Thus a man will 

offer to sell maize to X; X will say he will huy it, hut meas- 

ured with his (X's) almud. A friend of mine who trades maize in 

Totolapa, explained to me that part of his profit lay in the dif- 

ferent size of the Almud with which he bought, and the Almud with 

which he sold. In Totolapa a larger Almud is customary than that 

in Chiapilla. Thus he said that he gained 1 Almud in each Fan- 

ega. i.e. If he bought 12 Almudes in Totolapa with the Almud 

(measure)0 used there, he would have 13 Almudes measured with 
the Chiapilla Almud. 

In Chiapilla, 5 Cuartillos make 1 Litro. This measure of 

a Litro is not used in trading. It is the amount of maize needed 

to sow one Hectaria of maize. 

I do not know the radius within thioh these measures are 

used. I do know that in the Tuxtla market, where much of the 

maize from Chiapilla is sold, a different measure is used. There 

the Cuarto is common. It measures        . Three of these cuar- 

tos make one Almud. On the other side of the River Grijalva, appx 

10 miles from Chiapilla, the Litro is a different measure. 15 of 

these Litros make one Almud (whereas the Litro in Chiapilla is 

more than one Almud). Thus great care has to be taken by those 

small traders who deal in these measures, and who come from the 

\_ 
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villages to sell in Tuxtla. I have not "been able to study how 

they calculate the equivalent prices with such variable meas- 

ures, nor do I know what advantages can be taken of these dif- 

ferences in order to cheat, or to make ^reasonable profit. 

However I think that these variable measures cannot persist for 

long. With improved communications, and with the increased use 

of weight as measurement for maize, the measures in volume will 

disappear. 

The Mexican Government which is the largest single maize 

buyer, buys in Toneladas, and in Kilos; that is to say it buys 

in weight. All large scale trading now-a-days is done in weight 

measures. This difference in the measurement of maize used to 

be unimportant, because it was the concern of those traders who 

came to buykaize in Chiapalla (in the local measure of the Almud), 

and who sold it to the Government or to large soale traders (in 

Toneladas). Now that the whole maize marketing system is chang- 

ing due to the Government's policy and to the new roads (See 

Govt. policy on Haize) the Chiapillteoos are becoming aware of 

the difference in measures. 'This .is because they themselves are 

beginning to sell direotly to $he Government - in toneladas. That 

is to say they sell maize measured in weight and not in Volume. 

I think it likely that the Almud will slowly fall into disuse. 

Nevertheless at present the difference exists, and I have to 

explain its implications. 

The crux of the matter is that one Almud of type X maize 

weighs more than one Almud of type T maize. Thus 7i Tanegas of 

type X, at weigh 1 Tonelads% whereas 8fc-9 tanegas of type T weigh 

1 Tonelada. To put the same thing differently: 1 Heotaria of 

type Y maize will give a larger number of Fanegae than 1 Heotaria 

of Type X maize. But 1 Heotaria of the type X maize will give a 

greater number of Toneladas than 1 Heotaria of Type Y. 

The Chiapillteoo is thus in a predicament. If he sells 

in Chiapilla (and there are good reasons why he should sell there, 

see Govt. paper on Maize), he is better off with Type Y, for he 

will sell in Almudes and Fanegas, ie., in volume. If he sells 

to the Government (and the Government offers strong inducements 

for the peasants to sell to it) he is better off with type X 

maize, for he will sell in weight. 
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That it is a predicament is my own comment, for the 

men of Chiapilla have not quite grasped these implications. 

They say that type Y "rinde mas". It yields better they say, 

and in the past, selling by volume this has been true. 

If the Chiapillteco were to produce maize to his own 

heat advantage, he would have to decide at sowing time how 

much he intended to sell to the Government and how muoh he 

wanted to sell in Chiapilla. But this would mean thinking 

ahead for a longer period than he is aocustomed to do. In 

practice fee reaches his decision as a result of the circum- 

stances at sowing time. The Govt. offers strong inducements 

for the farmer to plant type X. It lends him money if he 

does so, and refuses to lend him money if he does not. (See 

Govt. Policy on Maize) On the other hand, the seed of type 

X (Y) maize is much cheaper than the price charged by the 

Government for its aged. 
I have said that type Y maize weighs less per Almud 

than type X. One would therefore suppose that the price of 

type Y should be lower per Almud than that of type X. This 

is not so; there is one prioe per Almud of maize whatever 

the type of maize. The only quality differences which are 

taken into account are maize that is "pudrido"; that is if it 

has been severly attaoked by a small animal called the "gor- 

gojo" which eats the heart of the grain; secondly new maize 

has a lower price per Almud than the old maize. 

The people who buy maize in Chiapilla can be roughly 

divided into four classes. The first I call petty traders; 

the second I will call "regular buyers"; the third I oall 

"large-soale traders"; and the fourth is the Federal Govern- 

ment. 

I call Petty Traders all those who buy maize in small 

quantities, such amounts as can be carried on the head, or upon 

one or two donkeys, ^his kind of trading is generally done 

by women who have no other means of livlihood. Widows, or old 

women who have no sons or relatives to mupport them; occas- 

ionally young widows and unmarried girls who like to do a 

little trading on their own. Some of them may borrow or hire 

a donkey for the day to transport the maize they have bought* 

v 
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These women take advantage of the fact that there is a small 

difference in the price of maize between Chiapilla and the nei- 

ghbouring villages of Zapotal and Totolapa, (about four miles 

off), as well as various ranohes in the area. They make the 

three-hour journey on foot, return to Chiapilla in the evening 

and there re-sell the maize they have bought at the higher prioe 

prevailing. They earn about $3 per day this way. 

More frequently these women carry goods to sell in the 

villages or ranohos, and with the money thus earned they buy 

maize which they re-well in Chiapilla. They will carry such 

things as bread, meat, cloth, or panela, whatever they think 

will sell in the village or oolonia they are going to. Some of 

theve petty traders will buy the oloth they intend to sell, or 

they will bake the bread themselves the day before, or they will 

kill the pig whose meat they intend to sell. More frequently 

they ask for the goods to be given them on credit, promising to 

pay the money on their return inthe evening. The day before 

their journey they will go and "speak" to one of the village 

women who makes candles, or soap, or drinking chooolate or 

bread, etc. For each $1 worth of goods they earn 10 centvvos 

"de cabeza" (for the head) meaning for the carrying. It is of 

course preferable to take some good whioh weighs little and has 

greater value. Clothes will pay better than soap for example, 

as $1 worth of soap is heavy and a woman cannot carry more than 

110 on her head, whereas she can carry $30 or $40 worth of 

clothes. 

It is oonsidered a safe investment to give these trader- 

women the goods on oredit. The reason is that they depend up- 

on this oredit; it is their means of livlihood; if they do not 

repay the money they will not be given oredit the neat time they 

ask for it, and thus they loose their only ohance for earning 

money. 

Frequently these women do not sell their goods for mon- 

ey; they barter them for maize. It is an advantage for them 

to aooept maize instead of money.  As I have said, the prioe of 

maize varies according to the distance from the larger market. 

Thus in a finoa, or in Totolapa, maize is always $1 per Almud 

cheaper than in Chiapilla. Now the goods the traders oarry are 

prioed in money. Thus ten buns may cost $1, or a length of 

v_ 
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cloth $5.  When maize is given instead of money, it is cal- 

culated at the price obtaining in the place of sale. For ex- 

ample in Totolapa one Almud of maize may sell for $5, there- 

fore 1 Almud of maize is given for the length of oloth priced 

at $5. 

When the trader-woman returns to Chiapilla at night 

with her Almud of maize on her head or on her donkey, she 

sells it for $6. She has thus a double earning; the money 

she earned on the sale of the cloth, and the money she earned 

on the sale of the maize. 

This kind of bartering is frequent in the ranchos, the 

oolonias and even in Chiapilla. It is not bartering in the ac- 

cepted sense of the word - the simple exchange of one good for 

another. This type of exchange is always made in terms of mon- 

ey. The buyer and the seller agree upon the price of the bread 

(for example), and then urn work out how much maize can be 
bought for that amount of money at the current price in that 

place. This amount of maize is then given in exchange for 

the bread. The fact that they pay in goods rather than money 

is due to the ohronio shortage of cash in the area, or it may 

be that the husband will not leave any money with his wife. 

The buyer may give maize in exchange for her purchases, or she 

may give a chicken, eggs, or even a pig. 

These petty traders do not handle large quantities of 

maize. From the point of view of the maize trade they are un- 

important, and might even be omitted. Their importance lies 

in their number, and in the goods they carry to the more iso- 

lated settlements. It is plain that very little can be car- 

ried by a woman on her head, and the amount of maize traded 

in this way is lnsignifioant compared to the total production. 

Nevertheless a large number of women are engaged in this kind 

of trading, *t is a very hard way of earning a livlihood; 

the roads are very hot and dusty, and the earnings are small. 

The trader women are pitied by all people, who comment upon 

the hard life they lead; when they arrive they are always of- 

fered a drink and a rest in the oool house. They are also wel- 

come for the news and gossip they bring, and for the goods they 

carry. Especially clothes traders are weloome for though little 

is bought, there is no charge, and muoh pleasure, in looking at 
all the artioles on sale, and admiring them and disoussing their 
prioe. 
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There are a number of small settlements within a day's 

journey on foot from Chiapilla, which are visited regularly 

by these petty traders. Every ranch has at least four famil- 

ies living in small huts around the ranch owner's house. Large 

ranches may have as many as forty families. There are, in ad- 

dition, Colonias, which are settlements that have been founded 

on Ejido land, but have not yet been accorded the status of self- 

government. 

These women traders carry soap, candles, meat, bread, 

cloth and clothes. Except for the cloth all these are the pro- 

duce of home industries in Chiapilla. The bread is baked there, 

candles and soap are made there, and the clothes are run up on 

the sewing machines in Chiapilla. These home industries are in 

the hands of the better-off women of the village. It is strik- 

ing that none of the poor people know an HofioioM,ie. a trade. 

It is the wealthier women and their daughters who are busy sew- 

ing clothes, making candles, making soap, killing pigs, etc. 

I think this is due to the faot that the poorer people do not 

have the capital needed for such work. They do not have suf- 

ficient money to buy the flour to bake bread, nor to buy the 

fat to make oandles, nor to buy the cloth to make clothes, etc. 

The work of the poorer women is to take in washing to make tor- 

tillas for sale and to work as servants. 

The second class of buyers I have called the regular 

buyers. These are persons whose main occupation is not to 

trade in maize, but who do trade in it, as a very profitable 

side-line. They buy maize in kind, and "en coseoha". Some of 

them also make trips to nearby ranohes or villages to buy maize 

there at a lower prioe; however, unlike the petty traders, they 

will go with an ox-oart or a team of donkeys and buy up larger 

quantities. They sell the maize in one of four ways x  they 

may take it to the Government Storehouse and sell it there) 

they may take it to Aoala or Chiapa to sell it to traders there; 

they may hold it until the prioe of maize rises in May, June and 

July and sell it at a profit within the villages} finally they 

may sell it to visiting traders. 

\_ 
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Only a few of those I have called "regular buyers" go 

out to buy maize in other villages. Most of them are content 

to buy maize as and when it is offered to them. I have already 

said that there is a continuous stream of people wanting to 

sell small quantities of maize; (See Selling Maize); they come 

both from Chiapalla and from surrounding settlements. These 

"regular buyers" also buy 'en cosecha', and this is where their 

real profit lies. If the buyer 'en cosecha' chooses a reliable 

seller, one who will deliver the maize at harvest time, the pro- 

fit made is enormous. He doubles his investment in five months 

(See market in Maize). Most persons who have some capital to 

spare buy maize 'en cosecha'. It may be 10 fanegas only, or 

it may be as much as 100 Fanegas, according to the possibilities 

of each. 

Those who have capital are the fregular buyers"; it is 

they I believe, who buy the bulk of the maize in Chiapilla. All 

the shopkeepers buy in kind and 'en cosecha'; the sohool teach- 

ers (not the two young women teachers); the cantineros (sale of 

liquor); the better-off widows; ln£ some oases husband and wife 

buy separately and keep their profit and their money apart. The 

women use the money they have earned from making soap, candles, 

etc; in some cases the daughters follow suit. The daughter of 

one cantinero aged 20, buys maize 'en cosecha* with the money 

she earns from dress-making; she has been doing this for sever- 

al years now; her elder sister, however, who attends to the oan- 

tina does not buy 'en cosecha't when I asked why, they just 

shrugged their shoulders "no quiere" was the answer. Two other 

young girls, daughters of a cantinero and of a shop-keeper also 

buy 'en cosecha' with the money earned from dress-making. It 

is curious that the young sons of these better-off villagers 

do not buy 'en ooseoha'. They are content to work in the fields, 

or to work at tailoring and let their fathers and sisters trade 

in maize. 
This seoond olass of traders plays muoh more an important 

role in the maize trade. The reason for their importance is 

that they are there all the year round; they but at any time a 

villager wants to sell. Given the faot that muoh of the maize 

is sold in dribs and drabs as the need for money arises (see 
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Selling Maize), and given the chronic scarcity of money, it 

is natural that much of the harvest should pass through the 

hands of these "regular traders". Furthermore they are the 

only ones who are in a position to buy •' en coseoha1. I have 

already discussed the important role whioh this sale 'en cos- 

eoha' plays in Chiapilla (Selling Maize) (Qovt Policy on 

Maize). To buy 'en coseoha' two requirements are essential. 

1) to have the money} 2) to know the seller personally. To 

have money is essential - for buying 'en coseoha' is a form 

of lending money. To know the seller is essential, in order 

to estimate his reliability, the ohanoes that he will keep 

his word and deliver the maize at harvest-time. 

It is these "regular buyers", who are the oore of the 

peasant middle class whioh has arisen in Chiapilla during the 

last 20 years; (See maize as a Crop) or may be it would be more 

accurately stated thepther way around; the rising peasant mid- 

dle class has taken a' large part of the maize trade into its 

hands. 

The third olass of traders are the large-soale traders. 

To trade in maize is their business. These are men who come 

from Chiapa, from Tuxtla and occasionally from Acala. In this 

olass I include those men who are owner-drivers of a lorry and 

who come to Chiapilla and go from house to house looking for 

maize to buy during harvest time. They are generally self-made 

men, who come from small villages or finoas and have worked 

hard to be able to buy a lorry with whioh to work. They buy 

almost any quantity, from one Fanega to one Tonelada. It is 

usual for them to play on the return journey as they have not 

the capital to pay oash. For this reason they pay a little 

more than the really Dig traders. These big traders have their 

own storehouses in Chiapa and own three or four lorries whioh 

oome to transport the maize they have bought. These men are 

dalled "aoaparadores" (See Qovt. Polioy on Maize) - a word 

whioh carries the significance of large-scale trader, prof1tear. 

They have been trading in the area for at least eight to ten 

years, and have long standing relationships with the "regular 

buyers"; they are their friends and sometimes compaires; they 

have been dealing with them^or many years. Before their lorries 
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'acapS&ores" 

"regular buyers" in Chiapa or in Aoala. 

reached Chiapilla, these would buy off the 

Often they would 
buy 'en cosecha' through the "regular buyers" in Chiapilla, 

usually lending them the money to dojso. It is mainly du» to 

them that the lorries entered Chiapilla so soon after the 

track was opened. These traders used to send the maize to 

other States, as far as Oaxaca and Puebla, wherever there 

is a shortage of maize. In Chiapilla there areVmly two such 

acaparadores; there is not room for more. In a neighbouring 

area a new-oomer tried to enter the market 'belonging1 to one 

of these acaparadoes. He was found dead a few months later! 

The fourth olass of buyer is the Federal Government. 

I have written at length about the Government's part in the 

buying of maize. (See Govt. Policy on Maize). 

It is impossible to say at present in whose hands the 

maize trade will finally remain. I began the paper by saying 

that the trade is being tmnsformed rapidly and that the two 

foroes which are creating this change are the Government in- 

tervention, and the building of new roads. Both mean acces- 

sibility to the wider market; although the change has been 

taking place gradually since 1950, the real effect of the Govt. 

intervention and the new roads has only been relt in Chiapilla 

during the last three years. 

A good example of Govt. Intervention is the result of 

the Federal Government's measures against the acaparadores 

(See Mordida in the Beaurocracy). This year there have been 

no aoaparadores in Chiapilla. The fregular buyers" have been 

taking their place, it is they who have been buying up "ordenea" 

to deliver maize to the Banoo Ejidal, it is through their hands 

that most of the maize is passing this year. I oannot tell 

whather this will continue or Ham whether the acaparadoes will 

return when the present storm has passed. 

The effect of the road to Chiapilla - and it is only a 

dry weather traok - has been even more startling. In the first 

place, more producers have taken the big step of themselves 

selling their maize to the Government. They have seen that 

others have don it, and hage profited, and now they have taken 

oourage to follow suit. Half-way through this harvest season 
(1962) a traok permitting lorries to pass, was opened between 
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Chiapilla and Totolapa, and later between Chiapilla and Zapotal. 

So many Chiapillttcos went to these two neighbouring villages 

to buy maize, in order to sell it to the Government at the guar- 

anteed price, that the age-long difference of $1 per Almud has 

disappeared, u The difference in price between Acala and Chia- 

pilla also disappeared, so that for a time there was a single 

prioe for maize in Acala, Chiapilla, Totolapa, and Zapotal. To 

me this appeared to be a tremendous event. For the first time 

the long-established difference in price between these villages 

has disappeared. It meant that for all practical purposes they 

are equidistant from the larger market. In a year or so, the 

petty trading in maizamust disappear, as there will be no longer 

any profit in carrying maize from one Ullage to another. 

Another consequence of the road has been the tendency to 

take fruit to the Tuxtla market for sale. Up to this year all 

fruit has been sent by donkey-trains to San Cristobal to sell 

there. This year women are beginning to take fruit on the bus 

to Tuxtla. It would not surprise me, if in a year or two, the 

Chiapilltecos will begin to plant vegetables and fruit in order 

to sell them in Tuxtla. 

I think that two important points emerge from this ac- 

count. The first is the importance of Capital in Chiapilla. 

It is a very scarce commodity and yields incredibly high re- 

wards* Xhe seoond is the adaptability of the people to new 

oiroumstanoes. There is no resistance to innovation, maybe be- 

oause there are no strong traditions. In any case, the people 

are ready and willing to aooept new ways it they can be shown 

to be profitable. This seems to me toj?8n important considera- 

tion in any economic measure the Government wishes to introduoe. 

v_ 
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The Federal Government's Polioy on maise is simple to 
formulate and inoredible difficult to carry out. The Govern- 
ment wants to prevent profiteering in maise. If it oould 
prevent profiteering thin it would aohlevc the aim of assur- 
ing a steady and adequate supply of maise throughout the year, 
a steady prioe, and put an end to the abuses suffered by the 
peasant produoer. In addition, the Government wants to im- 
prove ths seed and yield of the orop. This is both an eoo- 
nomio and a social polioy. The government tries to Implement 
this polioy by eoonomie means. 

The polioy has not failed, but it has not had the suooeas 
it should have had. This is due to three obstacles the Gov- 
ernment has to deal with. 

1. The general backwardness of the oountry. Chiapas is 
particularly underdeveloped and suffers from all the difficul- 
ties so familiar in underdeveloped areas* laok of good com- 
munications, lack of eduoation, inadequate personnel, eto. 
This is no one's fault, and has to be aooepted as part of ths 
given situation. 

2. The laok of oo-operation of the peasants themselvss 
with a polioy designed to help them, liis cannot 'be mtirely 
attributed to their backwardness, -nor- to their laok of faith 
in a Government which frequently fails to keep its promises. 
A large number of peaeante are irresponsible sad unwilling to 
asks say effort, often not even to improve their own condit- 
ion, let alone that of the community. 

3. The Government*e own employees, who should be putting 
the Government'e polioy into effeotj Indeed its own employees 
are the Government's worst enemies and by far the hardest 
problem it has to solve. 

Ths polioy for maise is the ooneerm of the Federal Govern- 
ment, and not the State Government, although naturally the 
latter is interested in ths question. From the point of view 
of the Federal Government, when it formulates its polioy on 
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sK^pls food crops, maise is onlj one suoh basio orop. Rice, uA*J- 
.aeat, coffee, ooooa MM 'oaTtfo are equally important to 
the economy of Mexioo. I mention thia hara to point out 
that maise ia not the only oonoern of the Federal Qovern- 
ment and that some of the inadequacies of ita policy nay ha 
dua to the faot that from the point of view of the national 
Eoonomy (or even for political reaeons) other baaio oropa 
nuat reoelve priority. 

•everthsless, it ia oonaidarad auffioiantly important 
for a apeeial organisation to ha sat up which daala exclusively 
with naisa, and it ia headed by the Brother of the President 
of the Republic. (Bone people maintain that thia doea not in- 
dioata the importance of the naisa, hut rather the profita- 
bility of naisa).    -^ . - 

The problem of helping the peasant produoera and of elim- 
inating the profiteer ia tackled at two points in the maise 
eyole. The production aide and the marketing side. 

Government intervention in the production of liaises 
a) Seed improvement. 

Im 1947 the Oomlsion laoional da Mais mas founded. Xta 
purpose was to evolve an improved asad. In 1959* (having 
changed ita name and having been re-organised) the Froduotora 
laoional de Samillaa opened up in Tuxtla. A type of aaed called 
"hibrido" intended for uae in tiarra oallante has bean evolved 
by thia organisation. The maise aaed la produced in ita own 
flelda and re-seleoaed, cleaned and treated with chemioala 
for plague reelatanoe, in its own etorehouaea. Appx. 12 1*^2 
kilos of this seed axe required to sow one Heotarla, and the 
ooot of 12 1/2 kilos is $35 Max. fhia is considered am expen- 
sive by the Ejldatarioa, \\ti„ QW*--.M.H1 h  •'«• n^1^"^''' ^b. %•(= 

' •* t^"i ^k &•£, "^^ ***^ ^ J**J *^ e%)JLU*x\*«y  ct-v«o. ^ uiil"J ttw.  4 6 
' the Productora laoional da Mais claims that hibrido aeed 

improves the yield from am average of 1 1/2 toneladaa par 
heotarla, whioh la common in this area, to 3 toneladaa and 
upwards. (Inf. head of Tuxtla braaoh of Froduotora. 'nlMkW"''^ 
biassed) They say the proof ia that more and more "agrioul- 
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*••" oome to buy the seed, and more Important, the earn* 
ones oome again. Tha opinion of producers, both Ejldatarioa 
and Tinoeroa aaama to ba that the hibrido produoea axoallant 
results on good lands, but doaa not differ greatly la its 
yield on poor aoil, from that obtained -*resr the oommon "mais 
blanoo". r^vi',^ ,^0 tU teov-J- lUt.'XJ 

(gs*^ew*s*paOa*^sam<WftwgaEsmjm ugpj that EJldatarios 
were not to be given loan's of money from the Loan Bank un- 
less they agreed to sow "mais hibrido". In faot the Banoo 
EJidal has not insisted upon this, although before the loan 
was issued to the producers, the Bank stated this oonditlon. 
tin fuxtla at any rate loans were given with or without hi- 
brido being aooepted. In Ohiapllla the Bank Representative 
announced that Bjidatarios must "reoiviar" the hibrido if 
they wanted a loan, those who agreed to aooept the seed 
were punished, in that it cams after sowing time, a#Wr they 
had given up waiting for the seed to arrive and had sown with 
their own seed. When it did arrive they had to take it, and 
there was nothing left for them to do, but to use the expen- 
sive Government seed for acting. The maise has been treated 
ohsmloally and is speoifioally marked "not for human consump- 
tion". However no one seems to have been harmed up to now.) 

b) Loans to ftnanoe orop. 
It is a oommon habit for the peasants of Mexico, inclu- 

ding those of Chiapas, to sell their crop "en eoseoha" (See 
sellers of maise). This means that they sell their harvest 
before it Is harvsstsd, and naturally at a lower prioe than 
they would reoeive if they sold the aotual crop.  the pea- 
sant sells whom he is la need of money. Zt may be he-naoda 
money to oure am illness, or to bury • relative^ But'apart 
from these emargenoles It Is generally the oase that the 
peasants hastnot sufficient money to live; that is, money to 
buy food^. while j*sS maise IF ripening, they therefore eell 
their harvest. They ssll to traders in maise, who have the 
money to invest, and who buy it at vary low prloee while the 
crop is still in the fields. Traders who do this on a large 
seals are called "aoaparadoree" - profiteers or speoulatore. 
the Spanish word, like the translation Z hmvs given, carries 
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a value judgement. They are thought to be bad wicked 
people, taking advantage of the poor, holpleee, unfor- 
tunata paaaanta. The Oovernment policy la aimed at abol- 
ishing the aoaparador, ao that the profit he makes should 
go to the produoer. 

3 PAt<r 
la order to help the peaaant, ao that he ahould not hare 

to depend upon the aoaparador, the Government aet up two Loan 
Inetitutiona. The Banoo Agrloola to lend money to all thooe 
prodnoera who aow on their own land) and the Banoo Bjidal 
to lend aoney to all produoera who farm Bjido lande (in 1936). 

The Banoo Agrloola operates slightly differently from 
the Banoo Bjidal. It offera various alternatives to ixa 
olients. They nay either borrow aa individual pereona, giv- 
ing eome kind of Seourlty auoh aa title deada to land or to 
houses./^They nay also borrow aa "aooloa".  A number of per- 
aona form Nuna eooiedad" and thus create a legal pereonality 
whioh is represented by one of ite nembera. The "aooledad" 
borrowa aoney and gives seouritee to the Banoo* Suoh a "soo- 
iedadN la limited to ten men or leea. 

The third poeeiblllty la of a "eooiedad" of more than tan 
"aooloa", who pledge themaelvea to stand aaourity for eaoh 
othere' loan. Suoh "aooiedadea" are formed by small property 
owners, who have no suitable seourlty to offer to the bank. 
The rate of Interest paid by the individual borrower la 120 
p.a.| that by the "eooiedad" of two to tan "aooloa", la 9£ 
p.a.| and that of the large "eooiedad" la W p.a. (Informa- 
tion entirely from the Oerente of the Banoo Agrloolat not 
cheeked elsewhere.) 

The Banee EJidal leads to Bjidatarios, who have no aaour- 
ity to offer aa the land they farm beZomgs to the Batioa. 
Thia Bank only landa to IJidaterioe if they farm "uaa eooiedad' 
The Banoo EJidal has no sffactive eeourity against non-payment. 
The threat to refuae a loam in the oomlng year la uaually suf- 
ficient to lndube the debtor to find the money to repayt or 
he may plead extenuating oiroumatanoee auoh aa Ulmeee or 
death. In the worst oaae, the bank must aooept the leea. 

U 
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All producers who receive loans fro* either of these 
Banks are required to ensure their oropsi that is to say to 
insure their harvest to the amount of the loan received, las 
Insuranoe Company works together with the hanks and eaoh Bor- 
rower is automatically insured. However, it is not an insur- 
anoe for the whole orop. It is most unusual to find anyone 
who has insured his complete crop) this is due to the exorbi- 
tant oharges of the Insuranoe Companies and their unwilling- 
ness to pay in oases of loss. The Insuranoe Companies would 
doubtlessly reply that they were continuously being oheated 
by false olaims. 

fhs Insuranoe Company which works with the two banks only 
insures against losses due to natural agenoies such as floods, 
droughts, etc. It does not oover loss due to oarlessness or 
neglect of the crops on the part of the produoer, nor unwil- 
lingness of the debtor to repay. Both Loan Banks deduct this 
oompulsary insuranoe, as well as the banks' interest charge 
front the loan, before the client reoelvas the money. 

Beoause of the limitation of the coverage, the Insuranoe 
should send inspsotors to the fields of their clients in or- 
der to check whether the crop is being attended to properly. 
In faot there are not enough Inspsotors to send round so that 
the Insuranoe Company rsliss upon the^Knke' Inspectors'^o"^ 
report whether a olaim is justified or not. As the Banks' 
main interest is to have the Insuranoe paid in casern of loss, 
they are liable to conspire with the producers to deoelve the 
insurance company, liat is to say, if there is loss of crops 
due to negleot, the bank will not be paid by the Insurance 
Company. Therefore the bank will report to the Insuranoe Com- 
pany that the loss was duo to natural agenoies. 

The practioal problems of the Loom Banks have boon to rrti ft-& 
ensure the following, Icb.L.lrft.^ 

1. that thorn person who reoeiveo a loon isTBlW* ftWI- 
dueor of malse. 

2. that being a produoer, ho opemdo the money mpon the 
cultivation of maiae end mot upon other things. 

3. that the sorrower repays the loom. 
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3. I have In part dealt with point three. The Banoo 
Agrioola proteots Itself from defaulters by requiring * 
aeourity. Before suoh a security is accepted an inspector 
is sent to estimate the value it may have. It has happened 
that this inepeotor has been deceived and the Security thi 
Bank reoeived was worthless. (See oases at end of paper). 
Alternatively the inepeotor might be bribed to make a false 

The Banoo Ejldal oan ask for no seourity as its olients 
have none to give them. In its early years it suffered a great 
ias& from defaulters, until, in 1954, it adopted the polioy 
of reoeiving ms4.se instead of money as repayment of loams. 
As it bought this maise at the high Government guaranteed 
price, the debtors were eager to sell their maise to the bank 
and leave the money thus earned as repayment of their loan. 

2. The ssoond point were the difficulty the banks have in 
making sure that the loan given is indeed spend in the cul- 
tivation of maise. As the loans are intended to help the pro- 
ducer they are given at very low rates of interest. Many tra- 
ders want to take advantage of this cheap money and use it to 
trade or to buy "en ooseoha", or in some other enterprise. 

,.yji 4^ WvAfeey^eturn the money at the required time having made good 
use of it for their private business during the year. Para- 
doxically it may ooour, that the man who has used the money 
for its intended purpose, cultivating his crop, may not bs 
able to repay, dvu£to some misfortune whioh befell his orop, 
whils the man fcho used the money for trading or other busi- 
ness is oertain to be able to repay, and thus is the better 
oliest for the bank. 

The money loaaoft by the banks mtgnt also bs spent to pay 
a debt, to go drinking or gambling, etc the banks oombat 
euoh misuses of the money by, sending^ out k inepeotore to in- 
spsot the crops. Rijiosms are given in three installments one at 
f9wJj*g ***••. one for the weeding, and one at harvest time. 

9o tfei- <»t   PS><£H«L.    SW^tj   »o+.lt   bu^ViJ   to   w<.jv>Tf    oi~f   t^^t J u-v~- 
If the inepeotor reports that the land has not boon planted, 
a further loan will be refused. However, the inspectoro are 
bribeable, and who oan the bank trust if not its own empl'" en 
whom it sends out on its behalf? 

\_ 
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All the blame does not rest on the inspectors. However 

honourable he may be, he la easily deceived by the olient. 

In the oase of the Banoo_J&Ldal, the employee administering 

the loan or a special inspector is supposed to look at the 

fieldB to see if they are sown. But if the Ejido lands have 

no plans, how can the inspector know if he is indeed being 

shown the fields of the man who received the loan? It may 

be another EJidatario'a fields while the actual borrower may 

not have planted. 

The same is the oase with the inspector of the Banco Ag- 

rioola. There are cases in which the inspector is bribed 

not to inform the bank that maize was not sown.  (Inspectors 

earn little, and it is very uncomfortable to traipse around 

the country-side in tierra oalientet he will get bad food and 

is lucky if he gets a bed to sleep on instead of the floor.0 

It also happens that the inspector is shown land whioh has in- 

deed been sown; only the owner of the private land has rented 

it out to Indians or ladino peasants to farm. How can the 

inspector know this if he is shown a field of maize? For other 

forms of deceiving the inspector see Cases at end. 

1. the first point I make with respect to the banks' dif- 

ficulties was that they had to make sure the money was being 

loaned to a man who was really a producer. This is notmoo 

diffioult for the BanooJSiidal. It lends only to Ejldatarios 

and it lends to a group of them. The bank employee responsible 

for a particular Ejido should visit it, and he, together with 

the spokesman of the "sooiedad", decides how muoh eaoh man is 

to be loaned. The daoiaion should be based on well-defined 

rules as to the area an EJidatarlo farms, his past record of re- 

payment, the quality of his land, and the amount ha asked for. 

It is evident that the bagk employee has a great deal of power, 

as has to some extent the Spokesman, the deoision as to whioh 

fsooio" is to reoeive money, and the amount to be reoelved, la 

in their handsi and of oouroe there is never suffloient money 

to go around. Some bank employees aooept "mordida" in order 

to give a loan. 'The custom is tlO to the bank employee for 

every $100 loaned". Some bank employees do not tnemble to visit 

the Ejldo, but order the spokei to ooae to them at the bank. 
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This givee more power to the spokesman for the hank employ- 
ee has to rely entlerly upon his advioe without the Bjidat- 
arios being able to plead their case in person. Rot visiting 
the Ejido oould only he done in the oase of small villages, 
never for large towns where the people are more aware of their 
rights, (or at least some of them are), and may protest. 

In the oase of the Banco Agrioola an inspeotor is sent by 
the bank to view the lands the olient intends to cultivate, 
so that the bank oan estimate the appropriate amoun 4ha lend. 
There are two possibilities of evading this oheok. The olient 
oan bribe the inspeotor to report the land suitable for alaat- 
ing to be of greater extension than it is,or to report that 
the land is of a better quality than it is. Alternatively 
the inspeotor may be shown land which does not in faot belong 
to the olient. (See Oases at end). 

The Government tries to^e^W^%e4satttrg^ssmihsrw^'-' 
marketing end as well as at the production end of the maize 
cycle. It does this in two ways 1. By entering the maise 
market as a seller, if prices rise above a certain level. 
2. By entering the maise market as a buyer to prevent prioes 
from sinking too low. 

1. The Government enters the market am a seller when the 
1 -> «Tfcv«A<( «\ c^ 

price of maise rises above 1900-11000.. I do not at present 
have sufficient information upon the sxaot manner in which 
the sales are effected. I do know, however, that it keeps 
a stook of maise in its ANDSA warehouses whloh are transpor- 
ted to suoh areas in the country which are in need. The only 
limit to this is the^Qovernor*s regutatten that a sufficient 
•took should be kept within the State to ensure a supply all 
the year round. 

2. The Government enters the market as a buyer la a 
different manner. It offers to buy mains from say produoer 
at a guaranteed prioe of 1800 (with deductions for low quality)* 
Its aim is to prevent aoaparadoMs from buying the maise from 
the peasants at a lew prioe and selling it to the Government 
or in the open market at almost double the prioe. The Govern- 
ment wants the peasant to profit from his own oropl 
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The difficulties in achieving these aims are two-fold. 
Firstly difficulties with regard to IJup own staff and the 
evasions of the peasants themselves. «*t is exaotly the sane 
difficulty I described with regard to the Loans. I have 
written about these in the Section on the Government's Or- 
ganisation for buying maise. I also described its attempts 
to deal with these difficulties in the section on .getting 

maise te the Quueiumsnt. Me*ckc)<-,  iu,tlv^ ;L» /^o^^ya^ 

The seoond difficulty in buying fromthe produoer is that 
of reaching the seller. If the Government wishes to make 
its offer a reality, it must establish buying stations within 
the reach of the produoer8. It is no use offering to bujfrnaise 
if the produoer has to spend a great deal of money in trans- 
porting the maise to the Government's storehouses, and an 

Avr^n Cl*veX VM^J-K 

equal amount of time in getting paid. At present an effort 
is being made to inorease the number of receiving stations 

of the ANDSA warehouses, so that they should be within easy 
reach of all producers. There are even a few stores which are 
set up during the harvest season only. She enormous inorease 
during the last two years in funds allooated to road-building 
will help here; a good road to the storehouse is equivalent 
to having a storehouse nearby. .   . 

No steps have yet been taken to facilitate^ payments,. 
The trader who pays cash down is at an infinite advantage,- .... v  ,, 
here. The d^mmmmwHRni 4m prioe paid by the trader jam bsi \\\\% 
qovswensm* te 4m pa»t -a I'leiB.'Vqf t^ complications involved 
in receiving tat money for Mfmv-mcXzT. TSee eeotion om 
welling maise te the Pert). There la only one bank whioh 
serves an area including Ooosingo, Venustiana Oarransa, Oomi- 
tan, San Cristobal. Every producer ie supposed to go*$he bank 
personally at least twice) once to sjl%1«^jWee order to sell, 
and once for the payment L 

5 PACfe 
To sum upt The Government enters the maise oyole at two 

points. On the producing side it enoouragee the use of 
a high-yield maise seed by its threat to refuse loans if it 
is not used. This hibrldo maise is not only one that gives 
better yields1 it has the further advantage of being aooept- 
able on the export market. The small-grained maise at present 

\_ 
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produoed will not sell abroad. Ihe Government tries to im- 
prove the quality of the maize by making deductions in the 
price paid for the maize which it buys, and whioh falls short 
of a prescribed ritrmrtnnl ''{"•»  —!•• •vni)  iemejiy^t 
gives loans to help the producer finance the orop. Ihe main 
dlffaaulty in giving these loans is to ensure that they are 
used for the production of maise and not for other purposes. 
In other words, the Government tries to ensure that the money 
is given to persons for\ahom it was intended and to be spent 
in the manner intended. Ml the rules and regulations and 
red tape involved in the application and granting of the loan 
are designed to aohieve this one end. The obstacles in the 
way of aohieving it are planted deep in the very administra- 
tion - the employees of the Banks. Hot even the bank managers 
are above suspicion. The clients themselves, the very bene- 
ficiaries of the Government Policy also do all they can to 
evade the aim from being achieved. Thus the Government has to 
contend both with the administrators and the benefiolaries of 
its polioy. 

On the marketing aide the Government intervenes by buying 
maise off the producers at 9800 per tonelada, a price consid- 
erably higher than that obtaining in the free market. Ihe 
difficulties encountered are those of access to the seller 
(or rather the sellers' access to the buyer, i.e., to the 
Govt. warehouses), and a most clumsy system of payment. This 
in addltiom to the usual problem the Government has with its 
own employees, due to their unreliability. 

I have spent much time describing all the obstacles mm 
the way of the auooess of the Government's polioy; a polioy 
intended to abolish the aoaparador and to help the peasant 
produoer. It is true that there are mamy abuses{ too many 
in faot. nevertheless there have been great improvements 
upon the previous situations; there are still aoaparadores in 
Chiapas, but not as many as there used to be, nor are the 
prloe differences as great as they were. A large number of 
peasants are probably better off than they were before the 
Government measures were introduced} many more would be better 
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off J0Mfll4p£4id not squander the money received, and If they 
were prepared to work harder. I do not believe that human 
beings are entirely moulded by oiroumstanoe8, and oan there- 
fore not agree with the many Mexicans and others who maintain 
that it is all the Government's fault, or the fault of the 
desperate conditions in which the peasants find themselves. 
The peasants are not hard working, and are not conscientious 
and tnis also contributes to the part failure of the Govern- 
ment* s measures. Considering the money, time and effort that 
has been put into the Government scheme of buying maise from 
the peasant at a guaranteed prloe, the results are poor. 
In absolute terms, there has doubtless been an improvement. 

There is an interesting problejMJhioh arises from the 
policy of buying up the harvea>T It ls\thist The Government 
has to spend a yery great\Jt4&L  of money, within a short period 
of time. It must^havexthe actual cash, the\bank notej 
pay the peasants. .^raLs money does not re-enter^the exchange 
system, for peasants do^^lkuse banks and^lendVto keep the 
money ln^frheir houses. Twrwvernment^herefore. has either 
to pptnt more bills, which mnftNMi inflation which Mexico la 

r Jng desperately to avoidjor^ means inability of the 
Government to pay the peasanta for shear laok of cash. I do 
not know how the problem is being taokled. 

lo<* \r\i 
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Oases in Connection with Borrowing Money from, and selling 
maize to the Loan Banks. Hot all from Ohiapilla. 

U 

0A3E I 

Carlos had bought maize en ooseoha and had also sown a certain 
amount on his own private land. He was not 'sooio del Banco* 
that is to say had not borrowed from the bank and was under the 
impression that not having borrowed money he could not sell to 
the Bank. As the Bank offered better prices than he could get 
on the free market he wished to sell to it. He therefore made 
the following deal with Luis. This man had borrowed money from 
the Bank and had an order to deliver his maize to the Bank. How- 
ever he had not yet harvested his own maize and therefore could 
not sen.,it. At the same time Luis needed 19000 urgently to pay 

He therefore agreed to take the maize of Carlos and sell 
it to the Bank iasteud -of„his own. 
a debt. _ 

r^his own. >Vith the money so obtained 
he paid his debt to the Bank (it deduots the amount owed in any 
case) and the money whio|i was left over he used to pay his own 
debt of $9000. As soon as Luis had harvested and sold his own 
maize (whioh he had to sell on the open market as he had already 
sold the maize of Carlos to the Bank instead of his own) he paid 
Gar108 the amount the bank had paid him for Carlos' maize. 
Carlos profited from the transaction beoause he sold his maize 
at a higher prloe than he would have obtained on the free market. 
Luis profited in that he was able to pay his debt for $9000 on 
money loaned fret of interest although it cost him the differ- 
ence between the amount paid for maize by the bank and the prloe 
on the free market. One oould say that this difference mas in 
fact the interest he paid. 

CASE II 

JOBS' had borrowed money from the Bank. He did not use this money 
to sow but used it to buy up 'ooseohaa'. When the inspeotor cane 
he showed him his fields but without telling him that all the land 
was rented out to Indians, so that the planted land whioh the in- 
speotor saw had not been planted by Joel as he claimed, nor was 
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the maize his. The Inspector estimated the amount that Jose" 
w%s likely to harvest, and therefore the amount the bank would 
tray from him. Jose* delivered that amount of maize to the Bank 
at harvest time; the males was not maize whioh he had grown 
but was maize whioh he had bought in ooseoha with the money 
loaned him by the bank in order to help him in his agricultural 
work. 

CASE III 

Pepe had bought maize both in kind and en ooseoha. In order to 
be able to sell all of the maize he had bought to the Oovt, he 
told his friend Tomas to get an order to deliver maize to the 
Almaoanes. Tomas had not planted all his land this year. Ao- 
oording to the amount of land Tomas had, he had the right to sell 
8 Toneladas of maize. Tomas only harvested three toneladas, two 
of whioh he wished to keep for his own consumption. Tomas went 
to get the *orden* to se&t and sold this 'orden' for $50 to Pepe. 
Using this •Orden? Pepe sold all the maize he had bought to the 
Oovt. at Oovt. price. Because of ths delicate situation in that 
year, Tomas oame to Chiapas with Pepe and at the latter's ex- 
pense in order to deliver the maize as his own) i.e. it appeared 
to the authorities that Tomas was selling his own crop. 

CASE IV 

Felipe wished to enter the bank as Sooio. That is to say he wished 
to borrow money. As security he gave his house. The bank sent 
along an Inspector who was shown a large house in good condition 
whioh was aooepted as security, the title deeds were handed 
over to the Bank and the loan granted. Felipe was unable to pay 
baok the loan sad when the Bank dooided to sell the house in or- 
der to realize the money, it was discovered that the title deeds 
were those of another house, a poor hut situated behind the largo 
house shown to ths Inspector. I do not know whether Hie inspec- 
tor was so stupid as to have boon taken in, or whether he was 
bribed. I prefer to believe the latter. In any oaee, nothing 
happened to the inspector, he oontinued in his job. 

OASE V 

V- 
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CASE 7 

The inspector was sent to look at the land of Alberto in order 
to estimate the harrett likely to be produoed. Alberto showed 
the Inspector around the two beet fields he had, and then 
showed him round his neighbour's rahoho, whioh toad a good orop 
on it. The inapeotor gave him an order for a large amount of 
maize. Alberto bought the maiae^ttrbm peasant produoers and 
sold it to the Qovt. with the *orden' given him by the Bank on 
the recommendation of the inapeotor. 

a <=r 
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TriBrWsaipilla 

I wish to glTt an account of all the stop* aa% Ejidatarlo   ' 
hae to tak* if he wants to aoll hla Balsa directly to th* OoT- 
ernaent at Its guaranteed prlea of $800 par tonalada. My chron- 
ological account of ths "vueltae" (tho rod taps procedure) will 
ho oonfuaing enough, hut a© whar* naar as auddlad aa ths Chlapill- 
taoo'o own ldaa of what ha Is doing. Ho has no ldaa of what la 
going on, or why all thaaa papsrs and doouaenta ara required of 
hla* 

In ordar that tho roadar should he lass oonfussd I will 
first give an aooount of tho organisation aat up by tho Federal 
Oovernaent to buy aaiss. 

Tho GoTsrawant undertakes to buy the whole aalss orop off 
any producer of aalse at a guaranteed prloe of 1800 per tonelada. 
It publishes this undertaking In the Rational and Looal Newapapere, 
In printed sheets pinned up In every Cabildo (town Hall), and 
other public places suoh as billiard rooas and oantiaaa (Pubs). 
It sponsors little talka to the peasants orer the wlrslsss la- 
atruoting hla in ths slaple prooedure he has to follow.' 

Ths Qovernnont haa set up an organisation whloh is respon- 
sible for buying and selling ths aalse. (Ths organisation buys 
and sells other baslo orope and aanufaotured artioles as wall, 
but I will deal with aalse only hare). Shis organisation la 
called OOMASOK^ Ooalolon Haolonal da 3ubsistenoia Fopalarea. The 
Fadaral Oovernaent In i s sanaal budget allooatee a certain sua 
to OOIASUPOto be sweat In the pmrohaae of aalse. This aoney ia 
paid Into the Banco Vaoloaal da Mexico, who ara the Bankera of 
COIASUPOi they handle all the aoaey. 

«hen 00IA8UP0 has bought the aalse,it is etorad ia OoTernaent 
storehouaee sat up for thia purpoae. Theee storehouses ara or- 
ganised independently aa a body with its own adalnlatratlon, sad 
its head offloco ia Mazioo. This organisation of storehouses ia 
oalled AHD3A, Alaaoanee da Depoelto faolonalea Sooledad Anonlaa. 

There ara thus three independent organisations, 00IA5UP0, 
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ANDSA, and the Banoo Haoionalde Mexico, working together in 
cooperation in the buying and selling of maize on behalf of 
the Government. 

In order to buy maize from the produoere who are scattered 
all over the country - all over the State of Chiapas as far as 
we are concerned here - C0NA5UP0 would need offices from which 
to buy; however it does not have its own offices; COHASUPO makes 
use of the existing organization of the Loan Banks. These Loan 
Banks were set up by the Federal Government in 1936. Their pur- 
pose is to finance the maize crop (among other things; they also 
finance cattle raising, ooffee, rice and other basic crops). 
The Loan Banks give cash loans to the producers of maise; they 
were set up to give these loans and to see they were re-paid 

anil at harvest time. This was is their purpose. 

The Loan Banks have, however, been given the additional 
JOB of buying the maise harvest from the produoere on behalf of 
COHASUPO. Put differently, CONASUFO buys throughthe Loan Banks. 

There are two Loan Banks. The Banoo Agrioola whioh gives 
loans t; independent produoere; that is to say to those who grow 
maise on privately-owned land (whether it be rented or their own 
land); the Banoo Ejidal whioh gives loans to all Ejidatarios; 
that is to say to those who grow maize on Ejido lands. When the 
Loan Banks were given the job of baying for COHASUPO this division 
was retained, so that the Banoo Agrioola buys maize for COHASUPO 
from all independent producers; and the Banco Ejidal buys maize 
for COHASUPO from all Ejidatarlos. 

I should make it clear, that the buying of maise was not am 
entirely new thing for the Loan Banks, for the following reason. 
Their job was to lend money and to see it was returned. As the) 
peasants defaulted a great deal (spending the money from the 
harvest on other things) the Banks adopted the policy (1954) of 
receiving maise in lieu of money in acquittal of the debt. The 
Banks would buy maise off the produoere, but Instead of giving 
the money for this maise to the peasant they would keep it in 
re-payment of the debt. The Banke used only to way •aoh amounts 
as would cover the debt, as this was all they were intereeted in. 
Zt was a email step from this, to buying the whole harvest* 
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The Banks now fcuy the peasant's maize in the name of CONA- 
3DP0. Before COHASUPO pays the peasant,the money he owes to 
the Loan Bank is deducted and paid to the Bank. 

v. 
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V. 

The two Loan Banks, the Banco Agrioola and the Banoo Ejidal 
are separate organisations with their own Budgets, their own 
Administrations and their own Head Offices in Mexico. 

Therefore there are five organisations involved in the Govern- 
ment's programs of buying maize from the producers. COHASUPO 
which is the buying agency; the Banoo Agrioola which buys on be- 
half of COHASUPOj and the Banco Ejidal which also buys on behalf 
of COHASUPO. 

I will not weary the reader here with the reasons for tliis 
cumbersome organisation. They are partly historical, the way the 
Federal Government changes policies and the piece-meal measures it 
took to effeot them; and partly the reason liss in an attempt to 
prevent malpractices in the purchase of the maize. It is impor- 
tant though, to emphasise the clumsiness of this set-uj, this 
'Condorolo' as it is called. It is inconvenient for the buyer, 
i.e. the Government, and for the seller, i.e. the maize produosr. 

From the point of view of the Government the paper work is 
stupendous. Let me give*one example whioh comes fromKAHDSA, the 
storehouse. The manager of each store house, apart from dealing 
with his main work of attending to the reception, the weighing 
and storing of the maize, has to send reports of all his trans- 
actions to ems own Head Offioe in Tuxtla (AHDSA is organised re- 
gionally) and a copy to the Head Offioe of the Organisation in 
Mexico City. In addition, he has to send weekly statistics concer- 
ning quality and quantity of maize received so that Head Offioe 
can estimate the total quantity of maise in its warehouses all 
over the country. In addition he has to keep three separate ao- 
oountsj one with the Banoo Ejidal as AHDSA reoelvea maise bought 
by this bank| one with the Banoo Agrioola ma AHDSA reoelves maise 
bought by this bank} one with the Banoo Haoional do Mexico who 
must know the amount of maise reoeived am it is the cashier that 
pays the produosr. This apart from the documentation given to 
the producer who delivers tme maise to the AHDSA storehouse. 

In order that the reader should be able to follow the Mtram- 
it es" the procedures imposed upon our Chiaplllteoo peasant in 
his attempt to sell maise to the Government, I will outline the 
duties of eaoh of these organisations who together form the 
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"Consoroio". 

AHDSA This organization was oreated in I960. Its aim is 
to set up storehouses within easy reach of the peasant producer. 
For the government's undertaking to buy the maize is an empty 
promise \pr the peasant in unable to carry his maize to the re- 
ception oentres. Efforts are being made to set up more and more 
of these storehouses so that delivery should be quick and easy. 
The duty of an ARDSi storehouse is 1. To reoeive the quantity 
bought by the Loan Banks; 2. So reoeive it from the producer} 
3* To reoeive it in the conditions laid down by OOHASUPO* 

1. AHDSA ensures that it reoeives the quantity which the 
bank bought by receiving maize only upon receipt of a slip from 
the Bank stating the amount bought and the name of the produoer. 
The producer upon delivery of the maize must have a copy of this 
slip. 

2. ANDSA ensures that it is receiving the maize from the 
produoer by requiring him to show his Bank Credenolal, an identity 
card with his photograph on it. The produoer himself should aooom- 
pany his maize delivery to convinoe the storehouse that it is not 
bought maize. 

3. ANDSA ensures that it reoeives the maize in thm required 
condition by taking a sample from eaoh consignment of maize and 
testing it in a laboratory they have for this purpose, the re- 
quirements concern the condition of the maize with respeot to hum- 
idity* cleanliness and peats. A minimum standard is required for 
acceptance and there is a discount for maize which falls below a 
certain prescribed standard. 

AHDSA then sends a report of the quantity of maize, sad of 
its oondililon, and of the produoer who delivered it, to thelenk 
which^ordered its storage. 

The further duty of the storehouse is to see that the melee 
reoeived is properly stored and fumigated against peats, and pro- 
tected from rats. It must send the maize to such plaoes ae are in- 
dicated in the Orders reoeived from their Head Office. 

\_ 
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Banco ftuolonal do Mexico. As bankers of CONASUPO their 

only job In theory is to receive and carry out instructions from 

their olient. As their client works through the two Loan Banks, 
the Banco Haoional receives instructions fro* these. It receives 

instructions from the two banks to pay a certain produoer a cer- 

tain sun of money for the amount of maize it haJbought off him. 

The Loan Banks* The heaviest burden falls upon the two Loan 

Banks. It is the duty of each bank to 1. Make sure that it is 

buying the maize from the produoer; 2. To make sure that the 

maize it buys was in fact produced by this produoer; 3. To buy 

from any produoer whether he has borrowed money from the Bank or 

not. (Prom the Bank's own point of view it is only interested in 

buying maize from its debtors). 

These are the duties of the Loan Banks with respeot to the 

maize buying "Consorclo". I deal with its duties as a Loan in- 

stitution elsewhere. 

1. The Loan bank makes sure that it is buying the maizt 

from the produoer b$ checking whether he is an Ejidatario in the 

case of the Ejldo Bank, and by inspecting his land and the title 

deeds to the land, or a contract for tenting the land, in the oaee 

of the Banco Agrioola. 

2. The Loan Bank makes sure that the maize it is buying has 

in faot been grown by the produoer by sending out inspectors in- 

to the fields to inepeot the corn. 

3. It makes sure that it is buying the males from any pro- 

duoer whether he be a debtor of the bank or not by allocating 

separate funds to buy from non-debtors. 

Again the paper work is tremendous, both with ARDSA and the 

Banco Waoional de Mexico, apart from that oonneoted with the pro- 

duoer, the olient of the Bank*. 

OOHASUFO. I do not know exactly how CONASUPO funotiona ex- 

cept that its work consists entirely of paper transactions. It 

is the actual buyer and the Banoo Naoional de Mexico is its banker, 

with the two Loam Banks as its intermediariee. 
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I will now give an account of the steps which havjl to be 

taken by a Chiapillteoe? in the winter of 1961 if he wanted to 

sell hie maize to the Ooverament. From his point of view he 

sells to the Loan Bank and knows nothing of the existence of 

C0NA3UF0. 

1. He oust make a journey to Tuxtla to register at the Bank 

as a producer of maiza. I will take the case of a peasant pro- 

ducer who is an Ejidatario as t: is is by far the most common in 

Chiapilla. The Banco Ejidal has only one office which oovers the 

whole region from Oomitan to Tuxtla, thus including San Cristobal, 

Zinaoantan, Ooosingo, Venuetiana Carranza and all other towns in 

this region. Chiapilla is fortunate in being comparatively near. 

In order to identify himself as an Ejidatarlo a man may give 

proof that he is a debtor of the bank; that the Bank has loaned 

him money. He does this by producing an identity oard the Bank 

issued to him upon giving him the lean. This is sufficient proof 

because the Bank checks his claim to being an Ejidatarlo before it 

will lend him money. 

If he is not a debtor of the Bank then he must produce a let- 

ter from the Presidents of his Uunioipio staging that he is an 

Ejidatarlo and this is then checked through the EJido Head Offioe 

in Tuxtla. 

Once the man has proved that he is Ejidatario and thus a pro- 

ducer, he must supply three passport photographs, one of which is 

used to issue him an identity oard. He is very luoky if he has 

finished registering in one day. This is partly dus to the faot 

that all the peasants arrive at the very last moment to regieter 

when the Bank was open to reoeive registrations for three months 

prior to the harvest, (this is the Bank's complaint). If the man 

gives a small "ayudita" he will be through in an hour. Some peo- 

ple say that the bank employees delay purposely in order to re- 

oeive this mordida. 

For the Ejldatario there is no great problem about the amount 

he will be permitted to ssll to the Bank, the maximum amount of 

land an EJidaterio is permitted in this are* is known to the 
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authorities, as ia the average yield for euoh land. In order to 
avoid the impossible task of inspecting the land of every Ejida- 
torio the Bank simply registers the producer with the maximum 
amount it Is estimated that he oan harvest, the assumption toeing 
(wrongly) that he will have sown this amount. 

In the case of the Banoo Agrioola the matter ia more compli- 
cated and inspectors are sent out to oneok on the amount sown 
and the estimated harvest. (See Suooess and Failure of Oov*t. 
Policy) 

2. When the Ejidatario has harvested his maize and is ready 
to deliver it, he makes another journey to the Bank to receive 
an order to deliver the amount he wishes to. Host peasants do 
not aell their harvest at one time; they need the money too ur- 
gently, and sell it in dribs and drabs as they harvest it. With 
this ordsr he goes to the AKDSA storehouse who issue him with the 
number of sacks he mill require for the amount of maize he is to 
deliver. The Government has made it a rule that all maize is to 
be delivered ia new saoks. The producer may buy his own sacks in- 
dependently, but am the Government orders them by the millions, 
and keeps a stock at eaoh ANDSA storehouse, the produoer as a rule 
buys his saoks there. e*g» ef absence ef nordidm jfche produoer is 
required to leave a deposit on eaoh saok before he may take it 
away. This is a reasonable precaution on the part of the Gov- 
ernment! doubtless without this deposit many more would make off 
with the saoks than the;oaee at present. On the other hand the 
Bjldatarlo often ham not the ready money to pay for this deposit* 
He must therefore borrow it at a high interest rate, or it may 
be one of the reasons for not selling his maize to the Bank. 

3. The peasant returns to Chiapllla with him saoks sad fills 
them with him maise. His next problem is how to transport him 
maize to the ANDSA storehouse. Last year the neares^wae ia Ohiapa 
The lorriee charged mppx. $80 Hex. pear Tonelada from Chiapilla to 
Ohiapa and there was aa additional road tax (for the improvements 
of roads ia Ohiapmd of $20 for every tonelada. If he is lucky 
the owner-driver mill agree to wait for the payment until the pro- 
ducer has received his money from the Bank. Another difficulty 
is to find a lorry willing to carry the one or two toneladas the 
produoer wishes to send to Ohiapa. It is rare that a peasant 
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producer, an Ejidatario, sends all his harvest at one time. The 
lorry driver on the other hand does not want the bother of 
hawking around the village until he oan find enough men with two 
toniUtfb send to Chiapa, to fill his lorry. The normal capaoity 
is six tone. He is far better pleased if a man comes to hia and 
books the whole lorry for one journey. 

4. The producer is obliged to aoeonpany his maize to the 
ANDSA storehouse. There he is asked to present his identity 
oard to make sure it is the produoer who is selling his own maise. 
If a man sends severa^Lorry loads, or has his maise sent with 
two or three different lorries than he is not obliged to oome him- 
self every time. This is a concession of AHDSA. I do not know if 
a mordida is required/tne torry" driver makes no charge for the 
produoer journeying with his maise; but all the other journeys he 
has to make to Tuxtla cost him $16 Hex. per round trip. And 
Chiapilla is comparatively near! 

This year the lorries had at times to wait for three days 
in a queue outside the storehouse before they could unload; so. 
the produoer aooompeaying his maise had to pay for food and lod- 
gings (often they slept on the lorries). Naturally if the employ- 
ees of the storehouse reoelve a small mordida the long wait oan 
be avoided. There was another Ingenious method. The lorry dri- 
vers would set out from Chiapilla at night with a load of maise. 
They would unload at a little houue opposite the ANDSA store- 
house and return to Chiapilla at night to fetoh a second and third 
load. Early In the morning they would take their place la tat 
queue of lorries, Xhen their turn bad come they did not have to 
return to Chiapilla to fetoh the next load but would drive aoross 
the road sad re-load with the maise they had left the night he- 
fore and eo rejoin the queue immediately. In this way they might 
menage to deliver two loads In a day Instead of one. 

In fairness I wish to point out that the one to three days wait 
which *4» normal last year was an improvement upon the previous 
year. This long delay naturally lnoreases the freight charge be- 
cause the lorries have a smaller turn-over* 
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5. When the maize enters the storehouse it is first weighed 

and then samples are taken from each consignment to be tested in 

the laboratory. The Government, in its attempt to improve the 

quality of the maize makes a reduction for any plague found in 

the maize, for excess humidity, for impurities in the maize, etc. 

Again a mordidita lE»h the laboratory assistant miraculously re- 

duoes the impurities he finds, and the producer may inoreaee the 

prioe for his maise by as much as $100 Hex. per tonelada. 

6. The storehouse gives the produoer a copy of the slip it 

sends to the Bank. This states the number of toneladas delivered 

and tue Impurities found together with the reductions in prioe 

for such impurities, ffith this slip he goes to the Loan Bank. 

The time the produoer has to wait for this slip varies with the 

work the storehouse office and the laboratory attendant have. 

7. Upon arrival at the Loan Bank he should be given a cheque 

to present to the Banco Hacional de Mexioo where he would reoeive 

his money. Last year there were several reasons given for the 

inability of the Bank to issue this Cheque. They had either not 

yet received the copy of the slip direct from the storehouse or 

they claimed to have no money with which to pay (that is to say 

COHASUPO had sent no money of t e Banco Hacional). The produoer 

had the option of waiting around in Tuxtla, an expensive business, 

or of returning to Chiapllla and trying another day, also expen- 

sive in terms of fares. If he did this he would lose his turn in 

the queue for receiving his cheque. 

The ANDSA storehouse employees claim that the Bank purpose- 

ly delays in order to extraot a mordidai the Bank Officials olaim 

that the Government does not supply them with sufficient money sad 

thatthey find it hard to cope with the rush which overwhelmes them. 

It is bad enough that each produoer must go to the Bank personally 

(in order to prevent the traders selling the maise), but this is 

aggravated by the fact that many producers collect their money 

in dribs and drabs, as they deliver their maise. 

8. When our Chiapilltemo finally reoeives the cheque he has 

to go to the Banco Naoional de Mexioo and go through the tedious 

prooedure of oashing acheque. 
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This whole procedure would he tedious and exasperating to 
one used to red tape and olty flays. So a peasant it is worse, it 
bewilders, confuses and frightens him. It involves him in a great 
deal of waiting around. This in itself would not matter, for tisae 
is not money in Chiapilla. But it does cost him money to he wait- 
ing in Xuxtla and to he travelling to and fro. 

Besides he needs his money most urgently as he is chronically 
short of it and in debt; he just cannot wmit for it to arrive, 
furthermore he is required to spend a certain amount of money in 
advanoei the deposit for the sacksf the journeys to Tuxtla; and if 
he is unfortunate the freight for his maize. l 

It is not surprising that he prefers to sell his maize to a 
trader at a substantially lower price, to the trader who pays 
cash down. 
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vt>* The Mordida -Uthin the Bureaureoraoy 

I have given an aooount of the Government'B policy concer- 
ning maize and its attempts to carry out this policy. As I toUf 

iWJU^ said at the beginning of the section, one of the difficulties \fl\a 
it has to contend with is its own employees; the very people 
who are to effect the policy. The trouble is the Mordida,} 
the fovernment's employees are corruptible;from the highest 
to the lowest they are open to bribery. 

Both these words are heavily value loaded, and it is un- 
fortunate that we have no neutral work*, whioh can convey the 
meaning. The Spanish wort! "mordida'' does not carry the same 
disaprobation. It is only beginning to acquire it from those 
Mexicans who have received their education in the U.S.A. or in 
Europe. 

The custom of the mordida is so universal in Mexico, that 
it is important to examine it rather than to condemn it. The 
word is used in a great variety of oases, and a proper discus- 
sion of the mordida should take into aooount at least one example 
of each type of case, from the sum given to the tax collector 
to reduce the amount of taxes to be paid, to the.tip given to 

ermit one to use the bffferoom reserved the Hotel >rter to permit one to use the bttfhroom reserved for 
A*\*-T.. km  1M m% m n^gmy mi.ua. Here I ahalldeal 

only with oases in whioh money is given to a Government employee, 
whatever his rank. & shall also omit the large eoale aordidas 
and appropriations of the political leaders "jefee politiooa", 
such as the large finoae of Oardenae, who was the great distri- 
butor of land at the expense of the finoaet or the fabulous 
wealth with whioh Aleman loft the Presidency** . 

The mordida la a sum of money or a gift whioh is given so that 
an employee of the Bureeurooraoy should take some aotion de- 
eired by the donor. The offioial nay be required to do something 
against the law, or ho may be required to oarry out -the law.- The 
donor may require something illegal to be dona in his favour, or 
something legal. An example of the first would bo that of the 
lnspeotor from the Loan lank who waa given a mordida by the farmer. 4| 
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The Inspeotor was sent to estimate the haavest from the far- 

mer's fields; 4lth the mordida he would report n  lnrger guan- 

Uty tl ban that,. In fields; the advantage the farmer gained 

was that he oould sell more maize to the Qfovernment at a high 

price than he was entitled to. C&—• OOv't. Pnlioy on Mala»)-» 

An example of the second, would he the Ejidatario who pays the 

Bank employee a mordida so that the Bank should buy his malac. 

With this mordida the Ejidatario merely achieves that which 

was his right in any oase. 

The authority of an offioial Is derived directly from the 

fact that the Government ultimately has the effective power to 

enforce its laws. The mordida is possible beoause an offioial 

disposes of a part of this power of the Government. He dis- 

poses of sufficient power to enforce that area of the law whloh 

comes within his control. The area may be small or large, but 

always has its limits where it borders onto another official's 

area - an offioial who is squally endowed with a certain amount 

of power. Thus whatever his powers may be, they are always 

limited. It is beoause of this limit that he needs the support 

and co-operation of other offloiala. Shis is the reason for the 

importance of "amistadee" in the mordida system. 

An offioial rarely gives a mordida to another offioial; 

after all, they are both selling the same good; an offioial las 

a certain amount of power and the mordida is a payment to use 

this power in^he way required by the payer. Therefore between 

offloiala, the one kind of au^noarifty i» exohanged for another. 
Z doee his friend 1 a "favour", sad his friend 1 is thus ob- 

liged to do X a "favtur" when he needs it. A "favour" is pat- 

ting at the disposal of his friend X sons of his own power; 

that is to say as uses his power for the benefit of his friend X. 

this practice is too oore of the institution of "amistadee". 

The word meane "good oomneotions", or "influence". The system 

of the mordida is impossible without "amistadee"; too two are 

complimentary. 

Sao offioial who, as I said, mas a limited powor thus en- 

larges his field of influenoe, by exchanging the use of son* 

of his power with other officials. lot only is this to his 
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advantage, but if he did not do it, life would soon become im- 

possible; for hi« #*a power is limited, and at the frontiers 

of his area are other small kingdoms of power - other officials. 

He oannot afford to be on bad terms with them, for if he is, 

he cannot even oarry out the normal duties required of him. 

If then, he wishes to increase his powers by the mordida, it is 

essential for him to be on good terms with other Government of- 

ficials. It is for this reason that "amlstades" the swopping 

of favours between Government officials must be complementary 

to the mordidaii This institution of amlstades is positively 

sanctioned in the rewards it offers, rewards of greater in- 

fluence and thus larger mordidas. It is sanctioned negatively 

by obstruction and difficulties from his fellow officials if 

he refuses favours. 

Th& institution of "amistades", like the institution of the 

'mordida' stretohes far beyond the Government beaurooraoy. Both 

are universal throughout Mexioan life. I hurts)li'lvd to show their 

logio within the beaurooratio system and shall owtinuo by show- 

ing the inevitability of their existence because of all the san- 

ctions supporting them. But a real understanding of 'amistades', 

of the 'mordida' and of 'ooneooiones por parentesoo' (whioh be- 

longs together with the other two) will not be gained from a 

mere demonstration of the consistency of the system, whether 

it be within the Beaurooraoy or within the whole country. The 

existinoe of all three makes sense once we are dear about a 

fundamental difference between the Mexioan way of thinking and 

the European tradition, the Idea of 'principles', of doing some- 

thing 'on principle' is completely foreign to the Mexioan. Re 

always thinks of a particular lnetanoe, of a given case; he does 

not think abstractly. 

Let me make myself dear. A Mexioan is oertalnly able to 

think abstractly and does so frequently, but not when it comes 

to an aotlon in reejhlfe. that Is to say, the abstract remains 

in the abstraot and never is to be brought down to the reals of 

aetlon. It would be ditfiodt^tb oonvlnoe a Mexioan^for examplej 

that It was right to commit an injuatioe In order to preserve 

the prinolple of the Inviolability of the law. Or that a known 

murderer should go free In order to preserve the prinolple of 
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bail in given circumstances.  (That he should be let free be- 

cause he was a good fellow at heart, or because he was drunk 

at the time would make sense to the Mexican). 

An acquaintance of mine told the following story. He was 

awakened one night by two friends of his. They oame to ask 

his helpi they had in a fit of drunkeness killed a man, and now 

asked my acquaintance X, to drive them with hie oar to a rela- 

tive's rancho, where they would be safe from the police. X said 

that as they were his friends, and even more because their 

father was his friend* and had done him many favours, he did 

not hesitate to comply. I pressed him for his reasons. What 

about the innooent man unjustly murdered through the two men's 

oarelessness? //hat about the exeoution of Justice? As an ed- 

ucated thinking man, I told him, what could he expect of others 

if he helped murderers to escape? X replied that he could not 

very well have refused the men beoause they were his friends . 
and their father was too. The most he oould have done was to 

pretend that his oar was out of order and hide them in his 

house. But as this would mean having to feed them and to buy 

food would attract the suspicion of the village shopkeeper who 

knew he was living alone with his son. So he, X, would put him- 

self in greater danger if he kept the two men in his house. "But 

your safety isn't the point", I burst out in exasperation, "the 

point is that although they were your friends they had committed 

a murder". "But if I had put them in the oar, and had driven 

towards the town rather than towards the ranoho of their rela- 

tive, they would have surely killed me and driven the oar to the 

ranch themselves", he replied at a loss. I was quite unable 

to make him see the point I was getting at. He oould not ••• 

that there wae a dllemna between friendship and doing one's 

Dutyi to him there wae no suoh problem. 

Similarly in the oaae of the consul who did not grant the 

visa to Gtuatemala (See Below). She Mexloan's argument was "But 

he would have been doing no one any harm) it wasn't as though 

anyone would suffer or be worse off as a result of his granting 

the visa| on the contrary I would be better off, and might even 

have returned an ardent friend and admirer of the Republio of 

Guatemala". I oould not make him see, that the regulation beln? 
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what it was, the Consul had been in the right; furthermore 

that there was a value in keeping to the regulations without 

considering his own particular case. 

An appeal to the value of a rule in the abstract is quite 

meaningless to a Mexican. He will always counter with the par- 

ticular instanoe at hand, with the special oiroumstanoes of 

the case.        - r\ A ,   • 

Octayio Paz puts his finger on if'when he writes "Y aqul 

oonviene deoir que uno de los raagos mds saludables de la Bevo- 

luoio'n mexieana   es la ausenoia de terror organisado. 

Nuestra faltaNde ' ideologiaVnos ha preservado de oaer en/esa 

tortuosa oaoerik humana .en que se ha oonyertido el ej< 

de la 'virtud' poj>£t^oa en otras parteB. Henoa teni&o', si, 

violenoias popular^fsv cierta extravaganoia en la represfon, 

caprioho, arsitrarieda&t brutalidad, 'mano dureXXe algunos 

generales, 'Humor negro"'\iero aun en sus peores mbmentoe todo 

fu< humane^ es deoir, sujatq a la paslon. a las olrounetanoiaa 

y aun ax asar y a la fantasfa\ Hada ads lfjano de la arrdes sleja 

Siitic del ssplritu de slstema y su moral siloglstioa y poliofaoa." 

I have said that the offioial depends upon his fellow of- 

ficials, his equals. He is even more dependent upon his isup- 

eriors. This is so because they can dismiss him and he thus 

looses his job with the benefits it carried. Upon his sup- 

erior also depends the amount of power he is given and thus the 

amount of mordida he can oommand. A man's superior in the beau- 

rooraoy is even more vital to him than his fellow officials, for 

he comee within his (superior's) area of power. 

A man's inferiors are also Important to him, as they see to 

the smooth running of the office. They work for him and he is\ 

dependent upon their work, sad upon their oomplloityi it is they, 

who carry out his orders, and although they nay mot know the pro- ^ 

oise amount of the mordida he has received, they know by the or- 

ders they are given, whether he haa reoelved one or not. ~ 
V 

The 

inferiors of an offioial work well for him and are oontent if 

overlooks minor iregularitiee - if he permits them to receive \ 
for himself 

suoh mordidms am come their way sad doom not olaim them* orTT^ *j 

y. 
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he divides up equally certain larger amounts which enter the 

offioe; if he is generous in giving a day off &h the oooasional 

fiesta, if he overlooks late arrivals or early leaving of the 

offioe; if he is not too meticulous over pleas of illness or 

headaches. These are not hard things to grant in view of the 

returns tae superior can expect. 
3 />AC£ 

Within the beaurooratio system 'amistad' and good relations 

are thus essential. Live and let live is important. The System 

does not require a man to aooept the mordida. It can well tol- 

erate an offioial who refuses any mordida. It cannot tolerate 

an offioial who prevents others from accepting a mordida. It 

oan tolerate the offioial who works hard and oonsoiensoiously 

who arrives punctually, eto.j it cannot tolerate the offioial 

who enforces these qualities in others. 

Thus, within the Beaurooraoy, the 'model' official, the man 

who is aoourate, punotual, correot, and will not take mordidas 

oan exist, and oan be tolerated; but he is not regarded in any 

way.He must comply with the rules of 'amistad'; he must 'oblige' 

his fellow officials even though he does not ask favours In 

return. There is no reward for his behaviour^ hi. la not even 

praised or admired. On the other hand, he who*receives the 

mordida must comply with the same rules of 'amistad', hut they 

carry their reward. His possibility of receiving mordida is 

Increased, his possibility for 'arreglar las oomas', for 'getting 

things done', is Increased. 

The mordida is not only sanctioned from within the Beau- 

rooraoy but from those outside as well; from those who pay the 

mordida. The only ooaplaints from the publlo about the mordida 

they have to pay, Is that they have to pay too much; that the 

charge has bean exoeesive (as Dr. P.R. points out In his essay 

The structural position of ladlnos). These oomplalnts take the 

font of grumbles among the payers, sad also of oomplalnts to the 

superiors. 

I have not heard of, nor witnessed a case in whloh such oom- 

plaints were the, only cause for the dismiesal of a fovermneat 

offioial. By this I mean to say, that if am offioial Is dismissed 

beoauee of aoousatione of having reoeived mordida! then this has 

only soon the spark, the welcome exouse for dismissal. The 
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in question nay have been foolish enough to be on bad terms with 

his superior; or his superior wants to put his own man into the 

post; or hi8 superior has had pressure put on him to make an 

example of someone in order to demonstrate the honourability of 

the Beaurocraoy. 

Thus, if an official is dismissed on the grounds of aooep- 

ting a mordida, it is always for some otherireason thafe the mere 

faot of having aooepted the money. It may be personal ranoour, 

it may be political expediency, or it may be the faot that com- 

plaints have caused trouble - and if there is one thing a sup- 

erior demands of his inferiors in the beaurooracy, It is that 

things should run smoothly, never mind how, as long as there is 

not trouble, no scandal. 

If an offioial is accused of aooepting mordidas and there 

is no suoh hidden reason for dismissing him, then his superior 

will claim that the accusations are false. One offioial I know 

is quite notorious and dsmssg for drinking, gambling, keeping 

a querida in addition to his wife, and doing all sorts of things 

quite impossible on his income. Talking to ma, his superior 

said that people had oome to him accusing this offioial of ac- 

cepting mordidas, but that he had been unable to discover any 

proof of this; it was true the superior admitted, that he drank 

a great deal, and also gambled} but that was not proof of his 

aooepting mordida, was it! 

An official who does not accept any mordidas is not popular 

with the community in which he works, "lo es buena gents"} 

"no es eervioial"} "no save haoer un favor"} "no qulere busosr 

una manlera (ses below) de arreglar las oosas"} In addition he 
p <ru*-< 

is considered to be plain stupid} "no aproveoha, es tan smrtl 

ahorlta quo ouando entr6" Is the ooasisnt. that an offioial should 

bo stupid and not profit from his position, Is his own affair, 

but that he should be unwilling to grant favours and to aooept 

a mordida In return is more serious to ths prospective mordida 

payer. 

A man knows that if hs wants to deliver malse to ths tovern- 

ment storehouse} If he wants to get a driving lltsnfSf if he wants 

to go to law; if he wants to do anything which involves him with 

a government department or with any offioial *rooeduref it will 
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be a long and tedious business. But he also knows that if he 

wants to, he oan settle his business quiokly by giving a nor- 

dida.  It is a matter of ohoicej is his affair important enough 

to him to pay for it to be arranged speedily or has he the time 

and patience to go through all the formalities and all the wait- 

ing? It is an economic choice, like any consumer preference. 

The economist aakst does the consumer prefer to buy so many 

eggs or suoh a quantity of tomatoes or does he prefer not spend 

his money but to save it? Similarly, the Mexioanfohoesss between 

having his business with the Government Offioe settled speedily 

and to his satisfaction, or risking a delay and the final out- 

come. Since it is an eoonomio ohoioe, those with plenty of 

money are at an advantage as indeed they are on so many other 
occasions in life. 

To the European, the immorality of the mordida, the bribe, 

lies in the fact that he does not consider that the Government's 

services should be a purchasable good. That is to say, it should 

not be purchasable by individuals for their own purposes. In 

general, through the medium of taxes, the Government(s serviies 

are of course, paid for; but having been paid for once, its ser- 

vices should be distributed equably and impartially among the 

population. It is rather like the National Health Servioe, where 

every member of the community contributes the amount he is able to, 

according to his income, and the doctors are supposed to attend 

equally to everyone. Similarly the Government officials are paid 

jointly by the oommunity and are supposed to attend equally to 

every member of the oommunity. However this is not alii la Bur- 

ope wo have attaohed a moral evaluation to this manner of doing 

things. Thus we consider it morally good and desirable for the 

Government and its offioials to attend to eaoh member of the oom- 

munity equally, and morally undesirable, i.e. imorral, for there 

to be preferenoee, or for money to bo paid in order to gain pre- 

ferential treatment. The matter has boom moved out of the 

sphere of simple eoonomios as the buying and selling of other 

services, suoh as the dentist, the lawyer, eto. 

In Mexioo, or at any rate in Chiapas, this io not so. Al- 

though a •ovemment official will give his sorvtoes free, special 

attention and offioient servioe are an eoonomio good, to bo 
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bought and sold like any other servloe. If then, there comes 
an offioial who refuses to sell this commodity,onoe a man has 
made the deoieion to buy it, onoe he has made the decision 
that the service he requires is worth the money, i.e. the mor- 
dida, it is a serious matter. The ohoioe has been taken from 
him. He oaxmot command a service he has been used to command. 
The Government official now really beoomes an authority who 
seems to dispose of affairs as he wishes without being amenable 
to "reason"• 

Therefore Government officials who refuse to aooept mordidas 
are not popular with the publio and rarely last for long. 

The individual man who is determined to be a model offioial - 
who carries out his duty striotly, impartially and oorrectly, 
has no advantage, no reward and no compensation. On the con- 
trary, within his offioe in the beaurooraoy he is tolerated but 
not admired; he sees the other officials around him receiving.^ 
good money with which to buy a oar, a nioe house, a wirelessn\ to 
educate their children, etc., while he himself remains poor on 
the pittance he reoeives. 

The public he serves is positively against him for his re- 
fusal to accept mordidas and do favours. He looses friends In 
the town and it is important to ftemember that moJe~of the gov- 
ernment officials work and live in a small towni suoh an offioial 
cannot ohoose friends who have no contaot with him in the oourse 
of his duties. In a small town the people he serves in his offloe, 
are the same he must have as his friends in private life} and 
his wife and ohildren are also dependent upon the same P$dple 
for their friends, tfhat motive is there for a man to 
resist the many advantages which the aooeptanoe of the mordida 
offer to him? not to mention the aotual advantage of the ad- 
ditional income? 

v. 
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Attitudes towards the Mordlda 

Everybody In Mexioo knows that the mordida exists. Every- 

one will admit openly that it exists, and aot xn accordance 

with this fact. Hot everyone deplores its existenoe. The 

idea and the ideal of the incorruptible official comes to Mexloo 

from Europe, (via the States at times). As so many of the Ideals 

imported from Europe, it has no relation to Mexican reality, and 

those who try to connect the two - the ideal of an incorruptible 

beaurocraoy and the reality of the custom and tradition of the 

mordida, have a very hard tis-e. The only people I have net, 

who really believe that the mordida is morally bad are thoae 

who have spent a oertain period in the States - usually their 

University years. These men return to Mexico with a great hatred 

of the States and a great admiration for Europe; they have com- 

pletely absorbed European and U.S.A. values; these have become 

their own values. 

As these men are the best trained men that Mexico has, they 

enter the Government Service in one branoh or another and enjoy 
comparatively high positions for their age and experience. The 

mere fact that they are highly trained is not the only reason 

for their positions. Is is expensive to send a son to study 

abroad; the man who doeB so must have much money. Any man who 

has such money naturally has influence as well. These foreign* 

trained Mexicans therefore have influential fathers. They mostly 

belong to the governing olase; their fathers were generals and 
officials before them) i-oK/vOt^ &*i  J«^» C,J~<J»J ^>b . 

Theee men, who nave absorbed the European idea that a 

beaurooraoy must be run with incorruptible offioials, and more 

serious, t^at it is morally wrong to aooept bribes, find them- 

selves as Heads of Government Departments within a eyeten whlem 

depends upon the mordida; and they are caught in the system. 

As X have explained, within the Beaurooraoy perfect honourability 

is tolerated, but the system doss not permit the abolishment of 

the mordida as praotlosd by others. Those outsids the Beaurooraoy, 

that is to say the people whom the Beaurooraoy is supposed to 

serve, will not tolerate the abolition of the mordida either. Am 
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official who refuses to do favours is ousted. Thus, these men 

are caught within the system.  They cannot reform it, as they 

would be thrown out-, they cannot get out of the Beaurooraoy be- 

cause there is little opportunity for them elsewhere. (There 

are few large-ecale industries where they could serve as Ad- 

ministrators). They have to conform, and with a bad conscience} 

these men are in a genuine dilemna. They love Mexico fanatioally, 

they see the corruption of its Bureauoracy, of their very own 

Departments} a corruption they consider to be morally wrong and 

bad for their oountry. They find themselves in this bureauroo- 

raoy having to go along with it} they are lucky if they have a 

private inoome and are not forced to aooept mordidas themselves1 

There is another class of persona, generally in lower 

administrative positions, who have heard of the ideal of in- 

corruptibility, and realize its implications. They are not as 

troubled by the mordida as are those I have Just described; 

they aooept the mordida as a necessity of life and their prob- 

lem is only that of reconciling an ideal with a very different 

reality. For these people,the%isal is in a sphere quite separ- 

ate and apart from real life (SoJg&ilaWuniTMV Between.Jjeg and 

tfoaeg), and the only difficulty is to oonstruot a bridge be- 

tween the two. It is quite different frsm the dilemna of the 

first type I have described. For these ,have ohonged their values 

and the ideal has become a matter of moralityl these Mexioans 

struggle with the same difficulty JIB do the Europeans whose 

values they have adopted - that is to say, of making the ideal 

the reality, and of looking upon the issue aa a moral one. 

The seoond olasa of persons oops with the dlfferenee between 

the ideal of incorruptibility sad the reality of the mordida la 

two ways. Thsy may shrug thsir shoulders and admit how wrong 

and unfair the mordida Is - but waat can one do about it, that's 

how things are. Or they make use of an argument whioh was stated 

most dearly by the Judge of Ocoaingo (See Or. Pitt Rivers The 

Structural position of the ladlnos). 

this Judge said that hs administered perfect Justice, with- 

out fear or favour, without consideration of mordidas. However, 

he thought it natural that in return for his excellent Justioe 
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which lie so ooncientioualy administered, the interested party 

should give him some gift in acknowledgement of servioes re- 

ceived. It would be unoourteous to refuse such a gift. I have 

heard the identioal argument from a lower grade official in the 

Agricultural Department in charge of Ejido Affairs. He told 

me that mordidaa were not accepted by any of the Staff, and would 

not be tolerated! that is to say no official would 1st it be 

known that he would do a thing only on condition that he were 

given a mordlda. However, if the grateful ejldatarlo would 

offer a gift In appreciation of the official's decision, then 

it would not be refused. 

The argument rests on the distinction between the mordida 

and the agradeoimiento, the bribe and the gift given in apprec- 

iation of some kindness received. There is no doubt that euoh 

a distinction exists, but the line between the two is hard to 

draw. There have been several English Court oases on precisely 

this point. The difficulty arises because the two cannot be 

distinguished by the aotion itself) the difference lies in the 

motives and intentions of the donor and the reoipient. 

To a European like myself, it is difficult to believe that 

a sum received by a Kexioan Official can indeed bf, an "agradeo- 

imiento ". It is difficult because it occurs in situations where 

"mordidas" are customary, and because it seems odd to give a 

gift of thanks to an Offloial who is merely performing his duty 

for which he is being paid anyhow. However, the very fact that 

a oertain class of officials insist on the distinction, shows 

that for them there is seme morality involve*. 

This is different from the third clams of persons, and they 

are by far the majority of Ohiapaneoos, mho consider the mordida 

to be a normal, natural and neoessarv thing. All peasants, 

tradere, store keepers, lorry drivers I have mot, mke this view. 

Again and again I have boon told "ooao no va a oor dlferente si 

vengo oon mi paguita". "Quo va haoer (the offioial) si vengo oon 

los brasos orusadosM (moaning without money)• The peasants of 

Ohiapilla ooneider the mordida a right of the offioial, "Beta bien 

Hue so le da su mordidita". As Dr. P.B. pointed out tm-hlm^pajmr, 

v. 
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they differentiate-little between—the-amount an orfielal col- 

lects on the government's behalf and the amountrhe-collaotfl /  ,;j   'i 
for-himself. -£mcrt they do know there is a difference hewever, «A 

',\j  is ehown by the faot that they use the word 'mordlda' for pay- 

ments whloh go Into the official's pooket. The word is used to 

differentiate the amount given to the official for a personal 

favour to be performed, and the amount the official has to hand 

over to the Government. The important difference between this 

•lass of persons, and the other two I have mentioned, la that they 

attach no moral stigma whatever to the giving or receiving of 

mordidas. 

Some of the lower olaas city people have heard of the idea 

that the mordlda is wrong. Taxi drivers, some lorry drivers and 

small store keepers are examples. In conversation they will say 

that the mordlda is a disgrace) but they are not deeply oonvinoe* 

of this. It is more a manner of speaking, and a few moments la- 

ter they will refer to an inoident in which the mordlda was given, 

in the most natural manner, without any indignation. 

Most of the higher Government officials and big business mem 

in Chiapas also belong to this class of persons who consider the 

mordlda as a normal part of life, without any particular moral 

significance. They are men of the world, they grew up during the 

Revolution and have managed to retain or regain a good post de- 

spite all the revolutionary upheavals. They have to be tough 

to have survived| but they also have to be polished in their 

manners to survive, for manners are highly valued in Mexico, 

these man have not been educated in the States as their sons 

have, although many of them have visited It as grown men, when 

their oharaoter was already fully formed. They know that goad 

manners require that one doee not speak openly of the mordlda, 

as do the ignorant peasants. To them it is a matter of "eduoaolon" 

(being well brought up), to depredate the mordlda and to refer 

to it in a delioate and round-about way. Those with whom they 

deal appreciate such good breeding, but both parties know that 

the mordlda is one of the faots, one of the realities of lifs, 

and suoh faots are accepted as inevitable and to be dealt with. 

There is no moral judgement oonoernlng them. 

v. 
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To sun up:  I find three types of attitude towards the 

mordida. The great majority aooept it as part of the pattern 

of life and attach no moral disapprobation to it. 'dose who 

hold this view include both the upper and the lower strata of 

society; the leaders and governors of the socimty, as well as 

the poor and humble. 

She seoond type of attitude I have found among a number 

of middle class persons, an increasing number, I believe. 

Basically they accept the mordida as neoessary but they have to 

explain its existanoe. They have to explain it because they 

know that Ideally it should not exist, and they have sufficient 

education to strain for a oohersnt view of the world, one in 

which ideal and reality are reconciled in some way. 

The third type of attitude is held by few men, but these men 

are influential in virtue of the positions they hold, of their 

family connections,and because they are still young and energetic, 

with hopes of ohanging the world. For these reasons hthis group 

has pore influence then their small number would lead one to be- 

^£W«. they have the European attitude considering the mordida 

as 'bribery', with all the value implications this word carries. 

They find themselves caught in the system, but still struggle 

against it. 
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\^#^) Attempts at Combating the Mordlda 

k*J< c* 

I have given examples of the mordlda as It works in prac- 

tioe (Govt policy on Maize.) and I have explained the positive 

sanotions by which it is supported within the beaurooracy it- 

self} and the aanotions by—tfhioh -it ie supported from without, 

from those who pay the mordlda.  It is interesting to see what 

e the limits of the mordlda.<2) At what point does an official 

efuee to accept a mordlda without being blamed for this refu- 

sal? Qrthat happens when there is an attempt to abolish the mor- 

dlda within this system in whioh it is so firmly entrenched? 

• • • ^m a case of the mordlda oemee t» the Federal Government's 

mfNjpPsVa oase whioh has caused publio scandal and whioh oannot 

be disregarded, one of two measures are taken. There is either 

a re-organisation in the belief or hope that the vrf  system of 
organisation should make the mordlda impossible, or there is a 

change of personnel, in the belief that other offiolals, new 

men will not be susoeptible to the same temptations. 

The first remedy was applied last year when the C.E.I.M.S.A. 

sjseftMmsa (Pompan£a Exportadora y Importadora Mexloana Sooiedad 

Anonlma) was abolished and the COHASUPO (Gompania Haoional de 

Substanoias Populares) was formed. Ostensibly It was a re- 

organisation, so that CKDiSA, whioh had only bought suoh baslo 

orope as maise, wheat, rioe, should as COHASUPO,buy manufactured 

products as well. In faot the re-organlaation lnoluded another 

innovation. 

CEM3A had been the Government organisation whioh bought the 

baslo orops. It worked in oo-operation (on oonsoroio) with the 

Banoo Sjldal and the Banco Agrlcola, who were its buying agente 

on the spot. The organisation bought through the two Banks. 

That is to say instead of setting up its own offioee in all the 

towns, it made use of the already eclating organisation of the 

Banks. It also worked in oo-operatlon (a fourth partner in the 

v.. 
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oonsoroio) with A.N.D.S.A. (Almacenes Naoionales de Deposito 

Sooiedad Andninta), whioh set up storehouses all over the ooun- 

try to store the seize bought by CEIKSA. 

(These also had been newly organized because of the large 

amounts of nalse ffhioh were disappearing from CEBISA's own 

stores. It was thought that if the store houses were separated 

from the buying agency, the one having to pass documents to the 

other, the abuse could be abolished.) 

Thus CEIMSA provided money to the Banks to buy maize, whioh 

was then stored in ANDSA storehouses. 

It seems that all over the country there were oases of the 

Bank managers alleging that they had no money to buy the malse 

from the produoera at the guaranteed price. The peasant pro- 

ducers, in need of the money were foroed to turn to the large- 

scale traders - the Aoaparadores or Profiteers - who would buy 

the maise at a very muoh lower price than that guaranteed by the 

Government. It was even alleged that the very money whioh the 

Aoapadoree used for these maise purchases had been loaned to 

them by the Bank Managers, in any oase it is certain that the 

Aoapadoree eventually mould sell the malse to the Banks (as 

buying agencies for CEIMSA) at the higher government guaranteed 

price. The difference (between the price paid to the producers 

and the prloe paid by the Banks) was split between the Aoapara- 

dores and the Bank Managers. 

In order to prevent tuis/ COHASUPO was set up, and the Consor- 

oio of four - Banco Bjldal, Banoo Agrioola, CEIMSA and ANDSA - 

was made into a Oonsoroio of five. The Banoo Haolonal became a 

fifth member, this Bank was made the banker of the buying agency 

now called COHASUPO (formerly 0BXM3A). the oonsoroio is nowi 

Banoo IJidal, Banoo Agrioola, COHASUPO, AIDSA, Banoo Oomeroial do 

Mexloo. The idea ie, -that with the two Banke no longer handling 

the aotual cash, but only arranging for the purohaeee of maise, 

and doing dl the paper work, and passing orders to the Banoo 

Haolonal do Mezioo to pay the peasant eellere, the previous aku- 

eea should be oheoked. 
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An example of the aeoond remedy, that of replacing the 
personnel In order to stop the receiving of mordidas, occurred 
last year in laxtla. This is not to be taken as the final 
version - I am not sure yet if it is aoourate. It will give 
you a rough idea. 

It seeas that there had been complaints to the Federal 
Government in Mexioo, and that these oomplainta case from the 
Ejidaterios. In fact nobody in Tuxtla knows who went to the 
higher authorities. I am inolined to think it was a rather 
more important person than Ejidatarlos, a parson in tuxtla who 
had influence in Mexioo and whose interests were being damaged 
by the affair. My gusss__ia--ja'Obablj worse then that of the 
Tu^KEeconr. 

,;A general was sent as a personal representative of the head 
of the Federal Government Maize Buying Ajjanoy in Mexioo Oityj 
he was thus sent by none other than the brother of the Presi- 
dent of the Republic. He was sent to Tuxtla with the 'mision' 
of investigating alleged malpraotioee with regard to the buying 
of maise. These personal representatives sent from Mexioo are 
especially dreaded. It is infinitely worse than an investiga- 
tion through the normal departmental channels, or even than being 
called to Mexioo City to explain certain •irregularities' which 
have come to the notioe of the authorities there. This in it- 
self is very serious, but there are always possibilities of 
finding 'ooneoolonos' in Mexioo who will undertake to 'explain' 
matters to the authorities. 

The general, it seems, appeared on the seene like a bomb- 
shell, completely unannounced and unexpected) it is thought that 
not even the governor know ofK<toMKVf£e3Cea'. The first thing he 
did was to put into jail the two Bank Managers sad a number of 
the most prominent Aoaparadoses. He kept them isolated from eaoh 
other and from their families, and did not permit bail until he 

i statement from eaoh of them. 

X do not know the preoise form or oontents of the aoousa- 
tiono. (I liijii I —sTsi smV|e *• flsl ••!)  X do know that all 
were released from Jail, and^n the court case that followed all 
the accused were acquitted, nevertheless, this year there is 
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a new manager <xtt  the Banco S^tdal, a new sen in charge of the 
ARD3A etorehouee. In addition new inspectors were sent down 

to auperrise all maise buying transactions. The Acaparadores 

being looal people could not be removed} I have heard rumours 

that they are back buying maize from the peasants. 

The general, after having turned the whole of Tuxtla up- 

side down, and terrified all the authorities, disappeared as 

suddenly and as unaocountably as he had appeared. *^s soon us 

people had reoovered a little from the shook of his arrival, 

they got together and bitterly attacked him. It seems that the 

Tuxtleoos also am had their "influence" in Mexico, and as a re- 

sult he was withdrawn. 

Whatever their disagreements, all who told me about the in- 

cident agree that the malpractices have not been stopped for 

long{ that it is a matter of a year or two at most, and that al- 

ready the very same aoaparadores have resumed their maise buying. 

The oomment whioh was to me the most revealing of all was made 

by a man who said "The whole trouble was that the Bank manager 

of the Banoo Agrioola did not know his people well. He did 

'business' with the wrong people. Bm44heu chosen I, Y and Z to 

make the deal with, the whole scandal would not have ooourred. 

The following are the various malpractices of which the 

Managers of the two Banks and the Aoaparadores were aoouaed of 

by the people who told me of them. I do not know whioh of them 

are true, nor do I know whioh of these were the ones upon whioh 

they were charged. There is some truth in all of thems all 

these forms of olroumventing the law have been praotioed at some 

time or another. Whether now, and by theee men, and In this 

form, I do not as yet know. 

1. The Loam Banks refuee to buy small quantities from tme 

peasants. It is alleged that they refuee any quantity lose than 

a lorry load of maise, whioh is four or six Toneladas. The peas- 

ants on the other hand want to sell half a Iomega or one fanega 

at a time (appx seven to nine Fanegas ie one Toneladai it de- 

pends upon the maise iSee Dujart of maise). She peasants are 

thus foroed to sell to the Aoaparadores who buy at a low prioe 
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appx $400 to $300 par tonelada, selling It to the bank at appx 

$700 per Tonelada. 

2. The Aoaparadores tell the peasant to ask for an "orden" 

from the Bank to permit him to sell 20 Toneladas of maize.  (She 

Bank gives Individual permits to eaeh producer to sell his maise 

See Qovt Policy on Maize). The peasant himself may have planted 

only 5 Toneladas. The Aoaparador buys the 'orden' for the re- 

maining 15 Toneladas from the peasant. The Aoaparador thus oan 

sell an extra 15 Toneladas to the Banks at the Government high 

prioe. 

3. The Banks say they are short of money and tell the peas- 

ant producer to come another day when they do have money. The 

peasant, unable to wait that long, sells to the Aoaparador who 

sells to the Bank. 

4. The Banks are supposed to give loans to the producers to 

help them with the clearing and sowing of the land, and with 

the weeding and harvest. They do not give the loans on time, and 

the peasants have to borrow money from the Aoaparadores. These 

lend them the money in the form of "Buying their harvest" (See 

oompra de ooeeoha in Section Sellers of Maise). Thus the peas- 

ants have scld their harvest before it has been harvested; and 

the Aoaparador profits. 

5. The Bank Managers make money available to the Aoaparadores 

when it should have been used as loans to the producers. 

6. The Banks refuse to buy maise from producers who are not 

"soolos". Thmt la to say from those who have not borrowed money 

from the Banks. It is their duty to buy from all produoers, pro- 

vided they oan prove that they are produoera. 

7. The Banks have not taken nuoh trouble to oheok that the 

maise mold to them is sold by the produoera themselves, nor that 

those who are produoers have indeed produoed all the maise they 

offer for sale. 

8. The Banks make the peasants wait unnecessarily for their 

money, and for the other formalities oonneoted with the sale of 

their maise. This in order that thejihould be forced to tell to 

the Aoaparadoree. f 

\_ 
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It goes without saying that in each of these oases, the dif- 

ference between the price paid by the Aoaparador and that paid 

by the Bank is split between trie Bank Manager and the aoaparador. 

The gist of all these accusations, whatever their precise form, 

is that the Bank tries in one way or another to prevent the peas- 

ant from selling directly to itself and to foroe the peasant to 

sell at a lower price to the Aoaparador. Diis, of course, is 

preoisaly what the Government wishes to avoid. It is the very 

"raiaon d'etre" of the Banks to save the peasants from the Aca- 

paradores. 

In defense of the Bank Managers it should be said that it is 

quite true that at times their Central Bank in Mexico does not 

send them any money, so that they really have none with which to 

buy the maize (-See fiojpt-po^icy-on mat-ae). It should furthermore 

be said, that everyone, including the peasant himself seems to 

co-operate to cheat the Banks. The peasant himself goes to the 

Aoaparador to beg him to buy his maize "en oosecha". It is he 

who often offers to sell his "orden". It is hot always a oase 

of the "poor helpless betrayed peasant", u? is also e£ten a oase 

of the lazy, drunken, irresponsible peasant. 

In addition, it is also true that the Banks have to oope with 

a terrific rush of applicants within the short harvest period. 

All those who wish to sell to the Bank must make at least two per* 

sonal appearances at the bank in Tuxtla. This bank serves the 

whole region of Oooaingo, Comitan, Venustiana Carranza, San Cris- 

tobal. 

Having said all this, I oan admit that the majority of the 

aoouaatione are probably true. As I already said, I have not yet 

oheoked to my, aa;t 

I wish to give a final example of $h&Am*Jalda. It is the 

oase of a Mexican, a oertain Sefior A. who wished to go to Guate- 

mala without having any papers. Ha knew that a passport was the 

requirement for an entry visa; not wishing to spend money on a 

mordida, he deoided to try •influence'. The Judge of the Mexican 

border town was hlB good friend, he saldf he was sure to have in- 

fluence with the Consul. 
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"A friend" - "as mi amigo" - oovers a great range of mean- 

ings, from 'fasual acquaintance to intiaate friend, so I remained 

skeptical until the friend indeed proved himself to be a 'good 

friend'. He assured A that it was a matter of a few minutes, and 

that he personally would go with him that very moment to arrange 

the matter. The Guatemalan Consul and the Judge seemed to be on 

friendly enough terms, although not on intimate terms. The Con- 

sul very much regretted, but he was unable to give A an entry 

permit seeing that he had strict orders not to permit anyone to 

enter Guatemala without a passport? ana seeing that k.y far from 
having the required passport, did not even have a birth certi- 

ficate nor any other document of identification whatever, made 

it more diffioult. The Consul spent two hours with the men, dis- 

cussing the possibilities of issuing a visa, or rather pro- 

ducing a pile of rules and regulations and documents in order to 

show that it was quite impossible for him to do so. The only 

way out might be for the Judge to issue an order that A. was 

to enter Guatemala in order to obtain a passport at the Mexican 

Consulate there. The Judge said he would be delighted to issue 

such an order to A., but the Consul pointed out that he oould 

not answer for the consequences if A. returned without this pass- 

post. That is to say, he oould not guarantee that the Guatemalan 

authorities would allow him out of the oountry if he returned 

without it; and was A. sure that the Mexican Consul in Guatemala 

City would issue him with a passport without a birth certificate? 

•A' deplored the faot that he had no "amistad" at the Mexioan 

Consulate in Guatemalai had he had such a friend he was oonfldent 

he would have been given the passport, but as it was he oould not 

take the risk. 

The two men were standing in the street still disoussing 

the oussednees of the Consul, when a friend of the Judge came up. 

He was the Chief of the Mexioan Frontier Guards. Upon being told 

the whole sad story, the frontier guard sighed deeply and said, 

yes, this Consul was "muy delioado". He had been sent here a year 

ago replacing a man who had been "muy tratabile", "muy Buena gente", 

and had always been ready to "arreglar", to arrange these matters. 

\_ 
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V. 

After all, he continued, .vanning to his subject, it wasn't as 

if anything bad was required of the Consul. It was a simple 

little thing for him to do.  </hy this Consul would not even 

reBpeot the validity of the identity oard of a Mexican Govern- 

ment Official!  The Jefe of the Banco Agricola who wanted to go 

over the border for some Christmas shopping had not been granted 

a permit, even though he had produced his official oard. Luck- 

ily the Guatemalan Jefe stationed at the actual border was more 

reasonable, and he, the Mexican Jefe of the Guards, had personally 

taken the Bank Manager to the border and had got him across in that 

way. He had managed this way throughout the year, and he assured 

A. that he would have been only too pleased to oblige hi*) in the 

same way, only that the Jefe of the Guatemalan Frontier Guards 

had been replaced a fortnight agoy and the new one was very strict. 

He added confidentially "You see, their Fresidente is very strict 

"Es muy brava"; he gave instructions that the rules for entry 

permits be followed- and if their Fresidente hears of •irregular- 

ities • he looses his temper, and then the Consul is out of a job 

straight away - that's what happened to the frontier guard. 

'A1 remained impervious to all explanations. He was absol- 

utely furious, "that  of a Consul", he fumed, "if I were 

the Judge I'd see that he got paid back good and proper at the 

first opportunity".  'But what hsrm oan the Judge of a small 

Mexican town do to a Consul with diplomatic immunity?' I asked. 

"Why, if he lives here 'un pequeflo desouido' can put him at the 

meroy of the judge} a parking offense, a oar lamp out of order, 

an omission to pay a bill. Or he might want a favour dons for 
one of tt his friends who oame over from Guatemala and whose papers 

are not quite in order. He may need the Judge for any Blaster of 

things. "But do you think the Consul oould have given you a 

visa had he really wanted to?" 'Of course he oould have "busoado 

una vuelta", "encontrado una maniera de arreglar el asunto".' 'A' 

had not even listened to the C0nsul's legal explanations} he was 

convinced they had merely been a cover for trie latter's unwilling- 

ness to oblige. 

This oase illustrates some of the points I have made, and al- 

though it conoerne a Guatemalan I do not think it differs from a 

Mexioan oase. 
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V. 

In tue first place it is an example of an attempt to atop 

the mordida by change of personnel.  *f we are to\believe the 

Mexioan frontier guard, and I think he spoke the truth, there 

had been a tigatening of regulations from the top. The remedy 

had been a change of personnel; the new official is unable at 

present to accept a mordida, or^a(e^«igH5S=o,!,lllliUw kliW^theJttn&tr^. 

In the second place the Consul is certainly putting himself 

on bad terms with the Officials of the town. The Judge must 

have been mortified to have this happen to him in front of his 

friend and will surely not forget it. The Frontier Guard *U$ligl$£ 

the Consul was a dead loss, and the Manager of the Banco Agricola 

must have been piqued at being refused his permit for a day's 

shopping.  'A', an ordinary citizen *V»B furious, as others must 

have been before him. Now in this particular oast! the Offioial 

was the Guatemalan Consul, and he could, to a oertain degree, af- 

ford to disregard the Mexican Officials and citizens. But had 

he been an Official of the Mexican Government, and condemned to 

remain in the town for several years, he would have been in for 

a very bad time.  The Consul's misfortune was, that h) had not 

convinced anyone that he was really not in a position to do the 

favour. They all thought he did not want to do it.  In the oase 

of the Bank scandal in Tuxtla everyone quite understands that the 

Managers oannot at present "do any favours" - not this year; they 

are not in a position to do so as Mexico t» keeping a striot eye 

on them, so they are not blamed. 

iK^W*. This'last oase of the Bank Manager la Tuxtla being able to re- 

fuse a mordida without offense taken, is an example of the in- 

dividual refusing beoauae of olreuastanoes beyone his oontrol* 

But there are other oirouastanoes as wall, la whloh an Offioial oan 

refuse a mordida. He, must however justify his refusal; he swat 

explain that the petitioner is asking soaathing that it is aasmx 

beyond his powers to do. Rot.beyond his powers beoauae it falls 

outside his provinoe, but because it would be a wrong thing for 

him to do. That is to say mordidaa oan be aooepted if the de- 

sired aotion is merely one whioh is against the law, but which 
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will not do additional harm to anyone. It cannot be accepted 

if the Official is convinced he is really doing wrong. If the 

payer can, by convincing arguments, persuade the Official that 

he is not doing an injustice, that is to say, give him some jus- 

tification, then the Official *ill feel he is able to accept 

the mordida. 

An example of the first case (in which an Official refuses 

to accept mornida) is that of Barristers who are known to refuse 

a case if they know the man to be a murderer. They say they 

cannot defend a murderer. Suoh a predicament need not arise in 

England where a barrister takes refuge in the following argument. 

Eaoh man who oomes before our courts has the right to have a 

oompetent barrister to state his case. All I do is to state the 

case.  It is not for me to decide whether my client committed the 

murder or not. That is for the court to deoide. My point here 

is that a Mexican oould not find consolation in suoh an abstmaot 

proposition; in suoh confidence in a principle of law. He will 

not shove his personal responsibility onto an abstraction. 

To illustrate the second case, that of an offioial who was 

oonvinoed at length that we would be doing no harm to anyone, 

I give an example which I have altered out of recognition as it 

was told me in the strictest oonfidence. However the main argu- 

ment still holds even though I have changed the oirouastanoes and 

the persons* A man shot and wounded his wife while he was very 

drunk. The matter oould not be hushed up as the woman was taken 

to Tuxtla to be cured of the woui|d. So it was to be brought be- 

fore the Judge. She man 1. went to a good friend of his, one who 

owed him (B) a great deal because of the services he had rendered, 

and who would continue to render in the future. She friend of 1 

I will call him 0. went to his brother-in-law who was on good 

terms with the Judge of the town in whioh B. was to appear. The 

brother-in-law promised to talk to the Judge, but returned after 

two days saying he had not been able to talk to him. The truth 

was that the brother-in-law thought it wrong to help B. as the 

action he had committed merited whatever punishment the Judge 

thought fit. The brother-in-law of 0. thought it wrong to ask the 

Judge to interfere in wuoh a case. He did not tell this to 0. 

but merely said he had not talked to the Judge, which was true 

u 
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enough, seeing he made no particular effert to do so.  C. went 

to the Judge himself and talked to him together with a Barrister 

he knew. The Juu^e at first refused for the same reasons as the 

brother-in-law. It had been a monstrous crime and the man ought 

to suffer some punishment. Ho.vever C. and the Barrister pleaded 

that B. had had his punishment in the shook he had got through 

his own deed, and that his wife would only suffer more if he 

were put into prison as there ti  uld be no one to look after her, 
and that now the action had been done what differenoe oould 

further punishment make, and that it had been an accident, and 

that it would teaoh B. a lesson, etc, etc. Finally B. was let 

off free to go home. Even though the Judge may not have been 

convinoed, he had at least been offered a suitable formula. 

The mordida, or a favour, may thus be refused by an Offioial, 

without causing any hard feelings, if he oan give a satisfactory 

reason for refusing it, for being unable to do the requested 

favour. He can demonstrate his inability in one of two ways: 

by pointing to a tightening of controls from his superiors, or 

by showing that the nature of the case is such he would be oomlt- 

ting an enormity himself by undertaking to do the favour. It is 

rare that he will refute a favour on the grounds that there is 

no Bay out; there is always a way out, even though it means send- 

ing the petitioner to another friend of his. 

Upon re-reading this seotionxT:find that I have made a^ 

ber of more or less disconnected points; comments uponxthe cus- 

tom and institution of th« mordida. This is due^tef'the fact that 

the mordida and "amia#adM which is n inseparable from it, is in- 

Even within' th^xJeaurooraoy which I 

have set myself it appears in an endji<4ss variety of guises. 

I want to insist again that this Lfanlt Is an artificial one, 

for the presence of the mordids/within the beaurooraoy is only 

possible because it is omnipresent in Mexico. It is a part of 

the'way of life1, and on^y really makes sense if considered as 

of the value system, the 'world view' of the Uexioan. 

The following are the main points I have made: That the mor- 

dida within the Government bureauooraoy is possible because the 

Government has ultimately effeotive authority and power, and small 

V. 
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bits of this power are sold temporarily by officials to 

private citizens to use for their ends, rather than the Govern- 

ment's ends. The Governments own officials thus make available 

its authority as an economic service, to be paid for as any other 

economic service. 

That the system of the mordida has many positive sanctions 

to support it. These sanctions come from within and without the 

beaurocracy, from the payees and the payers. 

That the mordida can be refused if an acceptable reason 

is given for the refusal. These cases are exceptions which confirm 

and stregnthen the institution. 

That attempts to abolish the mordida are at present 

ineffectual. There are two ways in which Government tries to 

combat the mordida. That of replacing personel and that of 

re-organizing the administrative procedure. Neither of these 

methods can succeed because the trouble does not lie in the 

machinery of administration nor in the individual employees. 

It lies in the values of the whole administration and not only in 

this, but in the values of the whole people, of the nation. In 

this sense the mordida is not a problem of the beaurocracy alone, 

for it is an institution all over the country. It can only be 

properly understood as part of the total value system. 

i;*W&'J*SWtS*Sfc.;ii'*i«5' 
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STEALING. 

THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF STEALING IN CHIAPILLA. TRINKETS, HOES, 

PARTS OF THE SUGAR CANE PRESSES WHICH ARE LEFT STANDING IN THE FIELDS, UN- 

HARVESTED MAIZE, FRUITS FROM THE TREES (THIS IS ONE OF THE REASONS WHY ALL 

FRUIT IS SOLD AND EATEN UNRIPE) - ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING MAY BE STOLEN. 

NOW THE VILLAGE IS COMPARATIVELY SMALL, AND ONE WOULD THINK IT 

SHOULD BE HARD TO MAKE USE OF A STOLEN THING AS EVERYBODY WOULD RECOGNIZE 

WHO THE STOLEN ARTICLE BELONGED TO.  THIS IS TRUE TO A CERTAIN EXTENT, 

BUT JUST BECAUSE ONE KNOWS A THING IS STOLEN,  IT BY NO MEANS FOLLOWS ONE SHOULD 

DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT.  THUS I HAVE NOT HEARD ANYONE CRITICISED FOR BUYING 

STOLEN GOODS, KNOWING THAT THEY WERE STOLEN, 

NLEVES IS KNOWN TO BUY UP ALL TRINKETS WITHOUT ASKING QUESTIONS. 

SHE BUYS THEM AT A LOW PRICE AND THE ONLY TIME SHE HAS BEEN KNOWN TO REFUSE 

TO BUY, WAS WHEN A WOMAN OFFERED HER A GOLD BRACELET FOR SALE, WHICH SHE 

RECOGNIZED AS BEING THAT OF HER LITTLE GRANDSON AGED TWO. SHE POINTEO OUT 

THIS FACT ABOUT THE BRACELET TO THE WOMAN, WHO REPLIED THAT SHE HAD FOUND IT 

IN THE STREET.  NLEVES (WHO NATURALLY DID NOT BELIEVE THLS) TOOK THE BRACELET 

WITHOUT PAYING FOR IT AND RETURNED IT TO ITS OWNER.  THE WOMAN MADE NO 

OBJECTIONS AND THE INCIDENT ENDEO THERE. 

ANOTHER EXAMPLE WHICH WELL ILLUSTRATES THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS STEALING 

IS THAT OF CARLOS WHO IS quiTE NOTORIOUS FOR STEALING THINGS. INDEED HE IS 

REPUTED TO HAVE PERFORMED THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS IN THIS LINE, AND HAS 

ACQUIRED QUITE FANTASTIC ABILITIES IN THE MINOS OF THE PEOPLE*  He CUTHWTS 

^ V"    w      u.   *"    ^ 
MUNE.T MOM PFCUMLE'S POCKETS AT A DISTANCE; HE CAN EXTRACT THE MONEY IN A PERSON* S 

POCKET *L A  ULBLANLL AND SUBSTITUTES, IT FOR PAPER SO THAT THE ROBBED PERSON 

NOTICES NOTHING UNTIL HE REACHES FOR HIS MONEY AND SO ON. NEVERTHELESS IT IS 

TRUE THAT HE STEALS, AND ONE CAN SAFELY BET THAT ANYTHING HE OFFERS FOR SALE 

IS STOLEN. 

ONE DAY HE CAME TO SELL A GOLD CHAIN TO VIRGINIO. NOW CARLOS IS A 

BACHELOR, SO IT IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY HE SHOULD POSSESS A WOMAN'S GOLD CHAIN, 

IN ADDITION HE HAS THE REPUTATION FOR STEALING AND WAS WILLING TO GIVE THE CHAIN 

AT A RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICE, ALL OF WHICH COULD LEAVE NO DOUBT THAT VIRGINIO 

MUST HAVE KNOWN IT WAS STOLEN. THEY WERE JUST ABOUT TO CLOSE THE BARGAIN, 

WHEN THE MOTHER OF CARLOS CAME IN AND SAID THE CHAIN WAS HERS, AND THAT HER 
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son hod just stolen it from her chest.  Of course Virginio could 

not very well buy it with the mother^ openly confronting hira with 

the fact that it was hers.  So he regretfully withdrew and left 

the mother to go off home end left her son, Carlos cursing his 

mother. 

This stc&y was told to me by several persons; no one 

commented upon the fact that Virginio was buying stolen goods, or 

that he sh-uld not h^ve donee so.  When I suggested thPt he should 

have refused to buy the stolen chain I do not believe anyone quite 

understood what I was getting at.  Such an idea h-d never entered their 

head and I usually got a shrug of the shoulders or some other sign 

of incomprehension. 

Another instance is that of Jose.  The blades of his 

plough shares had mysteriously disapperaed a year ago. He had ong 

given them up for lost and had acquired a new plough v/hich he took to 

be repaired at Hector's house. And there, among a lot of other work 

lying around waiting to be done, he saw his plough blades.  Tie imme- 

diately asked Hector who had brought them in for repair, and Hectfldp 

told him. Jose said that these were his blades which had disappeard 

a yenr ago and wanted to take them home. Poor Hector protested that 

he knew nothing about this and could not give awqy other people's 

goods and did not want to get mixed up in the #e- affair anyhow. 

Still, Jose is known to be *muy brava', a very violent fellow and 

taking no notice of Hector's protests, took the blades and said that 

if anyone came to ask Hector for them, he should tell him that he, 

Jose had taken them and that he should come and fetch them at his 

house. Hect©» delivered thid message when the man came to col ect 

the blades and Jose was never bothered for them. 

A commnn way of recovering lost goods is to set out to 

look for them. Manuel had lost a vital part of his sugar cane press. 

So he set out on his horse one Sunday to look for it and after some 

searching found it near the press of another man. He simply took 

ltwithout saying a word. There was nothing further to the matter 
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and as far as I know the two men are on speaking terms although 

both must be quite aware of v/het hap ened. 

There are frequent anno .ncements over the village loud 

speaker to this effect - that K. knows who is entering his fields 

at night to steel corn and that he has done nothing about it as 

yet, but that if the culprit repeats the offence he v/111 take 

appropriate »« action. The apropriate action is, I gather to 

complain to th' authorities^-quite ineffective as everyone knows. 

For one thing a witness will be required and who is going to 

volunteer to for a witnessl 

I cite these instances to ilustrate the fact that no 

one is concerned with stealing except the man who has been robbed. 

If he can get back the stolen article, so much the better for him, 

and the thief, once found out is not likely to resist or to deny 

his action. He will simplybe turn the stolen article which is the 

greatest satisfaction the owner is able to obtain.  (I should make 

it clear that as long as there is no5> certain proof that the thief 

stole it, he will deny it was he).   It is no one's business to 

inform on the thief, eitheVto the owner of the stolen good or to 

the authorities.  It is not a poroons business whether the goods 

he buys are stolen. He does» not ask, so he does not know. However, 

the very fact that such goods are sold at a lower price than would 

normally have been paid, shows that there must be some risk to 

the buyer. Probably that the owner find his goods and claim them. 

One such case occurred when a man stole a sewing 

machine off a woman who was buying it on hire purchase. TH*49 

The thief sold this machine to another woman in a near-by village. 

The woman from whom the machine had been stolen refused to pay 

^ny further instalements. So the Sewing Machine Company went to 

the house of the woman who had bought the machine from the thief 

and took it back. There was no redress for the poor woman who 

lost S2000 she had paid to the thief, nor for the woman who had 

originally bought the machine and had already paid some of the in- 

stalments. Everybody knew who the thief had been and he continued 

to live ing the area. 
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Stealing is bktrrefrrre f requento^d'Hie only remedy is 

self-Vielp.  It is so frequent for three reasons.  In the first lnce 

stealing is not thought to be a serious moral offence in the way it 

is thought of in Europe.  To be sure, it is wrong and should not be 

done;  but the fact remains that is is one of the things people do 

in life.  xhe owner of the property should have t?ken better care of 

it. Public opinion is therefore not a sanction against stealing.  In 

the second place the local authorities make no effort to find or 

punish the thief.  I have never heard o^s a case of theft being brought 

to the cabildo^in all the many aftern ons I have spent there.  Indeed 

it ^o.ild be quite useless.  r^he authorities take no action in the case 

of murder, how much less so in the case of a mere theft. Besides, 

it is difficult to see what action they could t«ke. Either the 

thief is caught in the att.  In this case the owner regains his 

property there and then, anqthere is nothing fu ther to be done for he 

has recovered his goods.  If the thief has^n t been thus caught in 

the act .the authorities must have at least one witness,  ^hey cer- 

tainly will find no one willing to testify; they will not even find 

anyone prepared to s«y in the town hall that he saw the thief near 

the place of the theft on that day.  '•'•'his despite the fact that the 

whole village may know who committed the theft and when. This there 

is no sanction 4& agains stealing, either moral or material, that is 

to say BS-§n?*ee*-»«*>-#4»e there is no gossip making it impossible for 

the culpfclt to continue in the village on the one hand, and on the 

other hand there is no* arrest or fine. 

In the third place self-help is not pushed very far in 

the case of stealing. A person prefers to sustain the loss by theft 

rather than risk serious trouble ith the offender. He contents him- 

self with grumbling about the thief, but it is not worth his while 

to incur em&ity which may lead to blows «u\ *«>>.«? 
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DEBT 

I have already mentionedthnt the majority of Chiap- 

illtecos live in debt (sellers of Maize) and are not too v/orried about 

this fact.  They tend to woryy the moment there is strong pressure 

for repayment.  It is for this reason that those who continually a©^" 

their debtors for repayment are the first to be paid. 

Debts may be incurred in a number of ways. First of 

all there is straight money lending.  There are throe reguiAl?- money 

1 nders in Ghiapilla who lend on security;  they accept jewellery, 

title de-ds to land or to houses.  There are tw"> men and woman who 

lenii. The woman is s^id to be very hard, extracting Ihe amount of the 

debt and the interst to the last Id... The tv;o men ar reputed to have 

obtained their original capital either by the discovery of a buried 

treasure or by being in league with the devil, or a combination of 

both.  The tv/j men are thought to be fabulously wealthy and very m 

miserly. 

Other persons also lend, but more irregularly.  The 

interest charged is 105$ per month and the sums lent rr>nge between 

Sloo and S1000 (Mex).  The amount lent depends more upon the reliab- 

ility of the borrower and the resources he has to rep^y, than on 

kinship, compadreship or friendship. 

A nice example is that of Jesus, who had killed a man 

and needeJiS500 urgently in order to run away. His mother went to her 

brother-in-law (husband of her dead sister), who is one of the lbhree 

big money lenders. He lent the money 'because it was his nephew', 

as my informant said. Jesus was subsequently caught and put into 

prison and his wife sold the ox-team he had to try to get hi 1 out. 

Needing more money she went to the seme man (her husband's uncle) 

and he refused to lend more.  As rny informant remarked "He had nothing 

with which to repay the loan, and how was he to earn in prison?" 

Small sums of money may be lent between fri nds and 

relatives.  If a person is asked to lend money and does not wish to 

to do so, he does|tiot say so openly, but says that he has not any. 
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Indeed, one can never refuse n re vicst of any kind.  One is always 

most er> ;er to grant any request, only lhat circumstances beyond one's 

control make this impossible.  The res sons why the request c^nv.ot be 

grnted are explained at great legnth and in gre^t detail They ore 

designed to show the inability of the pc ;s'm to accede to the wishes 

of the other despite his great d sire to do soflr (nee I.Iordida in the 

Bureaucracy) v  , ,u •   1,1. M    L „, 

Tn lilII Si nniniaiiii m Almost all g~>ods c^n be had on 

credit.  Shop-keepers and traders say it is impossible to do business 

if immediate payment is required.  Despite this there are a few traders 

who refuse to sell on credit because of the slow payment or defaulting; 

they sell a little cheaper for cash.  As a rule though, most larger 

items are sold on credit. Clothe?., cloth, saint's images, trinkets, 

footwear, sewing machines etc. All such goods as arc available in the 

shops which are pedaled from door to door, niul which are sold in the 

near-by tovmlet of Acala.  In general small items (si or under) 8re 

not given on credit, although some households ask for groceries such 

as 20 Centavos of sugar, 30 Centavos of coffee etc. with a promise to 

pay a few hoars later. 

Obtaining payment is a real difficulty and the only way 

is to »cobrar", to go to the debtors houae and pre^s ^or payment. 

Frequently repeated visits are necessary until the debt is discharged. 

It is a common and tedious job of the children of shoo keepers to go 

round to 'cobrar'.  The shop keepers from Ae&loa come for this purpose, 

and traders often make the journey to Chiapilla for no other reason. 

A common way of obtaining money is advance payment for  * 

work.  Thus a man will come in April and ask to borrow S20, promising 

to return it in the form of lab ur later in the year.  He may comit 

himself to do four days weeding in the lender's fields in July for     ; 

example. He is flm fact being paid his wages in advance. ; 

If he is p^id at this early date he will earn S5 a day. 

At weeding time in July, when labour is scarce, the daily wage is 

37 or S8.  In the same way some men get all their sugar-cane pressing 

done cheaply;  they pay the workers (who come to ask for the money) 
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at Christmas or before All Saints' Day or before the fiesta in April, 

for work to be done three or four months later.  The only snag in this 

for !,he l'-nler is the risk he t^kes of the workers not turning up. 

When the time to do the wo-'k comes, they may say that they are ill, 

or that they have their own fields to attend to, or they may rp  off and 

work for another man at the hio;her rate then being 'paid. At times 

men will return the actual money paid to thern in advance;  (this means 

the lender has lent the money with no int rest); at times they will not 

4van return it. 

It is obvious that failure to»^ay>or to work the 

number of days £*4& for which money has been received, cannot be the 

rule, for in that case the practice would discontinue. Most men do 

fulfil their obligations. Nevertheless the exceptions are frequent 

enough for a number of employers to cease advance payments.  Their 

difficulty then, is to obtain workers at weeding timei 

If a man receives S5 for wofek to be done three to 

four months hence, and which at that time is worth SV, he is paying 

and interest of S2 Cor the loan of S5 over a period of four months. 

This is appx 10%  per month, which is the same ratr of inteoest charged 

for money loans. This high rate of interest is probably duafe. to the 

scarcity of money and the unreliability of re-payment. 

Another form of borrowing, by accepting payment in ad- 

vance, is that usual with maids.  The,; are paid by the month and it is 

the custom always to pay them one month in advance; frequently as much 

as three months advance is given. One woman I knew needed money 

to cure her baby. She sent her little girl aged 10 to work as a maid 

accepting three months wages in advance with which to pay for the mede- 

ciit s. Older girls ask for advance w44fe payment to buy clothes for 

the fiestas, such advance payment is given at the normal rate of pay, 

not at a low^r rate as in the case of men.  In the case of advance 

payment to maids, which is the equivalent to a lrfMift, no interest is 

charged. 

The employers give such large advances because maids 

are haiftd to come by end they hope to secure a girl for the amo^it^o^s. 

time for which she has received payment. The girl must st*y 
to 
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off her debt.  This does not alvpyr: vork.  In one Recent cane the 

W-<M.J  yiA rnn off with r.  boy to get marviecL leaving a debt of S150 with 

her employers.  The employer* was sucky in t'ttt the parents of the 

young men paid the debt. Another case is th^t of Ma/wafela.  She had 

been prid three months in advance by her employers, but decided to 

leave because she was being accused of having an affair with her 

employer's son. She went to look for work in another household, asked 

for a three months' advance and used this money to pay her old 

employers the amount she owed. 

It was my impression that by far the most common form 

of indebtedness is that of selling "en cosecha".  I have dealt with 

this type of borrowing at legnth in the section called "Selling Maize 

in C'-iapilla" 

Debt is thus usual and failure to repay,) common.  It 

is therefo -e  surprising that ther is no wcu* of enforcing layment 

either in money, in kind, or in work.  It seemed so unbelievable to 

me ttv t the creditor should have no means of redress that I have 

checked this carefully both by repeated questioning and observation 

of cases. 

No help is to be had from the authorities, whether at 

the local level in Chiapilla, or at the highter courts in Chiapa. 

Certainly no one even bothers to bring a case of debt to the Oabildo. 

The one case I heard of during ten months in Chiapilla was brought 

by a tra er woman of Chiap8 de Corzo. She had come to chiapilla with 

S200 wort'i of cocoa and bread to take to the fiesta of Totolapa. 

Two Chiapilltecas approached her and asked her to let thenu-Afcii the got 

take the goods to sell at the Totolapa fiesta;  they would return the 

next day with the money plus a certain amount of profit. The 

Chiapaneca accepted the deal and waited in Chiapilla for the return 

of the two women. They arrived three days later, without the money. 

They claimed that they had been obliged to get rid of the goods on 

credit, and that they would pay the Chiapanaeca in a week's time. The 

4«rtty had already spent two days waiting and was uhafcle to wait any 

longer as every day meant a loss of money to her in that she was not 
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trading, and in that she was spending money on her keep.  She appealed 

to the Presidente who advised her to have patience. What could he do 

if the two women did not have the moneyJ* The woman retu ned to Chiapa 

and has not yet come back to chiapilla for her S200, nov has the Pre- 

sidente insisted on payment by the twafoomen.  There was no one to 

press the case. The general comment was that the tv/o women had pro- 

bably -H&efl the money gained frjn the sale, in some other business. No 

one believed the story of having r;iven the goods on credit. 

I have not heard of self-help being used by the lender 

in case§ of default of payment.  Self-help is conn .on in the case of 

murders, but I have not heard of violence being used against a debtor. 

On the contrary, the only stories of this kind I have heard v/ere of 

the debtors, unable to pay their debt, using violence against the 

creditor.  There was one attempted murder against a man who had loandd 

a large sum of money to another. The debtor shot at him but missed. 

This happened in Chiapilla. Another case ocurred in a near-by tov/n. 

The debtor paid #ea? two men to shoot his creditor;  they succeeded. 

Anottv r notorious case which happened twenty years ago VPS thnt of a 

Chiapillteco who was killed in the most treacherous manner by three 

men v/ho were deeply in debt to him.  I say treacherous, because the 

murdered man war, armed and on hore-back, riding in the monte, when he 

met the tktoCA men. As they v/ere friends he accepted their invitation 

to dismount and join them in a drink, disarming himself at their 

suggestion to be more comfortable.  IJChe three men fell upon him.  In 

this case self-help was used. The parents of the boy were well-to-do 

small ranch-owners and several men of the district banded together and 

persued the suspected culpirts with the help of a small detachment of 

soldiers. The story goes that they tortured the men into admission 

of guilt before they handed then over to 4ke Justice. Hewe¥«r 

So it looks as though it is the lemder who has not received 

his money who is the one to be punished and not the debtor who is 

unable or unwilling to pay. 

I have described the kind of self-help used in cased of 

theft. The person robbed goes and looks for his property and if he 

finds it simply takes it back; if he cannot find it the matter is 
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left as it is.tw'I have never heard of the creditor helping himsiM" to 

some piece of property belonging to the debtor so as to ensure re- 

payment. 

I have said that there is no redress for- the creditor in 

cases of failure to reppy on the part of the debtor.  Conversely, as 

in the case of stealing, therr. is no sanction applied to the culprit. 

There is not even gossip.  Certainly the creditor is not going to keep 

quifct if he is not pnid and will complain to all who will listen to 

him. But others just shrug their shoulders.  "He should have been 

more careful to whom he sold,(or to whom he lent)" is the comment. 

It is not their business. 

It is true, that in time%onstant offender*} will find no 

one to lend him money or to give him credit in goods, or to buy his 

harvest "en cosecha".  This is certainly a sanction, but a weak one, 

for the vi lage is large enough for a man to default with a reat rnahy 

people before he begins to suffer the consequences. Verbal ability 

is most important here. 

Chiapilltecos do not know of our saying "facts speak 

for themselves". On the contrary, if you pre  a persuasive speaker 

mere facts haven't a chance of carrying any wiight. A Chiapillteco 

is always ready to listen to an explanation, to a justification of the 

situation. Once the circumstances of a case are thoroughly understodg., 

the-e is no more reason to refuse the loan... For it has been explained 

that in this case there were especial circumstances which will not 

occur again. (See *convencer' in paper on Robo) 
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SETTLIKG DISPUTES 

The attitude towards explanation and the readiness to 

sit down and listen explains j^the way of settling disputes in 

Ghispilla and I believe, in many simpler societies.  It helps 

understand the numerous accounts there a e of intemrainable court 

cases, with hours and hours spent oh seemingly irrelevant detail. 

The details are not irrelevant; for it is not what you have done 

that matters, it is why you have done it. The circumstances and 

the motives carry more weight than th^ mere deed, which has no 

meaning out of its context. A murder, or a failure to pay a debt, 

cease to be murder and non-payment, in the lirrht of the situationl 

They become underst- ndable fury at an .insult, or temporary inability 

to comply with an obligation yea. ace..most desirous to fulfil. 

In Chiapilla disputes a/ie settled on these principles. 

Both those which ax'e settled privately (see Robo) and those which 

are brought to the cabildo (see iRah4v)-. 

The Presidente does not give judgement when he hears 

a case in the cabildo. Rather he permits both parties to let off 

steam, to talk and to stnte their case as often and as long as they 

wish, interferi ng only to give his opinion or advice every no*/ and 

then.  If the parties do not roach agreement on that day, he will 

use delaying tactics, finding some reason why he cannot settle the 

matter on that day, and why both parties have to come to the cabildo 

again on the next day. This gives them an opportunity to settle the 

matter privately, or alternatively to.talk againl 

Talking is supremely important in settling, disputes* for 

it matters,that both parties agree^ to the final dec,isionf\ if they 
luUf  •   tool    tmlPM    ipto.|N   a     feuik   6**w«    tu+A    cjru^t-L^   UtWdll. 

cannot come to some agreement on their own, the Presidente tries to 

convince them that his solution is a good one for both of them. He 

never imposes a decision. I do not want to overlook the fact that 

in any case the Presidente is not in a position to impose a decision. 

"pfS\ "&  *s true that no one would obey him, and that this may be the 

reason why he tries to persuade - there is nothing else left for 

him to do, he cannot enforce his judgement. UeverthaloHa T hnliMHro 
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The Chiapilltecos are familiar \rith  a judge, who gives --is 

decision which . :ust be obeyed (for cases taken to the Superior 

Court are dealt with in this way) but they are not really satisfied 

with the procedure which permits each party to st^te his case and 

which peiMiits argument and disagreement before the judgement, but 

requires conformity and obedience to the decision once it has been 

made by a superior authority.  If they are agreed as to the justice 

of the decision they can abide by it, but if they are not persuded 

of its justice, how cm the<f"estar conforme" - be satisfied? They 

are not satisfied, and wil not rest untilVohey have been satisfied. 

That is to say, the qua rel continues despite the judgement. 

Reaching agreement thro gh talking is possible, because 

there is no shamLin changeing ones mind,  The process which takes 

place is quite different from he "talks" in which agreement is 

reached in Europe. We have the idea of giving in, of ceding a 

little, because ultimately both prrties want eg*eem*He- agreement. 

A compromise means that each party gives up a little dm the 

practical sphere. On the other hand each party has its prinicples 

upon which it acts and the agreement reached by talks is a formula 

which accomodntes both principles; for it is a disgrace for a 

European to change his principles.  Thus the answer to settling a 

disagreement takes the form of a formula wUich preserves the 

principles and actions in which each party cedes a little. 

In Chiapilla prinicples are not at stake. When agreement 

through talks has been reached, it is because all the circumstances 

have been explained and understood; either the situation had been 

previously misunderstood, or all the evidence had not been available 

or the situation has now changed. Once all are agreed about the 

.circumstances there is no longer a problem a out what is to be donw. 
n* T>t ^>nil—inn •!"»- 

If there is no agreement as to the nature of the case in dispute, 

there is no settlement; but in time circumstance change again, and 

th re may be a settlement in tiae. 

I do not want to deny that the threat of sending a case 

to the superior court does not play its part in the opponents 
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rerching agreement, nor the knowledge thnt self-help may be used 

by% the opponents if the solution is not his liking and that these 

may be strong inducements in arriving at n settlement.  It does not 

alter the form the settlement takes, which is by agreement r>nd not 

by submi sion to a judge. 

If this view of the nature of settling differ nces is 

understood and accepted as being true, then fohe nature of the type 

of democracy found in Chiapilla immediately becomes clear. 

The concept of majority decision has no meaning.  In the 

same way that the judge's decision, if not agreed to, does not 

satisfy, so the minority is not satisfied if its opinion has been 

overruled.  Th<4 majority is well aware of this, for they also are 

Chia illtecos and for this reason decisions in politics are also 

re ched by talking, and by reaching agreement.  If decisi 'ns ere not 

so arrived at, they are of little use in p rctice,  for the minority 

does not feel obliged to co-operate and will refuse to do sol 

It is possible for gen re1 agreement to be recced, 

because it is possible to change ones mind in the course of talking. 

Even if a man agrees only because the others have been persuaded, 

it does not matter. He has agreed with the decision and v/illlbe 

reminded of t is if he tries to pull out later.  If agreement is 

not reached between opposing political factions then nothing can 

be done. The only thing is to wait for another occasion upon which 

to talk and in the mem time quarreling continues and fighting may 

even take place. The constant refrain in Chiapilla, heard through- 

out every discussion and quarrel is "tenemos de andar de acuerdo" 

(we must work together in harmony, in agreement). 

For this reason Wester Democracy, which depends upon 

submission to a majority decisioii will not work in chiapilla, even 

though i.. is the type of goverment which he Federal Government is 

trying to impose. It ex lains why the election procedure which the 

Federal Governqnent imposes is such an empty farce, it does not 

correspond to any reality. Political actioh in chiaTllla defends 

upon general consensus, or upon force, but never upon a majority 

decision. 
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A??.IlCIiDB6-"-f-gfc-fe€gS.    > .-..\i cjfCM**    cO ctcct^hxKc cj. Lip 

Animals are not well c^rea for in Chi^pilla.  This in a 

general statement and there ore two or three remarkable exceptions to 

this. 

One is a small finquero whose father was overseer to a l^rge 

finca and there he learnt to care for animals.  Another is the daughter 

of a former 'cacique' of the village. A third is a young man of the 

village who simply loves hi:: horse and therefore takes great care of 

it. 

Apart from these, ^.«4»ee horses, donkeys and cows are neglected 

according to European standards.  The animals are never gr omed;  I 

have often seen horses v/ith mi sing shoes, or worse still, with loose 

shoes. The donkey which ace used for trading have the .lost dpeadful 

pack i-.ores, as do those w'; ich carry water.  One woi'd suppose it were 

in the owner's interest to look after his animals, but the Chiapill- 

tecos do not look at it in this way.  I have seen horses with running 

saddle sores which a little oint ent would have soon cured. 

I.iost of all I was shocked and continue to be shocked every 

time I see it, at the the way cows are slashed.  If a cow enters the 

maize field of a man, he often takes his machete and r-ives it a really 

savage cut. . '^he comment of others usually is "Well you see, he was 

very cross at the d mage the cow aas doing in his field"; and indeed, 

it is true that & straying cow does an enourmous amount of damage. 

However, there is a mechanism, which is used and which seems to work, 

for inspecting and ases-eing the damage, for it is the owner's 

duty to fence in his animal, which he ">ften fails to do.  Consequently 

he has to pay for the damage don e to the maize field. 

This slashirg of the animals seems to be completely wanton, 

and I find it diffic It to find an e*£«i explanation for it, or for 

the fact that it is tolerated. I was told of one man who stopped up 

the anus of such a straying cow with gr<-ss, so that the animal could 

not defecate.  It died within tv;o days, before the owner found it. 

Anoyher cow had its tongue cut out for straying. 

This treatment of animals is not regarded as proper, to be 

sure, but it down not inspire the horror and revulsion which it 
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invariably does in me. 

Dogs also run araml with o-en mrchete cuts.  They 

get thcr.e because they are nev r suff ic'."-tly fed in their '".ernes, if 

they have a home, and so ste&l f">od from other houses •/•here they are 

mercilessly slashed.  I have seen little pups who had lost their mothei 

dying of hunger.  Furious, I up raided the owner calling her all the 

names I could think of.  She tried to defend herself - surprized at 

my attack - by saying tl"r t the pups wo •'.Id not eat.  To demonstrate 

this, she th ew a dry tortilla into the dusty ground before the pup. 

Naturally the eight week old animal could not even chew it.  ihe woman 

did not mean harm;  she was simply indifferent and had not bothered to 

think 4« what the little animals co Id e-t . 

I tell the"c stories not merely as ho -ror stories;  the; 

are not exceptional incidents, they hapven daily.  There seems to be 

a total lack of a sense of care for animals and indeed for things and 

persons as well.  It is as though people had not realised, • or do not 

understand that car? and trouble and thoughtfulness "re nee ed in orde: 

to preserve life - the life of people, of animals and of things. 

It is not part Of the philosophy of the peop&e to "preserve". 

The prme kind of ne lect extends to everybody and to 

everything. A man will bert his own dog as viciously as anothers. 

A woman will use her o.n new "reboso" which has cost her S30, to wipe 

the running nose of her baby, rather than pick up and old clothe lying 

near at hand.  It is not as though other people's property is badly 

treated while the owner takes care of his own. He neglects his own 

almost as much as that of others.  I have come across a number of men ; 
i 

suffering from sever cols'a because they got caught in one of the 

heavy tropical showners and did not bothc r to change their clothes 

aftervards. 

The finqueros call this attitude of the peasants 

lazyness and it is the main reason why they so despise them.  If it «4; 

is lazyness, then that is only part of it. There goes with it an 

indifference to, or an acceptance of loss.  If a child brealts a pot 

because she stumbled over it, as it v/as on the floor in the middle of 

the kitchen, the mother will he furious 
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T!'44k-4jfee and be- t the eh .'Id;  she will upb aid it for being so clumsy • 

as to :• tuiable over it, and not for leaving it in the middle of the floo: 

Nor will the incident induce her to rr ruo e the oth r saucepans        i 

standing around on the floor.  The woman will soon accept the loss 

and henceforward, for months to come, she will be borrowing a pot 

from her neighbours. 

To lev  the meaning of the incident has been that she 

has lost o pot, and this .'act she accepts;  she is not going to 

moon about it for dnys.  It has not meant to her that it wo Id be 

bettor not to leave pots standing on the ground in the middle of 

a room, nor has it meant to her that she ust replace the loss of 

make some effort to find a substitute.  She v/ill go on c oking Bin 

her kitchen without the pot, remedying the lack of it as best she 

can by borrowing or by just doing without it. 

If a baby is ill it wo Id be Anco rcct to say that the 

mothers is not very upset.  But she tends to sit there with the 

child on h v  lap watching it get worse and yet not seeking remedies. 

When it has been ill for several days, she will try a cure.  There 

is not the urge to rush off and do something about it.  I have seen 

occasions when the curandera rave o simple ins'..ruction, such as 

keeping the child's feet warm with a hot cloth and which the .other 

has not obeyed.  It is true that when the child dies the mother is 

heart-bro en; but she soon accepts the loss;; there is no life-long 

mourning for a person, nor is there the idea ot  the myth which we 

have hat so-and-so never got over the de^th of a certain person. 

There are so many deaths;  it is simply one of the events of life. 

I do not want to leave the impression that everybody 

has this attitued. '^here are many exceptions, but in being exce- 

ptions they show up the general attitude' all the more. 

This carelessness and neglect can be understood as part 

of the general attitude to life. Living is from day to day.  x'here 

is not much thought about what will happen to-morrow and very little 

planning for the future, even for a few days -head. There is con- 

stant improvising ea«L- because the right thing is not at hand - and 

very brilliant improvising too. The people 
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are n.ui e co.-.^ent to make ,n.o with \.hri  is nv-i'l.ble; they lo not soy 

reproaehfi;. ly "you should have lone such and such n thing". The 

person di-1 not do it and the efore one mnnp ;es wit'" out it having 

been lone.  People have a great admiration for a well thae-t^ out 

tiling, a well organised event; but they do not fe<:>l Lhe urge to copy 

this, to do likewise. 

At each of three weddings I attended the e was no make- 

up such as lip-stick, powder, brilliantine etc, which a^e needed to 

prepare the bride.  On two occasions t^ero was not even a comb. Now 

everyone in the village knovS tlr t a bride is combed and male up 

befo e the cermony; they also know t'v t it is the duty of the god- 

mother, in whose house she is being dressed to provide these things. 

Yet th y had not been provid d and there was a mad rush to go round 

the neighbours borrowing them.  However there were no reproaches from 

anyone for this omission. 

Upon another occasion all the EjIda tar105 w re  summoned 

to a place two hours on foot from chin.ilia, in ord'r to welcome th 

G-ovenoo of the State who was to make a speech.  The men took off 

the dry end waited at the appointed poace for four hours, and finall:: 

returned to Chiapilla.  The.'" was no announcement that the Govthor 

would not come, no explanation why he had not arrivedftor why they had 

been or ered to attend. 

The Chia^illtecos tend to accept such incidents as 

a necessary part of living "tiene uno que conformarse"" is the 

constant refrain, and the repeated advice,  "one must confoasn, one ms 

must accept these things".  These words are said to the mourners in 

case of death (Death in Chiapilla), they are said in cases of loss 

through theft, of unpaid debts, of accidents, of run-away-children, 

in any case of raisfortueia The response to mishaps is not one of 

annoyance and rebellion, of trying to remdy the situation in SOIIB way 

or other,  ^he attitude to life and to events in life is not the 

fighting attitude that v/e extol.  In England the tendency is to want 

to do something about an undesirable happening, "*to put it right*", 

*to change it*", not to be content v/ith it1*.  In Chiapilla the atti- 

. ir &efense 

tude is one of acceptance. Tney are not rebellious. The 
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in free of a situation they do not like is one of obstinacy, of 

passive resistance.  Whenever ponsiVle they will do nothing, t^ke 

-O action, say ..othing, not become involved, know of nothing.  The 

compl ment of t'\is negative attitude is the positive one of "conform 

arse", 0:' accep ;:ance. 

TheJt genesr&l lack of care, end acceptance of eVents as 

they happen, makes life simpler in the sense that -people are more 

easy going, less given to worrying than ar-- Europeans.  It makes 

1 if*harder in th^t the people have mo"e \.ork and less profit from it. 

The very maize, which is the mainstay of their life, is eaten up by 

rats for lack of proper storage and ca -e. 
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rn^ALR   'IIP H3/-3iITY 
The chispilltecoe n>"'    a    renJ-istic people  and 

therefore  those  who  are guilty of ^   i^r>eSulni>ity are  accepted with-     : 

inLthe  community.     I too.; of  r,o beh'^ ^,    of no  act -,-ich  is ^«Me 

condemned by everyone  in .uch  a  uejT '^ <<    the community mnke.  life   im- 

possible for the person who  comitte rill. 

There live  in chiW3-1^ men who have murdered,   who 

have  robbed,   -..ho have betrayed fell"' ^H^ers,   who have   cheated the 

community   of  lorge  r, ms of .one,, ,*° "-•*    thought   to be witches,   who 

have deceived their spouses,   abnndoM   tT,eir children,   persons who 

have been guCty of every kind of ^~ -^rity"   ac orring  to theirs 

o.n standards  of  correct behaviour.   ^    llve   in the village and lead 

a  normal life.     'hey hale  their fri^r-.,     they  c- rry on their work  in 

the fields  and wbatever trade  they «*   Have;     they buy and sell,   they 

ask for and receive credit.     *here ^  -^    concerted action on the part 

of the  community to expel a member.   A    ,erBon uMvnve of  the  individ- 

ual's history would observe  no indie-tion tl* t  anything had been amiss. 

Those w'o hnve   suffered tV«H»uigh the misdeed of a  person 

certainly do  show their displeesuve o...   cL^nproval or anger;   the  onus  is 

upon then, to do  someh .ing about it ^   ^onno  one else,     ?hus  the mur- 

dered person's  kin may itake  life i^si-ole for   the murderer and force 

him to leave  the village.     No one eUa   ,,- ill change his behaviour to-        ; 

wards  the  culprit.     If the kin taW r.o   a ction then the murderer can , 

remain in the village. He will sWly We no dealings with the dead j 

man's kinj^ If a woman has left ner husM the two families will not 

be on speaking te ins. They ignore ePCL other. Two families who live ( 

opposite each other have not spoken to each other for two years for thiaj 

reason.4**^ who have fd*ldd to observe the "proper" behaviour with j 

respect "to  the opposite sex suffef> I8Q« than a short period of \ 

violent critical gossip and the oetrrcis• of  the offended Persons 

close  reletives.    Apart from that, they    continue their nomral life in 

the  c ommuni ty. 
How can we understand,  -this huge gap between people's 

ideals - what  they „*&*-**»'   *"** ^ sincerely think ought 

to be - and the reality which tfcey so   r-eed«.y 
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acce.t and :ooe with?  The answer is that for the Chiapillteoo the e 

is no problem here;  it is I, with my English upbringing who find an 

incongruity.  I ha^e already explained that Tor the Chiaoillteco word  , 

and dedd are tv/o separate things which need net correspond, whereas 

Europeans fe&l the nece--sity of making thera correspond, or at least of 

explaining their lack of correspondence.  The Chiapillteoo feels no 

need for an Ideal to corresp nd to Reality.  He loves a beautiful 

ideal or its own sake.  The expression of a trikly noble sentiment, 

of a grand ideal, are valuable in thernse ves;  they uplift his spiritl 

"j,uite apart end confused with this expression of ideals, 

is practical life. As I have :-aid, the Chiapillteoo is a realist; he 

accepts life and its unpleasantness and docs not deceive himself about 

it. He talks openly and frankly about deceits and betrayals and acts 

according to the ha sh facts of is experience, i'or us, words and 

deeds should correspond.  •L'hat is to say, we pejait a person to 

express certain sentiments without taking them t"JO seriously or too 

literally. V/e do not permit a person to express intended action withou' 

taking it perfectly seriously.  Thus the lagty who says ' I am quite 

delighted to see you ' need not be taken too literally and it is quite 

understood that courtesy obliges her to spy this even t ough it does 

not correspond to her feelings,  '-^he lady who says I will come and see 

you to-morrow is expeced to turn up to-morrow, and there is annoyance 

if she does not.//The Ohiapillteco on the contrary expects the sentimen,] 

ents expressed to be quite true and sincere at that particular 

moment, and you will always find him prepared to act upon them at that 

moment... That sentiments change from one occasion to another is an 

different matter. Intended actions are, howevernot taken too 

seriously. Thus if the Chiapillteca tells you she is delighted to see 

you, she is indeed delighted and wants you to come in and spend some 

time with heru . If she srys she will come and see you to-morrow she may 

very well not come, and no w-il* one will be in the slightest offended. • 

The Chiapillteoo is ofcourse, not opposed to anyone 

actin:: out the ideals and sentiments expressed. On the contrary, it 

is undoubtedly a 'good thing' to do. Are not all his National Heroes 

whom he ad dres and worships, such people? 
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But somehow ther-. is something not quite normal about such people; 

they are heroes, they are to be .admired, they are exceptional; but it 

is not for him to set like that. 

My landlady's comment expresses it well.  She wns talking 

about those terrible scoundrels who were Presidentes of the Eji'do at 

the time of its formation and who took for themselves the best'lands 

available and for this reason are rich men now. "They're all the same, 

all scoundrels, all thieves, not a decent fellow among them" she scolds. 

"Well, what about Pepe?" I ask. "Yes, just imagine, this Pepe was 

Presidente of the Bjido twice and out of pure stupidity did not take 

a single piece of land for himself. He is as poor now as he was before 

he took office; the silly man". 

The belief is therefore that a person should lead an 

honourable life, following the moral precepts of the Catholic'Church. - 
This t ' 

The practice is very different. Tfee-difference'- does not worry anyone, 

it is accepted. ,.   * 

If one wants a general explanation, then it lies, 

I thifck, in the freedom of action v/*vich is accorded to each individual 

on the one hand, and the lack^of effective sanction on the other. 

On the one hand it is .a' nutter of the individual, of his upbringing and 

his attitude to life; on'the other it is a matter of the lock of any 

effective sanction enforced by the society, whether th,ese sacntions be 

formal or informal. 

«** t.w 
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